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To /fix

GEORGE STUN EM AN.

Governor oj California:
GOVERNOR:

Herewith is transmitted t he First Part of my Report < HI Irriga-

tion and the Irrigation Question. Accompanying it is a pretaee

to the entire work, to which, with the introduction to the part now

presented, I invite your attention for such explanations as it has

seemed fitting to offer.

This work was commenced during the administration of the

Honorable Win. Invin, continued through that of the Honorable

George C. Perkins, and has been in progress thus far within your

own term.

To the courteous, intelligent, and earnest cooperation of these

former governors and yourself, under whose direction it has been

prosecuted, allow me to attribute much of the success had in carry-

ing forward and in bringing its results before the public.

With a hearty acknowledgment of my sense of personal, as well

as official obligation to you and your predecessors named.

I am, sir, respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

WM. HAM. HALL,

State Engineer.
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PREFACE.

California lias been the scene of an independent development
of irrigation practice, laws, ;md customs. In some respects tin-

outcome lias not been satisfactory to her citi/ens. The irrigation

interest has been shadowed by a cloud of litigation. The courts

have been crowded, and the legislature has been embarrassed by a

multitude of perplexing questions and conflicting measure-. \\V

have seen much progress; but how much more might there have

been had the waters of this state been utilized under a wis-

tern from the beginning of her growth. Without doubt thousands

of most desirable settlers have been kept away by current reports

of water-right and irrigation litigations. Without doubt many
millions of capital have been diverted to other channels, which

under settled conditions would have been devoted to the develop-

ment of local agricultural interests.

A notable group of circumstances has brought about this condi-

tion of affairs. Here have met and sought to be applied in the

promotion of irrigation, certain traditions and customs of the civil

law countries of southern Europe, as modified by Mexican prac-

tice; the common law water-course rulings of Knirlish courts: and

a mining water-right jurisprudence, with customs locally evolved

under new conditions. I lere also have met. to develop this indu<-

try and make laws for its governance, people from all parts of tin-

world and in all grades of circumstances, hardly any of whom had

the slightest idea of water-right systems or irrigation customs, leg-

islation, administration, or practice.

We have had a development of irrigation practice under most

peculiar financial and social conditions. It has had its growth

here, not only urged by the necessities of men to take from the

ground a support, and the desires of capital for profitable invest-

ment, which have been chief incentives to irrigation enterprise

elsewhere, but speculation in lands thought otherwise to be almost

valueless, and with irrigation believed to lie worth, and actually

commanding for purposes of investment, an hundred dollars or

more per acre, has urged the construction of canal works.
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The delightful and healthful climate of parts of our State where

irrigation lias been apparently most profitable, the charm of a life

amidst a semi-tropical foliage which irrigation there supports in

luxuriance, and the popular demand for a sanitarium and a region

of peaceful homes where light labor would season leisure and add

to tin- enjoyments of life, while at the same time producing a sub-

stantial return, lias added another strong incentive to the artificial

spreading and use of waters. Probably no other country ever

experienced the influence of such strong inducements to the diver-

sion of waters, until success in California was followed by like

action in some of her sister states and territories.

I hit before the desirability of taking water from the streams to

put it on dry lands became appreciated, there had grown up great

interests whose prosperity and life, locally at least, depended upon
the maintenance of flow in the natural channels.

Early attempts at irrigation were very crude and wasteful of

water, and lands newly irrigated engulfed the precious liquid, as

though made of sponge. When, a few years after, its benefits

became generally apparent, the supply seemed ridiculously small

as compared to the probable demand.

There was rivalry and conflict in taking out waters; there was

contention between those who took them out and distributed them
and those who wanted to use them; and there was an ever present
contest between both these classes and those who wanted the water

to remain in the streams for the maintenance or betterment of their

personal interests. And these contestations were graded in char-

acter according to circumstances.

Varied and many as were the questions thus brought about,

they were tew and simple as compared to the propositions which
made for their solution. It wen 1 vain to enumerate near all

the plans put forward in one form or another. In general terms

they \vi -re: ( 1
) For the United States government to purchase all

water-riirhts and canals in the Mate, construct great, works of stor-

diversion. and distribution, sell the water to consumers, and
thus render possihle the irrigation of all the dry plains: interfer-

ing with no one's riirhts without due compensation. It was urged

hy the advocates of this plan, in its various phases (and they were

not <mall in number as late as ei^ht to ten vears ago, and, further-

more, tli. -;ill many who would like to see it attempted),
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that the government could well allbrd tin- outlay of tin- million^ it

would cost; it would lc reimbursed an hundredfold in one \\\\\

or another: that there was ample precedent in the action of the

Knirlish government in India, for instance: and, furthermore, thai

it would he vain to attempt widespread irrigation in the state, un-

der any other auspices. It is hardly necessary to say that this

general idea was captivating to many persons. Comparatively
few people would have opposed it fifteen years apt. and thousands

would have hailed its application with personal satisfaction.

(2) Next came elaborations of substantially the same idea,

with the state substituted for the general government in the ini-

tiative. This outline plan has been more openly and freely dis-

cussed than the preceding, because apparently more likely of

accomplishment. The same reasons were urged in its favor: The
state would be the gainer in every way. and not the least, by the

speedy and iinal settlement of contentions which were occupying
and would otherwise continue to occupy its courts and retard the

development of its resources. At this day there are very many
advocates of some such plan in California; and a session of legis-

lature does not pass without its being brought forward, in some

form, with more or less confidence, as a possible and desirable

solution of all the difficulty. Its advocates say their time is

coming such action must be taken in the end.

(3) Then came the many and various plans for state action to

give the irrigation interest power to take and use waters without

let or hindrance from the riparian proprietors who demand that

the streams be preserved, or that they have their share of the

water if it is to be taken out. It is, perhaps, not necessary to say

that these proposed systems have recently been most popular in the

counties where irrigation is now an accomplished fact, or in rapid

progress. The general idea of all these plans is to put the control

of the natural streams virtually in the hands of those who want to

use their waters in irrigation, and to give them power to take and

pay, or not, as the case may be, for injury to others who would

be deprived of them.

(4) Next in order, there is the struggle on the part of the irri-

gation interest to have it declared, by legislative action, that the

riparian proprietors have no rights to water or to the streams, that

they never had any such rights in this state, or that they shall

have none in the future. And such action, it is thought by many
persons', would solve the disturbing problems.
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(5) Last, and perhaps newest in the popular view, comes the

thought, witli its many variations, that the state might and should

do miicli to settle these conflicts, without adopting any of the

alleged extreme policies marked out for her under the three pre-

ceding general ideas, and that, under any circumstances or plan,

it is and will continue to he imperatively necessary for her to adopt
some definite policy with respect to her water-courses, and not

simply remain a spectator of the various conflicts going on be-

tween private parties about them, bearing the expense and suffer-

ing the injury which their occupation of the courts and damaging

notoriety inlliet.

P>ut what is this something to be done? Here again are many
minds and many plans. Furthermore, it must be remembered

that not all nor by any means a greater part of the citizens of Cal-

ifornia, politically speaking, admit the necessity for irrigation in

their districts: as yet, the so called irrigation counties, even with

those next in character to them, are in the minority in the matters

of representation and taxable wealth. It is often difficult to con-

vince those who see no benefit to themselves in state action of any
kind, ami perhaps see a possible inconvenience to them, in the

way of interference with some of their customs, that they should

sutler taxation permanently to carry out any measure of state pol-

icy for direct benefit only in other quarters. And thus, while the

advocates of this last idea are by no means agreed as to what form

it should take, then- are likely to be those who would oppose any
m that involved continuous state expense.

Such ijuestions as these have regularly vexed the representa-
tives df the people at every session of legislature held since about

\^^\. and each struggle has been more intense than the one pre-

ceding. At first the immediate interest was confined to a very
few counties, having hut a handful of the representation, and, as

could then he done, the attempt was made to cure the trouble by
local or special laws applying to certain counties only. These

provd for the most part unsatisfactory. The leading great ques-

tion, as between riparian claims and appropriation claims, re-

mained untouched, and yearly grew in importance and popular
notic.-. Tin- institution does not now admit of local or

ial legislation, so that this old-time expedient is debarred.

Moreover, nothing definite was known of irrigation itself, outside

of the very limited areas or neighborhoods of its practice, and al-
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most nothing at nil of the irri^it ion resources of the state. As the

prohahle SUCC688 ol' many items of state policy turned upon such

matters of tact, the demand for the information was imperative jn

the halls of legislation: and the fact was recognixed. also, that it

would he of great value to the irrigators. land owners, and people

generally,

Finally, there had grown up other classes of conflicts over the

use and management of water-courses and puhlic waters, even

more intense than those immediately connected with irrigation.

These were the hydraulic mining debris complications, and the

arterial drainage or reclamation iuestions; the intelligent discus-

sion of which also necessitated a knowledge of facts which had

never been collated.

Matters came to this stage when, in 1878, a law was passed cre-

ating the office of State Kngineer. It was a compromise measure

adopted in lieu of any one of half a dozen or eight others which

severally were based on the general ideas heretofore mentioned, or

other plans not necessary to speak of. It provided for an inquiry
into the whole subject-matter of the problems before the Legisla-

ture, as follows:

SEC. 3. The duty of the State Engineer shall be, under the direction of the

Governor, to investigate the problems of irrigation of the plains, the condition

and capacity of the great drainage lines of the State, and the improvement of

the navigation of rivers.

BC. I. In order io carry out the purpose specified in section three, it -hall

be required of the State Engineer to ascertain as nearly as possible the follow-

ing named facts, and to express opinions as is hereby required :

/'/'/>/ To aseertain the present water-carrying capacity of the Sacramento
and San .Joaqiiin liivcrs, in the different sections which are liable to overflow.

Second Whether this carrying capacity can be increased, and. if BO, by what

means, and at what cost.

Third- The maximum quantity of water which may reasonably he expected
to present it-elf, on any day, at the head of any of the sections ,,f the river- a-

before mentioned.

Fourth- - Whether it is po-sihle to make the rivers carry the maximum quan-

tity thus ascertained, and if not, to Miggest such other measures as may be judi-

cious for tin- relief of the rivers and the protection of adjoining lands, and to

give detailed estimates of the cost of the suggested works.

Fifth To ascertain whether there has been any change in the height of heels

of the navigable rivers of the State, and if so, to determine as nearly a-^ may
be the extent of this change, and the cause or causes to which it is due, and

whether change is now taking place in the height of the beds of the rivers, and
if so, what legislation, if any, will be effectual in preventing the rise of the beds,
or in diminishing the rate of rise.

Sixth To ascertain the effect of any change in the bottom of the rivers, on

their carrying capacity, and in the height of floods in the rivers.
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Seventh T<> ascertain the position and acreage of all lauds in the valleys of

the Stati-. which arc now or may be in the future in need of irrigation; to

divide the-e lands into their natural districts; to ascertain the water source or

source^ from which each district may lie most conveniently irrigated ;
to ascer-

tain the <|tiantity of water which these sources can supply in different years
for irrigation; the length of time in each year during which these sources will

supply sufficient water for irrigation; make studies of the best means for irri-

gating each district, and give his opinions and advice to such parties as may
be engaged in irrigating a district, or who may he aliout to undertake the irri-

gation of a district. .... ....
/'ii/fitfi- The State Kngineer shall also inquire into the relation which hy-

draulic mining hears to the navigation of the rivers, and to their carrying;

rapacity: to inquire into the question of the flow of debris from the mines into

the water-courses of the State; to ascertain the amount and value of agricult-
ural Kinds and improvements which have been covered up or injured by the
overflow or deposit of debris, coming from the hydraulic and other mines in

the Sacramento Valley, and to devise a plan whereby the injuries caused

thereby can be averted without interfering with the working of such mines.
\!nt/i- In addition to making these inquiries, the State Engineer shall make

such other investigations as may appear to him to be necessary, and approved
by the Governor, for the proper and complete solution of the problems stated

'

U '11 three.

It must be apparent from the foregoing, to any one at all con-

versant with such matters, realizing that California has an area

as large as that >f all tin- New England states and all the middle
states combined, with Maryland and a third of Virginia in addi-

tion, ami that this investigation must necessarily extend over more
than half of her territory, that a very large field for inquiry was

opened up for the state engineer, in more wavs than one.

Tin- law made provision of money for the prosecution of the work
for the first two years, and other appropriations have carried it to

this time. when, in accordance with a recommendation by the state

engineer, the results to date are being published under legislative

l)uring the first two years the work was largely devoted to the
fields of the "debris

"
and "

drainage
"
inquiries, so called. At the

end of that time, by another act of legislature, there were imposed
on the state engineer ihe duties of planning and advising about

large works of river improvement, and storage of debris. For
somewhat more than a year these matters imperatively demanded
close attention, when the last named law was declared bv the

supreme court to be unconstitutional, and thus terminated work
under it. Hence, not until 1SS1 had more than half gone was
the attention of the department centered on the irrigation exam-
nat i
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Tin- difficulties and embarrassments under which tin- work of

the department has hern carried forward have hem \-i-rv great.

There were the parties to three great contentions, in the midst <>f

which was cast a technical department to make inquiry into tin-

subjects of their bitterness. Peacemakers, arbitrators, and search-

ers after truth where extreme prevails, as a rule are trampled
under before they have the opportunity to eil'ect any part of their

mission. The state engineering department has not been thus

unceremoniously treated. But it has been very much embarrassed

in the prosecution of its work by the uncertainty which there has

ever been as to its continuance from year to year. It rested with

the legislature at each session to provide means for the work.

Each time there has been uncertainty. So that it has been im-

possible to organize the work and carry it forward to advantage.

Without particularizing at this point, it is within bounds t<

that, could the department work have been planned at first with

the certainty of six years existence, much better results would

have been acquired by the use of very much less money. As it is.

the work has been carried on spasmodically between legislative

sessions, and each time stopped and disorganized, preparatory to

a probable closing out. The demoralizing effects of such disturb-

ance as it has had five times in seven years, in consequence of the

contentions which have gone on over hydraulic mining debris,

water-right, drainage, irrigation, and riparian right matters, can

be appreciated only by those who have been through such an expe-
rience. It is not proposed to attempt a picturing of it here, how-

ever much the narrative would account for many shortcomings

which may be apparent in the results.

Besides the unhappy intluences incidental to the great legisla-

tive contentions, there has been much difference of opinion as to

the sphere and proper purpose of the department. These matters

will be explained in the introduction to that part (II) of the re-

port which accounts for the field work of investigation. It is

proper here to remark, however, that the department has always
been sustained by majorities so great, in legislative action.

amply justify the course which has been taken in its manage-

ment, and that the treatment it has received at the hands of the

press of the state, and citizens, generally, has been, to say the least,

gratifying.

It is possible that the legislature did not appreciate the magni-
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of the work which it outlined b the instructions above

quoted. It is probable that the people of the state do not realize

tin- importance of this subject. The field work is in the nature of

a physical survey of the state, combined with certain industrial,

social, and other inquiries of broad scope, and necessary to be

prosecuted over a wide field. It is by no means complete, but

enough has been done to warrant publication, to be submitted for

iative and popular judgment of its utility, and to serve as a

ha sis for legislative action towards the interests involved.

The present report relates only to the irrigation part of the inves-

ti Cations. These have been distinctly in two lines, as "necessary
for the proper and complete solution" of the questions with which

the state has to deal. The investigation was not ordered for the

purpose ( ,f furnishing plans for the irrigation of lands, except as

this might bo done incidentally to its main object. The intention

was the acquirement of data upon which the state might formu-

late a policy and frame legislation respecting irrigation matters.

This was the accepted purpose of the measure when proposed and

adopted in legislature. It has been the main purpose for which
the department has since been supported.
The report which is now presented should be primarily viewed

in the light of its main purpose.
It is made in three parts. The first, introductory to a study of

the prohlcnis of irrigation: and being itself a series of studies of

irrigation development in the three countries of the world from
whose experience we may hope to learn something for our imme-
diate purpose, it is intruded to serve as a book of reference for,

and thus shorten the discussions that are to follow.

The second part presents the facts with respect to the field for

irrigation: the past development, present condition, and possible
future extension of irrigation in California.

The third is a discussion of the irrigation questions in Califor-

nia, upon the basis of the facts presented in the second part, the

experiences in other countries reviewed in the first part, and in the

light of other data which will be appended to the third part itself.

I'nder this general idea, the report is framed according to the

following outline:
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PART I.- Ir/-i<i<iti<>n Envelopment.

History, diatoms, Laws, and Administrative Sy-tem- Relating to Water-

Water-Courses, and Irrigation in K ranee, Italy, and Spain.

I'\I;T II. Irriijdtinn in < 'nl i fnrnin.

Water-sheds. Precipitation, and Water Supply Land< l!e<iui rin.ir Irriga-

tion I rriirat ion Districts Water-rights Kiparian Intere-t- N\"orU>. Sy-tem-.
I'rai-tice, and Statistics of I miration, in California.

P\KT III. The Irriiidfinn ij,i,-stinn.

Development of this < Question in California The Mexican Civil Law The
Kntrlish Coninion Law The California!! Cu<tonis The Conflicts The ,|ue--

tion-. Ueview of Irrigation and Water-ltii:ht Laws A Sy-tem for California.

The whole work is primarily intended as one of reference fur

the irrigators, land owners, members of legislature, and others

who take a special interest in this suhjrrt as presented for state

action in California, and is framed to meet a demand whose char-

acter has repeatedly been made apparent to the writer.

The legislature has ordered it printed and the copies offered tor

sale. If it meets with special favor, as a book to he read because

of any motive of passing interest merely, at the hands of the gen-

eral public, it will be successful in a line which has been subor-

dinated to its leading purpose. Any demand which there may he

for a report of that character, it is hoped will be met by a resume

of all the reports of this department.
A report which would undertake to show the irrigable resources

of the state, as to lands and water supply, in suHicient detail to

be of value other than simply to satisfy a passing interest and

serve as a basis for general discussion, must necessarily itself be

a large and by no means readable hook.

A report which would undertake to present plans for availing of

those resources, sulliciently matured to usefully show how tin-

lands may be irrigated, would make up a small library. While

the. state has no system in its water-law, and no policy towards

irrigation and water-courses but that of letting things drift, it

were idle only to formulate special plans or general systems for

irrigation works, or for the state to speculate as to how the la in Is
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can best be irrigated; for each land owner or canal projector

would, after all, do just as his interest dictated, and the proba-

bility is, as experience conclusively demonstrates, that the doing

would not be in accordance with any well matured general system
of \\orks, or far seeing policy.

Indeed, it is a question, which the writer proposes to discuss in

the proper part of this report, as to whether the state should ever

undertake to mark out definite plans for irrigation works or sys-

tems. As to whether any policy which the state might adopt would

admit of a useful purpose being served merely by such official

formulations. Whether there is not about as much, as the people

of th<- state will consent to undertake, to be done in establishing a

in of law and administration, under which private and com-

munity enterprise can operate to advantage, and in collecting and

publishing the data of physical phenomena, and the statistics of

the use of water in irrigation, necessary on which to prevent or

settle a large part of the conflicts of kinds continually arising in

all irrigation countries.

The terms of the instructions in the law about making plans
for the best methods of watering the natural irrigation districts of

the state will be complied with, in writing this report. And, it

is hoped, in a manner to render the compliance, when taken in

connection with the other parts of the work, a valuable result.

But such publication would never make an adequate return to the

people of the state for the cost of the work, if the good to come
were only through the use of the propositions in irrigation enter-

prises, for the reasons already given.

This department is in possession of much definite information

which should be made available to every one, under a proper sys-

tcni. Moreover, a <iood treatise on the construction, maintenance,
and operation of irrigation works in general, would be of inestima-

ble value to very many people of the state, and by rendering enter-

prises more successful would amply return its cost to the state.

T.iit this report will not go into that field.

The introduction which will precede each part will more fully

explain its plan, or immediate object, or furnish a key to its more

important features. Other reports of the department now being

printed, or in course of completion, and the maps prepared or in

course of preparation for publication, will be spoken of in a mem-
:dum at the close of the first volume of the main work. 1
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closely as has been done, will overlook the pivsenee of apparently

redundant matter in this volunir.

Those who arc familiar with the extreme verhosity. diiVuseness,

and redundancy of Btyle in which Kuropean state and law pa:

and treatises are drawn, and reflect that these in thousands of

pages were the models necessarily ever present with tin- writer

hereof, will not be swift to criticise faults in composition and treat-

ment of the subject which appear in this hook. It takes time and

labor to condense from the results of such a research as has been

made, and the process has to be repeated to get the best outcome.

Had the time for further revision have been at command this work

would be more concise and probably more readable.

The primary purpose has not been to write a book for popular

reading. Such a volume will fittingly follow the publication of

the entire report. The formal systemization and subdivision of

matter, and careful preservation of references to the more impor

taut authorities, shows at once the intention of making this a vol-

ume for reference, as heretofore declared.

It is an epitome of a special literature and line of data which is,

for the most part, inaccessible to all but a very few individuals of

those for whom this work has been undertaken and is particularly

intended. If there is an apparent attempt in the composition to

render readable an avowedly cumbrous arrangement of the sub-

ject, it maybe attributed to a pardonable desire to make the work

more acceptable to the irrigators, land owners, and citizens of Cal-

ifornia, who, having it in their libraries, as a book of reference,

will occasionally read a few of its chapters.

The detail of treatment has been a matter of thought. Opening

the work at almost any page, the commencement of a subdivision

of the subject is before the reader. It has been the endeavor to

make each such little paper sufficiently complete to have its bear-

ing fully understood without the necessity for familiarity with

other pages.
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would be more concise and probably more readable.

The primary purpose has not heen to write a book for popular

reading. Such a volume will fittingly follow the publication of

the entire report. The formal systemi/ation and subdivision of

matter, and careful preservation of references to the more impor

taut authorities, shows at once the intention of making this a vol-

ume for reference, as heretofore declared.

It is an epitome of a special literature and line of data which is.

for the most part, inaccessible to all but a very few individuals of

those for whom this work has been undertaken and is particularly

intended. If there is an apparent attempt in the composition to

render readable an avowedly cumbrous arrangement of the sub-

ject, it may he attributed to a pardonable desire to make the work

more acceptable to the irrigators, land owners, and citizens of Cal-

ifornia, who, having it in their libraries, as a book of reference.

will occasionally read a few of its chapters.

The detail of treatment has been a matter of thought. Opening

the work at almost any pap-, the commencement of a subdivision

of the subject is before the reader. It has been the endeavor to

make each such little paper sufficiently complete to have its bear-

ing fully understood without the necessity for familiarity with

other pages.
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This idea is in keeping with the general purpose of the work as

one of reference, and is intended to fit it for the use of many per-

sons who are not book readers, and who probably, from lack of

time and force of habit, would not follow any report, work, or

treatise through consecutively. The unavoidable result is repe-

tition and consequent swelling of bulk; but the better purpose

which the book will serve within its sphere should be ample

excuse for this fault.

Let it be remembered that this compilation is a pioneer in its

field. There was no model or guide for it. There is no other work

in any language which essays the picturing of the development of

the water and irrigation laws, customs, and regulations of the three

countries named, or of any two of them, in a manner intended to

serve as the basis of comparison, or as the foundation of study of

their principles, from the standpoints of irrigation enterprise and

state policy.

There are very many single and partial treatises touching on

the subjects for the several countries, but these are almost wholly

law books, or technical works on irrigation, or official publications,

where is occasionally found something pertinent. In fact, the liter-

ature of the subject is immense, but the arrangement is in no in-

stance to our purpose, so far as lias been learned by a very diligent

inquiry through commercial, otticial, and professional channels

during the past eight years, and by the collection of many publi-

cations.

Tin-re has hern no guide, even, of recent date, to a line of

authorities on the subjects of this volume. The data of this work

have heen obtained to dates less than a year ago, in several in-

stances, on the advice and through the courtesy of official sources.

So that it contains nnieh that is not elsewhere found in print

except in govern mental or Kuropean legal publications.

Ahnye all. it must he remembered that, as it stands, this vol-

ume is not a complrte report. Its points should he held as lights

to the study of existing and possible irrigation in California, which
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will he presented in the second volume. Its <l;it;i will form ;i

larize |>;irt
of the hasis for discussion of our irrigation jurstinn.

which will be essayed in the third volume.

Had this work to go before the public only through the chan-

nels ordinary tor state reports, an explanation, such as the fore-

going, would not be necessary or in good taste, but the tact that it

is ordered to be placed on the market for sale has r< -ndercd some

such introduction imperative to prevent thoughtless criticism by

those who may not understand the circumstances of its produc-

tion or the demand which has brought it into heinr.

For advice and other favors in immediate connection with this

study and present volume, special acknowledgment is due to the

late General B. S. Alexander, consulting engineer to this depart-

ment in 1878, Honorable George P. Marsh, late Tinted State-

Minister to Italy, and Honorable John Buchanan Hall, counselor

at law, Stockton. The character and extent of these obligations

will be shown, and acknowledgment made of substantial favors

received from a number of other persons, in a memorandum at

the close of the book.
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ROMAN EMPIRE.



ROMAN IKKIGATION LEGISLATION,

INTRODUCTION.

It may be said that Rome once ruled all the countries of South-

ern Europe, Northern Africa, and Western Asia where irrigation

had its birth and its greatest development in ancient times;
1 and

that her laws with respect to waters were crystallized several cen-

turies after the Romans became familiar with the practice of

irrigation and the necessities of the irrigation interest as at that

time recognized in the various quarters of this region.
2

Those who were regarded as authority at the law in Rome, who

plucked from the confusion of her earlier customs and edicts the

principles of her laws, with others who expounded those principles

and formulated her system, were amongst the most acute and

logical thinkers the world hag known to this day; so that modern

jurisprudence, at least in continental Europe, has been so far

guided by the principles of the Roman Law, it has been said, in

substance, that
"
having ceased to rule the world by their arms,

the Romans still control mankind by their reason."

This being the case, it is well that our inquiry commence with

a glance at the leading features of the laws and administrative

policy of this people in their dealings with the water-right and

irrigation interest, although, considering the vast difference in our

social and political establishment and forms of business enterprise,

we may not find the positive guide which we are in search of.

1

I motion of course existed in sonic of these countries long before the Roman
Kmpire was founded, ;m<l India and China also were the scenes of irrigation
practice at a much earlier period.

Koine was all powerful throughout the Mediterranean countries before the
Christian era : hut the Theodosian codes were promulgated more than four cen-
turies, and the .Justinian codes more than five centuries, later.



CHAPTER I,- THE EOMAN EMPIRE,

ROMAN LAWS AND ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY WITH RESPECT

TO WATERS AND WATER-COURSES.

SKCTION I. Right of Property in Water- and Water-*

Common Property -llmmins_r Water-.

Publie Property Kiver-: Private Property Brook*.

He-lime as to <>\vner-hip.

SKCTK.N 1 1.- < 'ontn.l .if Pnblie Rivers ;uil Wain--.

Coiistniftitni and Mainti-liancc of W<>rk>.

Use of Public l!ivrr>.

I'si- of 1'ultlic \Vat.-r-.

SECTION III. Control of Waters in Private Work-. an<l on Private

Private Springs.

Ownership of Waters of Springs and in Works.

Accjuiri'iiient of Ili.uht to use Wat-

SECTION IV. Right of Way to ( 'oi-dnrt Waters.

1'nedial Servitudes .\</u;t tlnrtim; .\>/n;i

The Riglit on Private Proprrty.

The Right on Public Property.

SECTION I.

RIGHT OF PROPERTY IN WATKK AND \\'ATER-COURSES.

In their classification of things, as a l>asis of laws regarding

ownership and use, the Roman jurists recognized, with resprrt t<>

pro}3ert^vship, two general classes:

Things in patrimon/io, ca]>a))le of being possessed by person-

exclusively of otlu-rs: and things cstrn jHitrhnnniinn. those in-

capable of being so possessed.

Things extra patriinnnium were classed under four headings:

Things common, free to all mankind: things public, belonging
to sonic nation or people: tilings inu rersitatis, belonging to some

certain city, society, or corporation; and things nuttius, belonging
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to nobody; the latter relating to things consecrated and devoted

to religious uses.

Common Property Running Waters.

Like the air, water was regarded as a necessity to human life,

of which -every one might use so much as was wanted for per-

sonal requirements, but which was not capable of appropriation

to private ownership further than in this sufficient quantity.

By the law of nature, flowing water is a common property of all

men. [Justinian's Codes, Lib. 6, Tit. 1, Sec. 1.

"Res communes,
* * *

things the property of no one in par-
ticular * * * the air, running water, the sea and its coasts,

and wild animals in a state of freedom. The air is necessary to

human life, and every one may use so much of it as is requisite,
but it is not capable of appropriation; the same is the case with

running water." [Colquhoun, 923.

"Res omnium communes. Such things, it is obvious by their

very nature, could not stand in private ownership. Every person
might use and enjoy them, but no one could possess them. These

things are the air, running water, etc. When the Romans speak
of the air as a res omnium communis, they do not mean to include
the space above the earth, but only the atmosphere. The man
who owns the soil owns the space above it, and this space is a

thing in comnrercio" (capable of barter or sale) ;

" but the atmos-

phere is a res extra commercium" (a thing not capable of barter

or sale) .

" The same remarks apply to running water. The space
in which the brook or streamlet flows, as it hastens to feed the
larger streams, is in private ownership, but the water is not."

[Gaius, p. 209.
"
Things common to all, are those which being given by provi-

dence for general use cannot be reduced to the nature of property.
Such are the air, running water, the sea, and the shores of the
sea: luii if a man by prescription, from time immemorial, had
tin- use of running water, as for a mill, his case was an exception
to the general rule, but he must not waste the water unneces-

sarily: and mills and other structures might be erected on rivers

hy -pecial license. Vid. Digests, 48-8." [Browne, Vol. I, p. 170.
" From the very nature of such things results the necessary

consequence that they can never be completely the object of pri-
vate ownership, that they can form the object of such a right only
so far. and so lon<r. as it is possible for man to retain them under
his dominion or control. Kxeept as to the portions which an
individual may thus have brouirht under subjection, they must be
regarded as common to all the world AV.s omnium communes."

[Goudsmit, p. 113.
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/'a l>!i<- Property Rivers; I'rimtr /%/*//// Brooks.

Streams, rivers, lakes, ponds, etc.. which were not in private

ownership, were regarded as public things, and spoken of ;i

imlilir;i, things which belonged to the people as a nation. There

were public properties used tor State purposes, solely and only, by
the representatives of the State, the rulers or officials; and public

properties used by private individuals, and yielding revenue to the

State for such use; and there were public properties used freely

by all the people.

"Res publics in the strict sense of the words, are those things
which are exclusively in the possession of the State. Such an-

public thoroughfares, public streams, public squares, public baths,
and the amphitheatres." [(Jains, p. 210.

The roads and rivers were specially counted as public things by
the Romans. " The public could use the river, for instance, as a

ship way, or for fishing, but the ownership itself was vested in tin-

State." [Gaius, p. 210.

They were not the property of the ruling sovereign, but of the

sovereign power of the people collectively, each one of whom
could use them as his own. but might not injure them, neither

segregate any portion or constituent part of them for his own.

And this right of use in the navigable rivers, highways, harbors,

and gates, was extended to all, whether Roman citizens or not,

who were at peace with Rome.

Public rivers are defined to be such as were perennial or ever

flowing, as distinguished from winter torrents, but this, although
one of the essentials of such rivers, was not alone sufficient to

render them public, for if located through private lands they \veiv

not the property of the public unless navigable or capable of

being made so by improvement, or, from some other cause, of

public importance.

"
It is not, however, all streams that are public things. Thus

Ulpinius says: 'Some streams are public and some are not.

Cassius demies a public river as one which runs perennially.' A

perennial stream is one which Hows throughout the year. Per-

ennial brooks are not as such /r* y,//*//V/f . although, in conse-

<|uence of their resemblance to public streams, legal protection
was afforded to persons having only a private interest in them,
which protection was based upon and analogous to that by which
waters that were res pv.Mii'H (public) were protected. There was
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not at any time in Roman law a strictly legal distinction drawn
between the river (flumen) and the rill or brook (rivus). As a

general thing, it may be said that the brook is a private thing, and
the river the property of the public." [Gaius, p. 209.

A river was distinguished from a stream by its greater volume,

or more considerable local importance. Rivers were of perma-
nent flow, or sometimes only of intermittent flow, leaving their

beds dry in summer, when they were called torrents. A perma-
nent river might occasionally dry up, however, without losing its

character. Permanent rivers were public rivers, and might be

either navigable or not navigable.
1

River Banks and Beds Ownership and Use.

The bank of a river, like the shore of the sea, commenced at

the limit of the spread of the waters at high stage, but when
lands were not inundated; land above that line was property in

public or private ownership; all below that line was the bed of

the river.

In the case of navigable rivers and all streams of the public

property, the beds belonged to the state
; being part of the public

thing the river. Should the waters leave such channel and

take another, the river, the public thing, was considered to have

moved, and the old bed became the property of those whose lands

were taken for the new channel, while lands taken for this new
channel became part of the public property the river.

In the case of non-navigable rivers and streams not regarded
as public, situated on private property, the beds belonged to the

riparian proprietors. While these beds were covered with water

it was considered that the rights of such proprietors were sus-

pended, but such rights revived when the waters receded.

By some authorities, and at a different period of time, a some-

what different doctrine was held to, regarding the beds of rivers,

which was as follows: The beds of rivers were classed with ani-

mals, birds, and bees in a wild state, fishes in public water, gems
unfound, etc., things capable of private ownership, but yet within

tin- |K)wer or possession of no one. When abandoned by tin- waters

the lands of such beds became the property of the riparian propri-

etors, as did also alluvial formations in the beds of a stream

1 Justinian I)., Lib. 43, Tit, 12, Sec. 1; Lib. 43, Tit. 12, E
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whether in tin- ton 1 1 of addition t<> tin- hanks. or islands in the

Channel as soon as deposited.
"
Temporary inundation suspends, and continued inundation

destroys the right of the owner/' [Culipihoun. 'IS'-'.

It is not necessary for the purposes of this report to carry 1 1 1 i
-

subject further and consider the matter of alluvion.

The hanks of a public river might helong to the riparian pro-

prietor, to the extent that lie had the right to take the fruits, cut

the bushes, and fell the trees which grew thereon, but not so as to

prejudice the use of the river or its banks by the public. The

public had a right to the use of the banks of navigable rivers, so

that a qualified ownership of the soil of such banks was all that

could be acquired by private persons.
1 The owner of lands which

were bounded by a ditch or wall following near the bank, or by a

public road on the bank of a public stream, was not a riparian

proprietor; to be such his lands had to be bounded by the stream

itself.

* t<>

\\V thus see, and it is essential to keep clearly in view, that

the Roman law made a marked distinction between rivers and

streams, and the waters thereof.

Taken as a whole, a river channel and water was regarded
as a public thing (res publica ), the property of the state, necessarily

-excluded from private ownership or control, barter or sale, the use

of which in its entirety, to be enjoyed by all.

But the water, regarded as a separate thing from the river, was
tin- property of all the people in common it was susceptible of

apportionment amongst the people each might drink of it, each

dip up a portion and carry it away, and, further than that, if the

enjoyment of the public property the river as a whole would

not be impaired, each might divert a portion of the water from its

natural channel for other purposes than those of his own domestic

necessities. But the state, representing the people the owner of

the public thing, the river was guardian of the common property,

the water, and no person could use more than sufficient for his

individual necessities and those of his family and cattle, without

-a special permit so to do.

1
Colquhoun classes the banks of navigable rivers amongst thinirs public, ;ui(l

says expressly that they won- public propi-rty s.. far as the public chose to use
till-in in aid of navigation.
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Water-sources and some water-courses, it is true, were suscepti-

ble of private ownership, and, where thus held, the right to use

their waters pertained primarily to such possessor. So, there were

springs and brooks, which, being situated on private lands, con-

stituted parts of the property, but the water itself, while running
in its natural channel, beyond these lands, was the property of all

the people, and, as such, was the ward of the nation.

SECTION II.

CONTROL, OF PUBLIC RIVERS AND WATERS.

It was specially declared to be lawful for every one to navigate
his craft on all public rivers, lakes, and canals, and the banks

thereof were open to all for purposes of loading and unloading, but

the navigator was forbidden to enter forcibly upon a bank for this

purpose. The right of fishery was open to all, and each person

might dry his nets upon the shore, and otherwise use the banks as

might be necessary in the prosecution of his calling. The banks
and channels of public rivers were specially guarded from injury;

the construction of works or the placing of obstructions therein
r

by the effect of which the current might be made more or less

rapid, was forbidden.

The construction of works upon the bank, or in the channel of

a public river, whether navigable or not, whereby either the low

water or high water flow thereof would be affected, was forbidden.

And works which might have an effect such as described, erected

without authority, were removed or abolished at the expense of

the constructor.

"
Prohibitory interdicts forbade anything being done tending

to impede the navigation of public rivers, or changing the course
of running water; and other interdicts, of tin- rcstitutory class.

comjxjlled the reestablishment of things in the way the public
had hitherto enjoyed them." [Ortolan-Mears, p. 398.

" The praetor says :

*

I forbid any one to put any structure upon
a river or on its banks, or to do anything that would deteriorate
the navigation or the water-way.'

"
[Justinian D., Lib. 43, Tit.

12, Sec. 1.

Speaking of this interdict, Colquhoun, in substance, says: And
this applied to all public streams, whether navigable or not, in

full force except in the case of works intended for the protection
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or preservation of the banks or channel, tin- right to construct

which works was the subject of ;i sanction.

"Tliis interdict is intended for all people, and is perpetual, but
lies against him only who has diverted the water, and his heirs

prohibitorily and for restitution.'" [Culquhuim. _".il.

Construction and Maintenance of Work*.

It was declared to be lawful, however, for riparian proprietors,

or those who lived near the bank of a public river, to erect works

for the protection of a bank thereof, provided that navigation was

in no way impeded thereby, and that the river or the other bank

was not injured.

"The prretor does not pretend to prevent all kinds of works
made in rivers or their banks, but only those which could injure
navigation or the water-way. Thus the interdict of which we

speak here only concerns the public rivers, and not the others."

[Justinian D., Lib. 43, Tit. 12, Sec. 1, 12.

If damage resulted from any such work, an official examina-

tion was made, and, if deemed necessary, the works were removed,
or ordered changed, and security for ten years was exacted from

their owner or constructor, the amount thereof to be assessed by

persons chosen for their competency in such matters.

There was an interdict, de ripa munienda, concerning the pro-

tection of river banks, whereby it was lawful for riparian proprie-

tors to construct works for the repair or protection of the bank

adjacent to their property. If damage was threatened by such

works to the lands of another on the opposite bank or elsewhere,

a writ of inquiry was ordered, and a bond of security was exacted

for ten years against the results of the possible damaging action.

if, in the opinion of experts, it was likely to occur.

" This interdict being only prohibitory, and not also restitutory,
had to be applied for before the work was commenced; for, after-

wards, there was no mode of making it efl'ective. and recourse

had then to be had, in case of damage done, to an action for

damages." [Colquhoun. "J292.

Diversion of /'//W/V H'^/ox

Appropriation of the waters of public streams, except for indi-

vidual use, was a custom not known to the Roman law, for

although irrigation was recognized as a necessity, the rivers were
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regarded as a public property and as such were guarded in the

common interest. Navigable rivers and running waters generally

were excluded from private ownership because of the public use

to which they were devoted and the common necessity for their

use.

The diversion of waters, whether of floods or low-water flow,

from public rivers, reservoirs, or tanks, without the sanction of a

special privilege in each case, was prohibited. A decree of the

prastor was required to obtain authority to appropriate to private

use any material part of a property common to all the people.

[Ortolan, p. 143.

"
Nothing prevents water being taken from a public river, unless

the prince or the senate forbids; provided that this water may
not be for public use. If the river is either navigable or makes
another navigable, this will not be permitted." [Justinian D.,
Lib. 43, Tit. 12, Sec. 2.

" The praetor must not accord the right of drawing from a nav-

igable river a quantity of water whose extraction would injure

navigation. It would be the same on a river which, not being
itself navigable, discharged into another which it rendered navi-

gable." [Justinian D., Lib. 39, Tit. 3, Sec. 10, 2.

" The matter of water, throughout the larger portion of the

Roman empire, was a matter of great importance, and it was
therefore found necessary to supply a summary remedy by inter-

dict to all questions relating to it; hence it was provided in the

edict :

'

concerning annual water, it is not to be taken by force,

fraud, or by the permission of another;' and '

concerning the use
of summer water, it is not to be taken by force, fraud, or by the

permission of another." [Colquhoun, 2301.

"By the civil law, the rivers were public;
* * * nor was

any obstruction or diversion of a river allowed. See Digest, Lib.

43." [Browne, Vol. 1, p. 171.

[ See, also, extracts from Ortolan and from Colquhoun, given
under the second heading preceding this one.]

It appears that water privileges were of two kinds: First

Those, to individuals, of water for use on individual lands the

terms "on his farm" being used in this connection; and these

were accorded by local authority, apparently that of the provin-
cial prsetors, at one period at least. Second Those of waters for

public use, which authorizations emanated from the senate or

other supreme central power.
When a joint right to divert was issued to several persons the

matter of division of the waters was left to those holding the right.
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The remodeling or alteration of the brad works of canals or

cuts out from both public and private rivers, without ollicial sanc-

tion, was prohibited.

Use of I'nhUc \\'<itn-.

The use to which water was to be put was not always stipulated
in grants, provided that it was to be used in good faith and not

wasted. It was declared that the user of water was liable for

damages,
"
by reason of anything done, dug, sown, delved, or built

whereby the river was corrupted." It was declared that water

privileges should be "exercised in such a manner as not to dam-

age other persons having similar rights."

All interference with public springs or water sources, lakes, wells,

and fish ponds, was prohibited.

" The waters of a public spring must be divided amongst the
owners of the adjacent lands, in proportion to their possessions,
unless some owner can prove his right to preference. But no one
should be permitted to conduct the water on to his property unless
it can be done without injury to the others." [Justinian D., Lib.

8, Tit. 3, Sec. 17.

"A caput aquae was a head or source of water, where it first

begins to appear in whatsoever manner."

The cleansing of springs or fountains, etc., was permitted, but it

was stipulated that no new veins of water were to be opened up.

Reservoirs might be cleaned and repaired, but no additional

waters conducted into them without authority.

Possession and use of running water, as for the operation of a

mill, or in irrigation, by a private individual, from time immemo-

rial, gave a prescriptive right to the continued enjoyment of such

use. No possessor of water, though having held it from imme-
morial time, had the right to use it wastefully to the prejudice of

others.

SECTION III.

CONTROL OF WATERS IN PRIVATE WORKS.

Springs on private lands were the property of the land owner,
on the principles that to such proprietor belonged all above and

all below the land, and all it produced. The right to use spring

waters might be acquired by others than the owner, by agree-
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ment or prescription; prescription being use, virtually, from time

immemorial.

Spring waters flowing off, joining with other waters and forming

brooks on other lands, became common property of all people, but

their use was dedicated primarily to the owners of the land along

their course; so that such waters, for purposes of diversion, were

held by these riparian proprietors, to the extent of their neces-

sities. It is necessary to carefully guard against misconception
on this point. Water rising out of the ground on a private estate,

as being a part of the spring, was the property of the owner of the

land
;
he could do with it as he chose

;
but when any portion of

that water had escaped from the tract where it came to the sur-

face, it became a common property of all the people. But so long
as it remained in channels on private estates and channels not

public from any cause (navigability or other reason), only the

owners of the banks of its channel could divert it from its course

and use it, except this right should have been acquired as a ser-

vitude, as will be explained under the next heading. But even

these bank proprietors could not divert such waters, if, in doing

so, other proprietors were injured thereby.

" For the validity of the concession for the right of taking water
onto his property, it is necessary to have the consent, not only of

those in whose lands the water rises, but, further, of those who
have the use of this water, that is to say, of those who have a

right of servitude upon this water. * * *
And, in general, it

is necessary to have the consent of all those who have a right

upon the stream or upon the land where the water rises." [Jus-
tinian D., Lib. 39, Tit. 3, Sec. 8.

Water drawn from its source, diverted, or drawn from its course,

into an artificial and private channel, or when stored in a reser-

voir or tank itself in private ownership, became private property.
The user might do with it as he chose, provided his use was in

good faith that he did not waste it.

SECTION IV.

THE RIGHT OF WAY TO CONDUCT WATER.

The rights to draw waters from a private spring or stream by
others than its owner, and to conduct waters across lands owned

by others, ranked as
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A ]>r;i<liiit
wrrifinli- under Unman law was a definite right of

enjoyment in sonic particular respect, of one pei>..n^ pro|M-rty by
the owner of other adjoining or neighboring property. The land

subject to the right was called i>r;linni serviem, and the land to

which the right was attached was railed
/,,-,-/

(limn dominait*.

1'nedial servitudes related to estate's in country or city, and lience

were divided into rural and urhtui.

Such a servitude could be held only as an appurtenance to land

owned, being called prfnliul because it could -not exist without an

estate. And the land subject to the servitude, and that to which

the right of enjoyment was attached, had to adjoin each other, or

be near to each other. The servitude was attached to the land

having the right of its enjoyment, and was owned with it, and

passed to a new owner with the title to it; but was extinguished

when the two estates involved, became the property of one person:

that person then acting by right of absolute ownership of all the

property, and not as owner of one estate and the attached servi-

tude on the other.

The right of passage across the lands of another, and the right

of conducting water through such lands, appear to have been rec-

ognized as indispensable privileges from the earliest times of the

Roman jurisprudence. The right of way to construct a canal or

other conduit through the property of another, and to lead waters

through it, was known as servitus aqux <lnrtux. and was one of the

chief rural servitudes.

"Servitus aqua' <Inrtus, the right to convey water by canals,

bricked trenches, or pipes through another's land. Some aqiie-
ducts were public, but others were for the use of private farms, to

which latter this servitude particularly applies." [( 'nlquhmm.
S 938,

The right to take water through the property of another in a

ditch or other conduit, could be acquired by prescription use tor

a long period of years or by agreement, or, in the case of public

works or works of public importance, title to the land necessary

could be acquired by expropriation and payment therefor. When

acquired as a title, of course the right was complete. When, as

a servitude, the right was acquired or accorded for a certain pur-

pose only. Thus, he who had a prescriptive right to take any
accustomed quantity of water across another's land, could not

materially increase that quantity. Having taken the water for
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his own use, he could not take water also in the same channel for

the use of another. Having taken water for a certain farm, he

could not take more than enough for that farm.

" The quantity of water that could be taken was determined, in

the absence of agreement, by custom, not by the wants of the land
for which the servitude was granted; but so much could not be
taken as to starve the land from which it came. If custom sanc-

tioned it, the water might be used for irrigation." [Hunter, fol-

lowing Justinian's Code, p. 245.
" No one can, without permission of the prince, conduct water

across public property." [Justinian D., Lib. 39, Tit. 3, Sec. 18, 1.

A right to draw and use water from another's spring or rivulet

might be imposed by agreement or prescription as a servitude

thereon. This right was known as aquse haustus and implied also

the right of passage as far as necessary to exercise the servitude.
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FEENCH IKRIGATION LEGISLATION,

INTRODUCTION

France is the country of Europe win-rein we find irrigation

practiced under the greatest variety of physical ciivumsta-

and at points widely separated: and where, in consequence, a

very great diversity of interests exists and a wide ran ire of prac-

tice has grown up.

The departments of t'ue M<>uths-of-the-Rhone and of Yuucluse.

in soutlieastei-n France, where irrigation is most eoimnon. are in

a region of wide open plains or rolling lands near to the level of

the sea, where the temperature is high and rainfall very light, and

artificial watering of all crops is an ahsolute necessity, even on

the richest of soils.

In the department of the Pyrenees, in southwestern France, a

peculiar irrigation of natural meadows and other vegetation is

found in the mountain valleys high ahove the level of the sea,

with distinctive meteorological surroundings: while along tin-

base of these mountains irrigation is again found m extensive

plains and rolling lands of moderate elevation and medium range

of temperature and precipitation.

In the department of the Yosges in northeastern France is found

that peculiar irrigation of meadow lands where water i>

almost continuously, notwithstanding heavy rains well distrih-

uted throughout the year.

In northwestern France artificial watering has reclaimed and

made productive and populous, vast tracts of land formerly barren

and covered with drifting sands or scanty natural pasturage.

Throughout France market gardening and fruit raisin.

largely dependent upon irrigation, which is very extensively prac-
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ticed for these purposes as well as for growing fodder and grazing

plants and plants used in manufacturing textile fabrics and dye

stuffs; and of late years the application of water on vineyards to

drown out or prevent the spread of phylloxera has become quite

common and is directly fostered by governmental aid in various

ways.

Besides the very great variety of physical conditions and results

surrounding and attending irrigation, we find in France an exam-

ple of an attempted complete governmental control of irrigation

and water-right matters, under a comparatively liberal form of gov-

ernment and amidst a free and enlightened people; and, attending

this, somewhat complicated relations between the administrative

and judicial arms of the government.

The government of France has of late years specially encour-

aged irrigation in a variety of ways, and here we find examples of

irrigation enterprise both ancient and modern, and of all grades

and forms of organization from the small private ditch project to

the large, costly, and complete canal systems wholly built and

managed as public works of the nation.

Of these interesting and instructive lines for inquiry a great

mass of data is available in print; so that of France a more com-

plete view may be had of irrigation at this distance from its scene,

than of any other European country, and its lessons are perhaps

the most instructive.
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EIGHT OF PKOPEKTY IN AND CONTEOL OP WATER-COtTBSES.
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SECTION I.

ORIGIN OF PROPERTY RIGHTS AND ()WM-:KSIIIP m-- STUK\MS IN

FRANCE.

7>V/.s/.s nf I'rnjiirti/ Rights}

While under the dominion of Koine all matters pertaining to

the streams and waters of the country now called France wciv

subject to governance hy Roman law. Luni: hrtnri- tin- close nt'

the Roman rule, the people had the full protection due citi/ens

of Rome, so that at the time of the conquest of (Jaul hy the \'i>i-

goths (A. D. 470 to 480) there was much land held in individual

ownership with the consequent private riirhts on small streams;

but under these Merovingian kiiiirs the freehold titles to land

1
See, particularly. Dallo/. and Malapert: also. I>unn>nt. and I>t- l';i--y.
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disappeared, property was held by a different tenure under the

sovereigns, and all right of ownership in water-courses and waters

was vested in the rulers themselves. The feudal system then

grew up, and the water-courses, from having belonged, according
to their class, to the nation and the people or to private indi-

viduals, under Roman law, and then exclusively to the kings,

under Merovingian rule, became dependencies upon the fiefs of

the feudal counts, who assumed almost complete ownership of

and control over them (9th to 12th centuries).

Actuated by desire for the revenue to be had from tolls and

subsidies for navigation and ferry or bridge permits, for several

centuries a struggle was now ever present between these nobles

and the kings, for the control of the water-courses; and the con-

flict did not cease until the government had become centralized

and feudalism had been overthrown during the fourteenth cen-

tury. "All streams and waters belong to the king by right of

kingship
" was the principle proclaimed by the sovereigns and

their nearer adherents. But in contending for this principle

against the nobles and provincial states, the kings in fact gave

up control of non-navigable streams those upon which tolls could

not be collected for ferriage and navigation permits to the bank-

land owners.

In the fourteenth century the study of the Roman law was

actively revived in France, and the time being about coincident

with the decline of feudalism, and the Roman law, recognizing

ownership of streams not of public importance that is non-navi-

gable streams by the riparian proprietors, this rule apparently
thus became incorporated into the law of France. The kings
asserted their ownership of all navigable streams and those

which were floatable for rafts and large timbers, extended the

application of the rule as far as there was then any justification

for it, and left the control and virtual ownership of non-navigable
and non-raftable streams to the bank owners, but really without

any formal laws or declarations upon which was grounded their

claim of title to them.

The public possessions of the kings, held for the benefit of the

nation, became in course of time known as the
"
public domain,

"

and in 1566 was issued the edict of Moulines, which declared the

imprescriptibility and inalienability of this public domain. This

policy of holding fast to' all the nation's property, though often
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:ilt;ickc(|. is still adhered to by tin- government, so tliat u

courses mid waters. once declared navigable and raftahle -an

never lie alienated from the public domain, and heenme in ;mv
sense private property.

Otrnrrxhif) a ml Control of A'// ///////<// St,-i<i ///>-.'

Navigability and floatability for rafts and large timbers became
the test for Streams belonging tothe king, but any stream deemed
of public importance might have been declared thus navigable

OF raftable, and made so in sullieient degree to justifv its incor-

poration into the public domain.

Tlu changes in the form of government, occurring a little lex

than a century ago, appear -to have resulted in no completed action

affect in IT the laws or customs respecting waters until 1
s

< > ".- 1. when

the Code Napoleon, the present civil code of the country, was pro-

mulgated. With respect to water-courses and waters it makes the

following distinct announcement, which is its only direct state-

ment relating to the ownership of water-courses or w;

"Article 538. Highways, roads and streets at the national ch.

rivers and streams which will carry floats, shores, ebb and I low \

sea.' ports, harbors, roadsteads, and generally all portions of the

national territory, which are not susceptible of private proprietor-

ship, are considered as dependencies on the public domain."

A royal ordinance of 1835 enumerated all the streams and parts

of streams in France, deemed navigable or raftable. and hence

claimed as of the public domain, and other ordinances, etc.. of

later dates have added to the list. The sovereign authority to

declare streams navigable, and thereby make them part of the

public domain, has not been disputed either in the courts or bef.n-

the council of state, but riparian proprietors who have been dis-

possessed of their right to water for irrigation, by the exercise of

this power, have claimed, and been allowed by the courts, in a

manner prescribed by law. indemnities for actual damage caused

them.

Furthermore, although only certain streams and pan-

1 See. particularly, Dumont, pp. 1 14,136 L46; Dalloz, VoL XIX, p, 337; Prnu-

(1111)11. Ji SKJ; nlso, f>r P;iy.
'-' These :uv the words of Kirh.-ml's translation of "laix ft />////> df In mcr:" hi it

the phrase should he rendered "the land left uneovered hy ami rerovered from
the >ea" namely, the land newly made l>y the -ea. I Hallo/. Vol. XXXVIII,
p. L'OS.
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streams, embracing probably all that really are navigable, or

that can be made so by a small amount of work, have been thus

added to the public domain, the administration, in council of

state, may at any time declare other streams or parts of streams

navigable or raftable, and thus make them public property, after-

wards paying the riparian proprietors for whatever actual damage
they may suffer, as may be adjudged by the courts. The state,

owning these water-courses, is, of course, owner' of the waters form-

ing them, and these, with the beds, under the edict of 1566, are

inalienable from the public domain; their use only can be granted,

as will hereafter be seen.
1

Ownership and Control of Streams not Navigable nor Raftnhle?

The ownership of the beds and waters of streams neither navi-

gable nor floatable for timber, and not claimed as such by the

government, is a point which has been much disputed. It is

stated by some French writers of forty years ago that the beds of

such streams belong to the riparian proprietors, and they imply
that the waters are a sort of property held in common by these 1

proprietors.

But all authoritative writers now hold that "according to 1 1n-

tern is of article 714, civil code, water-courses not navigable nor
raftable are common property, i. e., enter into the class of things
which do not belong to any one." [De Passy, p. 297.

This article 714 reads as follows :

u There are things which

belong to no one, and the use whereof is common to all. The
laws of police regulate the manner of enjoying such things."

But the preceding article, 713, says that
"
Property which has no

owner belongs to the nation." Taking these two articles together.

if the ownership of non-navigable and non-raftable water-courses

cannot be fixed elsewhere, then these streams belong to the nation,

just as well as do those which have been made part of the public*

domain by declaration of navigability, under article 5:>X.

The facts are, that riparian proprietors claim the ownership of

the channel beds to the center line, each in front of his property.

and that the courts allow the claim when the beds are perma-

nently laid dry from any cause: that alluvial deposits along their

1 De Passy, p. 27.
-

See, particularly. Dunnmt, I'.. H,('hs. Ill .-md V; DC I';is>v, Hi. I, and p.

279,etseq.; De Buffo n. Vol. tl, Sec. I; Dall../, V,l. XIX, pp. 379-384; also, Code
Napoleon.
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l!inks accrue to tin- benefit of the laud owner adjacent to \\

iield they form: that islands forming in the channels. !..!,,

the adjacent bank owners, in proportion on each side to local cir-

cumstances, and that prior to the passage of a law
-\>< lallv to the

point iu 1S-17, the owner of one hank could not. even after having
secured administrative authority to huild a dam in the stivam in

front of his property, ohtain the right to carry it past the center of

the stream, or connect with the opposite hank, without the -,,:

of the owner of that hank.

We see, therefore, that -until very recent years the beds of

streams of this class belonged to and were under the control of

the riparian proprietors, except, as will he seen hereafter, in mat-

ters wherein the government had exercised a supervision of works

and channels to insure a free How for flood wat-

Riparian Claim* to flu' IIW/ox 1

The waters of non-navigable and non-raftahle streams M

formerly also claimed as the private property of the riparian

proprietors. Circumstances of their origin and division, and the

necessarily common control of the streams, upset this theory,

however, long before the passage of the Code Napoleon. They
were next claimed by these hank-land owners, as a sort of proj>-

erty held in common by them as riparian proprietors, for the

exclusive benefit of their lands and industries.

On the other hand, it was and still is claimed by the owners

of lands not bordering the streams, that these waters belong to

the whole people of France, or are held by the nation for the

benefit of the whole people: and while the riparian proprietors

are given, by the Napoleonic code, a right to use them in irriga-

tion and otherwise, they are not given an CXcUttilM right, but that

the government, as the guardian of the waters, can. as in tin-

case of the waters of navigable streams it does, grant concessions

for the use of some part of them on lands not riparian, so Io:

rights already accrued by use be not unduly or injuriously limited

or their exercise inconvenienced by such action.

Replying to this, the riparian proprietors now say. that, if the

waters belong to the whole people of France or to the nation,

they, the bank owners, have, under the code, a special and eom-

1 Set 1

, particularly, Ihnm>nt. Hallo/, and IN- I';i--\ : :iN<>. IN- Buffon; :i>

cited.
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plete servitude on all such waters, which servitude, or right to

use, is continuous and not forfeitable by failure on their part to

avail themselves of it at any time, or for any length of time,

except as between themselves, as will hereafter be shown.

The question of the ownership of these waters, and that of the

nature of the right which riparian proprietors have to use them,

are points of several centuries of litigation in France, for these

questions were in dispute long before the civil code was promul-

gated, and it only changed the aspect of affairs and stirred liti-

gation up again on a slightly different basis, with many fine

points of law brought to the front.

The fact of the ownership of the waters of non-navigable and

non-raftable streams by the nation, as representing the whole

people, is now pretty well settled, and the tendency of decisions

and administration rulings, is towards a declaration of owner-

ship, by the nation, of the beds also, so long as occupied by the

waters or, so long as they are courses for public waters.

Starting several centuries ago, with almost complete ownership
and control of the waters and channels of streams not navigable
nor raftable, the riparian land owners have since been restricted

in their rights, from time to time, and we now find them without

any recognized claim of ownership in the waters, and only the

semblance of ownership in the channel beds until after these

shall have been laid dry; but with a preferred privilege to the use

of the waters, as we will hereafter see.

SECTION II.

WATER LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

Moving Causes of Development.
1

The water laws of France have their roots in the groundwork
of principles governing the right of property in water-courn >.

which have already been spoken of; for the application of these

principles, molded by the temper and the wisdom of the rulers,

and mellowed by the customs of the people, has brought out the

laws and administrative system which we now. find. For ccntu-

1

Se<>, particularly, Malapert ; also, De Buffon, and many papers, etc., in the
Annales des /'o///.s- ct ChauMees. and Dallo/.. as last cited.
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ries agriculture has been tin- favorite pursuit of tin- French, ami

the rulers of tin- country have been alive to the importan

fostering it: while manufacturing, Largely dependent on agricult-

ure, has heeii its hraueh of industry next in importance.

Agriculture in many juarters of France has necessitated the

application of water in irrigation: manufacturing lias in a high

degree been built up by the application <f water for power, ami

has developed a necessity for the use of water in large <|uantiti< s

in very many industrial processes.

The necessity for cheap internal transportation facilities early

developed a policy of river improvement and canal construction,

so that, commencing in this way as far back as the tenth century.

France now has a network of navigable waterways extending
over almost the entire valley portion of her territory.

Her drainage systems and topography are such that large areas

of country in the river valleys have been subject to occasional in-

undations, resulting in loss of property and in unsanitary condi-

tions, producing fever epidemics, thus pressing upon the attention

of the people and the government the necessity for improvement
of arterial drainage lines, the embanking of lands, and the sani-

tary drainage of lands embanked and those otherwise subject to

receiving too much water.

These things all combined, have brought about the makin.

laws, the growth of customs, and tin- promulgation of regulative

decrees relating to the improvement and guarding of water-courses

and waters, and their use in every way and in all interests.

Special Regard for Irrigation.
]

Agriculture being a leading interest, and the country ever alive

to its importance, although we find much complaint on the part

of French hydraulic-agricultural writers, that more has not been

done by government in behalf of irrigation, drainage, and the

like, and although undoubtedly more could have been done to

great advantage, in the way of systematizing matters as well as in

the construction of works, yet. considering the political troubles

which have for long periods of time disturbed France, on reading

the accounts of and laws relating to her hydraulic agriculture.

we, who may judge without prejudice, will he led to believe that

the French rulers and governments generally have striven to en-

1
See, Dumont, and De Button.
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courage and develop irrigation, drainage, and reclamation, and.

in fact, have accomplished much for them. We find irrigation

constantly favored in the laws, in preference to manufacturing
and many other uses of water: domestic necessities and naviga-

tion, alone, ranking it in the scale, and the first of these two uses

being the only one decidedly preferred to it in the administration

of the laws.

The French laws respecting irrigation are about as liberal as

they could be made under the circumstances surrounding their

development or formation. And it is a significant fact that.

although framed for the most part in the midst of monarchial

surroundings, amidst all the tearing to pieces which the institu-

tions of France have repeatedly had by the liberalizing spirit that

has from time to time prevailed, and even now that the country
for a decade has had a republican form of government, the old

administrative ordinances, the old administrative system, still

prevail almost unchanged, except in details and developments
that in no way affect their leading principles.

Classification of Water Lou-*.
1

The earlier laws of those which now exist are the edicts of

kings, from the sixteenth to the present century. Then come, in

addition to similar promulgations, the decrees of ministerial offi-

cers, enactments of legislative assemblies, opinions of superior

administrative authorities, as well as decisions of courts.

In fact, besides the statutory law, which is king-made law and

that emanating from legislative officers or bodies, the water laws of

France comprise two branches of what answers closely to our Com-
mon law, in the method of their development namely: through
the interpretation of law and the establishing of precedent by
decisions. These branches of the water laws have grown, respect-

ively, from the decisions of courts, and from the decisions or rul-

ings of superior officers or bodies of the advisory and executive

branches of the administration.

Although on several occasions within the past century, and

notably within the last ten years, efforts have been made to bring
into form and within a code of small compass the water laws and

regulations of France, there is still no general and comprehensive

Sec, Dumoiit. !>< I'assy, ;il)d L<-* Amuilr* <lex /'o//./x et Chaiiw'i-*. Vi>l>. L;i\v-
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law or code on the subject, but the system is made up of number-

less edicts, ordin.-inccs. acts, decrees. rulings. deoifflOO0, instruc-

tions, jind circul.-irs. which form ;i liody of law and regulative nil.--

<|iiitc dillicult to trace through in its Connections and bearin

SECTION III.

THK AD.MINISTKATION.'

\\'atcr-courses and waters in France have lieen from an early

period in the modern organi/ed government succeeding the feudal

system, generally subjected, not only to laws made by the law-

making power of tlic land and interpreted hy tin- courts, and Jo

regulations made hythe executive l)ranch of government, hut also

to an active and constant supervision hy the otlicers of an organi-

/ation within this executive branch. This arm of the 'govern-

ment is called the administration. Its regulative measures ap
under the titles of decrees, instructions, regulations, administrative

laws, etc. Its purpose, according to the French water-law writers,

is to supply the deficiency which must ever exist in the applica-

tion of general laws and principles to the management of the

;i flairs of water-courses through the medium of courts: a defi-

ciency which makes itself apparent in the impossibility of fully

utili/ing streams and waters under any system of primal princi-

ples rigidly adhered to under all circumstances throughout a

country.

From the difference in the nature of property rights on streams

of the two classes those navigable or raftable and those not >o

and from the great difference in the interests to be conserved

upon them, result the verv essential diHcn-nccs in the adminis-

trative policy and measures to which they are subjected.

On non-navigable and non-raftable streams the administration,

in theory, interferes with private operations conducted by I

who as bank owners have rights on the streams under tin-

ancient usages and the civil code, primarily, to regulate works

in the channels or on the banks, with the view of preserving the

channels in the interest of the public, and as far as possible

assuring or developing a free passage for flood waters without

Si-f. partirularly, IK- Passy : ul. I Miinont, and }>< KutVoii.
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augmenting danger of floods; and, secondarily, with the view of

preserving the interests of navigation on the main stream below.

On the water-courses of the public domain those declared

navigable or raftable the policy of the government is actuated,

primarily, by a solicitude for the interests of navigation, and then

by an almost equal interest in promoting the economical and full

use of the waters in agriculture, manufacturing, and industrial

pursuits generally, and, finally, none the less, by a realization of

the pressing necessity for promoting the arterial drainage of the

country, in order that great floods be prevented, that valuable

lands be reclaimed to rich taxable districts, and that insalubrious

swamps be reclaimed to healthful neighborhoods.

Administrative Purpose and Policy.

On non-navigable and non-raftable water-courses the adminis-

tration is not authorized to interfere between the owners of works

already constructed and those proposed or newly constructed. If

a proprietor has lands bordering on the stream, the administra-

tion is bound to presume that he has the right to water from it.

and it can only interfere in an authoritative way with his project,

to the extent of regulating his works, with the views set forth in

the second paragraph above. Further than this, in these cases,

the administrative engineers can advise the parties at interest,

and bring before them all the facts as to measure of water supply,

and extent of use, and nature of existing irrigations, or other

data from which to judge of the equities in each case; but if on

such showings, amicable agreements can not be arrived at, the

administration has no alternative but to sanction the construc-

tion of any new work proposed provided the work itself is unob-

jectionable and thus leave the courts to decide, on the showing
of facts, whether or not the new diverter is entitled to water.

On navigable and raftable streams, the administration is in-

vested with full powers, not only to regulate works of all kinds,

and much more in detail than on non-navigable and non-raftable

streams, but, also, to consider all questions relating to water privi-

leges, to issue and restrict them at will, under the laws.

In the case of both classes of streams, the administrative

engineers are charged with the duty of collecting and arranging
the data respecting the supply and use of waters, so necessary in

an equitable and business-like adjustment of the many questions
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which arise between tin- various parties immediately at im

and between these and the interest of the public. and also BO

essential to the study of economy and efficiency in use ,,f \\

and the full development of the industries dependent on it.

Thus, the administration on non-navigable streams regu!

only the works, and the courts adjudge the rights, while on n:i

ble streams the administration adjusts and decides all question.-.

and issues all privileges, and, finally, on all classes of streams, it

obtains the data from which to judge of <jiiesti<>ns which come

up. This much for the scope of power, policy, and duties of the

administration as affected by the classification of stream* and

interests at stake.

Organization.
1

France lias an area of 204,091 square miles a territory only
about one eighth larger than the State of California. The country
is divided into 87 departments, tliese into .'ir,:> arrondissements, or

Sub-departments, these into '_!>(>:; cantons, or judicial districts.

and these, finally, into 3(),05G communes, or municipalii

France is a republic, but very many of her institutions are mon-

archial by origin and in spirit. The legislative power is \vsted in

two houses, or chambers the chamber of deputies, and tin-

ate: and the executive authority, in a president. The chamber

of deputies is elected by universal suffrage, each arrondissement

being represented by one deputy, or by more if its population
exceeds 100,000 souls. The senate is composed of o(H) members.

of whom one fourth are elected by the senate itself, for life, and

three fourths are elected for nine years by electoral colleges formed

in every department and commune.
The president is elected by the senate and the chamber, sit-

ting conjointly, for seven years. The president promulgates tin-

laws voted by the chamber; and he appoints his ministers, who

are responsible to the chambers for the conduct of their several

bureaus. A council of state, preside* I over by the minister of ins -

tice, and consisting of thirty-seven councilors and twenty-four mas-

ters of requests, nominated by the president, and thirty auditors,

nominated concurrently with the senate, advises on laws referred

to it by the chambers or by the ministers, and on all matters sub-

mitted by the president, performing in this way certain duties as

the chief advisory and regulative body to the bureau which has

1
See, particularly, Reclus, Vol. II, Ch. XV; also, Malapert, Ch. XXI.
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to do with the administration of the affairs of water-courses and

waters.

Each department has its general council, the members of which

(usually one for each canton) are elected by universal suffrage,

for six years. These councils meet annually to discuss the depart-

ment budget and to act as advisers of the prefect. The prefect is

appointed by the president, on nomination by the minister of the

interior. He is virtually the governor of the department, and his

powers are extensive. Each arrondissement, or sub-department,
has its sub-prefect, and a council elected by universal suffrage,

to consider and regulate purely local matters. The cantons are

merely judicial and electoral districts. Each commune has a

municipal council of from twelve to eighty members, elected by
universal suffrage. The mayor of the commune is appointed by
government, but he must be a member of the elected municipal
council. He represents the state as well as the commune.

The Administrative System.
1

As will be seen, the mayors and municipal councils, the sub-

prefects and sub-prefectorial councils, the prefects and the prefec-

torial or general councils of the departments, as well as the council

of state of the government, are all connected with, and in fact

together, make up the administrative department, which, with

the engineering corps and bureau of public works, control the

affairs of water-courses and inland waters of the country.

The mayors and the prefects are the principal administrative

units in this administrative system, and to give an idea of the

scope of their territorial authority, it may be remarked that the

average commune is 5.5 square miles, and the average depart-

ment is 2,345 square miles in area. This makes the jurisdiction

of a mayor cover territory less than one sixth of a township of

our land survey system, and shows the average scope of country

presided over by prefects to be about the size of Colusa, or one

half that of Los Angeles county, in this state.

The Bureau of Public Work*?

The construction and management of all public works, except

those specially and fittingly confided to the minister of war. of the

1

See, De I'.-iv-y, Malapert, and Urdus.
'-'

See, particularly, Malapert, <'h. XXI. ami elsewhere; also, De 1'as-y.
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navy, of duration. !' posts and telegraphs, and some nth. :

delegated to tin- secretary of state ,,r minister of public \v.rk-.

Amongst the duties eontided to this authority are nil ivlati;

the hydraulic service, to ports, harlx" mi-.

canals, torrents, irrigation, drainage, reelamation. and the like.

The eare of all waters and water-courses, whether of the public

domain or not. their control, and the control .f the ;i<-ts of indi-

viduals on tlieir hanks, is regarded as of puhlic concern, ami the

administration has to do with the affairs of all streams, in ;i

greater or less decree, as will hereafter he seen.

The minister of public works is the chief executive ollicer of

government in this branch of the organization. He acts under

authority of laws of the country, and in the light of opinion- or

interpretations of old laws and customs, hy tin- council

And he himself makes rulings and regulations in conformity with

principles thus laid down, in his circulars and instructions to sub-

ordinates.

For this purpose of administration, the prefects, each in his

department, are the chief local executive officers under the min-

ister of public works. In the management of the affairs of the

streams, in all, except the planning and superintendence ,.f work.

and the exporting of all questions of a technical nature connect, d

with the subject, the prefects act under authority, ami in accord-

ance with the ministerial circulars and instructions, which com-

municate to them the results of, or the texts of, the advices of the

council of state, when such there be.

Thus, all applications for permits or authorizations, or executive

rulings, or enforcement of regulations, first come to the pn
and they, if endowed with the authority suited to the case, act on

it, or refer it with comments to the minister of puhlic works if not

competent to decide themselves.

The Enyim'f'i'iiHj I^jxirtu,, ,//.'

In the ministry of public works is a corps of civil engin-

known, from long ago, for reasons not necessary here to explain,

as the department of Briily* und ///<//*//////>.
This corps is a

very extensive organization of men scientifically and practically

educated at a government school for the purpose. Their mission

1
See, particularly,

Malaiu-rt. < h. XXI, :m<l the hea-lini:
"
Kujrim-iTs" in pre-

ceding chapters ;
also, IK* Passy, supplement

5 l
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is civil engineering, primarily, and not military engineering or

the art of war. The organization is somewhat that of the officers

of an army, but promotion is not altogether by seniority, for com-

petency and special fitness have much to do with this. From
this corps, engineers are detached to other service to the depart-
ment of war, to that of agriculture, to that of posts and tele-

graphs, to the service of cities, and on special works, etc.

The greater portion of the engineers of bridges and highways
are in the immediate service of the ministry, or bureau, of public

works, in the construction or management of public works, or the

supervision of private works or operations affecting the public

domain, or the common welfare of all the people. While others

of these engineers are in the service of the departments, and
more directly charged with advising the prefects and prefectorial

councils. Wherever they go, however, their plans of works pro-

posed are subject to revision by the central commissions of the

corps, and all technical matters of great importance are referred

to the engineer-in-chief, to be by him laid before the proper revis-

ing board.

Besides the engineers, there is a corps of
"
conductors," who

are the superintendents of works. These men, besides a certain

theoretical training, have a practical education as constructors

stone and brick masons, carpenters, and builders of all kinds

and each one is a master in certain branches of practical con-

struction. They report to the engineers, and carry out their

plans and specifications. The conductors are graded, and have

various ranks in their corps; and after a certain service become

also advisers and inspectors of works.

The engineers are the executive officers of the minister of pub-
lic works, in carrying out all works of a distinctively public

character, and also in the preliminary examinations for, super-

vision of, and reporting on all private or other works affecting

the public domain or the common good. And they are tin-

advisers of the prefects in the regulation of matters pertaining

to waters and water-courses, as well as other things. The man-

agement of works of navigation, such as locks, dams, etc., on

canalized or improved rivers, and of public canals of navigation,

and of works for the diversion of waters from streams, is intrusted

to their charge. In a measure they have a co-jurisdiction with

the prefects in some matters of police of streams, and the line of
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duty <>f each is the subject of careful designation by ministerial

derives and instructions. Of the duty and authority of engL
and prefects more will he seen in the chapters which follow.

Ailinini*tr<itin- II o/-/,-///*/.
1

Hrielly reviewing tliat which lias been said applicahle under
tills heading, we see that the administration of water.- and v.

3 eontided to the minister of public works and his suhor-

<linates of the engineering and executive corps in the hydraulic
service, and to the prefects of the depart incuts, who. acting inde-

pendently in sonic things, are still wholly dependent on the min-

ister in others. Thus, in matters pertaining to the ,-, .n.Mruetion of

any particular or important work, or the granting "f any water

privilege on navigable streams, the prelects can only act provi-

sionally, and every case has to be considered l.y the mini.M

public works, and advised upon by the council of state. In mat-

ters of simply carrying out resolutions and the minor work- of

repairs or construction on this class of streams, the prefects have

authority to act without reference to the central administration,

hut an appeal may always be taken by parties at interest to the

minister or council of state, from an order or ruling of a prefect.

On streams not of the public domain, prefects have authority
to grant privileges for the construction of all works, when they
are duly advised by the engineers that no harm will be done bv

them and that the plans are commensurate with the purjM>sr in

view. And so, on this class of streams, the prefects are intrusted

with the administration of all regulations, and the making of

regulations for matters of detail in carrying out the decrees of the

central administration and the decisions of the courts. The pre-

fects of the departments, in performing executive duties, act

through the sub-prefects of the arrondisseinents composing their

departments, these through the mayors of the communes com-

posing their arrondisseinents. and these through the river-guards

and rural police of the country.

The government civil engineers form almost a distinct line of

executive otlicers, as directly accountable to the central adminis-

tration as are the prefects. Those who are assigned to duty as

departmental engineers are, of course, annexed, as it were, to the

1

See. i';irtirul;irlv. IV Pnssy: also. Diniioiit, :mci Mahipert.
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staff of the prefect in each instance, but those not thus assigned
are in no way accountable to the prefects, except as they may be

placed to advise on works or measures with which the prefects

may have to do. The navigable streams and navigation canals

of the country are under the supervision of engineers, the duty

being apportioned so that one engineer is in general charge of a

whole work or system, and all others connected therewith are

accountable to him. The engineers on this duty act through
their local assistants, and these through the guards of navigation,

hereafter to be spoken of. The departmental engineers have to

do more particularly with the non-navigable streams, and are in

this line of duty the advisers of the prefects, and, in the absence

of engineers specially in charge of any navigable stream, the

departmental engineer is the adviser.

Thus, on navigable streams, in matters of management and

maintenance, the engineers are really the executive officers and

the advisers of the central administration, while on non-navigable
streams the prefects are the executive officers, and the depart-

mental engineers advise them. In matters of permits and privi-

leges, the prefects are the executive officers on both classes of

streams, and the engineers the advisers. In matters of construc-

tion, the engineers have exclusive control on navigable streams,

and are the supervisory officers of private works on non-navigable
streams.

Navigation and River-Guards.1

It is now the intention of the government, that all water-courses

of public importance in France, whether navigable or raftable

(and, consequently, of the public domain) or not floatable even for

rafts, and timber, but which (by reason of the use of their waters

in irrigation, or for power, industrial, municipal, or other pur-

poses, or by reason of the existence of levees on their banks, or of

their channels being outfall drains for populous districts, or by
reason of their being tributaries to navigable streams where water

supply is scarce) are of public utility, or liable to receive injury to

their channels or banks, or to do injury by the excess or failure

of their waters, shall be subject to the supervising care of special

agents of the government, called guard*.

On navigable streams these agents are called "guards of navi-

1
See, particularly, De Pussy, and I)e Buffon, pp. 98-106, and elsewhere; also,

Malapert.
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Cation:" an- appointed by tin- administrative illir.-i> in gei

charge <>t' tin- construction, maintenance. Mini operation of tin-

works of navigation, under tin- direction of tin- minister of public

works, ami are paid by government. The "
guards of navigation"

have charge of the operation of all locks, movable dams. >lui-.-s.

and other structures in the river channels, and of all
|

or other openings for diverting water through the hanks. They in

fact perform the duties on rivers, similar to those performed by a

superintendent and his assistants on a canal in his cliarj'-. At

the principal structures, such as locks and movable dams, guards

are of necessity station c(l all the time, while others ai --d to

beats on the river along the intermediate reachi

Every river being subject to general regulations laid down by

the central administration, and to special regulations covering

details and laid down by the local administrative and engine-r-

ing authorities, it is the province of the guards to see that these

are observed and not infringed u})on; to sec that all who have

water privileges got their dues according to the schedule, and are

not curtailed in their enjoyment of them by the greed, ear

ness, or ill-feeling of others; to see that neither by neglect nor

criminal act, is anything done to injure the bed. channel, or banks

of the streams; to observe all works connected with navigation or

affecting the stream in any way injuriously, and to report their

condition; to prevent the deposit of tilth, rubbish, or dirt in the

channel or on its banks: to keep a record of the Mow of the waters.

and of their height at different points: and also to render .

ance, in cases of necessity, to river-craft crews or others endangered

or embarrassed from any cause.

Some rivers are specially under the charge of engineers detailed

from the government civil engineering corps for the duty: and in

these cases the guards report to them and receive instruction from

them. In cases where the navigation is not thus exclusively

under engineering control, the guards are subordinated to some

other governmental functionary having these interests in d.

perhaps, in the several localit:

Hirer Uiniriix Thi'ir />nti< * tuni Compensation.
1

On non-navigable streams, the guards are called
"
river-guard-.'

They are appointed by the prefect of the province, generally on

1 ReiVivnres, saim- as th<r l'r i>ivrr<lini:
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the recommendation of the riparian owners, and others interested

on the stream, and are paid by the prefect, with moneys collected

from the parties at interest on the stream, according to circum-

stances.

On streams where waters are used largely for power purposes,
and which are not embanked, or, from other cause, threaten ripa-

rian lands, the tax for the salary of the river-guards is levied

entirely on the manufacturing interest using the water, or, if at

all, in a small degree only, on the owners of riparian lands.

While on streams embanked, and threatening overflow of adja-
cent lands, and on streams used as drains for riparian properties

to a considerable extent, in the absence of manufacturing inter-

ests, the salaries of the guards are assessed wholly on the riparian

proprietors.

Still again, on streams whose waters are used in irrigation, to

the exclusion of other uses, and where there is no special reason,

as first above mentioned, for calling on riparian proprietors not

thus using water, the salaries of the guards are assessed chiefly

upon those who divert the water, and the riparian proprietors not

diverting water, pay but a small portion. These rulings are the

outgrowth of custom, and while they are very generally accepted
without opposition, they have met, and still do meet, in some

cases and localities, with very strong opposition from those who
have to pay.
On these non-navigable nor raftable streams, the river-guard is

a supervisor of maintenance of works, and a police inspector to

report the condition of the streams, banks, and channels, and to

report all acts in contravention of the general laws and special

regulations applicable to the river, or part of river, placed in his

charge. He is assigned a regular beat, over which he lias to go
at stated intervals, examining everything pertinent to his charge,

keeping a minutely detailed journal of his operations, and report-

ing to officers, designated in each case, at different parts of his

district. The following is a formula for duty for river-guards used

in the regulations in the department of Seine-et-Oise:

"A river-guard is specially charged with seeing that the present

regulation is observed; that the execution of the works of cleans-

ing the channels, remodeling and protecting the banks, cutting

away undergrowth where harmful, mowing the tall grass or rushes

on the banks, etc., are carried out according to the orders of the

syndicate and of the engineer of the district, and under the sur-
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veillance of the mayors of tin- COmmUl ; bv tin- \\

COIirse that is the subject of tnis regulation.

"Tin- river-guard must report all infringements \\ hat- .. \ T ,,f

regulations committed by manufact uivrs. riparian OWneiB, OT any
Other person. He must visit once a week all parts of tin- riv. r

intrusted to his superintendence, and prove the fulfillment "f his

duty by the signal uiv of the local otlicers in the vari.ni- pa
his district, to whom he reports.

" He must keep a daily register numbered and indexed hy
-

projx r superior otlicer. in which he inserihes every day a report ..f

all the facts that come to his knowledge on his tour of inspection,
and particularly all infringements <>f regulations. ..r ofVen-es that

come under his observation,
"Once a week at least he reports to the chief ollicer of tin- dis-

trict, to whom he is accountahle. or to some other specially

delegated authority, to {.jive a verhal account of all that he has

seen, and to have his register exa mi ned and countersigned.''
[

he

Buffbn, Vol. II, p. 102.

The Necessity fur /.'/>, /--f/'/m/v/x.
1

The necessity for river-guards is generally dwelt upon by
writers on the subject of water-courses in France. I )e P.uflbn.

perhaps the most authoritative author on the general subject "f

hydraulic agriculture and the management of water-courses in

various countries, who has c\vr written, says on this point:

"Every day experience shows that the operations necessary
for the preservation of stream channels, would soon be without

useful results if they were not kept under strict surveillance hy
agents beyond the power of local control. Worse than all. tin-

works of maintenance and repairs of structures so necessary to

insure security of property from overflow would not he executed

were the proprietors not closely watched. According to this

double motive, wherever the utility of these works has become
well understood, those interested have recogni/ed that the in-

fluence of a special general agent is indispensable to insure the

measures of construction and police in <|Uestion."

And in another place this author -

"This principle is admitted by everyone who in the

understands the matter, that water-courses not a part of the

public domain are. in the absence of governmental control, really
in a state of abandonment, that seems to call forth on the part
of riparian owners manifold offenses against the common wel-

fare, and usurpations of all kinds. The first consequence of this

' SIT. I>c l':i--y. Malapert. I himont, and I>c HuHon.
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state of things, deplored by everybody, is the enormous damage
thus caused to agriculture, increasing daily, and so occasioning
losses whose amount in coin, if it could be calculated, would be
a frightful sum; lessening the agricultural wealth of the country,
wherever this interest in the streams has for any length of time
been neglected." [De Buffon, Vol. II, p. 133.

This damage is depicted as arising from injury to stream chan-

nels by want of care and neglect, or the deposit of materials so

as to cause the filling of the channels over long courses, and the

consequent overflow of lands, or the supersaturation of soils with

moisture from the effects of bad drainage. And the author then

says :

"We could cite localities, rich and flourishing in years gone by.
where to-day agriculture is nearly annihilated, under the weight
of calamities which were preventable by proper guarding of the
small streams. Far are we from exaggerating the real situation

to attract attention to the subject we are occupied with, for it is

easy to assure everybody of its truth, or, to say it better, it is a
truth too well known, for everybody can prove it by investigations
in many localities, by the weight of the mournful words :

' We
average a crop in but two years out of five.'" [De Buffon, Vol.

II, p. 134.

"The indispensability of river-guards must be considered as

having been completely demonstrated by experience. The prac-
tice of riparian owners and manufacturers making encroachments
on the channels of water-courses has, in every instance, developed
where there has been no inspection, or where the agents had too

extended beats and could not attend properly to their duties. But
where guards have been in almost daily communication with the

users of the water-courses, regulations have been observed and

infringements prevented. An infringement taken at the com-
mencement is generally discontinued on receiving a friendly

notice, while suits entered afterwards are often uncertain in their

results."

These words were written in 1856, when the hydraulic service of

the country was not nearly as well organized or extended, nor the

regulations so strictly enforced as they are now; and it is consid-

ered that De Buffon contributed more than any other person to

the general understanding and popular appreciation of the subject

at large, and thus did much to forward measures of reform which

have since followed. The sentiment actuating these measures,

and the principle on which they rest, are aptly set forth by the

following paragraph from the same work, written in the discus-
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sion of tbe babit of encroaclniient upon ;ni<l interference with

stream channels and banks by riparian land o\v:

"\Va1er has. on riparian properties, a natural, primordial rijslit

the rijj;ht 1o a sullicient and proper channrl in which to pass.
* * * River waters are. then, from time immemorial, in

|

<>-

session of canals carved out of the surface of the earth, in dimen-
sions proportioned to the quantity of the How to be carried. '\'\\\>

is possession on the part of the state. The existence <.f these canal.-,

as old as the world, is a title in the state, inscribed in the ground

by the hand of (iod for the common good. Consequently it is a

sound conclusion that public authority should have the rirlit. and
that it should be its duty, to have them respected and not tam-

pered with by every dweller on their banks." [De liiiU'on. Vol.

II, p. 148, etc.

At THORITIES FOR CHAPTKK II.

De Passy."A Treatise on the Hydraulic Service." I'.y M.<i. !> l';i--\ . a chief

engineer in the Government < 'orp- >t' < 'ivil Kngineer-. I- r.-n i<-e;< French >,

1 vol., :',! ed., Paris, is;.;. Bee, generally. pp. 1 KH L".T

Dumont. "The Legal Organization of Water-Courses." I'.y Mc--r-. Adrien
Ihimont. Advocate, etc., and A. Punmnt, Corps oi' Civil Fm.'h

France: ( French >. i vol., 1'ari-, Hi:>. See, generally, pp. i i

De Buffon "A Course of Agrifiilture and Agricultural Hylrauli--." 1

dault de Buffon, an engincer-in-chief of the Government CoTTMoi rivil

Kugiin-ers, France; ( Frein- ). '! ViiN., Paris, ls:,ii. See Vol. I f. Part 11.

Section 1. [This work must not lie mistaken for the later one of quite
similar name and l>y the same author, de-cril.in.- the work- and
teiii of Italy, and cited as an authority for sul>se<|uent ehaptc'
this report.]

Malapert. "Hi>t>ry of the I.eirislatit.u of the Puhlie Work- of France." T.v

\V. F. Mola_pert, Advocate, etc.; Paris, 1880 (French). >,.. -en. -rally.

headings, "Water-Courses, Mngineers." -The Pre-ent Repubiic.*
1

/,'iv///x.--"The Karth and it* Inhabitant*." Pv Kli^'e Kr-lu>: edited liv I Q
Kavenstein, P.R.G.S - $&* Vork. ivsl. 866 Yd. II. Fran.'e.

Ch. XV.

Dalloz " Methodical Treatise on Legislation and .luris].rudence." P.\ M. l

Dallo/ Sr. and M. A. Dallox; (Kn-ueh). .">' v.iK. .|ii:irto. Pana,
\v.rd "Water-." Vd XIX. pp.312 BOft

Debauve. "Waters as a mean- of Transportation Kiver Navigation." Vol.

XIX of authorized CJvil Engineering Manuals (FrenchJ. P.y A. !>-

baUVe, Government Ck>rp8 OX 'ivil Kinriueers. France; Pari-. 1878.

Debauve. "
T
T
se of Waters in Agriculture- - Irrigation." etc. (Freneli). Vl.

X\" 1 I I (of ahove named serie-i.

Proudhon. "Treatise on Owner-liip of Property."" P.v.M. K. I'n.ndhnn; 1

ellc-, isiiM French)
Civil Code. Fren eh Codes. Kditi.m of Alpho,,-e Pig..reau: Paris i-

Code Napoleon. Translated l.y lJ..l.ert >. Ki. liard-. M.A . I-.-ndon.
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OHAPTEE III,-FEANOE (2)

;

WATEE PRIVILEGES AND THE ADMINISTRATION OP NAV-
IGABLE AND BAFTABLE STREAMS,

SECTION I. Water Privileges.

The Uses to which Water is Put, and the Regulation of its Use.

The Rivers and River Works of France.

Forms of Organization of Enterprise.

Applications and Formalities for Water Privileges.

The Case of the Bourne Canal.

Obligations of the Grantees.

Conditions of the Concession.

Privileges of the Grantees.

Benefits to the Grantees.

SECTION II. Regulation of Works.

Government Improvement of Rivers Generally.
Extent and Field of the Hydraulic Service.

The Principles of Cooperation and Compulsion.
Construction of Dams and of Headworks.

SECTION III. Operation and Maintenance.

General Maintenance of Works.

Cleaning or Dredging of Channels.

Police of Streams.

Water Privilege Rents.

SECTION I.

WATER PRIVILEGES.

The Uses to which Water is Pat, and the Regulation of its Use.

Water is extensively used from streams in France for irriga-

tion, the production of power for manufacturing, for consumption
in industrial processes, for domestic, sanitary, and other munici-

pal purposes; and these four uses will be referred to herein as
"
irrigation,"

"
manufacturing,"

"
industrial works/

1 and v> munici-

pal uses." As opposed to these industries and necessities which

generally require the water to be taken from the streams and in
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great part not returned, the interest of navigation, tip

sanitary condition of the stream channels and consequent health-

luliiess (t their neighborhoods, the convenience, comfort, and

sometimes the necessities of riparian land o\\nrrs. and the if rati-

fication of the people generally, demand that the water be left

in the streams. And while thus there is a serious clashing

between the two sets of opposing interests, those who demand
the water out of the streams are bv no means in harinonv. but

amongst themselves are most often brought face to face hv con-

flicts of interest.

The government owns, controls, and in a business-like wav.

administers the affairs of all water-courses deemed navigable or

floatable for rafts, or large timber, fostering the interests depend-
ent on the use or presence of the water, and striving to insure Up-

most complete, widespread, and well distributed good results to

the people and the nation from the use of their p' To

this end. these streams have been studied so that their channels

are well mapped out. their flow at different seasons of the year
known, the re< juirements of the various industries well considered,

and every work affecting the river's flow, or intended for drawing
water from it, is measured and registered, and its rights or n

sities, understood. There are very many old water-rights on these

streams dating back several centuries: some even previous to the

issuing of the edict of Moulines in l.V,r>. but even towards these

the administration has power to act as may best conserve tin-

interests of the public and preserve the equities which attach to

the private interests involved.

Tin' ()!>/<
ff of Ail mi iii*t i''it

Interference is not the object of this systemixation. nor is it the

practice to needlessly exercise surveillance or management of the

use of water. The object is to proteet each general and individual

interest against the general and naturally Unavoidable antagon-

ism of each other interest, and to administer a common propertv,

which, bv the nature of things, could not by any possibility be

administered in a business-like way bv any other than a govern-

ing power of some kind. Accordingly, no work of any sort, kind,

or description may be erected upon a navigable river or a Mivam

floatable forrafts. or timber, or one declared so. in France (indeed.

1

See, De I'assy. Ihnn.mt, and 1H- Burton.
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the rule in this regard is not innch less strict for streams not navi-

gable nor raftable, as well), nor can any water be taken from such

streams, except it be taken in a bucket or other similar hand ves-

sel, without the project for which it is required, the plan by which

it is to be constructed, if a work, or used, if a water privilege, has

been first submitted to the administrative authorities, and pub-

licly made known, criticised, and opposed if other interests are

threatened.

All interests are put on their guard, all sayings in opposition

are heard, all criticisms listened to. The project is examined by
those knowing well the facts bearing on the whole case, and com-

petent to judge of the tendency of such facts and their probable
results

;
and permits are issued or refused after the whole case has

been viewed with all the care and intelligent consideration which

its importance will justify in each instance. Older rights and

those of industries most needful are always protected in the

administration of affairs from day to day ;
but no right is so old

or no use so pressing that its owners have the power to control the

division of the people's water, or use it in a manner wasteful or

inefficient, or in any way unnecessarily hamper or hinder the full

development and prosperity of other institutions dependent on

water supply.

This is the object and purpose of the French administration of

waters. It cannot be claimed to be perfect, either in theory or

practice. That it is the best devised and in use, befitting appli-

cation amongst a free and enlightened people, there can be no

doubt. But it is not the best that can be devised for freer, equally

enlightened, and more progressive people. Nevertheless its main

principles are to be noted, and the general ideas of settled and

registered privileges, and intelligent administration of the element

common to their beneficial exercise, is to be kept in view and

incorporated in any system which will assure freedom from dash-

ing, immunity from litigation, and a full measure of benefit from

the opportunities presented.

Rivers and River Works in France}

France has a very much extended and intricate system of water-

courses, several of which are large rivers naturally navigable for

1
See, Reclus, Debauve (Vol. XIX), Malapert, and De Passy.
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long distances from the sea. lii-ing amidst the snuws ami

ciers of the high Alps, or <n tin- rain drenched ta-- ..f the Pyr-

enees, or in the forest covered and heavily watered Vooj.-s. <,r
IIJM.II

the rolling and wooded plateau of central France, these rivers are

generally well supplied with water, and are sometimes subject to

great and devastating Hoods. The destructive operatiuns <>f man
and his grazing animals on the mountains, the industrious tillage

and soil loosen ing on the rolling grounds, the wasteful and crim-

inally stupid action of municipalities in the disposal of tilth by

depositing in river channels, and others of the nature-c<nsuminLr

influences which have unfortunately accompanied the develop-
ment of civilization, long ago forced the attention of the French

government to river maintenance and improvement as a national

necessity. So that river works, commenced as purely commercial

ventures and enterprises by private individuals and companies
and by the government in the centuries that have passed, have

been added to in great number and spread out in class and char-

acter and locality, over nearly the whole country, by t lie influence

of necessity in preventing harm, as well as that of enterprise in

promoting the development of the country.

The lower and larger rivers and those of light slope in alluvial

formations have, as a class, been improved by systematic em-

banking, training of currents, and dredging. J"d the higher

rivers of greater grade slopes, been made navigable by dams in

series, retaining the waters, at times of ordinary and low supply,

in approximately level reaches from one to the other, or lessening

the grades at those parts of their courses where the natural sloj.es

of the beds were too great to admit of a navigable depth with the

supply at command, and with a moderate current in the waters.

These succeeding reaches or levels are, of course, connected at

the dams by means of water locks for the passage of boats, and

the dams themselves in very many instances are partly removable

along their crests, sometimes automatically hy the rising water-.

and sometimes by the work of attendants, so as the better to ad-

mit of free passage for flood waters. In the cases of the higher

streams, or parts of streams, the channels are frequently made

floatable for timber and lumber passing from the forests on their

head waters, also by means of dams, having permanent ways or

removable weirs through or over which to float the rafts.
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Navigable and Non-navigable Rivers.
1

It is on the rivers and portions of rivers where it has become

necessary to construct dams for navigation, and those, still higher,

which have been dammed for purposes of floatation, that water

privileges are chiefly sought after for power purposes, irrigation.

municipal supply, and industrial use. Such water-courses are

public property, under full control of the administration.

Non-navigable and non-raftable tributaries of navigable or raft-

able streams, and these streams themselves above the points where

they become navigable or raftable, for the reason that it is neces-

sary in the interest of navigation, public water supply, equity in

distribution of waters to claimants below, and other reasons obvi-

ous from what has already been written, are also under the control

of the administration, which is authorized to limit all diversions

proportionately, or prohibit them at times, according to prefixed

schedules of right, and rules and regulations framed for each case,

when necessary to the public welfare.

With respect to the non-navigable arms of those streams which

divide into two or more branches in their onward course, the gov-

erning rule appears to be not so well defined. When such non-

navigable arm again unites with the navigable channel, it is

regarded as being itself navigable, and is subjected to regulations

accordingly. When such non-navigable branches do not again

join the main or navigable stream below, according to some au-

thorities, they are regarded as navigable, and the reverse is true,

as stated by other writers.

Still or stagnant waters, those draining from marshes and

ditches, that have free communication from navigable or raft-

able streams and whose waters flow the year round, or waters

where ferryboats can enter at all times, and those cared for at

the expense of the state, also make part of the public domain.

and a right to dispose of or use them may be had only by special

authorization, as in the case of navigable streams.

Forms of Organization of Irrigation Enterpri*<'.~

Setting aside that very large class of cases brought up by recla-

mation, embankment, drainage, municipal improvement, sanitary

1 See particularly, Duniont, ^ x*-!l; also, Dcbauve, and !>< 1'

-
Sec, particularly, Ihunont, and De Pussy; also, Do Button.
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regulation, and other developments requiring the Construction of

works in or on tin- banks of water-coiu>,-. and which, equally
with tin- class of cases herein to he considered, conic under the

sujiervision of the administ ration, hut which are not so intimately

connected with irrigation works and the use of water from stream-

as to justify their treatment in this report, we coine now to a glance

at the forms which irrigation enterprise takes, and then to tin-

various proceedings made necessary by these varied f..rms uf

Organization, to acquire the privileges desired by each.

Projects requiring special privileges to use water, or sanction of

plans to erect works in water-courses, are undertaken either M
private enterprises of individuals to water their own lands, to run

their own mills, or for other private purp"-,-. afl cooperative enter-

prises of associated land-holders tor the watering of flair own

lands, etc. .or as speculative enterprises hy individuals, associated

land-holders or capitalized incorporated companies desiring to sell

water to consumers. These differences of organization, together

with the variation in use to which waters are put under tin-

privileges, as already explained, make necessary different forms

of application, varied formalities in the consideration of them, and

distinctive forms and conditions attached to the grants which

result.

Instances of individual enterprise are common on streams of

all classes, hut most frequent on non-navigable streams, and enter-

prises in which there are several copartners, rank with those

individual. Associations of land-holders for irrigation usually

take the form of "syndicates" a species of organization provided

for by a special law. hereafter to he spoken of (('hap. VII) and

enterprises carried on hy these associations are also most common
on non-navigable streams. Speculative enterprises are generally

on comparatively large scales, conducted by capitalized com-

panies, and under special grants of water privileges on the larger

streams of the public domain.

In order to divide the subject well, and give a range of illus-

tration without taking too many examples, the forms, etc.. tor-

individual enterprises, will be spoken of for both navigable and

non-navigable streams, the forms for grantee companies, under

the head of navigable streams, where alone they could be placed,

and the forms for syndicate associations, under the head of non-

navigable streams, on which they are most common.
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Applications and Formalities for Water Privileges.
1

When water privileges or permits to construct works are desired

by individuals for their own private benefit, in the use of water or

otherwise, on navigable or raftable streams, a formal application
must be made to the prefect of the department wherein the in-

tended work or diversion is to be made. Accompanying this,

application there must be a statement as to the object for which
the work is intended, and the location, character, and general

plan of the work itself. If the application is also for a privilege

of using or diverting water, in addition to the specifications con-

cerning the works intended or desired, there must be a statement

concerning the use to which the water is to be put, the lands to be

irrigated, if any, the amount desired, etc.

Under the direction of the prefect the project is reported on,,

preliminarily, by the mayor of each commune in which the pro-

posed work is situated, or where its effects will be directly felt.

These preliminary reports are made after due advertisement and

inquiry, and the hearing of objections on the part of those who

may care to oppose the measure. The sub-prefect of the arron-

dissement, to whom these reports are made, reviews them as he

may see fit, and transmits them, with all the papers and abstracts,

of evidence, to the prefect. This preliminary examination is

made with the view of calling out and collecting the sentiment

of the people interested and as a basis for the other investigations,

which follow.

The results of the preliminary examination are handed by the

prefect to the departmental engineer, or if there is an engineer

specially in charge of the stream in question, they are handed to-

him, with instructions to examine and report. This engineer then

holds an inquiry into the case, with the view of ascertaining the

engineering bearing of the works proposed, and the manner in

which other works, rights, or interests may be affected, and the

public utility of the stream subserved. The engineer may take

evidence of interested parties should he see fit, and must always
examine the ground and locality of the proposed works. He
draws a report in writing, which is transmitted, with all the pa-

pers, etc., to the chief of the engineering bureau and also to the

prefect.

1
See, particularly, De Passy, and many Decrees, etc., in the vols. of the An-

nales des Fonts et Chauss&es; also, Dumont.
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If it is a case in which the prefect h.-is authority to act, be goes
on with it; if not, he awaits the opinion of tin- en<_'ineer-in-chi,-f.

On the basis of the engineer's ivport tin- prefect instructs th- -uh-

prefoct to hol<l the linal inquiry, notices of which an- duly pub-

lished. All of the papers are opened to inspection. and the plans

to criticism, at the mayoralty house of the local commune. Th.

engineer may he called upon to revise the plans or to modify the

project to suit the case or do away with objections.

Finally, the sub-prefect reports the results to the prefect, and.

if it is a case in which his authority is competent. h< i.-Mies or

denies the desired permit or privilege: or if his authority doe- n..i

meet the case, he refers it to the central administration, which in

due time acts by decree of the council of state.

Water Privilege Grants Examination of Projects.
1

Where water privileges on streams navigable and of the pub-

lic domain are desired by individuals, companies, or societies, for

speculative purposes, all permits and concessions have to be

acquired by decree deliberated upon in the council of state. In

this class of cases a still more formal line of proceedings has to

be followed out than those already descrihed for individuals

obtaining permits to water their own lands, or for other purposes

of private use.

The application for the grant of privileges, etc.. is made to tin-

prefect of the province. It must be accompanied by :

(1) An outline map of the proposed district to he irriirated.

si lowing property divisions and other features, and indicating by

special tinting the irrigable lands under the project.

(2) A statement in detail of the extent of each district, with

the names and residences of all land proprietors therein.

(3) A statement of the conditions proposed to he attached to

the contract of the grant and accepted by the petitioner.

(4) Preliminary plans, specifications, and estimates of tin-

works, drawn out in considerable detail.

The project is submitted by the prefect to the proper engineer,

who gives an opinion as to the public utility of and necessity for

the works. The prefect then indorses his own views in this re-

1 Same autln >ritu's as for prt-coilinir subdivision.

6 1
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gard upon the report and forwards it to the minister of public
works. Following this and on instructions from the minister,

the proceedings heretofore described, in which all interested par-
ties have their hearing, are had under the supervision and con-

duct of the departmental administrative officers and engineers.

Upon the results of these inquiries being returned to the minis-

ter, together with the reports of the engineers, he brings the whole

subject before the council of state, with his opinion and recom-

mendation. Should the petition be acted upon favorably, the

minister of public works enters into a contract with the grantee,
in such way as to guard the interest of the public and of the

land-holders in the district, and a decree is issued granting the

privileges desired and stipulating the conditions attached. Large
works of this kind are considered of such great public value in

France, and local financial conditions are so much against their

undertaking, that the government, as elsewhere explained, on

proper showings being made, engages to pay a subsidy to the

grantee company, or individual, as the works are carried out and

completed.
The Case of the Bourne Canal)

I take, as an instance of such a work and grant, the case of

the canal of the Bourne River, in the department of the Drome,
which was authorized in February, 1874. Application was made

by three individuals, on behalf of a society organized in the region

of the proposed irrigation ;
not as a syndicate of land-holders to

irrigate their own lands, but a company to carry out a project

as a business proposition, and to deal with several syndicates of

land-holders desiring irrigation for their lands. The formalities

being gone through with, the minister of public works entered

into a preliminary convention or agreement with the society, in

which terms of the concession were drawn out in detail.

There being some doubt as to the proper proceedings, and a large

subsidy being asked, the matter was brought before the national

assembly for confirmation by a special law. This was passed in

^lay. 1874, declaring the public utility of the work, sanctioning

the terms of the preliminary agreement made between the minis-

ter and the grantees, ratifying the engagement to pay the subsidy,

and prescribing a form for the final contract, covering the prin-

1
See, the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees, Laws and Decrees, Vol. CXXVI, p. -K>1 .

et seq.; also, De Pussy, p. 363, et seq.
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cipal points of tin- preliminary agreement I have made an anal-

ysis of these documents. irroupiiiLr their important |H,int> under
suitable headings, ami here pivs.-nt tin- n-sults. as follow

j

Ul,l!tiiiti,,,i n f tin (!, -a lit,

The company i> obliged :

1. To build at its expense, risk, ami peril, the principal eanal.

the two additional diversion eanals. the secondary eanal-. and the

tertiary canals and ditches intended to lead water to eaeh ir

tion proprietor's distributing .irate.

2. To maintain tlie principal and the two diversion can:'

its own expense and under its own immediate care, and to main-

tain the secondary and tertiary eanals and ditches. etc.. at its own

expense and under its own care, or. by an arramjeiiM-nt for tin-

purpose, under the care of the irrijrator.-.

3. To construct at its expense, delivery and distribution works,

for water for domestic purposes, for eaeh commune, with branch

pipes and faucets to each house entrance for each subscriber.

4. To maintain these works and all parts of them, down to
j.

which carry two decilitres (c. ft.. U.mT) of water per second.

5. To submit for the approval of the minister of public works,

within the year following the iiivinir of the concession, a detailed

plan of the dam and the headworks to be constructed for the

principal canal and the two subsidiary canals of diversion.

6. To completely finish the principal canal from the Bourne

River, in working order, within five years from the date of aj>-

proval of the concession.

7. To construct the secondary and tertiary canals and ditches for

distribution, in each instance, as soon as the subscriptions for water

to be delivered by the particular work are sutli<-ient t<>

revenue of six per cent on the cost of the work, according to esti-

mates to be approved by irovernment engineers.

8. To complete each distributing system, when once com-

menced, within two years.

9. To commence the subsidiary diversion canaN from the

Lyonne and I'holet rivers so soon as water is subscribed for to

the extent of five thousand litres (17C> cubic feet) per second, and

after the commencement of the main canal, and to finish them

within two years after commencement.
10. To reestablish and maintain at its own expense the free flow
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of all drainage waters, whose course may be intersected by the

works.

11. To do all possible at all times according to the rules laid

down by the administration to stop seepage waters from the canals

and other works built by the company, and stop all undesired

wetting of lands and property.
12. To construct, at its own expense, permanent bridges for

crossings of all existing ways of communication, encountered by
the canal, according to approved plans, and of dimensions speci-

fied in the official agreements for roads, etc., of different classes

and kinds.

13. To construct for use, pending the completion of these perma-
nent crossings and the canal, adequate and safe temporary cross-

ings and side roads for the traffic, according to approved plans.

14. To manage its work according to approved plans so as never

to interrupt traffic on any railroad or other principal line of travel.

15. To conform to all rules hereafter made by the administra-

tion relative to the preservation of safety of travel.

16. To use materials for the several distinctive parts of the

various classes of structures to be built, of the kind and quality

preliminarily specified.

17. To buy and pay for all lands to be occupied by the main,

secondary, and tertiary canals, and other works forming a part of

the system.
18. To pay for, as a servitude, the right of way for smaller

ditches of distribution.

19. To pay all indemnities for temporary occupation or deterio-

ration in value of lands, or for the stopping of manufactories

pending construction of any work, and all damages whatsoever

which should occur in consequence of such cessation, or the exe-

cution of works.

20. To maintain, at all times, the principal canal, with its di-

versions and dependencies, in a good and efficient state of repair

and order.

21. To do all that can be done to assure, during the irrigating

periods, the full supply of water contracted to be delivered peri-

odically to the irrigators.

22. To do all that can be done to regularly deliver at all times

the quantity of water engaged for public or private use, for power >

machinery, and industrial purposes.
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23. To mark out the boundary of tin- (tigfeiotl ami .-ill'

of irrigation, and make complete maps uf tin- -aim-.

LM. To survey, slake out. and prepare enmpl.-te plan- of all

canals and ditch-

25. To plan, describe, and specify in detail all works entering
into the system, before they are undertaken.

2(>. To pay taxes on lands occupied hyall its canals. Mructun-.

and other works.

27. To pay taxes on buildings, sheds, and storehouses.

28. To pay taxes on its canals and ditches.

'_
)l
.>. To guarantee to deliver, on demand, at times of lowest .-up-

ply, the full amount of water subscribed fur by a certain number
of subscribers who subscribe first.

30. To suffer a deduction of rents in case of non-delive:

waters, except as per condition No. '2-\. following.

31. To suffer roads, railroads, etc., approved by the administra-

tion, in future, to be built across its works.

32. To employ such agents and guards for the police of tin-

canal, for the supervision of its working, as can be sworn as rural

police officers.

33. To bear all expenses of preliminary examinations, su:

plans, etc., all expenses. of construction, etc., superintend'

government examination and en gi nee ring, supervision, and exam-

inations for acceptance on completion.

34. To have the headquarters at Valence, there to have a resi-

dent agent authorized to receive all government communications

and generally transact the business of the company.
35. To deposit within eight days after final organi/ation ,f tin-

company, in the consignment fund of the treasury of state, under

the title of a bond, the sum of 7:>.uon francs (*i:..nm). to be held

until the works have progressed to the expenditure of 300,000

francs ($60,000), as reported by the government engineers, etc.

Condition* of th< NOB.

The grantee has certain privileges, under conditions as fol!

1. That it (the company) always leaves in the water-cm

whence it derives its supply, at lowest stage, a flow below its

dams of at least half a cubic metre (17.5 cubic feet) p r ><.nd.

2. That the individual distributing headgates. drainage ditches.
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and other such works, shall belong to the irrigator in each case,

and be built by him or at his expense.
3. That the consumers can compel the company to construct

any certain distributing system when they have subscribed for

enough water to be delivered by it to guarantee six per cent

interest on its estimated cost.

4. That all plans for the main works be approved by the cen-

tral administration before construction.

5. That all plans for distribution works be approved by the

prefect of the department before construction.

6. That plans for all works shall first be approved by the chief

of the government civil engineering bureau.

7. That all changes of plans shall be approved by competent

authority before the work is executed.

8. That the society shall execute the works under the super-

intendence of its own agents, but under the supervision and

inspection of those of the government.
9. That all works, during the term of the concession, be sub-

ject to inspection annually, and oftener if deemed necessary in

cases of accident or complaint, by the government engineers.

10. That in all that concerns supply, maintenance and repairs,

either ordinary or extraordinary, upon the failure of the company
promptly to act, the administration, through the engineers, may
carry out the necessary measures or works at the expense of the

company.
11. That the main works will be provisionally received, upon

the favorable report of a commission of inspection appointed by
the administration, each as completed.

12. That the final reception by the central administration will

not take place until one year thereafter.

13. That the report of the commission of inspection be in each

case accompanied by full and final plans and reports of the work

done, prepared at the company's expense.
14. That two copies in full of these plans, reports, etc., be fur-

nished, one for the department offices, and one for the central

administrative offices, at the company's expense.

15. That the same operation shall be gone through with after

completion of the secondary systems of works, but that in these

cases the reception be made by the controlling engineers and

approved by the prefect of the department.
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1C). That if within two years after tin- date ..f lli.- 00

company lias not commenced tin- main works, it forfeit all rights

under tin- agreement.
17. That if within the term of live years the enmpam

completed the main works and fulfilled other re.|uirem.-nts s|*-ri-

fied, it forfeit all rights and properties, which are to he d:

as the government may direct.

1
s

. That, in the event of forfeiture, the company i- to reoeiVQ

from the party into whose hands the property goes, a sum to be

adjudicated by referees.

19. That, if after two trials at settlement, as to amounts to h.-

paid, there be no agreed result, the company forfeits all. sum-

marily.

20. That forfeiture cannot be enforced if jireat unforeseen cir-

cumstances intervene to prevent the completion of the obligations.

21. That the administration shall determine the duration and

time of the irrigation period each year.

22. That irrigation necessities are to he preferred to those of

manufacturing.
23. That Subscribers may. by payment of a sum to the society,

which, at six per cent, will represent the capitalized value of their

water rents, thereafter be freed from payment of such rents.

24. That no reduction can be demanded on water rents should a

scarcity of supply result from accidents not to be guarded airainst

by the company.
25. That subscribers are bound to irrigate land at the rate .f

one hectare (2.47 acres), or less, to the litre (n.n:; cubic foot) per

second 1
of water subscribed for. and not to divert the water for

any other purpose than as agreed upon by tin- subscription. Nor

can any subscription be for a less amount, for irrigation, than one

litre per second.

26. That the consumers of the water in the'sub-district supplied

by each secondary canal may form a syndicate association, under

the [terms of the law for such organizations, and take out of tin-

hands of the company the works of that sub-district, by payim:

annually, in bulk, to the company, a sum e|ual to six per cent on

the cost of the works, or a sum e^ual to the water rents subscribed

in the district, according to the water demanded.

'27. That the company may transfer the works in any sub-dis-

1 At least 82.3 acres per cubic foot per second.
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trict to a syndicate of the consumers for any agreed upon amount
;

but must thereafter deliver all water subscribed for in the sub-

district.

28. That the grant or concession to the company be for a period
of ninety-nine years, commencing from the date of the provisional

acceptance of the main works.

29. That at the expiration of the time of concession, the com-

pany have no more right to the works, but the whole property be

turned over to the state in good condition.

30. That, to insure this last condition, the works are to be

inspected and put in proper condition, under the direction of gov-

ernment engineers and at the expense of the company, within the

two years preceding the expiration of the term of concession.

Privileges Granted to the Company.

On the foregoing conditions the company has the privilege:

1. Of taking seven cubic metres (245 cubic feet) of water per
second from the Bourne River.

2. Of making up this volume at low stages, by taking two cubic

metres (70 cubic feet) from the rivers Lyonne and Cholet. (See
condition No. 1.)

3. Of supplying a certain district of 22,000 hectares (54,340

acres) in area, of which 10,500 hectares (25,935 acres) are irriga-

ble, with water for all purposes irrigation, manufacturing, indus-

trial use, domestic, and municipal purposes.

4. Of doing work and using material of a better class than

preliminarily specified, according to the judgment of the govern-

ment engineer.

5. Of showing the administration at any time why plans of con-

struction should be changed, and asking for changes.
6. Of representing to the administration at any time, conditions

or facts which has rendered it impossible to fulfill its engagements.
7. Of shutting the water off from the canals, for purposes of

repairs and clearances, for one month each year, at a time to be

fixed by the prefect of the department, and not in the irrigating

season.

Benefits to the Grantee Company.

And the company is the recipient of benefits as follows:

1 . The authority to collect water rents, for the term of ninety-

nine years, as follows:
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For irrigation From all wln.su!.- tin- water is put
in tin- main canal. for a fixed amount <.f water annually, at tin- rate

of 50 francs per litre (.t'jr.'J per cuhic f.M.t ') <>f disci

ond during irrigation.

From all those who subscribe after the water is put in the main

canal, at the rate of GO francs per litre ($:',:>:; per cuhic foo(

flow, etc.

From the first subscribers above named, for an additional

amount, engaged after the water is put in the main canal, equal
to that at first subscribed for, at the same rate of ">u fran-

litre ($269 per cubic foot) of flow, etc.

For all subscribed for by them over this double of the first sub-

scription, at the rate of 60 francs ($12), etc.

For domestic, municipal, garden watering, ornamental, and nthrr

similar purposes For a continual supply, at rates stipulated, etc.

2. The authority to sell motive power, during the term of the

concession, to individuals who want to utilize it for factories, at an

annual rental of 200 francs ($40), per one horse-jxwer ;
a single

horse-power being represented by a volume of 100 litres (">."> cubic

feet) of water per second, having one metre (Jl.'js fed ) fall.

3. The authority to collect, under the executive power of the

prefect of the department, and in the same manner taxes are col-

lected, all rents for irrigation waters subscribed for, during the last

three months of the year, in advance.

4. The authority to collect, in the manner spoken of above, all

rents for water for domestic, municipal, and other similar pur-

poses, and for motive power, at the commencement of the year.

in advance.

5. And finally, the government, through the minister of public

works, after the company has shown a subscription for water to

the amount of 3,000 litres (106 cuhic feet) per second, or n

engages to pay the company a subsidy of 2,900,000 francs ($580,-

000), as follows:

Ten per cent on final completion of all works. Two thirds of

balance on works done or expenses incurred on main canals and

works, in installments amounting to one third of actual

reported by the government engineers. The other third, in the

same way, on works of the secondary and distributing systems, etc,

1 At most $:; L'T ]HT acre |cr -r;is,,n.
2 At most $3 92 per ac-re prr si-:i>mi.
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SECTION II.

REGULATION OF WORKS.

Government Improvement of N<tri(j(title Rivers^

The rivers of France generally have high rates of slope and

rapid currents, where works of irrigation and water power are

constructed. The channels are through heavy formations, as

compared to the alluvions of Californian valleys, and the beds

are almost always gravelly, and not infrequently rocky. Such
streams may in their upper courses pass through alluvial irri-

gable valleys, and then again meander through ravines and

rolling lands. It is due to these characteristics of the hydro-

graphical system that water power early came into very extended

use in France, and, following the development of trade thus

caused, that the demand arose for making the streams them-

selves navigable.

Thus, the system of canalizing rivers by means of dams, in

series, at intervals along their course, making nearly slack water

navigation between each two, naturally came into being, and has

resulted in a high degree of skill and perfection of practice in

the general disposition of such works and arrangement and con-

struction of their parts. The French masonry and iron frame

movable dams of several distinct types and patterns, are models

of construction in this line for engineers of other countries, where

similar conditions obtain and like purposes are to be subserved.

The government civil engineers have charge of such rivers

throughout their valley course, and it is the endeavor to bring
all works into harmony with a system best calculated for the

public utility of the streams and the safety and well-being of the

interests along their banks.

Extent and Field of the Hydraulic Service?

The hydraulic service of the public works bureau comprehends
the supervision of river bank and channel works relating to the

creation of power for manufactures, diversion of water for indus-

1

See, Debauve, and articles referred to by him in "Les Annales des Fonts et

Chausstes;" also, Malapert.
2
See, De Passy, Malapert, p. 417, and elsewhere.
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1ri;i 1 uses, for irrigation ;m<l rnhn<it<i(je,
1 the cleanOU]

Mini improvement of channels. construction .t' embankment-
other defenses against Hoods, draining of marshes. sanitary im-

provement of moist lands, and agricultural drainage. |iy tin-

very nature of the objects eontemplated. the service is divided

into two sections one dealing with those <-;| Ses where tin- M

is an auxiliary in the aeconijilishnient of the purjiose held in

view, the other with those CH066 where it is an enemy to he

encountered in ejecting the desired end. Works connected with

manufacturing, industrial, and other uses, irrigation, and <!-

niatage. fall in the first section, while all others mentioned ahov.-

naturally rank in the second.

The Principles of Cnniu-rntinn anil Com jail

When the water is an auxiliary, enterprises arc frequently car-

ried out by individuals, as in manufactories, etc., and alway- by

voluntary action. While in irrigation and colmatage enterprise.

the initial movements are frequently on the part of collective

interests, but always voluntary, so far as each individual at inter-

est is concerned.

When, on the contrary, the water is an enemy, as in the improve-

ment of channels, sanitary drainage, works of defense against

floods, there is always an indissoluble common interest at stake,

so that the movement must benefit all land within some certain

district, primarily, and the public generally as well, or else fail to

benefit any. In these cases the enterprise must necessarily b

the part of the collective interest of all concerned, and the law

submits the minority to the will of the majority of interested land-

holders in the district. "It cannot he allowed," says l>e 1'

"that enterprises so essential to agricultural development he de-

feated by the resistance or indifference of an ignorant and capri-

cious minority."

Moreover, if it is recogni/.ed that the enemy to he fought intliets

injury on the public interests, the administration has the right to

interfere and render obligatory the common action of all inter-

ested parties in the district, in spite of the opposition even of a

majority.

1
t 'olnuitatH- is the Freiu'h \\onl for warpinir, siltiii^r-up.nr enrichment <>t" l:iinK

hy leading muddy \v;itrrs upon and causing the -ill to hr <l-po-in-l on them.
It i- extensively practiced in many quarters of France. Swit/.erlainl, ami Italy.

2
See, De Passy, pp. 7-11.
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Regulation of the Construction of Dams.
1

Whenever possible, the holding up or diversion of water for a

manufactory, an irrigation canal, an industrial establishment, or

other use requiring the construction of a dam in the river and

acquirement of elevation in the water plane to give a head for

power or for flow out from the channel, is effected by a work which

serves at the same time to hold back water for the promotion of

navigation. The height of such a dam is limited by the eleva-

tion of the plane of safety to the lands which might be flooded by
back-water were it carried too high, and, at the same time, it is

governed by the requirements of navigation for a certain depth of

water in the reach above.

The cost of such works, in so far as they relate exclusively to

navigation, is borne by the state; the grantee of the water privi-

lege, for whatever purpose the use may be, exclusively bearing the

cost of his sluices and gates. AVhen, however, dams are designed
and constructed for the common benefit of navigation and some

water privilege establishment, they are paid for and maintained

at the joint expense of the state and the water grantee, in propor-

tion to their respective interests, unless special agreements of long

standing determine the distribution.

The distribution of expenses for construction, as well as for

maintenance of works built conjointly by the state for naviga-
tion and water grantees for their purposes, is made before the

works are executed, in every case by the central general admin-

istrative authority the whole council of state in general assem-

bly and is promulgated in an administrative decree. The

grantee's part of the cost is fixed at a sum to be paid annually,
and not in a sum paid at once. Thus the cooperation of the

grantee with the government results in his paying an annuity for

his benefits from the construction, and not in his paying at once,

in part for the work itself, and thus acquiring a right of property
in it; for works of this character, forming essential parts of the

system for navigation, must remain always public property.

The determinations of the council of state in these matters are

based on the reports and estimates of the government civil engi-

neers, and are also shaped in accordance with equities arising

from the peculiar circumstances of each case, taking for com-

1
See, De Passy, pp. 299-324.
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parison. if need be, the results of utlicr similar works carried nut

under parallel circumstances. Whatever is paid by tin- v,

privilege grantee, goes into the cooperation fund fir |>ullic u

under tin- control of tin- minister of public works.

Such works are built and repaired and wholly eared for by the

administration, and, as far as necessary, under tin- advice or direc-

tion of the government civil engineers. In cam when- a new-

dam, not necessary for navigation, is to be established for the

benefit of a water-privilege grantee, he is obliged to provide in his

plans and construct at his expense, a proper lock for the passage of

boats. Should the administration rcco.trni/c in the work a benefit

to the river navigation, the government may contribute to the cost

of the lock. Plans for works constructed by grantees alone, an-

always subject to revision by the government civil engineers, and

the carrying out of such works is subject to their inspection and

approval or condemnation.

Regulation of the Construction of Ilwulirnrl:*}

Headworks designed for taking water for any purj>oge of a

holder of a water privilege are always constructed and maintained

at his expense, and when in close connection with a dam for nav-

igation purposes, are carried out by the administration, or under

the immediate supervision and superintendence of the govern-

ment civil engineers, or, if not connected with a navigation dam,

they are subject to supervision only, the plans having hem

approved. As waters for manufacturing, irrigation, and other

grantee purposes (except in the case of supply to municipalities

for domestic purposes), can only be drawn from the excess of sup-

ply over demand for navigation purposes, the determining and

gauging of the quantity allowed, so that at times of scarcity

equity may be observed in apportioning the available surplus, be-

comes a matter of extreme importance.
The forms and dimensions of the sluiceways, or gate o]H-ning8,

the elevations of the sills, with respect to that of the dam's

and the legal low water plane of the river, always form the subject

of a special clause in the decree authori/int: the establishment of

the works, and hence any modification in the plan of a dam or

headwork intended to divert water, cannot be made until duly

authorized by government. If the quantity of water to be taken

1
See, De Pussy, i>j>.

:>n ^-316; also, Puim.nt.
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in any instance amounts to a considerable volume per second, as

is commonly the case in works intended for irrigation, it becomes

necessary, in providing for the regulation of the discharge, not

only to determine and fix the size and form of the headgates, but

also the form of section and gradient of the canal or other water-

way leading therefrom, for a certain distance varying with its size.
"
For, in all cases, it is to be remembered that the sluice for tak-

ing water is the sluice for guarding it." [De Passy.
If the quantity to be taken is small, in the case of irrigation, it

is deemed sufficient to provide for taking it through a culvert or

pipe of determined area and under a fixed head. In cases where

water is delivered in rather small quantities for distribution by

sale, it is parted out into a
"
sump," and then more accurately

measured over a gauged weir, of which the crest is arranged so as

to preserve a fixed head of water, producing the requisite dis-

charge.

SECTION III.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE.

General Maintenance of Works.

Concerning the subjects of this heading, very much has neces-

sarily been said under those which precede, nevertheless, it will

be well to call attention to some leading points already mentioned,

in connection with matters not yet spoken of.

The care of all navigable streams in France is committed to the

administration; all public works pertaining to the stream as a

navigable channel, or as a drainage way of the country, are in

care of the officers of the hydraulic service, and their assistants

and subalterns. These officers are, as a general thing, civil engi-

neers, holding commissions as such, and are under the govern-

ment public works bureau.

The maintenance of all private works bordering upon, or in such

streams, and calculated to affect them as navig-able channels, or

as natural drainage ways, is subject to conditions imposed in terms

of the grants of privilege, and subject to the general and particu-

lar regulations of the administration, as executed by the officers

of the hydraulic service.
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Works of navigation. ;nv. of OOCUfte, maintained and
.JM -rated

solely l>y tin- government, tin- tolls on navigation, winch an

low indeed, defraying these expenses.
Works built on joint account of state .-mil private enterprise, are

maintained and operated under government diiv.-tiun. at johr

according to prefixed agreements. ,r as may l>e equitable under

the circumstances, or, again, as may be customary from ancient

times.

Works solely for the benefit ..f private interests arc inaintaine<l

under administrative supervision, at the expense of the 0W1

and if the work of maintenance is not properly and promptly

done, the administration, if public or communal interest- are

threatened from negligence or faulty construction, may carry it

out at the expense of the owner or res] >nsi hie party.

Cleansing or Dredging of Clmnm-l*. 1

Besides the special and local operations of maintenance appli-

cable to works on the streams, there is the care of and clean-inn

or dredging of the channels themselves, and the jMtlice of their

banks. The necessity for cleansing the channels of water-enurses

in France arises largely from natural causes, such as abrasion

of stream banks and denudation of lands: but artificial causes,

such as deposits from boats, and from the shores by the inhab-

itants, by towns, and industrial establishments of all kinds, con-

tribute largely to the results. The dams built in the channels for

the promotion of slack water navigation, or for the creation of

power heads for manufactories, or for whatever purpose, prevent

the scouring of the beds, and serve to cause deposits of sediment

and filth that otherwise would be carried away by the currents.

Upon navigable and raftablc channels, of which the beds and

banks are public property, the clearances are made chietly at tin-

ex pense of the state. When the dams (tn such streams an

to create water-heads for power purposes, as well as for naviga-

tion, the holders of the water rights are called UJMUI to pay part

of the expense. When the administration believes that tin- clean-

ing work is necessary only in the interest of navigation or raft age.

its cost is borne solely by the government. When the clearings

are necessary solely in the interest of public health, and are made

necessary by the deposit of tilth in the channel, from towns.

1

See, De Fussy, pp.
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dences, and establishments on the banks, the expenses are charged
for the most part to the riparian owners and the towns, and in a

small degree to the state and the manufacturers whose dams in-

crease or favor the deposits. Such cleansings are ordered by the

superior administration, which determines the basis of the work
and the distribution of expenses, on the reports of the engineers
and local administrative officers.

Upon non-navigable and non-floatable water-courses which have
not been declared to be dependencies on the public domain un-

der article 538, civil code, and which have not been improved in

the interest of navigation, the expense of cleaning and caring for

the channels is borne principally by the riparian land owners, as-

will be seen in the next chapter.

Police of Streams.1

Works erected and acts committed in the channels or on the

banks of non-navigable or non-raftable water-courses, when they

present no obstruction to free flood-flow, as they only give rise to

questions between private interests or individuals, are subject

only to regulation by the law as administered by the courts. In

these cases it is necessary only for the administration to examine
the project with the view to determining whether or not the stream

channel or the public interests are likely to suffer, or the flood

plane likely to be affected by its results. Works located upon

navigable or raftable streams when not duly authorized by the

administration, constitute infringements of the laws of the com-

mission of public ways, and are subject to repression by the

council of prefecture.

The legislation in the matter of police of public water-courses

and canals is found in the judgment of the council of state of the

king, dated twenty-fourth June, 1777, confirming and completing
former rules, notably those of forests and waters, dated August^
1669. The various articles of the judgment of 1777, specify the

penalty attached to each kind of offense enumerated.

Besides this old general law, there still exist in force a number of

ancient special enactments applicable to the principal rivers and

to certain navigation canals, emanating from the king in council

of state, from the governors of provinces, and from other author-

1
See, De Passy, pp. 32^334, and elsewhere; also, Dumont, De Buffon, and

Malapert.
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ities who under the ancient ivgi" 1
'

1 exercised tin- rulii

Other ruling enactments on this .-uhject In -Mr d -|in-nt to

tin- revolution, hut none of them an- ,,f recent origin except that

of twenty-third March. 1>T_'. although then- an- many decision-;

under these laws that interpret and modify their application.

Tin- penalties fixed in the old laws Vfere TOty
- v-n- in projnr-

tion to the offenses to which they were attached, and the councils

of prefecture, in the administration of the laws, had no alternative

hut to apply them in full vigor. for the mitigation or repression of

such penalties could only be authorized in each particul.,

an appeal to the chief executive power of the council of state.

The law of 1S-J-J gave to the councils of pivfeetniv the authority

to gauge the penalties to the offense in each case according to eir-

cumstauces, between 1 francs ($:; I'M) as a minimum an-;

francs ($('><)) as a maximum for ordinary offenses.

Works having a direct effect to the detriment of public int.

may be summarily removed on the order of the prefect, and for-

mei'lv unauthorized works on public water-courses, whether inju-

rious or not. could be similarly disposed of without delay, lint

now in cases where no injury is done or immediately threatened,

a delay for a reasonable time is granted to *_
r ive the owner of tin-

works time to appeal to the superior administration for a
j.:

authorization for his enterprise. The execution of all law-

erning the police care of public streams in the interest of the

public, whether protecting navigation or other particular ini-

is left to the prefects of departments. Hut a large das< of cases,

where the laws have to be interpreted, and where private int-

are affected, find jurisdiction before the courts.

Every concession of a water privilege on streams of the public

domain is subject to the charge of an annual rental which

into the general treasury of the state for the benefit of the public

work -
.

In the case of water-heads for manufactories, the rent is based

upon the purchasable value of the gross power conceded, inde-

pendent of any special advantage which the grantee may
from it, and of the kind of employment to which it may be de-

1

St-f. IV Passy, pp.306 307,314 :;n;. :m.l rNrwhrn-: ;iN<>. !>. Hutl'>n.
- Financial Laws, June I'

1

-. 1M': July 11.
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voted. The rate of rent for a manufactory water-power head is a

sum per annum equivalent to one two-hundredth of the purchas-
able value of the motive power measured in horse-power. The

purchasable value of the horse-power is determined by precedents
on the stream in question, and on other similar streams where

water is used for like purposes.

Water privilege rents for irrigation works are rated upon the

basis of the increase in yield due to irrigation, and are fixed at a

sum annually paid, equivalent to one tenth of the increase in

value of produce on the irrigated land, over its produce before irri-

gation.

Industrial purposes include all the purposes of manufacturing,

except that of creating motive power by means of water-wheels;

thus water for making steam, for condensing steam, for tke use of

paper mills, sugar refineries, tanneries, bleaching works, cloth

printing works, etc., is ranked as used for industrial purposes.
Whether taken by means of pumping machinery or not, if the

volume of water in any instance drawn directly from a public
stream for an industrial use is sufficiently large, in proportion to

the supply at any season, to sensibly affect, or, in the opinion of

the engineers of the administration, injure the normal regime of

the stream, the water privilege is ranked with those for water-

power purposes. For all concessions of water for industrial pur-

poses, the basis of annual rental is a fixed sum which is adjudged
for each particular case, the minimum being one franc and an

additional ten centimes per cubic metre or fraction thereof of

water taken per day.
Water-heads for municipal domestic purposes are governed by

the same rules as those for industrial purposes.
1 When the object

of the works is simply the supply of domestic requirements, with-

out revenue being derived by the sale of the water to consumers,
the rent is fixed at the nominal sum of one franc (20 cents) per

year; the object being merely to assert and maintain the right of

the state to regulate and control such matters. When the intent

of the grantee, whether a town or a company, is to sell the water

to consumers and derive a revenue from it, the case is ranked as

an industrial use, and in addition to the fixed amount of one

franc, a charge of ten centimes per cubic metre (35 cubic feet) of

water drawn daily, is imposed.

1 Decrees March 25, 1872; April 13, 1861.
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The amounts Of all annual rentals an- l>a--l in the

the government engineers as to volumes di\vrti-d ami a--.-, .nlin-j

toiiMiiLrin.L's and records, ami when a jraujiin^ is made ami
is kept, tlie -Tranter is obliged t<> a<>mt tn its OORect] ii the

time show it to hi- erroneous. 1 Hack rents tor water <-an he <<!-

leeted for live years, hut iveovery for a lomjer prrii M | of tit

debarred by a statute of limitations. All <|Uesti

rents are considered hy the minister of j.uhlie works and ..f

finance, conjointly.

Without meaning in any way to limit the duration of water con-

cessions, the rents are revised every thirty years, tor. alt!;

revokable at anytime. uater-riirht concessions OH public -tn-ams

are given for an indefinite time, and in most cases practically for

ever. Any other system would be opposed to the development ..f

industrial prosperity. Water privilege heads held in private con-

trol previous to the edict of l.">r>('> declaring the inalienability of tin-

public domain, are free from the charge of rents, as are also tho-e

whose holders have titles derived by purchase from the _
r"vern-

tnent.

Al "HIoKITIKS Foi: CHA1TF.K 111.

. [Work cited as an authority for Chapter II.] See r....,k 1 1. rh:ii.t-r-

I, II. :,n.l III.

De Pussy. [Work cited us an ;mthi>rity tor < 'haptrr II. > pp. 7 11: -upi>l--
nu'iit, pp. L'!7 :;;;i.

Malapert. \
Work cited as an authority for Chapter II.]

> tin- hraliin:>. Tin-
Actual Republic," and "

I'hiL'ii!

De Buff" n. \\'<>rk cited as an authority for < 'hapter II .rally. Vol.

II, Tart II.

Reclus [Work cite.l as an jiutlmrity fur Chaplrr II. See, generally, descrip-
tions ,,( France.

Ih-lHiiin\- Vol. XIX.
i Work cited a< an authority for Chapter II. >ec. -cncr-

ally, description \<i river works ; ,nd -y-tcin-.

Li'* . I nun /I'* tit'* I'nuts i-t < 'h<iiifisi'>'s. A -cini-otlii-ial publication oi the French
< ii.vernnient Corps ot Civil Fn.irineer- ; eompri-iiiL' v..lum.

nieal or l-'iiL'ineerin.ir nia t ter, a nd -t her- .1 I.aw- and I

1 Minu'

t" l'ul>li<- \\'irks ;md the Fiiirinccriiii: Service, generally ( French i

late volumes, and, particularly, VoL CXXVI, pp. i

1 Decree of the Minister of Finance. May l.\
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CHAPTEE IV,-FEANCE (3)

;

WATEE-RIGHTS ON, AND THE ADMINISTRATION OP NON-
NAVIGABLE STEEAMS,

SECTION I. Rights to the Use of Water.

Water-rights previous to the time of the Code Napoleon.

Riparian Water-Rights under the Code.

Nature of the Riparian right, and tendency of interpretations.
The right of Irrigation absorption of water, etc.

SECTION II. Supervision of Construction of Works.

Decentralization of the Administration.

Powers and Duties of Local Administrations.

Applications for sanctions to construct Works.

Obligations and Conditions attached to Permits.

Construction and Regulation of Dams and Headworks.

SECTION III. Regulation and Operation Works and Waters.

Necessity for Regulations and Administration.

Administrative Authority to make Regulations.

Principles adhered to in making Regulations.
General Rules as to Division of Water Supply.

Regulations of Irrigation.

Division of Waters between Claimants.

Regulations for Streams.

Police and Cleansing of Water-Courses.

SECTION I.

RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER.

Water-Rights Previous to the Time of the Code Napoleon.
1

As we have seen, streams not navigable nor floatable those

upon which tolls could not be collected for navigation or rafting

facilities, or heavy rents derived from ferrying franchises having
been claimed and controlled, together with all other water-courses,

by the feudal counts during the early centuries of modern ages,

1
See, particularly, Dalloz, Vol. XIX, pp. 312-319, and Dumont; also, De

and Malapert.
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\\ere also included iii the property-right claim of tin- king^ and

originally contended for ly them against the counts; hut in the

course of time tin- struggle was made only t'r tin- control of the

larger water-courses, from which ivvemio could he derived, and

those of the smaller class wen- left to the owners of the land-

adjoining them. Matters appear to have rested in this way tor a

long time : tin- exclusive right to water, for milling and irriirating

purposes, from streams too small to he regarded hythe k:

j>uhlic importance, according to the standard of tin- times. \-\\\<JL

accorded to the owners of the hank-lands, apparently u|mn the

ground that they owned the heds and waters as well as the hanks.

In later years, when it was found necessary in the puhlic in-

terest, and to rid the courts of a vast volume of litigation, tor the

government to supervise the placing and maintenance of struc-

tures in such channels and the diversion of their waters, it ap-

pears to have hecome recogni/ed that the waters were in reality

a common property, and that the hank proprietors had only a

right to use them and not a riirht of ownership in them. Still

there was the open question, to whom were the waters a common

property: the riparian proprietors claimed to he the owners in

common of the waters of each stream, and suhmitted to tin-

control of the streams hy the Lr'>vernment only as it \\

upon the general police authority of the nation: while the gov-

ernment asserted its rirht to control, not >nly hecaus.- of it-

eral police powers, hut heeause of the fact that the waters w.-n-

really the common property of the whole people and not of the

riparian proprietors alone, and that puhlic interests were to be

promoted as well as other private interests Lruarded hy it. and

that, hence, its mission was one to promote puhlic utility as well

afl to represser prevent ahuse of private privileges, hy the protec-

tion of other privileges.

CnnflirtiiHj /;///<>/* tin //// Sfi'i'iimS.

The continued and growing ahuse of the riparian water-right

privilege brought about an increased necessity for upholding this

latter view, so that from having heen a governmental adminis-

trative measure it became a. popular sentiment, and owners of

lands not riparian to the streams asserted a right to water-

their irrigations, on the ground that such waters were a common

property of all the people: and claimed that the riparian owners
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privilege of using them was not an exclusive privilege, but that

upon a grant or permit from government, any land owner could

divert them for use on his lands. In this view of the case by far

the greater number of land proprietors were interested, so that

the governmental policy of control was strongly upheld.
But now, manufacturing interests, which were widespread and

becoming powerful, took alarm. The owners of the hundreds of

mills and manufactories depending on water supply for power and
other purposes, scattered along the streams all over France, and

holding rights, many of them dating back in the times of the

counts, and all valuing the riparian right as a protection to their

water supply, were arrayed against the advancing theory of the

waters belonging to all the people and due to all for use. The

government from time to time brought to face the question in

deciding points at issue, continued to uphold the theory of the

waters of these small streams being a common property of all the

people, and framed its own measures accordingly, but no step was

taken to accord land owners other than riparian proprietors any

right to use them.

Riparian Water-Rights under the Code.
1

The case appears to have stood in this way when the Code Na-

poleon was promulgated in 1804. This code contained provisions

(articles 713, 714) which in course of time were recognized as

placing the ownership of the waters of the smaller class of streams

in the nation, but, at the same time, declaring the use of things of

this class to be common to all. Left with this provision only, the

waters of these streams would have been thrown open to use by all

the people;
"
the laws of police regulating the manner of enjoying

them," as the code said. But article 644, under the head of serv-

itudes, seemed to place a special servitude (right to use) on these

waters for the benefit of riparian estates. It reads as follows :

" He whose property borders on a running water, other than that

which is declared a dependency on the public domain by article

538, under the title
' Of the Distinction of Property,' may employ

it in its passage for the watering of his property."
" He whose property is intersected by such water is at liberty to

make use of it within the space through which it runs, but on

1
See, particularly, Dumont, pp. 171-208, and De Passy ; also, J);illox, VoL

XIX, pp. 379-390.
*
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condition of restoring it at tin- boundaries <>f liis t'n-I.l to it- ordi-

nary COUT86."

The provisions of this coil.- have iriven rise to many pn-.-t

or rather t<> tin- old <|iirst ins in new forms, accompanied by an

infinite number and variety of -id. The old ^notion
\vlirtln-ror not tin- riparian water-right privilege \\ .

right, was still left open and with additional complications, The

government had its hands strengthened in its policy .f control

and regulation, and the fundamental principle contended f.r by
the owners of lands not riparian to the stream-, as well as by the

government, was recogni/.ed.

I>ut riparian proprietors claiming and being, in BOme (MUM! and

under some eireiimstanees. allowed ownership of the heds of the

streams, still claimed ownership of tin- waters hy virtue nf arti<-le

")")_'. which reads:
"
I'rnp-rty in the soil imports pr<>pTtv .:

and heneath." And a stand was thus made hy riparian int"

on the point that as the waters of tin- streams rested '>n their lamls.

they helnniicd to them. and. hence articles 71-". and 71 I. about

"things which helonir to no one." had no application to tlinn.

Article (145 provided expressly for the settling of disputes which

should arise under the preceding article, at least, in the follow-

ing language :

"If a dispute arise hdween proprietors to whom such \vat-r<

may be useful, the courts, in pronouncing their judgment, must
reconcile the interest of agriculture with the respect due t prop-

erty; and in all cases, particular and local regulations on tin-

course and use of waters must be observed.'
1

Under this article all <|iiestions as to rights to use \vat-rs fn>m

non-navigable and non-raftable streams have heen rarri-d before

the courts, and these have not directly recojini/ed the claii

the back land owners, thus leaving the riparian proprietors in

possession of the field. Appeals have been then taken to tin-

central administrative authority to exercise its power in behalf of

the land interest which had always in the past sustained it-

and theory of public ownership and government control of tin-

waters. But the administration has consistently replied to the-.-

appeals tli at. under article ()-!.">, it had no jurisdiction in this cla-s

of cases; that the courts were the only resort of those claiming

water in this class of streams, in which to make good a claim.
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The Riparian Water-Right and the Right of Way.
1

Another point which for a long time was in favor of the riparian

proprietors, was the fact that there existed no law under which a

back land owner could get the right to conduct water over the

property of those between him and the stream, even though he

had the right to it, and no law under which he could get the right

to abut a dam against banks belonging to others, even if he could

get the right of way by amicable purchase, and the water also; and,

furthermore, the administration could not grant such privileges.

Companies or syndicates contemplating extended irrigation en-

terprises were granted water privileges and the right to construct

works by decrees of the central administration, and their works

being declared of public utility, they were authorized to condemn

by process of law the right of way for their main canal. But no

single land owner, and no enterprise not declared to be of public

importance, could get right of way, except by private negotiation.

In 1845 a law was passed giving any land owner the power to

secure as a servitude, over lands not his own, the right of way to

conduct waters to which he had a right of use. This was osten-

sibly in the interest of riparian proprietors who had to take water

out of the streams above their own lands to get it high enough to

conduct on to them. But it was also a step in the direction of

the theory of the back land owners.

In 1847 a law was passed giving the owner of one bank a right

to abut his dam against the bank owned by his opposite neighbor,

under certain regulations and administrative sanction, etc. This

also was a step towards breaking down the exclusiveness of the

riparian right to the stream. Until within the past few years a

riparian proprietor, upon the basis of his claim of ownership of

the banks and bed of a stream, so far controlled the channel, as

against other private individuals themselves also riparian pro-

prietors, as to deny the right to construct a dam below in such

manner as to back the water up into the channel opposite his

land, even though there was no apparent material injury to him

caused thereby.

But now the court of cassation, at the head of the judiciary of

the country, and the council of state, at the head of the advisory

department of the executive branch of government, have each

1
See, particularly, Dumont, pp. 225-256, 259, 280; De Passy, Dalloz.
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decided that tin- fall or slop,' .if a channel is n.t the property
of the land proprietors, ami that it enten into tin- ela.-> ..f \'.

which ly the terms of article 711. Code Napoleun. do not belong
to anybody, of which the 006 is commnn to all. and of which the

enjoyment is regulated by the |Hlice laws;" and the admin
tion irrants a proprietor the riirht to back water into the channel

in front of lands ahove him. hy means of his dam. so loni: as In-

<loes not injure or endanger tin- lands in any way. take away from

the ellieiency of other works ahove. or endanger the puhlic in-

:. Here airain was a step towards the aholition of the exclu-

sive and coni]>lete i-jjiarian control of the stream, and a movement

towards a declaration of puhlic ownership of the channels them-

selves.

And thus the matter stands. The riparian proprietor- still

monopoli/.e. to the extent of their necessities for all purjMises. the

rijrht to 11-. the waters from streams of this class. In tlii-

spect they have an exclusive and complete riirht as against all

comers, except "public utility."
"
public health." and "national

welfare." and except in cases where there is a surplus of supply
over and above enough for their n which case the

irovernment undertakes to dispose of such surplus.

"To exercise the rijibt of iiTi'iration. it is necessary to be a ripa-
rian proprietor. If. then, a water-course comes to chanire its bed.

the ancient proprietors, who are no lonirer on the new bed. no
longer preserve upon it the riirht of taking water for irri.iratinn.

nor, consequently, of makinir constructions destined to conduct
the waters upon their properties." [

Dallox. Vol. l<>. \\ord "Servi-

tudes."

The administration, representing the whole people and the na-

tion, by virtue of its police powers and its jruardianship of public

property and public weal, exercises a control over the strea;

regulation of all works placed in the streams, and a surveillance

of all use made of the waters.

Nature of the Riparian ///////. inn! '/', /,,/, ,/,-// ,,f litftrprttotiom
1

The nature of this riparian riirht to water on non-naviiiahle

streams in France may be a little dillicult to comprehend. It

1

Bee, particularly, DePaasy, pp. 29 -. Dunmnt. pp. 171 **: M-". l:ill/. V..1.

XIX, j.].. :;;ii 390, and Let Annafa du Panto \ ob. I.a\\- an-l l>.

(recent ).
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is so far a right to have the water left in the channels that the

administration (on the ground of "police regulations," "sanitary

provisions," or "public utility") may refuse to sanction the con-

struction of a work for diversion, which has not proper provision in

the way of sluice-gates to let water enough go on down stream, at

the driest times, for domestic purposes of all bank owners below;
nor will it at all sanction the construction of a dam, when it

clearly appears that owners below will be deprived of needful

water by its effect, although the projector be a riparian proprietor

and has a right to water under the code.

And yet, there is no element of the principle of prior appropri-
ation first in time first in use about this right. The code dedi-

cates these waters to the use of him "whose property borders on,""

or, "whose estate is intersected by such waters." It is only in the

regulation of affairs by the courts and the administration that any

recognition of priority of right is found, and even then, in the

supervision of the use, the principle is not closely adhered to.

The code merely gives every riparian owner a privilege of using
the water. There was no direct recognition and confirmation of

old and established rights in this connection, although many such

existed
;
nor any rule laid down except that "in all cases partic-

ular and local regulations on the course and use of waters must be

observed," and that "the interest of agriculture" must be recon-

ciled "with the respect due to property."

And yet this riparian privilege is so far a right to take water out

of the stream, that, though fully used, the courts can recognize a

right for a new water privilege, and the administration may sanc-

tion the works necessary for availing of it, and, in the course of

the division of waters, the new work will get its share. This rule,

however, would not be carried so far, presumably, as to deprive

any prior user of water, of all he actually required to accomplish
his purpose, but it would force him to economize in his use. No-

matter how old a privilege may be, the administration, in the pub-
lic interest, has always the right to turn sufficient water past the

dam to satisfy the personal wants of proprietors below, and thus

guard against unsanitary results
;
and it can even compel the con-

struction of a sluice-way in the dam, to be used for this purpose.
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7V// 1

/.'/'//// of Irri<i'itinii . I/<M* //<//'/> <>f II '/////-. <tr.
1

For many years after tin- pmniulgat i< >M of tin- rode it was held

that the obligation impose I upon the riparian proprietor of"n

ing it (tin- water) at tin- boundaries of his field to its ordinary
course," after use. as set forth in the second paragraph .f article

C>1 1. applied as a condition to all use of water allowed by the arti-

cle, and, henee, there could lie n> material lo>s by ah>o,ptio!i in

irrigation. The irrigations in France at that time were \-TV

erally those of meadow lands situated closely along the stream

borders, and a very large proportion <>f the waters led on t.. them
(lowed oil' again.

The court of cassation (Supreme Court of France), in ]

August 21, rendered a decision on this point as toll,

"Running water is regarded by the law as a common projM-rty.

Riparian proprietors on a water-course naturally have equal rights
to the use of the water, although they cannot exercise this rijiht

simultaneously. If on account of the advantage of its topographi-
cal position the proprietor of hiirhcr land on a stream.

his right before the proprietors of lower lands, he is not th<

obliged by this position after having used the waters, in the inter-

est of agriculture and industry, to return them to their usual bed.

in order that the proprietors of lower lands may use them in their

turn.

"When the proprietor of the higher land pO88CMB06fl at the same
time both banks of the stream his right is more extended : h-

then turn the water-course from its hed within the extent of his

domain, and take the waters for use where he wills on his estate.

being obliged to return them to their ordinary course whTe it

leaves his property. This proprietor will not have to return the

same <|uantity of water which he has received, or any certain

quantity of water determined, hut he must economise and use
water in a just measure so that the proprietors of lower lands may
exercise their rights also." [Decision August 21, 1M I.

Again, in a decision rendered in 1S47, the same court derided

that an upper proprietor, no matter how extended his estat-

both banks of a stream, had not the right to absorb all the water

on his lands, to the detriment of a lower proprietor, ami that tin-

lower proprietor had a right to a regulation whereby he would be

1 See, Dumont, De Pussy, and I>;tllo/, MS already riU-<l ; hut particularly. Iat<-

volumes of Laws and Decrees of Les Annalcs des fonts et CfiatuMes.
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assured a part of the supply, in accordance with his needs and

rights as adjudged by experts.
1

The Question, one for Equitable Administration,

De Passy, writing in 1878, and a semi-official book for the infor-

mation of the members of the national hydraulic service, as well

as for general sale, says:

"An obligation on the irrigator to return the water when it

leaves his lands, to its natural channel, does not result from article

644 of the Code Isapoleon. That article comprises two paragraphs,
distinct and independent from each other; the first regulates the

right of irrigation, which may be exercised by the proprietor of

one bank
;
the second recognizes in the proprietor of both banks

more extended rights, such as industrial use, etc.; and it is as a

restriction on these last rights, and in the second paragraph only,
that is written the obligation to return the water upon its exit

from the lands traversed, to the natural channel." [De Passy,
p. 50.

As a matter of fact, the streams are controlled, and the waters

apportioned out to those who have claims on them, by adminis-

trative regulations. Economy in their use is enforced, according
to the experiences of the country; so that the question is kept out

of the courts more than it used to be, and the courts recognize the

fact that they can make no decision that can settle the point on

principle, or even in any particular case, for all contingencies that

arise. The later decisions are not decisive as to principle; they
lean towards the view above quoted from De Passy, speak of
"
returning the drainage and residue of the waters," only, to their

natural channels, uphold ancient customs in the use of waters,

but enforce administrative regulations that look towards econo-

mizing it, and other measures in the public interest.

SECTION II.

SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION OF WORKS.

Decentralization of the Administration,
2

By an imperial decree made in 1852, and interpreted by a num-

ber of decrees of the council of state of later dates, a portion of

1 Decision July 8, 1847. See, Les Annales des Fonts et Chansstes, Laws and
Decrees, 1847.

2
See, De Passy, preface, and elsewhere.
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the authority th<-ivt,tntv exprewly reserved to the tniniften and

council of state iii mutters pertaining to tin- iv Lnil; ( t i..n .,f \\

Courses, WES delegated totlic local departmental administrate

This transfer of power constituted what is known as tin- decen-

trali/ation of the administ rat ion in the hydraulic service. |Jy it

much more responsibility has heen thrown upon the en-jit

seeing that tin- -cope of their duty has heen widened, and -

other inquiries bring done away with, those which they make
must necessarily be more searching, and there bring no certain

revision of their opinions by a higher central body, their \

must he more firmly grounded on good judgment. The law. how-

ever, provides a right of appeal from the decrees of prefect^ and

opinions of the engineers, so that parties being aggrieved at a

result may take their case immediately before the minister of

public works, or even the council of state for revision.

Powers anil I)nt!r*i>f L'H'<il A <1 ministration*.*

The prefects of departments have the power (1) to author! /e

upon non-navigable and non-raftable streams, the building of all

new works necessary for mills, manufactories, dams, headworks

for irrigation, etc.
; ('2) to regulate the existence of such estab-

lishments where already constructed without formal permit and

regulation; and (3) to modify existing rules concernini: such

establishments already built. In these cases the prefects act

directly, by simple resolution, without the special intervention of

the minister of public works, but upon the opinions and advice of

the chief engineers of the departments, and in conformity to the

general ministerial regulations and circulars of instruct i<

They also have the authority to carry out ancient rules and local

usages in the matter of the division of waters, from streams of this

class, between the various interests employing them.
4

P.ut in the

absence of ancient rules and local usages to serve as a basis for

such prefectorial regulation of the division of waters, and especially

between antagonistic interests such as manufacturing and irriga-

tion, the prefects have not the authority to act, but such regulations

must emanate from the council of state by decree.
5 Hence, the

1 Decrees March 25, 1852; April 15, 1861; August 23, 1887; March 18, 1868.

Lr .hint- L'l. i-

2
See, De l';is<y, \>\<.

1 1. r>. 00 88, .>. ami
3

Zteeree March ZD, 1852.
1 Decree April i.\ 1881
3 Decree August iK l*";7.
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prefects can authorize the works necessary for an establishment,

but cannot, in apportioning water to it, alter or amend existing

regulations concerning the division of waters, so as to affect the

interest of others, or the public interest, or change
"
local usage"

in this regard, to the prejudice of third parties, unless there is

in existence some "ancient rule" applicable to the case which

authorizes the setting aside of such "
local usage" by the prefect.

Nature of the Power held by Prefects?

The authority of the prefects in the matter of regulating water-

courses and waters is confined to the authorization of works, and

to the execution and adjustment of details of decrees regulating

the distribution of waters, and the application of ancient rules

and local usages. The first power is that of authorization, all the

others are in the nature of police powers. Hence, except in the

one class of cases mentioned (the authorization of works on non-

navigable water-courses), all the regulative measures of prefects

are based on police powers, and limited by the ideas of public

safety and welfare to be attained by such measures. The police

power is not to be confounded with the power of authorization.

The right to adopt and carry out measures in the interest of

public health, a police measure, for instance, has always belonged
to the prefects.

2

" The nature of police measures consists solely in securing a

respect for the public interest, in calling on each person for the

execution of his obligations, for the cause of the right and the

good of all." [De Passy, p. 70.

The original declarations of authority, under which these pow-
ers of regulation are exercised by prefects, is found in laws of

1790 and 1791, and a resolution of 1799. The first law charges
the administrations with the duty of

"
seeking and indicating the

means of procuring the free course of the waters of streams, with

a view of preventing the plains from being submerged by the too

great elevation of milldams and of other works established on the

rivers, and of directing, in fine, all the waters of their territory

towards the one object of general utility in accordance with the

principles of irrigation."

The second law imposes upon the departmental administration

1

Sec, particularly, De Pussy, p. 15, and elsewhere; Dumont; also, De Buffon.
2 Decree March 18. L868.
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the duty and authority t<> !i\ tin- height t which dan,

built in streams, SO as "
to hold the waters at a height which do.-

not injure any one." or in any way
"

iiitrrt'-n- \\illi tin- public
interest ir convenien.

And tin- third law li'li-Lr :iti-s
"

to the administrations i.f d-|iart-

nients the power of taking all the necessary >t-ps to prevent
waters beini: turned from their natural nui>es l.y work.- of di-

version. simple ditehes. or otherwise, without previous authori/a-

tion: and. also, tlie power of seeing that dams. <-nil>ankineiits. and

other works do not exceed the level wliieh will have been lixc.i

lor each." ' The duty of prefects in this connection is suHiciently

apparent from that which has heen said respecting their author-

ity and power, and from what is said under suhse<|uent headini:.-

in this chapter.

'nr Sti in'tiniis tn Contract ]\',,

In cases where water is to In- taken from a stream without con-

structing a dam. by a simple cut in the hank, with a headirat.-.

permission from tin- administration to construct the work is not

necessary, for it can only interfere when the How of tin- stream is

to be checked by a dam. ;

hut tin- owner of the pro|)sed structure

must establish in the courts his riirht to water, if this he con-

tested. and the construction afterwards comes under the super-

vision of the administration in carrying out regulations for all

diversions and uses on the stream. Hut in the interest of tin-

public the administration may cite parties proposing or execut-

ing such works to appear in court and prove their riirht to water

and that they will not destroy interests already irrown up.

Whenever a work is to be constructed in or on the bank of a

non-navigable stream, which will or may att'ect its n'.irime as a

drainage way of the country, or which may directly atVect the

common rights >r public utility subserved by the stream, sanc-

tion of the plans and project must be had from the departmental
authorities. Application must be made to the mayor of the com-

mune, the sub-prefect or the prefect, for the permit, and this

application must be accompanied with a plan of the propOBed

work, a statement as to its purpose, etc.

the government, n>th Ynit<>-r, yc:ir <;.

2
See, particularly, l>c l';i--\. supplement, and Ufa. I: al><>. l>uin>m.

3 The latest regulations ot the administration mutlict with this doctrine.
See Artirli- U <>f the form of iv.iruhitions at i-ml of this
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The mayor publishes this application by posting it as directed

by regulations. He hears and records the substance of all com-
ments or objections, and he transmits the statement of the case to

the sub-prefect. This authority after consideration reports the case

to the prefect, who submits the question to the departmental engi-
neer on the special service.

The engineer examines the matter to see that the works are

such as will not bring harm to the stream, and in conformity to-

general regulations. He may prepare other plans to effect the

same purpose, and recommend them in place of those contained

in the application. These results with his opinion are reported to-

the prefect, who may order a further investigation of the whole

matter by the sub-prefect, or may thereupon act by granting or

refusing the application.

To every such permit conditions are attached, binding the

grantee to construct the work according to plans or to modifica-

tions thereof, to be approved by the local administration, and

binding him to submit to local regulations in the management of

the affairs of the stream, and to keep his work in repair.

Determining the Legal Height of Dams.
1

Dams for water-power purposes, and intended to hold the water

at all times materially higher than the bed of the stream, are put
in solidly from bank to bank, up to the least height at which it is-

necessary to hold the water for the purpose required, when the

bank-lands above are sufficiently high to be well above the flood

plane as necessarily raised to higher levels by the effect of the

dam. But when these lands are not naturally high enough to-

admit of so high a flood plane, the top portion of the dam, for such

height and length as may be necessary in each case, is made

removable, automatically or otherwise, so as to admit free pas-

sage of floods through the weir thus opened, without their rising

above a certain safe elevation in the reach above the work. These

weirs can but seldom be dispensed with.

In the issuing of permits for the construction of water-power
dams on non-navigable and non-floatable streams, it was, until

within the past fifteen or twenty years, the rule to restrict their

heights so that the backset of waters would be confined to the

1
Hee, particularly, De Passy, pp. 19. 23-25, 28, 51, and elsewhere; also, Dumont.
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limits of tin- lands owned hy tin- proprietors of tin- work. UJMHI the

theory that the lied of tin- stivam \v;is private pri|M-rt y. and noth-

ing could lie done to atleet it without permission from it- owner.

Iul the supreme court of Fraiiee. and tin- council of state, have

finally determined that "the fall of a stream of tin

iut the property of tin- land proprietors, hut that it enters into the

vlass of thinirs \vhieh. by the terms of artiele 71
I, Code Napoleon,

do not belong to anybody, of which the use is common to all. and

of which the enjoyment is regulated hy the law.- of jM.lie,-." and

hence the a< 1 1 1 1 i n ist ra t ion sanctions \vrk< which eause water t.,

he held hack in the channels through pn>pert ie- above, so loi

neither these lands nor other works are thereby injured.

In cases where it is necessary, in order to jirt head sutlicie]

tin- intended purpose, and at the same time <_
ruard a.L'ainM

llowinirs of land ahove. the administration is authori/.ed to provide
for the necessary levees on each side of the stream ahove the dam.
to he bllilt at the expense of the u\VIHT of the dalll : all <

charges, and damages Ix-in^ met by him.

Tbc lejial height havinir l>een determined for a dam. as a jnat-

ter of record, and for reference at any time, a stone slab or shaft

is firmly embedded at some convenient point, near at baud, when-

it can be conveniently irot at. and so that its top surface i- at tin-

elevation of the dam's crest as authorized to be made. Thus the

oHicers of tbe administration, or any one else, may at any tinn-

iest the fact as to whether or not the dam has been made higher

than authorized. This reference monument is an otlicial record,

and not to be displaced under pain of severe penalties, and the

owner of the dam is responsible fur its keeping.

Construction n<l Muinti mim-t nf limn* unit Headwork$}

For convenience in makiuir the proper clearances of the l>eds

of the stream above the dam, and to provide the means for tin-

passage at all times of water in sullicient quantity to satisfy the

rights wliich lower riparian proprietors have, sluiee-iratrs are put

in all dams not built removable, at a point near to or at the level

of the natural stream bed. Should it appear to a prefect in con-

sidering application for permission to put a structure for nianu-

1
See, De Passy, pp. 24, 25, 51-54, and elsewhere.

8 l
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facturing purposes on a stream, that rights of riparian proprietors

already availed of would be seriously injured by it, he has author-

ity on this ground to refuse the permit the waters being already

fully utilized and required for .use under the code. The courts

may order otherwise, however.

Permanent dams for diversion of waters for irrigation must be

removable down to the plane of the natural bed of the stream
T

for a length as great as the natural width of the stream between

banks when cleaned out, and cannot be used for power-head

purposes, and be kept closed all the time. The movable portion

must be composed of shutters which fall flat on to the bottom, of

gates which may be raised above the flood plane, or of stakes

(" needles ") which can be taken out altogether.

The crest of the movable portion, like that of the fixed portion,

must be adjusted to the plane of the legal height determined for

the dam, and its sill must be established at the level of the bed of

the stream when at its ordinary plane. Scouring sluice-gates are

not required in dams of this character, for the clearances above

are effected by opening a portion of the dam itself down to the

scouring plane. Closable top weirs are also riot required in dams
of this kind, for a portion of the whole dam may be used for flood

escape.
1

The dimensions and form of the head-gates of the canal, the

elevation of their sills with respect to that of the top of the dam,
the form and slope of the channels for a certain distance below,

are regulated with the view of receiving the full flow of the water

from the stream at low stage, when the division among claimants

on the stream is made by giving each the full flow in turn at

stated intervals, and, at the same time, to properly gauge a much
smaller amount, when the division is made by apportioning the

supply at once amongst a number, or all, according to their rights.

1
Instructions, October 23, 1851.
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SECTION III

RE<;U.ATIO\ AM> OPERATION \\'-I;K- \\i> \\

Neri:*xiti(fin' l!,-iinliifini,s Hint A ilinin i^rnl '

In curly yeari <>f social and political development, tin- :

for guarding the coiunion property of all the people is not felt.

Kach individual is intent on securing his o\vn advantage, and all

-ight of those mutual inteivM- \v!iie|, cannot lie segregated

and cut otl' from the common stock as can lands and most |MT-

sonal properties. Water-courses and waters are. by nature, that

kind of property which no one can own. yet it lias alu

the idea in the early stages of the development of a people or a

country, that each person might Ufi ommon propi-rti-

he d.

It \va< so in France. In the struggle for control of the navi-

gable and raftahle streams, which for centuries went on betl

the central government of the country and the nohles and tin-

provincial governments, as I have already written, the small

streams not raftahle were left to the control and use of the ripa-

rian proprietors, the government maintaining a nominal and tit-

t'ul supervision over them in the interest of puhlie utility and tin-

protection of navigation interests helow. Thus, custom-

tahlished which in course of time hecanie flagrant ah",- I

long as interests were few and water plenty in comparison to

demand, and the stream hanks were not much occupied, so \ tt \\^

was there no pressing need of regulation other than that

lished hy local custom and agreement.

I Jut as time wore on, it was found that the court- irere over-

whelmed with water-right and other similar litigations. There

was a perfect sea of trouble. The more decisions there were, the

less were the people satisfied with the results. It was found that

water was used in the most extravagant and OfleleOB manner, and

purposely or carelessly wasted by those who for lonir periods had

enjoyed its control, while others equally well entitled to it origin-

ally, were deprived of a participation in its hem-tits.

The government was appealed to on all hands to make new

laws, and indeed some legislation was brought about by this

1

See, DuiiK.nt. Pe I'M v, Dallo/, 1 >e KulVon. ami Malapert.
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pressure and popular clamor. But after awhile it was found that

enunciation of principles, and formulation of general laws, and

multiplying of rulings, without judicious and wise application of

them according to local and the ever varying circumstances, did

not effect the desired ends.

Recognition of the Necessity for Administration.

In the meanwhile it had become necessary for the government

administration, in the interest of the public welfare, to interfere

in some of these local quarrelings; and the salutary effect of these

interferences became known and appreciated, seeing that regula-

tion did away with litigation, and that the best was thus accom-

plished for all, with the advantages at command. This led to

the administration being called on in other cases, to establish

special rules and regulations on other streams; and so it has

come about that on nearly all streams of any importance as

sources of water supply for any purpose, or where their banks are

built on, or where they run through municipalities, or are em-

banked to prevent floods, there are special regulations applicable

to the cases which arise on them each.

It cannot be said that this system has been always acceptable
to the people, or that it has not in places awakened violent oppo-
sition

;
for there has been opposition to administrative authority

and control, and appeal taken to the courts. But the outcome is

one of satisfaction with the principle on which rests the system,

although, no doubt, the means of its application may not always
be acceptable, and the results not always for the best.

Writers on these subjects of irrigation and drainage and the

like, in France, with one accord unite in setting forth the neces-

sity for a supervision of the affairs of water-courses. Speaking of

the diversion of water from, and construction of works in non-

navigable streams, M.M. Dumont, being themselves advocates of

the rights of riparian proprietors to control such streams, say :

"An unlimited freedom in this regard would be most dangerous.
The privilege would be abused by some to the detriment of that

of others, and of the public welfare. We must admit that if there

were no regulations, every one could do as he chose, or use such

quantities of water from the river as he willed, because of this priv-

ilege, and it would engender a veritable anarchy, and even lead

to annihilation of law itself. There have been quarrels between

irrigators and irrigators, and between these and factories, and these
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rival interests, nut reirulated. have hem completely j.aral y/ed. and
all their advantages from a tail' dist rihution of the water have I.een,

in tip riliced."

"Then-fore tin- exercise "f the riirht of diversion t'n'in small

running streams is and must be subordinated to certain conditions
of general interest, hi such matters the law cannot fun -si -i- all em-
tinirencirs <>r regulate all cases, for what is >JL 1 tor one ri\

not irood tor another. and what is irood for , ,n is not

for another. Hence all latitude an. I power i< iriven to the admin-
istration in the exeivise of its duty of improving and n-irulatinir

the affairs of water-courses, to direct and manaire them with tin-

view to general utility, taking cojrni/ance of tin- principle ,.f irri-

gation."

'The courts themselves are required to conciliate the intei

of agriculture with respect due to property, whenever litigation
occurs hetween proprietors on these streams, to whom waters may
lie useful, and it has heeii expressly laid down for them that in

every case they shall ohserve all particular and local regulations
on the course and usaLfe of water. The administrative n-^ulatinir

power, which is called upon to i-xen-isc > irn-at an inlluen.

the prosperity of airrieulture. should rule over all water-courses,
however small they are. even the waters of a l>ro<>k fed hy an

intermittent spring."

De Button lias written much in this same strain, and I have

heretofore quoted from him. under a former headinir. some strong

sayinirs on the necessity for guards in carrying out regulations on

the rivers. In another place, speaking of the had condition into

which channels have fallen for want of n-irulatinjr their use. and

the use of their banks, he says : "In the ahsence of rules of main-

tenance such a state of affairs is allowed to Lrn>w worse and worse

during a numher of years, and it will hecome intolerahle. for a

jrreat extent of the riparian property will little hy little lose its

value, and other interests will he lust, hecau-e of conflicting and

indeterminate claims.''

"This is why a irreat numh.-r of localities are now sutVerini:

continually increasing injuries caused hy the had reLrinie of these

water-courses, and for that reason, in nearly every locality BO

affected, complaints are heard and demands made for the adopt-

ing of proper regulations and police measures to make an end of

such a vexatious state of tilings. The superior administrative

authority is continually solicited to favor the promotion of syndi-
cates to act in concert with local administrations to insure tin-

common good from the water-courses."
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Administrative Authority to make Regulations.
1

The authority of the central administration to make general
and particular regulations governing the affairs of non-navigable
streams is a power born of the natural necessity for regulation in

the use of a property common to all the people, and of the recog-
nized duty of government to foster the common interest, promote
the general welfare, and protect the public rivers below, by estab-

lishing order in and imposing conditions on the diversion of waters

from the tributaries above. Hence, the origin of the authority of

the central administration is not found in any laws or other enact-

ments, but its duties are inferred from the laws and decrees relat-

ing to the subject and governing the action of the departmental
administrative officers, and which have been already quoted.

2

The duties with which we have most concern are those of ''seek-

ing and indicating the best way of utilizing the waters of all

streams in irrigation," and others, which are of police nature,

in repression or prevention of individual license exercised to the

detriment of common and public welfare. The article 645 of the

Code Napoleon modifies the power of the administration to inter-

fere as between private rights to water on non-navigable streams,

by relegating such questions to the courts. But these questions

as to right being settled thus, or by long established usage, it

remains for the administration to order matters from day to day
and year to year, in accordance with the basis thus established,

and with the view of the public utility of the streams.

In cases where, under long established use, rights to definite

quantities of water have become settled, the administration can-

not do otherwise than recognize these rights, and establish regula-

tions for the apportioning of the supply, in conformity with such

claims. Should all the rights be not already established by long

use, the administration can only propose an apportionment, and,

if this is not acceded to by the parties at interest, the case must !><

adjudicated before the proper courts, and then the administration

establishes its regulations on the basis of the court's decree.

The administration has taken the authority to determine, how-

ever, the total volume of water which may be diverted from a

stream, for irrigation, as against the demands of navigation and

1

Sec, DC 1'jis-v, Ihmiont, and Dalloz.
2
See, "Powers and Duties of Local Administrations," <i,if/'.
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manufacturing on the river below. and of deeidin'j tl,e d>
of the head-gates. etc.. to lake this water. and tin- jM-riod- of time

during which it may he taken, and tin- court of aj.|

tained the acts of tin- administration in this

c<|uitahle and not in excess of authority.
When rights have hern Settled by long established

the courts, the prefects have the authority to rstablish regulations.

in conformity with the schedule of rights thus fixed. defining the

time, manner, etc. .of use for each claimant, whether irrigator. man-
ufacturer. or commune, and according to rxiMing circUB

lint, if no settled rights exist, regulations always emanate from

the council of state in general assembly. for to the sovereign

authority belongs the right to settle matters 00 nearly affect in-j

the general interest.

"From these principles as to authority, it follows that in tin-

absence of long established and recogni/.ed custom and local

usage, and in cases where it heconies necessary in the general
interest to moilify such practice, there is no other provision tor a

division of water in this class of water-courses aiming the -.-v.-ral

users, but a decree emanating from the council of state in general

assembly." [De Passy.

Principles AflhrmI t<> in M<iL-in<i /,',</>//<///<

In cases where a division of water is to he made between agri-

culture and industrial pursuits, the points to he fixed an- of two

kinds those special to each particular case and those common
to the whole set of <-a -

The special points are the following: (1) During what periods

is it necessary to have water for irrigation: first, for the spring

waterings, and, second, for the watering of summer crops: and on

what days, and at what hours during each of these periods, will it

be necessary to have the water. ('_') In what divisions of the

stream do groups of distinct and separate interests lie: what is

the extent of interest in each division: what of the whole avail-

able water supply reckoned in days and hours will he required in

each division: at what times will each division demand its pro-

portion; and what is the constant demand in each division for

water for domestic purpo-

The general points are as follows: (1) The waters set aside

1 Decree of April 13. 1861.
-
Sec, IU- Taoy, Dalloz, and Diunont.
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for manufacturing power purposes, are after use or when not

used, accorded to irrigation without regulation, unless the con-

siderable number of interests on the stream below makes a

schedule necessary to preserve order in division. (2) The gaug-

ing, rating, guarding, and operation of the headgates of canals

and sluices, and of the weirs and open ways of dams, is the

subject of a general regulation. (3) The making of a general
schedule for division of waters, and of a special card therefrom

for guidance in the use of waters at each manufactory and by
each irrigation canal, is the subject of a general regulation for

the stream. (4) The reservation of waters for purposes other

than those specified in the schedule, in the interest of the pub-
lic generally and parties using water from the stream for other

purposes than irrigation and power, is the subject of a general

regulation for the stream. (5) The distribution in irrigation by
the irrigators themselves, of the waters allotted to them in each

case, and provision for citing them before the courts to have their

matters of dispute settled, under article 645 of the civil code, so

that water be not wasted, while they are quarreling, is the subject

of a general regulation for the stream.

A type of public administrative rulings for a division of water

between agriculture and industrial pursuits, is the decree dated

July 2, 1872, relative to the river Fure in the Department of Isere,

hereinafter given, under the head of
"
Regulations of Irrigation,"

on the second page forward.

General Rules as to Division of Waters.
1

In the issue of permits to construct dams for irrigation in

water-courses of this class, a special obligation is imposed on the

owner of the work, that the water passage shall always remain

open, and thus a free flow of the stream on its natural bed be

assured, except when the water is being diverted into the canal

as provided for in the schedule of division. This specification

is necessary to guard against floodings above the dams, and to

insure a fair distribution of the waters according to the schedules,

and to allow the stream to keep itself clear from deposits caused

by the dams when closed
;
and the necessity for it has been made

glaringly apparent by a long and disastrous experience with dams
not provided with open ways.

1

See, De Pussy ; also, Dumont, and Dalloz.
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In cases where tin- \v;iti-r volume in tin- stream to IM- di\id*

sutlicicnt In admit of ;iil claimant^ receiving adequate irri'jating

or power-heads a1 once, tin- schedule is made m tlii- ba-i of. !

division of tin 1 How: luit if tin- supply is not suHicient for this pur-

pose, tin- system of
"
turns

"
by the day. VfOek, or !i"iir is ad>pt-d,

and the schedule is so arranged a- mmodate. under tliis

arrangement, as many as possible with tin- supply available. Th.-

system of turns is preferred by the administration as well ft|

irrigators, because the supervision has then only to lie dire.-',

fixing tlie time tor opening and closing the headgati-s and d

and not also to the regulation of tlie amount they shall admit.

But this system has the disadvantage often of not allowing the

watering to be made when the crops most need it.

The administration, in making schedules tor divisions of water.

is governed by ancient local custom, prohahle water supply, and

as far as possible by the necessities of each individual water-right

holder; so that in reality it only acts as a disinterested third party

apportioning a common benefit, as far as possihle to suit d>

of the parties most at interest, and reserving and earin-.: for tin-

rights of other parties at interest, much scattered and not other-

wise represented. In authori/ing the construction of a new work

by a party having a riparian riirht to water, tlie prefect, represent-

ing the administration, if there are well established general rules

or customs governing water division on the stream. hiM-rts a

clause to the effect that the new work is to he used in conformity

to such rules as carried out by the administration or the con-

sumers amicably amongst themsclve<.

In the absence of ancient rules or customs the prefect. >ri;il order

is limited to authori/ing the construction of the work, leaving for

the future the determination in the general interest, of conditions

under which the new work is to be used, if it should be needful

so to do, or, if this becomes necessary also, awaitinir the action

of the courts in determining the relative rights of the part
1

interest. Thus, questions relating to the actual right to water,

the relative extent of each claim to water, the right to partly or

wholly support a dam on another's land, the right of way to con-

duct water over another's land, the point at which draina.

shall be returned to the streams whence the head is derived, and.

in a word, all questions relating to each individual claim are. if

necessary, first to be adjudicated by the courts, and the adminis-

tration bases its regulations on these decrees.
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Regulations of Irrigation Division of Waters between Claimants. 1

As a practical example of an administrative measure regulat-

ing the division of waters between agriculture and manufacturing
and other industries, the following decree of the president of the

republic, dated July 2, 1872, is given in full. It will be under-

stood, of course, that the waters, except when being used, as

specified, in irrigation, are to remain in the channel for power

generation at the dams devoted to other purposes than irrigation:

" The president of the French republic, in view of the decree of

the 5th May, 1865, declaring to be of public utility the works for

the management of the lake of Paladru, intended to supply, for

all time, to the river of the Fure the volume of water sufficient

for the necessities of irrigation of the river meadows, and the

working of numerous manufactories which exist on this river:
" In view of the reports of the engineers of the department of the

Isere, relative to the measures to be taken to do away with the

abuses proceeding from the absence of schedules regulating the
use of water:

" In view of the documents of the two inquiries opened by pre-
fectorial judgments of 4th November, 1867, and 18th May, 1871:

"In view of the opinion of the commission of the syndicate of

the Fure, in date of 10th October, 1870:
" In view of the uniformity of plan of the valley of the Fure, and

the proposition of the proprietors of the irrigated meadows :

"In view of the reports of the engineers in date of 16th Febru-

ary and 31st May, 1870, 19th November, 1871, and 29th Febru-

ary, 1872:

"In view of the opinion of the prefect in date of 13th March,
1872:

" In view of the opinion of the general council of bridges and
roads in date of 27th March, 1872:

"In view of the laws of 12-20 August, 1790, 6th October, 1791,
and the judgment of the government of 19th Yentose, year 6, the

decree of decentralization of 13th April, 1861:

"And the temporary commission, charged with replacing the

council of state, being heard, renders judgment as follows:

"Article 1. From 1st March to the 1st September, each year.
the meadows which have the right to the waters of the Fure, on
the territory of the seven communities of Chnravines, Apprieu,
Saint Blaise de Buis, Beaumont, Rives, Renage, and Tullins, will

be irrigated once a week.
"First The meadows included between the source of the river

and the dam of headworks of the furnaces of Riviere, a point
situated at 2028.50 metres down stream from the bridge of the

]

See, De 1'assy, Appendix No. 1.
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departmental road No. 7. from Sunday at one o'clock in tin- morn-
ing till Sunday at half-past seven in tin- 0V6IU1

COnd The meadows included hetween the dam or |i.-.-.l\\

of the fill-Mart- of KivielV Mini the inuUtll of the M I'ea m
niont. in tin- Fure. from Saturday at nine o'clock in tin- evening
till Sunday at half-past seven in the evening, to \\h tVon, >

day at nine o'clock in tlic evening till Sunday at on,- i,Y|,ek in

tin- morning, with the total discharge of the Mivam. an. I during
the remainder of the time, with the product of the wate (> ,,f filtra-

tion. proceeding from irrigations up stivam. ami that of the trihu-

taries which fall in this part of the l.,-d of the Fure.

"Thirtl The meadow- included from the mouth of m nf

Keaumont. and tlie end of the course of the Fun-, from Saturday
at six in the evening till Sunday at half-past seven in the even-

ing, to wit : from Saturday at six in the evening till Saturday at

nine in the evening, with the total discharge of the wai-

and durintr tin- remainder of the time, with the product of tin-

waters of filtration, proceeding from the irrigations up stream, ami
that of the stream of Reaumont. as well as the tributaries which
fall in this part of the hed of the Fure.

"Article 2. The proprietors of the meadows will have, neverthe-

less, the power of practicing supplementary irrigations, when tin-re

an- superlluous waters, that is to say. when the manufactori- -

working regularly, and the river att'onls an dis<-har^e. it

may he passing across the sluices of discharge, raised for this pur-

pose by the manufacturers, or it may he hy accidental tlowin.i: ovi-r

the weir.

"The irrijrators can o]H-n their headirates. hut on condition of

closing them, as soon as the water of the river will have descended
to the legal level of the dams, the sluices of discharge heing cl<

"Article o. Outside of the fixed hours for irrigation, hy article

1, and except the case of use of superiluous waters, under the con-

ditions provided hy article _'. the sluices of the irrigation dams
existing, it mav he on the Fure. it may he on the millponds taken

from this river, will have to he completely raised al-ovc the level

of flood waters, and the sluices of the headworks will remain

tightly closed.

"The proprietors, having, in virtue of titles legally n-eo-jui/eii. a

right to a continuous small stream of water, it may he for their

domestic uses, it may he for feeding their retting pits, will he ahle

at all times to preserve in their respective headgates the open in g>

necessary to receive the continuous volume of which they have the

right of enjoyment.
"Article 4. In the regulating schedules for the works intended

to assure the irrigation of the meadows, ami the regime of the

manufactories, the prefect will tix the conditions, which he will

judge necessary, with the purpose of maintaining the division of

the waters made hy the pivsenl dec
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"Article 5. The rights of outside parties are and continue ex-

pressly reserved.

"Article 6. The irrigators will arrange between themselves for

dividing the waters placed at their disposition, and will carry all

disputes which may arise from said division of waters, before the

competent authority.
"Article 7. The minister of public works is charged with the

execution of the present decree."

Regulations of Streams Police and Cleansing of Water-Courses.
1

As a practical example of the regulations of police of non-

navigable water-courses, the following formula promulgated in

1878, as a circular, to the local administrative officers, by the

minister of public works, is presented. It is explained that this

is intended as an outline to be followed by the prefects in getting

up general regulations for the streams in their departments:

"Obligations of the Riparian Owners. Riparian owners are to lop
off and remove all trees, bushes, and stumps which might form
an obstruction on the banks of the water-course, and all the

branches, which, touching the water, might impede the flow.
"
Silt Accumulations. Riparian owners are obliged to receive on

their lands the materials coming from the cleansings of the chan-

nel, and to remove the deposits which would injure the free flow

of the waters.

"Passage ofRiparian Properties. The riparian owners are obliged
to give free passage over their lands, from the rising to the setting
of the sun, to the officers and their agents in the discharge of their

duties, as well as to the foremen and workmen charged with cleans-

ings of the streams.
" These persons cannot, however, use the right of passage over

closed lands, except after having previously notified the owners.
" In case of refusal they will require the assistance of the mayor

of the community. They will be responsible, besides, for all

damage or injury committed by them or their workmen.
"Construction. Every proprietor who wishes to make a struc-

ture, or a change in any structure, upon the water-course, or ad-

joining it, must submit to the prefect the plan of the work he

proposes to adopt.
" In the two months which follow the deposit of this communi-

cation, the prefect, after having taken the advice of the engineers,
will make known to the petitioner if the projected works would

appear to injure the free passage of the waters, and if, in conse-

quence, the administration is opposed to their execution.

"After this delay, if he has not received any response, the peti-

1
See, Les Annales des Fonts et Chltusstes, Vol. CXXXIX, p. 1112.
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tinner <-;m go ahead, without. however, prejudicing tin- rights of

third parties, ami those of the administ ration.
" No dam. plantation, permanent or temporary work, of a nature

to modify the regime of the waters, may he established or repaired
on a water-course without the authorization of the prefect.

'

It is t'orhidden to make ditches in the hanks, or practice any
other means of derivation, without having first ohtained the

j

M -r-

mission of the prefect.

"Obligations <>f Manufacturers and Users of Dams. Tin- weii>

and sluices of discharge will always he maintained open, and
it is expressly forbidden to plaee anything on them for the pur-

pose of raising them.
"In default of an official ruling which fixes the legal height

of the dam, the waters are not to pass over the upper part of the

weir, or from the sluice of discharge with a head of pressure if

there is no weir.

"Manufacturers and users of the dams will he responsihlc for

the super-elevation of the waters, as well as when the discharge
sluices are not raised to their full height.
"The manufacturers and users of the dams will he obliged to

open their sluices for the execution of the works of cleansing, dur-

ing the hours and days which will be fixed by the prefectorial
decrees made upon the advice of the engineers.

"Deposit* <m<l Injurious Waters. It is forbidden to make any
deposits in the bed of a stream or to allow infectious or injurious
waters to drain into it.

"The interdiction made by article 17 of the decree above vised,
10th August, 1875, of fishing in the parts of streams of which the

level would have been temporarily lowered, it may be by conduct-

ing the cleausi ugs or any kind of works, it may be on account of

the stoppage of the manufactories, is reaffirmed.

"Riff I- (lint r<l*. There will be river guards organized and spe-

eially charged with putting in operation the present rules, provided
that all the interested parties, or any certain number of them, have
made an engagement among themselves to assure the payment of

these agents, under the subventions which would he furnished by
the state, the department, or the communities.
"These agents will be commissioned by the sub-prefect, and will

be sworn before the tribunal of the district.

"Infringements of the rulings of the present law will he pi-oven

by means of statements drawn up by a river-guard, or by any
other agent of authority who has qualified for this purjxjse.

"These statements will be affirmed within three days of their

date, before the mayor or justice of the peace, either at the resi-

dence of the agent, or in the place of the offense.

"They will be vised for stamps and registered fee, in the space
of four days after the affirmation, and referred to the competent
jurisdiction.
"A copy of each statement will be remitted by the agent who
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will have drawn it up, to the mayor of the commune, who will cer-

tify to it and send it to the infringer, with the summons, if neces-

sary, to cease immediately from damage.
"The present regulation will be published and posted through-

out the extent of the department.
"
Copies of it will be addressed to the engineer-in-chief, to the

sub-prefects and the mayors charged, each one in that which con-
cerns his business of overseeing and assuring the execution of the

prescribed rulings."
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CHAPTER V.-FRANCE'";

RIGHT OF PROPERTY IN SPRINGS, AND RIGHTS TO THE USE
OF SPRING WATERS,

SECTION I. Ow//r/-.s-/<Y/> nml Control of X

Absolut i- < hvnership.

The opposing Doctrine.

The Settled Principle.

SECTION II. Acijnlr<'<l /,'/v////.v t<> x/*/-/'m/ H '<////>.

Public I'se of Springs; Population-.
Private Use By Title; Prescription.

Servitude Resulting from Dividing K-tair-.

SECTION IH.Riijht* <>f It,-nl,in<tr ami Of/a',-

Natural Right of Drainage Civil Code.

The Right to Dig or Bore for Water.

SECTION I.

OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL OF SPRIN;<.

Absolute Ownership.
1

The matter of the ownership and control of springs has been

one full of contention in France; but it is now well settled by the

provisions of the code, and the decisions thereunder. Artielr (ill

of this civil code says:
" He who possesses a spring within his field

may make use of it at his pleasure."

It follows from this that "a spring is the exclusive property of
him on whose land it rises, and is usrd in ; ni absolute manner like

the land itself. The owner may lead its waters o\vr his land,

change their course, collect them in ponds and reservoirs. cau>e
them to be absorbed by the ground, or even suppress the spring

itself, and his neighbors wilj protest in vain against being deprived
of them." [Dumont, li'T.

1 See Civil Code, Articles 641, &42, 643; Dumont, 127-129; De Passv, p. 21,
and elsewhere; Dalloz, Vol. XXX VI II. p. -_'L7. and Vol. XIX, p. 888; also,
Proudhon.
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The code, however, defines certain circumstances under which
this control of springs is limited and qualified; the causes being
the necessities of communities for water for domestic purposes, the

necessities of the state for water for purposes of navigation, and
the rights which persons other than the owners of springs may
have acquired to the use of their waters by purchase or by pre-

scription.

The injunction laid upon the courts by article 645 of the civil

code, which commands that
"
if a dispute arise between the pro-

prietors to whom such waters may be useful," they, the courts, "in

pronouncing judgment, must reconcile the interests of agriculture

with the respect due to property," applies only to waters mentioned

in article 644, namely, those of non-navigable and non-raftable

streams, on the use of whose waters, in favor of riparian lands, a

servitude is laid, and does not apply to the waters of springs.

Hence, the courts have not the power to partition the waters of

springs between the proprietors to whom they may be useful, as in

the case of waters of small streams, and the administrative depart-

ment has never attempted it as a regulation.

The Opposing Doctrine}'

This doctrine has been strongly opposed in France, however, and

there are writers, and some decisions, which hold that the princi-

ple of compromise and judicial control, embodied in article 641,

was meant for application in the case of springs, as well as in the

case of small water-courses, and that hence the courts can, in the

interests of agriculture in general, and for the benefit of local agri-

culturists in particular, prevent the unnecessary wasteful or selfish

use of spring waters, as well as those of a stream by an owner on

its banks, and compel a division of the water with owners of adja-

cent lands, if there is really more water than is necessary for the

lands containing the source, and for the legitimate necessities of

the proprietor.
The Mtlt',1 Principle?

The ownership and control of springs is so complete and abso-

lute that, so long as the waters remain within the property where

they rise, even though used for manufacturing, power purposes, or

otherwise, the administration, which has such extended authority

1 Sec, Duinont, 128.
2
See, De PJIJS.SV, p. 21, and elsewhere.
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in the regulation of the use of waters unilrr other circumstance^,

can <lo nothing to interfere with tin- proprietor's use of these spring

waters, "even though thev lie in sufficient VOlUine to torni a verit-

ahle water-course/' [De Passy. p. iM .

" With regard to springs which rise on the lands of an estate *

* *
they belcmg to the proprietor of the lands themselves. * * *

The proprietor, then, disposes entirely of the spring, saving the

rights which may have hcen ae(jiiired against him. and saving the

sacrifices which the public interest mav exact to the detriment of

his right." [Dallox. Vol. 38, p. 217.

l>ut if spring waters he led across or into property other than

that containing the source, no matter though the using lie for the

benefit of the owner of the source, or for whatever purpose, such

stream is subject to regulation, as in the case of others.

SECTION II.

ACQUIRED RIGHTS TO SPRINC; WATKRS.

Public Use of Springs Populations?

Private interests must always be subordinate to public interests,

however, and on this account the owner of a spring cannot change

the course of its waters when they furnish the necessary supply to

the inhabitants of a commune, village, or hamlet. "The legisla-

ture has always held in view of the personal necessities of people

rather than the requirements of agriculture, as necessary to the

moral well-being of the nation." [Dumont, 130.

This servitude is sometimes burdensome upon the proprietor of

an estate who may desire to divert the waters of his spring to some

purpose useful to himself, and, hence, he has the right to claim

payment from the eoimn unity, unless the inhabitants have, by use

for a due length of time, a prescriptive right to the water. "The
amount of the indemnity is determined by the courts, who take

into consideration the degree of injury proved by the proprietor,

rather than the advantages reaped by the commune, village, or

hamlet," [Dumont, 130.

"It has been decided that a spring existing in the land of an
individual is presumed to be the property of a community of pe<-

1
See, Dumont, 130, 131; Dulloz, Vol. XXX VIII, p. 217; Proudhon, p. 4.

91
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X>le when this community has had the continual use of it from
time immemorial, for domestic and community purposes." [Dal-
loz, Vol. 19, p. 217.

Government can also take possession of springs to feed canals

for navigation, but on condition that it pay a just indemnity, as

adjudged by the courts, and in conformity to the law for the con-

demnation of private property to public use.
1

Private Use by Title; Prescription?

The absolute right of ownership in a spring is also modified by
purchased titles, by prescription, and by the servitude set up by
the division of an estate containing a spring. A purchased right

to the use of the waters of a spring is evidenced by a deed or

record from the owner or former owner of the spring. In cases of

uncertain meaning to such documents, the courts adhere to the

presumption that the owner of the spring did not mean to restrict

his own use of the waters in the fullest extent necessary for his

purposes, but only to give the grantee the right to control the

waters at any time found running in the channel below.

" The right most commonly ceded to a third party, upon a spring,
is that of drawing water, or that of leading water away from it.

The servitude thus accorded is regulated by the principles of con-

ventional servitudes. The concession of a right of leading out-

water does not prevent the proprietor from himself using the water
of the spring for the wants of his property, but he cannot change
the cultivation of his property in such a way as to absorb a greater

quantity of water than he was using at the moment of the conces-

sion.
" He who has ceded upon his spring a right of leading out water,

can cede another to another person, without the consent of the

first cessionary, provided always that the waters thus divided

amongst several cessionaries can still suffice for the wants of onHi:

otherwise, the consent of the first cessionary will be needed. The
owner of a property to which the servitude of leading out water is

due, cannot, without the consent of him who owns the property
which owes it, concede it to a third party, nor even use the water
for another property, or for another part of the property.
"One can acquire a servitude of leading out water on a higher

property, from which it is separated by an intermediate property
or by a public road. In the latter case an authorization is neces-

sary. There is a servitude of aqueduct on the intermediate prop-

1 Law of May 3, 1841.
2
Duinont, 132, 133, 134, 139i; Dalloz, Vol. XL, title "Servitude;" Civil Cn.U-.

Arts. 688, 689, 680, 691.
'
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erty. ;m<l ;i servitude of leading out water mi tin- higher prupt-rtv.
Tin- proprietor of the intermediate property c;iiinot BCFVe hinix'lf

with tin 1 water which passes through his land, witliout the consent
of his two neighbors who have treated for the servitude of the

water-right." {Dalloz, Vol. Ml word 'Servitude/'

A prescriptive right to the use of the waters of a sprin-j i>

"
acquired by an interrupted enjoyment of them during the space

of thirty years; to be computed from the moment at which tin-

proprietor of the lower Held has made and completed the works

apparently designed to facilitate the fall and course ,,f the water

within his property."
l

The courts hold that the essential points to be established in

proving this servitude are: (1) That the works have been efl

lished in a permanent manner, (2) and maintained for thirty

years, (3) in a manner to constitute an adverse possession of the

water to that of the owner of the spring, and, hence, in conse-

quence of the last condition, that these works be attached to the

tract wherein the water rises. "This last condition is not written

in the law, but it is the meaning of it, and this point, which has

been the subject of lively debate, is at present sanctioned by juris-

prudence." [Dumont 1 "!.

"The second exception to absolute ownership in a spring, on the

pail of him who has it on his property, consists in the prescription
which can be acquired of the right to use the water of this spring.
Prescription in this case can only be acquired by uninterrupted
enjoyment, during thirty years, counting from the moment in

which the proprietor of the lower land has made and terminated
visible works destined to facilitate the fall and flow of the water
on his property."

\Ve will remark at first that the prescription does not apply to
a simple right of drawing water: for that is a discontinuous servi-

tude, and servitudes of that description are not acquired by pre-

scription. It would be di Ill-rent with a servitude of this' class
which would have been acquired by possession before the publica-
tion of the civil code. The general principles of prescription re-

ceive here their application.
"Moreover article 642 establishes special rules of which the

accomplishment is necessary in order that the servitude may he

acquired by prescription, it is necessary in the first place 'that

there may be works. In vain the higher proprietor would have
allowed the lower property to enjoy peaceably and publicly tin-

use of the waters; this would only be a simple tolerance which
could not constitute a right." [Dalloz, Vol. 40, word "Servitude."

1 Civil Code, Art. 642; see, also, Articles 688, ^89, 690, 691.
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The Servitude resulting from Dividing Estates.
1

There are cases wherein lower and other proprietors hold the

right to use the waters of a spring otherwise than by purchase or

prescriptive use for thirty years. Thus when an estate containing
a spring has been subdivided amongst heirs, after having been

held by one proprietor, and the waters used to the benefit of the

lower lands, so as to result in a servitude, by the owner of all, the

owners in common and co-heritors of the upper and lower part of

the estate share the use of the waters after the division of the

lands.

This servitude results from article 692, civil code, which is as

follows:
" The declaration of the father of a family is equivalent to

a deed as regards continual and apparent servitudes." The rights

of ownership and use of a spring may be restricted, but not anni-

hilated by the servitude above named, and it rests with the courts

to conciliate the several interests in such cases.

The rights above described, acquired by prescription and the
"
servitude of the father of a family," do not constitute property

rights, either in the spring or its waters, but simple rights to the

use of some portion of the water, according to the facts in each case.

Thus, the possessor of the lands in favor of which such rights have

accrued, cannot take water at such times, and in such manner,,

and in such quantity, as seems best to him. ''Conciliating the

right to use with the rights of the owner of the spring, the courts

can decide that in the future he does not use the water but accord-

ing to a measure which, in default of an amicable agreement, will

be regulated in the courts, by experts." This duty of experting

usually falls to the engineers of the administration in charge of

streams.

SECTION III.

DRAINAGE AND OTHER RIGHTS.

Natural Right of Drainage?

Article 640 of the civil code reads as follows: ''Inferior lands

are subjected as regards those which lie higher, to receive the

1
See, Dumont, 134, 136, 137; Civil Code, Arts. 688, 689, 692.

2
See, Dumont, g 129; also, Dullo/, title "Servitude."
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waters which llow naturallv therefrom, 1<> which the hand <f man
has not contributed. The proprietor of the lower ground cannot
raise 8 hank which will prevent such flowing. The superior pro-

prietor of the higher lands cannot do anything to increase the serv-

itude of the lower."

Under this article, waste waters from springs must he permitted
to llow as they would naturally flow on to lower lands. If the

ordinary clearing or cultivation of a field, or excavation tor ordi-

nary purposes other than those of developing a flow of ground

water, causes an increase in the flow of a spring, or the hreaking
out of a new one. these waters must he allowed to drain awav as

though naturally started. The owner of a lower estate cannot.

however, without due indemnity, be made to suffer the passage
over his lands of waters caused to flow by excavations made for

the purpose of getting a flow of water, or where it is well known a

harmful flow will result, or by artesian borings.

The Right to Dig or Bore for }\'<if<>r.
1

Article 552, civil code, reads as follows: ''Property in the soil

imports property above and beneath. The proprietor may make
above, etc. * * * He may make beneath, all structures and
excavations which he shall judge convenient, and draw from such
excavations all the products which they are capable of furnishing,
saving the restrictions resulting from the laws and statutes relat-

ing to mines, and from the laws and regulations of poli<

In consequence of this article, ownership of land carries with it

all above and under the soil, and which is attached to it. The

application of this principle authorizes the land owner to make on

his land any works or excavations he deems expedient for his

purposes, even though they result in the cutting of subterranean

veins of water that feed a spring rising upon the lands of a lower

proprietor.

"The court of appeals has even extended this privilege to <

where such excavations would damage mineral water establish-

ments belonging to the State, and it refused the administrative

authority of the mayor of Vichy the power to render decree.- to

forbid such excavations. * * * The council of state has also

sanctioned the same principle in a similar ease." [Dumont.
138.

This natural privilege may be forfeited by agreement amongst

1
See, Dumont, 138, 139; and Dalloz, Vols. XIX and XL, words cited.
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proprietors, so that one estate be bound not to excavate to the

detriment of waters or springs naturally rising on another.
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CHAPTER VL-FRANOE'-"
!

THE EIGHT OF WAY TO CONDUCT WATER AND THE EIGHT
TO ABUT A DAM,

SKtTloN I. Hiilfitx fur \\'iti-l;x nf 1'iiftlfr

Condemnation for Works ot' Public I'tility.

\V;iy for Main and Secondary Works.

The Laws of \m\ and 1841.

SKCTION Il.R'uilittfnr I'ri'ratf H >//- MV/.//N.

Servitude of Right-of-Way ; Law of 1845.

Servitude of Right-for-a- Da in; Law of 1*7.

Application of these Laws.

SECTION I.

RIGHTS FOR WORKS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE.

Condemnation for Woik.< <>f I'ublic Utility.
1

The right to land or to occupy land upon which to locate a

canal or other water conduit, with its accessory works and struct-

ures, is, according to circumstances, obtained in France either

by acquiring title to the strip of land itself, or as a servitude or

right of occupation and use for the specified purpose.

In acquiring title to lands for the location of works, the m>de

of amicable private purchase is always open, and is the only

means of attaining this desired end until the project shall have

been declared and recognized by law or decree as bring of pub-

lic utility or importance, when the properties may be condemned

as for public use. This process of condemnation is carried on

under laws of 1836, regarding local roads, and of 18-11. regarding

expropriation for purposes of public utility.

Expropriation, or condemnation of private properties for works

of public utility, is accomplished through the action of the courts.

1
See, particularly, Les Annales des Fonts et Chansstes, Vol. XX, pp. 20S-217

and Vol. XII, p. 328, et w/.; also, Dumont.
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which, however, can only order the condemnation after the decla-

ration of public utility has been made, for each case, (1) in the

special law or ordinance which authorizes the execution of the

works for which the expropriation is required, (2) in the decree

of the prefect which designates the localities of the tracts on

which the works are to be placed (when this designation is not

contained in the law or ordinance), and, (3) in the final decree

in which the prefect designates the particular pieces of property,

according to ownership, metes and bounds, which it is necessary
to condemn; and such condemnation can only be made after due

hearing of interested parties, and in conformity to process of law.

Great public works, such as national roads, railroads, basins and

docks, canals, and the canalization of rivers, whether enterprises

of the state, or departments, communities, or of particular compa-
nies, whether toll is to be charged in any way or not, or whether a

subsidy of treasure is to be granted or not, or whether any part of

the public domain is to be used or not, can only be executed by
virtue of a special law, which can be passed only after an admin-

istrative inquiry has demonstrated the feasibility and desirability

of the work, and a report has recommended it.

A central administrative ordinance is sufficient to authorize the

execution of departmental routes, that of canals and branch rail-

roads less than 20,000 metres in length, and of bridges and other

works of less importance; but such ordinance must also be pre-

ceded by due inquiry, examination, and report on the project, in

conformity with regulations formulated by the central adminis-

tration.

With respect to the administrative and legal forms to be followed

in the condemnation of properties for works declared to be of

public utility, this law goes into minute details at great length,

expressly defining and prescribing each step to be taken, under the

following general headings: Administrative measures of inquiry

preceding condemnation; effect of condemnation on mortgages and

other similar rights; the rule of indemnification; the payment of

indemnities; contracts of sale; and others not at all necessary to

enumerate.

Way for Main and Secondary Works.

From the first part of this long law, it appears that wherever it

is proposed to condemn property for purposes of public works, such

as for right of way for a canal, there must first be a report from
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th<- government engineers defining or recommending tin- pn>|

route, and showing the lands, etc., proposed t< he taken in each

Commune Or community. This plan is posted at the local mavor-

alty house, and advertised for inspection of all concerned. There-

after, an inquiry is held by a commission to he;ir all objections,

criticisms, or suggestions of change. On the result of the report of

this commission, with the evidence annexed, the prefect designate.-

the route to he taken and defines the properties it will he necessary
to take for the work. Should it be necessary from the report of

the commission to modify the plans proposed for the works, the

subject must be referred to the central administration, and the pre-

fect awaits its decision. The properties being thus defined, the

question becomes one for the courts, according to the provisions of

the law which follow under the headings already given.

In accordance with this law, whenever a canal enterprise of

importance is to be authorized, so that the projectors may have

the right of condemning private property for right-of-way or other

necessary purposes of the work, there is a special law p.

which declares the proposed work to be one of public utility, and

entitled to the benefits of the provisions of the laws providing
for the condemnation of private properties for public use. This

method of acquiring right of way for great works of public impor-
tance is of ancient origin in French legislation, for although the

particular acts cited are of comparatively recent date, they are

founded on and are elaborations of others preceding them.

These provisions, however, applied only to rights of way for

main works those which could be recognized as being of public

utility: and until 1845 there was no method, except by amicable

private purchase, to acquire rights of way for the minor distribut-

ing ditches of great canal systems, nor was there any possibility of

a private individual or of any organization acquiring a right to

conduct water over lands against the will of their owner until

the work had been officially examined and declared to be of pub-
lic utility as above explained.
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SECTION II.

RIGHTS FOR PRIVATE WATER-WAYS.

Servitude of Right of Way.
1

The passage, in 1841, of the law on the condemnation of private-

properties for purposes of public utility, which was really in some

respects a reenunciation of laws already existing, brought the

right-of-way question to a head, so that in 1843 a proposition was-

introduced into the chamber of deputies, for a law declaring that

all irrigation works constructed by companies or individual*

should be declared to be of public use, according to the forms of

the law of 1841. And this, in turn, caused the introduction of

another proposition for a law of dispossession for right-of-way in

favor of all proprietors, whether owners of bank lands or not, who
wanted to use water for the irrigation of their estates.

It was pointed out at the time that one of these propositions was

opposed to the principle of the fundamental law of the country
that private property could only be condemned for public and not

for private use
;
and that the other proposition was 'opposed to the

well established exclusive right of riparian owners to waters of

non-navigable and non-raftable streams. The whole question of a

draft of a law as a substitute for these was then referred to a com-

mission, and this commission reported, and the chambers, after a

long consideration, passed the law. which here follows:

Law upon the Right of Way for a Canal Pa.wil turntii-iiinth of J />///, ISjo.

"
Article 1. Every proprietor who may wish to be served for the

irrigation of his property with the natural or artificial
2 waters of

which he has the right to dispose, can obtain the passage for

these waters over intermediate lands by previously paying a just

indemnity. There are excepted from this servitude houses, pleas-
ure grounds, gardens, parks, and inclosures belonging to dwellings.

"Article 2. The proprietors of lower lands will have to receive

the waters which percolate from lands thus irrigated ; being
indemnified, however, if damaged. Houses, pleasure grounds,

gardens, parks, and inclosures belonging to dwellings AVI 11 be

equally excepted from this servitude.

1

See, particularly, Dumont, Book II, Chap. V, and Les Annales des Pout* <(

Chausseex, Laws and Decrees, 1845 and 1847; also, De Pa-ssy.
'

z "Artificial" waters: those drawn from deep wells or otherwise brought to-

the surface of the ground artificially.
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"Article .'{. Tin- same right of ytaBBt^ over intervening laml>
will have to be accorded to tin- proprietor of a property submerged
in whole or in pail, for the purposes of drainage.

"Article 4. The questions to which the estahlishment of this

Service will give rise, the fixing of alignment of the water conduit,
of its dimensions, and of its form, and the indemnities du< it

may be to the proprietor of the land traversed, it may he to that

of the property which will receive the drainage waters will have
to be taken hefore the courts, which in pronouncing on them will

have to conciliate the interest of the enterprise with the respect
due to property. It will be tried before the tribunal in a sum-

mary manner, and if a question for expert ing. it will only be nec-

essary to name one single expert.
"Article 5. There will be nothing detracted by the present

provisions from the laws which regulate the police of waters."

The consideration of this law on its passage gave rise to long

and stormy debates in the chambers of the legislature, in which

it was attacked on about the same grounds as those previously

referred to the commission. A synopsis, with extracts at length

from the speeches of these debaters, is given by M.M. Dumont,

and as the result of their consideration of the subject the follow-

ing conclusions are drawn:

First That the law had for its sole object the establishment of

a legal servitude to be laid on property in obtaining a right of

way to conduct across it such waters as one lias the right to dis-

pose of.

Second That it leaves intact all the points of the laws and

decisions preceding it and relative to the ownership, right to use.

and police of waters.

These conclusions have since been repeatedly verified by de-

cisions of the courts of highest resort. The nature of this servi-

tude and the spirit in which it was advocated may be well

understood from the following: In the course of the debate tin-

judge advocate said, "the judicial power can, according to tin-

case, grant or refuse the servitude, as it is or is not justified by
real irrigation interest:" and commenting on this and other para-

graphs M.M. Dumont say:

"It is without doubt that the courts are not obliged to grant
the servitude of passage every time it is demanded: on the con-

trary the law imposes on them the duty to estimate the degree of

usefulness it has. to balance this usefulness with the injury that

the digging of the canal might cause to properties, to examine if

the water proposed to be diverted has not already an equally
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beneficial application, and, finally, to consider all the circum-
stances of the case."

" The servitude is created for the benefit of lands for irrigation,
and not for conducting water for ornamental or any other pur-
pose, and the courts will refuse to allow its application for any
other purposes than those of the irrigator."

Servitude of Right-to-Abut-a-Dam.
1

The passage of this right-of-way law went far to set aside the

difficulties attending the establishment of private irrigation works

by riparian proprietors on the non-navigable streams, and those

who had obtained water concessions on public streams, from the

administration, and those who owned the waters of springs. But

a great difficulty yet remaining was that of acquiring the right to

construct a dam against the bank of another riparian proprietor.

One might own one bank of a stream yet could not build a dam
in it to divert water on to his own land, should the owner of the

opposite bank* object to the end of the dam being rested against

his land. Or one might have right of way to conduct water, but

not right to put a dam in a stream to divert it, because the bank
owners objected, and this, too, when the administration may have

approved the project. This condition of affairs led to great con-

flicts, and these resulted in the passage of the following law:

Law Upon the Right-to-Abut-a-Dam July 11, 18//7 .

-

"Article 1. Every proprietor who will wish to be served for the

irrigation of his property with the natural or artificial waters of

which he has the right to dispose, will be able to obtain the

privilege of supporting upon the property of the opposite bank-
owner the works necessary for its taking, upon previously paying
a just indemnity. There are excepted from this servitude the

buildings, pleasure grounds, and gardens belonging to dwellings.
"Article 2. The riparian owner of the lands upon which tin-

right will have been claimed can always demand the common
usage of the dam by contributing one half of the expenses of the

establishment and maintenance of it. Any indemnity will not

be due in this case, and if any has been paid it must be returned.

When this common usage will only be claimed after tin 1 com-

mencement, or the completion of the works, the payment which
the second proprietor will have to make in order to have the right
to use it, will be only that amount which it is necessary to expend
in order to make it available for taking out water on his bank.

1

Sec, Do I 'assy, and Dumont.
2 Les Annales des Fonts et Chaussees, Vol. Laws and Decrees, 1847.
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"Article .'!. The questions 1<> which tin- application of tin- two
above articles will irive rise will lie t;ikeii before the courts. They
will be proceeded with in ;i summary manner, and it' tin-re i~

<(' experts, the tribunals will name only a single expert.
"Article 4. There will he nothing detracted hv the pn

provisions from the laws which regulate the police <',f \\a'

Application of tfiese Isiws.
1

The law of 1845 concerning the servitude of right-of-way to

conduct water, and the law of 1847 concerning the servitude of

riirht-to-ahut-a-dam, were intended for application only in cases

of individual or private works, and unless their application is

specially extended by law they cannot be availed of by com-

panies or associations of land owners. Two individuals cannot

jointly invoke the application of either of these laws, though each

for himself can. Associations of landholders cannot avail them-

selves of these laws unless they organize according to the terms

of a law of 1865, regulating the formation of syndicate asso-

ciations, which expressly extends to such associations when duly

recognized by the administration, the benefits of the laws in

question. Hence "free" syndicate associations cannot force a

right of way or a dam right, but
"
authorized

"
associations can.

The decrees of authorization of syndicate associations and the

laws or decrees sanctioning the formation of canal companies, and

granting them concessions of water privileges, always contain a

clause extending to them the right, not only of eminent domain

under the laws of 1833 and of 1841, to condemn lands for right-

of-way, but also the rights of laying the servitudes of right-of-way

and right-to-abut-a-dam under the laws of IS-lo and is 17. and it

is usual to stipulate that lands for all main works shall be expro-

priated and paid for by them, and that only the servitude of right-

of-way shall be acquired for minor works.

The right-of-way law cannot be applied to force an upper ditch

owner to enlarge or deepen his existing canal in such manner as

to pass sufficient water for other irrigations In-low: but it maybe
used to force any number of ditches through one piece of property.

if the courts choose to allow its application for the purp

1
See, De Passy, pp. 50, 89, 90, 100, 287, 314, and elsewhere.
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CHAPTER VIL-FRANCE'6

';

IRRIGATION ENTERPRISE AND ORGANIZATION.

SECTION I. Governimj I

Diversity of < 'liniatc-.

Sentiment Concerning I miration.

Small Laii(l-lI(l(lin.L
r >.

The Agriculturists not Capitalists.

.Jealousy of Property Iliirlits.

Timidity in Regard to Indebtedness.

Heavy < 'ost of Works.

Poverty of Peasant Proprietors.

IIijr.h Valuation of Land*.

Riparian lights and Other Complications.

SKI T ION II. Irrigation <>r<i<ini~uti<>nx.

Speculative Companies
Associations of Landholders.

Free Syndicate Associations.

Authorized Syndicate Associations.

Powers of Prefect.-- and Principles of Association.

SECTION I.

G()VKKMN<; I \FI.C KNTFS.

Climatic and F

France lies in the zone intermediate between those latitudes, in

Europe, where, on the one hand, irrigation is, as a general thinir.

an absolute necessity to success in agriculture, and where, on tin-

other hand, it is useful only as an auxiliary to special cultivations.

in limited localities and for particular purposes. The climate of

France, as affecting irrigation, is almost as varied as that of Cali-

fornia; so that there are regions where the annual rainfall scarcely

exceeds a foot in depth, and where it is so distributed, as to time.

that there must be artificial waterings of all crops, to supply the

1
See, Redus, chapters

" France;" also. Maniron, and De Buffon, Book I, >
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deficiency of moisture to the soil and plant, and irrigation is prac-
ticed during the spring and summer months for this purpose.

And, again, there are regions, by comparison, quite cold, with

twice to three times as much rainfall as in those first spoken of,,

and distributed well throughout the year, but where irrigation is

practiced far more copiously, and every month in the year, not to-

supply any deficiency in moisture to the soil and plant, but to

serve as a fertilizer and as an equalizer of temperature to the grass
meadows upon which extended dairy farm interests depend.
As a general thing, however, France is less an irrigation country

from necessity and for general profit, than is California, for the

valleys of France, with exceptions limited to small regions, receive

from sixteen to thirty-two inches of rain each year, while ours of

California receive only ten to eighteen inches, as a general rule.

The necessity for and value of irrigation in France was not suffi-

ciently appreciated by the generations past, to bring about a gen-
eral sentiment in favor of national encouragement to irrigation

enterprise. Irrigation has been there, as in California, until within

comparatively few years, looked upon more as a local necessity,

for some parts of the country, than as a valuable auxiliary to gen-
eral agriculture, and as a process essential to higher and fuller

agricultural development for all parts of the country. Hence,
there has not been that widespread appreciation of the subject

among the people of all France which we, not realizing these

points, might expect to find recorded.

Small Land-Holdings and Jealousy of Rights.
1

The lands are very generally held in small tracts; and close

and thorough tillage has taken the place of that wasteful, but

easy use of water, which is substituted for skill and industry in

some other countries which might be mentioned. 2 The generally

humble condition of the peasant land proprietors, of south France

particularly, and the minute subdivision of land, may be judged
from the fact that when the association for the canal de FIsle,

department of Vaucluse, was set on foot in 1845, there were 1,414

subscribers, of whom 1,095 desired irrigation for tracts less than

one hectare (2.47 acres) each, and 205 others for tracts less than

1
See, Moncrieff, pp. 38, 39, 61-63, 76, 77, Chap. II; also, Barral.

2 It is not to be understood from this, however, that the use of \v;iter in

France is particularly economical. As will lie shown in a later part of this

report, such is not the case.
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two hectares. and, out of the whole number. only t'oiir

for areas greater than ten hectares (iM.7 acres) each.

TIM- St. .Julian canal, eighteen miles in length. irrigating from

<;,()()<) to 7.<>l><) acres of land, is the property of an association of

irrigators. having LMMiO inenihcrs: and the (Villon canal. irriira-

ting l.oOO to i_M)O() acres. has 7~>() subscribers to its construction

and maintenance: these cases showing from three to three and a

half acres in one instance and from two to two and a half acres in

the other as an average to the subscribing proprietor Of irrigator.

''This minute suhdivision of land seems to he at once the pro-

moter and the hindranee to the extension of irrigation in France.

It is these peasant proprietors alone, who till their own fields witli

their own hands,* who fully appreciate irrigation." \V5thout it

their lands require less lahor than can' he put on them to advan-

tage with it: and their spare time must he spent in lahor for hire

which is uncertain and not very remunerative. With irrigation

their time may he fully occupied on their own lands and their

labors be rewarded by sure and abundant harvests.

The large land proprietor, on the other hand, who lets his land

out to tenants, reaps less direct benefit from irrigation, for tin-

tenants, alleging that much labor is bestowed on works that re-

main with the estate, refuse to pay materially higher rents by

reason of irrigation facilities. Hence, the larger landholders cul-

tivate their fields in cereals and other crops not requiring irriga-

tion, and taking less constant and skilled attendance and lal r

than do those irrigated; and, hence, as a general thing, in this

south of France, where irrigation is most necessary, were it not

for the desire of the smaller proprietors for irrigation on their

tracts, many existing canals would not have been built when they

were, or perhaps not at all. The greater appreciation of and de-

sire for irrigation, by small proprietors than by large, is at!

by the figures heretofore given for the case of the canal de 1'Islc.

and by the fact that in this ease the small proprietors gem-rally

subscribed for water for the whole or at least half the areas of

their lands, while the few large proprietors who interested them-

selves at all in the undertaking, subscribed for very small por-

tions of their estates.
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Heavy Cost of Works Poverty of Peasants.
1

And now, where irrigation has not yet been introduced, these

peasant proprietors are poor and have no credit, individually: so

that the want of capital among them, and the apathy of the

larger proprietors, forms the greatest drawback to the further

extension of irrigation. In this condition of affairs a great trou-

ble met with in the promotion of irrigation enterprise is the diffi-

culty of securing subscriptions for water for a reasonably large

proportion of any compact district, so that the lands subscribed

for, being in small parcels and scattered, the works are made

very much more costly to the unit of area irrigated than they oth-

erwise would be, and the cost of maintenance and administration

is greatly increased. In the case of the canal de 1'Isle, already

spoken of, the total cost of construction for all works was esti-

mated at about $23 per acre for lands subscribed for, as against

$6 50 per acre if all the irrigable lands in the district had been

subscribed for and the works made adequate to supply water for

them.

High Valuations of Lands*?

Another great drawback to the advancement of irrigation is the

high price that land commands without water, and the high price

of rights of way. In the region spoken of, dry valley lands range
in price from '$300 to $800 per acre, while if commanded by a

canal for irrigation, and having a subscription for water, they are

worth only about thirty to fifty per cent more, according to cir-

cumstances.

Now, in California lands purchasable at $3 to $10 without

opportunity or reasonable hope of irrigation, command $")(> to

$200 per acre when water is brought to them and they have the

privilege at hand to receive and pay for irrigation. There has

been no such opportunity to speculate in lands in France, in

connection with irrigation enterprise, as there has been in Cali-

fornia, and, thus, a great incentive to the construction of works

has not been present there that has been afforded here.

The Riparian RiyJifx (Jncxtlnn.

The riparian rights question which has come up, as we have

seen, in a peculiar form in France, and the right-of-way question.

1
See, Monerieff, Chap. II.

'-' See, Monerieff, Chap. II; also, liarral.
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al0O distinctive in Lt8 Character, have held hack irrigation i

prise immeasurably, but the conservative bu-ine>s temjier and

poverty of a large element of the agricultural population, and the

indifference of the landed capitalists to the development of an

industry which \vas calculated to render the care of estates moiv

burdensome, lias done much more to prevent advancement in this

line of enterprise.

Meanwhile, it has been the object and apparently the earnest

desire of the govern 1 1 lent . not only to provide hy legislation some

means of directly meeting and setting a>ide the circumstance-

and retarding influences spoken of. hut to impart an active im-

pulse to agricultural development hy enterprise in irrigation. It

now remains to he seen what means have heen employed with

this view.

SECTION II.

IRRIGATION COMPAMKS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

Speculative
(

1

Although not an iiivariahlc rule, the form of irrigation enter-

prise in France, and of government encouragement thereto, has

been largely governed by the character of the stream whether

floatable or non-floatable from which it was necessary to derive

the supply of water in each case.

From floatable streams dependencies on the public domain
the government, exercising the full right of state ownership, could

authorize diversions by and encourage the construction of works

on the part of any worthy applicant for concessions. And. hence.

capitalized companies of non-landholders have sought and ob-

tained sanctions and privileges tor the construction of works from

such streams. The character of these organizations and their

method of operation in the enterprises undertaken, will he of

necessity sufficiently illustrated in the next section of this chap-
ter. in speaking of the policy pursued by the government towards

them, and, hence, nothing further will be said of them lien-.

St-o. De I'MSSY. \>\>. in:; i:;ii : also, Ihimont.
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Association* of Land Owners. 1

On streams not of the public domain another form of organi-
zation for works has been necessary. Remembering that water

rights for purposes of speculative canal enterprise, are not to be

acquired on streams not declared navigable or floatable, that the

waters are held for the bank lands, and that land holdings are,

as a very general rule, in small parcels, we see that individual

enterprise in canal building from such streams, is kept within

very narrow limits.

The waters are dedicated to the use of the riparian proprietors

for the irrigation of their river lands the water, in a measure, is

attached to the lands, to the extent of their necessities, and can-

not be alienated. A proprietor, by buying back land adjacent to

his bank land, can to some extent increase the width of his irri-

gable area, but the courts and the administration the one re-

stricting the extent of his water privilege, and the other the size

of his headworks would very soon stop any attempt at an exten-

sion in this way which was not equitable to other proprietors.

Furthermore, rivers of this class in France generally run in val-

leys whose lands slope down towards the streams (and not, as do

many streams in California, across plains which slope back each

way from the stream), and, consequently, canals of short length
cannot command any considerable width of territory for irriga-

tion.

These circumstances have resulted in the construction of a great

number of very small ditches, where, as is frequently the case, the

grade of the streams has been sufficiently rapid to admit of the

water being brought out upon the land within the limits of one, or

at most, several land holdings. The scope of these individual

and partnership enterprises has been, until within a few years in

the past, still further restricted by the absence of any legal means

of acquiring right of way for a canal through, or right to build a

dam on or next to the lands of others. The leading writers on

irrigation dwell upon the great drawback to irrigation in France.

which has resulted from these circumstances.

Furthermore, the simple partnership association which would

answer as a business arrangement between several neighbors, for

1

See, Dumont, Book II, Chap. VI, Sec. 1; De Buffon, Vol. L', pp. *-!)S; De
Passy, pp. 7!)-lo
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the construction of :i little private ditch, would imt ;in>wer I'M!- the

organization of a Large enterprise for tlx- benefit of perhaps severs!

hundred or thousand land holdings. The French agriculturist

appear to have heen ext reinely jca 1m is and ca re fill of tin -ir ri.Lrht.-.

desiring to have and hold them, as near as possible, immediately
under then 1

j
>ers< >na 1 control, and hence have not adopted t< >rms ot

association \\'hieli would he popular in this eoiintrv.

These circumstances led to the pas>;iLTe ol laws remain /.inji the

ton 1 1 of organization known as a syndicatt association^ which i>

that now generally adopted hv landholders for the conduct ol

works on joint account, neerssarv in the development, in anv wav.

of agricultural neighborhoods. A syndicate association is a soci-

ety of land owners, organize* I according to general ton us prescribed

by laws and <lecrees. hut with terms of organization arranged ac-

cording to the will of the menihers. as embodied in the articles ot

association.

.\n Analysis <>j
th* Lair <>f AxmH'ititio)).

The law recognizes ei^iit pur[)oses for which syndicate societies

may he formed, as follows:

/'//>/ The construction and inanairement of embankments and

other works for protection against the sea. torrents, and the water>

of non-navigable rivers.

Sn-iunJ The cleansing, deepening, straightening, >r regulating

canals and water-courses not navigable nor floatable, and ot irriga-

tion and drainage canals.

Third The construction and manairenii-nt of works for the

drainage of fresh water marshes.

/"ntirth The construction and management ot works tor the

reclamation of salt marsh lands.

I-'!fth The construction ami maintenance of works for the sani-

tarv improvement of wet and unhealthful districts.

N /'.>/// The construction and management of works tor irrigation

and <'<>J ni'if ti<t< .

SiTt'iifli The construction and maintenance of works ot land

drainage.

Ki<lhth The construction, maintenance, and management of

roads and everv other improvement of agricultural lands and

neighborhoods, which requires cooperation amonirst proprietors.

1 Str, piirtk-ularly, I>c r.utfon ;tml I>c I';is>y, ;i^ ritcd : al-o, l;i\v nf .lunc 1. l^t;.").

IK-rivr of November 17. 1 si ;.">. n in 1 the Mini<tci'i;il lU'.u
r ul:iti'n Ajiju-ndii-c- 2,3,

and 4. Do Pussy.
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The general organization of associations is the same for all of the

purposes specified, but the details of agreement and administration

differ with the object in view. The forms and provisions ordinarily
followed and adopted in and by associations for irrigation, only,

will be spoken of here. The law recognizes two kinds of syndicate
associations: The first called "free," because held together only by
the expressed will of the members; and the second called "author-

ized," because specially declared, in each case, to constitute an

organization of public utility, and so "authorized" to exercise the

right of eminent domain in condemning private property for the

purposes of the association.

These societies are formed upon the basis of the land to be

beneficially affected by the works contemplated; representation

and voting power in the general assembly of subscribers being pro-

portioned somewhat to the area held, varying in different cases,

within prescribed bounds, according to circumstances and as de-

termined and settled in the constitution or articles of agreement of

the society. Their boards of directors called syndics constitute the

syndicate proper, although the whole association is frequently called

a syndicate. Being legally constituted bodies, they can enter into

court, acquire or dispose of, exchange or hypothecate property,

and do all that an individual might do in a business way.

Free Syndicate Association*.

Free syndicate associations are formed by the declaration of the

associates, and the signing of the agreement of association, etc., as

follows: The agreement or act of association specifies the object of

the enterprise, regulates the mode of administration of the society,

and fixes the limit of authority confided to the administrators or

syndics. It determines the ways and means necessary for the

raising of funds, and the mode of collecting assessments or sub-

scriptions. It must be published in a journal of official announce-

ments, and copied into the records of the prefecture.

In the case of an association formed for the construction, main-

tenance, and management of irrigation works, all proprietors of

lands susceptible of irrigation, within the district, must be admit-

ted as members should they desire to join; each designating the

lands and the area thereof for which he desires to subscribe. The

volume of water conceded is ordinarily divided amongst the pro-

prietors in proportion to the area subscribed for, and without refer-
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ence to the kind ofcrop or character of land culiivat.-d :m ,i work* .1.

Those terms being fixed by tin- articles of a.H-i:itini in each

and not hy the law. an- variable, according to tin- will of tin- asso-

ciates. The right of irrigation noes with the land suh-rrihed for.

and cannot he alienated or passed to other lands.

Kach associate is hound to accord right of way for lii-

through his land, upon payment of indemnity fixed hy arbitra-

tion. Kach associate is a nieinher of the general assembly. having

voting power according to the terms of the agreement in each

Sometimes the vote is hy units of land area between certain limits.

a minimum area and a maximum area to a vote. or. for instance.

one vote to each holder of from one to live hectares. Thus tin-

proprietor owning between one and live hectares (47 to l-"."i

acres), would have one vote each; those between five and ten hec-

tares, two votes each, and so on, a vote to each five hectares or

fraction not less than one hectare.

The general assembly elects directors, called xi/mlir* live, seven.

nine, or more, as the case may be who form the xt/n<li<-nt,\ or

board of management of the association. In some organizations

the syndicate is all powerful in others, many <ni<-sti<>ns have to

be submitted to the general assembly for final settlement. Tin-

syndicate name from their number a manager or general director.

who is the chief executive officer of the association. Other offi-

cers, as secretary, treasurer, etc., are similarly named, as in socie-

ties whose organization is familiar to everybody.
The syndicate employs an engineer, and all projects for work

are duly and completely drawn up and adopted by the hoard

before construction is authorized. The cost of works and expenaefl

of management are ordinarily borne in proportion to area sub-

scribed for, and without reference to value of lands or crops, or

character of cultivation or soil. Assessments under the law are

made collectible as taxes, and arc a lien on the property sub-

scribed for.

.1 iith<n'i~cil Si/

All syndicate associations must be first formed as free associa-

tions. and they may then apply to the administration for iveoirni-

tion as authori/ed associations. The prefects of the provinces

have authority to make these decrees of recognition and authoriza-

tion. following after certain forms and instructions embodied in

decrees and laws of the general government.
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The application to the prefect must be aexxmxpeuaed bf plate
of the proposed district, including the lands to be irrigated,

each parce 1 being designated and tinted with a color representing
idiri>n as to cultivation, aoil

r ete.r and whether or not it i

irrigable, and if &o whether or not it i subscribed for in the asso-

ciation. A list of subscribers accompanies these platsr and a
stat< Tuf -nt of the financial ability of the subscribers to meet their

.merits. A regular project for works and for financial man-
froitt which to judge of the feasibility

and r-ost of tl ie and the adequacy of the organization to

carry thf-rn out.

Thf law provides that the desire of the memhers of the free aseo-

riation. to hav- it I into an authorized association, must
hf <:.

>\y. as follows: "If the majority of

the individua . md representing two thirds of the area

of land HubHrribed for, or if two thirds of the individuals owning
more than one half of the area of land subscribed for/

T
desire the

change, the pretext, being sati- ~he soundness of the enter-

prise in othe the decree of authorization. The

application n v. in addition to all the above, the plan of

the organization, the plan of representation in the general assem-

bly and the basis for voting, as well as the basis for the division of

expc;

Following tli is application a public announcement is made.

The application is published, and the plans, etc.. are opened to

tion and comment and everything opened to objection.

Karli proprietor of lands affected is notified as to the application,

and requested to appear at the prefectorate if he has any objec-

tion > or criticisms to make. A register is exposed, in which even-

interested party may write his remarks and criticisms. A com-

mi-sion of landholders not interested is appointed to report on the

results of the examination.

These and other formalities, taking a month or more according
to circumstances, being gone through with, the prefect considers

the case and renders his decree of authorization or refusal. The

action of the prefect one way or the other may be appealed from ,

to the minister of public works.

Prefect <>r i til l\>\\-> / (;</ ////// ////// 1*<J :

Prefects may refuse to issue decrees of authorization for associa-

tions, for various causes, amongst which are the following: The
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district not being large enough to render its works of public util-

ity: the proposed works themselves not being sufficiently impor-
tant to justify the foundation of an authorized association; the

district not comprehending the area it should take in. and other

proprietors desiring to come in: the lands within the district not

being sufficiently subscribed for.

In the case of authorized associations the government in a

measure becomes accountable for the meeting of their engage-
ments, so that the assessments are not only collectible as taxes

by the officers of the syndicate, but the government authorities, if

necessary, may interfere and force their collection so as to make

good the debts of the district.

Condemnation of lands for the benefit and use of the association

is conducted by the syndicate in conformity to a general law pro-

viding for the condemnation of private interests far the public

good, but this can be done only after a declaration of public util-

ity has been made in favor of the proposed works in each case by
the council of state, or by a special law.

In cases where the association asks a subsidy from the govern-

ment funds, or from those of the department, it is always provided
that the prefect may name a number of syndics to represent the

state or the department in the syndicate, in proportion to the part

of the whole cost of the works which the subsidy provides for.

In cases where the association is formed for irrigation, or any

purpose where water is desired as an auxiliary to some operation

to be carried forward, the formation of the society may be had for

only a portion of the district embraced within the exterior limits

of lands subscribed for: but in cases where, as in reclamation or

drainage, all of the lands in the district are necessarily affected

by the works, the whole area is brought under contribution, and

when two thirds of the land is subscribed for, the other thin! is

forced to contribute its share to the expense.
This rule is the outcome of a long struggle in France, in which

it has been proven, that some landholders will always hold back

and prevent necessary public improvements, and that the interests

of the public demand, in cases of reclamation and drainage, that

they be made to join in with the majority in their district, or sell

out to those who will carry forward the works. And the tendency
of events and sentiment is towards a similar policy with

to irrigation district enterprise, also.
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CHAPTER VIIL-FRANCE ;

GOVERNMENTAL POLICY AND IRRIGATION CONCESSIONS.

[OH I. I'\'<itnrt's <>f I'nlir,/ nnif /-'onus of l'".nl i
/>i

is<-.

1'olitical and Social Conditions.

Forms of Governmental Kneonra^ement <>!' Irrigation.

Marly Irrigation Knterprise.
Tax Rebate on Advanced Values.

Subsidies, Advances, Loans, and < inarantci -.

I'ri/e Competition in Irrigation Practice.

Statistical Atlas of Irrigation.

SKCTION I I. Notable Jtiattnu-rs <>f l-'n t> ///// innl

'I'fi,' < '(iniih lc- Alpines, Carpentras.

Cadent't, St. Martcrev, Sia.u
rne.

SiaLMiolc, r.onrne, Rhone,

Vesubie, Pierrc-latti-. Manostnic,

Heruult, Vontavon, IVtite-Yence,

Malpas. St. Marcel. A r^eliers. and Kaouel.

SECTION I.

FK.VITKKS OK POLICY AND FOKMS >K KNTKUI-KISK.

Political a ml Surinl

The. French government, although apparently always appreciat-

ing tin- value of irrigation to all France, and directly tayorini:

irrigation enterprise, as we shall see. by several important meas-

ures of policy, lias not. as in the case of interior navigation aixl

the promotion of arterial drainage and consequent land drainage

or reclamation of lands, directly taken the lead in the construc-

tion of works for the purpose, at public expense and wholly under

national management, except in cases where the submersion of

vines to exterminate the phylloxera vine pest was a pp-ssing con-

sideration, or in large districts where the landholders wen- excep-

tionally poor and without credit.

Rivers were improved and made navigable where before unfitted
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for the purpose, and great canals constructed for navigation, as

public works of the nation, more than a century ago. The policy
which prompted this action has ever been in the ascendency, and

was quite fully developed under the last empire, and has been

renewed arid enlarged upon by the present republic; but towards

irrigation, the policy has been rather to encourage the efforts of

landed proprietors in constructing their own works, or to encourage
4

the investment of capital in irrigation enterprises upon terms such

that, at the expiration of long periods of years, the works should

revert to associations of the owners of the lands irrigated, or to the

central, departmental, or municipal governments, for the benefit of

the people.

It is to be remembered that all of the irrigable lands were in

private ownership the government not having any irrigable pub-
lic domain and that in the view of men of broad ideas, such as

the rulers of the country have probably been, all France was an

irrigation country, and should the government undertake the con-

struction of works for the irrigation of one section, without some

specially potent reason, it should for equally good reasons bring
water to the irrigable lands of all the people.

Furthermore, the French agriculturists although largely com-

posed of a peasantry inferior to American farmers in enterprise,

wedded to old habits and customs, and comparatively slow to

take up with and realize the lessons of experiences had else-

where have never stood in that dependent relation to their gov-

ernment, which those of Egypt and of India, where nearly all

irrigation works are built and managed by the governments, have

to theirs. The French government realized this difference in the

people and the political and social conditions of countries, when
in its province of Algeria it pursued a different course towards

irrigation, and, following in the footsteps of the khedives of Egypt
and the English rulers of India, constructed great irrigation reser-

voirs, canals, and ditches, as public works of the nation.

Forum of GovernwnttiJ Encouragement.
1

As we have seen, irrigation enterprise in France has taken three

forms:

1
See, De I

'assy. Ihnnont, and Malapert; but, particularly, the various l;i\v>

making concessions to companies, societies, ;.nd associations as hereafter

quoted, and many others to be round in the volumes of Les Annul,-* ,/,*

ft ( '/i a tissues.
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f In the construction of works on private ;icc.,unt tor the

licnclit of private lands, liy <IH- or several land proprietor- jointly.

S-ixl In the construction of works for the common ginnl of

the owners, by associations of land proprietor.-.

Third In the const ruction of works hy individuals. comp;r
or municipalities, for the dist rihut ion and sale of water to con-

sumers.

The government has encouraged all these forms of enterprise.

and has also encouraged the skillful and economical use of water

in irrigation hy the individual irrigator. This policy of direct

encouragement has in application taken various forms, as follows:

/'V/W A. remission of tax assessments, for certain loiiLr series of

years, on the increase of land valuations due to irrigation.

Xcmnd T'ne loaning of funds on favorahle terms to companies
or associations undertaking irrigation works.

Third Advancing to such companies or associations a lar_r
<

part of the cost of their works, and taking the works themselves

in payment at the expiration of long term concessions.

Fourth Subsidizing enterprise in the construction and manage-
ment of irrigation works, by payment of large sums to the >..lc

benefit of the companies or associations, or that of the depart-

ments, municipalities, or irrigators ultimately acquiring ownership
of the properties.

l-'ifth Guaranteeing interest on capital invested in or burrowed

on great irrigation works.

Si.rth Construction of main irrigation works at state expense
and turning them over to syndicate associations for management.

^i-rcnth Construction and management of irrigation work<

wholly as public works of the state.

Kiyhth The inviting of competition in and granting premiums
for the best irrigation practice.

Ninth The collection of irrigation statistics and useful data of

irrigation practice, and the publication thereof for general infor-

mation.

The first works of irrigation, other than purely individual enter-

prise, constructed in France, were made under grants of right

from the counts, and were combined with and secondary to those

for water-power purposes. Thus, in 1171 Raymond V. Count of

1

See, M. (\mtr it>. Lev Annul des Fonts ft Chan.''-*: also. P.arral.
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Toulouse, in the south of France, granted to the bishop of Cavail-

lon the exclusive right to divert water from the Durance, a river

carrying 3,000 cubic feet per second at its low stage, into canals

for the purpose of supplying power for cornmills to be erected.

The bishop constructed a work known as the St. Julian canal.

and sixty-four years afterwards granted to the inhabitants of Cav-

aillon the right, for which they had applied, to use the waters in

irrigation. This led to an enlargement and extension of the canal

and an agreement as to the distribution of expense for mainte-

nance of the work, and to this day, in accordance with this ancient

usage, those who use water for pow
rer pay one third the annual

expense, while those who use it in irrigation pay the other two

thirds. This was one of the first, if not the first enterprise of

which there is record, in which a trace of encouragement to irriga-

tion on a large scale is to be detected.

Permits for water for irrigation from canals constructed by gov-

ernment for purposes of navigation, were granted in the early

period of public works enterprise, but these were for very small

quantities of water and to individual farmers or small communi-
ties only. At a later period in the construction of some govern-
ment canals for navigation, irrigation, as well as the supply of

water for motive power, for industrial uses, and municipal domes-

tic purposes, was considered, and the works planned so as to pro-

duce a current from the main source of supply, such that while

navigation was not impeded the other interests were to some extent

subserved. But these instances have been exceptional in the

planning of public works, and it cannot be said that irrigation has

received generally any material help in this manner until within

the past few years, when quite a number of small canals have been

built out from the main canals of navigation, in part for purposes
of irrigation, but chiefly with the immediate view of preventing the

spread of or destroying the phylloxera by flooding the vineyards.

Tax Rebfite cm Adrumrfl Lund Values.

The first form that direct encouragement to irrigation enterprise

on a large scale took in France, was that of an engagement, on the

part of the government, not to raise the assessed valuation of the

lands brought under irrigation above what it had been before irri-

gation, for a period varying from twenty to thirty-five years after

the waters were introduced on them, and not to tax the works of

irrigation at all for some such like period, but only to assess the
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lands occupied l>y them, as they had been d h |.,iv. in

the case of the Carpentras canal, in south Fran--. . constructed in

IS.");;-:,}, this period was tixed at twenty-live y. -ars after the con-

struction was completed. according to plans. spec-ill. -at i..n.-. and

agreement.
This was a species of encouragement moiv especially in the inter-

est of land proprietors, who would unite in an association, under

terms of law. over a sullieiently large area to promise a dcvlop-
nicnt calculated to he of future importance to the country, and who.

under governmental supervision, undert <x>k to construct.substantial

works to insure such development by the irrigation of their lands.

Kven with this encouragement, irrigation made slow progn
France, (Ireat areas of country stood much in need of it: other

considerable regions were in a condition to be greatly benetited

by it, but the spirit of enterprise did not seem to take hold of the

landholders, in the cause.

The rich did not want to adopt a system of agriculture calcu-

lated to make advisable the expenditure of much more labor on

their farms, and to require a much closer attention to their est

and they did not generally appreciate the moneyed value of irri-

gation properly conducted.

The poor landholders in many quarters were not awakened to the

results of experiences in irrigation favorable to their class in other

quarters, were wedded to old habits and customs, were jealous of

the slightest move calculated in anyway to interfere with their

full control of their little home grounds. They did not understand

and could not appreciate the benefits of association of interests for

common good in districts. They each would like to have a canal

or ditch of their own, but did not want to join with several hun-

dred or thousand others to get one jointly. Further than this, their

poverty often, though their conservatism were overcome, stood in

the way of their undertaking large works, even when they might

combine for the purpose: and, as we have seen, the laws them-

selves hampered the spirit of enterprise on non-navigable streams.

by the water-right complications which the riparian right and

other rules had brought about.

. Limn*, mill triitiniiih, s
of Interest or Income,

Government encouragement then took the forms of loaning

funds for long terms on irrigation works, advancing part of the
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cost of the works, and taking the works themselves in payment
at the end of long terms, and subsidizing large irrigation enter-

prises, without return other than nominal. These forms of encour-

agement were more directly intended to give irrigation projects

good financial standing, and to enable capital to enter into the

field of enterprise with a certainty of a moderately good return.

Being incident to the construction and management of works,

and not to the ownership or tillage of lands, these measures ad-

dressed themselves to capitalized companies or societies; and a

number of such organizations have sought and taken up with gov-
ernment offers of this kind, binding themselves to construct works

according to prefixed and approved plans, to maintain and man-

age them under prearranged regulations and governmental super-

vision, to deliver water for irrigation, etc., at predetermined rates,

and, finally, to return the money borrowed, or turn over the works

to the government or a department, or, perhaps, to a syndicate of

landholders, at the expiration of the term of the concession. Direct

subsidies, without return, have only been granted to syndicates of

landholders, and presumably in cases wherein their financial con-

dition was poor and their credit bad, and not to capitalized com-

panies, as in the cases of the encouragements by loans or advances

on cost of works. These measures of encouragement brought
about also the organization as capitalized companies, of a number
of associations of irrigators, who have sought to derive not only tin-

advantages.of the first measure, in the limitation of taxing valua-

tions, but also the benefits of loans, advances, and subsidies.

Prize Competition in Irrigation J^'artice.
1

The final measure of financial encouragement to irrigation which

the French government has instituted of late years, is that of giv-

ing premiums for the best examples of irrigation practice in tin-

several great irrigation centers, the convoking of meetings of irriga-

tors and land owners on the occasion of making the examinations

of competing tracts, and the publication in great detail of all val-

uable and practical facts about irrigation acquired by these exam-

inations, meetings, and discussions for general information. From

the first report of Mr. Barral, the reporter of the commission or jury

appointed to conduct the first of these proceedings in the depart-

ment of the Mouths of the Rhone in 1ST"), I take the following

1

See, Barral, particularly, Chapters I and II of cadi volume.
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genera] account <>t' the origin, purpose. and

incut :

"The minister of agriculture. vividly impre , d with tin- role

that irrigation plays in tin- practice of agriculture in tin- south of

France, Mini the necessity tor snowing to tin- agricult ural popula-
tion M!! tliMt CMII lie derived tVoni irrigations properly conducted. in

the interest of individuals or the wealth of t'ne roiintry. resolved

to institute for live years in tlic department of tin- Mouths of the

Rhone. a convention of agriculturists, whether proprietors or rent-

ers. \vlio have used waters from tlie different irrigation canals in

an intelligent manner."
[
IJarral. Vol. I, ("nap. 1.

I'ri/es and medals were- promised by a derive of .June i'. 1^71.

to 1 1 lose w'nose use of irrigation waters could lie shown to !iav<-

been the most systematic, economical. cHective. and remunerative.

This decree of tlie minister of agriculture, representing the irovern-

ment: was as follows:

'The minister of agriculture and commerce, with t'ne object of

encouraging the efforts that tend to the progress of agriculture. MIX!

especially to cultivation by irriiration. lookinir at tlie losses occa-

sioned by phylloxera, and the necessity to transform or increase

the production of irritable land: looking at the notice of the in-

spect or-ireneral of that region (t!ie Mouths of the Khom-); on tin-

proposition of the director of agriculture, issues this:

"DECREE:

"Article 1st. Rewards are offered in the department of the

Bouches du Rhone, in 1S7.VC), .'77, '78, and '7'.). to agriculturists.

proprietors, or renters, who have utili/ed in the most intelligent
manner the water of the different irrigation canals.

"Article -M. These rewards are divided in the following man-
ner:

"
FIRST CLASS Properties containing more than four hectares

(about 10 acres) of irrigated land
"1st pri/t (iold medal, and l.lMMM'rcs. (-t^"*11 ).

"lM prix< Silver melal. larL'e si/e. and 7<>() fn-s. (-tl 1").

':{(! pri/c Silver medal, and <;<)(> frcs. (.UliT)).

"SECOND CLASS Properties irriiratc'd to an extent of four hec-

tares and less
'

1st pri/t (iold medal, and <'>()< I frcs. (-til'.'.).

"2d pri/.( Silver medal, and 500 frcs.

"3d pri/i l>ron/e medal, and "><><) frcs.

"Article .">d. A work of art would be bestowed on the winner
of the tirst pri/.e of one of the above classe-. if reenirni/eo! or

judged worthy of being specially rendered noticeable tor the

economical management Ot water in the practice of irrigation.

ir
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In case of the gift of the work of art, the gold medal, for first

prize, will not be bestowed.
"Article 4th. The statement of the contestants, containing an

explicit note and
ar^ exact indication of the extent irrigated, cer-

tified by the mayor of the commune, must be addressed to the

prefecture of the Bouches du Rhone, on March 1st, current year,
at the latest.

"Article 5th. The director of agriculture is charged with the
execution of the present decree.

" Made at Versailles, June 2d, 1874.
"
L. GRIVART, Minister, etc."

In 1875, besides the very general interest awakened amongst
all agriculturists in the region, there were thirty-nine competitors
for the rewards or prizes, and each property and system was

made the subject of special study by the commissioner or jury.

M. Barral says: "This study presented great interest. The
question was not only that of the competition for the prizes, but
was also that, which is of a higher order, of ascertaining the
services rendered by the water in giving a more abundant pro-

duction, and in the protection of vines against the attacks of the

phylloxera. The examples of irrigation practice reported are of

the highest importance to agriculture, and of great use to those

who are in a position to usefully employ water in cultivation.
" The circumstances under which these cultivations were found,

in response to the offer of the government, are varied enough to

justify the drawing of general conclusions from the facts observed.

These conclusions show that a great increase of wealth would be
the result for national agriculture, were works undertaken on all

water-courses capable of being transformed into irrigation canals
or capable of feeding such canals. In view of these things the

judge-advocate of the jury received orders to enter into all the

details of the subject. His statement must contain all informa-

tion needed in the practice of irrigation, and, also, all that might
be of service to the officers of the public administrations.

"With the view of making a network of canals all through the

country, it is important to encourage the forming of companies
or associations having power to construct works, and to develop
amongst the rural population the habit and skill of using water
in irrigation systematically; to incite land owners to engage in

irrigation enterprise and advance the funds necessary for tin-

diversion of large streams with the certainty of receiving consid-

erable profit from it.

"The object of this report, therefore, is not only to point out by
the proof of facts that can easily he verified, the justice of the

decisions in the competition of the year, but to make known to all

agriculturists, and to land owners, what an enormous source of

wealth water is. and in particular, that to-day it has become, in a
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great many places, tin- providential means <if .Diving tin- vine-

yards t'n>ni tin- attacks of an underground enemy (tin- phyllov
which threatens to make them disappear."

To give an idea of the extent of and importance attached t.

this governmental move in the interests of irrigation. I mention

the fact that the commission, or "jury." placed in charge of the

examinations, awarding of premiums, and reporting result-

com|)osed of (1) the inspector-general of agriculture of France,

president; ('!) a deputy inspector-general of agriculture, vici :

ident: (">) the life secretary of the central society nf agriculture of

France, reporter; (4) the general secretary of the society of agri-

culture of the department of the Mouths of the Rhone: (">) the

director of the agricultural college of I'aillerols. Lower Alp-

an engineer of the government civil engineer corps, and (7) the

vice-president of the society of agriculture of the department of

the Ilerault. And it is further notahle in this connection that

the reports of this commission for the three yean of 1 sy.VTii-T;

take up four large quarto volumes, containing I.'.MI pa-

printed text witli numerous maps and tahles.

The decree quoted was for the one year of ls7~>. and the one

department of the Mouths of the Rhone, and was not only fol-

lowed by a similar decree and concourse and awarding of pri/es

oach year in that department, hut. also, by like action in other

departments: as. for instance, in that of Vaueluse. for which the

first action was taken in 1S7(>. Thus, gradually pr<

through all the departments where irrigation is practiced, the

government, through its department of agriculture, is not only

making this most thorough and intelligent study of the m
water in irrigation, hut is directly encouraging the irrigators. in

the hringing of them together for discussion, hy awarding pri/.es

for the hest examples of irrigation practice, and hy publishing in

detail all the data thus acquired.

And further than this, not stopping at an examination and study

of practice at home, this department has sent well trained and

intelligent agricultural engineers to other countries where consid-

erable progress is being made in the use of water in irrigation, with

instructions to personally study the systems and the practice, and

collect all available data, in print and by verbal communication,

that may be worthy of attention in the endeavor to enlighten and

encourage its own agriculturists and guide its legislative and ad-
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ministrative officers. Thus, the irrigation works and practice of

California, in common with those of others of the United States,

have been recently inspected and studied by a special agent, and,

in common with other points where information might be had, the

office of the State Engineer of California has been quite thor-

oughly examined and data collected therein; and all for the bene-

fit of the irrigators and the agriculture of France.

Statistical Alias of Irrigation?

And still again in another channel, we find the spirit of enter-

prise and enlightenment moving the French government in this

connection. Under a ministerial order issued in 1869 a special

commission, composed of nine civil engineers and scientific and

practical agriculturists of high standing, was appointed for the pur-

pose of
"
revising, coordinating, and preparing for publication the

statistics relative to the amount of water available in the streams,

and the use made of it in the various departments of France." It

was ordered that the chief of engineers should instruct all depart-

mental engineers and conductors engaged in the hydraulic service

to collect and forward the information desired from their several

fields of operation, according to certain prescribed forms, and that

this data should be turned over to the commission for its work.

The investigation has been progressing continuously, but is yet
unfinished. Several partial and local tables have been published,

and a set of eighty-five departmental hydrographic maps, which

form the basis for the study, have been issued for the use of the

collectors. The work is formulated with the view of treating the

regulation of the waters and their use, as a business proposition.

The government undertakes to find out exactly what waters are

available from year to year, and exactly what is done with them.

The work once done can be kept posted from year to year with

comparatively light work and expense, and will furnish that data

from which economy and efficiency can be studied and published.

So that if there is water available it will be publicly known: if

then- is water wasted and used unskillfully, it will be publicly

known in a way to rebuke the users: if there is water used with

economy and skill worthy of special note, it will he publicly

known in a way to reflect credit upon those who thus utilize it.

1

Sec, Ministerial circular, July 1, INS /,,> An notes des Pouts et ChauMfas, Vol.

('XXXIX, |. lll'l'.
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There can he DO question hut tli;il this is tin- real wav to i-

late the use of waters. Public knowledge of wlial i- 'jood in pra<-

tice will bring imitation ami eeonomv as an average outeome;

public knowledge of what is reprehensible and wasteful will brinLr

condemnation, aixl a retorm ot tlie \vroi ILT. lhe>c are. in >uh-

stance, the sentiments to he found in late French state paper-

relating to irrigation, :m<l \vitli the expression of them. I leave the

suhjeet ot' the progress of French Lro\'eni n n Mil a 1 poliev towards

the irrigation interest, lor thev are the evidence ot' the crowning
feature of a long line of intelligent aeiions of a government fully

awake to the hest interests of its people.

SECTION II.

NOTAHU-: INSTANCES OK ENTERPRISE AM* ENCOURAGEMENT.

In this section I present a series of abstracts of the laws author-

izing, and the decrees and agreements regulating the construction

and maintenance of the most not a hie canals ot irrigation in France.

It will be seen that they are scattered in date over the period of

the past fifty years, and in character range the whole field indi-

cated in the preceding section. The study of these measures,

together with that connected with the canal of the lioimn 1

. of

which a closer analysis lias already hern given, will lead to an

appreciation of the fact that irrigation is a subject for careful and

thoughtful treatment at the hands of the legislator.

In the year IS.'U) the concession for the northern branch ot the

Alpines canal and its secondary ditches was offered tor sale. The

concession was perpetual, and allowed live cubic metres of water

per second to be derived from the river Durance, in lime of ordi-

nary low-water, in addition to the right formerly authorized <>n

the portion of the said branch already opened. The concessionary

was authorized to receive as his profit a rent trom the irrigators

which should not exceed a litre and a half of com of the country of

best quality for each arc of land irrigated, regardless ot its nature.

The buyer could expropriate lands for the construction ot the

1

Bee, Koyal ordinance of July i, ls:5!. /.,> .| ,//,> ,!,:< l',,,,^ >i r/,, /.<>,>>. Yol-

XV 11. j,. -J.s'jj. >-t .xvv .
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canal and its branches, in accordance with the law; and the own-

ers of lands to be irrigated by the waters of the canal were freed

from any increase of landed taxes over that then paid on them,
for twenty-five years from the time fixed for the completion of the

canal.

General plans had to be presented within one year from time of

sale; the works to be commenced within six months from the gov-

ernmental approbation of the project, and to be executed within

six years from the final consummation of the sale. Forfeiture to-

be incurred for failure to comply with either or both of the two

last mentioned conditions.

The landed tax was established on the canal for only the actual

ground occupied by it, rated as lands of the first quality. Any
portion of the water conceded which within twelve years should

not have been employed in irrigation, was to revert to the state >

which could make it the object of a new concession.

The buyers were obliged to deposit, after the sale, in the treas-

ury, the sum of 50,000 francs ($10,000) . This sum to be increase >d

to 100,000 francs in the three months which follow the approval of

the sale. The said sum to be returned in fourths, in proportion to

the amounts of work executed, and in case of forfeiture, the por-

tions of the security not returned, to be confiscated by the treasury.

The enterprise was sold on the twentieth of June, 1839, to three

individuals, as agents for the "General Drainage Company," with

an abatement of two thirds per cent; that is, the annual rent was

to be one litre forty-nine centilitres of corn for each are (equiva-

lent to 64 quarts per acre) of land irrigated.

Canal of Carpentras.
1

The administration was authorized by a special law to concede

six cubic metres (212 cub. feet) of water per second to be taken

from the river Durance and used in the irrigation of lands belong-

ing to the communities of Saumannes, 1'Isle, and others. The water

could, however, be cut off from the canal by order of the prefect

whenever such measure was deemed necessary either for the inter-

est of navigation or for the protection of the interests of those who
had previous claims to the water. The enterprise was declared

of public utility and the canal only taxed for the actual ground

occupied by it, classified as of first quality. The lands to be irri-

1

See, Royal order of July !>, lsf>2, Les Annales des Fonts et Chausstes, Vol.

XLVIII, p. ">:_>:>,, d. seq.
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gated from tin- canal wen- n<t to have their taxes railed OVW the

assessment ;it that time, tor twenty-live yean lV"iii tin- date of the

completion of tin- canal.

< '(Ui'll of ( 'i

This concession was made to a number of irrigating propri. tor<

forming a syndical association, and consisted in permission to

derive three cuhic metres of water from the river I )nrance. and

authority to contract loans to lie first approved of ly government
or by the prefect. provided the debt of the syndicate did n

ceed :,(.()l)l) francs (*1<).0<>0) at tlie time the loan was asked for.

This syndical association was called the >V/Y/// <>f fh< <'<n,<il (

C(nlrin-f. and was formed with the object of irrigating certain

lands belonging to the suhscrihers thereto, hut as there were many
persons and communities whose lands could he irrigated hy the

canal, but who did not subscribe, this decree provided that the-.-

parties could join the society either during or after its construc-

tion on the same terms as the original founders.

The a flairs of the society were administered hy a syndicate com-

posed of seven members to be named by the prefect. One ,f the

members was also named by the prefect to fill the place of director

of this syndicate, and attend to the business connected with the

construction, maintenance, and operation of the canal. The en-

terprise was declared of public utility, but did not receive any
assistance from the government, either in the shape of subsidy oi-

l-emission of taxes. On the contrary, it seems to have been bur-

dened with conditions, of which the following are the most impor-

tant:

1. Four tenths of a cubic metre of water, per second, had to be

returned into the Durance by the escape canal of IVrtuis.

'2. The waters of the canal not utili/ed for irrigation had to be

returned into the Durance at a specified point thereon.

>. It had to carry out all its works in conformity with the direc-

tion of engineers appointed by government, but paid by the society

itself.

('until nf St. Mtirtt n/.

The canal of St. M artery, under a law. agreement, and sched-

ule, passed and ratified in iN'.r,. was conceded to three individuals.

1

Sec. Royal decree of NovcinluT !. 1<>1. /.* Annales des Fonts et <'lt>i

Vol. LYI. p. 17!'.
-
Src. /.,-x .{untile.* /fx I 'nta >( Cftaualet, YbL I.XXXYIII. j.. ILL'. > tcq.; I..-i\v

of May KJ, isiiii.
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representing a company of English capitalists, called the

Irrigation ami Water-Supply Company of France, for a period of

fifty years, and thereafter to belong in perpetuity to the depart-
ment of the Upper Garonne, wherein it is situated. The canal and
all its secondary and distributing works were to be built by the

company, at its sole expense and risk, and managed and main-

tained by it during the term of the concession, and thereafter by
the department.
The general government granted a subsidy of 3,000,000 francs

to the work, to be paid in tenth parts, in proportion to the ad-

vancement of the principal canal, but depending on the resources

available to the administration from time to time for such pur-

poses. The payments were to be made on the certificates of the

engineers, to the effect that a greater sum had been expended on

the works, etc., since the last payment than the amount of the

installment demanded. A reserve of 500,000 francs was to be

made from the two last installments, of which 300,000 francs

were to be paid over upon the final approval of the main canal,

and 200,000 after the final approval of the secondary canals,

which final approvals were to be one year after the claim of com-

pletion and the provisional reception of the works.

Complete final plans for the main work were to be submitted

to the administration for approval, and the works to be com-

menced, under pain of forfeiture of rights and guarantees, within

one year of the date of the concession; the main canal to be

finished within five years, and the secondary canals within two

years after approval of locations; and the company was required

to deposit the sum of 150,000 francs as security for the faithful

performance of its engagement.
To assist the company's credit for the securing of capital neces-

sary for the construction of the works and the other purposes of

the enterprise, the department of the Upper Garonne was author-

ized to and did engage to contract, upon the demand of the com-

pany and for its benefit, with the Credit Foncier of France, under

a law authorizing such negotiations, one or more loans to the

maximum amount of 4,000,000 francs. These loans were to be

contracted upon the basis of the company's assured income from

subscribed water rents, after the works were completed to deliver

the water, and the collecting and management of the income was

to be assigned to the department for that purpose, provision being

made for maintenance and operation of works, the company at
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the same time pledging its t';iith and credit in tin- pruti-i-tinn of

the department from loss or embarrassment <>n account uf tin-

loans. Tin- estimated irrigable aiv.-i was 1 l.(MM) hectares al out

84,600 acres,

Subscriptions for the use of water were required to he made for

fifty-year periods: the right of irrigation belonging to the land

suliserihed tor. and going with it. no matter into whose hands

it passes, not being transferahle to other lands by the owner, and

not forfeitable by the original lands after the expiration of the

fifty years except by the owner's consent. Tin- quantity of water-

to be furnished for irrigation was fixed at three fourths of a litre

per second per hectare (equivalent to a duty of '.i:l. _>."> aciefl per

cubic foot per second): and provision was made tor a rebate on

the rents in case of an insufficiency of supply for any t.-nn of

more than thirty days duration during the six months of the

irrigation season.

The price of water for irrigation was fixed at '_!"> francs per hec-

tare ($1 >"> per acre) per year, for all subscriptions made during

the first two months of the examination of the project, at ">">

francs ($'2 7-"> pel
1

acre) for subscriptions made after that time and

before the promulgation of the schedule, ami ">() francs ($:
(.M JMT

acre) for all subscriptions made thereafter. It was stipulated that

sale by the quantity of water might be substituted for sale by the

surface of land irrigated, and the substitution was to be made of

the prices named above, for the hulj litre of water per second, with

the provisions that water thus taken should be used only on con-

tiguous tracts, that all of the lands should be pledged for the pay-

ment of the water rent, and that no subscription would be received

for less than a half litre per second.

The company was also bound to lend to each and every land

owner who subscribed for water, a sum equal to one hundred francs

per hectare (#7 <'><) per acre) subscribed for, to be used by him in

the preparation of his land for irrigation. This sum to be ad-

vanced in two parts, the first half on demand, and the second half

three months after the first irrigation on lands prepared with the

first half, and where it shall have been shown that the advance

has been judiciously expended. The sums thus advanced were

to be repaid in installments which, with interest, amounted to

<).'_!."> per cent per annum for the fifty years, on the amount bor-

rowed.
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Canal of Siagne.
1

A similar concession was made in 1866, also to the English

company, for the canal of the Siagne and Loup, in the department
of the Maritime Alps, under very similar conditions and for a like

period to that governing the case of the Saint Martery. In this

instance the town of Cannes was to be supplied with water for

domestic purposes, as well as the surrounding country to be irri-

gated, and it was made the co-grantee, to own the works in per-

petuity, after the first fifty years when owned by the company.
The general government granted a concession of 500,000 francs

($100,000), and the town was to loan its credit to raise money for

use on the works by the company, as in the case of the St. Mar-

tery, taking control of the revenue of the company from water

rents, as a basis upon which to capitalize for a loan, and being in

turn assured from loss or embarrassment by the obligations of the

company.
Canal of Siagnole?

This concession was made to five individuals forming a society,

for fifty years, and afterwards in perpetuity to the department of

Var. The society received a subvention of 30,000 francs ($6,000) r

and was authorized to derive from the Siagnole three hundred

litres (10.6 cub. feet) of water per second, provided they at all

times left at least a volume of water in the bed of the river such

that the discharge might be one hundred litres per second above

the dam of the manufactories of Mons.

The department was authorized to contract a loan, the? interest

of which, with all expenses connected with it, should not exceed

three fourths of the amount of the rents of the canal, in order to aid

the society in the construction of the canal. The total amount of

this loan was not to exceed 90,000 francs ($18,000). The depart-

ment was to receive the rents from the irrigators, and, after paying
the interest and other expenses and installments of the principal,

to hand the balance over to the society each year, until the debt

should be paid off, when all the rents were to be paid to the society.

The works of the canal were declared to be of public utility ;
and

the tax was to be only for the simple amount of land occupied

1
See, Law < >f Aug. LV>. I >'

t,
Les Annales des Font* >'( < 'lmns*rex, Vol. LX XXVIII,

p. 3&5, et seq.
2
See, Decree of June 14, 1*70. I^y Annuls dcx I'ontx ct Clinn.^r^, Vol. ('III.

p. 1206.
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by the main canal and the secondary ditches, but tin- buildings
and warehouses of the society were subjected to the u.-u:il tax.

Tin- principal canal and secondary canals had to h<- entirely lin-

ished. and put in operation in the space of two years, counting

from the decree of concession. The tertiary ditcho. however, had

only to lie undertaken when the suhscriptions would amount to

six per cent of the expenses of their construction: hut once begun,

they had to he finished in two years. Forfeiture was to bo in-

curred for failure to construct in the stipulated time.

The society was authorized to collect rents at the rate of forty

francs per litre ($21 S (;(> per cub. foot) per second for periodical

waters of irrigation. The privilege of subscribing for less than a

litre was given to theirrigators. but with the proviso, that for every

quarter of a litre, or less than that <|Uantity. there should he paid

a rent of fifteen francs ($8).

The rents were to be fifty francs per litre ($27-" 2 (

.> per cub. foot >

per second, if they were not subscribed for until after the d<

of the concession, and the proprietors could free themselves from

all rent charges by paying the capital, fixed at eight hundred

francs per litre ($4,374 35 per cub. foot), provided they declared

their intention so to do in the year following the decree of con-

cession. Every time, however, the subscriber freed himself by

depositing a capital, the society was obliged to deposit in the

landed bank of France a sum necessary to constitute, by the accu-

mulation of interest compounded for fifty years, the rent to he paid

during the forty-nine years following. The irrigating proprietors

were obliged to give free right of way under pain of not having the

right to irrigate. Kvery proprietor who subscribed for a volume

of water of twentv litres per second could have that quantity in a

continuous stream by payment of the corresponding rent this

water to be delivered to him separately by a single gate. This

same rule held good for a number of individuals, clubbing together

to receive their water jointly through a separate irate.

The company had to deposit ."..(MM) francs ($r.niM afl security

before the decree of concession was made, and this sum was to be

restored to them when the expenditure on the canal amounted to

20,000 francs ($4,1)00). as certified to by the enirineer-in-chief and

the prefect of the department of Var. In case of reduction or

remittance of the rents from insufficiency of water, the year in

which such reduction or remittance took place was not to count as

one of the fifty years granted by the concession.
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In this case we have an instance of a direct subvention to a

society to assist in the construction of a canal, additional assist-

ance in the shape of a loan authorized to be raised by one of the

departments, and the transfer of the property, after fifty years, for

the sole benefit of a department; also remission of taxes on the

enterprise, except for buildings and land actually occupied.

Canal of the Bourne. 1

The rights, privileges, and benefits for the canal of the Bourne,

department of Drome, hereinbefore spoken of, were conceded in

1874, for a period of ninety-nine years, to three individuals for the

benefit of a society or company, to be formed to carry out the pro-

ject. The district comprised 22,000 hectares (54,340 acres) of

which 10,500 hectares ('25,935 acres) were reckoned as irrigable,

and a volume of 7 cubic metres (247 cubic feet) of water per sec-

ond was allowed for the purpose of irrigation and other uses con-

templated.

According to the terms of the law and agreement and schedule

annexed, the government allowed the company an advance or

subsidy of 2,900,000 francs ($580,000), which amount was one

third of the estimated cost of the works inclusive of main, second-

ary, and tertiary canals and structures. This subsidy was not

finally granted, however, until after the company or society had

been formed and subscriptions for water been secured to the extent

of 3,000 litres per second at the rate of fifty francs per litre. And
the subsidy or advance was to be paid in installments on comple-
tion of work in cost and value to the amount of three times the

sum paid in each instance, one tenth of the whole being held back

till the final completion of the work.

The company was to build all the works, and transfer them to

the state at the expiration of the term of the concession, in good
order. The secondary canals and their tertiary branches may
each go into the hands of a syndicate association of irrigators. for

operation, in the sub-district served by it, should the landholders

choose thus to organize and undertake the management.
The rate of water rents, for irrigation, was fixed at ">() francs

per litre of flow for those persons who subscribed before the open-

ing of the works, and 60 francs per litre for those who subscribed

1
See, Law of .May I'l, 1x74, /./.< Annul <lc* /'tints H r// /*.,-,*, Vol. CXXVI, i.

451, et seq.; also, De Passy, Appendices ."> and <>.
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afterwards. Supposing tin- entire volume of water conceded t< In-

sold at the ininiiinnii figure, tin- revenue of the company would

he (7 cubic metres 7.mo iitres/5n francs) :;:IMMMI francs p.-r

annum, which in lit'ty years would yi<'l<l a return of 1 7.~><M).(HH>

(Vanes, on the outlay to the company, which was expected to

amount to r>.S()l), ()()() francs being two thirds of the total esti-

mated cost of the works, the government advancing the other

third.

Canal of thr Hhnne. 1

r

Phis concession was made to three individuals acting for and

in the name of a society then forming. The volume of water to In-

derived from the Rhone was 2,500 litres (88.3 cub. feet) per sec-

ond in low-water. The concession to last for ninety-nine years,

and the society to receive from the government a subvention of

'.lOO.mn francs ($180,000), provided the company could show sub-

scriptions for at least 1,500 hectares (3,707 acres) of land to In-

irrigated. The first installment was not to he paid until the soci-

ety had expended 800,000 francs ($100,000). The three first

fourths of the subvention to be devoted to the principal canal, the

balance to be paid to the society on the provisional reception of

the canal by government, with the exception of one- tenth, which

was to be paid after its final reception. The society was author-

ized to contract one or more loans, the interest and expenses in

connection with which were not to exceed 15.000 francs ($3,000).

The first loan not to exceed 800,000 francs ($11)0.000). and no

loan or issue of honds to he made except with the authorization

of the minister of public works, and after the entire subscription

of the capital shares, and the employment in the works of four

fifths of this capital.

The society engaged to execute at its expense all the works of

the principal canal, secondary, and tertiary branches, as well as

the works necessary to deliver to and carry away from the prop-

erty of every one desiring it. the water for irrigation and domestic

uses: to finish the main canal and put it in operation within tin-

space of five years from the date of concession, and to complete
all necessary canals within one year of the time in which they

were commenced. All the expenses of operation and maintenance

were to he paid by the society, and it was to receive all incomes

1 Sec. Di-crt-i- <>t' Auiru<t 7. 1^7S ten Ai>nnl>:-- ///* /'nut* >t ( 7/<n/.->-<V.v, Vul.
('XI. 1 1 1, p. 681.
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from the canal during the term of the concession, at the expiration
of which the canal was to be returned to the state. The annual

rent was fixed at 40 francs per hectare ($3 12 per acre) for those

who subscribed before the decree of concession, and 60 francs per

hectare ($4 69 per acre) for those subscribing afterwards. The

first subscribers had the privilege of afterwards augmenting their

original subscriptions by an equal amount at the rate of 40 francs

per hectare, but anything in excess of this amount had to be paid
for at 60 francs per hectare; the right to the use of the water being
in all- cases inherent to the land and not to the individual.

The society had to give a security of 60,000 francs ($12,000) in

cash, to be returned to them when they had expended on the

works 200,000 francs ($40,000). The works were declared to be

of public utility, and entitled to the exercise of the power of emi-

nent domain. The society agreed to pay to the state an annual

rent of one franc, and the state reserved the privilege of revising

this once every ten years.

In this concession we have an instance of direct assistance in

the shape of a subsidy; the concession to last ninety-nine years,

at the end of which time the works to be handed over to the state.

The company was also authorized to contract one or more loans

for its use in the construction of the works.

Canal of Vesubie.
1

This concession was given to the General Water Company of

France, under the direction of the engineer-in-chief of bridges

and roads (the construction and management of these irrigation

works being thus measurably a public work of the state), for a

period of ninety-four years, and afterwards in perpetuity to the

town of Nice. The enterprise was declared to be of public utility.

and the General Water Company received a subvention from the

state of 2,400,000 francs ($480,000).

The canal was to be taken from the river Vesubie. and so con-

structed as to carry at least four cubic metres (141.2 cub. feet) of

water per second at the head of the first secondary canal, this dis-

charge being fixed for the execution of the work, but not as a

determinate quantity of water which had to be diverted by the

company.

1

Sec, L;i\v of December !':, l*7s, !.<>

< XLIV, p. 1397.
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Tin- company had to pay all e < >f eonst nidimi ;is well as

nil indemnities for temporary occupation or deterioration of lands

and all damages resulting from the works. All tin- 6XpenS6fl in

connection with acquiring lands tor the location of headworks of

the canal and its dependencies, for modification, destruction, or

stoppage of manufactories, for disturbances of users of water, had

to be supported one half by the company and one half by the

town of Nice, the company paying the town, however, 1(X),()W

francs towards these expenses. The indemnities due for the

establishment of the tertiary canals and the distribution ditches

for water, or for obtaining the passage of these waters over inter-

mediate lands by right of simple servitude, had to be paid by
the proprietors interested, who had to give proper titles for the

same to the company.
The community of Nice' granted to the company the lands

which were required for the establishment of the reservoirs ami

their dependencies necessary for supplying the town with water.

and the gratuitous disposition of all the ways of communication

belonging to the community for the establishment of canals,

ditches, conduits, etc., so long as such use did not interfere with

their usefulness as means of communication. It also agreed to

pay to the company an annual rent of 80,000 francs ($16,000),

representing the municipal Subscription for a weekly delivery of

<'>().()()() cubic metres of water. It was, however, understood that

when the gross income of the company should amount to 180,000

francs ($36,000), municipal subscriptions included, any excess of

income over this figure was to go towards the reduction of the

annuity of the town, so as to limit it to 60,000 francs.

The company received authority to collect rents from the users of

water, not in the town, as follows: For fifty centilitres, per second,

4(5 francs ($")!;> ',)(> per cub. foot) per season of irrigation, for one

litre, per second. SO francs (.t4.'>4
"><> per cub. foot). There were

no subscriptions received for periodical water for a less amount

than half a lit re per second. The buildings and storehouses of the

canal and its dependencies had to pay the usual taxes, but the

enterprise was only taxed for the actual amount of land occupied

by it, reckoned as land of the first quality.

We have in this case an instance of the construction and man-

agement of a canal largely at the expense of the state, for ninety-

four years, and then the transfer of it for the sole benefit of a
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municipality in perpetuity. We have here also, a remission of all

taxes on the enterprise, except for its buildings and the land act-

ually occupied by it.

The Pierre-La tie (
1nnaU

A recent instance of an enterprise of considerable magnitude to

which the state made a large advance, and also guaranteed inter-

est in a large amount, is the case of the extension and enlarge-

ment of the Pierre-latte canal, in the department of Vaucluse, the

law for which was passed in 1880, making the concession to cer-

tain individuals for the benefit of a society to be formed to carry
out the work. The concession was for eight cubic metres (2S2.4

cubic feet) of water per second from the Rhone, to irrigate about

20,000 hectares (49,400 acres) of land, and for a term of ninety-

nine years.

The estimated cost of the work, including main, secondary, and

tertiary canals and works, was 8,000,000 francs, of which the state

was to advance 2,000,000 on the work, in installments in amounts

not exceeding one third the actual expenditure at any time accord-

ing to detailed engineering reports. In addition to this, the state

guaranteed to the concessionary society undertaking to construct

and manage the works, for a period of fifty years, a revenue of

4.65 per cent per annum on the remaining 6,000,000 of funds esti-

mated to complete the work, and which the society was to raise for

its capital.

This advance and guarantee, however, were not made until a

certain revenue had been assured by subscriptions for water by
the land-holding irrigators, so that the extent of government lia-

bility for interest was limited to 1 07,000 francs per annum. And
in case the income from the canal grows to be more than enough
to produce the rate guaranteed by the state over and above the

cost of operation, etc., one half this net revenue is to go to the state.

After the fifty years of the guarantee of interest, the state is to

receive (luring the balance of the period of concession an interest

of four percent in return on the sum of the net amounts advanced

by it as interest. At the end of the ninety-nine years of the con-

cession, the canal and all its dependencies arc to become the

property of the state. The provisions with respect to the manage-
ment and maintenance of the secondary and branch canals by a

1 See. L;i\v of Auirust _', IS.MI. /,,-* . I ,,,in lr. <h:< /',(. et ('liitiisni'm, V>!.

21, et seq.
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syndicate of irrigators in cadi ease, were tin- s:unc for this canal

as tor llic canal of the l>ourne.

Thr ('<iitnl* Mtiiinsiin- <i ml

A late insta'ncc of the stale loaning money for the construction

of irrigation works is the case of the Mnun^^i, canal, in the de-

partment of the Lower Alps, sanctioned by law in 1^1.

The canal was to take two cnhic metres of water per second

from the Durance river for irrigation. The proprietors of lands to

he irrigated were to engage to take water to a certain amount at

a fixed rate, and, for fifty years, and to form themselves into a

syndical association to manage the canal: the state, thereupon.
to advance all the money for the enterprise, amounting to two

million francs, and to receive in return, during the period of fifty

years, seventy per cent of the gross proceeds from water rents.

which it was estimated would repay the state with interest.

The following .is another instance of both a subsidy and a guar-

antee of interest on capital invested, brought into form by a law

of 1882:

Canal of the Ilcrault, department of the Ilcrault. to take .">..")()<)

litres of water at low-water, and 5,000 nt time of tlood. from the

Herault river, for the irrigation and submersion of lands: to be

built by a syndicate of land-holding irrigators, at an estimated

cost of C),:500.000 francs. The state was to give a subsidy equal to

one third of the total cost of the works, and to guarantee interest

for fifty years at the rate of !.('>"> per cent on 4,200,000 francs, the

balance of money to be raised. This guarantee could only take

effect after subscriptions had been made for water for L'.Olin lire-

tares of lands, at rates about fifty francs per litre.
J

Othn- Lic II o,7,-x.

In other instances the state has constructed irrigation works.

and either turned them over to the landhold< rs to manage, or

reserved them for management as public works of the state.

An instance of the first afove mentioned class of action, for

which the law was passed in 1SSJ. is that of the Vcntumn canal,

in the departments of the Tpper and the Lower Alps, and taking

1

Sir, l,;i\v .if July 7. 1^1. Let Annafadea /Wx rt ('!< \. rUI. i>. \\\\L
-

Si-f. K;i\V of July l.'J, 1 *v.>. I.,* .!//,/<;/,.< ,/,.- /Wx ,/ n,,i,i.x*;:. Vol. CLVIll.
)>.

11'! K.
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water from the Durance river. The state granted the associated

irrigators a water-right of 2,500 litres of water per second, on a

nominal payment of one franc per annum, and then undertook to

construct the main canal necessary to deliver the water, at a cost

not to exceed 1,733,000 francs, estimated to be two thirds the total

cost of the whole works, and to turn it over to the associated irri-

gators, for use forever, when they had built the necessary second-

ary canals and smaller ditches for distributing the water.
1

.
Another instance of this kind of action on the part of the gov-

ernment is that of the canal of Petite-Vence, department of Isere,

taking water from the government canal Roize, and built for the

irrigation and submerging of lands, at an estimated cost of 81,000

francs, of which the government was to expend two thirds on the

main works, and the associated irrigators one third on the secon-

dary canals and other works, the association to manage the canal

forever.
2

Of irrigation canals, constructed on government account as pub-
lic works, the following are of late dates:

Canal of Malpas, department of Herault, taking water from the

navigation canal of Midi, for the submersion of two hundred and

ninety-six hectares, to be built by the state, at an estimated cost

of 86,000 francs.
3

Canal of Saint Marcel, department of Aude, taking water from

the canal of Midi, for the submersion of three hundred and eighty-

five hectares, to be executed by the state, at an estimated cost of

130,000 francs.

Canal of Argeliers. department of Aude, taking water from the

canal of Midi, for the submersion of one hundred and five hec-

tares of land, to be executed by the state, at an estimated expense
of 80,000 francs.

4

Canal of Raonnel, department of Aude, taking water from the

<'anal of the Robine, and intended for the submersion of five hun-

dred and three hectares of land, executed by the state, at an

estimated cost of 320,000 francs.
5

Sec, L:i\v of July 20, 1881, Les Annul d 1'nntx H ('linn**'. Vol. i 'LY M.I). .">.

'

l. CLYM,2
See, Law of August 3, 1^1, L Annul <1 7Wx ct ( '/inns*', Vol

p. 571.

Sec, Law of March 3, 1881, Let Annalesdes I'nnt.^-t C&ai*M&, Vol. CLII, p. r_' ;:;.

4
See, Law of September L'2, ISSH, L,-x Annul il-x /'out* ft ('linnnxi'. Vol. ('LI,

p. 483.
-

. Law <f August 17, l^si, 7,-x Annalet <l 7W. */ CftauMto, Vol. 'LVM.
>. 573.
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ITALIAN IRRIGATION LEGISLATION,

INTUOIHVTION.

The valley of the IV in northern Italy, is very generally re-

garded, and popularly spoken of. as the classic land of irrigation;

and. indeed, if there is a region worthy of the name, these plains

of Piedmont, Loin hardy, and Yenetia are deserving of it. for

there are found the largest number of the best works of olden

and of modern times, in the department of hydraulic construc-

tion for irrigation, which exist in any land, and there irrigation

itself was first, after the dark ages, studied as a science and prac-

ticed as an art.

The valley is about two hundred miles in length, and varies

from thirty to sixty in width, being bounded on the north by the

Alps, and on the south by the Apennine range of mountains.

Throughout its length, and keeping nearest the foot of the southern

range, runs the Po, from west to east, a large river: while enter-

ing it. and joining this main drainage way, from the bordering

mountain regions, are thirty or more other streams, of varied

sizes and character: of which at least half a do/en are grer.t

irrigation feeders: and twice a^ many more contribute notably

to the water-supply used in agriculture.

This valley of the Po is like our own of the Sacramento in si/.e.

and form, and disposition of water-ways, but is much better sup-

plied with streams, draining its adjoining mountains, and itself

receives, on the average, about seventy-five to one hundred per

cent more rainfall.

Irrigation in this region was probably commenced by the

Romans, but the greater works of the country date since the

tenth century; most of them were built after the fourteenth and
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before the beginning of the present century; while several notable

ones, and the one of chief importance, have been constructed

during the present generation. These works are constructed in

the most substantial manner, with stone reveted banks in many

places, and with masonry headworks, bridges, outlets, sluiceways,

overfalls, syphons, and other structures. The volumes of water

handled far exceed any conducted and distributed in this coun-

try, and the practice of irrigation is very much more refined in

its details than is our practice, except in some notable instances

with us.

The customs of the people of this region have crystallized into

laws and regulations covering the whole range of points and

subjects met with in the development of irrigation works and

practice, so that we have here a rich mine of data in which we

may find principles, and trace the working and results of princi-

ples, applicable to, and to be heeded in the formulation of the

irrigation code of the future for California.

This development came to a point of completeness worthy of

special attention, in the states of Lombardy and Piedmont, par-

ticularly, before the recent unification of the government of all

Italy. So that I shall first trace as fully as necessary the systems

of the Lombards and Piedmontese, and then present the law of

all Italy, as it now exists, on the important points of our inquiry.



CHAPTER IX -ITALY'
;

EIGHT OF PEOPEETY IN AND CONTEOL OF WATEE-COUESES
AND WATEE SOURCES.

>i i TION 1. Ownership and Control of Water-Courses and
Hasis of property rights in water-courses in Northern Italy

Ownership: Lotnltardy: I'iediuont. All Italy.

Control: Lombardy; Piedmont. All Italy.

SKITION II. (>ini,'i:ln'i> IIIH! Control of X/n-in<lx.

Right of Property in Springs.

Acquired rights to the use of Sprinir Water-.

Regulation of the opening and use of Springs

SKCTIONIH. The Hiinirin n liiijht.

In Piedmont, under the Sardinian Code.

In all Italy, under the Italian Code.

General remarks.

SECTION I.

OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL OF WATEB-CoURSES AND \\'.\TI-: us.

Basis of Property Riyli /* /// II 'a 1rr-( 'mi w*. 1

For five centuries after the fall of the Roman empire of the west,

the people of the Italian peninsula were tormented by successive

invasions of barbaric tribes from <li 111 -rent quarters. It becoming

apparent that the ruling families of sovereigns of the various

kingdoms, could not protect their subjects from pillage, the people

concluded to protect themselves, and hence grew the spirit of

independence upon which was formed the Italian republics of the

middle ages.

Thus, during the tenth century the residents of the principal

cities with the surrounding country, each organ i/cd an indrpi-n-

dent state with a representative form of government, and elected

administrative officers. Forming leagues or confederacies at later

1
See, Sismondi, Smith, and De Buffon.
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dates, these states became republics, several of which, particularly
on the seacoast and in the south of Italy, retained their indepen-
dent existence with some vicissitudes of fortune, as late as the

present century; but those in the north of Italy the upper part
of the valley of the Po, the quarter where irrigation has developed
to the greatest extent soon gave way to pressure of invasion from

without, and to the machinations of local magnates, and the feudal

system here made rapid progress to full development.

Rise and Fall of the Feudal System.

In northern Italy the independence of the feudal lords was most

complete, and the hereditary principle was recognized not only as

relating to the possession of local governing power, but to the pos-

session and ownership of land. The counts took every means to

oppress the allodial land proprietors who held titles from former

rulers or under preceding forms of law. From such persistent and

covert persecution, even the authority of the kings was often power-
less to afford protection. Many private individuals voluntarily

surrendered their allodial titles and consented to hold their prop-

erty as the vassals of the counts, in order to get protection from

the local potentate. Thus it came to pass that the feudal system
of land tenure was established none but persons of noble birth

could hold property in their own right: all others held it as vas-

sals of the dukes, counts, marquises, margraves, etc., and the land

was known as the feif of the ruler.

The waters of all streams, which under senatorial and imperial

Rome had been the common property of all the people, and the

rivers, which had been the property of the sovereign power or na-

tion, and which during the barbarian rule became the property of

the rulers themselves, and then of the kings who followed them,

and later of the people of the republics, now became the property
of the local feudal lords.

The Roman laws had been lost to the people, and all records of

them were at one time thought to have been destroyed ;
but among

the unwritten laws of the country in the customary law of the

people, with respect to the management and distribution of writers

in irrigation were to be traced the influence of those principles

which we find to have existed in the Roman system.

Documents of the tenth and eleventh centuries, recording and

formulating previous practice, bear witness that
"
the principles of
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tin- lioman l;i\v in matters connected with tin- CUM >f \\al< r> had
never lii-en wholly lost sight of, but. embodied iii the traditions of

the people, had continued iii unwritten form to influence th>

velo|)inent of agriculture.
* * * The irruption of the barba-

rians brought into Northern Italy (Jernianic rights and the feudal

laws. All the rights appertaining to the public centered in the

feudal lord of a coniinune. a province, or a kingdom. hee.>ming
his absolute

property.
* * *

[t was not for
purposes of police

that the feudal superiors exercised all the rights of mastem o\vr

the water-courses, hut that their right of absolute }>r<>i>< //// nec<

rily absorbed everything previously held to belong to the commu-
nity. There existed, in fact, merely the relations of masters and

subjects." [Smith. Vol. II. p. llM:
<|
not ing < nova net ti.

"At the peace of (
1

onstance. in IIS."., the Italian towns of the

Lombard League recovered all the rights previously vested in the

feudal superiors, and from that time the rivers have been held to

be public property. These rights were then vested in the citie>

themselves, which each exercised authority over a certain extent

of adjoining territory." [Idem. p. l-'ll.

I'"mil) the AV//7/V.S/ to the I'rrxntt Lair.

The earliest recorded laws of northern Italy date from the tenth

century, when Otho the (treat, emperor of (Jermanv. granted the

cities of Lombardy the right to live according to their ancient laws

and local customs, which included their customs and regulations

regarding irrigation.

A code of the republic of Milan, dated in the early part of tin-

thirteenth century, contains an extended series of provisions regu-

lating the use of water in irrigation, the right of way to conduct it

in canals, and the privilege of diverting it from streams.

The laws of the republic of Venice, dated in I l-V>. recognixe the

ownership of running waters as being in the government as repre-

senting the whole people, forbid the diversion of water from the

streams without "the requisite authority from competent magis-

trates." and provide that the waters may be used "by every in-

habitant of the territory of Verona" "for the irrigation of his

property." after obtaining the requisite authority and "under the

condition that he inflicts no injury on parties possessing older

rights to the same waters." [Smith. Vol. II. p. 121.

When the monarchic element was introduced, there were con-

stant struggles between the royal governments and municipalities

on the question of the right to the running waters.

The result of these struggles was a recognition on the part of
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the governments of certain water-rights already utilized, hut the

successful assertion of ownership by them of all other waters. So

that, to quote again the author above referred to: "In Northern

Italy the waters of all streams, whether navigable or non-naviga-

ble, appertain to the royal or public domain."

Ownership: Lombardy, Piedmont nil Italy}

During a large part of the present century, and until 1865, the

valley of the Po was under several separate governments, so that

even the general laws were not uniform for all of this irrigation

region, until a very recent date, and even yet regulations estab-

lished by some of the local governments are still in force in the

states for which they were promulgated.
In what will hereafter be said, reference will be made to the

laws of Piedmont and to those of Lombardy, as they existed a few

years ago, and until the merging of the governments into that of

the kingdom of Italy, and then, for each heading, the provisions of

the general civil code of Italy, known as the ('ode of Victor Em-

manuel, and promulgated in 1865, will be given.

Lombardy. That which was said in the final paragraph of the

preceding section, had reference more particularly to Lombardy or

the Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom, and as it existed under Aus-

trian dominance.

The old established claim of the cities, communes, and associa-

tions of proprietors, and of noble individuals, to the supplies of

water which they had for long periods of time actually utilized,

having been recognized, the government asserted and maintained

its ownership to all natural streams whether navigable or not.

Diversions of water under the old claims were subjected to govern-

mental regulation, and no new diversions could be made, or new

work built in the stream beds without special administrative au-

thorization.

But when the government had come into full control of the

streams, so many claims to their waters had grown up. that the

propertyship of the state was almost a barren one. and it found

itself heir to a struggle for the control of rights unregulated with

respect to the public, and unadjusted amongst themselves.

1 See, Smith, Vol. II, Part IV, ii'. 1 1<:~1 Hi, iMX-iKJ; ;d>, the Sardinian Codes,
the Italian Civil < 'ode.
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r/< 'haunt. In tin- kingdom of Piedmont, also, tin- right of pnp-

perty in all running water was reserved to the state. This reserva-

tion applied not merely to the lamer elass of rivers, lut also to the

streams and torrents, the waters of which could only le used under

specific grants from the government.

A royal ordinance concerning the use of waters, and dated in

1S17, commences with the following articles:

"
I. All the rivers and torrents in the state are royalties, and

in consequence they appertain to the royal domain.
"

II. No one can establish channels or canals for the introduc-

tion of water into his property, either tor the use of mills or other

structures, unless he possesses a legitimate title to the same, or has
obtained a royal grant." [Smith, Vol. '2. p. -I s

.

At a later date (1S2S) a royal instruction to the intendants of

provinces, concerning the regulation of water-courses, commeneed

as follows:

"All the rivers and torrents in the state are minli. and belong in

consequence to the royal domain.
"
Hence, therefore, the sovereign permission is necessary before

the waters can be used in any wav whatever, either in agriculture
or industry.'

1

[Smith, Vol 2. p. LM<).

The civil code of Charles Albert, of the kingdom of Sardinia.

published in 1S,'>7, was to a very great extent a following of the

Code Napoleon of the French, but in the matter of ownership of

running waters, and water-courses, tlie preceding laws of the Loni-

bardian kingdom are continued by Art. 4'2(). as follows:

"The * * * rivers and torrents * * * and generally
all those portions of the territory of the state which cannot become

private property, are considered as dependencies of the royal
domain."

The alienation or grant of such property a< is specified in this

article is subject to special rules. These rules were practically

the same as others which preceded them, and made necessary the

acquirement of special permits or concessions from government
before water might be diverted from the streams for any purpose,

except under the old established rights.

Of the principle here involved M. (Jiovanetti says: "We. in

Northern Italy have been judicious in ranking among the things

appertaining to the royal or public domain, the waters of all rivers

and streams, whether navigable or non-navigable. In this respect

Art. 420 of our (the Sardinian) civil code is the reverse of Art.
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538 of the Code Napoleon, which regards navigable rivers only as

those belonging exclusively to the state."

The Kingdom of Italy. After all Italy had been brought under

one government, in 1865, was promulgated the civil code of Victor

Emmanuel, of whu'h Art. 427 is as follows:

" The national roads, the shore of the sea, the harbors, bays,
coasts, rivers and torrents, the gates, the walls, the ditches, the bas-

tions of forts and fortifications, form part of the public domain."

This provision of the code of 1865 is the law of Italy to this

day, and under it all running waters, except those of very small

streams, indeed, are claimed as the property of the government

representing the people as a nation, and they are administered

very much as are the waters of the navigable streams of the public-

domain of France.

Navigability, or only floatability for timber even, would not be

a safe test for streams of great economical and public importance
in Northern Italy, for the river beds are of such excessive slope

and roughness, even where the volume of water is considerable

and used by means of great works for irrigation, that navigation
would be out of the question, except at very great expense for

works of improvement. Although the rivers have been improved
for navigation to some extent, works of this class have not been

nearly so extensively prosecuted as in France; so that the streams

at the heads of irrigation canals, although larger in point of vol-

ume of water than are the irrigation rivers of France generally,

are frequently not navigated or even used regularly for the float-

ing of timber.

We see, from these physical circumstances, an apparent under-

lying reason for the different definition of the public streams in

Italy from that adopted in France. Navigability itself was a

ruling consideration in France, while volume of water for irriga-

tion was the point of importance which made the stream one of

public utility in Northern Italy.

The codes of Charles Albert and of Victor Emmanuel say that
"
rivers and torrents

"
are dependencies on the public domain. As

a matter of fact, in Northern Italy every stream of perennial vol-

ume, other than very small streamlets, is regarded as a river

(ficinne); and every stream of intermittent flow from the rainfall

or melting of snows, except the smallest, is regarded as a torrent
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(tnnrnli'). Thus, it is only streams and ravines quite insignificant

in si/e that arc ranked as other than part <>f the puhlie domain,

and these 816, because the government has not chosen to extend

the application of tlie words "river" and "torrent" to them to

meet, iii their cases, the requirements of the law.

( JoVKKNMKNTAI. CoNTROI. ()F \V ATKK-( 'or K- I '-.

Under this heading will he given without further comment or

remark, for the present, a number of extracts from various nets,

laws, etc., showing the extent and nature of the control and man-

agement of water-courses which the recent governments of I'ied-

niont and of Lombardy, and the present one of all Italy, have

established or continued in force.

Regulation's in rihnont.

The first abstract is that of the Om// AV////////o//x /;,,- \\'utrr-

<"o?//-.srx /// rifiliHunl. which were promulgated in 1S17, and re-

mained in force for some years at least, after the unification of

the government of Italy; indeed, if changed at all it is but quite

recently.

And the second abstract containing some articles of the Sardin-

ian penal code, applicable in Piedmont, and providing for the

punishment of those who ofTend against government regulations

and the laws respecting water-courses, and irrigation and drain-

age works.
(/) (ifinTiil I!<''iii/itt<oiix for W'litf'r-Ciniws in I'irilniont.

"All proprietors, possessors, or employers of canals, supplied by
rivers and torrents, are forbidden to execute any works in the beds
of the latter without the sanction of the authorities, under penalty
of a line not less than 10, and not greater than 1OO ///r (from
about $'2 to $20), in addition to the expense of replacing things in

their original state, and of compensation for any damages which

may have been caused to other parties.

"Proprietors, possessors, or employers of canals obtaining their

supplies by means of fixed dams, are hound to maintain the posi-
tions and forms of these unaltered, to avoid raising their sills, or

extending them farther across the hcds of tin- ri\
" When the supplies are obtained by means of temporary dams.

made so as to be easily removed in times of Mood, it is forbidden to

render such works permanent, or to reconstruct them with heights
or in positions different to those previously in use.

"It is forbidden to proprietors, etc., of canals supplied either by
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permanent or temporary dams, to make any excavations in the beds
of the rivers, whereby the supply would be unfairly augmented.

"Parties violating the foregoing provisions shall be bound to

restore things to their former state, and shall, in addition, be sub-

ject to a fine not less than 100, or greater than 300 lire (from $20
to $60) for each offense.

"When changes in the condition of the streams may render
alterations of dams or additional channels of supply necessary, the
sanction of the superior authorities must be applied for. In such
cases the claimant must lay before the intendant of his province a

regular plan of the proposed works, prepared by a hydraulic engi-

neer, and showing the part of the river and adjacent lands which
will be affected by them, as also the different levels of the same.
"The intendant must visit the spot, or ascertain, through the

agency of the government engineer of the province, that no injury
to any one will result from the executions of the proposed works.
All parties in the same, or in other provinces or districts, whose
interests may be affected by the works, are to be heard for or

against them, as may be.

"When, from unforeseen causes, want of water may arise, the

proprietors, etc., of canals are authorized, in the event of urgency >

to take measures to obviate the same, reporting their proceedings
to the intendant of the province, who will cause the works to be

inspected; and if they are found to be irregularly constructed, or

likely to cause injury to others, will have them removed or altered

as may be expedient.
"When changes in the course of the streams render works

necessary, the matter shall be referred to the agency-general of

finance; and the intendant-general, having obtained the opinion
of the permanent commission (of engineers), will order the neces-

sary proceedings.
"The proprietors, etc., of canals are bound to maintain all the

works in an efficient state, and are personally responsible for any
damages to others arising from their neglect.

"They are also bound to provide for the free escape of surplus
water in time of flood, under penalty of a fine varying from in to

lot* lire, in addition to giving compensation for damages.
"
Siphons for the passage of waters belonging to private parties

beneath the beds of streams, shall be maintained unaltered by
their proprietors; and they are forbidden to execute any works
connected with them, which might contract the sections or raise

the beds of the rivers, under pain of a fine not less than 80 or

greater than 150 lire, in .addition to the expense of restoring

things to their original state.

"Other articles prescribe conditions to proprietors of siphons
under streams, binding them to permit these to be altered, as tin-

government engineer may consider necessary, with reference to

the protection of the public rivers." [Smith. Vol. II. pp. :iu-l-:>n<.
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('_') /Yor/.v/o/iN nf tlf Xiti-iHiiiail 1'finll (mli .\ />/>li<-<il>/f tn \\'nfi-f-l 'i,

I'ii ilniinit.

"
. \rticlc 711. Whoever shall have voluntarily destroyed, cut,

or broken through the dikes or embankments constructed fur de-

fense against tin 1 rivers, streams, or torrents, and shall have cai

therehv an inundation in which one person lias perished, shall he

punished by death. If. however, this person lias perished under
eirelimstanees which the offender could not pOBSibly foresee, the

punishment shall he thatof hard labor for lite.
"
In every other case, the punishment shall he forced l;il,.r for

certain periods, or. in lieu thereof, solitary confinement for seven

years at least.

"Article 712. If the destruction or rupture of the dikes and

embankments, or like works alluded to aho\-r. shall he attribut-

able to a simple fault, the punishment shall he that of imprison-
ment.

'Article 71.">. As regards other breaches or injuries done or

caused to dikes, embankments, bridges, hydraulic buildin-j-

other works of art. including such as belong to private parties, the

punishment shall be that of solitary confinement. The tribunals

may. however, in consideration of the circumstances and the

nature of the injuries, substitute for the preceding, simple im-

prisonment.**********
"Article 71S. Every individual who, without right or by means

other than tbose above indicated, shall voluntarily cause waste.

damage, or deterioration on the lands of others, whether by. level-

ing or filling up ditches or canals, shall be subject to the penal-
ties specified below:

"
If the damage done shall exceed the value of !<>() ///v (about

$'20). the punishment shall be three months' imprisonment at

least.
"

If it does not exceed this value, the punishment shall also be

Imprisonment, of which the period may be extended to six months.
"In the two cases re ferret 1 to above, the tribunals may add to

the imprisonment a line, which shall in no case be less than one
half. 01- greater than twice the amount of damage done.**********

"Article 72:*.. lie who. without title, and without right, shall

take water, or cause it to IK- taken from any reservoir, or from

rivers, streams, torrents, rivulets, springs, canals, or water-cotir-e>.

and shall appropriate it to any use whatever:
"
lie who, to the same end. shall break, or cause to be broken.

the dikes, dams, sluices, or other like works, existing along the

rivers, streams, torrents, rivulets, springs, canals, or water-courses:

"He who shall hinder, in any way. the exercise of rights which
other parties mav htive acquired to the said waters:

131
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"Finally, he who shall usurp any right whatever on the sources
of water referred to above, or shall trouble any one in the enjoy-
ment of the legitimate possession he may have acquired ;

"
Shall be punished by imprisonment, the period of which may

extend one year; and by fine, the amount of which may be carried
to 500 lire (nearly $100). The tribunals have the power of inflict-

ing separately one or. other of these punishments.
"Article 724. If individuals possessing a right to obtain or use

water, fraudulently cause their outlets, dams, or channels, to be
constructed in forms different to those agreed upon, or having
capacities of supply greater than those to which they have right,

they shall be punished as guilty of abstraction of water.

"Article 725. The proprietors, farmers, or other employers, who,
in using their legitimately acquired rights to water, shall cause it

to overflow the roads or lands belonging to others, shall be pun-
ished by a fine, which shall not exceed one fourth of the amount
of the damage done.

"Article 726. If the crimes contemplated in the present chap-
ter shall be committed by the guardians of woods and waters, or by
any other public agents, whose duty it is to check or prevent them,
the punishment of imprisonment, when inflicted, shall exceed by
one month, at least, and at most by one third of its duration, the

heaviest penalty inflicted on individuals not public agents, who
may have been guilty of the same crime, provided always that

the maximum of punishment fixed for the said crime shall not be
exceeded."

Regulations in Lombardy.

The following abstracts are of regulations provided over a cen-

tury ago for rivers and districts in Lombardy, and which were in

force until quite recently, if, indeed, they are not so at the present

time, with the addition, only, of a more complete administrative

establishment for their enforcement.

These are regulations specially applicable to the river Lambro,
the one dated in 1756 and the other in 1782, and both of them

being republished under government direction in 1832:

(1) Special llcnnlation for the River Lnnihro. ( /,
v
.-7<;. )

"The numerous disorders whieli exist along the entire course

of the river Lambro, from its origin in the Lakes of Alserio and

Pusiano, to its junction with the Po, having attracted t'ne atten-

tion of the magistracy of the state of Milan, in consequence of the

inconveniences and injuries at once to the royal treasury, and to

public and private interests, which they have caused, most espe-

cially in the deficiency of water so frequently occurring, and trace-

able to them, and particularly as affecting the supply of the canal

Martesana:
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"The said magistracy, with the view of remedying such incon-

veniencies, has judged it expedient, leaving in full force all former

proclamations, especially such as a fleet tin- royalties ,f tin- \vat-r>.

to publish tin- present edict.
"
Whereby, in tlic first place, it is forbidden t> every pi-rsn. of

every grade or condition, without exception, to divert the water of

the river Lanihro from its proper course. No one shall employ it

for the irrigation of arahle land or meadows, without the Appro-
priate permission and license by privilege or royal grant, under ;t

penalty of three hundred crowns, of which two thirds shall belong
to the royal treasury, and the remaining third to the guards of the

river appointed for its protection, whose testimony, with that of

one credihle witness, shall be sufficient to warrant proceedings
against offenders.

"All parties enjoying the use of water from the Lamhro are

warned against taking more than is secured to them hy their re-

spective rights, privileges, and grants, on pain of heing proceeded
against, not only for damages to the extent of the value of the

water improperly taken in time past, but to entire deprivation
of

the water, and other penalties described in this edict: their outlets

shall be closed, and the evidence of the guards, or any other par-
ties reporting the offense, supported by a single witness, shall he

deemed sufficient for conviction.

"It is forbidden to millers, or other parties possessing mills on

the river Lambro, to retain or check the water in any way or under

any pretext whatsoever. When the mills are not at work, the

escapes shall be left open during the entire period of stoppage.
Such mills as do not possess proper escapes, shall be provided
with the same within eight days after the publication of the

j>n--
ent edict, so that the water may flow freely into the bed of the

river. These provisions shall be observed, under a penalty of one

hundred crowns, to be applied as above described.

"Whoever, possessing the right to establish outlets or channels
for the extraction of water from the Lamhro, may have allowed
the same to have become broken or out of repair, shall be hound
to place them in good condition within one month after the publi-
cation of this edict, under the appropriate license of the magis-

tracy, who will determine, according to the circumstances of each
case, whether an inspection by the engineer or other official of tin-

tribunal be necessary, or simply the assistance of the guard. If

the repairs are not executed within the time specified, they shall

he
immediately afterwards effected under the orders of the magis-

tracy, and at the expense of the recusants.
"

It is forbidden to establish dams, or to construct works of any
kind whatever, either across the beds or along the hanks of the

river, without the especial permission of the magistracy, under a

penalty of two hundred crowns for each offense. The water shall

be allowed to flow freely for the benefit of irrigators at lower levels,
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and particularly for the increase of the supply in the canal Marte-
sana.

"All parties using the water of the Lambro are enjoined to obey
the orders of the guards appointed to watch over the execution of

the present edict, under a penalty of one hundred crowns, which
will be increased at the will of the magistracy.
"Two guardians are appointed for the river, one having charge

from the source, near the lakes Alserio and Pusiano, throughout
the entire district of Crescenzago, and the other from this latter

point to the junction of the Lambro with the Po. They are en-

joined to watch carefully over the execution of the present and all

preexisting regulations, to secure for the river all the water that of

right appertains to it, and to report all infractions of the orders of

the magistracy, on pain of removal, and such other punishment as

may appear due.

"No one shall be permitted to persevere in present or past
abuses, on the plea of neglect, tolerance, or carelessness of the

public agents. No such plea shall be accepted from any one in

mitigation of punishment for breach of these orders; and the

magistracy reserves to itself the power of taking whatever steps

may seem to it best in each case, saving always such rights as

maybe vested in the royal treasury.
"This notification shall be published, not only in this city of

Milan, but in the towns of Monza and Melegnano, and in the ad-

joining districts." [Smith, Vol. II, pp. 187-190.

(J) tfjircidl Regulations for the ///rev Lmnhm. (1782.)

"Retaining in full force all preexisting regulations, and espe-

cially that under date the twenty-sixth July, 1756, the guard of

the Lambro residing at Monza is enjoined to visit annually before

the twenty-fifth of March, the springs, commonly called tcste (the

heads), by which the river is fed, with the view of ascertaining
that, all these are well cleared, and that they really supply the

entire quantity of water which could be obtained from them. All

parties interested in such supply should depute persons to accom-

pany the campfiro during the said visits, to concert and arrange
with him regarding the nature and extent of the necessary clear-

ances, or of such other works as may be required for the efficiency
of the heads. The guard should report the whole of these pro-

ceedings for the information of the magistracy.
"Having satisfied themselves of the correctness of this report,

the magistracy shall order the execution of the repairs, the ex-

pense of which shall he recovered from the employers of the

waters in proportion to their respective interests in the same. In

addition to these expenses for works, a fair remuneration shall In-

fixed, at the discretion of the magistracy, for the assistance given

by the guard.
"
It is forbidden for the future to throw earth or rubbish, or other
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matter into the river, or to extr&d sand, except from collection-

of deposit: and in removing these. c;irc sli;ill lie taken not to d<

range the natural level of the river. Kxcavations or ditch'

the collection of sand or gravel are absolutely prohibited.
'

If a necessity should arise fur clearing earthy materials from
the lied of the stream, parties desirous of doing -o should commu-
nicate with the guard, who Will satisfy himself that tin- \vrk (>""-

templated can cause no damage, either to the river itself, or to the

adjoining properties. In the event of new work being uudi rtaken.

reference should he made to the magistracy, who will prescril
such conditions as may appear most appropriate in each cat

"Various sinuosities of tin- Lamhro being caused hy trees fall-

ing into the hed. or hy spurs which throw the force of the stream
on the opposite hank, to the injury of proprietors of land there,

from the erosion which is the consequence, the guard ought to

immediately intimate to the owners of such tree or spurs that they
must remove them within three days, otherwise they shall he re-

moved by the guard himself, and all expenses for work or damage
shall he at the charge of the proprietors.
"The trunks and roots of trees which come down the river in

time of Hood shall be removed hy the guard: and as it is im;
hie to know whose property they are. they shall he granted to him
as a reward for his exertions in removing them.
"The soaking of tlax in the river heing injurious to the iish. it

is ahsolutely prohibited; but parties may carry on the pr-
each in their own channels, and the guard should at once report

any infraction of this order to the magistracy.
"To prevent any affectation of ignorance, his royal highness

orders this edict to be posted in all public places along the river,

and enjoins all parties to obey the airents of the magistracy."

[Smith'. Vol. II, pp.

SECTION II.

OWNERS!!!!' AM) Co.NTKol. <>] Sl

('hdi'tu-trr und Im/iorta itrf of Sfn'iinn
i><.

The northern plain of the valley of the To. throughout the very

localities where the principal canals have brought their waters, is

the site of a great number of fin itunili. or springs, which afford a

large and highly prized supply of water for irrigation. Under
extended areas of this plain, at depths from live to ten or more

feet from the surface, lie beds of permeable gravel and sand filled

with water, which the considerable transverse fall of the countrv
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puts under a slight head of pressure at localities towards the

middle and lower parts of the sloping surface.

Doubtless many of these fontanili formerly were natural springs
or little marshes producing water, like the cienegas of Los Ange-
les and San Bernardino counties in our state, and have been de-

veloped and concentrated in their flow by artificial openings; but

very many more, and their numbers mount up into the thousands,

are purely artificial developments. They are made by digging
into the permeable strata, and the waters, rising several feet, are

brought out to the surface and on to the meadows further down
the plain, by conducting them in ditches or closed conduits on

grade slopes less than those of the country.

Besides these peculiar springs of the plains, which play so im-

portant a part in their irrigation, the country generally is one

well supplied with subterranean waters, so that ordinary springs

are plentiful upon the higher lands and in the hilly and moun-
tainous districts, as in almost any similar region. Under these

circumstances we might expect to find the recorded customs and

laws of the countries replete with provisions touching the owner-

ship and use of spring waters, and such is the fact, for there are

treatises of considerable length and intricacy on this subject alone.

Eight of Property in and Acquired Rights to Use Springs and Spring
Waters.

1

Lombardy. The principle that ownership of land carries will)

it all beneath its surface and all it produces, has prevailed from

the times of the earliest recorded laws in all these north-of-Italy

states. Waters rising out of the soil have always been regarded
as the absolute property of the owner of the soil, so long as he

retained them within the bounds of his estate, and did not permit
his title to suffer infringement by allowing some other proprietor to

acquire a prescriptive right to their use.

The springs of the Milanese alone, in upper Lombardy, num-

ber upwards of seven hundred, and are frequently very valuable.

Baird Smith tells of one, not an exceptional case at all, whose

rising-pool covered a space two hundred by one hundred feet in

area, and which, supplying twelve cubic feet of water per second,

was estimated to be worth $20,000. These springs always remain

the property of the owner of the soil, although the right to use

1 DC HuHon, Vol. II, pp. 193-198; Smith, Vol. I, sundry places, and Vol. II,

pp. 107-105). L':>{ L>r>7, ;in<l elsewhere.
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their waters may be wholly alienated and held hy the own*

some other
] >ro| terty, eit her by sale or prescription, llaird Smith

cites the following case:

"The irrigating water on this property was derived from a

beautiful spring, which may he quoted as an illustration of the

strange way in which the rights of property to water have e.-tab-

lished themselves in this country. The proprietor could not tell

me how or when the right of use was established in his family.
No written record of any kind existed to prove it: hut from time
immemorial the use of the spring, though situated in the middle
of another estate, belonged to the possessors of the land he held,

and efforts made before the tribunals to invalidate his claim had

entirely failed. He had, however, a right only t<> the water.

passage for it and for his work-people along its hanks: tosuHicient

space on each side of the channel for depositing the sand or gravel

clearance; while the soil, trees, and produce of the hanks belonged

entirely to the proprietors of the farm >n which the spring was
situated."

Piedmont. The Sardinian code of 1837 had the following pro-

visions with respect to the ownership and control of springs, and

the acquirement or loss of right to the use of spring waters:

"Article 555. He who has a spring on his land may use it at

his pleasure, saving the right which the proprietor of a lower estate

may have acquired by title or prescription.
"Article 556. The prescription in this case can he acquired

only by an uninterrupted enjoyment during the space of thirty

years, calculating from the moment when the proprietor of the

lower land made and finished on the upper land visible works,

designed, and which have 1

actually served to facilitate the descent

to, and the passage of the waters through, his own property.
"Article ;">.") 7. The owner of a spring may not change its course

when the water necessary to the inhabitants of a commune, village.

or hamlet, is obtained from it, but if the inhabitants have neither

acquired nor prescribed, rights to tin; water, the proprietor may
demand an indemnity, which is regulated by the tribunals, on tin-

report of professional men."

Remembering that this code was promulgated in 1837. about

thirty-three years after the publication of the Code Napoleon, and

that it was a codification from laws and decrees, some of them

made and put forth for the country by Napoleon during the ]>eriod

of his domination of it. we readily appreciate the similarity of

these provisions to articles 641, 642. and (\-\'.\ of the French code.

[See appendix I.] They are, indeed, in the original langn.

worded, as near as can be, exactly alike, with the important
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exception noticed in the second couplet articles 556 and 642.

Taking advantage of the experience gained from the contests in

France, occasioned by the uncertainty as to the location of the

works which a proprietor must construct to facilitate the flow on

to his estate, in establishing a prescriptive right to the use of spring

waters, the framers of the Sardinian code evidently followed the

decisions of the French courts noticed in chapter V, and which at

that time had been full enough for guidance, and embodied in

their code itself the explanatory provision whose absence from the

French code had occasioned so much trouble in France. They

distinctly said that the works necessary in the establishment of

the prescriptive right must be "visible works," and "on the upper
land" that is, the land where the water rises, and where it is

owned and that they must be maintained for thirty years. It is

said that this provision has prevented a repetition in Lombardy of

the long contests which troubled the French courts on this point.

The Kingdom of Italy. The code of Victor Emmanuel (see ap-

pendix II), promulgated in 1865, for all Italy, and now the law

of the country, presents in articles 540, 541, and 542, provisions

corresponding to those of articles 555, 556, and 557 of the Sardin-

ian code above quoted. Article 540 of the new is identical in word-

ing, in the Italian, with article 555 of the old code: the principle

as to ownership of a spring is the same for all Italy as it was for

Piedmont and other parts of the Sardinian kingdom. Article 541

of the new differs in general wording from article 566 of the old

code, as indicated by the translations given, and also contains the

important addition to the effect that the works shall not only be
"
visible" and "on the upper estate," but shall be permanent, in

order to constitute conditions to establish a right of use of the

waters of a spring. Otherwise, the articles are substantially the

same. Article 542 of the new is differently worded, but has sub-

stantially the same meaning as article 557 of the old code, with

the exception that the character of evidence required in the adju-

dication of damages, is left to other general provisions of law, and

not specified for this case in the new code.

Regulation of the Opening <m<l l^c of Springs.
1

Not only, from the earliest recorded custom touching this sub-

ject, has the ownership of ground-waters in Italy vested exclu-

Authoritk-s, same as last referred t<>. and also as cited below.
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sively and completely in the owner of tin- land, l.ut within r.-rtain

prescribed regulations as to distances from other works. -

owner of lands might dig for water as he diosc, and do with water-

so found as he saw lit. Tin- origin of tin-si- springs. -cattcn-d by
thousands over the |>lain. being in a common water-hearing stratum,

which was cut through hy the natural, as well as cut into hy tin-

artificial surface drainage an<l siij)|>ly channels the river.-. Creeks,

and large canals it was found at an early period in the develop-
ment of the country that the opening of new springs drained tin-

waters from old ones, as well as from the water-courses, when ex-

cavated too near thereto.

Amongst the earliest of the statutes of Milan was one prohibit-

ing the opening of a new sin-ing on any property within a certain

distance from the hank of any river, or within a certain other dis-

tance of any other spring already formed, under pain of a heavy
fine to he forfeited to the treasury of Milan, and with the ohliga-

tion to refill the excavation and extinguish the new spring. Later

legislation discontinued the prescribing of any fixed distance t..

be maintained between springs, but provided for leaving that point

to experts to decide for each case according to circumstance.

Ltmltardy. The important parts of the legislation of Loin hardy .

regulating the opening of new water-courses, in force from the

arly part of this century to the consolidation of the kingdom of

Italy, about twenty years ago, were contained in the law of 1
s| '

I

and a decree of 1806. The item in point, of the law referred to.

was as follows:

"Article 55. It is forbidden to excavate or open springs, or

heads of springs, water-courses, and channels, as also to deepen or

increase the dimensions of excavations, or springs actually exist-

ing, in the vicinity of rivers or canals, within the distances which.

according to the judgment of professional men. could lead to

injury to the rivers or canals, or to their hanks."

This law was one placing the running waters rivers, stn -MMIS.

and torrents under the charge of the public administration, and

providing regulations to be observed in carrying out the charge.

It did not relate, in any way, to springs and waters not of the

public domain, except as might be necessary to protect the public

waters. Hence we find that its provision concerning the distances

to be observed in opening new springs, and making excavations

which might cause the opening of springs, related to the "vicinity
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of the rivers and canals," only. The decree of 1806 supplemented
the above provision of the law, by the following paragraph, in arti-

cle 12 of title 2:

"
Saving the prohibition in article 55 of the law of 1804 "

[above
quoted], "it is permitted to every one to excavate springs on his

own land, and to conduct the waters, respect being always had to-

any rights which other parties may possess."

It has been held that this provision of the decree of 1806 ap-

plied the rule of the law of 1804 to all excavations on private

lands, regulating their distances from other springs, canals, etc.,

of private parties, as these had previously been regulated with

respect to the location of public canals and rivers. These rules

were the result of a summarizing of the outcome of experiences
wherein it was found that circumstances of soil, subsoil, and prac-

tice produced such great differences in the minimum distances to

be maintained between new and old excavations and channels

these varying from 8 to 200 yards that it worked hardship to

establish any fixed distance, and equity could only be arrived at

by a general provision of law, leaving its application to expert

judges of the facts and natural laws in each case. De Buffon

says, with reference to the laws of 1804 and 1806:

"
By this ruling, as may be seen, the legislator was compelled

to adhere to the principle of leaving it entirely to the option of

experts to fix the distances of new excavations from older estab-

lished works, in the different localities, so as to cause no injury,,
without prescribing a minimum determined distance, as has been
done in the case of the Piedmontese law. The fact is, that it has
been very difficult to fix this minimum for a territory like the

Milanese, where, in most any locality, one is sure to find water by
excavating, and never knows but that it is water which has per-
colated from some of the numberless canals which exist in the

neighborhood." [De Buffon, Vol. II, p. 228.

Piedmont. The early legislation of Piedmont on this subject

was crystallized in articles 599, 600, and 602 of the Sardinian code

in 1837, and in this form continued in force until the consolida-

tion of the Italian kingdom in 1865. These articles take the form

of, first, prescribing rules for excavations, such as ditches, canals,

etc., not designed for the purpose of opening new springs, and,

then, applying these rules, with additions, to the case of excava-

tions made expressly for the purpose of getting a new flow of wa-

ter. The articles concerning excavations for ditches will be given

in a subsequent chapter of this paper. I state their main features.
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here, mid thru give the article specially n-latiirj to -\c;i\ .ition-

for springs.

In excavating upon one's own land, for a canal, ditch, or other

similar purpose, the upper edge of the excavation had to he
pi-

nt a distance at least equal to its depth from the nearest boundary
of the property of another: the face of the excavation had 1< In-

sloped away at a rate not steeper than one on one, and if lo<
-

:i l

custom or regulations prescrihed a greater distance or longer -

then such custom or regulations had to he followed. And. fur-

thermore, should the boundary of the estate be formed by a ditch

or road owned in common, the excavation had to lie at the dis-

tance mentioned, from the nearest edge of such ditch or road.

These provisions an- found in substance in articles -V.i'.t and 600;

article 601 relates to the case where the line of boundary is formed

by a party wall, or wall owned in common, and then comes tin-

special provision concerning springs, as follows:

"Article 602. Parties desirous of opening springs, of establish-

ing heads or channels of discharge for the same, of making canals

or water-courses, of clearing, deepening, <>r widening the beds, of

increasing or diminishing the slopes, or varying the forms, shall In-

bound to observe such increased distances over and above that

fixed in the preceding articles, and to execute such other works.
as may be considered necessary for the protection of preexisting

springs, canals, or water-courses, designed either for the irrigation
of land or the supply of buildings.

" And in case of dispute bet ween proprietors, the courts in decid-

ing ought to aim at reconciling the respective interests of the par-
ties in the manner most just and equitable, having dm- regard to

the rights of property, to the advantage of agriculture, and to the

special uses to which the water may he destined. And, further.

in all cases where such proceedings may be necessary, they ought
to determine and decree, in favor of one or the other party as may
be right, that amount of compensation which may appear on

grounds of justice and equity to be fairly due."

The Kingdom of Itoli/. In the Italian code of lS(>/> the pro-

visions above referred to and quoted from the Sardinian, were

closely followed in tenor, so that it is only necessary to refer to

articles 575, 576, and 578 to note the concurrence. [See. appen-
dix II.]

The Question of Distance, one for Expertiu<i.

The ancient legislation of Milan prohibited the opening of new

canals or spring heads within 66 feet of rivers, and 580 feet of
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preexisting springs; that of Verona fixed the last distance at 639

feet; of Brescia at 106 feet: while the old laws of Mantua pre-

scribed 24 feet as the minimum between new and old water-

carrying or producing excavations of any kind; thus, illustrating

the fact that, in different quarters, soils of very different degrees
of permeability were found, and showing the necessity for leaving

questions depending upon varying physical phenomena, to be

determined as they arise rather than by any general rule of law;

and explaining why the modern legislation of the country has

provided for a proper official experting of such cases and a decis-

ion of them on the facts and the deductions properly due thereto.

The necessity for supervision of this kind is well presented by the

following extract from the work of an Italian author, worthy of

all attention on these subjects. He says:

''Agriculturists find it hard that they can scarcely strike a

spade into their lands without running the risk of being sum-
moned before the courts, and forced to give security against pos-
sible damages. The proprietors of springs and canals are wearied
to death by having to remain always on the watch against the

works undertaken by their neighbors, or of having to submit
even to real injury from the difficulty of obtaining clear evidence
of it." [Smith, Vol. II, p. 249, quoting C4iovanetti.

SECTION III.

THE RIPARIAN RiGHT. 1

Bearing in mind the fact of the definition of public streams as

being "rivers" and "torrents," and that these words apply in

fact to all water-courses except very small streamlets and minor

ravines, we may now go on to the consideration of the riparian

water privilege accorded by the codes of Charles Albert (IS.'JT)

and of Victor Emmanuel (1865).

Piedmont. The Sardinian code (1837) contains the following

provision:

"Article 558. Any one whose land borders on a stream flowing

naturally, and without the aid of works executed by man, and
which has not been included among the rivers, streams, and tor-

1 See the Sardinian and the Italian Civil Codes; also, De I'.uilon, Vol. II,

Chap. 4f>, Sec. 1, and elsewhere; and Smith, as cited.
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rents, declared ill article I'JO to In- tin- pmpert y of tin- nival do-

maiii. may make use of it during its passage. for the irriirat i<*n !'

liis property.

"Any one whose property is intersected by such a stream mav
make use of it within the limits of his own land, with the obliga-
tion, however, of restoring the water to its natural channel on it-

passing heyond tiie boundary of his estate.

'Article .").")<). In the event of any dispute arising between the

pi-oprietors to whom such waters could he useful, tin- trihunals. in

deciding, must conciliate the interests of agriculture, with, at the

same time, a due regard to the right of property. And in all -

the local and special rules which regulate the course and m
the waters must he observed."

From this we see that the owner of one bank of a natural stream

not considered of public importance, might make use of its water-

in irrigating his riparian lands; and that the owner of both hanks

might also utilize it upon his estate, hut that he bad to return tip-

waters to the natural channel.

This was a close following of the Code Napoleon, after which

the Sardinian code was framed, and left open the question MS t<>

whether or not the owner of one bank had to return the water to

its natural channel after use in irrigation, and if so, how much or

what proportion he had to return. This, as we have seen was a

great question in France, which was. after long litigation, set at

rest by decisions of the highest courts and rulings of the admin-

istration, declaring that the obligation to return the water to its

natural channel applied only in the case of diversion for other

than irrigation.
1

The h'imjdoni of Italy. In framing the Italian code in 1 >',:,.

this ambiguity was done away with, somewhat, by the following

wording:
"Article .")}."). Whoever has an estate bordering >n :' stream

which Hows naturally and without artificial help, excepting such
as are declared public property by article 4*27. or over which oth-

ers have a right, may make use of it for the irrigation of his lands,

or for the exercise of his industries, on condition, however, that

he restores the drainage and residue of it to the ordinary channel.

Whoever has an estate crossed by such a stream may also use it

in the interval of its transit, but with the obligation of restoring
the drainage

1 and residue of it to its natural course when it leaves

his lands.

"Article 544. Should a dispute arise between owners to whom

1 Refer to pp. 107 and HK, "/'', :nnl dx-whcn-. Rrnu'inbrr that thi- ;i]>]li<- l<>

streams ,,nt of the public domain: In France, to stream- not tloataMe tor ],,--.

even; and in Italy, those- not of consequence a< irrigation
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the water may be of use, the judicial authority must reconcile the
interests of agriculture and industry with the rights of property;
and in all cases the particular and local rules applicable to the

stream, or the use of the water, must be observed."

As the law now stands in all Italy, therefore, the owner of one

or both banks of such a little stream may use its waters in irri-

gating his riparian lands, but he must restore "the drainage ami

residue of it" to the ordinary channel; while he who is not a ripa-

rian proprietor cannot take such waters at all without the consent

of all of the bank-land owners, nor can any riparian proprietor

assign his right to water from such a stream to any one else.

The riparian right to divert waters from a stream is confined to

the case of very small streams, and is scarcely known in the Val-

ley of the Po certainly not on any of the streams which rank as

important sources for irrigation supply. On this subject Mr. Baird

Smith has written as follows:

" Even the riparian proprietor is prohibited from using the stream
which flows past or intersects his land, without the special per-
mission of the government, both in Northern India and Northern

Italy."
* * * But "there are instances in both regions where,

perhaps in remote places, in mountain valleys, or like localities,

the running streams have been used for ages by the inhabitants
without let or hindrance, or acknowledgment of superiority of any
kind. * * * The framers of the Albertine Code,

1

wisely re-

specting rights founded in immemorial usage, include all such

rights in articles 558 and 559, which seem to be most judiciously

adapted to the peculiar circumstances under which these excep-
tions to a general rule have arisen." [Smith, Vol. II, p. 256.
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WATER PRIVILEGES AND CANAL WORKS, AND THE ADMINIS-
TRATION OF WATERS AND WORKS.

[OH \.-Tfic IIi<iht to Construct M >//..- /// ami to IHirrt \\'ut>',-s from *>

Governmental Policy in regard to Water Privileges.

A|. plications and Formalities t'or Water Privil.

Terms of Water- Ki.irht Concessions.

The new Italian Law on Water-Kiirhts.
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. Administration of (iofcrnini-nt Canals.

The Administrative Pmreau.

Canal Regulations.

SECTION I.

Tin: UKJIIT TO Cn.xsTKrrT WDKKS IN AND DIYKKT WATKKS

STREAMS.

Govemmerti&l Policy in regard (<> Waii-? Privileges.

During the times of the ownership of the streams ami

by tin- sovereigns of the states, and by the petty feudal rulers, ami

by the sovereign powers of the states as the representatives of all

the people, in each ease, as has been spoken of under preeedini:

headlines, the right to divert water from any river or torrent could

only be acquired in the states of northern Italy by special grant

or concession of privilege made on a formal application, alter due

examination and consideration of all the interests to be affected,

and all the circumstances likely to affect the interest acquired

under such grant. And now that the country is united under one

.government and the waters belong to the royal or public domain.
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the same rule and substantially the same formalities in applying;
it exist.

Milan. The earliest recorded laws of any of the northern

Italian states the Milanese code of 1216 contained an express

prohibition of the act of building a dam or other structure in

the channel or bed of a stream without due authority, and pre-

scribed a process necessary to be gone through with in obtaining
such authority. This principle of active governmental control

and administration of the streams is found in all the compila-
tions of laws which follow, for the region of the former republic
of Milan.

Venice. During the fifteenth century the republic of Venice

promulgated anew throughout its irrigation provinces, regulations
as to diversion of water from streams, similar in principle to the

laws of Milan. Those thus published for the province of Verona

commence with this declaration:

"
Every inhabitant of the territory of Verona is at liberty to

derive, from the rivers appertaining to the state, such supply of

water as is necessary for the irrigation of his property, on obtain-

ing the requisite authority from competent magistrates, and un-
der the condition that he inflicts no injury on parties possessing
older rights to the same waters." [De Buffon, Vol. II, p. 297.

Having said thus much for two of the ancient governments, we
come now to those of modern times in these regions.

Lombardy. It appears that the policy of the rulers in Lom-

bardy until the later years of its existence as a separate state, has

generally been to dispose of the waters of its streams in absolute

property, by gift or sale, to those who constructed the canals to

lead them out, or itself to lead them out in canals and sell them

directly or indirectly through
" farmers of the canal revenues." to

the irrigators. One notable exception to this rule was during the

first domination of the Austrian government over the Lombardo-

Yenetian provinces; at which time a regulation for the adminis-

tration of matters pertaining to water-courses was issued, which

contained this clause:

"In making grants we do not thereby vest in the grantee the

right of property in the water, but only the right to use it either

in irrigation or for hydraulic works. The right of property shall

remain as heretofore amonii the rights appertaining to the crown."

[Smith, Vol. II, p. 212.
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Hut this was only a short-lived exception t<> tin- ruling joliey

which prevailed for centuries in this region; BO that at tin-

of the consolidation of the Lombardian kingdom, such a

iiuinher of rights to water had grown up and called fur

tion. that the waters left at the disposal of the state were reduced

to a comparatively small quantity. After the formation ,f the

more modern kingdom:

"In exercising its right of property in these waters for irriga-
tion. the government of Lombardy followed one of three courses:

1st. It disposed of the water in absolute property, to parties paying
certain established sums for it. 2d. It granted perpetual I-

of the water on the payment of certain sums annually. .'Id. It

granted temporary leases for variable times at certain annual

rates, the water reverting to the state on the termination of tin-

lease." [Smith, Vol. II, p. 135.

The first named course in policy was most common in the ear-

lier years of the existence of the late government; and. at that

time, the last named plan was the least often resorted to. At a

later period the policy of granting the water in absolute property
was almost abandoned; that of granting perpetual leases became

prevalent; and the third method of granting temporary leases

came into favor. And these two courses were those followed by
the Lombardian government at the time of the consolidation of

the Italian government, and the extinction, as an independent

power, of that of Lombardy.

t. The government of Piedmont has generally been

more conservative in the care of its waters than that of Lombardy.
Absolute grants of ownership of waters ceased in that country long

before the beginning of the present century. Water privileges

for all time have indeed been issued, but the full right of regula-

tion was reserved to the government, and the cession of property-

ship in the water was expressly disclaimed. This distinct reform,

however, occurred of late years as compared to the origin of many
water rights in the country, and the important works have claimed

absolute rights of ownership in the waters acquired in the centu-

ries gone by. During the later years of the existence of the I'ied-

montese government its waters were disposed of only on long term

leases, drawn up with great care and in minute detail.

141
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The Kingdom of Italy. This last mentioned policy is that chiefly

pursued by the government of Italy since it has supplanted those

of Lombardy and Piedmont; the duration and terms of conces-

sions being, as we shall see, quite similar to those already written

of for France in the chapters of this report which have gone before

the present.
1

Applications and Formalities for Water Privileges.

Piedmont. The acquirement of water privileges in Piedmont

and the operations of diversion were, for many years previous to

the consolidation of the Italian government, regulated by the fol-

lowing royal:

Instruction to the Governors of Provinces and the Agents of the Royal Domain, irlth

respect to Grants of Water from Rivers and Torrents,, dated in 1828.

"* * *
Sundry statutes and patents formerly published,

have hitherto regulated the provisions for grants; but as it is de-

sirable to establish one uniform rule of procedure in such cases,
the secretary of finance, whose duty it is to obtain the royal sanc-

tion to proposed grants of water, has decided that in future the

following orders shall be observed:
"I. Parties desirous of obtaining grants of water from the

royal rivers and torrents, whether for irrigation or the movement
of machinery of any kind, must present to the intendant of the

province where the head of the proposed derivation is situated,

petitions addressed to his majesty and authenticated by the sig-
natures of the petitioners, or by those of a notary and advocate.

"
II. To each petition the undermentioned documents should

be attached:

"(1st.) A regular plan of the locality, on which shall be noted
the works which it is proposed to construct in the bed of the river

or torrent, and the adjacent ground, so far as it may be connected
with these works.

"
(2d.) Longitudinal and transverse sections of the river whence

the supply of water is obtained, marking thereupon the depths in

time of flood, and under ordinary circumstances; also, the height
of the works to be established in the stream, and of the head of

the ditch.

"(3d.) A detailed report, proving the utility of the proposed
works, and that they cannot cause any injury, either to other par-

ties, or to the river or torrent itself.
" These documents must be prepared by a hydraulic engineer.

But in the event of no hydraulic engineer being near at hand, or

1 Letters from Hon. George P. Marsh; also, see Law concerning the Diversion
of Public Waters, August, 1884, an abstract of which is introduced as a whole
at end of this section.
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of the works being of limited importance, it is permitted, hut with

special reserve, to employ a civil architect. >r a land surveyor, in

the preparation of the papers above referred to.

"The intendants of provinces will render all practical'!
ance to parties interested, so as to enable them to comply with

the rules of the superior authorities.

"III. The petition and the documents above specified should
all he prepared on stamped paper.
"IV. The intendant, on receiving the claim and its appen-

dices, shall satisfy himself of their regularity, and shall depute
the official engineer of the province to visit the spot at a specified
time, to investigate the practicability of the project, and the pro-

priety, or otherwise, of carrying it into effect; as also to decide on

whatever precautions or modifications regard to public or private
interests may require.

" V. The visit must be preceded by a publication of the claim,

within the limits of the district specially interested in it.

"
If the claim and the works proposed are in any way connected

with the interests of more than one district, the notification should
be made at the same time throughout the whole.

"VI. The order of the intendant should contain a brief num-

mary of the nature and extent of the proposed works, and an
invitation to all parties interested in them to be present at the

time appointed for the visit, when they can explain their views,
cither verbally or in writing.

"VII. The report of the official engineer must, in all cases,
furnish full and clear details on the following points:

"(1st.) On the quantity of water to be taken from the river

and the special use to which it is to be applied.

"(2d.) On the form and dimensions of the headworks to be

constructed, being careful to note that the provisions expressed in

article 16 of the regulation of the twenty-ninth of May. 1M 7. are

vigorously to be enforced.

"(3d.) On the directions, heights, lengths, forms, and mode of

construction of the dams required to raise the water.

"(4th.) On the precautions to be observed by the grantee, when
the supply is to be obtained by means of temporary dams, in re-

placing the same after the floods. Grantees being generally inex-

pert and careless in hydraulic operations, a matter so important
as this proceeding should not be left dependent on their wills.

but definite measures should be prescribed whereby the injuries

likely to be caused to the beds of rivers or torrents by badly con-

structed dams may be guarded against.

"(5th.) On the capacity and slope of the canal for the passage
of the water.

"(6th.) On the means to be adopted to insure the regular exe-

cution of the works, to restore (when such is possible) the water to

the stream at a lower point, and to protect all parties from damage
by overflow of the canal or otherwise.
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"(7th.) And, finally, the official engineer must detail any local

peculiarities which may have influenced his opinion.
"With such information before it the permanent commission of

engineers (to whom the project will be referred) can better decide
on the propriety of sanctioning the final execution.

" The various documents above referred to will be attached to

the royal patent authorizing the grant, in order that both the
administrative and the judicial authorities may always have the
means of ascertaining precisely the terms of the said grant, and
of restricting the grantee within the limits of the same.

"VIII. On the receipt of all the papers connected with the

case, the intendant should forward the same to the agency general
of finance, with his own opinion upon them.

" IX. So soon as the agency general receives notice from the

secretary of finance that the
royal patent for the grant has been

signed, it will communicate without delay with the intendant,
who will transmit the information to the official engineer, to the

syndic of the district, and to the petitioner, requiring the latter

to procure the aforesaid patent from the secretariat of finance, and
to pass it through the offices of the agency arid the chamber of

accounts, within the space of four months, under pain of forfeiture.

"X. The receiver general shall be supplied with the necessary
instructions to enter the patent on his list, and to arrange for the
collection of the annual water rent." [Smith, Vol. II, pp. 249-253.

See, also, De Buffon, Vol. II, p. 223, et seq.

Lombardy. Several regulations of a like tenor prescribed the

forms of application and proceedings to be observed* in obtaining
water privileges in Lombardy, but their provisions are so like

those of Piedmont, just transcribed, that it would be a useless rep-

etition to give them here.

The Kingdom of Italy. When these north-of-Italy governments
were set aside in that of unified Italy, in 1865, there was passed
a general law on public works, of which chapter V of title III

treated of the diversion of public waters and established general

regulations and formalities to be observed in applying for privi-

leges to divert waters from rivers, torrents, streams, and other nat-

ural water-courses and bodies of water. This chapter has been

superseded by a special law on the subject, passed in August,

1884, an abstract of which is introduced at the end of this section.

It will be seen that articles 2, 3, 8, and 9, particularly, contain

instructions for proceedings to acquire water-right privileges, and

that the general terms are substantially the same as those hereto-

fore written of and explained for France.
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Terms of \\'<if<r-l!i</ht Concessions.

i. Previous to the recent consolidation of the Italian

government, the general terms of water-right concessions in Lom-

bardy were fixed in a regulation dated in IMH. and which was in

this particular as follows:

Title I. Diversions of Water from Rivers, Torrents. anl 1'uMir < anal-.

"Article 1. No one c;ni divert public waters nor employ them
for mills without a concession from the government.

"Article 2. This grant specifies the quantity, the duration, the

manner, and the conditions of the derivation, and the particular
use of the waters, and establishes the annual rent which corre-

sponds and is due.

"Article 3. The terms of the preceding articles are not intended
to work prejudice against actual possessors in their rights and uses

for the water-heads and mill-rights in which they already have just
title under the terms of the laws and customs in force in the dif-

ferent provinces.
"
Article 4. No new grant can be made to bring injury to exist-

ing rights. These will be protected, by appropriate reservations.

from the influence of later concessions. To this end all petitions

(for new grants) are published and posted, engineers are consulted.

and together with their reports the proper conditions for the con-

duct of the work are inserted in the regulation.
"Article 5. It is prohibited to change, under any alleged right.

the actual state of outlets and of fixed dams without the permission
of the government.

"Article 6. The works made for diverting water by the aid of

movable dams must be approved by the engineer-in-chief of tin-

province, who must give notice thereof to the direction-general.
"Article 7. The engineers are charged to take care, in the

public interest, not only of the use of the waters conceded for irri-

gation and for mills, but that the clauses and conditions imposed
in the ordinances are observed.

"Article 8. To this end. they must keep in their ollices a regis-
ter. in which are recorded all concessions.

"Article 9. In case any one having a right to use water com-
mits any abuse (of the right) the enirineers-in-chief are author-

Lzed,by virtue of their office, to reestablish the place in its original
slate and under their direction; for this power must be fully ex-

pressed in all the acts of concession.

"Article 10. When contests occur concerning the use of waters.

devoted to no other object than the interest of individuals, they
shall be tried, as of old, by the ordinary tribunals.

"Article 11. When, in such contests, public and private inter-
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ests are both concerned, they are to be carried before the admin-
istrative authority." [De Buffon, Vol. II, pp. 226, 227.

Piedmont. By the terms of the Sardinian code, applying to

Piedmont, grants for the use of water from streams of the royal
domain were made only on condition that no injury should be

brought about to legitimate rights previously acquired. In the

construction of works and management of waters under such

grants, the grantees were obliged to avoid backing up waters

upon those holding rights above them, or precipitating waters in

undue volume on those below them, or depriving others of the

waters which were due them. And should any damage accrue

from their acts of omission or commission, they were bound by
the terms of their grant to. repair the same, and further to suffer

such punishment as might be provided by the local or general

police regulations. In conducting their waters under such grant

they were obliged to construct works according to prescribed and

approved plans, to maintain those works under governmental super-

vision, and to observe the regulations provided for the ruling of

such matters. The following are the articles referred to:

"Article 631. The grants for the use of water appertaining to

the royal domain are always made on condition that they involve

no prejudice to anterior and legitimately acquired rights to the

same water.

"Article 632. Parties having the right to extract and divert

water from rivers, streams, torrents, canals, lakes, or reservoirs,

are bound to avoid injuring those situated above or below them

respectively, by the stagnation or by the backing up, or by the

change of course of the said water. Whoever by neglect may
cause any damage in these ways, shall be bound to repair the

same, and further to suffer such punishment as may be estab-

lished by the regulations for the rural police."

The Kingdom of Italy. Upon this point, articles 614 and 615

of the Italian civil code (see appendix II) contain the provisions

corresponding to those above from the Sardinian code. Supple-

menting the code provisions on this point, and the entire subject

of the present section, the legislation of Italy was made more com-

plete by a chapter in the public works law of 1865, and this has

now been supplanted by the still more ample law whose substance

is next presented.
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l.mr fninrriiin<i Dirersions of /W.//V

Kin<i<l<nii of Italy. The policy of tin- pr.--.-iit Italian gov-
ernment. tin- terms of its water-right concessions, and tin- formali-

ties to In- observed in applying tor privileges. :m .

fully -..-t forth by
the following very recent law, which has gone into ctt'eet only in

February of the present year, taking tin- place of chapter V of title

III of the general law on public works, passed and promulgated
in 1865. An example of this line of policy ami the terms of water-

right concessions is-given in chapter XV. succeeding, in the ac-

count of the Cavour canal enterprise.

Mmtract of the Law, passed August, 1SS4, in effect />/>/>/// ,-/. 1886.

No one may divert public waters, nor establish therein mills or

other factories, if he has not a legitimate title to a privil.

the water, or has not obtained a concession from the government.
which grant is subject to the payment of a rent, and to the condi-

tions established by the present law. Thirty years undisputed

possession is evidence of a sufficient title to a privilege if no con-

tract or record of grant exists. [Arts. 1 and i_M.

Concessions are always made without prejudice to the rights of

third parties. Those which are for the diversion of water in per-

petuity can only be made by authority of a special law. In lakes.

in beds of bordering overflow waters, in navigable water-courses,

and in those of which the embankments and shore works arc in-

scribed as hydraulic works of the second class, the concessions of

water are made by royal decree, promoted by the ministry of

finance, after the propositions have been previously considered by
the council of the province which may he interested, and after

having heard the superior council of public works, in the im

of the good regime of the water, of free navigation, and of the bor-

dering properties. In all other public water-courses the cm

sions are made by the prefect upon the advice of the council of

the prefecture, and after having heard the opinion of the provin-

cial civil engineer in cases where there may be opposition. When
a diversion of water may affect the territory of more than one prov-

ince, the concession is made by the prefect of the province in the

territory of which the point of derivation is situated. In case of

opposition on the part of another interested province the contro-

1 Laws and Regulations received from Mini-try of I'uMir Works. Italy.
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versy is decided by the minister of public works, upon the advice

of the superior council of public works, and the concession is made

by the minister of finance. [Arts. 1 and 2.

The act of concession describes the quantity, manner, and con-

ditions of the diversion, conducting, using, and of the restoration

of the waters, the guarantees required in the interest of agricult-

ure, industry, commerce, and public health, and names the annual

rent that is to be paid to the governmental treasury for the use of

the waters. The time within which the full amount of the con-

ceded waters have to be diverted and utilized, under pain of for-

feiture, is also specified; and discretion is given 'a competent

authority to cut short this term when it becomes justified by delays
in the execution of the works. Temporary concessions are made
for terms not exceeding thirty years; but at the expiration of such

term the grantee has the right to obtain a renewal of his privileges

for another term, and so on successively, saving the modifications

which altered conditions of the locality or of the water-course

may render necessary in the agreement of concession. The re-

newal of a concession may be denied when in the preceding term

the waters have not been used, when the privilege has been abused,

or when, in the judgment of the administration, the grantee has

not used his privileges for the proper and specified purpose. [Arts.

4 and 5.

A grantee of a water privilege is free to vary the use and the

machinery of his manufactory if third parties be not damaged by
such change, and if no change is made in the mode, works, or

quantity of the diversion, nor in the place of restoration of the

waters. But notice of any such change of use has previously to

be given to the prefecture, on pain of a fine of triple the rate

payable for the privilege, and ajso saving the right of the admin-

istration to compel restoration of the works and accessories to their

original condition, and at the expense of the transgressors, when
the alteration proves injurious to 'other interests. If the altera-

tion augments the amount of water required or the motive force,

the change in the concession must be made as though it were a

new grant of privilege, and the rate will be fixed in proportion to

the increase of water or of the power acquired. [Arts. 6 and 7.

Applications for new privileges, accompanied by plans for the

works proposed to be built for the diversion, conducting, use, and

restoration of the waters, are presented to the prefecture of the

province, and are thence communicated to the provincial depu-
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tat ions interested, for their observations. Then the projects are

published in tin- interested communities, notifying all int-r<

parties to be present at a specified time to present their \

Tin- provincial .civil engineer goes over the ground with the appli-

cants and other interested parties, and reports his opinion. The
final conclusion must be reported within a month, but only after

the opposition has been fully met by administrative methods will

the concession be made. [Art. 8.

\Vhen by reason of a change in the water-course, or for any other

reason, the grantee of a concession intends to change its position,

or the form or nature of the work authorized, or make additions

or other works accessory and in the bed or on the banks of the

water-course, or, finally, to add to or diminish the motive power
or the quantity of water derived, he must make application accom-

panied by plans and descriptions of his project as for a new con-

cession, and the proceedings will be the same as specified in tin-

preceding paragraph. In a case of urgency, the prefect, after hav-

ing heard the opinion of the provincial civil engineer, may. in a

provisional way, permit the desired work to go on for such purpose
as reestablishing the flow of water into the canal of diversion, on

condition that the grantees bind themselves to obey the final re-

strictions which may be imposed after the regular inquiry has been

had. [Art. 9.

All proprietors, possessors, and users of privileges to divert water

from rivers and torrents are obliged to maintain the specified open-

ings in their structures of diversion and to preserve them in good

condition, and they are held responsible for any damages which

may result to neighboring lands, save in case of overpowering
adverse circumstances. Such proprietors, possessors, and ntilixers

must also, with their regulators, manage the diversions in a man-

ner such that in times of flood excessive waters be not introduced

into their respective canals, and they must do all possible with the

help of neighboring laborers, at such times, to prevent damage to

the stream, its banks, or embankments near their works. All per-

sons having permanent or temporary water privileges of diversion,

whether by open cuts, or structures stable or unstable, are obliged

to maintain them without damage to public or private interests,

following local usages, and maintaining proper flood openings: and

they are obliged to do such work as may be deemed necessary by
the administrative authorities, to guarantee the immunity from

danger. The public administration is expected to enforce the con-
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ditions and restrictions imposed in water-right grants, and to see

to proper maintenance of works. If for some reason of public in-

terest it becomes necessary to change or alter a water-course or

modify the regime of a river at a point of diversion of water under

a government grant, the state cannot be held responsible for dam-

ages to the grantees, and they have no recourse except that of

ceasing to pay their rental for waters, or changing their works to

suit the altered conditions. [Arts. 10, 11, 12, and 13.

The payments for new privileges to divert public waters are

fixed according to the following rates:

For every module of water, of 100 litres (3.53 cub. ft.) per sec-

ond, for drinking or for irrigation without an obligation to restore

the drainage or residue, 50 lire (about $2.82 per cub. ft.) per year.

For each module, etc., with the obligation to turn the drainage
and residue from irrigation back into the stream, 25 lire per year.

For the irrigation of lands with a derivation not measured by
volume, for each ettaro (about 2.50 acres) irrigated, 0.50 lire (about
4 cents per acre) per year.

For concessions of water for the betterment or reclamation of

waste lands and irrigation of crops, jointly, the rates are reduced

to one half of those for irrigation, and where the water is used

only for reclamation of wastes the rates are but one fifth of those

for irrigation.

For water used in irrigation only in winter, .according to the

definition contained in article 624 of the civil code, the foregoing

rates for irrigation waters are reduced by one half.

For each nominal horse-power intended for motive force, 3 lire

per year. For power for floating mills the rate is 1 lire per horse-

power per year. The motive force by which the rate is fixed is

estimated when possible by measurement of the effective fall and

of the volume of water applied.

For mills and other manufactories which from scarcity of water

are able to work only at intervals, the water rents are regulated

according to the average amount of power available in past years.

But in no case will the annual rate be less than 3 lire per horse-

power for the full year.

For communities and works intended to distribute water to

inhabitants of communities the privilege is gratuitous.

These rates are all for water privileges on public rivers, tor-

rents, and streams, and do not apply to waters granted or sold
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from canals belonging to the govern ment. [Arts. II. !.". li;. 17,

and 18,

(Irantees of water fur irrigation, upon notifying tin- prefi-<-ture.

may use it also for motive power, provided no injury is done t,,

other persons; hut grantees of power privileges may not use their

waters for irrigation without additional special permits therefor.

In any case for a double use, the rate will be the higher of the two,

and if the notification to the prefect is omitted the penalties of ar-

ticle (5 will be enforced. Violations of the provisions of this law

may be punished by imprisonment and by fines to a maximum of

500 lire. [Arts. 19 and 22.

The minister of public works is charged with the duty of com-

piling a complete schedule of public waters in each province of tin'

kingdom; and the schedule for each province will be publi-

therein, and interested parties will be expected to present ami pn >ve

their claims within three months after publication. Thereafter

the schedules will become approved by royal decree, after hearing

the provincial councils of the provinces interested, tin- council of

public works, and the council of state; and in case of final contro-

versy questions may be carried into the courts. [Art. -">.

The minister of public works is charged with the duty of com-

piling a complete schedule of diversions of public waters in each

province, from the returns obtained by proceedings as follows:

All users of public waters are required to make to the prefecture

of their province, within two years after the adoption of the sched-

ule of public waters, a declaration of their claim of right, stating

(1) the locality of diversion from and that of its return to the

stream, (2) the use to which the water is applied, (3) the approxi-
mate quantity of water used annually, with an exhibit of the sur-

face irrigated or of the nature and extent of the works served, (4)

the history of the title or grant by which the privilege is held.

If this declaration is not made within the stipulated timeoftwo

years, the delinquent diverter of water will be fined in an amount

equal to double the annual rate paid for the privilege, and a simi-

lar tine will be inflicted for each succeeding year he neglects to

present his statement; and after three years the administration

may suspend his use of waters altogether. [Arts. 2(5 and 27.

Such is the very latest European legislation on the subject of

water-rights and irrigation. It is a noteworthy coincidence that
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on the very date upon which this Italian law went into effect the

State Engineer of California was advocating before a committee

of our last legislature the passage of a measure having the same

object and embodying substantially the same principles as articles

25, 26, and 27, above epitomized. And this was without any
knowledge of the Italian measure; for it will be seen on compari-
son that the advance sheets of this report presented to the legis-

lature contained no mention of the Italian law. Indeed, the

necessity for and general features of the proposed Californian law

for
" The Discovery and Adjudication of Water-right claims " were

stated and outlined in the Report of the State Engineer for 1878-9,
the measure was drawn out in the report of 1880, and has been

urged in every succeeding report.

SECTION II.

ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATION OF WATER-COURSES.

The Administration^

The former administration of water-courses and waters in Pied-

mont has already been sufficiently explained in the provisions of

the
"
Instructions to intendants of provinces," transcribed under

the subhead of "Applications and Formalities," given in the first

section of this chapter. The organization and system of the Lom-
bardian government was so nearly identical with that of Piedmont

in this respect, as to render unnecessary any detailed reference to

it here. It now remains to glance at the present system for all

Italy, which indeed was founded upon that of Piedmont.

The Kingdom of Italy. The executive functions of the Italian

government are exercised by ministers appointed by the king.

Amongst these are a minister of public works, and a minister of

agriculture, industry, and commerce. The powers and duties of

the minister of public works were defined at length in a general

law concerning public works, promulgated upon the unification

of the Italian governments, in 1865. These attributes relate to

national and other roads and railroads, capitalized railway pro-

jects, ports, lighthouses, public monuments, telegraphs, water-

courses, waters, and canals. With respect to these latter, the

1 Letters from Hon. George P. Marsh
;
General Law on Public Works, 1865.
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minister is charged with "adjusting tin- How and truarding of

public waters, rivers, torrents, lakes, canals, and streams >f arti-

ficial current, examining and adopting project- tor works relating

to river navigation, transportation and llnatage of timlier. \v<>rk-

for the protection of the hanks and heds of water-courses, the

defense of adjacent lands from ahrasion and inundation, work-

for the diversion of public waters, the betterment of damp lands,

and, finally, with the technical government of navigation ..f riv. rs

and lakes." He has charge of the "irrigation and navigation

canals belonging to the crown, so far as concerns the direction

of the projects, and the works of construction, defense, preserva-

tion, and improvement, and the technical part of the distribution

of the waters and the government of navigation."
The minister of agriculture, industry, and commerce is in an-

other law charged with duties relating to the use of waters in irri-

gation and the cultivation of crops thereby; and the minister of

finance controls the rents and has the economic management of

the waters of public canals.

As in the French administrative organization, there is a bureau

of civil engineering attached to the ministry of public works, but

the organization is not so broad or complete, nor the employment
of the engineers so general throughout the country, in the guard-

ing of the streams and waters and the regulation of works, as in

France. But, for the valley of the Po, the systems of the Lom-

bardian and Piedmontese governments have been virtually per-

petuated, so that there is in this great irrigation region almost as

complete an organization as that already described for France.

Title VII of the public works law of 1865 treats of the civil

engineering service under the direction of the public works min-

istry, but in a provisional manner only, maintains in force an old

law of 1859, speaks of a new project for reorganization which will

be brought forward, makes some general enactments relating to

assignment of general government engineers to duty as engineers

to provincial governments, and recognizes the existence of provin-

cial corps of engineers which already have been spoken of for

Lombardy and Piedmont, for instance.

There have of late years been several movements to reorganize

the engineering service for all Italy, but from various causes these

have not been consummated. There is, however, a general and

permanent hydrographical commission, composed of civil engi-

neers of the hydraulic sendee, which supervises all affairs con-
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nected with water-courses and water-rights, and the minister of

public works is himself a civil engineer of high attainments.

There is a special hydraulic service too, as in the French system,
and all applications for water privileges have to be considered as

much at length and in detail, and more particularly from the

engineering, technical, and physical points of view, and less from

those of the law and local sentiment, than in the case of the French

system. Thus, the engineers are made the judges of the local

necessities and public advisability, or utility, and report directly

to the central administration, and upon a broader view of each

proposition than the French engineers are required to. While the

local administrative officers are called upon for their opinions sep-

arately.
Local Administrative Organization.

1

The local administration is made up as follows: Under the

government as now organized, the valley of the Po is embraced

within the departments of Piedmont, Lombardy, Venetia, and

Emilia; and they comprise twenty-eight provinces. These prov-

inces are the real administrative units, each being presided over

by a prefect, as in the case of the departments of France. The

provinces are divided into communes, and each commune is pre-

sided over by a chief magistrate called a syndic. The prefects

and the syndics are appointed by the king, and there are provin-

cial councils and communal councils associated with these officers

respectively, as in the case of the French departmental administra-

tive system. But unlike the French organization, the communal
unit has direct communication with the central government, and
is really the important factor in the ordering of internal affairs.

In general terms, therefore, we find the prefects of the provinces

and the syndics of the communes charged with the administration

of the affairs of the water-courses locally, in so far as the policing of

the stream and the enforcing of regulations are concerned, but the

engineers and the ministry of public works regulate the construc-

tion and maintenance of works in the streams and the diversion

of water from them. This, of course, relates more especially to

the streams of the public domain. But it is to be remembered

that in Italy all streams of any importance as irrigation feeders

are public, and that, except on insignificant water-courses, or

1

Encyclop. Brit, Vol. XIII,
"
Italy," pp. 448-464; see, also, De Buffon, Vol. II,

and Smith, Vol. II.
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tln>>e remote from tin 1 centers of irriLration. or in mountain val-

leys, there arc no claims of rijiht to tin- waters or to tin- rliannd

beds, founded on riparian proprietorship.

There are, however, some streams controlled altogether by asso-

eiations of landholders or canal and water-right owners, and over

which the government has only a supervisory duty based on tin-

ground of police power. But these rights arc founded on ancient

special grants of proprietorship in the waters and channels them-

selves, and not on the ownership of the bank lands.

\Vith respect to administration, then, the communal and provin-
cial ollicers are the chief local executive functionaries in care of

the policing of streams, generally, to carry out the regulations
which emanate from the central government; and the engineers
are a distinct branch of the administration, having to do with tin-

question in their separate class of duty.

Administrative River Regulation.
1

The regulations under which the affairs of the water-courses of

the valley of the Po are administered, are largely of origin in tin-

first half of the present century, and after the formation of the

Piedmontese and Lombardian governments of that time. The

principles involved are quite similar in them all, and it is only

necessary to give one example here, in addition to what is inci-

dentally said relative to this subject under other subheadings, to

sufficiently present the essential features of the system and the

spirit in which it finds its motive.

Piedmont. In Piedmont the water-courses and royal canals

were in charge of an administrative organization known as the

Agency of the domain, the subordinate employes of which were

river-guards, apparently corresponding in general duty to those

in France, heretofore written of. The instructions to the various

"Agents of the domain" filled a large octavo volume, and went

into great detail. Articles 357, 358, and :*>r>s provide in effect that

the class of agents of the domain to whom they arc particularly

addressed should guard the rivers and streams, watching for in-

fringements of the regulations concerning diversions of waters and

building of structures in the channels, aiding those who observed

the laws, and reporting those who transgressed, to the director of

the domain, and, after obtaining a warrant, proceeding to their

1 De Buffon, Vol. II; and Smith, Vol. II.
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arrest and the enforcement of the law concerning the establish-

ment of things in their original state.

The agents, say these instructions, ought to be continuously on

duty, "for water is a thing which men are prone to take without

due authority and to the grave injury of their neighbors and the

public, and stream channels easily receive serious injury from

thoughtless building in them." These agents are enjoined also to

be thoroughly acquainted with the laws and regulations touching
water-courses and their duty connected therewith, and to know
well the character and extent of rights which people have on the

streams within their districts. The domain receiver in each dis-

trict is charged with the duty of seeing that works are constructed

under concessions or grants in conformity to the terms thereof,

and that they are properly maintained according to the opinion of

the engineer. And he must report to the director of the domain
all that is worthy of attention from that officer.

Regulations for Water-Courses.
1

Piedmont. The affairs of rivers and torrents of all classes in

Piedmont were subject to regulation under a decree, of 1817, of

which I present an abstract, as follows:

Navigable Rivers. All persons were prohibited from diverting

waters from navigable streams, and from placing any structure in

a channel of any such stream, under a penalty of $2 to $30, and

also the obligation to remove it and restore things to their former

condition. Old dams, for whatever purpose used, could not be

changed or repaired without administrative permission and super-

vision, under pain of a similar penalty and obligation to restore

them, etc. Trees and underbrush growing along the banks could

not be cut, except by administrative authority and inspection, nor

could any clearance be made for cultivation within a distance of

about 350 feet from each bank, without due authorization after

inspection, under pain of a penalty of $2 to $20.

Owners of alluvial lands along rivers or torrents had to keep
their cultivations at the prescribed distances therefrom, or coming
within those distances had to have a permit for such action, from

the intendant of the province, guided by the advice of the commu-
nal council, and of the provincial engineer. Penalty for infringe-

1
See, De Button, Vol. II, pp. 314-319.
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incut, %i\ to 'flO: together with dot met i<ui of tin- plantation. The

digging <t' wells or opening of springs within e.-rtain di>tan<

the banks of streams wae prohibited: penalty, $20 to 960, <>\\n-

BW "f bank property were, under regulations and by permits.

allowed to protect the banks from washing: but n-vi-tim-ii
1

masonry. brushwork. or other protecting constructions, might in no

case project into the channels, except as these might he planned
and executed under the supervision of the provincial engineer.

The intendant of the province, on tin- advice of the engineer.

had immediate direction of these matters, and there was an :ipp< -;i!

from him to the direction-general, which acted on the advie.- ..f

the central commission of engineers.

Non-Naviga1>l<' tftirnni*. All pel-sons were prohibited from di-

verting waters from or placing any structure in the channel of any

non-navigable stream, ranked as a stream of public utility or im-

portance. For permission to divert water from such stream, or

erect any work in its channel for the purpose of using its water or

protecting its banks, application had to be made to the intendant

of the province. The intendant directed an examination to be

made by the engineer, as a preliminary to all permits, and inter-

ested parties were notified to meet the engineer on the ground, and

make any desired representation to him about the project. Tin-

only difference between the treatment of cases on these streams

and those on navigable ones was in the form of proceedings and

permits.

The free flow and open channel of small streams had to h<- pre-

served. Bank owners might, on due authority, construct works to

protect the banks, but, if calculated to arrest the currents, or de-

flect them injuriously against either bank, they were removed.

The management of the details of the affairs ot such streams was

intrusted to syndical associations of proprietors interested. A pro-

vision inserted in all grants of right to water, or right to construct

works in a stream, was that the proprietors should constantly keep
the weirs of the dams open, to leave ample space for the

|

flood waters. For offenses against these regulations concerning

non-navigable streams, similar penalties were imposed to :

specified for like infringements of the rules applicable to navigable

rivers.

Old dams and structures tor diversion of the water, or for ap-
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plying it in use, in any way, might not be changed in form,

dimensions, or elevation, without due permission issued after ex-

amination. The channels of these streams might be kept clear to a

standard width, fixed for each stream in each commune, at the

expense of and by the riparian proprietors, under direction of the

provincial engineers. The banks of these water-courses might be

cultivated, but neither roots nor branches might encroach on the

bed of the stream. Islets could not be cultivated or cleared, ex-

cept by the permission of the intendant of the province. When
such water-courses had low banks, subject to overflow, the riparian

proprietors were under obligations to keep the channels clear of

deposits down to the normal elevation for the bed. Consumers of

water, or users of it for power purposes, were called on for a share

of these expenses for such maintenance of channels.

General River Regulations.

Lombardy. The following general regulations for water-courses

for the province of Mantua, made while wholly under Austrian

dominion, and continued while a part of the Lombardian king-

dom, will convey a good idea of the general policy arid extent of

power in this respect exercised by that government:

Hirer Regulations for the Province of Mantua.

"Article 1. The damming up, directly or indirectly, of water-

courses of any class or kind, or the alteration of any escapes, weirs,
or channels, in such manner as that the water may be turned to

the use of the offending party, or to the injury of others, is pro-
hibited under a penalty for each offense of 2,000 lire (about $400),
of which, half shall be granted to the informer. Failing payment
of the fine, the offender shall be sentenced to imprisonment with
hard labor for one year.

"Article 2. The chief sources of injury to the banks, and of

obstruction to the free course of the waters, are trees, underwood,
or bushes of any kind. It is forbidden to plant these on the banks
of the public canals and rivers, and such as exist shall be cleared

away within twenty days from the publication of this edict. After

this time the wood shall be cut down by the public officers, and
sold for the general benefit of the associations of the rivers and
canals.

"Article 3. The lines of piles placed in the channels to facili-

tate fishing cause serious damage. These shall all be removed and
sold for the general benefit; and, in future, whoever replaces such

works shall be subject to a fine of 100 lire (about $20), whereof
one half shall be granted to the informer.
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"Article -1. Tin- proprietors of xrtill0 and their work-p-
forbidden to raise tin- water, l.y any means whatever. ahove tin-

levels either already fixed. or to !>< fixed hereafter. During l!-

they shall he careful to open the escapes. s< as t<> prevent dai;

Kach offense airainst this rule shall suhject tin- offender to a fine

of 200 Kw faboul *li>).
"
Article .">. All proprietors of ditches shall he hound t<> main-

tain them in thorough repair, so that no water may eseape from
them into the puhlic roads, or in any way cause damage l<> other

parties, under a penalty for each offense of ^(M) ///r. in addition to

payment of all expense for injuries done.
"
Article li. All employers of water shall obtain the quantities

defined and fixed by their titles and grants. Forfeiture of all

right to water shall follow the illegitimate alteration or extension

of the prescribed areas of irrigation.
"
Article 7. Like forfeiture shall be the consequence of any im-

proper interference with any of the various kinds of wm-Us on tin-

canals. When a change in these is desired application shall he

made to the magistracy of water for the province, who will order

the proper steps to be taken.

"Article 8. Employers of water who have irrigated the area.-

assigned to them, shall he bound to allow the surplus waters to

How off freely for the benefit of lower lying lands. To this end

every proprietor shall be bound to establish drainage channels for

the collection of the surplus waters: and neglect in doing so shall

entail forfeiture of all right to water from the respective canals.

"Article 9. [Orders that periodical inspections of the canals he

made by the prefect or vice-prefect of the province, so as to insure

observance of the provisions of the edict.]
"Article 10. It being a common but mischievous practice for

parties to carry water to lands so placed that the surplus waters

are entirely lost, it is ordered that every landed proprietor shall

cause to be made, at his own expense, a map of his property, on

which the irrigable land shall he shown in its true dimensions.

and with its heights above the sources of supply of water clearly
exhibited: also, all the water-courses, culverts, roads, or principal
canals, aqueducts, weirs, locks, and every other kind of works.

shall he plainly shown. This map shall he preserved as a record

in the office of the magistracy of waters, and shall he corrected

from time to time, as changes are duly sanctioned by the p
authorities. Neglect of the present order shall In- punished hy
loss of rights to the water.

"Article 11. No changes of any kind shall he effected but

under the orders of the magistracy, executed by the prefect or

vice-prefect.
"Article 12. The conservators of the different irrigating associ-

ations are enjoined to watch over the efficiency of the works under
their charge. They shall make an annual inspection, ami suh-

mit a report on the works to the congregations of their respective
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associations, indicating all the repairs or new structures required,
and estimating the probable expense thereof. The visits shall be
made during the first days of the month of February, and the

congregation shall be held about the middle of the same month.

By which means all needful repairs may be completed about the
middle of April, when the demand for water arises.

"Article 13. The conservators shall be careful to clear the canal
beds of all water plants and weeds, causing them to be dug out by
the roots for some distance from the water's edge, throwing the
refuse clear of the embankment. If necessary, clearances of this

class shall be executed three times a year.
"Article 14. All parties are enjoined to receive, and execute

with promptitude and good will, the orders of the conservators of

the different associations. Disobedience shall be punished by a
fine for each offense of 200 lire (about $40), which shall be in-

creased at the discretion of the magistracy; if any offense be com-
mitted a second time by the same party, it shall be lawful to

proceed against him under the provisions of the municipal laws.

"Article 15. The annual tax shall be paid by all parties within
the time prescribed by the congregations, and defaulters shall be

proceeded against without further notice.

"Article 16. Parties not possessing legal rights to irrigation
shall not use, even to the smallest extent, the waters of the canals.

The first offense against this rule shall be punished by a fine of

1,000 lire (about $200), with forfeiture of all the irrigated produce,
and compensation to parties injured by the misappropriation of

the waters. The second offense shall be punished by the confis-

cation of the land illegitimately irrigated.
"Article 17. We reserve to ourselves the right to make grants

of water for irrigation; and we hereby declare, that if it should
come to our knowledge that arable or forest or meadow lands have
been broken up for the purpose of creating rice fields, in excess of

those fixed by considerations of public police, and duly limited

thereby, the grants thus abused shall be revoked; and we give
notice that we will not in future allow any new rice cultivation

to be established, until it has been proved to our entire satisfac-

tion that the lands to be so employed are all in such low lying
localities as to be unfitted for use under any less injurious kind of

cultivation.

"Article 18. In making grants, we do not thereby vest in the

grantee the right of property in the water, but only the right to

use it either in irrigation or for hydraulic works. The right of

property shall remain as heretofore among the rights appertain-
ing to the crown.

"Article 19. In all grants for the use of water whencesocvcr

derived, from colature^ or from works, we maintain in full force

1 Colalure: drainage waters from irrigations.
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the provisions <>f existing agreements, in considerat i<n <.f the
benefits hitherto derived from their observance.**********

"Article -i'. To insure the reform of abuses, and to protect the
interests of tin- royal treasury. ;ill employer.- of water shall he
houn<l to suhiuit their titles, after due notice, to a deputation of
ollicers. which from time to time shall visit tin- canals, with full

authority to investigate and dispose of all 08866 hmnL'ht before

them, according to their judgment.
"Article '27. The guards and police shall use all diligence in

protecting the interests intrusted to them, and shall denounce all

contraventions to the secretary of the magistracy <>f waters. In

cases of neglect, the offend in ir party shall he declared incapable
of again serving the state: hut if collusion or participat ion be

established, he shall be sentenced to imprisonment with hard
labor for a period not exceeding thive years, according to the

decision of the magisterial chamher.
"Article 28. The magisterial chaml>er shall determine all fur-

ther provisions necessary to the execution of our laws, and shall

decide on all matters connected with the waters of the province."

[Smith. Vol. II. p. L'OS. et ,TV .

CoHxIriK'tion nf Ifin-i- II 0/7,'N.
1

Tin- /\iii<i<Iii> of Italy. The general law concerning public

works declares that a prerogative of government is the supreme
direction of all matters pertaining to the management of public

waters, rivers, torrents, lakes, streams, canals, and natural drain-

age ways, and, at least, the inspection and supervision of works

in and relating to such waters or water-ways. These works are

divided into four classes, according to the interests involved: 1.

those executed and maintained exclusively at general govern-

ment expense; 2, those built and maintained by the government

with the cooperation of one or more provinces in each install*

those carried out and kept up at the expense of interested associa-

tions of landholders; 4, those, by riparian proprietors acting as

individuals or in associations. The administrative authorities of

the general government have immediate supervision of construc-

tion and maintenance of works of the first two classes, while the

provincial authorities have direct control of those of the last two

classes, and the general government exercises its right of final

supervision and inspection of them.

The works of the first class whose cost and expense is borm

1 General Law on JL'ublir Works Title III, Chapter I, Man-h. 1886.
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exclusively by the general government are those which are solely
for the improvement of navigation and preservation of the beds,

alignments, and banks of rivers, streams, and large canals con-

nected with the general navigation system, and those of and con-

nected with the artificial canals, of irrigation as well as navigation,

belonging to the state, and not otherwise disposed of by special

agreements.
The works of the second class whose cost and expense is borne

by the government, with the provinces, individuals, and associa-

tions interested are levees and accessory works along embanked
rivers and tributaries, from the point where the waters commence
to run between embankments, and wherever the works are of

great public importance, also, embankments, channel rectifica-

tions, and other works made for the purpose of regulating such

rivers, as well as those of canals of navigation that interest more
than one province but are still not connected with the general

governmental system of water-ways.
The expense for works of this class is divided as follows: "De-

ducting the net patrimonial rent of the associations, one half of

the remainder is charged to the state, and the other half is divided

equally between the province or provinces interested and the asso-

ciated and individual land owners."
" In these costs are included

the expenses of inspection of works and guarding of banks."

Works of the third class paid for by associated and individ-

ual land owners interested are, defending and maintaining the

banks, channels, and good regime of rivers which are not leveed

and even though navigable, the maintenance and improvement of

stream and torrent beds, generally, where the action of the waters

threaten wide scopes of country with damage, and the embanking
of small streams for limited distances for local benefit of inter-

ested parties.

The general government contributes towards works of this class

under the care of associations of landholders, when they are of

importance to navigation or have an influence upon the security

of government works; but the quota contributed by the state to-

wards such works cannot be more than a quarter of the total cost,

and is fixed in proportion to the importance of the interests in-

volved. The provinces are, sometimes also, called upon for con-

tributions to such works in proportion to their degree of importance
to the lands of their territory.

Works of the fourth class those exclusively at the cost of
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rip:iri;m proprietors, saving that these have tin- right t> c.,!n|M-l

other interested parties aceording t<> the civil law are the em-

hankments of tracts outside of the river iiiain-eiiihaiikineiits. and

the embankments on and repairs to the hanks of rivers and tor-

rents which serve to defend one or a few properties only. The
minor courses of public waters, distinct from river-, inm-iits. and

streams, acting as great public drainage ways, an- maintain*

the cost of the riparian proprietors whose lands front the chan-

nels, and by the proprietors whose lands they drain, and by the

possessors or users of their waters. For such maintenance and

to regulate their regime, associations of the ahove named parties

interested maybe organized in accordance with established pro-

visions of law.

Whenever works of the above classes are of public importanec.
the government by law orders them carried out. and the e\i

is borne on public, provincial, district, or private account, accord-

ing to their class. Thus the principle of compulsory action in

hydraulic works, so essential to systemization and necessary to

success, is quite fully recognized in this law.

Policing of Public If// fox 1

The Kingdom of Italy. The general law on public works de-

clares that no one may make works in the beds of rivers, torrents,

streams, public drainage ways, and canals of the public domain

that is, in the space between the stable banks of the channels

without a permit from the administrative authority: and in

of the bed having a shifting bank, the proper line for the perma-
nent hank will be fixed by the prefect after all interested parties

have been heard. The branches of such water-courses are subject

to these rules although at certain times of the year they may re-

main dry.

The right of riparian proprietors to protect their hanks is subor-

dinated to the conditions that the works or plantations for the

purpose do not interfere with the free How of the waters, neither

endanger nor damage the properties of others, .public- or private, the

navigation, the diversions, nor works of any kind legitimately

established, and prefects are charged with the duty of exacting

security for these conditions.

Certain works and acts are absolutely prohibited upon public

1 General Law on Pul>lu- Works, Title III, Chapter VII. Man-h, 1865.
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waters, their beds, shores, and defenses, as follows: (a), the form-

ation of fishery inelosures which may interfere with the flow of

the stream; (b), planting of trees within the water-way or so as to

diminish the normal water-way, or necessary even flow of the

waters; (c), the extracting or burning of stumps that sustain the

banks of torrents, at a distance less than nine metres from the

ordinary water line; the extraction or burning of stumps that sus-

tain the banks of rivers, streams, and canals; (d), the establishing
of plantations on alluvial deposits on a river shore at a less distance

from the opposite bank than the official width of the water-way
as determined by the prefect after hearing all interested parties,

and after receiving a report from the provincial engineer; (e), the

planting of trees or shrubs upon levees or banks of streams, rivers,

torrents, or navigable canals; (f), digging, plowing, or excavat-

ing within certain prescribed distances of levees, banks, and lines

of overflow; (g), all acts tending to alter the condition, form, di-

mensions, resistance, and convenient use of embankments or levees

and their accessories; (h), the variation or alteration of stream

banks or interference with works for their protection; (i), the pas-

turage or permanent keeping of cattle, sheep, or other grazing
animals on the levees or their accessories, and the banks and slopes

of public canals; (k), the opening of excavations, for whatever

purpose, at distances from the banks of rivers, torrents, etc., less

than those laid down in regulations or local usages, or than pro-

vincial administrative authority recognizes to be necessary to avoid

the danger of diversion or of wrongful drawing out of waters; (1),

the construction of any and all works in the bed, on the banks, or

upon tow-paths of streams or canals which might prejudice the

freedom or the security of the navigation, the operation of floating

docks or of ferryboats, or the floating of timber and rafts.

Certain other acts or works are allowed, upon permits to be

obtained from the prefects, and under conditions to be imposed

by them, as follows: (a), location of permanent anchorages to

facilitate the operation of floating docks, ferryboats, etc.; (b), the

construction of spur dykes to protect embankments and shores;

(c), the plowing up of woody or bushy land within 100 metres of

the ordinary water line; (d), the formation of plantations or allu-

vial deposits in river beds beyond the line of normal width; (e),

the formation of levee crossings for roadways; (f), the conversion

of temporary wingdams for diversion of public waters, into per-

manent ones, etc.; (g), changing the usual position, structure, and
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dimensions of winirdams of diversion in streams not e.,n-iden-d

permanent : (li). excavation in tin- gravel and >:n\<[ bedl "f i

tonvnts. etc., to lead waters to canals:
(

i ). ehanniiiLr tin- form ami

position of stable wingdams of diversion on streams; (k), recon-

struction of headworks of canals, bridges, and similar ezMng
structures in beds of streams, torrents, rivers, and canals, belong-

ing t<> the domain: (1). changing position of lloating mills;

hauling out gravel, sand, etc.. from beds of rivers, torrents. MI<

and public canals, at points other than those where practice ha-

established a custom; (n), the occupation of shores of lak. -.

with permanent works.

Certain other works and acts are permitted upon authorizations

from the minister of public works, and under conditions by him

imposed, as follows: (a), the conversion of temporary and unsta-

ble wingdams for the derivation of waters from rivers and torrents,

into stable and permanent structures; (b), the variation of the

form and position of openings of diversion in all cases: (c), the

construction of works on the shores of rivers and tonvnts that

may alter or modify the condition of diversion; (d), the construc-

tion of new works in the beds of rivers, torrents, streams, public

drainage ways and canals of the state, whether wingdam- or

other stable works for diversion of waters: (e), the construction of

new drainage boxes through main levees, or the removal of those

existing; (f), the establishing of new floating mills, in rivers, tor-

rents, etc.

Very heavy penalties are named for the violation of these rul-

ings, in the penal laws of the country.

SECTION III.

ADMINISTRATION OF (IOVKUNMKNT CANALS.

The Administrative

In Piedmont, and also in Lombardy, the greatest irrigation

works were the property of the governments, respectively. Some
of the great canals date from very early times: indeed, their ori-

gin is quite obscure, except that it is known about when they wen-

1
See, Smith, Vol. I, p. 120; also, De Buffon, Vol. II, pp. 218-220; Law concern-

ing Public \Vi.rk-. L8
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built. These works were maintained under the supervision of gov-
ernment engineers, but, as a general thing, their revenues were
farmed out in bulk to some contractor or association, who received

the waters at certain outlets from the main distributaries, in large

volumes, undertook to distribute them to the consumers, collect

the revenues, and pay the government certain fixed sums annually
for the privileges. This financial system was open to and resulted

in great abuses, but with that phase of the question we are not

here concerned.

There were also on these canals certain old water-rights, con-

ceded by former governments to consumers or speculators, for some
consideration or service rendered in years or centuries long gone by.
Some of these rights were free from rate paying, while others were

subject to an annual payment, generally at low rates. But, how-
'ever waters were distributed, or under whatever right of use or

rate of payment, the works were the special charge of government
civil engineers, and their maintenance, extension, and remodeling
contributed to develop a service of unprecedented skill in hydraulic
construction and science.

Piedmont. In the preceding section of this chapter I have spo-

ken of the care and regulation of public streams in Piedmont

through the services of the agents of the public domain. It now
remains to speak of the management of the public canals. These

are in reality great artificial public streams from which private

canals draw, and considerable populations are supplied. Their

maintenance and general management was committed to the care

of the ministry of finance, as a separate trust from that of public-

works generally, which were in charge of a minister of public

works. The fact that the canals were a property yielding a reve-

nue to the state in which the finance was more interested than any
other bureau, is advanced as the reason for this arrangement.

Attached to this ministry of finance was an office of works,,

which was the executive agency in charge of construction and

maintenance of the canals. The general management of the de-

partment was intrusted to the intendant-general of finance, the

chief executive officer under the minister himself, but the person-

nel of the service was almost exclusively made up of civil engineers,,

of whom there were about twenty, together with their assistants

and subaltern helpers. The duties of this corps were connected

entirely with the professional and practical labor of construction ,
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maintenance, and operation of the works. Tin- financial manage-
ment and can- of distribution of the water- WW8 under the control

of the contractor of farmer of the canal revenues, who ordinarilv

leased the waters in hulk for a period of nine yean, and then

sublet the water privileges. Thus, there was an eniir.- separation

between the executive management of the canal works and the

business management of the operations of distribution.

Under the engineers and their assistants there was a subordi-

nate organi/ation of guards, or superintendents and 01 com-

posed of one chief and thirty-five ordinary guards, whose duty it

was to take local charge of the works. These were generally men
of experience in the management of canal works, and they lived

in houses, built for the purpose, close alongside of their sections of

duty. To them were intrusted the keys of the distributing gates

from the main canals, and hence they were persons of con>idera-

ble importance, and not infrequently became skilled as practical

hydraulicians.
Articles 359 to 367 of the "Instructions to agents of the do-

main," spoken of in the last section, contain provisions regulating

the financial relations between this establishment and the lessees

of the waters of the canals. Articles 630 and 631 provide for the

duties of the engineers in connection with the maintenance of

main outlets for distribution, the expense of which was to be borne

by the lessees of the waters in each instance. Other articles pre-

scribed in great detail the duties of the "agents" and of the "en-

gineers" who were the officers of the two lines of administrative

operatives under the intendant-general of finance. Of these du-

ties, it is noteworthy that each agent and each engineer wa-

required to keep a daily journal in detail of all his otlicial actions

and observations, according to a prescribed form, and to return

such journal in duplicate with a sunmiari/ed statement in the

form of a report, also in duplicate, to the intendant. monthly, who

retained one copy and transmitted the other to the intendant-gen-

eral, together with his observations. In addition to this, quarterly

financial reports were required from all officers or agents in charge

of works, and professional reports on the condition of works, from

the engineers, also every three months.

The state, through the medium of this establishment, adminis-

tered, maintained, and operated the canals, giving out the waters

to the branch distributaries whence they were sub-divided, and

the rents collected by the employes of the farmer of the revenues,
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as elsewhere spoken of. This system of farming the revenues to

an individual, or individuals, was done away with in 1854, when
all the waters thitherto thus disposed of were leased to the "Asso-

ciation of irrigation west of the Sesia," as is explained in a subse-

quent chapter; and the system of maintenance and operation of

the works by government employes was also done away with by
the leasing of the canals themselves to the Cavour canal company,
in 1862, also spoken of in detail hereinafter; and, finally, the man-

agement of the works, again by the general government of Italy,

upon the failure of the Cavour canal company, remains to be men-
tioned.

Government Canal Regulation*.

Piedmont. Returning to the times of Piedmontese administra-

tion of the royal canals in the upper part of the valley of the Po,

to carry forward the subject in a complete manner, I transcribe

the following draught of
"
Regulations for the administration of

the royal canals of irrigation," under which the works were man-

aged until turned over to the Cavour canal company, and which

constitute one of a number of regulations incorporated into the
"
Instructions to the agents of the domain," heretofore mentioned.

Regulation for the Administration of the Royal Canals of Irrigation.

Of the maintenance of canals:

"Article 1. All the royal canals of the kingdom are subjected
to the present regulation.

"
2. The general control of the royal canals is vested in the

agency-general of finance, the executive duty being performed by
engineers and guards appointed by it.

" The latter, with the guards appointed by the farmer of the

canal revenues, shall take an oath of fidelity in the presence of

the judges of their respective districts.
"

3. The engineers and guards are charged to prevent all inter-

ference with the waters, works, and employers of the Canals.

"4. The articles of the regulation of the twenty-ninth of May.
1817, are maintained in full force.

"
5. No one unprovided with a legal grant or right can make

any use whatever of the canals; and any interference with the free

course of the waters in the main channel or branches thereof is for-

bidden. Violations of any part of this article shall be punished
by a fine of from 50 to 150 lire (from .$10 to $30) for each offense,
in addition to compensation for damages.

"6. Parties having a legal grant of water, but taking more
than the quantity they are entitled to, or using at a different hour
from that specified in the agreement among the employers of a
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common channel, or violating in any other \v;iv the term- <>f tln-ir

grants or agreements, shall In- subject t<> ;i line of from ."n to inn

lire ($10 to $20) for each olVense. iii addition to compensation for

damages.
"7. Whoever shall raise or lower the gates .f the ontl

escapes, alter, hreak, or deface the chamhcrs of tin- works of
measurement, force the locks of the same, or change their dimen-
sions, shall incur a fine of from 1 .">( > to :;m li,r ($30 to *fi<>). in

addition to the amount payable for damages. Wlien the ull'.-iiM-

is perpetratc| on crown property, the pecuniary line shall he ac-

companied by imprisonment for a period varying from um- to -i\

months.
"
S. Employers of the canals shall maintain their irrigation

outlets and channels in forms prescribed by their grants, under ;(

penalty of from 50 to 100 lire.
U
9. The water flowing from irrigated lands, commonly called

coli(colatura)i shall be permitted to enter the canals ftvelv

cept when special agreements to the contrary have been entered

into, under a penalty of from 50 to 100 lire, in addition to the

price of the waters intercepted.
"
10. It is forbidden to fish in the canals, or to excavate sand

from them, or to use boats on them at any time, under a penalty
of from 10 to 30 lire.

"11. The agency-general of finance may permit fishing, navi-

gation, or excavation of sand, having first procured the opinions
of the engineer and the director of the domain. Such permission

ought to indicate clearly the portion of the canal to Which it ap-

plies. It can be granted only for a period of not longer than one

year, and is null and void unless registered by the grantee at tin-

office of the direction of the domain, and of the local secretariat

of the province.
"12. It is forbidden to establish, without the authority of tin-

agency, bridges, fords, or ferries, and, also, to cross the canals.

either on foot or with cattle, under a penalty of 10 ///v. in addition

to the expense of destroying works executed in contravention of

this article.
"

1'5. [Repeats the above with respect to minor works.]
"
14. Whoever takes possession of land along the canals which

belongs to the royal domain, removes the landmarks, make- . \

ca vat ions, carries away the produce of the plantations, or traverses

the banks with cattle, carts, or conveyances of any kind, shall

incur a fine of from 5 to in ///v for each offense, in addition to the

repair of any damages which may be caused, or to the cost of the

things carried away.
"

1 "). The possessors of land fronting or adjacent to the canals

are forbidden to open new springs, to excavate ditches, to form

ponds, water-courses, or channels of any kind, within a distance

of -UK) metres (nearly .'D yards) from the said canals, except in

such cases as may be specially decided upon by the engineers.
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who will then fix such distances . as may seem to them sufficient

to prevent any leakage of the waters of the canals into the works
referred to.

"
It is also forbidden to the aforesaid possessors of land to plant

trees within a distance of 3 metres from the boundaries of the
canals. Infringements of this article shall be punished by a fine

of 10 lire.
"
16. It is forbidden to cut the trees on the canal banks, or to

carry away the primings of the same, under penalty of a fine

equal to double the value of the trees >r primings. If the trees

cut and carried away shall exceed the value of 25 lire (about .$5),

the offender shall be imprisoned for not less than one month, in

addition to paying the fine as above.
"
17. Parties acquiring by legitimate titles any right to the

plantations along the canals, shall not be allowed to cut or prune
them except at the times and to the extent specified by the en-

gineers in charge.
"
18. All parties are forbidden to pasture cattle on the banks

of the canals at any period of the year, under a penalty of from 1

to 3 lire for each animal." [Smith, Vol. II, pp. 307-310.

Lombardy. In Lombardy the organization and regulations af-

fecting the government canals was substantially the same as in

Piedmont, so that there would be nothing added to the useful

data of this report by introducing here anything specially relat-

ing to this branch of our subject for that country.

The Kingdom of Italy. Upon the unification of the Italian gov-

ernment, all the public canals of Lombardy and Piedmont, not

leased to the Cavour canal company, were given over to the charge

of the ministry of public works for all Italy.

Something will be seen of the management of a portion of these

in a subsequent part of this report, and as it is substantially that-

followed by the Piedmontese government, with the exception of

the different and broader organization of its administrative depart-

ment, it is unnecessary to refer in detail to it here.

The ministry of public works, with its bureau of civil engineer-

ing, constructs, maintains, and operates the canals; the ministry

of finance leases and otherwise economically manages the disposal

of the waters; and the ministry of agriculture, industry, and com-

merce encourages and otherwise deals with irrigation and cultiva-

tion thereby.
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SECTION I.

MEASUREMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF WATERS.

Hydraulic Science and Practice.

Until within very recent years, when there has been much ac-

tivity and emulation in the perfecting of means and met lux Is tor

the economical and exact measurement and distribution of waters

in irrigation in France, in British India, and also on some special

works in Spain, the works and regulations designed for the attain-

ment of these ends in northern Italy have stood alone as evidences

of an attempt at the systematic application of scientific principles

to the details of an extended and complex practice of the art of

conducting and measuring water in open channels for irrigation.
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Commencing in the centoriee that have hydraulic science

developed with the advance of irrigation ami drainage practice in

Italy. Kor a long time this was it< ivpositorv : and out fruin thi-

country it siil>se(|ueiitly spread.

'\\'ith the revival of knowledge in Italy, the art of hydraulic
engineering was callrd into existeiiee. ;md the extensive demand
tor skill in its details created early a supply of men familiar with
all of these. Hence tlie reinarkahle numher and great talent of

tin- executive engineers, by whose exertions, rewarded and stimu-
lated by their wealthy and powerful employers, that vast network
of irrigation channels was spread over the entire surface of the

country." [Smith, Vol. II. p. 1:;.").

The physical, social, and political conditions of northern Italy

alike contributed to the growth of this science: the ditliculty of

tapping the chief sources of water supply, except hy mean- of

great works, requiring skill and technical knowledge to plan and

construct; the necessity, produced hy climatic and hydrographic

circumstances, for making these works most substantial, and. con-

sequently, costly; the complexity of the natural water supph
tern, and the confusion as to water claims which had gr\vn up:
the absence of system in the earlier works and projects: the con-

sequent extreme complexity of works: the great value of water in

irrigation; the wide destruction of property occasioned by waters

of floods; the alarming unsanitary results of unskillful irrigation.

insutlicient drainage, and injudicious embanking of lands: and

the natural outgrowth of confusion and litigation which resulted,

made the necessity for men in command at once of scientific

knowledge and practical skill in hydraulic work. In following

out the systemization of irrigation works and practice in that

country, not only have the main works for the diversion and con-

ducting of waters been in charge of those trained and educated to

the task, but the practical studies and applications in the most

minute details of distribution and measurement of waters have

been equally committed to the care of specialists.

"
1'nder this system, it is astonishing to sec the extent to which

minor canals have been executed. The whole surface of the coun-

try is covered by them as by a dense network. At all levels, and

by the use of various ingenious works, they pass over, or under, or

through each other, in such a way as to preserve individual rights
uninterfeivd with, though the result to outward appearances, is a

system of such marvelous complexity as to make the observer con-

clude it must lead to interminable disputes." [Smith, Vol. T, p. 11.
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We should, hence, expect to find, and we do find, that govern-
ment itself has done much towards the advancement of knowl-

edge and skill in this practice. In Piedmont, for instance, not

only was there an establishment of civil engineers in the employ
of the government and in charge of all public works, and having

supervisory duties connected with water-courses and works relat-

ing thereto, but the study and private practice of the profession

itself was the subject of state solicitude and aid.

" The economical importance of irrigation in Piedmont has nat-

urally induced the government to furnish all practicable facilities

for its study. The education of the hydraulic engineer is con-

ducted with care, and no one is allowed to practice the profession
without having graduated regularly at the university of Turin."

[Smith, Vol. I, p. 12.

That government established and continuously maintained sta-

tions for experimenting on and observing the flow, measurement,
and distribution of waters, which were attached to the educational

institutions, and made accessories to instruction in hydraulic sci-

ence, so that an education as an hydraulic engineer was, in that

country, eminently practical as well as theoretical in its course

and results. The civil engineers were graded, according to their

attainments, as hydraulic engineers, civil architects, and survey-

ors or land measurers, and no one not specially qualified for the

higher rank of hydraulic engineer was permitted to practice that

branch of the profession. Such the men to whom were confided

the works of irrigation in Lombardy; such the care with which

men for this service were trained in piedmont; and now the Ital-

ian government equally encourages the hydraulic art and science

by means similar, and, hence, the details of the Italian system
and the rules of practice and principles of law attending and gov-

erning that practice, are well worthy of study.

The Problems of Distribution an<l Measurement.

"Next in order to those great complications and contentions which

with irrigation enterprise are developed between governments and

the grantees or employers of water for irrigation, between different

grantees or employers, and between these and riparian proprietors,

come questions which grow out of the relations between those who

have water to distribute and those who want it to use between

the canal owners or managers and the irrigators. Here are en-
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countered the problems of equitable dist ribution and accurate

tneaeurement.

Water is contracted for and delivered in irrigation und<-r three

general systems of reckoning: the first, delivery t< irri-ate any
certain crop or area of land for the season or for the time: the

second, delivery of some certain quantity, in hulk, of water: the

third, delivery of some certain How of water for a certain period of

time. The contentions which arise and the sources of dissatisfac-

tion with results, to hot h the canal or water man and the irrigate- .

under each of these systems, will form the subject of a chapter in

another part of this report, so that it is suilicient simply to call

attention to them here as being the moving cause <f much solic-

itude and study in all well settled irrigation regions. Irri

generally, in the older irrigation countries, prefer the system
whereunder they can have measured out to them a fixed quantity
of water at certain periods of time, and then have the liberty to do

with it as they choose. The difficulty of accurate measurement,

under the very many and varying conditions attending the deliv-

ery of water, in new countries prompts and often makes necessary
the adoption of the other systems.

In the measurement of waters two distinct ideas are to be held

in view. These are: what unit of measure is to be taken: and.

what means of measurement are to be adopted. All eivili/ed

countries have a system of weights and measures applicable in the

meting out of ordinary merchantable commodities and lands, but

few have any established system for the measurement of water- .

Such a system grew up in northern Italy, or rather, several such

systems found birth and development in the various provinces or

petty states of the valley of the Po. These systems were far from

perfect, as we may view them now from the standpoints of an ad-

vanced hydraulic science, but they served a most useful pur;

and were the starting points from which irrigation engineers have

sought to advance in other countries. We find the laws and regu-

lations of irrigation referring to certain standard measures and

measuring apparatus, and. in view of what has preceded, we are

prepared to appreciate their meaning, without going further at

this time into the definite interpretation of these standards to those

of our own countrv.
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Distribution and Measurement Piedmontese Legislation.

In Piedmont water was distributed under three systems of de-

livery. The first, according to the quantity stipulated in actual

volume; the second, according to the use, or the area to be irri-

gated; and the third, according to the time or season for which a

flow was engaged. These different methods of delivery necessi-

tated as many types of agreement, and each gave rise to its class

of questions, so that legislation was demanded by which to rule

in the conflicts that were brought about. And hence we find in

the Sardinian code the articles which here follow, and which were

the legislative outcome on the principal points of the experience
theretofore had in Piedmont.

Articles of the Sardinian Code.

"Article 641. In future when an agreement shall be entered
into for a constant and determined quantity of running water,
and the agreeing parties shall settle between themselves the form
of the outlet or structure of derivation, then that specific form

only shall be retained. The parties concerned shall not be per-
mitted to impugn its correctness on the ground either of excess
or deficiency of supply, unless such difference in either way shall

exceed one eighth of the quantity agreed upon; and the action

shall be instituted before the expiration of three years from the

time when the work was first brought into use; always excepting
the case in which the increase or deficiency of water may arise

from changes in the supplying canal itself, or in the volume of

the water flowing in it.
"

If, in the absence of any agreement for a specific form, the
outlet in actual use shall have been peaceably possessed and em-

ployed for the space of ten years, no complaints regarding either

excess or deficiency of water shall be entertained, excepting in

the case of variations in the supplying canal, or in the course of

the water flowing therein, as above specified.
"In default of any agreement regarding the form of the outlet,

or of possession, the form shall be determined by the tribunals,

on the judgment of professional men nominated by consent be-

tween the parties, or if they cannot agree, by the tribunals them-
selves.

"Article 642. When grants of water made for a specific service

or object, do not express in terms the quantity granted, they shall

be held to accord that volume which is necessary for the fulfill-

ment of the said service or use. It shall be lawful for the parties
interested therein to fix, at any time, the form of the outlet, and
so to limit it as that the grantee shall receive the volume suffi-

cient for the service agreed upon, but nothing more.
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M When. however. the parties shall have agiv.-d t" -jiv- a definite

form to tin- uriMcr of discharge <r tin- outlet, or. in default

agreement. there shall have hccii a peaceable |

form for tin- period aliovr defined. object i.u> in the same shall be

admitted only in the eases and within the period- --tablished in

the former article.

"Article ('!.". In ne\v grants of water wherein a constant quan-
tity of running water shall he agreed upon and spe.-iMed. the

quantity shall he exj.ivssed in ;dl ]>uhli<- acts in terms of the
* module of water/
"The module of water is that quantity which, under simple

pressure, and with a free fall, passes through a Quadrilateral ivet-

angular opening, so placed as that two of its sides shall lie verti-

cal. witli a breadth of two decimetres, a height f tw. dceim-
ami opening in a thin plate against which the water rests and is

maintained, with its surface perfectly five, at a height of four

decimetres above the lower edge of the opening.
"Article 644. The right to a constant supply of water e\ist< at

every moment.
"Article 645. The right to summer water t

niftm crttt

from the equinox of spring to that of autumn: to winter water

'(HJIIH jnntilc ) from the equinox of autumn to that of sprint: and
for water distributed at intervals of hours, days, weeks, months.
or Otherwise, for the time agreed upon or possesse< 1 .

"The distribution of water by days and nights is regulated by
the natural day and night.
"The use of water on holidavs is restricted to such holidays as

were in legal existence at the time when the agreement was orig-

inally made, or actual possession of the water obtained.

"Article 646. In distributions of water made by horary rota-

tion, the time necessary for the water to Mow to the outlet of an

employer thereof shall 'be included in his ]>eriod of rotation: and
the water which passes down the common channel at the changes
of the rotation belongs to the employer with whom the rotation

terminates.

"Article 647. The water which rises or leaks into the bed ,.f the

canal, subject to the distribution by rotation adverted to in the

preceding article, cannot be stopped or appropriated by an em-

ployer, except at his own proper period of the rotation."

Distribution <in<! Mi-nsm-im< nt Itniiiiti Legislation.

The law of the present Italian government on the points of the

foregoing articles from the old Sardinian code, is contained in arti-

cles 220-222, 623-626. r,.-). ,. and r,:.j. of the Italian civil code.

[See appendix II.]
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Remarks on Piedmontese and Italian Legislation.

Reviewing the foregoing Piedmontese articles and the corre-

sponding legislation of the present Italian Kingdom, to be found in

appendix II, we notice certain leading points bearing on each of

the systems of distribution that have been mentioned, as follows:

First System Distribution by Volume.

(Sardinian Code,'Articles 643 and 64!; Italian Code, Articles 622 and 6V.)

Piedmont. First, with respect to the delivery of water by defi-

nite volume or quantity: The Sardinian code fixed a unit of meas-

ure for general adoption, which it called a module, and defined

it as the quantity which would be measured out under certain sim-

ple conditions specified. And it provided that in all new grants
or transactions concerning the delivery of waters by quantity, the

amounts shoidd thereafter be expressed in terms of this legal

standard. (Art. 643.)

But the delivery of water in greater or less volume than the one

module, for which the dimensions and character of orifice and

head of pressure were given (Art. 643), of course necessitated the

adoption of openings of different sizes, and the circumstances

under which water was to be delivered, likewise made necessary,

in different cases, its delivery under varied heads of pressure, and

hence, while the standard amount was fixed as a unit, the means

of measuring out any number of such units or fractions thereof

were left undetermined, and thus relegated to the field of hydraulic

practice and that of agreement between the parties to the contract.

(Art. 641.)

Providing for these cases, which, of course, really comprised

nearly the whole practice, the law (Art. 641) left the choice of the

form of the outlet of derivation to the parties to the agreement,
but it held each to such choice, should the other insist, unless it

could be shown that the resulting measurement was in error by an

amount exceeding one eighth of the quantity contracted for. By
this provision it was desired to prevent litigation over trifling

amounts of water, and to promote care and insure greater accu-

racy in the preliminary determining of the conditions of measure-

ment for each case. This stipulation of a margin of one eighth

for error, it was thought, was made advisable by the necessarily

imperfect application of hydraulic rules, in the thousands of vary-
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inn- forms and dimensions of structures that ciivumMances would

compel the use of. s. tli<- results of experieu ailed ..ii

tor ;i guide. ;m<l tin- limit of ;m eighth of tin- de>ired amount of

flow was held to be sulliciciit to include the v;iri;it ions likely to

occur.

Opinions qf (iinriim ///'. /V JiuJJ'nu.ninl SV/*y/.<. M. l)e liullon, iii

commenting on this legislation, quoted from ;t Piedmontese writer,

who is generally referred to as having been a high authority upon
these matters, and I reproduce his remarks here

De Buffon says: "M. (iiovanetti. of Novare. a lawyer ~p < iallv

well versed in the questions which affect irrigation, has drawn up
a learned work, in which he passes in review in a comparative
manner all the Piedmontese legislation on this subject. In this

work he expresses, on the subject of the module <>f water adapted
in this country, an opinion similar to the two preceding. !!

makes amongst others the following observations:
'"In our article CM (Sardinian code) there are indicated

j

M -r-

fectly the conditions of a uniform supply: hut in practice tln-r-

physical circumstances which rule, and it is neeessary to content

oneself with the least defective or the most practicable method.
The essential was to establish a unit, to sanction a result without

prescribing a fixed form. The law could not make specifications

upon the form (of measuring outlets). These are in the domain
of hydrometry, and may vary infinitely, either in accord
with local circumstances or in a< :

iordance with the proim ..fart.
"
'Article 641 gives to the contracting parties the express liberty

of making agreements upon the form of the orifice and the struct-

ure of derivation. These are they, then, who ought to settl*

counts: and if the cultivator does not know how many cubic t'e-t

of water run through an opening of fixed dimensions, he knows

very well what are the advantages which he can derive from this

wafer in practice. The seller, on his part, also makes his calcu-

lations. and he bases them on the greater or less competition, and

upon all the elements of the value of the water in a given locality.

These reciprocal reflections determine the contract. An outlet is

not constructed until an expert, in whom both parties have confi-

dence, goes to the place and makes a report, submitted to the

examination of the interested panics/" [
I )e P.ufVon. Vol. II. p.

I
(

.)l2, ([noting ( iiovanetti.

De Buffon himself, differing from ( liovanetti. thought not only

that a unit of measure should have been fixed at some universally

recognized volume, but, also, that the form and dimensions of t he

outlets for a considerable range of cases should have been deter-

mined by governmental action by a ruling of the administrative
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department and, hence, he criticised the Piedmontese law. But

the reason for this shortcoming is set forth by another author

whom he quotes: the count Sclopis, member of the senate of

Turin, who, in a memoir communicated to the Academy of moral

and political Sciences, of Turin, said:

" 'The Sardinian law has held a just middle course upon this

point, by having due regard to ancient customs and acquired
rights. In fixing the new unit with conditions, which, if they are

exactly observed, correspond to a well determined discharge, it

has deemed it convenient to confine them to the two most impor-
tant: that is to say, the dimensions of the orifice, and the stipula-
tion that the water must flow through it by simple pressure.

"
'Apart from these two principal conditions, it has presented

nothing, either on the form of the measuring apparatus, or on the

nature of the precautions to be taken to maintain the constant and
uniform pressure. In doing this, it has aimed not to tie itself to

the results of generalized experiences, nor to fetter the progressive
march in the application of hydraulic science with the ever vary-

ing circumstances of time and locality.'
"

[De Buffon, Vol. II, p.

193, quoting Sclopis.

From this we see that regard for
" ancient customs and acquired

rights
"
stood in the way of what was really the right thing to do,

in the establishment of a system of water measurement for the

country; and we find evidence of the difficulty of changing "an-

cient custom," even if it is wrong, in irrigation practice; and we

note how far
"
regard for acquired rights

"
may influence or pre-

vent legislation that it is supposed will affect such rights, even

when, in truth, the effect would be to their benefit, if they were

held on a just basis, and even when the proposed measures are in

reality the right ones for all concerned. And we should learn,

even from this small matter, how dangerous it is to allow rights

to grow up, unregulated and unrecorded in intelligible form, for it

will be seen later that Italy afterwards felt obliged to do in this

matter what Sardinia failed to do, but what De Buffon thought

should have been done years before. But, the Sardinian legisla-

tors, if not clear on the matter of water measurement, certainly

understood the importance of having the extent of rights known

as fully as possible, according to their unit of measure, such as it

was.

Piedmont. Taking up the next point concerning this system of

"Distribution by Volume:" Experience had taught the embar-

rassments which arise in the management of hydraulic works,
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in consequence of the long continued existence of
<] -p- n

even to the extent of this small marginal limit

three years to he SUflicicnt time ill which to test tin- Work 1

;in outlet, tin- trainers of tins law inserted tin- clause harrin.

appeal from an agreement as to tin- form ami dimension-

measuring opening, when such three yean from the time of .m-

mencing its use should have passed. even though the variation in

the amount delivered, from the agreed upon quantity. Bhoold

eeed the one eighth limit. (Article C.-tl.)

But it was also well known that the discharges of such millets

were necessarily calculated for nearly fixed conditions in the

canal of supply, and that any material variation in such condi-

tions would produce a decided variation in these discharges, and

hence it was provided that the right of appeal from an agreement

concerning the form and dimensions of an opening to deliver any
certain quantity of water, should hold g(xwl in all cases and for all

times, should the normal flow or regime of the canal of supply at

the point of the outlet be materially changed in any way. ( Art.

<>41.) Here again the whole subject was thrown into the domain
of hydrometric practice, and the courts had authority vested in

them to appoint a hydraulic engineer to expert each such

which caused contention.

ii. The ditliculty of dealing with acquired rights, and

the way in which the hest measures are put off hecause of the fix-

ity of ancient customs in the practice of irrigation, is still further

attested in connection with this suhject of measurement of waters.

by the Lombardian experience. Articles !"> and 11 of the d<

of 1806 treated the matter in this way:

"Until there has been established a uniform measuring appar-
atus and a common unit for the gauging of waters, the construction

of regulated outlets are continued to he made according to local

usages. In provinces where no fixed measuring apparatus what-

ever is in use, the direction-general shall determine on one which
must be in accordance with the local circumstances."

Now there had grown up in every one of half a do/en or more

districts of this province a local system of measuring water-, and

they were one and all defective, and the engineers of the country

knew this and so represented it. but. local prejudice was such

that, so long as Lombardy remained in this respect independent
of the rest of Italv. these differences were never reconciled and
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there never was any definite unit of measure adopted, although
the practice became gradually better understood as the engineers
succeeded in introducing better forms of apparatus and in experi-

menting with their results.

The Kingdom of Italy. Attention is now asked to articles 622

and 620 of the new Italian code (see appendix II), which corre-

spond to the articles 643 and 641 of its predecessor, the Sardinian

code, upon which comments have been made. It will be seen

that in these two articles the new code for all Italy follows the

old code for Piedmont and other parts of northern Italy, in gen-
eral principle, but differs materially in the expression of some of

its details.

Article 622 of the Italian, following 643 Sardinian code, pre-

scribes a legal
"
module," and makes its adoption for the future

obligatory in all agreements concerning waters; but instead of

defining this module only as an amount of water which would

pass out of a certain orifice, with a certain pressure, it gives it a

fixed and determined volume for all cases, and says "it is a body
of water which flows with the constant volume of 100 litres per

second," and for subdistributions it may be "
divided into tenths.

hundredths, and thousands." Thus after thirty years of trial the

views of De Buffon, first expressed in the early part of the period r

are shown to have been sound, by the Italian government doing
in this particular substantially what he said the Sardinian gov-

ernment should have done.

Article 620 of the Italian code corresponds to article 641 of the

Sardinian, and follows it quite closely in all but the clause con-

cerning the limit of one eighth, allowable as an error in measure-

ment before an appeal from an agreement might be taken. This

clause the Italian article leaves out altogether, thus testifying to-

the fact that hydraulic science had in the meantime advanced so-

much that there was no longer any reason for any such provision:

if the parties to an agreement concerning the delivery of a stipu-

lated volume of water had the orifice for its delivery properly

calculated and adjusted according to the present state of the

hydraulic science, it should be correct so long as the conditions

of the canal and water supply remained the same, and there

should be no margin allowed, no possibility of error forecast, and

no appeal from the agreement; and if they did not have the cal-

culations and construction properly made at first they ought tu
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In- made to st;in<l ly the agreeim-nt ;inl st rile! MIV ;i il \\:i~. Such

appears to have been the r< ;(>. >ning of tin- trainers <>f tin- ne\\

//'/ >'//>/,, Distribution /*//
I'*- or

~

Co,!,; . 1,7 irlr /;;/; H.iH.n, '',/,, . | ,/;,/,,,;;/.,,,

The provisions tluis far s])okcn of wen- fur eases wherein water

was to he delivered under agreement in a certain volume through
a specified outlet. The second and third paragraphs of article

b'41 made provision for settlement of disputes arising under a.

nients wherein no particular form of outlet was specified, which

cases could only come up under agreements made before tin-

passage of the law under consideration, for after its passage all

contracts concerning water discharges had to he drawn in terms

of the standard module, and the form and dimensions .f tin- pro-

posed outlets were required to he written in the agreemrnt. <-lse it

would not he legal and binding on either party.

For these cases to come up under old agreements. in considera-

tion of the emharrassments hefore mentioned as resulting from

the long continuance of open questions as to measurement, yet to

allow ample time for their adjustment and not to bar cases of

recent development, the time in which an appeal from an agre.-

ment might be taken was fixed at ten years, with, however, the

reservation of right to appeal at any time, tor reasons heretofore

given, should a variation of discharge he occasioned by a change
in the canal of supply or in its tiow of water.

And, finally, this article (541, and for this class of cases wherein

no agreement should have been made as to the form of outlet, dis-

tinctly provided for judicial decisions to be based on the judgment
of hydraulic engineers nominated by agreement between the par-

ties to the contest, or, if they could not agree, then wholly by the

courts. The full significance of this provision becomes apparent
when we know that, under other general provisions of law in Italy.

the number of expert witnesses which may be summoned in a

case is limited according to the character and importance of the

case, and the judge has discretion to say how many such witn

shall be admitted in all. Hence, for the cases under the above

provision of the article (',-41. the judge having named the number
of experts that might be called, the parties 'were allowed to agree

upon them, to report as to matters of fact and scientific- and prac-

tical deduction; but, should the parties to the contest fail to agree
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upon the experts, the court by the law was given the power to

appoint them.

This was a wise provision, growing out of a long range of ex-

perience in contests over hydraulic questions of the most complex
kind. The effect was to raise the character and standing of ex-

perts in such matters. As we have seen, none but registered and

proven engineers were permitted to practice the profession; and
such provisions of law protected the profession from the debasing
influences of the partisan rivalry between litigants. The hydrau-
lician was made the judge of the science and art in the case, and

was not permitted to appear as the partisan witness of either the

one or other party to the contest, as, unfortunately, is the case in

our American system of experting. To conduct such cases there

were lawyers trained in physical science and hydraulics, called

engineer advocates. The civil engineers were (and still are in such

matters in all Italy) the court referees and advisers for all scien-

tific matters of fact and opinion.

Piedmont. Passing on to article 642, we find here certain pro-

visions relative to the cases wherein water is delivered under the

second arrangement that according to its use or service, or the

area to be irrigated. The law provided for this case that when
an agreement had been made for water to perform any certain

service, as for instance the irrigation of any specified crop or de-

termined area of land, and meaning for one irrigation, or more,

or for one season or year, or more, as the case might be, then

the contractor should be obliged to deliver that quantity of water

necessary for the purpose. And, in case of contests coming up on

this point, this quantity was in practice determined, according to

the facts and the results of experiences in point, by the courts,

upon the evidence of experts chosen by the parties to the suit, as

might be allowed by the court, or by the court itself if no amica-

ble agreement could be arrived at. But to avoid the precipitation

of contests on this point before the courts, the law provided for an

amicable adjustment of disputes by the fixing of an outlet such

"that the grantee shall receive the volume sufficient for the serv-

ice agreed upon, but nothing more."

After what has been said in commenting upon article 641, the

second paragraph of article 642 does not call for remark. It is

apparent also that all the provisions of article 642 were intended

for cases that would arise under agreements made before the pas-
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sage of the law, for, as we have seen, after it> passage only th-

form or arrangement for delivery that according to actual vol-

ume expressed in terms of tin- standard moduli M con-

sidered lawful.

Tin' l\i,t<i<ln, nf Ittili/. Article (i'Jl of the Italian code (see

pendix II) convsponds to that ('!_) of tin- Sardinian last com-

mented upon, and follows it closely in meaning, although not in

wording, with one exception that the limit of time during which

an agreement may he appealed from when the works for an outlet

shall have been peaceably used as huilt. is reduced from ten to

live years. On this point of distribution by use or service rendered.

the Italian code contains a very important provision not found in

the old code for Piedmont. It is embodied in articles i;.V; :m d

I '>")!. and is to the eflect that when an agreement has been entered

into to furnish water to irrigate any certain area of land or any
certain cultivation, or for any fixed purpose, with a stipulation

that the drainage waters shall belong to the party delivering tin-

supply, then the user of the water cannot change its use in a wax-

to consume more or reduce the drainage waters in volume. Tin-

reason for this rule is apparent when we know that, for instance.

on the same area of land some crops would require and al

twice as much water as others, the method of applying the water

being in each case suited to the cultivation.

And, furthermore, the additional matter in the n.-xv code pro-

vides that the user of the xvater cannot divert and use again any

portion of the drainage waters escaping from the place of his use

of the xvater agreed for, on the plea of having increased the supply
in any way. If he has obtained water under an agreement tor

any expressed purpose with the stipulation that the drainage

water is to belong and be at the disposal of the owner or controller

of the supply with whom he lias contracted, then he must refrain

from using the water for any purpose than the one named in the

agreement, and must let all the drainage waters tloxv otl' as they

naturally would, or as agreed upon, whether increased from any
other source of supply or not. This provision, holding a u-

water to the strict letter of his agreement, has doubtless been made

necessary in order to avoid contests wherein the facts for evi-

dence as to increace of supply and drainage from other can-

sources than the one agreed for may he very obscure and difficult

of substantiation one way or the other: and it has the etl'ect of
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making the wording of agreements more explicit, in order to cover

all contingencies of practice in each case.

The then following articles (655 and 656) of the Italian code do

not refer to waters furnished under agreements, but to those to

which a right has been attached as a servitude, and, hence, they
will be spoken of elsewhere.

Third System Distribution by Time.

(SfinUniini < 'nd<>, ArticteB <'>44 to 047; Italian Code, Articles 623 to 626.)

The arrangements for delivery of water by actual quantity and

by service to be rendered, having now been spoken of, we come to

the provisions of the law, relating to the delivery of water by agree-

ment as to time. In northern Italy irrigation goes 011 the year

round, and, in fact, the most copious irrigations are conducted

through the winter, although at that season the sky is much over-

cast, rain, or sleet rather, frequently falls, snow is not uncommon,
so that the upper part of the valley of the Po is covered for weeks

at a time with a snow mantle a foot or more in depth, and stand-

ing waters are frozen to several inches in thickness.

The irrigation at this season of the year is that of meadows, or

marcite fields as they are called, and it is a practice of a high
order in the art. The object is to provide green food for the cows

of the dairy farms with which the country abounds, and for which

it is remarkable, supplying immense quantities of cheese and but-

ter for export. These meadows are formed after very exact plans,

so that their surfaces are shaped into long narrow ridges parallel

to each other and of such longitudinal and transverse slopes that

the waters applied through a ditch situated along the crest of each

ridge, spread out from it laterally, now in a thin sheet down each

slope of the ridge over and through the grass there growing, and

find exit longitudinally by way of drainage ditches lying between

each two such irrigation ridges.

Thus in the coldest weather, with snow a foot deep elsewhere,

the surfaces of these meadows are kept clear by the slowly moving
film of water over them; the ground is prevented from freezing,

and the grass, kept green and growing, is cut from time to time

and fed in stables to the cattle. The waters of springs, or fon-

tanili, with which these lands abound, as elsewhere explained,

being much warmer, are preferred to the canal waters for this pur-

pose of winter irrigation, and command high prices at this season,
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as indeed do other waters as well, in BOme localities. Thus it i>

tliat there is a distinct practice- following through a agon,
known as winter irrigation. As in other countries. K>, ofcoune, in

northern Italy, tlie season of ordinary snninier irrigation is well

marked hy the climate and the requirements of the s<>il> and tin-

crops cultivated, and. thus, it comes about that waters are con-

tracted tor in certain streams of How or amounts, as "summer
waters" and as 'winter waters." meaning for the seasons of Dim-

mer and winter irrigation, respectively.

Again, irrigation is conducted day and night. the twenty-four
hours around, summer and winter. Some persons contracting per-

haps for the use of water only in the daytime, others for its tlo\\ at

night: and hence the expressions "day water" and "night water."

And, in the way of explanation of the technology of the articles

of the code upon which comment is to follow: finally, agreement-
are made for water to be distributed amongst consumers 1>\

tain hours of flow to each in rotation; and hence the expn

"horary rotation."

Thus with respect to time there are arrangements (1) for sum-

mer waters, (2) for winter waters. (.">) for day waters. (-1) for niirht

waters, and (5) for hourly waters: and to guide or prevent the

contests which might arise under agreements for such waters, the

Piedmontese (Sardinian) code contained the provisions found in

the articles, 644, 645, (Mii. and 6-17. heretofore transcribed.

. And now, annotating fhese rules, we tind in article

(ill. a declaration as to the rights, when an agreement had been

entered into to deliver any certain "flow of water" for any defi-

nite or indefinite period of time, to the effect that so long, and for

every moment, as the time extended, the right to the How ex:

unless then* had been a reservation in the agreement, whereby
the How might be checked at some time, the obligation to deliver

continuously under this form of arrangement had been incurred.

and this article recogni/ed it.

Passing to article 64.">. concerning summer and winter \\.

etc.. after what has been said by way of introduction to these rules.

no comment is necessary here: except to call attention to th<

that the law carefully defined the application of these terms.

thereby removing much cause for misunderstanding of agree-

ments.

Article 646 treated of a point which had given rise to much dis-
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pute the question as to whom the tail end of a water supply

belonged, when, after the stipulated hour for change had arrived
,

the stream was to be switched off on to the property of another

user. For instance, time is kept, at the head of a branch canal,

for distributing, by schedule, a certain stream of water to different

users of it in irrigation. The consumer has a right to it for two

hours, or any other stated time, and the question is: to whom
does the water belong which is in the ditch, on the way down

r

when the gate is closed at the head of the ditch, at the end of the

time of the turn. This flow is called by the Piedmontese the

"tail of the water" (coda delV acqua), and the article now under

consideration said that it belonged to the consumer who last had
the use of the stream. On this subject, Baird Smith wrote:

"
Until this point was settled by the code, it was occasionally in

dispute, whether the loss of time due to the passage of the water
from the canal of supply to the distributing gates to the different

employers, should be borne by the proprietor of the canal or by
the consumers; it is established as a general rule that, when the
water passes below the outlet of the common channel, any loss of
time that may arise shall affect the employers only, being borne

by each in proportion to his distance from the head, or from the
outlet of the field which precedes his in the order of the rotation.'*

[Smith, Vol. II, p. 288.

It has been elsewhere remarked, that much of the irrigated

regions of the valley of the Po is underlaid with water-bearing

strata of gravel, and that the cutting of canals through them often

opens sources of additional water supply to these channels. It is

not infrequently the case that such sources yield a very material

part of the volume carried by a canal, and that, hence, it has a

considerably greater amount of water at a lower than at a higher

part of its course; or that, being a distributing channel, when the

water is shut off at its head, it still continued to have a flow de-

rived from springs in its bottom. The right to use these waters

was a subject of contention: employers below claiming that they

did not belong to the canal or ditch owners. So. as the result of

these contentions, came decisions of courts, which were incorpo-

rated into the code in article 647: the waters rising in or leaking

into a canal or ditch were held to belong to its owner; and employ-
ers below could not use them except at their proper hours and

as part of the stream delivered to them in distribution.

The Kingdom of Italy. Articles (>2.'J to <'>2C> (see appendix II) of
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the new lt:ili;in code correspond to those of the former Sardinian

code, last coininciitcd upon, and follow tin-in in principle and

terms so closely tliat a comparison of details is not called for.

In closing some comments on article H 1 7 f tin- Sardinian C

l>aird Smith, writing in 1 *">.">. said:

"It is not uncommon in the irrigated districts of Piedmont and

Lomhardy tor parties to make mutual interchange* of tin:

Hods of rotation. Special cases arise in which water is wanted at

special times hy individuals not possessed of the right to irrigate

at such times. They, therefore, effect an exchange of jw-riod with

other parties, to whom an arrangement of the kind may he conven-

ient, and, though the law is douhtful on the point sonic decisions

being in favor of, and others against, this proceeding then

not appeal
1 to he any valid ohjection to its use. if it he guarded by

the provision that the other employers of the water-course' shall

sustain no serious damage by the manner in which it is carried into

effect. An analogous custom is common in India: thepositi
outlets on water-courses, held in common, are often changed, and
so long as other parties do not suffer hy this, the intent
culture are certainlv promoted hv its heing -freely made use uf."

Smith, Vol. II, p. :>'.)().

As maybe inferred from the above, there was no provision in

the Sardinian code, on this point, but now we find in the Italian

code the outcome of longer experie:ic< an article which CO

the case, as follows:

"Article 627. In the same canals the users may vary or \-

change their turns among themselves, provided such chan.

no injury to others."

Probably the author. Smith, was aware of decisions already

made at the time of his investigation and upon which this pro-

vision of the later code was afterwards predicated; hut. even

is an evidence of close study of his subject that the rule was after-

wards enacted into law as nearly as possible in the words in which

he said it should exist.

1
Distributing ditches are called "water-courses" hy tin- KndMi writt r- .m

irrigation.

17'
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SECTION II.

THE RIGHTS OF IRRIGATORS.

(1) The Continuance of Water Supply.
1

In Italy, as in irrigating countries generally, where there has

been a clashing of interests between the owners of canals, or hold-

ers of great water privileges, and the irrigators to whom the waters

were to be distributed, special points came up in this connection.

Many water-rights were established there by grant and prescrip-

tion, in times when from a troubled condition of society, no thought
was had of future agricultural masses of people with interests to be

protected. A water-right aristocracy grew up; the canal owners

claimed the right of absolute property in the water held by them,
and undertook to do with it as they chose. If they could get

higher rents for it in one section of country commanded by their

canals than in another, which was occasionally the case, they
claimed the right to discontinue the supplying of irrigators where

water was cheap, after their annual or term agreement had been

fulfilled, and of leading it to the lands of those who would pay
more for it. On the other hand, the irrigators claimed that they
had expended their means and labor in the building of distribu-

ting works and preparation of lands to receive these waters, and

being deprived of their supply was equivalent to being debarred

the use of their property. They claimed that water-rights were

not rights of property in the waters, as in the sense of ownership
of land; that the grants were made for the good of the country
and not for the exclusive benefit of the grantees.

Piedmont. In Piedmont, these questions long ago came to a

head from time to time in great struggles between immensely

wealthy and powerful interests, but it was only during the last

years of the last century and the first years of this, that they were

well disposed of on principle. The courts and senates rejected

the claim of absolute ownership and ultimate right of control set

up by the water-right grantees and canal men, and recognized the

right of irrigators to the continued use of waters which they had

for a considerable time had at their disposal, and to use which

1
See, Smith, Vol. II, pp. 138 and 261; also, De Buffon, Vol. II, pp. 210-212, and

elsewhere.
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they had constructed distributing work- and pivpan-d th.-ir 1.

and several of the local senates decided that s long as tin- irri-

gator paid the water-rates, he could not he deprived f tin- UBC of

the waters, and that a change in water-rates had to h- li\,-d by
arbitrators, appointed by both parties at interest.

Tliis was the law in Piedmont before the various petty govern-

ments were set aside during the early part of this century, in the

consolidation of the kingdom of Sardinia. \Vln-n the eommi-

was forming the Sardinian code, an article carrying out this prin-

ciple was embodied in its draft, and agreed to by all of the

ruling interests to be reconciled but the senate ..f Genoa, a local-

ity where irrigation was not practiced. Here it was insisted that

the right sought to be established was subversive of the rigi

property; so the article was stricken out of the draft of the code.

Hut it was subsequently held that the rule had heen estahlished

and recognized for all existing irrigations, so that these were pro-

tected, notwithstanding the failure to incorporate the article in tin-

code; and projectors of new irrigations have protected tln-m^-lv->

by securing long term leases on waters before preparing their lands.

The canal and water-right owners have apparently iv.-ogni/ed tin-

situation and dropped the conflict, for at the time llainl Smith

wrote, any landed proprietor could "obtain a lease of a given quan-

tity of water, either in perpetuity or for a specified term, on paying
the current price for it."

Lombardy. In Lombardy, also, this question came up in a

aggravated form. The holders of water rights
"
acted on the prin-

ciple that they had a right to do what they liked with their own.

and were in the habit of suspending arbitrarily the supplies of

water disposed of by them to other parties under subordinate

grants, of increasing as they thought fit the prices to be paid. ami.

iu a word, of pushing to its utmost limits the right of absolute

property purchased by them from the state." As the outcome of

a long series of struggles over this point, the question was settled

very much as already described for Piedmont: the water-right

holders were restricted in the operation of their rights of property-

ship in the waters, and compelled to distribute them amongst the

irrigators according to ancient custom, notwithstanding the fact

that in most cases of the older rights, they held the water as an

absolute property by virtue of purchase from government. Baird
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Smith wrote, of this claim of the water-right owners in Lombardy
to do as they chose, as follows:

" But an agriculture founded on artificial irrigation cannot ad-
vance as it ought to, under such an arbitrary system; and so, in

protecting the irrigating communities, there gradually grew up
a right, which, being acknowledged by the legislative tribunals,
modified the despotism of the government grantees. This right
bears the name of the diritto d'insistenza, and assures to a prov-
ince, or commune, or association of irrigators, or even to individ-

uals, a legal claim to a continuance of such a supply of water as

they may have enjoyed for long periods of time, and on the faith

of possessing which they may have incurred heavy expenses. So

long as the irrigating community pays the water-rent fixed by the

grantee of the canal, it cannot be arbitrarily dispossessed of its

supply; and in the event of the proprietor of the water desiring
to change the rates of payment, this must be done through the
medium of arbitrators duly nominated by both parties." [Smith,
Vol. II, p. 138.

It is as a result of this class of troubles that we find all agree-

ments between those who have water to distribute, sell, or lease for

irrigation, whether the government, private individuals, or great

corporations, and those who use the waters, are made for long

terms, the minimum, as a general rule, being nine years, and. for

greater volumes, twenty or thirty years, and, not infrequently, for

ninety or an hundred, or in perpetuity. These contracts deter-

mine in detail the terms of the transaction, and are recorded and

stamped, even though for an insignificant amount only. Their

form and provisions will be spoken of elsewhere.

(2) The Use of Spare Waters.
1

We now come to another class of contests between those who

held the water, and those who wanted to use it. The case we

have just considered is one wherein water having been used in

irrigation by certain employers of it, under leases or rents, at a

determined rate for considerable periods of time, the owner of the

canal of supply desires to raise the rent at the end of a lease, or

dispose of the water to other persons, thereby leaving his former

customer without a supply. The present case is that in which an

owner of a spring, or canal of supply, not having use for all the

water himself, refuses to sell it to any one at a fair rate, but insists

1
See, Smith, Vol. II, pp. 257-260, and elsewhere; also, De Buffon, Vol. II, ]>i>-

200-204, and elsewhere.
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upon wasting it. < )ne would suppose that such cases, in :i -Mimtrv

win-re water is M valuable, would never occur, hut then- ha\v

been sonic remarkable instances of this kind of alms.-, wlii-l

so instructive that I reproduce an account of one ..{' them here, as

given by I >< Button, upon the authority of count Cavoiir. wh.<

minister of finance of the Sardinian government. In his manu-

script notes to De Buffon the count said:

"I have seen an example of each of the ahuscs that the n.-\v

code has tried to prevent. Here is one of them:
"In 1832 the marquis of Saint-d . farmer. 1

of the can.;

the Verccllais, having <niarrele(l with the marquis Pal . his

neighbor, had persisted, during eight consecutive years, in \.

ini: away into the IV two streams of water that the marquis
Pal Offered to pay him 12,(XX) francs (-tiMm) ;1 year for. To

satisfy a personal antipathy M. de Saint-d consented to lose

nearly 100,000 francs (#20 .(KM)), and to cause at the same time to

the agriculture of his country a loss at least three tr jn-at.

"The new code put an end to this deplorahle state ol

but a sentence of the senate of Turin, founded on article :>r>o of it.

was necessary in order to force M. Saint-(i to have his revenue

augmented by 12,000 francs a year.
"This same marquis of Saint-d . wishing to coerce the

community of F
,
to subscribe to an engagement, which they

thought oppressive, refused during two years to let run on tin-

lands of this community the i-uliituir** of his vast domains, for

which he was offered b',000 francs per annum. He preferred to

waste them into the Po.
"
Marquises of SaiinMi arc rare, hut as they are not ii:

sible. the law does well in taking away from them the mean- of

injuring people less rich and powerful." [De Button. Vol. II. pp.

203-204, quoting Cavour.

Piedmont. The provisions of the law to which the count referred

were contained in the article of the Sardinian code, which here

follows:

"Article 560. Every proprietor or possessor of water may make
such use of the same fur himself as may seem to him good, or he

may dispose of it in favor of other parties, provided always that

no title or prescription exists to the contrary: but after having
used the water himself, he is not at liberty so to dispose of it as

to cause it to be lost, to the injury of lands at lower levels, which

might have benefited by it without causing any hack-water, or

1 The system of farming out the revenue- of ami distribution of the water
from government canal* is explained elM'wlu-re: ami tin- ahiiM- which have
irrowii ii]) under it have been shown. The j-n-ent i- a ca-e in point, illn-tral-

inj; what ha> been -aid.
- The waste waters from meadows and rice irrigation-.
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injuries of other kinds to the higher employers. Whoever may
desire to avail himself of the water referred to is bound to pay a
fair price for it, whether the supply be derived from a spring ex-

isting in the upper estate, or from a stream introduced by special

grant."

It will be seen that the provisions of this article meet the case

quite fully, and, as a matter of fact, the contentions on points of

this class were stopped by a few decisions of the higher courts,

under it. Mr. Baird Smith, from a former edition of De BufFon's

work, also noticed Cavour's account of the case of the Marquis of

Saint-G
, and, in concluding the topic, himself made the fol-

lowing remarks:

"
I think few will dissent from M. de Cavour's conclusion; for

if it is ever necessary that a man should not have full power to do
what he likes with his own, or that the duties of property should
be enforced equally with its rights, surely it is when the very
sources of agricultural progress are concerned. I think, therefore,
that the principle of requiring every proprietor of water to place
it at the disposal of his neighbors on equitable terms, after his

own wants have been fully supplied, is one of great importance in

the legislation of irrigation, and well worthy of adoption by us in

the East, where great canals are in progress."
1

[Smith, Vol. II,

p. 258.

The Kingdom of Italy. In framing the new Italian code (see

appendix II), article 545, the above article (560) of the Sardinian

was closely followed, so that irrigators have now the same consid-

eration on this point, for all Italy, that those of Piedmont had

twenty and more years ago. But, also following the framers of

the old code, those who made the new refrained from inserting any
clause corresponding to the ancient diritto d'insistenza of Piedmont

and Lombardy the right whereby any water company could be

compelled, by judicial action, to continue the serving of its old

customers, and be prevented from conducting its waters to other

customers, thereby leaving users of water of long standing without

any. As before remarked, the law on this point was set for exist-

ing irrigations by the action of the local senates in the last part of

the last and the first part of this century; and after the adoption

of the Sardinian code new irrigation agreements have always con-

tained a clause protecting the irrigators for long periods, from pos-

sible withdrawal of their water supply.

1 Mr. Baird Smith's report was written for the English East India Company,
operating in India.
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SECTION III

OBLK;ATIO\< AND Knurrs OF IKKH;ATOI;< \\i CANAL Miv

(1) Obligations ('nnri'mln'i Water Supply and UM.

Kxperience teaches that the relations between those who com-

mand for distribution, the water supply of an irrigation regi.m.

and those who receive and use it, cannot he too clearly understood.

The scale of efficiency of canal works and of rnrnjv in their man-

agement is such that, at best, it is in practice very hard, in any

particular case not at an extreme, to say whether a mana^-im-nt
has been to blame or not for a failure of water supply. A canal

manager maybe so often a target for ungrounded fault-finding OD

the part of irrigators, that he is hardened to their complaints, and

becomes careless of their interests: or he may he parsimonious in

the business administration of his property, his canal works be-

come inefficient, or, not repaired in time for the season of r

waters, are damaged, and the irrigators suiter hecausc of short

supply resulting from his neglect or had management.
On the other hand, a failure of water may he occasioned to irri-

gators, by reason of circumstances beyond the control of the con-

tractor for the supply; the streams may not bring down their

accustomed quantity, or the works may be damaged by unex-

pected and overwhelming Hoods, so as to cause delay in delivery

of waters for irrigation ; or third parties may maliciously or through

neglect cause damage to works, or otherwise interrupt the wat< r

supply. The <iuestions growing out of the relations here spoken of.

were found, in northern Italy, to specially demand the establish-

ment of general guiding rules, and accordingly we find such pro-

visions in the laws of the country, as seem to fully meet the more

important points for misunderstanding, likely to come up.

t. In Piedmont the Sardinian code was quite explicit

on these relations. 'Flic obligations of those who had water to

distribute to customers, for irrigation, concerning their duties with

respect to delivery of the supply engaged, the conditions wheiv-

under they were not to beheld responsible should there be a defi-

ciency in the water delivered, the stipulation as to a rebate on the

water-rate in the event of certain conditions being presented, tin-

recourse of recovery for < lamages, and stipulation as to who should
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join in an action therefor, are fully and so clearly set forth in arti-

cles 664 and 665 of this code that I present them without further

remark:

"Article 664. In default of special agreements the proprietor
or other granter of water from a spring or canal is under obliga-
tions to those who hold grants under him, to execute all the ordi-

nary and extraordinary works required to procure the supply; to

conduct and to preserve the water up to the points at which the

employers take possession thereof; to maintain the structures in

an efficient state; to repair the bed and banks of the spring or

canal; to effect the usual clearances
;
and to exercise due diligence,

watchfulness, and care to insure the delivery of the water, and its

regular supply at the appropriate times, under pain of having to

pay compensation for all injuries inflicted on the employers of the

water by his neglect of duty.
"
Article 665. If, however, the granter of the water can prove

that the deficiency of the supply arose from natural causes, or from
the acts of others, for which he could not be held responsible, either

directly or indirectly, he shall not, in such cases, be bound to pay
compensation for the injuries sustained by the users of the water,
but only to submit to a proportional diminution of the amount of

water rent, or the equivalent corresponding thereto, whether pre-

viously paid or not, without prejudice to the right of the injured

parties to institute an action for compensation against those who
may have caused the deficiency.
"In the second case contemplated above the granter of the

water is bound to join in the action with the employers, should

they so desire, and to use every means in his power to assist them
in obtaining compensation from those who had caused the defi-

ciency of water."

The Kingdom of Italy. Articles 649 and 650 of the Italian code

(see appendix II) correspond to the foregoing, numbers 664 and 665

of the old Sardinian code, and are the same with one important

exception. The penalty which was to be imposed upon the con-

tractor to deliver water, for non-fulfillment of agreement, as em-

bodied at the end of article 664 of the Sardinian code, is not

reproduced in the Italian. It may be, however, that other general

laws of the country regarding contracts, or agreements, or other

cognate matters in principle, amply cover the case, and enable the

employer of the water to recover compensation for damages from

the contractor to deliver it, should injury result from his neglect.

In this connection, although noticed before, under the heading
of "Distribution by use or service rendered," articles 653 and 654

of the Italian code are worthy of mention, as imposing an obliga-
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tion on the user of wat.-r not to ehange in any way ir-

afl'ect the volume rei|uiivd. or tin- :iinount of drainage waters left

over when the water is fnrnisheo! under an agreement to d. .1

tain service, ;ind with a clause n-erving the right to tin- drai

waters, even though a plea is advanced that tin- volume of the

drainage waters has heen increased from some other source. Thus,

water being furnished to irrigate a certain tract of land in |

tain crop, under an agreement wherehy the draina-j-- \\

reserved hy the party furnishing the supply. even though the irri-

gator should introduce a new and additional supply on t an

adjacent tract, lying higher, and thereby increase the amount of

drainage from the lower estate, he cannot use any part ol

drainage, but must let it flow for the benefit of the party t whose

benefit the reservation in the agreement has ) teen made. The a|>-

parent reason for this rule, being given in another place, will not

be repeated here. It would seem, however, that nothing could

prevent an agreement being made whereunder an irrigator would

be fully protected in the use of any addition which he might
to the drainage waters.

(2) Priority of Pririli-ip in Diatrilmtiint.

Principles strenuously contended for and contested, at one time

or another in all irrigation regions, are those of priority of rights

to water: first, by virtue of commanding localities on streams:

second, because of antedate of claim: and third, because of con-

temporaneous advantage or stated claim for a definite time. In

the legislation of northern Italy these principles not only found

recognition in the adjustment of rights to water from natural

streams, but in the arrangement of the generalities of distribution

from canals to consumers.

Piedmont. This last application was a feature peculiar to I'i.-d-

montese legislation, and found place in the Sardinian code, in

articles 666 and r>(>7. some points of which are worthy of expla-

nation and remark.

Generally, the management of irrigation is such in Italy that,

whether water is delivered by volume, as per module, or accoid-

ingto the use or duty assigned, or indeed, in all -pt when

a continuous stream has been contracted for, the periods for each

-delivery are determined and adjusted in a schedule long before-

hand, perhaps at the beginning of the season, on each canal.
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The same outlets, the same ditches, may, at different parts of the

year, different months, different days, or different hours, serve

different people, but it is known and recorded long beforehand

at what times each is to receive his supply. This being the case,,

and the schedule being determined, should the water supply be

all engaged, and should, at any time, from any cause, a deficiency

occur, as by the breaking of a canal or temporary derangement of

any work, the loss of water had to be borne by the parties whose

turn it was to receive it, according to the schedule. They did

not have to pay for water which they did not get, but there being
no water, or a short supply, during the hours, days, or weeks, as

the case may be, for which their turn was set, they were the sole

losers so far as the effect of slack supply was concerned. They
could not be served with water at expense to the shares of other

consumers who had been booked for other hours, or receive water

at any other time, unless there was a surplus of supply over the

demand at some period, which could be turned to them. (See
article 666.)

In cases wherein water was not distributed by turns, but in a

continuous stream, another rule prevailed. Primarily, the princi-

ple of "first in time first in right" was applied: he whose engage-
ment or agreement for water was the oldest, received his full

supply so long as water lasted, while those whose contracts had

been made more recently had to suffer loss by the deficiency; and

so on down the scale as to time the last one being the first suf-

ferer.

Then came in the principle of advantage by reason of situation.

Where privileges were of even date in origin, the one located high-
est on the canal of supply had the advantage to the full extent of

its quota, while the ones below, commencing with the furthest

from the head, had first to suffer reduction when the supply was

short. But, as will be noticed in the law, no one was expected to-

pay for water which he did not get, and, if- payment had been

made in advance, the irrigator had a right to reclamation for the

amount. (See article 667.)

These articles are now themselves transcribed for closer study:

"Article 666. The deficiency of water shall be borne by those

parties during whose period of rotation the said deficiency may
occur; saving their right to compensation for injuries, to diminu-
tion of water-rent, or its equivalent as above defined.

"Article 667. Among the different employers-, those individuals-
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whose titles or rights of
|

ossession ;nv HK>M receipt, -hall !ir>i

tin- effects of the deficiency of tin- supply. Ainon^ i-inpl--

eijiial in the preceding n-.-jH-rts. tin- delirirney shall lir-t Ml'-, t

those whose outlets an- at the lowest levelfl; >avin<r. in all

the right of action for compensation against tin- parti. -s e.-m.-iipj

the deficiency."

The Kingdom <>J Itali/. Articles ;."! and i 'i.VJ <f the Italian

(see appendix II) correspond with the t'ore<roin<_'. nuinh<Ts <;<;; an<l

667 of the Sardinian code, and closely follow them with 01

tion.

The second clause of article n.VJ di tiers from tliat of ri'7. in that

the expression does not clearly indicate that the principle of pri-

ority by reason of situation on a stream is to be applied.

AUTHOHITIKS FoK ( 'HA IT HI! XI.

Pe BM/on.[Work cited aa an authority for Chapter IX. Bee, V..1. II. I'.. VII.
Ch. XXXVIII. Div. II, and IHv. IV: <5h, XXXIX. Div. II: < h. XI,
Div. I; and elsewhere as ritr<i.

X,,, ///. [Work cited as authority for Chapter IX Bee, V.,1. II, P. IM.ch. I.

Sees. 1,2, 3, 4, and 5. and Ch. II: 1'. IV.< 1.. I, >,-.-.:;. and Ch. II. ^
an<l rl>c\vlHTi' as cited.

Sardinian Code. [Work cited as an authority fur Chapter X. ><<-. Articles 560,
oil, ;(_', in:;, nil. i;i:>. ;u;. ;:. IM;I. ,;:. ;;;. and >*>-.

Code. [Work cited as an authority for Chapter X 3< B, Articles 545,

620, (>2t, <i-_'L', 623, tiiM. i 2 '.. and C.M; and
also the annotations to each ot' the-e article-
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CHAPTEE XIL-ITALY (4)

;

REGULATION OP DRAINAGE AND WORKS CONNECTED WITH
IRRIGATION PRACTICE,

SECTION I. Regulation of Works.

Construction of Works on Private Lands.

Distances from Boundaries of Estates.

Maintenance of Works Free Passage.

SECTION II. Rights and Obligations of Drainage.

Drainage Complications.

Principles of the Italian Laws.

Provisions of the Codes Sardinian; Italian.

SECTION III. Sanitary Legislation.

The Unheeded Teachings of Experience.

Sanitary Effect of Unregulated Irrigation.

Regulation of Rice and Meadow Culture.

Sanitary Regulations Modern Legislation.

SECTION I.

REGULATION OF WORKS ACCESSORY TO IRRIGATION PRACTICE.

Distances to be Preserved from Boundaries.

In irrigation regions closely settled and fully developed, ques-

tions frequently come before the courts which are rarely, if ever,

met with in other countries, and thus arise necessities for provis-

ions of statutory law which would be altogether needless elsewhere.

Prominent amongst these questions are those relating to the rights

of individuals to do as they please with their own property or on

their own lands. The class of operations accompanying or form-

ing a part of irrigation practice, are peculiarly of a character whose

effects are not and cannot always be confined to the possessions of

those who carry them out. Indeed, the more important works

must necessarily be community works; in nearly all there is a

community of interest or a widespread effect, and even works for
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one's own benefit, solely, on one's own property, not int'r. .pi.mly
infringe upon tin- rights of one's neighbors loan extent that ren-

ders it necessary to impose restraint mi the acts of individuals

in exercising their rights of propertyship. In-tances ..!' thil

of legislation have already heen eite.l in former chapters of this

report; notably under the headings concerning sprin-js. and \\

rights, wherein the right to excavate, bore, or dig for water ..n

one's own property is limited by law out of consideration tor the

rights of others having springs, wells, or water supply work

adjoining lands.

\Ve now come to certain provisions of law which limit the right

of individuals to construct canals and ditches for conducting

waters, on their own property. A moment's consideration shows

the necessity for the restrictions. The reasons may he summar-

ized as follows:

When canals or sources of supply are situated, as often they

necessarily are, near the boundaries of the tract on which they

lie (and which perhaps may be a narrow strip condemned, on

which to construct the work only), by reason of tin- permeable
nature of soils or subsoils, if parties owning the adjoining lands

were allowed to excavate a parallel work as close to the border of

their lands as they chose, the waters of the canal or source adjoin-

ing might thus be caused to percolate away into the new excava-

tion, perhaps at a lower level, to the great injury of him or they

who own the source which has produced, or canal which has

brought them. Or, by reason of the instability of the soil itself,

if persons were permitted to excavate as closely as they chose to

a boundary of their lands, the ground itself might lie caused to

cave away from a canal bed or hank, fountain, or basin in adjoin-

ing lands, to the great loss of its owner. And. again, canals used

for carrying waters, liable to the erosive elVeets of their current-.

if constructed close to the hounds of one estate, may cut in UJHUI

the lands of others, to their injury: or. being in porous soil, im-

part undesired moisture to the lands of others, thus rendering

them unfit for cultivation. As a consequence ( >f experien.

such effects, we find in the laws of northern Italy a number of

provisions intended to meet these cases, or to prevent the causes of

such conflicts.

Piedmont. Amongst the provisions spoken of are the follow-

ing articles, of the Sardinian code formerly ruling in Piedmont,
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which, after the foregoing introduction, so far as our subject goes,

require no further explanation:

"Article 599. The ditches and canals which the proprietor of
an estate may excavate on his own land, shall be placed at a dis-

tance from the boundary lines of adjoining estates at least equal
to their respective depths, except in cases where local regulations

prescribe a greater distance.

"Article 600. The foresaid distance shall be measured .from

the edge of the bank of the ditches or canals nearest the boundary
lines above referred to. This bank must always have a slope

equal to its height, or, in the absence of such a slope, it ought to

be provided with retaining works.
" Where the boundary of an estate is formed by a ditch pos-

sessed in common, or by a private road also common, or subject
to the servitude of passage, the distance shall be measured from
the crest of the bank, as above defined, to the edge, of either the
common ditch or road, nearest 'to the property of the party desir-

ous of excavating the new canal or ditch
;
the obligations regard-

ing the slope or revetment of the channel, remaining in full force.

"Article 601. Should the ditch or canal be excavated in the

vicinity of a -wall possessed in common, the observance of the

foregoing distance is not necessary, but the party excavating the

said ditch or canal shall be bound to construct all such interme-

diate works as maybe necessary for the protection of the wall."

It will be noticed that these rulings simply prescribe minimum
distances to be observed in the location of works. In the judg-
ment of the courts as advised by professional experts, in each case

a greater distance might have been insisted upon, or other pre-

cautions enforced, as was indeed frequently the outcome in prac-

tice.

The Kingdom of Italy. Articles 575, 576, and 577, of the Italian

code (see appendix II), follow closely the foregoing numbers 599,

600, and 601 of the old Sardinian code in wording as well as mean-

ing; there being only a slight difference in the framing of the sec-

ond one of the three, which really does not materially change the

meaning, except that the degree of slope required to the bank of

a ditch when adjoining a property line is not determined in the

new law, as it was in the old; thus leaving this matter of detail

to administrative regulation or judicial decision.

Obligation as to Construction and Maintenance of Work.

A very important ruling, in the way of a regulation for the con-

struction and maintenance of canal works, was embodied in the
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I'iedmontese l;i\v, in the form of An obllgatlOD UJMIII the M\M

any ditch, canal, nr water-course. to so plan, lav out. eim.-tnn-t.

and maintain it. that neither the work itself nor the Mow

water, should interfere with the five passage of travel on publie
or private roads nr paths, nor with the five tlow of waters in and

efliciency of other canals or ditches, whether tor irrigati"

-drainage purposes.

. This provision was made in article ;:;:; ,,f th-- E

dinian code, whicli was as follows:

"Article 633. In cases where waters (lowing for the h.-n.-tit of

individuals prevent the adjoining proprietors from passing fiv.-ly

to the i i

1

estates, or check the circulation of water in other irriga-
tion or drainage lines, the parties benefiting by the waters are
hound to construct and maintain in good order the bridges n

sary for intercommunication, in a sure and convenient manner.

They are farther bound to construct and maintain such -ul

aqueducts, and other like works, as are required for the fn-e prog-
ress of irrigation or drainage, saving an agreement or legitimate
title to the contrary."

The Kingdom of Iluly. In framing the new code for Italy, the

old Sardinian ruling was closely followed in this particular, as will

be seen from article 608 of the Italian code. [See appendix II.]

SECTION II.

THE RIGHTS AND OHI.KJA i IONS OF DKAI\\

Drainage Troubles in Itnli/.

More than in France, Spain, or any other country where irriga-

tion has been broadly practiced, in northern Italy the problem- of

drainage have been ever present in the practical, legislative, and

administrative complications which have been developed by it.

This has been quite naturally brought ahmt: for irrigated north-

ern Italy is a well watered country, both with respect to the num-

ber and volume of streams, which course from the adjoining

mountains across its plains, sometimes producing widespread and

disastrous floods even in the irrigated districts, and also in the

amount and regularity of its rainfall. And not only is the coun-

try thus well supplied with water by the streams from the moun-
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tains, and directly by the rains from the sky, but its subsoils

abound with flowing waters which break forth in many living

springs thickly scattered over wide regions of its plains. Irriga-

tion without drainage, and systematic and thorough drainage too,

in northern Italy, would very soon result over the whole country
in disaster: financial failure in agriculture, and a general depop-
ulation of the country, because of its unhealthfulness. Drainage,

then, is not only an essential to individual success in irrigated

cultivations, but it is a requisite to the maintenance of the health

of populations, and hence we find that it has received very close

attention not only as an art, but as a social and political problem.
And still again, in most cases, the waters of drainage are not

carried to waste they are property, valuable for the irrigation of

other lands, and almost as much in demand for the purpose as are

those of springs or rivers. Authorities unite on this point, and

so, for present illustration, I cite only one. Baird Smith says:

"As the necessary complement to an effective system of irriga-

tion, arrangements for disposing of the drainage-waters connected
with it are essential. It will, I believe, be found in most cases,
and I know from experience it is especially so in northern India,
that imperfections of local drainage, as connected not so much
with the great topographical features of the country, as simply
with irrigation itself, within the limited area it affects, are more

frequently the source of malaria and injury to the land than any-
thing else." [Smith, Vol. II, p. 300.

In another place, speaking of troubles in the irrigation regions

of India, this same author has written: "A comprehensive and

authoritative system of drainage in connection with irrigation must

be matured, and duly sanctioned by government, before the exist-

ing evils can be wholly eradicated." [Smith, Vol. II, p. 303.

Principles of the Laws.

Piedmont. The civil code which ruled -in Piedmont contained

some very important provisions relative to rights and obligations

connected with drainage, yet there was much by way of regula-

tion of private and public works, and the acts of individuals

governing and affecting drainage matters, that was left to the

discretion of the administrative authorities in the execution of

their general police power.
We find in the code express provisions on the following points:

(a) The right of natural drainage-way, which assured to the owner
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of lands tin- rnntii illation of tin- privilege to li:i\v \v;it, T-. I raining

naturally from his estate, flow off on to lands In-low, an they by
nature wen- accustomed to llow. even though they injured tin-

properties lying there. \\\\\ this right was accompanied by a -tip-

illation that such waters were not to he increased artificially: and

at the same time hy a prohihition upon the owner of the lower

lands not to interfere with their llow. (See article .V>1.)
' // / An

obligation upon the proprietors of lands where were situate. 1 chan-

nels or embankments serving tor or necessary to the preservation

of efficient drainage, to keep such works in repair, (e) An obli-

gation on these proprietors to construct new or additional work-,

such as might he necessary for the preservation or protect inn ..f

the existing structures, channels, or banks. ( il } An obligation on

all land proprietors to keep the water-courses and channels through

their estates clear from such deposits or accumulations of material

as mijrht interfere with the free escape of the waters, and thereby
cause damage to their neighbors, (e) The right of interested par-

ties, suffering or threatened in their estates with damage by r>

of the necessity for repairs to works, the removal of depn-;-

clearance of channels, situated on others' lands, to go ,,n to such

lands, and themselves make the repairs, removals, or cleara;

(f) The right of the party thus in peril by reason of the aeo

for additional protective or other works, to goon the lands of an-

other and there construct them. (See articles .V .").":;.)
'

,

obligation ujxiii all land proprietors interested in the maintenance

of channels and embankments, or the preservation of fr.

for drainage waters, to contribute in proportion to the extent of

their interests, towards the expense of such maintenance and clear-

ances, (h) The individual right of proprietors interested in

works and channels to proceed for the recovery of damage result-

ing to them by injury to the works, or by obstruction^ made or

caused to form in the channels, against the party, or parties, caus-

ing such injury or formation. (See article 554.)

But the rights (e) and (f) were accompanied by the stipula-

tions: That, in exercising them, the property of others was not to

be injured. That, before exercising them, special authority should

be had from competent local administration, or judicial oil'.

And that all interested parties be heard by such otlieer before the

authori/ation should be issued. And the declaration of tb-

18
1
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was also accompanied by that of an obligation, on the part of par-
ties desiring to exercise them, to conform to administrative regu-
lations applying to the water-courses, or other channels, or works
of the locality. (See articles 552, 553.)

The foregoing points were embodied in the Sardinian code which
ruled in Piedmont, in the articles here presented for reference:

"
Article 551. Lower lands are subject towards those which are

higher to receive all the waters which flow naturally, and without
the aid of artificial works, from such higher lands.

"The proprietor of the lower estate shall not raise any embank-
ment whereby this escape may be interfered with.

" The proprietor of the upper estate shall refrain from doing any-
thing whereby the servitude of the lower land may be aggravated.

"
Article 552. When the channels or embankments which serve

to contain waters within an estate are broken down or destroyed,
or when variations in the course of the water render defensive
works necessary, and the proprietor of the estate fails to restore

the channels and embankments, or to construct the required works,
then those who shall suffer injury, or shall be in imminent danger
of it, can cause the works to be executed at their own expense;
they can avail themselves of this power, however, only on the con-

dition that the proprietor of the land on which the works are to be
constructed shall suffer no damage; they must, furthermore, re-

ceive beforehand the permission of the competent authority, to be

given after the parties interested are all heard
;
and also must con-

form in all cases to any special regulations which affect the man-

agement of the waters.

"Article 553. The same rule shall apply when it is considered

desirable to destroy or remove any obstacle to the free escape of

waters, in the form of deposits or collections of other materials,
within an estate, or in a private water-course, the existence of

which threatens injury to adjoining lands.

"Article 554. All the proprietors who have an interest in main-

taining the channel and embankments, or removing the obstacles

referred to in the preceding articles, may be called upon to bear

their shares of the expense incurred, which shall be rated on each
in proportion to the benefit he receives from the works. In every
case the proprietors shall have the power of proceeding individ-

ually against the party or parties who may have caused the de-

struction or choking up of the channels referred to, for the amount
of the expenses incurred, and for compensation for damages
caused."

In addition to the preceding clauses expressly pertaining to the

subjects of the natural right of drainage, and the obligations or

rights of proprietors, relevant to the maintenance of drainage

works and channel-ways, the Sardinian code made provision for
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the acquirement on tin- j>:irt
of individual land proprietors, of the

right, as a servitude, of conducting drain.: rs across the

properties of others, and tor tin- acquirement, by condemnation,

on the part of works declared to he of puhlic utility, of titles to

the necessary strips of lands for purposes of eoiistrueiion of drain-

age works of all classes. These provision.- and others relating to

rights of way for drainage will he treated of in the chapter ahout

rights of way forwaters generally. Another hraneh of this class

of legislation is the regulations relating particularly to sanitary

matters, and which will be noticed in the next section of this

chapter.

Lombardy. This subject of drainage was of great im|M>rtancr

in Lombardy as well as in Piedmont, and commanded sj-

attention, of which some evidence will he found in the third divis-

ion of the general law of that country, concerning irrigation asso-

ciations, transcribed in the chapter which follows this: but it i-

unnecessary to go into the details of the Lombardian legislation

or even review it generally, because of the similarity of its prin-

ciples to those already noted.

The Kingdom of Italy. The new code for all Italy, superseding

the laws for Piedmont and for Lombardy. makes equally full pro-

vision for the interest of drainage. (See appendix II.) Articles

536 to 539, inclusive, contain matter to almost exactly the same

effect as the articles .">.~)1 to .V>1 of the Sardinian code, already

analyzed. The subject of right of way for drainage waters, as

will be seen hereinafter, in the chapter on rights of way. is also

quite as fully considered.

SECTION III.

SANITARY LEOISLAI

7V//- Unheeded 7V>/<-///

No branch of legislation affecting irrigation interests, under tin-

several governments of northern Italy, has been more often tin-

field of enactment than that having for its object tin- preservation

or promotion of good sanitary conditions in irrigation regions: nor

has any other line of irrigation legislation been suhject to such

frequent fluctuations and amendments, or to such radical changes.
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The necessity for this class of legislation has been the result of

the gradual development of irrigation without proper system in

the arrangement of works and without due care in the manage-
ment of the waters and cultivations; it has been the natural out-

come of a practice wherein every individual has striven for his

own special advantage, and no consistently and constantly-acting

overseeing power has cared for the interests of all, by guiding or

controlling a little the actions of each.

To the reader of the annals and the observer of the develop-
ment of irrigation, reclamation, and drainage practices, it cannot

but seem that no people ever would or ever will profit by the

former experiences of others in the lines of their intended en-

deavors. In our day and country one daily sees or hears of pro-

jects, theories, or practices, being put forward, the like of which

have elsewhere long ago been tried and proven unprofitable, in-

adequate, or harmful. Personal experience or observation seems

to be the only teacher in these lines of knowledge, which those

who embark in hydraulic agricultural enterprise admit to their

counsel. Professional knowledge of or technical data concerning
what has been done elsewhere, with its results and lessons, it

would appear have no existence. Superficial observation and

blind experiment, guided by the illimitable self assertion of the

times, which a plethoric purse prompts or narrower views of self

interest stimulate, guide some of our most important enterprises;

others are reined by those who look to immediate self aggrandise-

ment, without reference to the legitimate outcome at all; still

others, by those who do not know but that the field of their expe-

rience is almost a virgin one, and that irrigation, for instance, is

a Californian invention.

Seeing that these great interests are here developing under such

influences, what must have been the surroundings of the growth
of irrigation in Italy several centuries ago, we may well imagine.

That the circumstances were unfavorable to the realization of the

best results, we may well understand; that the results in many
respects were very bad, there is ample evidence at hand.

Sanitary Effect of Unregulated Irrigation*

Not only is all irrigation, where conducted without adequate

natural or artificial drainage of the soil, and as ordinarily prac-

1 Marsh: Kept. Dept. Agri. 1874, p. 306; Smith, Vol. II, pp. 219-224,319-328,
and elsewhere in Vols. I and II; De Buffon, Vol. II, pp. 151-161, and 339, et seq.
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tired to effect Mil Vt 1 li ng like ;i full < level. >pliie|lt of tin- c;i pahi lit ies

of hinds, in tin- course of ;i few years, harmful ami injuri*.

the healthfulness of the irrigators ;ind n-sid-nl> of the ivgiuii irri-

gated, luit certain cultivations in themselves are unhealtliful. and

necessitate the use of waters in a manner which specially ;

an unsanitary condition of their neighborhood. Trouble of thi*

character made itself a). parent in Italy during the fifteenth cen-

tury, and following upon the introduction of rice cultivation which

had been brought into tin- Venetian provinces in the early part of

the century, from Spain. Now. the e\|K-rience in Spain should

have constituted a lesson for the Italians, hut it did not.

had heen brought into Spain by the Moors full two centuries hefore.

and its Cultivation had hern the cause of HUM fever .

pi-

demics and such widespread alarm that regulative measures had

been enacted from time to time, and at other times the cultivation

luul been prohibited altogether by royal decree, and thru again

allowed under stringent rulings as to locality and the provision of

proper drainage.
In general terms, this same experience has heen re|N-at-d in

Italy. The cultivation of rice was first introduced UJHHI marshy
tracts unsuited for other cultivation, without exjM-nsive reclama-

tion and drainage, and at localities somewhat remote from thickly

settled districts. It then spread, by decrees, into the lands irri-

gated from the great canals, and in the best neighhorhoods of the

country, approaching the gates of the large cities and the villa* of

the upper classes of society. Fever epidemics hecame more and

still more prevalent, and many cases of low fever were ah

present, even when not epidemic, so from time to time there arosr

most violent opposition to rice cultivation at all. and th-

constant demand for its regulation.

/.i-ijisliitin- l!i-iitiliitinn n f Hin r//'.

Lombardy. In Lombardy the earliest irrigation sanitary i>

lation of which there is record was promulgated in 1"7">. It took

the form of restricting rice cultivation to certain areas, and pro-

hibited it within certain distances of inhabited places. From that

time on to the beginning of this century the records bristle with

regulations promulgated, modified, annulled, and reenacted. In

the territorv of Milan, for instance, in 1 .">>:', the cultivation of rice

was absolutely prohibited. In 1-V.i:', this was modified by a regu-
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lation forbidding rice cultivation within six miles of the city of

Milan and within five miles around every other town; and at later

dates these distances were successively increased and diminished

as the rice cultivators found favor by fair means or foul with the

rulers, and as the healthfulness of the country permitted popular
sentiment to cool off on the subject, or the unhealthfulness roused

the people to vigilance again. In 1630 a frightful pestilence swept
over the province of Milan. Rice cultivation was again prohibited
for a short time, but again became prevalent. At a later date the

distances from the cities, within which rice might be cultivated,

were reduced from "long" miles to the same number of "short"

miles, and these were to be measured from the centers of the

towns and not from the ramparts. And so matters ran on until

the beginning of the present century, when Napoleon, formulating
the experience of the past and calling to his council the best in-

formed people of the country, promulgated the regulation which

remained as the law of the land up to the time of consolidation of

the present government of all Italy, and then become the founda-

tion in part for the newer and present rulings.

Piedmont. In Piedmont the sanitary regulation of irrigation

was first seriously attempted in 1608, when the cultivation of rice,

in any part of the kingdom, was prohibited, except it be by special

royal permit; and it was stipulated that lands to be used for rice

cultivation should be confined to those unfit for producing any
other crop, and should be situated at least about four and one

half English miles from any town or village, and six hundred and

fifty yards from any road; that the consent of the heads of two

thirds of the families in the commune should be obtained in each

instance; and, there should be an obligation on the part of the

holder of the permit to secure and maintain perfect drainage for

his fields, under the supervision of the government engineers.

There were heavy fines named for violators of this law, and other

provisions made for its enforcement.

This species of culture had already grown to considerable mag-
nitude in certain parts of the country, and there was much capital

interested in the lands and canals devoted to it, consequently

there was a perfect storm of opposition to the law. The chroni-

cler, hereafter to be named, says that "complaints rained down"

upon the government authorities, so that in 1663 the order was

modified so as to prohibit the cultivation of rice within four and
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one half miles of Turin, three n,Jl,-s around \ , n-.-lli. ,,iii.- hundred

yards from other towns, an.l - \ nty-tive yard- from tin- roads.

Then, in l<;r>7. the cultivation \va- ab.-olutely forbidden in certain

parts of the country. And thus the 1 <nate

prohibitions, limitations, regulations, and Kc6n0efl from that time

down to the year IS.Vi. when a niiiiiiiissi.ni or committee of tin-

senate of Sardinia was appointed to inquire into and rep..rt on tin-

whole matter. This connnittee reported a hi>t<.ry nf tin- 1. ri-la-

tion of the subject, from which the foreguing brief recital has been

drawn, and it then expressed its opinion ami made its ree,.mnicn-

dations, in language substantially as follov,

"Three conclusions appear to us to be deducilIe from the rapid
review just given of the laws affecting ri.-c cultivation, which have

grown up among us during the course of two centuries and a half.

"First, that the sole remedy against the insalubrity of rice irri-

gation, which has been applied in practice, has been to keep it at a

distance from inhabited places: but that the limit of this distance
has been increased or diminished in a manner wholly arbitrary.
and without reference to any theoretical principles or experimental
results which warrant the terms selected. We say thi.- iraa the

sole remedy, because, although the laws ordain that free pa-.-a-je
shall always be insured for the water, no specific plans for drain-

age were either suggested or enforced : and the districts when
cultivation prevails, remain still unprovided with this important
means of securing their salubritv.

"The second inference which appears to the committee, no less

than the first, is, that a remedy which has been altered i'

santly, and at brief intervals, cannot be regard, d as a successful

one, since it must have failed to produce the results anticipated
from it by those who tried it in the various forms.

"Thirdly, it is clear that throughout the entire progress of our

legislation it has always been found nen-s-ary in endeavorii

limit the extension office irrigation to respect the interests which
have grown up in spite of the laws, and to sanction the continu-

ance of the culture in places where it had been established for

considerable periods.***********
"The discontents and difficulties created have been sue!

invariably to force the government to modify its orders and to

admit so 'many exceptions, as. in point of fact, rendered the laws

nearly inoperative.
"If, therefore, the ancient laws do not supply exampl-

cessful remedies which we can imitate: if. further, the facts on
which a definite law could be founded o a- to secure the con-

fidence and respect of all parties concerned do not at this pr-
-

moment exist, the committee is of opinion that measures should
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be taken to collect such facts, and that all attempts at final legis-
lation should be deferred until this preliminary inquiry has been

satisfactorily completed.
" On the other hand, the committee is distinctly of the opinion

that certain conditions should be attached to permissions to form
new rice lands; and, pending the collection of facts on which a

final law may be based, they think that a temporary measure

may properly be sanctioned. They therefore recommend that
the project now submitted be passed by the senate, with the
modifications which have been suggested by the committee."

[Smith, Vol. II, p. 326.

The measures recommended by the commission were enacted

into law, and remained as the rule of the country, until it was

merged into the present kingdom of Italy. The chief points in

this law will be given under the next subheading of this chapter.

Sanitary Regulations Modern Legislation.
1

As I have before remarked, the necessity for regulation of irri-

gation, because of sanitary reasons, did not apply only to rice

cultivation, although these great contentions and oppositions have

come up over attempts to prohibit or put a limit on the extension

or continuance of the irrigation of this crop. The modern regula-

tions providing for the preservation of sanitary conditions in Lom-

bardy, specially applied to all meadow cultivations by irrigation,

as well as to the fields devoted to rice raising. I here present an

abstract of their principal points, and then pass on to the laws

proposed by the committee above quoted, and voted by the senate

of Sardinia for Piedmont.

Lombardy. The following is an abstract of the principal points

of the irrigation sanitary regulation for Lombardy promulgated
under a law of 1809.

The establishment of new rice fields without special permission
of the prefect of the department, was prohibited under pain of a

heavy fine upon both the owner of the land and the tenant. Per-

mits were granted for such establishments only on lands situated

at least five miles from the capital of the kingdom, three miles

from towns of the first class and fortified places, and one and a

quarte* miles from towns of the second class, and five hundred

and fifty yards from the smallest towns; and these distances were

to be measured at right angles from the exterior limits of the

^See, Smith, Vol. II, pp. 22^-231, and 328-331; also, De Buffon.
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towns. Cultivations of rice already existing within tin- limit;-

specified from the capital were to C6E86 within thn after

the promulgation of the decree, and the lands he cultivated in

other crops, under pain of a heavy penalty. Tim.-.- exiting within

the limits pivscrihcd from other places, wen- to he -uhjeet to fur-

ther regulation after due inquiry in the communes where situated

All rice cultivations were to he conducted in accordance. as to

drainage, with regulations prescribed for each case.

The estahlishment of meadows, whether constantly Of periodic-

ally irrigated, was prohihited within the limits of thickly inhah-

ited places, and all such meadows were ordered aholished and tin-

cultivation changed before the expiration of the then present year.

Permits for the establishment of meadows were to he granted onlv

for lands situated at least eleven hundred yards from the walls

of the capital city, and five hundred and fifty yards from those of

other places; and in accordance with plans which were intended

to insure proper drainage of the fields and dis|H>sal of the drainage

waters.

Other regulations dated in 1S17. prescrihed the forms necessary
to be observed in applying for and obtaining these permits

amongst which were tin- submission of plans of the fields to be

laid out. examination of them and of the grounds by the govern-

ment engineers and local authorities, publications <f intention.

hearings of opposition, reports of engineers and local officers, etc.

Piedmont. The law reported by the committee, and passed by
the Sardinian senate in 1

S -V>. and of which mention has been here-

tofore made, contained points as follows:

A registration of rice cultivations was to be enforced, and heavy

penalties were prescribed for the establishment or continual;

rice irrigation on fields not registered. Hire fields established

before the year ISIS were permitted to remain: those established

after that date, except as by the law provided, were subject to

abolition, and their owners to fine and imprisonment. All rice-

cultivated lands were to be drained in accordance with plans to

be submitted to and approved by government authorities and

engineers. No new rice cultivation was to be allowed within cer-

tain prescribed limits of towns and cities of different classes, and

all rice-cultivated lands were to be surveyed for registration, and

their healthfulness assured so tar aa j>
> ihle by proper drainage

and use of waters. These were the chief provisions of this Pied-
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montese law, but there were many others which related to forms

and details of administration.

The Kingdom of Italy. By a law of the 12th June, 1866,
1 the

present government of all Italy determined that the cultivation of

rice should be permitted beyond certain prescribed distances from

collections of houses and under conditions as might be determined

in each province. This law provides that special regulations to-

the above points being agreed upon by the municipal and sani-

tary boards of the province, and revised by the superior sanitary
council and the council of state, might be considered and adopted

by the provincial council and afterwards receive the sanction of

the King; and the law directed that such action should be taken

in each province within six months after its passage.

Any person desiring to cultivate rice is required to give notice

to the prefect of the province, according to fixed forms, and at

certain times of year, and this application is immediately trans-

mitted to the proper council. This municipal council will, within

ten days, declare as to whether or not the terms of the established

regulations are to be complied with in the proposed new work,

and, if not, it will point out what must be done. The applica-
tion and report of the council are then published and forwarded

through the various departments or branches of government, be-

ing subject to opposition and change until finally approved by the

King. Promptness of action is insured by a provision that should

the matter not be finally reported upon within one month after the

report of the municipal council, the cultivation of the rice cannot

be stopped for that year. The provincial authorities are given

power to stop all rice cultivations not conforming to the terms of

the law and regulations; and persons violating these may be sub-

jected to a fine as high as 200 lire for each ettari (about $16 per

acre) wrongfully cultivated.

Thus, the government of Italy has provided a law in general

terms, on this subject, and has left the initiation of details, as to-

specific regulations, to the several provinces, or states as we may
say, but still retains for itself the power of modification or sanc-

tion of whatever may be proposed. The regulations thus locally

proposed vary in a considerable degree, as is natural, and per-

haps necessary, under the diversified conditions of the country,,

1 Laws arid Regulations, received from the ministry of public works, Italy.
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they should, l>ut the tendency of tin- ntral supem-inn is t> pro-

duce uniformity] MIM! d<> away with unfair local inlluen<-.-- ami

prejudices. Knmiirli lias already hem said t -hw the chat

uf regulations adopted in the principal irrigation providers. so the

suhject will not he pursued further in its connection with irriga-

tion legislation.
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CHAPTER XIII,-ITALY(5)

;

THE EIGHT OF WAY TO CONDUCT WATEKS,

SECTION I. The Ancient and Modern Laws.

Ancient Laws, Milan. 121f>; Venetia, 1455.

Piedmont Code of Charles Emanuel, 1770.

Modern Laws Lombardy, Laws of 1804 and 1806.

Piedmont Sardinian Civil Code, 1837.

The Kingdom of Italy Civil Code, 1865.

SECTION II. The Servitude of Right-of- Way for Water*.

Nature of the Right as a Servitude.

Forms of the Question presented.
The Right of Aqueduct across Lands.

The Right of Aqueduct across other Canals.

The Right of Aqueduct by a Common Channel.

The Right of Aqueduct for Drainage Waters.

SECTION III. Condemnation of Way for Works of Public Utility.

Piedmont Sardinian Civil Code.

The Kingdom of Italy Civil Code.

Expropriation Laws.

SECTION I.

THE ANCIENT AND MODERN LAWS.

Right of Aqueduct Some Ancient Laws.1

The necessity for a legal method whereby readily to obtain the

right to conduct water from a source or head of supply, across

lands the property of others, and to construct and maintain works

therefor on such lands, presented itself at a period very early in

irrigation experience in Italy; indeed, it is probable that the real-

ization of this point was transmitted to the Italians in some law

of custom from the experience of the Romans.

" From all time the conducting of water for irrigation has been

recognized as having been of special public use, which, without

See, Smith; also, De Buffon.
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giving so extensive ;i right a> appropriation, justified a notable
curtailment of tin- rights of property." [

he I'.uMon. Vol. 1 1. p

The wrritn* tu/n;i ilnrtux of the lloman- ha> ivapp-aivd in Italy

as tlic tliritfo d'dCquedottO, Mini, so f;ir Bfl known, commencing with

the active extension of soine g|V;it canal Work-, in till- Milai

province in the twelfth century. ;is a friendly suH'--rance <.n tin-

pan >f landholders anxious to set- the rntrrjirisi- Lro on. it ha- !
-

velojX'd into a well defined and thoroughly established feature in

the division of servitudes estahlished hy process of law. Alt hoii-jh

thus allowed at a very early period, the ri<_r ht to cross tin- -

of another with a canal or ditch was for a loni: time the suhject of

jzrave dispute in northern Italy. The several provinces were not

of the same mind on the suhject. nor yet were the various pans
of the difl'erent provinces, united.

Mil'in. Commencing, as a custom, so far as known, in the Mi-

lanaise province of the country now known as Lomhardy. \\v find

there the earliest recorded recognition of it in tin- form of law.

This is in a code dated in l'_M'>. which contained articles on tin*

point, substantially as follows:

"1. Whoever has the rirht to ohtain waters from springs or riv-

ers, or in any other manner whatsoever, may carry it through tin-

fields and farms of any individual, commune, or public corpora-
tion in this state, and also across tin' public mad-.

"2. To this end he may construct canals or channels and the

other necessary works, at the least possible inconvenience and in-

jury to the proprietors of the farms, paying <>ne fourth more than

the true value of the land thereby occupied.
"3. In addition he must repay all damages caused by the works,

according to the estimate of two practical men: provided, ho\\

that the compensation fur damages shall in n<> .

the value of the property damaged.
"4. He shall be bound to maintain in sullicient repair, at his

own expense, the bridges and drains required for the p.

water, whether on the farms or across the roads, so that these latter

shall sutler no injury, especially in rainy weather.

"."). The water may be conducted or caused to pass abov-

below the canals previously existing, new channels of brick and
lime being made for it in such manner as that the water tlowing

under shall not be mixed with that Mowing over, or that Mowing
in the preexisting canals.

"6. The new channels must be maintained in such condition as

that the proprietor of the water at the upper levels shall sulVer no

damage from the rellux of the same. The water shall have a five

and unobstructed course."
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Old as is this law, it will be seen, as this matter in hand is traced

forward, that it contained all of the essential principles of a com-

plete code on the subject, and has only been amplified, but not

very greatly added to since.

Venetia. In 1455 the venerable senate of the republic of Venice

passed a law on this point for application in its province of Verona,
whose provisions were as follows:

"Whoever shall obtain the right of establishing an irrigating

channel, may demand a passage for the water across the land of

any other person, paying, however, to the proprietor, twice the

value of the land occupied. This value shall be fixed by experts
chosen by the parties interested; and it shall be payable in ad-

vance, unless the proprietor of the land is willing to grant delay
of payment.

" On due appraisement and offer of payment the transfer of the

land is made obligatory, and should be effected by proper docu-

ments; but should the proprietor refuse, the administrative author-

ity may adopt compulsory measures, because the right to the

possession of the land for this purpose exists without reference

to the inclinations of individuals, corporations, or communities;
and possession obtained in the execution of the present statute

shall be held good and sufficient as against the grantee.
"In the case of a proprietor refusing all acquiescence in the

possession thus granted, and declining to receive the price of the

land fixed as above prescribed, this price shall then be deposited
with the authorities, and immediately thereafter the works of irri-

gation may be begun. When parties differ as to the proper posi-
tion of the channel, the experts must always select the place least

injurious to the property traversed; and the same rule must be
observed in case of disputes about the location of channels sanc-

tioned prior to the publication of this statute."

Piedmont. Some ancient Piedmontese legislation on this sub-

ject is found in a clear form in the code of Charles Emanuel,

published in 1770, as follows:

"Every commune, corporation, or individual whatever, shall be
bound to grant a passage through their lands for waters legiti-

mately derived from rivers or fountains, whether for irrigation or

machinery. This passage shall likewise be granted through ex-

isting canals and water-courses, provided always that this opera-
tion shall cause no injury to the proprietors of these canals, and
shall in no way impede the free course of their own proper waters.

Whoever claims a passage for his water-course across the property
of another ought to effect the same with the least possible injury.
The proprietor of the water shall pay the value of the soil occu-
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pied. with one eighth in 6XC88S, MS e>t i 1 1 1:1 1 . 1 l.y professional
lie shall further repair all damages he may 0*1180, or pay tin- full

value of the same.
"When a channel intersects another canal r u

any kind, the passage shall he etl'ected cither above OT be|o\\. by
means of appropriate works. The proprietor demanding paBBOge
shall he obliged to deposit security for all damages which may
be caused by the said works to water-courses or canals previoii-lv
in existence. This precaution being observed. the propriet
the land cannot impede the execution of the work-, hut nii-jlit to

lend all practical assistance during the period of their -unstriic-

tion. The definite settlement of the amount of compensation for

damages shall he made on completion of the works. In the event

of the construction of the water-course raiising a marked dimi-
nution of the extent or value of a property, the party claiming the

passage shall be bound not only to pay compensation fur all in-

juries as estimated by professional men. hut also to purchase tin-

entire property, should its owner so desire."

Right of AtjHi'iI'irf Sum*' Mmli //* Lntr*.

Lombanly. Following the very ancient Mila;

has been transcribed under the preceding subheading as a n.

of interest because of its remarkable cnmplet-

the time of its production, in all times, down to the beginni-

this century, the right of way to conduct water was a prominent

subject for legislative and administrative consideration by tin-

various governments and rulers who held dominion in the state-

of northern Italy. Particularly was this so in Lombardy: and

especially complete does the history appear to be of the various

phases which the question assumed, ami the steps taken in con-

nection with it. Of all the lines of administration, however, that

which was under the jruidance of Napoleon treated this subject

most fully, and in the most advanced spirit. The law for the

administration of the waters of the Lomhardo-Yenetian kingdom.

promulgated by him in l^l. was the most complete and sat

tory to all parties interested that the country had ever had. Ami

this, together with administrative decrees made under it. and

dated in 180(>. made up the system gnvrrning riirhts of

water.

In after years (ISHi). when under other rule, the Austrian civil

code was promulgated for this same kingdom, the good principles

of the Napoleonic law, ami its predecessors on this point, vrm

overlooked, and great trouble resulted, it was considered that
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Lombardy had lost a most essential feature of her administrative

legislation; and appeal after appeal went hence to the ruling

power to reestablish the ancient principles and regulations. Cases

wherein their absence wrought serious hardship !o individuals,
and detriment to the agricultural welfare of the country, were

carried before the Aulic council, at Vienna; and finally, by the

advice of that superior administrative body of the Austrian gov-

ernment, the question was set at rest; and the former law of 1804,
and the several decrees on the same general subject which had

closely followed it, were reestablished by an imperial decree in

1820.

De Buffon says: "The deliberations of the Aulic council were
remarkable for their equity as well as for the enlightened views

expressed, including amongst other reasonings, the following con-
siderations:

" '

Running waters in that country (Italy) are necessary to the
nourishment of the land

; they increase its fertility and assure the

products.
* * * Where water is so useful and contributes so

powerfully to the growing of the products of the soil, doubts of its

influence on the public prosperity should not be raised. * * *

The new civil code should and does not oppose anything on this

subject contained in the former laws and regulations.
* * *

Hence, under the terms of this Austrian code, they should, and
do, remain in force.'

"
[De Buffon, Vol. II, p. 305, quoting the

decision.

The following are the provisions on this point of the law of 1804,

thus re-declared to be the rule for Lombardy:
"
Article 51. Every individual is bound to cede the land neces-

sary for the channels, the rectifications of the directions, the alter-

ation of the courses, or the embankments of rivers, canals, or public
drainage channels; and, in general terms for all works connected
with water, which are designed for the public good, receiving

compensation for the same at a reasonable rate.
"
Article 52. Whoever desires to make use of waters, public or

private, of which he is the legitimate possessor, for purposes of

agriculture, or for the movement of machinery and hydraulic
works, may carry them across the lands of others, paying the value

of the soil occupied by the canal, according to an estimate of the

same, with one fourth in excess; and coming also under an obli-

gation to maintain the said water-course, banks, works, etc.: and.

further, to indemnify the proprietor of the land for all da mages
whatsoever which the said land may sustain.

"Article 53. Such water-courses should be carried across the

portion of the estate where, according to the judgment of practical

men, the least possible injury shall be caused to the proprietor, or
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renC6 \* :
\\\\l alway- had. h in the convenient

derivation of the water."

In addition to the foregoing. tin- law of l^ui;. also ret*stahli-h d

in l
s

'_'i>. contained tin- following provision on thi-

"
Article 111. Who,--. - introduce water into a public

canal, with the view of taking it out ;r_rain at a lo\v r |M.int. A\\\\\

suhinit his claim to the direct ion-general. h will i

as to cause no injury to the rights of other parties. (

M.jecti..-

such arrangement will lie disposed of by the public admin
tion."

These laws formed the basis and principal part of all legislation

on this subject in Lombardy down to the time of the promulgation
of the Italian code in IM;.~>.

. Following the code of Charles Kmanuel III. pul-
lishel in 177<>. and herein already trans<-ribed. the legislation on

the ri,L
r ht of way forwaters in Piedmont was contained in th<

dinian code of is;',7. The very complrtr provisions of this

are worthy of a closer examination than tliosr of any law which

preceded it, and such examination will be Driven them in the

section of this chapter, where the subject is arranged for comment.

The Kiiitnlnm <>f Ifali/. The present law on this subject for all

Italy, is contained principally in articles of the Italian civil

(see appendix II), which will be noticed in the following section

of this chapter together with those corresponding in the old code

of Sardinia.

SECTION II.

TIN: SKKVI n hi: of \V.\v 10 CONDUCT \\'.\TIK-.

\tifii,r >/ tin

The great questions which came up so early in Italy in the

matter of right of way for water, were with to such right

when exercised as a servitude: cases of the legal occupation of

one man's property by another, for the purpose of leading \\

across it in a canal or other conduit, without purchasing title to

the property itself. The . \. reise of such privilege was opposed

1
See, De Buffon, Vol. II, Ch. XLII, Ch. XLIII, p. 279, and Ch. XLIV, p. 307;

al^... Smith. V..I. II. p. 11!'.
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on the ground of its being subversive of the right of property: no

person, it was maintained, should have the power by simple and

summary process of law, to acquire a right to continuously occupj
7

for his purposes, any portion of the property of another. Such

occupation was virtually a dispossession of one's estate in favor of

another. The right of taking private property could only be exer-

cised in the interest of the public welfare for the purpose of pub-
lic use. Conducting water for the irrigation of private estates was

not a public use. The law denned what was a public use, and
made provision for the condemnation of private properties, and

the acquirement of title to them, when it was necessary to take

them for such use. These were the arguments against the "right-

of-aqueduct," as it was called.

On the other hand it was urged, that the application of water on

lands so far increased their productive capacity as to make such

employment a matter of great public concern and interest; that it

was a general necessity in the agriculture of the country; that it

could not be used without conducting it across intervening prop-

erties; that even the waters of public canals could not be distrib-

uted away from those canals without so conducting them in small

private canals; that in this connection, certainly, the conducting
in such small private ditches was a part of the system of the pub-
lic canal, and hence a part of the necessary machinery for the

public use of the waters; and that if conducting waters in a small

private ditch as a distributary from a public canal was the exer-

cise of a public use of the water, then the conducting of water

from a public stream in a similar ditch was equally an exercise

of a public use of it, and hence an act entitled to the privilege of

occupying any property for the purpose, on making due compen-
sation.

Form and Amount of Compensation.
1

These questions were hotly discussed for centuries in Italy. As

a general thing, the feudal system of land tenure was opposed to

the exercise of the right to conduct water; and upon its downfall

the servitude for this purpose of
"
aqueduct," and with it irrigation

enterprise, received a great forward impulse. It has never been

proposed to take property for right-of-way for a canal without due

compensation; on the contrary, the custom and law, as well, in

1
See, De Button, Vol. II, Chs. XLII and XLIII; also, Smith, Vol. II, pp. 147-

150 and 272.
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Italy ban always been t<> pay fur tin- simple right of using tin-

strip of land necessary tor ;i canal, at its full value with tin- addi-

tion of a considerable percentage advance. Tbe facts tliat a canal

or ditch across a property not only occupied a certain portion of

its an-a, but oftentimes occasioned its owner inconvenieuee. ,-u.d

that the presence of the water might be injurious to the land, and

other similar considerations, were not lost sight of. And. further-

more, it was conceded by the advocates of the right, that the use

of water for private purposes, although a necessary general 006,

was not a public use in the true sense.

De Buffon says: "It resulted from these consideration-, that

besides the recognition of the right as belonging to an irrigator. to

cross with his ditch the property of his neighbor, there was stipu-
lated in favor of the persons whose land was thus occupied an

equitable regulation which aimed to make amends tor the differ-

ence of taking property for public use proper, and occupying it for

a purpose only indirectly for the public benefit. This rule con-

sisted in the payment of a certain sum greater than the value ..f

the land occupied, and the repairing of all damages occasioned

by or accessory to its occupation.
"The amount of the additional indemnity, which is character-

istic of the r?V//// of (njtu'dnrf as established by all modern nations.

is variable in its nature, and has been repeatedly modified since

its origin in the fifteenth century, and varied between its actual

value, and twenty to twenty-live per cent advance. In Lombardy
one pays one quarter more than the land occupied is worth: in

Piedmont one fifth more, as an indemnity for damage, on values

estimated in a friendly way on the opinions of experts." [De
Buffon, Vol. II, p. 279.

Baird Smith says that, in the earliest form in northern Italy,

the right of passage for waters across lands M was granted on con-

dition that some certain supply of water should he allowed t< the

proprietor of the land from the canal traversing his property, in

exchange for the occupancy of the soil covered by it. the use of

which was temporarily lost to him." And he remarks that it is a

curious circumstance that the same practice had been inaugurated

at the earliest staue of the modern development of irrigation under

English rule in India. 1 In cases where water was not allowed in

exchange for the land occupied, the practice, in Italy, at lirst was

to pay only the value of the land covered by the works, and thus

1 The same custom formed ;t feature of irri.tration development in early tinit^

in California: and there now e\it perpetual water-rights, in xnue quarter-.
granted in return for a crossing of a field l>y a canal.
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rendered useless, but, as time wore on and canals became more

plentiful, this bonus has ranged in some quarters as high as fifty

per cent on the valuation of the lands.

Forms of the Right-of-Way Question.

The primitive question was as to the right of conducting water

across agricultural lands in a ditch; and supplementary to this

came that of the right to cross with one such conduit the path of

another, which acts in the early days of hydraulic works in Italy,

before the art of making
"
syphons

" and other structures to facili-

tate the crossing was understood, and later when such works were

very expensive, oftentimes necessitated the mingling of the waters

in one channel and their subsequent separation. And, then, as

an outcome of this practice came up a question as to the right of

one person, by paying an indemnity, to conduct waters for his

benefit in the canal or ditch of another. In addition to these three

forms of the right-of-way problem, as connected with the matter

of conducting water for use in irrigation, the same questions came

up in connection with the right to conduct drainage waters from

irrigation, drainage waters from works where such waters had been

produced by other than natural causes, and drainage waters pro-

duced or accumulated naturally.

These varied natures, as to origin and purpose, of the waters to

be conducted, produced modifications in the treatment which the

questions have received, and in the rulings which have been made
and incorporated into law on them. These subdivisions of the

subject were for the first time all fully treated in the general laws

of a country, by the framers of the Sardinian code, which was, in

matters relating to irrigation, founded on experience in and the

necessities of Piedmont. The present code for all Italy largely

followed after this model, so that I am led to present the subject

upon the basis of the former law, and then, for each subdivision,

point out the comparisons to be made with the latter which has

taken its place.

The Right of Aqueduct Across Lands.

(Sardinian Code, Articles 622, 626, 627, W, r.y), <;i;3, and 673; Italian Code,
ArtjelcM

598, 602, 603, 605, 619, 648, and 666.)

The provisions of the Piedmontese law, which specially related

to the simple right of way for waters across lands, were contained

in seven articles, as follows:
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Articbt of tk* 8ardi\

"Article ()_'_'. Every commune, corjyoration. or individual, is

bound to give a passage across their lands to water derived from
rivers, springs, or any other sources, by parties having a N-'jal

right to the same, and wishing to employ it for irrigation, or for

the use of works. Farm houses, with the courts, threshing tlo.,i>.

and gardens attached to them, are excepted from this ruling.**********
"Article 626. Whoever desires to carry water across the lands

of another is bound to prove that the <|iiantitv of water where.. f

he is the proprietor is sullicient for the purpose to which it is

destined: that with reference to the circumstances of the neigh-

boring lands, the slopes and other conditions of the channel, the

course and the free escape of the water, the line ( .f passage de-

manded by him is the most convenient, and at the same linn-

is that which will cause the least possible injury to tin- estates

affected by it.

"Article 627. The party desirous of carrying water over tin-

land of another is bound to pay in advance, and before the con-

struction of the canal is commenced, the estimated value of the

ground to be occupied, without deduction of the land tax. or any
other burdens which maybe inherent to the soil, together with

one fifth of the said value in excess, and also compensation for

immediate damages, including those due to the division of tin-

estate into two or more parts, or any other deterioration which

may follow on the crossing of the land.

"In cases wherein the right of passage is claimed for any period
less than nine years, the amount to be demanded by the owner
shall be limited to one half the value of the land occupied by tin-

works, with the fifth in excess, and compensation for damai:

above detailed. The claimant shall further come under obliga-
tion to restore everything to its original state on the expiration of

the term agreed upon. If the party who has obtained a tempo-

rary right of passage should desire to change it into a permanent
one, the payment of the half value of the land, and the other

terms annexed to the former, shall not be taken into account in

settling the conditions of the latter.**********
"Article 629. In the event of the party who has obtained the

right of passage for a certain <|iiantity of water, desiring to in-

crease the same, he shall be bound to show, tirst. that his canal

has sufficient capacity to carry the greater volume, and that no

injury can result to the estate subject to the servitude. When
the introduction of the larger volume of water reijuircs the con-

struction of new works, the nature and extent of these must he

determined, and the value of the soil to be occupied, according to

article 627, must be paid prior to the commencement of the said

works.
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"Article 640. The servitude of taking water by means of a

canal, or other visible and permanent work, for use in agriculture
and industry, or for any other object, is included among the num-
ber of continuous and apparent servitudes.**********

"Article 663. The right of passage for water does not give to

the party exercising it any right of property, either in the land at

the sides or forming the bed of the spring or water-course; and the
land tax, with all other burdens attached to the soil, shall be borne

by the proprietor of the aforesaid land.**********
"Article 673. The servitude is extinct if not- used for thirty

years."

The Right of Aqueduct Across Lands Noteworthy Points.

Piedmont. The foregoing provisions of the Sardinian code are

replete with points worthy of special notice:

Observe that the right of passage is accorded even to every indi-

vidual across the lands of every other individual, municipality, or

corporation; and that it is accorded for waters derived from any
source whatever; but, under this law, only for the purposes of irri-

gation and motive power works. Take notice, at the same time,

however, that the right is extended only to those who have a legal

right to the waters, and that, hence, in opposition to any such

claim of right of way a land owner can force the would-be con-

ducter of the water to prove his claim of right to the water itself,

before he may exercise his privilege of acquiring a passage way
for it. (See article 622.)

Thus, the water-right claim itself was immediately put upon its

merits. There could be no canal until there was a determined

right to a definite amount of water to conduct in it; and such

rights, as we have seen, could only be acquired by regular issue

of privilege, or concession by the government, or by parties con-

trolling the use of, or owning, the water; or they could result from

ownership of a spring, or other water-source, such as a reservoir,

or from riparian proprietorship on a stream not considered of pub-
lic importance. Here, then, in these provisions on this collateral

branch of the water-right question, was a safeguard against the

establishment of works, and of diversions afterwards to be em-

broiled in litigation: the right to the water had to be proven before

a right for its passage could be acquired. Furthermore, notice the

fact that the right could not be acquired for trifling and insuffi-
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cit 'nt
jiiii

nt i tics of \vat<-r: tin-
"
proprietor of the" ( right to us^- the )

"water" had to prove that he had a sulliciency of supply for his

purpose. h<-toiv he could impose upon his neighh. be a s.-rvi-

t u< le of passage and the presence of a canal huilt by virtue of it.

"
Very minute care was taken in the legislation of Piedmont to

secure at once the efficiency of works, and the minimum of injury
to lands on which they were estahlished. Kxperieiiee had shown
in this country that parties frequently excavated a small well or

spring on lands belonging to them: and. though the quantity of

water derived from it was very trifling, they claimed the right of

passage for it through irrigated fields, or in the vicinity of pre-

viously existing canals, with the view of drawing from these

sources, by drainage or percolation, an additional supply at tin-

expense of their neighbors." [Smith, Vol. II, p. -71.

The provisions which stopped this sort of imposition were con-

tained in article 626, where we have found, also, the certain other

salutary items next noticed. The location and design of a canal

or other conduit for water across the lands of another, had to he

in conformity to good judgment, not only with respect to the par-

ticular service for which it was designed by its proj>osed con-

structor, but with all due regard to the continued convenient use

and fruitful quality of the lands designed to he crossed: and the

determination of these points was, in common with all technical

and practical questions, connected with adjustments of irrigation

agreements, left to hydraulic or agricultural engineers, as exerts.
1

"It became further clear that merely to secure the proprietor
of the land from immediate pecuniary

loss was not sutlicient. In

fixing the directions of their irrigation channels, proprietors of

water might be influenced by various motives: they might desire

to pass through land previously irrigated, that they might have

the benefit of infiltration, or over land where there were indica-

tions of subterranean spring waters, of supplies from which their

canals would derive advantage; or they might wish to benefit one

neighbor by carrying water near his land, or to injure another hy a

contrary course. The government saw that it would be :

to place limits on this freedom of choice, and hence originateo
the rule that prior to any special direction being determined for

the canal, evidence must be laid before the competent authorities

that the line selected was the least injurious to all panics con-

cerned." [Smith, Vol. II, p. 150.

Following out this line of policy, exacting a well determined

and defined right in each case where a passage is demanded for

1
See, Smith, Vol. II, p. 271.
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waters, article 629 of the code, as we may have noticed, recog-

nizes the fact that any such right was accorded only for a certain

quantity of water and no more, and that when this amount was to

be increased, further proceedings had to be conducted, and addi-

tional indemnity had to be paid. This provision was made neces-

sary by the fact that any material increase in the waters of a

canal necessitate its artificial enlargement, endanger its banks

and the adjoining lands by overflow, force its enlargement by
scouring out its beds and caving down its banks, or cause great

additional loss by percolation into the soil of its bed and banks.

The experience of the country had made these things apparent;
and it had also made apparent the fact that right of passage for

any limited supply of water having been acquired and paid for,

not infrequently its possessors would impose upon the land owners

by forcing the flow of the canal, either for temporary convenience

to supply some immediate necessity, or with the view of causing
a permanent enlargement of the channel, and thereby acquire

water-way for a volume of flow materially more than they had
demanded and acquired the right for at first.

As will be seen elsewhere in this report, by a provision of this

same code, the property owner, in consequence of this same line of

imposition practiced by conductors of water, had always the right

to demand that the grade plane and cross sectional dimensions of

a canal through his lands should be fixed at convenient and nec-

essary intervals along the line, by permanent and solid construc-

tions of masonry, or other unwearing material, so that, at any

time, should the canal bed be washed out at intermediate points,

it could be reestablished at exactly its former dimensions and

grade by means of the guide furnished by the masonry or other

solid structures along its line. These structures also served the

purpose of guides by which to reestablish the section and bottom

plane of the canal when each year, in case of silt deposits having

occurred, it became necessary to clear it out for the season's work.

As to conditions attached to the simple right of way for water

across lands, it remains only to notice the exception to the enforce-

ment of the servitude, which was in the case of passage across

gardens, dooryards, or the sites of houses. There was a vigorous

fight against this reservation in Piedmont, and, in fact, in some

former laws there was no such reservation, but the framers of the

Sardinian code took the view that only in cases of works declared

to be of public utility under the right of condemnation and ac-
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quirement of title^O the land should a man be disturbed in his

house or its immediate surroundings.

Compensation far Riylit <>f IT////.

/'inlinonf. ruder tin- terms of the Sardinian code tin- proprie-

tor who obtained a right of way for waters thereby acquired a right

to the use of the strip of land necessary for the purpose, but he

could devote it to no other use. He obtained no right of owner-

ship in the land itself. The owner of the property retained this.

and even had to pay the land tax on it for all time, although In-

had no use of it. (See, Art. 663.)

The right of the possessor of the servitude of passage was " a

continuous and apparent servitude;" which meant that, unless

expressly limited in an agreement, it continued during every mo-

ment of all time, even though not exercised continuously saving

the condition imposed on all such servitudes, whereby they w. i.

forfeited by non-use for thirty years. (See, Arts. 640 and -7

But, although the right acquired was only one of use, and not

of ownership of the land occupied by the canal or ditch, the pos-

sessor of it had to pay in advance the estimated value of the land

occupied, without deductions from any cause, together with one

fifth of its value in excess, for the right of occupation and use;

and besides that he had to pay a sum as compensation for dam-

ages to the balance of the estate crossed, by reason of inconven-

ience in its use, caused by the presence of the canal or ditch, or

by reason of any probable injury caused to lands by seepage. <>r

otherwise. (See, Art. 627.)

In consequence of this possible damage, also, as will be seen

elsewhere, the owner of a canal had to keep it in a certain state of

repair and efficiency, and to do all in his power, on demand, to

prevent percolations into adjoining lands. And not only had tin-

would-be conducter of water to pay tor his original right to cross

an estate with his ditch, or canal, but he was limited to the right

to conduct the amount of water stipulated and in the canal de-

fined, and any exercise of right in excess of such prescribed privi-

lege had to be sanctioned by a renewed negotiation and agreement .

and obtained by an additional payment. (See, Art. <>2
(

.).)

Finally, as may have hern noticed, then- were provisions for tem-

porary as well as permanent rights of way, which were made to

meet the convenience of tenants under lease of lands. Such leases

were usually of nine years' duration in Piedmont, and oftentimes
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a tenant would desire to obtain additional or other waters for a
field for the period of his lease, only. To cover these cases the

second paragraph of article 627 made provision that the right

might be acquired for such period or less, by the payment of one

half the value of the land occupied, with the one fifth additional

and the resulting damage to the lands crossed, as before explained.
It is noticeable that a temporary right-of-way could not be con-

verted into a permanent one by the payment of the other half

value of the land. Could this have been done, landlords would

have taken advantage of the necessities of their tenants, to acquire

permanent rights-of-way for waters for their estates, at half rates.

But the law did not allow this; so that tenants were put in a

position to deal on better terms with landlords, when additional

supplies of water were required for an estate which they were

farming.

This completes all necessary remarks on the articles of the Sar-

dinian code relating to right-of-way for waters across lands by

independent channels. It is now well that the provisions of the

new code for all Italy be examined for comparison on this point,

before going on to the next classification of the right-of-way matter.

The Kingdom of Italy: The rulings of the new Italian code that

take the place of those of the old Sardinian, upon which comment
has just been made (articles 622, 626, 627, 629, 640, 663, and 673),

are contained in its articles 598, 602, 603, 605, 619, 648, and 666,

to be found in appendix II, and to which reference may be made
in continuation of these points concerning

" The right of aqueduct
across lands."

The Right of Aqueduct Across Other Canals.

(Sardinian Code, Articles 6% and 625; Italian Code, Articles GOO and 601.)

This question came up at an early period in the development of

irrigation in Italy, and for a long range of time it was decided on

the basis of the question of conducting water in a common chan-

nel, which is next spoken of herein. The waters at a point of

crossing of two canals or water-courses were taken into a common
channel for a short distance, if it was desired to cross almost

immediately, and then separated into two channels again by some

structure designed to repartition them proportionately. Thus this

necessity for the crossing of streams or canals was probably the

form which the question of a common channel took in its earliest
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stages, and the mingling tit' waters I'm- tin- .-Imrt space at crossings

possibly suggested the mingling for purpose^ of coiioi,,i/mg in

Conducting it tor lung distances.

lie this as it niav. as more t'ullv explained under tin- m-\t -ul>-

heading, the practice of uniting waters of separate owners and

again partitioning them, gave rise to so much trouhle, that the

construction of special works to eiVect crossings of streams, without

such mixing, was stimulated; and with success in this practical

solution of the question came denial, in the laws, of the right to the

mingling of waters; and the bare recognition of the right to cross

one canal with another, in the way most suitable to the locality,

and under certain restrictions, that, except in rare eases, d
the practice of mingling altogether, is all that is left of the former

right to cross as one chose.

"Article 624. It is also permitted to carry water across exist-

ing canals and water-courses in such manner as may be most

expedient, and best adapted to the locality, and to the condition

of the said lands and water-courses. It is necessary that tin-

work s to be constructed for the above mentioned purpose shall

not stop, check, or accelerate, or in any other way change the

course or the volume of the water Mowing in the canals or water-

courses.

"Article 625. In carrying water across public or district mad-.

or across rivers or torrents, the special rules of the department of

roads and waters l

shall be observed."

The Right of Atjm <ln<-f Arm** nflu / ITo/-//* Xotetrorthy /'"/'/

Piedmont. The true meaning of the foregoing article r.iM is

onlv appreciated when we thoughtfully read the condition.- at-

tached to the apparentlv free right which it gives the owner of

one canal to construct his channel-way across the work of another.

and when we know something of the interpretations which have

been given it, and the practice under it. The passage, as we

observe, must be effected "in such manner as may be most ex-

pedient and best adapted to the locality and to the condition of

the canals and water-courses," but the works to be constructed

in effecting the crossing "shall not stop, check, or accelerate the

speed of, or in any way change the course or the volume of the

water" crossed.

1 The civil engineering bureau of the governim-nt.
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Now, no crossing of one flow of water by another in the same
channel could he effected under these conditions: anything like

a direct flow across would "change the course" of the current

sought to be crossed; except under special arrangements involv-

ing a change of grade of such water-course, such an attempt would
" check" its current above and "accelerate its speed" below; and

any attempt at thus crossing, at all, would increase its volume

and then diminish it again. Furthermore, any use of a common
channel is virtually prohibited by articles 623 and 628, which are

to follow under the next subheading; and the crossing of waters

through other waters involves a mingling of the two, a use of a

common channel, and a re-separation, even though the distance

of flow together be the shortest possible. The fact is that this

article (624) was intended to do away with crossings involving

mingling of waters, and the conditions as to the manner of the

crossing and its adaption to the condition of the several works,
contained in the first clause, were intended to regulate the con-

struction of syphons under or aqueducts over these water-courses

in effecting the passage.

The Kingdom of Italy. In continuation of this subdivision of the

topic, attention is now asked to appendix II, where in articles 600

and 601 of the new Italian code will be found the items of the

present law which supplanted those contained in 624 and 625 of

the old Sardinian code upon which I have just commented, and

where I have brought the subject of
" The right of aqueduct across

other canals" down to date.

The Right of Aqueduct by a Common Channel.

(Sardinian Code, Articles 623 and 628; Italian Code, Articles 599 and 604.)

The right to make use of an existing channel or canal, in which

to conduct waters mingling them with waters of other ownership,

and then reclaiming and separating out an equal or equivalent

quantity, and diverting or drawing it off at some point below is

one which found place amongst the customs of the Italians at a

very early period.

Lombardy. At the time of the construction of the greatest of

the ancient canal works in this valley a truly monster canal,

built during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries there had been

several other works of considerable magnitude, together with their
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1. ranches, carried through the region to he traversal hy the new.

Tin- art of hydraulic construction had not yet accomplished the

building Of large si/.e syphon tuhes under. ,,r aqueducts for great
volumes of water over existing water-courses, and such works, too,

would have been exceedingly ex
j
tensive tor the times. \

at this time, hrouglit ahout the practice of uniting the wat-

the old works crossed with those- of the new works eonstrueted.

and then separating them again at points below, according to tin-

gauging of outlets, or the proportioning <>f ehann -Is.

This is looked to as the beginning on a large scale of a praeti.

which grew into almost a fixed custom in Lombardy. and tor .1

long time was regarded as embodying one of the prineiples of the

customary law of irrigation. It never found place.. itude

to be laid on private works, in the written statutes of Lombardy.

however, and its practice brought about such disputes over the

measurements on the repartitioning of waters thus mingled, that

the building of structures to avoid the mingling, by dipping one

canal down under the other, or carrying it around and \vr it at

lower points, was greatly stimulated, and the common use of chan-

nels, without common and free consent, was prohibited. Thus,

article 5 of the Milanese code, transcribed in the first section of

this chapter, though not explicitly so, is virtually a prohibition of

the mingling of waters in a common channel.

But, in the meantime, there had grown up a very wide range of

practice in this mingling and repartitioning method of crossing

and conducting waters of different owners, and the annals of

Italian irrigation literature are plethoric with accounts of litiga-

tions to which it gave rise. The advance in hydraulic art in the

measurement of waters has, however, made these troubles less

frequent, as the practice became more perfect and less open to

objection.

The privilege of introducing waters into the government canals

and then reclaiming them at a point below, was one specially open
to abuse and eagerly sought after. I)e Buflbn, speaking of the

privilege granted to individuals by the Austrian rulers of Lom-

bardy, to introduce water into the royal canals, and then reclaim it

at a lower point, says "that having all the appearance of an equi-

table concession, the right has hardly ever failed to degenerate

into an abuse." The absence of means and even of the possibility

of accurate gauging of the amount taken in. and a just partition-

ing off of the amount taken out in return, and the opportunity,
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through the absence of continuous guarding, to take more thdn

was due, was an incentive to the desire to obtain the privilege.

" Had such means existed at the times of which we write, de-
mands for the introduction of private waters into the grand canals
would have been less frequent. Justice and good sense arc ii,

accord in rejecting the idea of similarity between the simple con-

ducting of water over the property of a neighbor, and the exercise

of a right to make use of his canal already existing."

Damage caused by the construction of a canal across lands may
be readily estimated and liquidated, but the injury which may 1 it-

inflicted by one dishonestly inclined, upon the owner of a canal

by introducing his waters therein and then reclaiming them at a

point below, is a cumulative one past all finding out, and not to

be estimated at all in dollars and cents alone.

" The owner of a canal, upon whom it is sought to impose such
a servitude, may well reply: Our waters would be so mixed that

independently of the injury you could cause me in retaking from
the canal more water than you had turned in, you oblige me to

keep a constant surveillance over you while doing so, and you
compel me to keep up a perfect understanding with you in regard
to the maintaining, clearing, and stoppage, or continuance of Mow
in the canal, on terms upon which we probably could not airree:

in a word, you impose on me a perpetual community of interest

which I have not sought, but opposed." [De Buffon, Vol. II, pp.
282-286.

The modern legislation of Lombardy contained this one provis-

ion on the subject in hand, and this was embodied in the decree

or law of 1806, to which reference has heretofore been made.

''Article 16. Whoever desires to introduce water into a public
canal, with the view of extracting it again at a lower point, shall

submit his claim to the direction-general. The case will be decided
in accordance with article 1 4

(
i.

e.,
so as to cause no injury to the

rights of other parties). Objections to this arrangement shall In-

disposed of by the public administration."

It will be noticed that this article applied only to the introduc-

tion of water into the public canals of the state, and that it set up
no basis of a right of servitude in connection with such license.

but made it a mere privilege, to be extended or not extended.

according to circumstances and the judgment of the superior ad-

ministrative officer in charge of the works. It formed no basis for

the assertion of right to use a preexisting private canal, and as a

matter of fact, the right has never been asserted as a servitude in
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modern times in Lombardy, and rarely asked. and less rarely

in-anted, as a privilege, in the case of the government canals.

. In Piedmont this right first found place in the laws

of the latter part of the sixteenth century, but not until the last

part of the eighteenth did it assume a definite and somewhat com-

plete form in the legislation of the country. The edict of Charles

Kmanuel, published in 1770, and heretofore quoted, established

the right in such broad and sweeping terms that great trouble

resulted, and it became necessary to abolish it. The framers of

the Sardinian code, long afterwards (1837), followed out this last

line of policy in the wording of the following articles:

Articles of the Sardinian Code.

"Article 623. The canal required for the water shall be executed
< -nt i rely at the expense of the party claiming the right of passage,
and he shall have no right whatsoever to demand the said passage

through canals previously in existence, and destined for the use of

other waters. The proprietor of any farm, however, whereupon a

canal carrying water of which he is the legal owner already exists,

may prevent the opening of a new canal on the said farm, by offer-

ing' to give a passage to the waters of another through the preex-

isting channel, always provided that this
f
can be done without

manifest injury to the party claiming the right of passage.***** *****
"Article 628. Any one availing himself of an offer made under

the terms of article 623, to allow his supply of water to flow through
the canal of another, is bound to pay, in proportion to the volume
of water introduced by him, his share of the value of the land

occupied by the works, of the excess and compensation above (in
article 627) fixed, and, further, to defray in the same proportion
the costs for repairs, maintenance, and every expense which the

introduction of said water may have rendered necessary."

The Right of Aqueduct by a Common Channel Noteworthy Points.

Piedmont. As a commentary on the last two articles of the Sar-

dinian code, I quote the words of Baird Smith, as follows:

" The vexed question of the right of passage through previously

existing channels has been very judiciously disposed of by the

Sardinian legislation. To have continued this right to the pos-
sessor of water in the absolute manner established by the ancient

legislation of Piedmont, would, as experience had already shown,
have led to constant and harrassing disputes. The edict of

Charles Emanuel, on which the right spoken of was founded, had
been followed by repeated lawsuits; and though the judicial tri-
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bunals had necessarily decided all cases in accordance with its

provisions, the senate of Turin had especially recorded its opinion,
that the law was one of great severity. It is also recorded that
there was scarcely ever a single case in which the results of the
union in the same canal, and the subsequent division of the water

belonging to two different proprietors, were satisfactory to both."

[Smith, Vol. II, p. 270.

De Buffon, also, has written of the necessity for, and justice of,

this portion of the Sardinian code. Here are his sentiments:

" The power of acquiring a right of way for waters through exist-

ing canals, which, as we have seen, was admitted by the ancient

legislation of Piedmont, has, for good reasons, been left out in the
formation of the new code. * * * The authors of this code

found, with reason, that it was unjust to impose upon proprietors
the obligations to receive strange waters into their canals, races,
or ditches, as experience had proven that such mingling as resulted

therefrom seldom failed to lead to litigations, disastrous to all in-

terests." [De Buffon, Vol. II, p. 329.

Analyzing for ourselves articles 623 and 628, we find the right

of passage through the canals of another expressly abrogated
whoever acquired a right of way across lands under article 622,

already considered, under article 623 had to construct the works

for carrying the water entirely at his own expense; except in the

case where the owner of the land to be crossed, possessing a canal

which could serve for the accommodation of the waters desired

to be conducted, might, in order to save his land from being cut

by another channel, offer to accord the right to use his canal.

Then article 628 makes provision for his compensation, if his offer

is accepted, for the use of his work and the occupation of his land.

The Kingdom of Italy. Following this subject of
" The right of

aqueduct by a common channel," I now invite attention to articles

599 and 604 of the new Italian code, found in appendix II, and

which took the place for all Italy of the foregoing 623 and 628 of

the old Sardinian code for Piedmont. It will be seen that the

present provisions are substantially the same as those of the Sar-

dinian code, so that further comment is unnecessary.
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Tin- Right of Aqueduct for !('</ D /;//-/./- ,/,/</ f,,,-
ll'///-y// //.'

<

The right of passage for waters of natural drainage has always
been recognized as a servitude v-r lower lands, due to their situ-

ation: hut the right to discharge natural drainage water- mi to

lower lands at jMiints other than where their original COOT86 led

them, or to increase the volume of drainage waters artiiieially. has

been the subject of legislation.

. The chief parts of the modern laws of Lombardy mi

tliis point were embraced in article ."VI of the decree uf IMM;. which

first declared that "lower lands are hound to give passage to waters

(lowing from higher levels." It will he noticed that this was a

declaration of a right of servitude, not only in favor of natural

drainage waters, as was the case in other codes spoken of, hut it

included all waters draining from higher lands, thus including

waters which may have been caused to flow down by artificial

means, or which had been brought to the lands by artificial works.

Not, however, to injure the owners of such estates as might be

subjected to this servitude, the second paragraph of this article

contains the following provision: Referring to articles 51. -VJ. and

53, which relate primarily to rights-of-way for waters for irriga-

tion, but are also made to apply to rights for drainage waters, and

which contain obligations on proposed conductors of water, to pay
for the privilege, etc. This article 54 further says:

"In addition to the obligations imposed by the preceding arti-

cles, the proprietor of the upper lands is bound to defray the cost

of such drainage channels as maybe necessary, and of such works
of defense as may be required to protect the lands through which
the waters pass; as, also, to repair any damage whicli at any time
the lands may sustain. The preceding article does not atlect

special agreements between proprietors, nor rights of servitude ac-

quired by process of law."
[

S e. Smith. Vol. II, p. 1">S .

This above is an example of most extended application of tin-

servitude of drainage from higher to lower property. Seeing that

it includes the right for all waters from the higher estate, whether

naturally running off or not. in with those produced naturally,

and puts the burden of receiving them upon the lower estate, as a

1

Set-. DC r.utton. Vol. II. i>]>-
!! -"<. aii'l *W: also. Smith. Vol. II. ]>\>.

1
-

and elsewhere.

20 1
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natural servitude. In Italian the word colatura is used as a name
for surplus waters which have been used in irrigation the drain-

age waters from irrigated fields
;
and where rice and meadow lands

are cultivated the quantity of these colaturas is very large, amount-

ing in some cases to more than half as much water as is originally

applied to the land. The right of passage was accorded in Lom-

bardy for colaturas upon the same terms as the original waters for

irrigation. They were themselves used again in irrigation, and

were held to differ in the eyes of the law in no respect from waters

directly derived from a primary source, such as a river or spring.

Piedmont. The following article of the Sardinian code em-

braced the modern legislation of Piedmont specially applicable
to the matter of "The right of aqueduct for waters of drainage
and for warping:"

"Article 630. The terms established in the foregoing articles

for the passage of water apply equally to the case of the proprietor
of a marshy estate, who desires to improve the same either by the

process of warping (colmata) or by the excavation of one or more
channels of drainage. Should opposition be made to the estate by
parties having rights to the water on or flowing in any way from
the same, the tribunals, in deciding, ought to have due regard to

sanitary and agricultural interests, and also to the use made of

the water by the objecting parties."

Herein we notice the importance attached not only to drainage,

but also to the process of colmatage, spoken of on page 91, ante,

and elsewhere, that they should be placed on the same footing

with irrigation in the matter of acquiring right to passage for

waters to effect their purpose.

"
It is held that the drainage or the improvement, by the process

of warping* of marshy localities has an influence on the general

good of the community scarcely inferior to that of irrigation itself,

and that he who is prepared to invest his capital in changing
miasmatous swamps into fertile fields is entitled to privileges at

least equal to those afforded by the laws to the proprietor of water

employed in increasing directly the products of agriculture and

industry." [Smith, Vol. II, p. "268.

The second paragraph of the foregoing article (630) applies to

cases where rights to the use of drainage waters drawn from lands

in a marshy state, which have accrued by use or otherwise to the

benefit of some one situated below, are to be interfered with by

1

Colmatage (French), or colmata (Italian ).
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the owner so improving the estate by imnv thorough drainage as

to intercept, stop, or change tin- outfall of tin- drainage w;f

and tin- existence of the law is an evidence ,,f the thoroiiiri

of the system which thus usefully employs in irrigation ev.-n tin-

waters of marshes and swampy tracts to an extent that would

require and bring about the passage of a special clause in the

protection of such rights. The right <f way for drain;i.

from irrigation (minium*) is also assured by the proviso:

this Sardinian code, seeing that the privilege is accorded for all

waters to which a legal right is had by the person who desi:

conduct them, and seeing that these waters are devoted to re-

application in irrigation or some other useful purpose.

Tin- I\in<i<!in of Itnl i/. In conclusion of this subject of ''The

right of aqueduct for waters of drainage and for warping." the

attention is now directed to articles (MX;. 'in'.). 610, 611, 612, 687,

(').")!. r,.V). and (!")(>, Italian code (see appendix II), which contain

the relevant matter of the present law. and which are uttered in

conclusion of the remarks already made under this subheading.

SECTION III.

RIGHT OF AQUEDUCT FOR PUBLIC WATERS.

Condemnation for Purposes of Puld'n- rtilitt/.
1

(Sardinian Code, J/-//V/,-x /';/ //./ /'.;.'. Itnlinn r,,,l,; Article 438.)

Piedmont. Articles 622 to 629 of the Sardinian civil cod-

we have seen, provided for the establishment of a right of way for

waters through the estates of others. The right to be acquired
under these articles was a simple servitude upon the property

crossed, and did not give the owner of the canal or water any

right of ownership in the strip of land occupied by his work.

The application of these principles was intended to provide for

cases even of the most insignificant kind where anyone had a

piece of land large enough to make a garden patch worth irri-

gating, and water enough to take to it for the purp. .-

In the construction of great works, whether of a private or pub-
lic ownership, intended to irrigate considerable areas of land, the

1
See, De Buffon, Vol. II, pp. 333-337; also, Smith, Vol. II, pp. 274-278.
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Sardinian government recognized the presence of the element of

public utility in the project, and provided in its code for the ac-

quirement, by condemnation, or the exercise of what we term the

power of eminent domain, of an absolute property right in the

lands occupied by the canal and its necessary accessory struct-

ures. The following are the provisions spoken of:

"Article 441. No one can be compelled to cede his property, or

to allow another to make use of it, unless for objects of public
utility, and on receipt of a just compensation, payable in advance.
"The works of public utility, and the property to be occupied

by the same, are determined under provisions emanating from the

sovereign.
" The rules to be followed in the aforesaid cases shall be fixed

by special laws and regulations.
"Article 442. When the parties cannot agree before the admin-

istrative authority on the account of the indemnity to be paid, the

disputes shall be decided by the legal tribunals."

Following this, and in 1839, a long special law was passed regu-

lating this matter of expropriation of private property for purposes
of public utility, the chief provisions of which are as follows:

"Article 1. Works of public utility are those executed on ac-

count of the royal domain, of the State administrations, of prov-

inces, and of communes. Such works, and the property to be
taken possession of in the execution of the same, shall be deter-

mined under article 441 of the civil code, by letters patent issued

under the advise of the council of state.

"Article 2. Works executed by associations or single indi-

viduals may also be declared of public utility by appropriate
letters patent, whenever their importance or their influence on the

development of the general prosperity is such as to warrant this

character being attributed to them." [See, Smith, Vol. II, p. 274.

This law made provision in minute detail for the conducting of

the sale of the lands to be occupied by the works: First, prescrib-

ing in thirty-seven articles the steps and conditions of procedure
when the arrangement could be amicably consummated between

the parties, with the mediation of the intendants of the provinces ;

and then, in twenty-three additional articles, specifying the forms

of procedure, etc., to be had before the courts in carrying out the

enforced sale, if an amicable agreement could not be arrived at.

The general object was to insure a fair compensation for the

ground occupied, and for the injuries or inconveniences occasioned

by its use for the purpose desired, to be estimated upon the basis
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of the ivturns from tli'l;ni<l for the ten \- . diii'_r the date

of the proceedings, or on other dnta eijuallv exact tor the purpose.
The first estimates were to he made under tin- direction uf the

administrative ant lioril ics: but upon appeal to the courts, if de-

manded by either partv ;it interest, ne\v estimates wen- mad'-,

under the direction <>t the courts, hv engineers agreed upon ami-

cably hy the disputants, if possible, or. otherwise. ap|>ointed hy the

court itself.

Tbifi law Wa0 Commented upon and put in operation by a num-
ber of administrative regulations, which further explained tin-

forms of procedure to be bad and the application of the articles

of the law. As to just what construction was to be placed on the

term "public utility," the following clauses are in point:

"Whenever the limit of simple private interest, whether in tin-

case of corporate or individual proprietors, is passed, and the work

is designed for public service, the declaration of public utility may
he claimed without reference to the special nature uf the work

itself.
"
Therefore, canals and ditches, provided they have a material

influence upon public prosperity, become included amoni: those

works, on behalf of which the declaration of public utility may
be made.

"
In fact, although the civil code has established certain special

rules for canals and ditches, with the view of facilitating their con-

struction by private parties, it does not thence follow, that, when

they present all the characteristics of other works of public utility.

the benefits secured by the laws to such works should be denied

to them.
"It is, therefore, to be concluded that when projected canals

have the characteristics of works of public utility, they shall be

so declared, with the view of applying to them the provisions of

the law on dispossession." [Trans,. Smith. Vol. II. p. L'77.

These articles of the laws and administrative regulations so very

fully and clearly explain this branch of the subject that comment

is unnecessary.

The Kingdom of Italy. In conclusion of this subject of Con-

demnation of right of aqueduct for works of public utility." atten-

tion is asked to article 438 of the Italian code, in appendix II.

where it will be seen that the law on this point for all Italy is sub-

stantially the same as it was for Piedmont under the Sardinian

code ruling. In the matter of condemning property for purposes

of public utility, the present Italian government has an extended
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law which however it is unnecessary here to quote from for the

purposes of this report. Its principles follow in the same line as

those already so fully noted.

Resume Right-qf- Way.

To review, in one paragraph, the bearing of all that has been

said about the right-of-way laws in Piedmont, it may be said (1) ?

that any person, association, or corporation, having a valid right

to any certain amount of water sufficient for and to be applied to

a declared useful purpose in agriculture or in the creation of power

by water-power works, could acquire the Use of the strip of land

necessary upon which to construct a canal or other conduit to

convey the water from the place of its source to the point of its

intended use, as a simple servitude, by observing due forms of

demand, paying just compensation for lands and damages in ad-

vance, and engaging to so use and maintain his works as to cause

no avoidable damage to the owners of the lands traversed; and

(2), that when the use of the water was such as to be of public

benefit, authority might be had wholly to condemn, pay for, and

acquire title to the strip of land necessary upon which to locate

the work; and (3), that "public utility" in the case of irrigation

meant the use of waters by a number of individuals, a neighbor-

hood, or community of irrigators.

Of this Piedmontese system De Buffon wrote :

"
It takes but little reflection to realize that the modern legisla-

tion of Piedmont on the subject in question, is as complete and

satisfactory as could be desired. Furthermore, the results of it

are more convincing than reflection on the laws themselves could

be. It may be said that agriculture cannot hope to be more truly
and efficiently protected than it is in this country, especially by
the facilities which legislation has given for the extending of irri-

gation." [De Buffon, Vol. II, p. 337.

In the light of what has now been said on this subject, a care-

ful reading of the provisions of the present Italian law to be found

all together in appendix II to this volume, and heretofore referred

to by number, will show that the Kingdom of Italy has a most

complete and ample Right-of-Way law, and has profited by Pied-

montese and Lombardian experience in this regard.
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CHAPTER XIV,-ITALY (6)

;

IRKIGATION OBGANIZATION AND REGULATION,

SECTION 1. Irrigation Organization.

Causes of and Necessity for Organization.
Social Tendency of Irrigation in Italy.

Formation of Irrigation Associations.

General Law of 1803 Lombardy.

SECTION II. Organization and Management: Piedmont and Lombardy.
The General Association West of the Sesia Piedmont,
General Organization and Management.
The Government and the Association.

SECTION III. Organization of Associations: Kingdom of Italy.

The present Law for all Italy; Civil Code provisions.

Voluntary Association of Landholders.

Compulsory Formation of Associations.

Present Law for all Italy: Special Law provisions.

Organization: Laws of 1873 and 1883.

SECTION I.

IRRIGATION ORGANIZATION.

Causes of and Necessity for Organization.
1

As heretofore written, the canal works of Italy, for the most part,

had their growth in times when only rulers, governments, rich

civil and ecclesiastical corporations, wealthy nobles, and large

landholders could afford to undertake such enterprises. There

was no such thing as companies or associations of small farmers

taking water out on their own account for their own use. The

river channels and topography and climate of the country were

such that the diversion of waters necessitated the construction of

great works, built solidly of costly materials, at heavy expense; so

there were but few small private canals, and no cheap works of

1

See, De Buffoii; also, Smith and Marsh.
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diversion from the natural st reams. such as it lias hern possible to

construct and maintain in California.

Then again, tin- landhnldings were much consolidated into few

hands in years long gnn- by. and tin- practice of i miration |,a-

tended to make the rich richer and the poor }H>orer to further

increase the si/e and diminish the numher of farms, and reduce

the farm workers from the grade of small landholders to those of

renters of and laborers on other people's property. Thus, tin-

canals are owned by the government, by wealthy nobles, ecclesi-

astical and municipal corporations, and very generally not by the

irrigators, and the waters are commonly sold by volume accord-

ing to established units of measure and standards of measuring
devices. The lands are generally bold by rich non-working

owners, and are farmed by irrigation under the management of

professional superintendents, or are divided into small tracts and

leased, for terms, generally, of nine years duration, to the real

working irrigators of the country.

Social Ti'iitlniri/ of ////'/" '/'"/' /'/' /tali/.

Besides the authors, after whom, in a general way, I have writ-

ten the foregoing paragraphs, the writings of another deserve

special consideration on this point. I quote from a paper written

by the late Hon. George P. Marsh, for many years United States

minister at the court of Italy, an author of learning, observation.

and thought in the special line of the physical, social, and moral

effects of man's greater occupations on the earth's surface. Spcak-

ing of the effects of irrigation generally in Europe, but from JHT-

sonal observation, more particularly, in Italy, where the paper

was written, this author says:

"With an important exception,
1 which I shall notice hereafter.

the tendency of irrigation as a regular agricultural method, is to

promote the accumulation of large tracts of land in the hands of

single proprietors, and consequently to dispossess the smaller land-

holders."

He then gives some reasons for this, which I shall desire to

present in a later part of this report, so will not transcribe them

here, but I go on with his narration of the facts to our point:

1 This exception is in the case Of -evenil of the im'LMtimi re.LM.m- in the -muli

of S]ain, where the \vnter rights have been hold by the jn-:is:int proprietors
from the time <>f the Moors.
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"
European experience shows, as might be expected from what

has just been said, that under such circumstances, as well as where
waters belonging to the state are farmed and relet by private
individuals, water-rights are a constant source of gross injustice
and endless litigation. The consequence of these interminable
vexations is that the poorer, or more peaceably disposed land-

holder, is obliged to sell his possessions to a richer or more litig-
ious proprietor, and the whole district gradually passes into the
hands of a single holder, or family, or corporation. Hence, in

the large irrigated plain lands of Europe, real estate is accumu-
lated in vast tracts of single ownership, and farming is conducted
on a scale hardly surpassed in England, or even on the boundless
meadows and pastures of our own west. * * *

" The small cultivators who sell their paternal acres must either

emigrate, and so diminish the resident population, or sink from
the class of land owners to that of hired laborers on the fields

which, once their own, are their homes no longer. Having no pro-

prietary interest in the soil they till, no mastership over it, they
are, as I have said elsewhere, virtually expatriated, and the mid-
dle class, which ought to constitute the true moral as well as phy-
sical power of the land, ceases to exist and enjoy a social status as

a rural order, and is found only among the trading and industrial

population of the cities." [Marsh ; see, Report Department of

Agriculture, 1874, pp. 364-366.

Although this picture of experience is in a general way true for

the irrigation regions of central Spain, of France, of Belgium, and

other central European countries where irrigation is practiced on

a large scale at some notable localities, it is specially true for Italy

and particularly of Tuscany and the regions of the valley of the

Po, which we are now considering. With these antecedents and

this tendency of canal enterprise and irrigation practice, grew up
the gravest conflicts between the irrigators and holders of water-

rights the canal owners. The small land proprietors and irri-

gators found that singly they could not hold their own: they must

organize locally, and, as a body in each neighborhood, district, or

subdistrict, treat with those who supplied them with water. This

necessity brought about the demand for a law prescribing a form

for such organization, and recognition as legally constituted bod-

ies. And, hence, as a modern outcome, we find the law which

is next transcribed.

Formation of Irrigation Associations Lombardy.

The association principle, of which this codification was the out-

come in Lombardy in the early part of the present century, is of
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quite ancient origin, luit ils full development in tin- form we now
find it was due to the genius of Napoleon, under whose dictation

the original text of the Lomhardian law was promulgated. I

1

a general law governing the organization of land owners, for pur-

poses of drainage, reclamation, or irrigation. And its application,

as will be seen, was committed largely to the government admin-

istrative authorities.

Qenernl I.u>r nf Ananrintimi- l.<>,,il,,i,-<l //.

1. Organization of Association-.

"1. All proprietors interested in special hydraulic works shall

be formed into such number of associations as may best suit their

common interests and the territorial divisions of the kingdom.
"2. All existing associations shall be preserved, with such mod-

ifications or additions as may appear desirable.

"3. The list of associations shall be definitely published during
the course of the following year.

"4. The associations are subjected to the control of the prefect-
ure, and shall exercise their functions according to such rules and

regulations as may be prescribed by the superior author! i

"
5. The properties benefiting by one drainage or irrigating canal

constitute a district.

"6. All the proprietors of estates situated within a district, con-

stitute an association.
"

7. If the extent and circumstances of a canal should so re-

quire, it maybe divided into several sections; each section may
have its own district, and each district its own association.

"8. Each association shall be represented by a delegation.
"9. The number of delegates shall be determined by the direc-

tion-general, in proportion to the wants of the district.

"10. The proprietors in each district shall elect the members
of the delegation by ballot. To this end the prefecture shall con-

voke the proprietors at a specified time and place. The assembly
shall be presided over by the prefect, the vice-prefect, or one of

their deputies. If the number absent shall not equal a third of

the total number of the proprietors, those actually present shall

select the delegates from three lists composed of the larger pro-

prietors.
"11. One delegate shall be remove* I from the delegation hien-

nially. The retiring delegate shall be selected ly lot from u
those first elected; afterwards the senior member shall retire. The

retiring delegate may be reflected indefinitely.
"
12. The delegation has a president, whose tenure of office lasts

for one year. All the delegates succeed to the presidency in due
order. Among those first elected, the majority of votes in the elec-

tion shall regulate the order of succession. Subsequently, the rule

of seniority shall be observed.
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"13. The delegation shall determine the days of its ordinary
meetings. The prefect, the vice-prefect, and the president can, on

necessary occasions, summon extraordinary meetings. The pres-
ident shall cause the decisions of the delegation to be executed
in all cases where no special member has been nominated for this

purpose.
"
14. The ordinary duties of the delegation are to superintend

the canals with their outlets and banks, as also the works of such
other canals as may traverse or surround their district; to main-
tain all these in repair, and to collect the funds necessary for these

objects.
"
15. The delegation shall decide on all matters within its pow-

ers by simple majority of votes.

"16. When new projects interesting to the entire district come
under discussion such as the construction of new canals, the

enlarging or prolonging of old ones, the formation of outlets or

tunnels under rivers, or similar works involving extraordinary
outlay then the whole of the proprietors of the district shall be

convoked, and shall proceed to the election of as many extraor-

dinary as there are ordinary delegates.
"
17. The union of the additional with the regular delegates

forms an extraordinary delegation, which shall decide on the pro-

posed works and the means of executing them.
"18. The result of the deliberations of the extraordinary dele-

gation shall be submitted for approval to the direction-general.
On the works and means of execution receiving the approval of

the superior authorities, their completion is intrusted to the ordi-

nary delegation.
"
19. Each delegation shall have an accountant and a cashier.

"
20. In such districts as have relations with foreign powers, the

conventions and customs in present force shall continue.

"21. In cases of new canals, or improvements of land by drain-

age or warping, the districts and associations shall be formed in

accordance with the foregoing rules.

IT. Superintendence of Works.

"
23. There shall be nominated for the superintendence of the

canals, outlets, and embankments, belonging to a district, such
number of guards as the delegation may consider necessary.

"
24. The delegation shall prescribe police rules for the regular

protection of these works.
"
25. The ordinary engineer shall visit triennially, and oftener

if requisite, all the canals in his department. He shall examine
the interior condition of all the fixed works; note their wants,

defects, or abuses; propose to the delegation the appropriate re-

pairs; and shall inform the engineer-in-chief of the whole, who
will then report to the direction-general. Should the delegation
not be prepared to execute the works suggested, the engineer-in-

ordihary will report accordingly to the engineer-in-chief, who will
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then submit tin- question to the direct inn. with his observat ions

;in<l opinion upon it. tor tin- decision of tin- superior millionth-.

During such visits the condition of new land improvement- -hoiild
he especially noted.

"-!('>. In times of floods, or inroads of water-, the extraordinary
guard reserved for such occasions shall he hound, in operating n

any works belonging to any particular district, to act in a- <

ance with the wants and usual custom- of the locah'

III. \Vn-k> mi Canal- of I>rar

'"27. With the view of showing clearly the interior condition ot

the principal canals, fixed marks shall be established at every
fourteen hundred feet along their hanks, on which shall he shown
the depth that each section of the channels ought to have. This

depth shall be shown in local measures, with the equivalent Ital-

ian measures, on each of the marks above referred to.

"28. Each delegation shall fix a certain minimum depth for

each canal within its district; and when silting up above this

plane takes place, recourse should immediately he had to excava-
tion. The depth in question should be approved of by the engi-
neer-in-chief.

"LM-). The clearances of the canals should be etVected twi

year at least.

"30. Should it happen that, by any river breaking its embank-

ments, portions of canals are blocked up, the delegation should

instantly reestablish the same.

IV. Disbursement ami Colln-timi of FumK

"
31. A preparatory estimate of the expense required for the pub-

lie and communal canals included within a district shall he made

by an engineer or other qualified party. The same course shall

be followed in all cases of extraordinary works.

"32. The delegation shall prepare annually an assessment list,

the basis of which shall be the amount of annual public burdens

on each property, and the estimates of the probable expense re-

{iiired for the works, as given by the engineer.
'"'>. This assessment list shall be submitted for the approval

of the prefect, who shall forward the same for the consideration of

the magistracy of waters. On receiving the sanction of the pre-

ceding parties, the assessment shall be enforced according to ex-

isting agreements and customs.

"34. Where no special agreements or common customs e.\i-t.

the proprietors subject to the assessment shall he arranged in dif-

ferent classes, according to the amount of benefit they derive re-

spectively from the works.
"An engineer-in-chief, selected by the president of the deli -.ra-

tion, shall propose the classification of the proprietors and the dif-

ferent proportions in which the separate classes shall contribute to

the expenses.
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"This proposal shall be made public, so that the proprietors

may present any objections that they may have to it, before the

provincial delegation within a term to be fixed by this body. The
provincial delegation, with the concurrence of the provincial assem-

bly, shall report on the case to the government. On receipt of the

approval or alterations of the superior authorities, the quota fixed

for each class of proprietors shall be distributed among the indi-

viduals composing this class, in proportion to the revenue survey
valuations of their respective properties.

"
35. In collecting this assessment the cashier shall exercise the

same powers as are prescribed by the laws for the collection of the

direct taxes.
"
36. The fines imposed on parties breaking the existing regula-

tions belong to the association, and shall be deposited in the treas-

ury of the same. Whatever profits may in any way accrue shall

be similarly deposited in the treasury, at the disposal of the dele-

gation.
"
37. The cashier shall make payments on orders signed by the

president, one delegate, and the accountant. He ought to be re-

quired to furnish a sufficient amount of security. He is appointed
by the presiding body, on its own responsibility. The entire

amount of each rate imposed shall be placed to his debit five days
after it has become due, whether it has then been received by him
or not.

"
38. At the end of each year the superintending body shall pre-

sent to the provincial delegation the accounts of the expenditures,
with a statement of the debits and credits of the treasury; and
when these have been approved by a vote of the provincial assem-

bly, they shall be published, and a copy forwarded to the govern-
ment.

"
39. In case of several channels, which cannot conveniently be

included within one district, having a common escape-canal or

other works, the expense required for the protection and mainte-
nance of the said works shall be divided among the districts using
them, in proportion to their respective interests in them, excepting
always any agreements in force to a different effect.

"40. If the defense of an embankment concerns several dis-

tricts, the expense of repairing it shall be divided among them

according to their respective interests, saving agreements in force

to the contrary.
V. General Provisions.

"41. Associations of proprietors interested in drainage, land

improvement, or irrigation, are subject to the inspection of the

provincial delegations, and are placed under the guardianship of

the political administrative authority. They exercise their duties

according to the rules and regulations prescribed by the superior

authority.
"42. All works appertaining to associations shall be made by
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regular contracts. To proceed ot herwi>-. ami to execute the

works by daily labor. re|uiivs an e\piv--. order from tin- govern-
ment. \vlin will decide mi tin- case :iml the neers.-ily. in con-

tracting fur tin- annual repairs of the work- tin- CODtractfl -hall In-

made for nine yean. Tin- government may alter this arrange-
ment under special eireiimstan-

"43. The channels shall he furnished, not only with the appli-
anees necessary for opening or closing them with facility, hut

also with supplies of all the materials which may he required
to strengthen and protect them in time of floods. All arranire-

ments that concern the defense of emhanked rivers are under

charge of the engineer-in-ehief and his suhalterns.

'11. \\'here the respective titles do not otherwise provide, the

volume and the special regulations for each outlet from the rivers

shall he fixed in such manner as that no injury may result to the

interests of any of the proprietors belonging to the district. The
same care shall be observed in the use of turbid waters employed
in operations of improvement by deposits.

"
l.~>. Objections made by the proprietors within a district to tin-

proceedings of the presiding body shall be considered by the pp.
vincial delegation which, havinir verified the facts and submitted
them to the provincial council, shall decide each case accord-

ing to its merits. If the objections should involve |x>ints of irnai

importance, the provincial delegation shall submit them to the

government, and shall await its instructions before comin<_r to any
decision.

"46. Each delegation shall present to the provincial delegation
a project of regulations for th" careful protection of all the matters

committed to its charge. These regulations shall not have torn-

until approved of by the protecting authority." [Smith. Vol. II.

pp. 170-178.

SECTION II.

ORGANIZATION AND MAN.M-KMK.N r OF [RRlGATTOfl A.88O CATIONS,

The General Association of Irri<i<iti<>n m'#t nf flu- >>>/'/ I'lulnmnt.

To illustrate the application of the formation of irrigation socie-

ties in Piedmont, I bring forward the special case of the organi/.a-

tion and operation of the (ieiieral Association of Irrigation w
the Sesia. As already written, all of the canals, of which there

are quite a large number, in a certain great district east of the Po

and between the Dora Baltea and Sesia rivers in Piedmont, were

the property of the government. These were managed and main-

tained, as explained in the preceding chapter, under the direction
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of a bureau of civil engineering attached to the ministry of finance;

but the waters were farmed out on leases to contractors who under-

took to distribute them to the irrigators, collect the rents, and pay
the government specified sums annually. The arrangement was
thus written of in 1855:

" In the hands of the farmer of the canal revenues, are vested
the powers of entering into the contracts for water with all cul-

tivators of fixing in communication with them the annual rent
to be paid, and the manner in which the supply of water is to

be used and measured. In a word, the whole interior economy,
so far as the granting of water is concerned, is under the control

of this party, who has his own private agents spread over the

country to watch his interests and carry into execution his orders,
all disputes being submitted to the decision of the ordinary tribu-

nals." [Smith, Vol. I, pp. 119-122.

In view of this state of things, and remembering the matter

upon this special point the effect of irrigation industry on land-

holdings transcribed from the writings of Marsh, in the first

section of this chapter, we see the incentive to organization of the

irrigators of this region, and are prepared to appreciate the im-

portance of their association, which was formed for the purpose
of doing away with the evils of the system of water-leasing by

government to contracting
"
middle-men," and re-leasing or sell-

ing to the irrigators. The general idea was the formation of a

society composed of all the irrigators, themselves to lease the

waters in bulk from the government canals, and distribute them

to themselves as irrigators.

The society was founded by government under the act of July

3, 1853, and owes its origin to count Cavour, at the time minister

of finance of the Sardinian government, and a man to whom, on

account of his liberal and advanced ideas and patriotic actions,

northern Italy looks as a benefactor. The organization had for

its object at starting, "to lease, administer, and employ in gen-

eral, according to an economical and natural system of irrigated

cultivation, the waters of the crown canals derived from the Dora

Baltea (river), in terms of the agreement made with the state

finance bureau, for the irrigation of the respective properties of

the shareholders, with the power of extending successively the

benefits of the association, even to the mutual assurance against

losses by hail, fire, and such like, and to other "social objects of

mutual profit."
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By the agreement referred to, the government l-;i-.-l to tin- asso-

ciation all the waters, in volume al ..in 1.7~<> Cubic feel |H-r sec-

ond at maxinnini flow, of the CrOWE canals in the n "ken

of. which is about twenty miles square, for a period of thirty

years: making, however, certain reservations in t'av..r of owners
of old rights long ago acquired in perpetuity. which reservations

amounted to ail aggregate Vollline of 7
(

.
r

5 cllhic feet per Second.

The lease took ciVcct on .January 1. lv~, |. expired the first of tin-

past year (1884), and lias heen renewed <.n siihstantially the

same terms.

I have made and hereinafter present an analysis of this a-

incut, hut now ask attention to an account of the organi/ation and

internal working of the society. The statutes and regulations of

the society comprise three hundred and seventy-nine artide-

ering seventy-six pages octavo. The following i- an ahstraet of

the principal points cont a incd in these:

Organization and Management <>f the Awn-id ti<m.

"In each >nnini,if. or parish, irrigated liy these canals, there is

a society termed a consorzin m//v/,-/o. composed of all the proprie-
tors within the parish who take water for their lands: or in cer-

tain cases a ronsorzio may be composed of proprietors of adjoining
small parishes. Each i-nn*n, :i<> elects hy universal sutl'rage one ,.r

two deputies, according as it uses a discharge of less or more than
.">u modules (61.4 cubic feet per second) in its irrigation. T

deputies form an assembly for the general administration of af-

fairs. They must be themselves members of the society, over

twenty-five years of age. sufficiently acquainted with agriculture."
and men of good character. They receive no salaries as deputies,
nor are they allowed to hold any paid ollice under the society.

They are elected for three years, and may he reflected. They meet

regularly twice a year, on the fifteenth of March and fifteenth of

November, and half their number form a quorum. They elect

from among themselves a president and vice-president, whose
functions last for three years, and each year they choose also an

honorary secretary and two assistants. They pass the accoii:

the year, settle how much is to he paid by each <-<ni^>r:i. what
salaries their employes arc to have, listen to suggestions for the

benefit of the society, and in short generally direct and control the

whole of its business. The rules passed by the assembly are bind-

ing on all the members of the society. T<> help them in forming
decisions they have a legal and an engineering adviser.

21
1
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The Direction-General.

"From among themselves the assembly elect three committees:
the direction-general, the committee of surveillance, and the coun-
cil of arbitration.

" The first is the committee of management of the affairs of the

society. It consists of a director-general, three members, a secre-

tary, and an assistant secretary. If the director-general likes he

may appoint a colleague, with the approval of the assembly, to

take his place in case of illness or absence. The director-general

may call on the assembly to dismiss any of the members of his

committee, or he himself may suspend them for not doing their

duty. He has in every way to watch over the interests of the soci-

ety, to see to the conduct of its servants, and to give them rules

for their guidance, to direct any works, to disburse expenses, to

arrange with the government (or with the canal company) for the

amount of water required at each point, to see generally to the
distribution of the water over the irrigated district, to carry on all

communications with the government, and in short to be general
manager. The director-general receives an allowance of $1,800 a

year, from which he is expected to pay a number of small charges;
and each member of his committee receives a certain salary. This
committee has its headquarters at Vercelli, and renders an account
of its proceedings at each meeting of the general assembly.

" The committee of surveillance is 'the eye of the assembly over

the direction-general,' and has to see that it carries out faithfully
its duties towards the society. It consists of three members, of

whom the oldest presides. They meet once a week, and each time
receive a ticket which entitles them to a small allowance as fixed

at each general assembly; in 1866 the whole amount being only
$170. Should they think necessary, they may call an extraordi-

nary meeting, and make a report of their proceedings.

The Council of Arbitration.

" The council of arbitration has for its object:
c

first, to settle all

disputes regarding affairs of the society which may arise between
the members and the society, or between the society and its serv-

ants; second, to decide cases of breaches of the rules and disci-

pline of the society; third, to assist the society in actions before the

courts; fourth, to give their advice on whatever may be referred

to them by the director-general; fifth, to fix and settle in case of

dispute the compensation for the passage, outlet, or any other obli-

gation or damage occasioned by the flowing, distribution, employ-
ment, recovery in drains, and escape of the waters of the society.

with its members or among the consorzios, or members with each
other.' This council is composed of three members of the assem-

bly, who must be resident in Vercelli, and are elected annually.

They receive no regular pay, but get certificates of attendance at

meetings, like the committee of surveillance, and these certificates
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ation, <f which tin- whole amount

decisions are made lv \'otr of the majority. Then i-

he power of appeal from them to the ordinarv OOQltB of

justiec; and to admit of this appeal, tin- execution <l

is deferred tor lit'teen davs after bring promulgated, unle>> in

eases where, for the sake of the crops, it must he carried out at

once. After fifteen davs. if no appeal has hern made, the deci-

sions of the council are looked on as final. When necessary the

council summon a lawyer or an engineer to their assistance. All

charges of this council are paid by whoever loses the case. The

director-general is not allowed to carry on any lawsuit on the part

of the society without the previous sanction of the council f arbi-

tration.
Finance ami Sujirrintrndrnrc.

"The money transactions of the society arc under a cashier.

who has to give a security for $4,000, and who is responsible for

all connected with the cash. His chest has three keys, of which
he keeps one, the director-genera] another, and the third is held

by the largest shareholder of the society who is a member of the

general assembly and happens to live in Vercelli. Money is issued

on the checks of the director-general, and once a month he and
the member who keeps the third key of tin- cash-box count tin-

cash, and audit the cashier's books.

"To effect the distribution of the water, the area irrigated is

divided into a certain number of districts (at first only four but

increased since), in each of which there is an overseer in charge
of the irrigation, termed the <lt'lf<i<ito, who receives his orders from

the director-general, and several guards or water-hailitls. termed

<n'(jiniiiii)1i. These officers patrol the water-courses: Bee that the

modules are discharging their proper amount : that the water that

passes off the fields is not running to waste, but is caught in the

catch-water drains, from which at a lower level it can he again
utilized (a point attended to with admirable care in the I'icd-

montese irrigation), and do all the other ordinary duties con-

nected with their position. Neglect of duty or di>.>hedience of

orders subjects them to tines, reduction ofsalarv. or dismissal."

[Moncrieff, pp. 2:-JO--_>:; I.

The (for*mint nt nix! //// A.^ncinfinn.

An Analysis of the Lease of ll'ii/ov t th> ''General A^r't ,,t'mn f Irn-jntinn West

of the Xi:<i<t." I'li'ilinont. I\^'( .

For the purpose of bringing out as clearly as possible the rela-

tions existing between the government and this great irrigation
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association, I have made an analysis of the agreement between

them, and, doing away with superfluous verbiage, have brought
the essential points together under the headings which have

seemed adapted to the matter and calculated to convey the best

idea of its scope and bearing, as follows:

Water Rights and Privileges.

The government granted to the association, for a period of

thirty years, the exclusive right to the use and control of the

waters of the three large state canals, Ivrea, Cigliano, and Rotto,

derived from the Dora Baltea river, to the extent of such volume

as might be necessary to properly irrigate the districts of Vercelli,

Casale, and Biella, wherein were situated the lands owned by the

members of the association. At all times the volume of water to

be delivered was to be limited by the total capacity of the canals,

which was 870 modules, or 1,750 cubic feet per second, and by
the previous engagements of the state to deliver, of this amount,
387 modules to holders of old grants-in-perpetuity of water-rights.

The supply of water furnished was to be negotiated for each

irrigation season in advance the summer season being held to

commence with the spring equinox and end with the autumn

equinox, and the winter season to embrace the balance of the

year and, with the exceptions noted, the supply during each

such irrigating season was to be delivered by the three canals in

proportion to their respective capacities, and maintained at a

steady flow equivalent to the amount engaged. During, the sum-

mer the season of abundant supply and the season of greatest

demand the volume delivered was to be governed by the de-

mand of the association made before the thirty-first of January

preceding, and by the limitations already spoken of.

The government reserved the right of closing the canals for neces-

sary repairs according to custom during the spring and before the

first of April, at which date, unless some extraordinary obstacle or

reason prevented, the waters were to be let in. With this special

exception, and the general exceptions which follow, during the

term embraced by the winter season water was to be kept flowing

in the Ivrea canal to a depth of 4.6 feet, in the Cigliano to a depth
of 4.3 feet, and in the Rotto to a depth of 2.6 feet, according to the

official gauges in the canals respectively; and the amount thus

conducted was to include the winter supply due the old grantees

of water-rights as well as that at the disposal of the association .
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Should it become nccrssaiy :M :i n \ t i me < 1 uring t he yea r to exe-

cute extraordinary repairs to either of tin- canals, or tin- baadworlu

in the river supplying them, the association was obi niVer

the loss of water for tin- time, without claim to ivhate on it-

uient for tin- season. Should the supply of water in the river at

any time fall short <>f the amount suilicient to .-upply tin- How

demanded, the deficiency was to be divided between the canal- in

proportion to their summer volumes of flow, and he l-ornc hy the

"iation without recourse for lo-

The state was restrained from issuing privileges to any other

person or association, for the diversion of water from the i

Baltea or Po, for irrigation in cither of the three district- in<-ludel

within the area to be served by this association. The state n -served,

however, the right of usinir the three principal canals, or either of

them or the secondary branches, for the irriiration of other <[}<-

tricts. provided this could be done without diminishing the >upply

required by the association. The state also reserved the riirht of

collecting the surplus drainage waters from irrigation, below the

lands of the members of the association, and of re-dispo.-ing of

them for irrigation in the lower district of the Lomellina.

The water was leased to the association for the UPC of its mem-

bers, and not for sale to persons not members, and except in cases

of urgent demand when a "asual watering inijiht be _
riven tin-

lands of some outsider, the association was prohibited from taking

more water than its members reijuired. and from delivering it to

others than members for use. In tin- event of the government

authorizing or causing a canal to be built from the river Po, BO

as to command the districts to which the agreements related, tin-

association was to have the privilege of taking the waters of the

Po. in place of those of the Dora l.altca, at an advanced rate of

payment, as elsewhere spoken of.
1

Miln'i<triin-itt nf fin !!'./'//>////'/ W'm'ks.

The management of the diversion of the waters from the ri\

and of the upper portions of the canals down to the point of gauir-

ing in each, was to be wholly in charge of the government agents:

the gauging was to be in charge of the government engineers, and

thenceforward in the canals the association was to take charge of

the flow of the waters and their distribution, except as might be

1 Siu-h a canal was nt'UTwanl- l.uilt. :is will U> shown in tin- lu-xt rhuj ;
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necessary in effecting repairs to works, as will hereafter be seen.

The unit of measurement in the distribution as well as the original

delivery of the waters, was to be the module defined and legalized

by article 643 of the (Sardinian) civil code, and equivalent to

2.047 cubic feet per second. The association was to apportion
and deliver to the holders of the old water-rights the quantities of

water due each, to the aggregate volume of 387 modules during

summer, as they had been delivered in the past, and according to

a schedule annexed to the agreement. Should the association

fail to deliver these waters, the state reserved the right to take

charge of the works, and deliver them.

The state, at its own expense, was to preserve and protect the

three principal canals and all structures immediately connected

with them. The work of ordinary maintenance and repairs, on

all irrigation w
r

orks, was to be performed by the agents and engi-

neers of the state, yearly, at the expense of the association. The
state assumed the responsibility of managing the main works only
to an extent sufficient to deliver the waters at the points of main

distribution. Beyond that, the association was to conduct the

operations and bear the expense of every kind necessary for deliv-

ering, distributing, and employing the waters leased, and also the

expense of maintaining proper drainage facilities to save the sur-

plus waters after use.

Water-Power. Revenue and Rents.

The state also accorded the association the use of the royal

establishment and mills of Salasco, to be used by it in the admin-

istration of the works, and in cleaning and handling the grain,

rice, and other produce paid by the irrigators for water rents. The

society was to keep the establishment in repair, and be responsi-

ble for loss by fire or otherwise. The water-power of the canals,

beyond that necessary for the above named establishment, and

beyond that necessary for the existing or new mills of the members

of the association, devoted for their own private use, was reserved

to the state. [The introduction of new machinery into the Salasco

establishment by the state, and its use by the association, was also

the subject of articles of agreement, but these it is unnecessary to

summarize here.]

The annual dues from the holders of old water-rights were to

remain as before, payable to the state. All other income from the
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use of tin- waters delivered to tin- assoeiat i, ,i i . eZCep^ l!i..' which
miirht IK- derived hy tin- stat<- fn.in tin- use <>r di>p<sal ..f water

power. ;is elsewhere explained, was to lie tn the h'.nrfit of the asso-

ciation. Tin- association was accorded full power t, \\\

tor water to he delivered to its member- h, return

for the use of the waters, tin- association was tn pav th

the water used hy it during the summer season, at tin- rate of admit

^MI per eiihie foot per second. Payment tn In- made before the

thirty-first of I >eeemher of each year. an<l to he enlleeted the |

as taxes.

All tlie waters, rights, etc., were turned ..\vr to the BOciet;

they existed, the society assuming all respnnsil>ility in their man-

agement, except as stipulated to the contrary in the airreement;

and only in the case of their proving profitless l>y reason of abso-

lute failure of water, or a rajrinjr plague, or a war heinjz war-l in

the locality, could the association have recourse against tin- state

for a remission of its dues. The state by its engineers was to pre-

pare and cause to be published at the joint cost of itself and the

province of Vercelli, a hydroirraphic map in detail of the whole

region covered by the agreement. The state reserved the jxwer
to appoint a special commissioner to represent it in the councils

of the association, and to care for its interests generally under the

agreement. This commissioner was not to have any vote in the

assembly or syndicate, but was simply to have a voice to speak for

the state when necessary. The association was reijuired to deposit

a money bond equivalent to about $60,000, to he held hy the state

as a guarantee of the good faith of the association and the pay-
ment of its dues. But for the first year the association was to be

permitted to use this sum for working expenses if necessary: or in

after years in case of great necessity, of which the state adminis-

tration was to be the judge, and upon an agreement made at the

time to return it within a limited period. [There were other pro-

visions about the extension of the works by the state, and the use

of such new works by the association, which it is unnecessary to

summarize here.]
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SECTION III.

ORGANIZATION OF IRRIGATION ASSOCIATIONS.

The Present Law for All Italy.

The Sardinian code did not contain any provision for the for-

mation and management of irrigation associations. A law similar

to that of the former kingdom of Italy, promulgated at the order of

Napoleon, and hereinbefore transcribed as the law of Lombardy,
made such provision in detail for Piedmont, and, as we have seen,

the great irrigation association of the country was recognized by a

special law sanctioning the lease of the waters of the crown canals

to be used under its management.
When, in 1865, the code for all Italy was formed, however, there

was incorporated in it a number of articles which declared the

liberty and power of forming associations, specially for such pur-

poses as irrigation and drainage, and formulated the principles to

be observed in the management of their affairs. These are to be

found in articles 657 to 661, inclusive, under the title, "In what

way servitudes are to be exercised," and in articles 673 to 684, in-

clusive, under the title, "Of community of property." (See Ap-

pendix II.) I write from these rulings an abstract which is pre-

sented under the two subheadings next following:

Voluntary Association of Landholders. Civil Code, 1865.

Where in a natural irrigation, reclamation, or drainage district,

a community of interest exists such as to clearly render coopera-

tion amongst the landholders advisable, in order to effect the de-

sired purpose of irrigation, reclamation, or drainage, as the case

may be, these owners may form an association to jointly act in the

matter. For such free association it is only necessary that the

assent of the members be had in writing, and that the by-laws
under which they propose to operate be similarly recorded. (Art,

657.)

Such organizations are governed by the action of a majority of

their members, who represent at the same time a majority interest

in the property entered and benefits of the association. Thus, to

constitute a majority there must be, not only more than half of

the parties at interest, but these parties must represent more than
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half of tin- total proper! y interest signed f,,r in the association

itself. (Arto. 658 ami <;:-

The resolutions a ixl determinations of such a majority an- bind-

ing upon a dissenting minority in the asso<-iation. ASM ssment?.

may be levied, which become a lien on all tin- property p

sented in the association, and eolleetihle tin- same as taxes. If at

any time a majority, as already defined, cannot be had !

against a proposed measure, or if the determination of a majority

may threaten detriment to the int. Make, tin- judicial au-

thority of the province may look into the matter, and. if i

appoint some one to administer the a Hairs of the association.

(Art. 678.)

No one can be compelled to remain a member of such an asso-

ciation; but lands which have been entered as heii,. nted

cannot be withdrawn during the period for which they an- entered,

up to a limit of ten years. Thus, any person joining such an asso-

ciation is admitted as the representative of his certain sjM'citied

property in the district, and thereupon is entitled ton-presentation

as an individual, and also as the owner of a certain int -n -st. pro-

portioned to the whole as may have been agreed on. He may
thereafter himself withdraw; he may sell, lease, or hypothecate
his interest to others, who may represent it in the association, or

be may leave it without representation; but the property itself is

held to the agreement for at least ten years, unless the judicial

authority, on due hearing, may he shown the justice of releas-

ing it. (Articles 681 and (>7
(

.).) Furthermore, no individual own-

ing a part of a property thus joined in common interest can he

allowed to withdraw, even by the courts, if the part so withdrawn

be such as to defeat the purpose of the association. ( A

Each individual member of such an association may pro,-,
, d

against each other individual member, and compel him to con-

tribute his share towards the proper maintenance ,,f their com-

mon interest, unless the directory of the association releases those

proceeded against, or they release themselves by an abandonment

of their interest. (Article r>7C>.) But no individual can make

any change in the property owned in common, no matter how

much to the advantage of all it may appear to he. unless the

others consent. (Article ',77.) The proper preservation of a

common interest does not necessarily imply a change, however:

so that each individual can be held to sustain the acts of every
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other individual associate, wherein it can be shown that such acts

are necessary for the preservation of their joint interest.

Such an association can only be dissolved at the end of the

time for which it was formed, or by resolution of a majority ex-

ceeding three fourths, or when a dissolution may be effected with-

out serious detriment to the interests involved. In the first case,

when such associations are formed for definite periods of time,
the fact of formation binds all the property for that time; and,

hence, until its expiration, except in the cases which follow, the

association cannot be dissolved. In the second case, the majority

required is not only more than three fourths the individuals of

the association, but, also, a representation of more than three

fourths the interest involved. In the third case, the question
as to serious detriment to interests involved is always to be

decided by the courts; so that, an association being formed, to

dissolve it before the time, an application has to be made by par-

ties interested, and the courts have to be shown that no inter-

ests are to suffer by the dissolution, before it will be authorized.

(Article 660.)

Compulsory Formation of Associations. Civil Code, 1865.

The foregoing embodies the general idea of a free association,

where all the parties voluntarily join in the movement. But the

law does not stop here: We find in article 659 that the "judicial

authority" that is, the judges of the superior court of the province

(an appeal being open to a higher tribunal) "when it is a case

of the exercise, the preservation, or the defense of a common right,

of which it is impossible to make a division without serious in-

jury," may order the formation of an association of all owners of

lands in any such district, when a majority of them shall have

demanded such organization, and the others shall not, on being

heard, have been able to show good reason why the action should

not be taken.

Now,
" a case of the exercise, the preservation, or the defense of

a common right, of which it is impossible to make a division with-

out serious injury," may be presented in an irrigation district, and

it is almost always presented in a drainage or reclamation district.

These points are judged of by the courts, and, as I have in several

places heretofore explained, the courts are guided in their decis-

ions on such matters by the opinions of engineering experts, limited

in number under the orders of the courts, nominated by agree-
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incut, if possible, amongst tin- parties interested, or, in ! t'.-nilt of

such airreement, then appointed hy tin- court itself.

IIiTe, then. \vc liavr a result: \\'liere a <
>oininuiiitv of int-

exists in a district of coinil ry such that in order to manage its

irrigation or eH'ect its reclamation or protection from Hoods, it is

necessary, in justice to all owners and each pan-el ,,f property.

that all combine in an association for the common protection or

the exercise of a common right, if a majority of the owners of tin-

property, representing a major part of the property owned, make

application to the proper tribunal to have an order issued for the

purpose, and, after a due hearing of all parties, it appears to the

court that the interests should be combined, an order will be issued

compelling such combination. The minority can be forced into

the association; and, being in, as we have seen, the minority are

subject to the rulings of the majority; but in the cases where asso-

ciations are thus formed under orders of a court, the resolutions of

the majority are subject to revision by the court. (Art. <',:>'. i. )

Here we find a rule parallel to that which we have before noted

as an established principle in France. The principle of compul-

sory action where an interdependence of interest clearly demands
it in order that a common good may be subserved. As has been

said, reclamation districts almost always present such cases. The

French apply the rule only in cases where "the water is an en-

emy." The Italian law is somewhat broader in its wording, so

that a proposed irrigation district, even, might present the condi-

tions which would warrant the compulsory association of the

owners of its lands, on the petition of a proper majority of them.

Irrigation Organization Law of 1878.

In 1873 was promulgated a special law concerning irrigation

associations, which supplements the provisions of the civil code,

already given and discussed, and fills a space in the subject of

public works leirislat ion not treated of by the general law of March,
1865. Chapter IV of title III of this public works law which has

already been written of, related to associations for artificial drain-

age of lands, but there was not any provision specially relating to

irrigation associations. The law of 1873 was intended to supply
this deficiency. It is substantially as follows:

The provisions of the civil code, articles 657, 658, 659, 660, and

661, are made the basis of the system. Every irrigation associa-
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tion is required to specify in its regulation or ordinance, made

necessary by civil code, articles 657 and 659, the exact extent

and limits of the land that it proposes to irrigate, the means

whereby it is intended to provide for the undertaking, the condi-

tions of admission of its members, the manner of its administra-

tion, and the powers assigned to its administrative officers. The

responsibility of members is limited to the amount which each

pays into the society, or which is determined in the ordinance

adopted. Associations may specify in their ordinance means or

methods of arbitration between members and between members
and the association, but the right of appeal to the ordinary courts

is reserved. Associations which can show that the area of their

irrigated lands exceeds 20 ettari (about 50 acres) may by royal
decree be accorded the power and privileges of the official tax col-

lecting system to collect the contributions of members. The official

fees on documents filed by irrigation associations within four years
of their organization are practically abolished. The increase in the

value of lands consequent upon the construction of works and

irrigations by associations formed under this law, and comprising
more than 20 ettari in area, is exempted from taxation for thirty

years. Communities and provinces which, either alone or asso-

ciated with other provinces or with private individuals, undertake

works of diversion and utilization of public waters, are accorded

the privileges and favors of the present law, and existing associa-

tions are preserved and protected.

Irrigation Organization Law of 1883.

Finally, in 1883 the last law relating to irrigation associations

was enacted as a supplementary enactment to that of 1873. Its

provisions are substantially as follows:

Irrigation associations formed after the promulgation of the

present law must have as a part of their constitution a regular

schedule of all the lands to be irrigated, and this schedule must

be continuously kept corrected to date as modifications or changes

may be made. In cases wherein no description by metes and

bounds is at hand, a topographical description and an outline

sketch of the tracts may be temporarily substituted. The royal

government is authorized to establish by decree the regulations

and forms according to which these schedules are to be made.

Associations are granted further privileges for the collection of as-
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sessments by the government tax collecting nrjiani/.atimi. All

lands within the perimeter >t' the ;isso<-i;itr.| di>tri-t an- subject to

the servitude of ri^ht-of-way for works of the association, hut tin-

right of appeal to the courts for the decision of special p<ii

reserved.

The financial bureau of government is authorized to make i

to irrigation associations. The minister of agriculture is author-

ized to offer premiums and other substantial rewards and encour-

agements for examples of irrigation practice by associations and

communities, and also for works of storage, new works of diver-

sion, and canals to conduct water for irrigation. I'nder certain

conditions the same offers may be made to private individuals in

competition. Diversions of water greater than 30 modules are

ranked as first class; those less, as second class.
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CHAPTER XV,-ITALY (T)
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IRKIGATION ENTEEPEISE.
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The'Great Modern Work Cavour Canal.
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SECTION I.

FORMS AND EXAMPLES OF CANAL ENTERPRISE.

The Association Principle Not Applied.
1

Although, as I have endeavored to show in the chapter preced-

ing, the principle of association has long been very fully developed
and applied in northern Italy, in the matter of organization for

the use of water in irrigation, it has not until quite recently been

thus availed of for the management of enterprise in main canal

works. The property owners, both poor and rich the peasantry
and gentry, and even the nobility have participated in the for-

mation, and now maintain the organization of associations, over

almost all irrigated Lombardy and Piedmont, having for their

1

See, De Buffon, generally; acknowledge, also, letters from Hon. Geo. P.

Marsh.
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object the leasing in bulk, ami distribution among their

bers, of the waters of the canals. But tin- canals themaelre

almost without exception tin- property of the state. of municipali-

ties, of ecclesiastica 1 bodies, of corporations, of (in eaeh instan----)

a few rich and powerful noble families or wealthy landholders.

The association principle, of which I speak, in northern Italy,

was born of and derived its strength from the necessities of tin-

people for protection: on the one hand, protection from the floods

of water which, spreading out from the great rivers, have HO fre-

quently devastated the lower parts of the fair valley of tin- !'<

and on the other hand, protection from irrigation water monopoly
which long ago implanted on the higher lands, spread its blight-

ing influence even more widely than did the Hoods theirs.

It was early realized that association, unification of effort if

not voluntary, then by compulsion was absolutely necessary in

the low lying districts, in order to compass a respectably efficient

resistance to the spreading of the army of flood waters which tin-

Alps and the Apennines periodically sent forward towards the sea.

The march of these floods was just as much an invasion of the

country as was the advance through the fields of any of the armed

and ruthless hordes of men, which northern and middle Kurope

have so often in historic times sent trooping over the plains of the

basin of the Po.

As organization was necessary to resist the human flood (but.

alas, Italy, because disorganized, has not always effectively inter-

posed such resistance), so united effort on a broad scale was nec-

essary to control the over-running of waters, in this same country.

That the object of this organization has not always been accom-

plished is a matter which need not concern us here. The facts are

recognized, that many thousands of acres of a most productive-

country have been cultivated for centuries, under the protection of

works controlled and maintained by district organizations of tin-

people, under government supervision, that the country could not

have been inhabited otherwise than by successful defensive war

against the invading armies of waters, and that experience shows

the general scheme of organization, and operation, so" far as Un-

political problem goes, to be the best ever adapted to a measur-

ably free people; and we can well understand its increased degree

of adaptability under social and political conditions grounded on

an advanced position of freedom and intelligence of the masses.

Commencing, probably, in this necessity for protection against
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floods, associations of landholders in districts were formed for pro-
tection against the exactions of the owners of the waters and rights
to use waters in irrigation on the higher lands; and the very fact

of the application of the principle of this form of organization

being made all over the country for the purpose of unifying in

districts the interests of the many irrigators, and thus treating for

and managing the waters, is sufficient proof of the antecedent fact

of the necessity for such action a necessity founded in the fact of

the ownership of the canals and waters by those who did not them-

selves use or personally direct their application.

As a natural consequence of this turn in events the proprietors
of the canals have themselves organized in the several districts,

and great clashings and conflicts of interest have resulted; but

when opposing interests are thus locally organized they are easier

to deal with by third parties, and so the government as the mediator

in this instance, and through these organizations formed under

general laws, exercises that supervision which now keeps com-

parative quietude and admits of a corresponding degree of pros-

perity.
Canal Works and Enterprises.

1

With very few important exceptions, the main canal works of

northern Italy were built so long ago and under political and

social conditions so different from those which are present in our

country, and even in Italy at this day, that we find but little of a

positive nature, in the forms of enterprise under which they were

carried out, by the study of which we may profit. There was, at

the dates of early works, no legislation with respect to irrigation

enterprise, and no administration worthy of the name. The fol-

lowing notes will convey an idea of the origin of the great works

of the country:

Lombardy. Eleventh century Ancient works of the Romans
in and about Milan, restored and extended.

Twelfth century Further extension of these works. The monks
of Chiaraville obtained rights to the waters of the Vettabbia, and

utilized them. Construction of the great canal of the Ticino; of

the canal of Battaglia, and of Reno, and of many others. This

was a period of great activity in the construction of works.

1
See, De Buffon, Vol. I, Ch. I, and, also, pp. 123, 134, 153, 162, 180, 193, 227;

also, Smith, Vol. I, pp. 100-102, and 196-202.
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Thirteenth century Tin- grand canal Naviglin (Jrande

yet tin- lar^-st in I.onihardy. was completed. Tin- canal M
and other great works carried (tut.

Fourteenth century The Naviglio ( avico. deriving its supply
from the ( >glio. constructed. The great canal t'roin Pavia to Milan

built.

Fifteenth century The canal Marti/ana commenced and fin-

ished within a tew years an exceptional case. The canal !

nardo also promptly carried out in a reasonably short time.

Sixteenth century The great lines of irrigation were extended,

and many minor and secondary works huilt. The canal of Pa-

derno. the only main work of importance, commenced: hut it was
not finished until late in the eighteenth century.

Seventeenth century Dominion of Spain over the country from

the last century. Great activity in irrigation works of detail, and

systemi/atioii of practice; but no new large works.

Eighteenth century, and to the middle of the nineteenth No
new large works of irrigation in Lonibardy, except the new canal

of Pavia, executed in the time of the former kingdom of Italy, in

the early part of this century, by order of Napoleon.

. Fourteenth century Most ancient existing impor-
tant canals built. Early part of century: The Roggia or (Jat-

tinara canal built. The canal Busca and Santirana, from the

Sesia, and the canal Langosco, from the Ticino. built in the latter

part of the century.

Fifteenth century Tin- canals Rotto and Dorea. from the Dora

IJaltea, built. Also, the canals Commune of ( Jattinara. Mora, and

Sforzesca, had their origin in this period.

Sixteenth century The only important work due to this cen-

tury. in Piedmont, is the canal Coluso.

Seventeenth century The canal Ivrea restored, after having
been destroyed.

Kighteenth century The canal of Oigliano, with its branches.

was constructed.

Nineteenth century (early part) The canal of Charles Albert

constructed.

With one important exception, which is to be written of in tin-

next paragraphs, the canals above named constitute almost all

of the important works in the great irrigated region east of the

22 1
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Po, and supplied from its tributaries, for although there are very

many secondary and branch canals, and an immense number of

distributaries, the main works are not numerous but large. The

topography of the country has not admitted of cheap works, and
the early policy of the government did not encourage opposition

enterprises.

The Great Modern Work Cavour Canal. 1

Remembering what has been said in the introduction preced-

ing the ninth chapter of this report, about the form and size of

the valley of the Po and the distribution of its water-ways, we are

prepared to see at once the bearing of the Cavour canal problem.
There had been a number of canals brought from the rivers which

enter the valley of the Po from the Alps and course across the

great plain of Piedmont to the main stream running easterly at

its foot, but previous to 1844 the idea of calling upon the Po itself

to contribute a portion of its waters to this field of irrigation in-

dustry, it appears, had not been seriously entertained. The prob-
able great cost of the work had deterred even an examination of

the project, so it was not fully realized until about the date men-

tioned, that the scheme was financially feasible.

A canal on this route would have to cut across the natural

drainage lines and, also, other canals of the country, and these

were so formidable as obstacles to a great artificial water-way.
that it probably appeared in capacity to be an undertaking be-

yond reach. It was as though a canal as large as the five largest

in this state combined in one, was proposed to be constructed

from Red Bluff on the Sacramento river, around the eastern mar-

gin of the Sacramento valley, crossing the Feather, Yuba, and

Bear rivers, and the intervening creeks magnified into tonvnts.

and also half a dozen or more other large canals and any num-
ber of medium sized and small ones. This was about the aspect
of the Cavour canal project. The water-way was to give passage
to 3,885 cubic feet of water per second, and diminishing in capa-

city at successive main points of distribution, it was to extend

from the Po at Chivasa, at the head of the main valley, as it were,

around the north side of the valley to the Ticino, one of the prin-

cipal rivers entering the plain from the north.

When in 1854 the project had been quite thoroughly examined

1
See, Moncrieff, Chap. XIV.
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and estimated upon, it wan the intention of the Sardinian govern-

ment to carry it out as a puhlic work, seeing that a large part of

the country which it would command was already partly supplied

by government canals, and yet the supply of water was short and

a great demand existed for an additional amount. But the Cri-

mean war crippled the resources of the government, so that when

a company of English capitalists proposed to take the matter in

hand, the government assented, and, hence, resulted the conces-

sion to the Company General of Italian Irrigation, in 1862, ofwhich

an abstract will be given in the next section of this chapter.

The principal object of the work was to supply water to the great

canals already existing, particularly at the season of low stage of

the rivers from which they drew their supply, at which season the

Po had a surplus of water to spare. The originally estimated cost

was $7,070,000. The contract for the canal was let for $8,875,000.

Contingent expenses, damages, and other matters raised the total

estimated cost to $10,660,000. The purchase of the crown ca-

nals a part of the agreement, as will hereafter be seen and

expenses accruing before income was realized, brought the total

sum to be paid out by the company up to $16,600,000. The nom-

inal capital of the company was $16,000,000, but although the

government guaranteed the interest at 6 per cent on that amount,

from the time the work was opened, the stock of the company
never went nearly to par, its actual resources never exceeded $12.-

200,000, so that it failed, and the works were thrown back on the

hands of the government. Nevertheless, and although the project

had so sad an outcome for the stockholders, the canal was built.

and is a most noble work, and the original transaction between

the government and the company affords an instructive example
in policy of the government towards irrigation enterprise.

SECTION II.

CONCESSIONS TO CAPITALIZED COMPANIES.

The Cavour Canal Concession.
1

The history of irrigation in Italy does not afford many exam-

ples of concessions for purposes of irrigation in such form that they

1
See, Moiicrieff, Appendix C.
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can be studied in details from the standpoint of the political econ-

omist. The general ideas of the policy of the Italian governments
have been already outlined in this report, but there is no such

stock of practical examples to be drawn from for illustration in

detail, as we have found in France. Nevertheless, there have

been some concessions of late date worthy of mention and anal-

ysis, but with the exception of that to the Company General of

Italian Irrigation, for the construction of the Cavour canal, there

is no data at hand in a form which enables me to make use of it

in the necessarily hurried preparation of this report.

This Cavour canal concession was embodied in an agreement
between the government ministers of finance and of agriculture,

and six individuals standing for the company, and in a law bear-

ing date of August 25, 1862, sanctioning this agreement.
I have made an analysis of these documents and grouped their

principal points under headings as follows: (1) Obligations of the

company; (2) Conditions of the concession; (3) Privileges to the

company; (4) Benefits to the company; and in this form the mat-

ter is now presented.

An Analysis of the Concession for the "Company General of Italian Irrigation" to

Construct the Cavour Canal 1862.

( 1) Obligations of the Company.

The grantees became obligated as follows:

(1) To form a company for the construction and working of a

canal by which should be diverted constantly from the river Po a

quantity of water not less than 110 cubic metres (3,885.2 cubic

feet) per second (supposing such a discharge to exist in the river).

(2) To combine the waters of said river with those of the Dora

Baltea, for the irrigation of the Novarese, Lomellino, and Vercel-

lese districts, in accordance with the law of third July, 1853.

(3) To comply with the project of the government engineers in

every respect.

(4) To have the headquarters of the company at Turin.

(5) To organize within two months from the promulgation of

the law approving of the agreement.

(6) To submit the regulations of the company to the govern-

ment within a month from the promulgation of the law.

(7) To construct, entirely at its own expense, the said canals,

with all the works belonging to, in connection with, or dependent
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on tin-in, for taking into and passing along tin- canals tin- constant

discharge of water mentioned ahove.

(S) To commence the works within six months from the pro-

mulgation of the law.

(*.))
To complete the canals in every way, within four years

from the commencement of the works, providing for every occur-

rence, and preparing for every event, ordinary or extraordinary.

even of the greatest influence, without having power to exempt
themselves from the liabilities assumed, and without having any
claims to compensation or indemnity.

(10) To observe the contracts made by the government with

the Association General of irrigation to the west of the Sesia, and

those which were in force with other parties, and to satisfy the

burdens, cares, responsibilities, liabilities, and obligations belong-

ing to the said canals and property, the state considering itself

relieved from every species of annoyance that may arise there-

from .

(11) To respect existing grants of motive power for the service

of industrial establishments.

(12) To carry out, at the request of the government, the con-

struction of catch-water and branch canals, even as far as beyond
the right bank of the Po, near Casale, on the basis and guarantee,

and with the advantages agreed on for the principal work.

(13) To obtain possession of canals, springs, water-courses, and

portions of water, in the same manner and under the same terms.

(14) To raise a capital for the execution of the works, of

eighty millions of liras ($16,000,000), of which fifty-three mill-

ion four hundred thousand ($10,660,000) are reserved as a fixed

capital for the construction of the new canal, inclusive of interest

during the construction; twenty millions three hundred thousand

($4,060,000) shall be laid out on the payment of the price of the

grant of the crown canals derived from the Dora Baltea and

Scsia. and the remaining six millions three hundred thousand

///v/.v ($1,260,000) on the purchase of canals and volumes of water

of private property, and on the formation of other canals.

(15) To submit for the approval of the government the projects

of all the new works contemplated in the grant.

(16) To execute the supplementary works at its own expense,
which the government deemed necessary to insure the constant

supply of the main canal, and also to pay all expenses in connec-
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tion with the government inspection, superintendence, and ap-

proval of the works.

(17) To be responsible for the preservation of the effects in-

cluded in the grant, with all things pertaining thereto, in the man-
ner and terms laid down in the list.

(18) To hand over to government all of the above mentioned

effects at the end of the grant, in a proper and fair state of repair.

(19) To gauge the waters of the canal to be derived from the

Po, and carried beyond the Sesia, above the head of the first out-

let of said waters, by means of a hydrometer, made according to

the best hydraulic rules, and referred to bench marks, in order to

give a discharge of not less than ninety cubic metres (3,178 cubic

feet) per second, except when there is a deficiency in the waters

of the Po, in which case, the company shall make up the differ-

ence with the waters of the Dora Baltea.

(20) To lease out when called upon, to a general association of

proprietors west of the Sesia, all the water which flows past the

gauge above mentioned, at a price to be determined on by the gov-

ernment in concert with the society.

(21) To supply with the waters which are not thus leased out,

the parishes, small associations and proprietors, at a price fixed

by government.

(22) To retain in its service on the crown canals, of which it

shall be given the use, at whatever salary the government shall

establish, those officials employed on the direction arid care of the

said canals, who shall be specified in a list, and also to pay the

annual salary of those on the reserve or retirement list, in terms

of the laws in force in such matters.

(23) To deliver the volume of water necessary for the irrigation

of that piece of land in the Lombardian territory lying above the

Grand canal of Milan, to its left, provided the government sees fit

to prolong the canal beyond the Ticino.

(24) To pay to the widow and descendants of the late surveyor,

Francesco Rossi, who first pointed out the possibility of utilizing

the waters of the river Po, for the Vercellese and Lomellino terri-

tories, the reward that was promised to him while alive, namely,
the sum of 50,000 liras ($10,000), in the manner and terms which

shall be fixed by government.

(25) To deposit in the state treasury as a guarantee, within

fifteen days from the day of the publication of the law ratifying
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the grant, a million of Jm/x ($200,000) in paper of the Italian

national <leht. at the par value: this deposit to remain until then-

shall have been executed works for the construction of the canal,

to a value often millions of lira* ($2,000,000).

(2(>) To observe all the conditions and securities necessary to

develop and ha rn ionize the essential terms of the grant, and to

guarantee an far as possible the reciprocal interests of the state

and the company.

(2) Conditions of the Concession.

(1) That if the company used the royal canals which the gov-

ernment granted them, it must pay for the same canals and prop-

erty 20,300,000 liras ($4,060,000), to be paid to the treasury in

three equal portions, within twelve months of the promulgation of

the law, by means of bills on banks approved of by government,

payable at six, nine, and twelve months, which might be dis-

counted on the exchange of London.

The payment of the said bills should be made to the treasury

Immediately upon the promulgation of the law.

(2) That at the end of the said fifty years, the whole property
and free disposal of the canal should fall into the possession of the

state, without any sort of compensation being due to the company.

(3) That the additional works carried out by the company at

the request of the government, and the contracts for purchase, be

approved of by law.

(4) That the expenditure on the formation of new canals,

besides the main one, should be fixed by general consent, or

by means of arbitration, and that the cost of purchasing them
should be according to what is agreed on with the sellers.

(5) That the company accept as definite the sum of 53,400,000

liras ($10,660,000), as an estimated cost, and assume in conse-

quence, entirely at its own risk and peril, whatever expenses there

may occur in excess on the construction of the works necessary to

insure the constant supply and the constant passage of the vol-

ume of water stated in (1) p. 340, excepting the provisions with

regard to the cost of maintenance and repairs.

(6) That the coupons of the bonds issued by the company
should be countersigned by a government commissioner. The
sum raised by the bonds should be deposited in the public treas-

ury, to be issued to the company according to the actual require-

ments of the undertaking.
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(7) That the company provide in due time the necessary sum
on which the government guarantees the interest, and that it pay
to the said treasury a commission of 2 per 1,000.

(8) That the bank in London through which the government

pays the interest should give notice, fifteen days before they fall

due, of the coupons or bills which may have been presented for

payment.

(9) That the government have the right of supervising the

execution of the works, and of approving them before they are

carried out.

(10) That the government have the right, within four years
from the commencement of the work, of prescribing all the sup-

plementary works which may be necessary to insure the constant

supply of the main canal.

(11) That the government have the right of watching over the

proper execution of whatever forms a part of the present conces-

sion; as, also, of inspecting the management of the company in

its financial affairs.

(12) That stock should be taken by the government commis-

sioners, in contradistinction to the company, of all the effects in-

cluded in this grant, immediately after the company should have

undertaken the execution of it, in order to establish an efficient

control over them.

(13) That the amount of water-rates and the price of water-

power, except where otherwise specified by government, should be

fixed by agreement between the company and the government,
and that these must not be varied without consent of the govern-

ment.

(14) That the final alienation of the water which the company
was to have the right to carry across the Sesia must be approved
of by law; and that in this case the profits of the sale should be

deducted from the capital of the company, and the state should

pay it the interest agreed on for the rest of the capital.

(15) That the obligation of the government guarantee be only

conditional, and should only take effect when the net income

should not amount altogether to the sum necessary to make good
the guaranteed interest and refund. (The net income consists of

the revenue of every description, including the rents and the re-

turns of the canals and of the property handed over by the state,

deducting all the charges for maintenance and repairs, both ordi-

nary and extraordinary, besides those for administration.)
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(!()) Thai rovrrninrnt ivsi-rvrd t<> itself the po\\vr of prolonging
the new canal beyond the Tieino, to benefit that portion, hithi-rt.,

nnirrijiated, of the Lonihanl territory lying above the grand canal

of Milan to its left, giving the preference of the grant of it to the

present company on equal conditions.

(17) That in questions arising between the company and the

government, on the meaning and execution of the present con-

tract, the decision should be referred to three arbitrators the one

chosen by the company, the other by the government, and a third

by the president of the court of appeal sitting in Turin. The de-

cision, provided it do not exceed the limits agreed to by the con-

tending parties, should be final and obligatory.

(18) That after twenty years of the occupation have transpired,

it should be in the power of the state to redeem the grant, paying
to the company the capital corresponding to the mean net annual

income of the last three years, at the rate of five per cent, with a

deduction of the sum already refunded by the guarantee paid by

.government.

(19) That the general approval of the plans were to be given by

government, within the year of the commencement of the canal.

(20) That the agreement be strictly limited to the expenditure
of bare capital of 80,000,000 of liras, and that it have its full effect

only when the sum in excess of the two capitals of 53,400,000 liras,

and 20,300,000 liras, is being advantageously laid out on the works,

and on the purchase of those works mentioned before, as being

.supplementary to the canal.

(3) Privileges to the Company.

On the foregoing conditions, the company should have privi-

leges:

(1) To introduce from abroad all materials necessary for the

construction and maintenance of the canal, with a reduction of

50 per cent on the customs duties, and to introduce free of customs

duties those instruments and implements of work which the com-

pany might need to carry out the various operations of the canal,

under compliance with the conditions, which, for the security of

financial interest, might be established by the minister.

(2) To be exempt from all registration duties on deeds and

contracts, arising from an execution of the grant, and subject only
to the fixed duty of one lira.
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(3) To use the royal canals derived from the Dora Baltea, with

the branches of the same, and everything connected with, or de-

pending on them, including the factories, mills, thrashing mills,,

and every other workshop there belonging to the state.

(4) To enjoy the use of the said state canals from January 1st,

1883, up to the end of the grant, and after that date, the state

should resume full and free disposal of the same.

(5) To enjoy the use of the new canal to be constructed for fifty

consecutive irrigating years, beginning from the year in which the

newly constructed canal should commence working, if opened
before the middle of April.

(6) To raise the capital required for the execution of the grant,

partly by means of shares for the fixed sum of 25,000,000 liras r

and partly by bonds bearing interest at six per cent, to the amount
of 55,000,000 liras.

(7) To take the place of the state in carrying out the objects of

the grant, and to insist on the observance of all rules in force.

(8) To alienate, with the consent of the government, all or part
of the waters carried beyond the Sesia.

(9) To recover all rents of every kind due the company, in the

same way, and with the same privileges as the law directs for the

public taxes, by the appointed collector.

(4) Benefits to the Company.

(1) All works in connection with the canal were declared of

public utility.

(2) The profits of the new canals, besides the main one, should

belong exclusively to the company for the whole period of the con-

cession.

(3) On the cost of construction of the canal, and on the sum
raised according to agreement, government guaranteed to the com-

pany:

(a) An annual interest of 6 per cent, to be paid only for the ob-

jects of the grant, from the day in which the fifty years began to

be counted.

(b) A refund of .3444 lira per cent on the sum expended on the

canals to be derived from the Po, and on the royal canals derived

from the Dora Baltea and Sesia, and on the other items of the

balance of the capital a refund, in proportion to the number of

years not yet elapsed, of the grant.
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(4) Government engaged to prohibit the opening of new

iiili (springs) along the projected canals for a distance of :;nn

metres from tlu- main canal, 200 metres on the principal supply
canals, ami of KM) metres on the main branches taken off the

canals by the concessionary company.

(5) Government engaged to provide that the communes, prov-

inces, and responsible bodies be authorized to take that number

of shares and bonds of the company that they might see fit, con-

tracting loans to meet the payment of said shares and bonds, and

mortgaging their income for three years ahead for the payment of

the interests, and for the repayment of the capital, if it should

necessarily exceed the natural limits of their special taxes.

SECTION III.

GOVERNMENTAL POLICY AND ENCOURAGEMENT.

General Policy as to Public Works.
1

The Italian government, although of late years advancing

rapidly in the scale of enterprise, and upon a line of policy look-

ing directly to the development of the agricultural resources of

its territory, has not to this time gone so far as has that of France

in the way of encouraging irrigation enterprise. Italy owns more

great works of irrigation than does France. But the present gov-

ernment has fallen heir to them from the governments and other

constructors of long ago. Where irrigation is most demanded in

Italy works were already constructed when the present govern-

ment came into power a few years ago.
( )ther great interests were demanding attention, so that the im-

provement of rivers and construction of drainage works has been

more in the line of governmental effort of late years than has the

extension of irrigation facilities.

Encouraging Irrigation Enterprise.

A most important item of encouragement to irrigation enter-

prises was embodied in the law of 1873, concerning the organi-

zation of irrigation associations, an abstract of whose principal

1 Letters from Hon. George P. Marsh.
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points has been presented in the last section of the chapter pre-

ceding the present. Therein we find amongst other items of

encouragement, an exemption from taxes for thirty years, on

the increase in value of lands consequent upon the construction

of new irrigation works. Again, in the supplementary law, of

1883, concerning irrigation associations, also noticed at close of

last chapter, we find the financial bureau of the administration

authorized to make loans to irrigation associations, and other

items showing substantial government favors to irrigation enter-

prise.
Prize Competition in Irrigation Practiced

Another step made recently is worthy of special mention. It

will be remembered from a reading of a former chapter,
2

that, in

1874, the French government, by decree, offered prizes for the best

examples of irrigation practice, as an encouragement for the eco-

nomical use of waters, and a means of acquiring information about

irrigation, to spread abroad among its agriculturists.

The Italian government followed closely in this line of policy,

and by a decree issued in 1879, offered prizes not only* for the best

examples of irrigation practice, but also for the best examples of

agricultural drainage, of colmatage? and of drainage and irriga-

tion combined. The following is the full text of the decree:

Royal Decree, which opens a prize competition for works of Drainage, of Irrigation,

and of Drainage and Irrigation, combined. June 19, 1879.

HUMBERT I,

By the grace of GOD and the good will of the NATION,

KING OF ITALY.

In accordance with the resolution of the council of agriculture,
at its session of 1879, which provides for the arranging of a prize

competition for works of drainage, of irrigation, and of colmatage;
Conforming to the proposal of our minister of agriculture,
We have decreed, and do decree:

Article 1. There is opened a competition, with the following

prizes:
Two of 4,000 lire ($800) and a gold medal; two of 3,000 lire, one

with a silver medal; and three of 2,500 lire and bronze medals, or

a work of art of equal value, in favor of a private individual, or

an association that executes in the interest of agriculture, and
with good results, creditable works of:

1 Documents from Hon. George P. Marsh.
2
See, pp. 144-148, ante.

3
Colmatage; see, foot-note, p. 91, ante.
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(
n } Drainage.

f
l> ) 1 1- rigallon.

(<-) Drainage and irrigation combined, using for irrigation the

drainage water collected.

(
<l ) Colniatagc, alternating with cultivation.

Article 2. Drainage, sub-letter (a) of the preceding article,
must embrace an area of marshy land not less than fifteen cdnri.

Irrigation, sub-letter (I> J, an area not less than twenty ettari.

Drainage and irrigation combined, sub-letter (c), an area not

less than thirty ettari.

Colmatage, sub-letter ( d), an area not less than ten ettari.

Article 3. Drainage may be accomplished with open ditches
or any system of drain-pipes, but must be so complete as to make
the land well cultivable for winter wheat.

Article 4. Irrigation must be done according to rule, abundant

distributing ditches must be provided, so that water may perco-
late without too great resistance.

Article 5. Water derived from drainage works may be con-
ducted for irrigation, to lands at a considerable distance, but it

must be done in a regular canal which will not obstruct its flow.

Article 6. Crops irrigated may be diversified to suit the char-
acter of the lands.

Article 7. The explanations of the works entering into compe-
tition must be transmitted to the minister of agriculture, industry,
and commerce no later than March 30, 1880. The work must not
have been commenced before the present date, and it must be

competitive work, excepting colmatage in progress, of which the

following article (8) treats.

Article 8. The work, sub-letters (a), (b), or (c), must be com-

pleted no later than March 31, 1882.

Those, sub-letter (d), are divided into two classes:

(1) Colmatage in progress, by means of which (the colmatage
itself having been executed with good result) for two years at

least, preceding the time specified in article 7, a crop has been
raised each season after the drying.

(2) Colmatage not commenced at the time of the publication of

the competition, but regularly carried on with satisfactory result

to the date specified in the preceding paragraph of this article.

Article 9. The minister of agriculture, having received the state-

ments of the work to be entered in competition, will have the

condition of the land examined.
Article 10. The work finished in accordance witli article 8, the

minister himself shall order another examination to ascertain

whether the competitor has satisfied the conditions of the competi-
tion.

Article 11. The results of the competition shall be presented
in proper form to the council of agriculture, which has power to

award the prizes.
Article 12. I order, that this decree, provided with the seal of
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state, be inserted in the official collection of laws and ordinances
of the kingdom of Italy, and command that every one interested

observe it and cause it to be observed.

Dated at Rome, June 19, 1879.

HUMBERT.

This action is one in the interest of the individual cultivators,

and shows the Italian government to be alive to the importance of

the agricultural development of the country, and to realize the

part which irrigation, drainage, and colmatage must play in such

work. The object is, of course, in so far as irrigation is concerned,

to incite irrigators to thoroughness and system in the preparation
of their lands, and to care and economy in the use of waters, that

it may become known what can be effected by such means, and

thus not only new irrigations be encouraged but old ones remod-

eled and the better managed. This line of policy was reaffirmed

on a broader basis in the law of 1883, of which an abstract has

been presented in the last chapter.

Hydrographic mid Agricultural Surveys of Italy,

Finally, the Italian government has in progress probably the

most thorough study of its water-courses and water supply system
that has ever been attempted for any country. Supplementing
this work comes the inquiry concerning the use of waters in irri-

gation, now being carried on under the law of December, 1883,

an abstract of which has been presented at the close of the pre-

ceding chapter.

Circular to Prefects. Under the terms of this law, in January,

1885, the minister of agriculture, industry, and commerce issued

a circular to the prefects of departments, instructing them sub-

stantially as follows:

Up to this time there never has been made a systematic and

complete examination and exhibit of the extent of lands irrigated

by the several irrigation works, associations, etc., and an estimate

of the possible future extension of irrigation in the kingdom. The

necessity for such an exhibit has become absolute. There is a

valuable outline map, but it has not been filled in with agricultural

details. This data must be systematically collected at once, and

each prefect is charged with inaugurating and directing the work

in his province. It is suggested that a commission composed of

the heads of the provincial engineering and agricultural bureaus
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be formed to formulate a scheme for the work. All existing avail-

ahle <l:ita is to be collected and a schedule made of it, and an

< -sinuate is to be made of the cost of completing the work, wlm-h

estimate is to be forwarded to the minister, who will then give defi-

nite instructions to insure uniformity of work and economv of man-

agement in all the provinces of the kingdom.
Thus the Italian government, after centuries of irrigation prac-

tice within its country, is still advancing with quick steps in the

increase of irrigation facilities. So that it is in a position, which

is continually being bettered, to deal with its waters and streams

in a business-like way. Knowing what waters there are, what
claims there are against them, what use is made of those diverted

to satisfy such claims, and what can be effected, the government
of Italy is in a position to advance its agricultural interests, with

a full understanding of the outcome of every proposed move;
and to prevent by exposure of error those movements which must
result only in litigation and loss. It treats such questions as

every prudent business man would those of his affairs.

AUTHORITIES FOR CHAPTER XV.

De Buffon [Work cited as authority for Chapter IX.] Vol. I, Chap. I, and
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INTRODUCTION.

More than in France or Italy, or any oilier part of Furope, in

fact, in Spain artificial irrigation is an absolute necessity t<> a >u--

cessful diversified agriculture; indeed, in extended regions of that

country it is almost indispensable to success in any kind of valued

cultivation. Tbe Iberian peninsula lies but little removed from

the highly heated and almost rainless countries of northern Africa.

and. partaking in a marked degree of those peculiarities of climate

which render them in great part desert, it resembles them also

in being a country almost without forests, and, but for irrigation.

would in some important quarters follow them but a few degrees

less extremely in unproductiveness, also.

"
It was said long ago, and with justice, that Africa begins at

the Pyrenees:" and in truth the landscapes, climates, and produc-

tions of large parts of the great central plateau, and also of the

extended region along the east and south coasts of Spain, an-decid-

edly more African than Kuropean. Climatically, at least, it may
be maintained that Kuropc ends with France, and that when the

bordering Pyrenees are surmounted and central, and eastern Spain

entered, an African climate is encountered. As irrigation has

developed in these regions under physical conditions more nearly

like ours of southern California than are those of any other coun-

try whose laws bear examination for our purposes, it is well that

we- have some definite idea of the resemblances.

Central Spain, a region somewhat less than :>(H) miles square,

is composed of a series of great plateaus, separated from each other

and bounded north, east, south, and partly on the west by ranges

of mountains. These plateaus lie at elevations between 500 and
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3,500 feet above the sea, and slope generally from east to west.

The mountains on the east present no continuous formation as a

chain, and rise to but moderate heights above the hills bordering

the plateau plains, but their eastern slopes are abrupt, and drop-

ping to near the level of the sea, leave a narrow fringe of plain land

between their feet and the Mediterranean, behind which they stand

as a high, rugged range. North of the plateau region, and lying

between it and the feet of the Pyrenees, is the valley of the Ebro

river, near two hundred miles in length and fifty to an hundred

in width, opening out upon the Mediterranean towards the east.

South of the plateau region lies the valleys of the Guadalquivir

and of its branch, the Genii, sloping in the opposite direction from

that of the Ebro, and opening out on the southwest coast of the

country. While south of these valleys last named lie the Sierra

Nevada mountains, between whose southern slopes and the Medi-

terranean is a narrow border of sloping plain lands, only somewhat

less wide and less continuous and connected than the seacoast

plain of the eastern face of the country.

Aside from the aspect of the country itself as graphically de-

scribed by authoritative writers of note, a glance at a good rainfall

chart of Europe and the Mediterranean region, serves best to im-

press one with an understanding of the province of irrigation in

central, eastern, and southern Spain. By such examination we

find that the great central plateaus receive, as a general thing,

less than 10 inches of rainfall per year, of which total less than 10

per cent falls during the summer months. The low plains of the

eastern coast region receive from 10 to 20 inches per year, of which

about 5 per cent falls in the summer. The south coast and the

valley of the Genii receive 20 to 30 inches of rainfall, but only

about 5 per cent falls in summer; while the valley of the Ebro

receives about 15 to 20 inches, with only 10 per cent presented in

summer.

Compare for a moment these figures with some for France, from

the same chart. The driest regions of that country have from 10
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to 25 inches per year, with 10 to 20 per cent presented in summer.

In northern Italy the valley of the P<> receives a total annual rain-

fall of 20 to 35 inches, of which 25 to 2S per cent falls in summer.

It is evident that these two countries, which, as we have seen, are

the localities of such great irrigation development, are far less in

need of irrigation than is Spain.

In truth, the less elevated parts of central Spain present a cli-

mate quite similar to that of interior California, while eastern Spain

has the characteristics of the Los Angeles coast valley of our Stale :

and the fact is, that the productions are almost identical in the

couplets above named. In central Spain wheat is grown by irriga-

tion, alfalfa is a standard grazing crop, also irrigated, while grapes

and temperate zone fruits are irrigated or not irrigated, according

to the peculiarities of special localities, or to the purpose for which

they are being cultivated. This is the case in our central Califor-

nian valley. On the low plains and in the valleys opening out

upon the plains on the east coast of Spain, citrus fruits abound,

olives flourish, the grape is cultivated principally for raisins, and

the presence of the date palm and other semi-tropical fruits, marks

the similarity to our plains and valleys of Los Angeles and San

Bernardino.

Central Spain is the scene of many irrigation works carried cut-

in a small way several centuries ago, and at intervals of time since

then, of a few large works dating about a century back, of still

another small number of large works dating within the present

generation, and of a considerable number of moderately la re-

works recently commenced or projected. The valley of the Ebro

is the scene of some modern works and of present progress in irri-

gation; and the valley of the Guadalquivir is a scene of ancient as

well as very recent irrigation enterprise. But the irrigated Spain

of which the world has heard the most is that handed down from

the times of the Moors in the valley of the Genii in Granada, and

of the valleys and plains opening out on the east coast of the

country, where lie the garden lands of Murviedro, Valencia, Al-
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mansa, Alicante, Elche, Orihuela, Murcia, and other irrigated and

highly cultivated districts.

Unlike the case in the great irrigated valley of northern Italy,

already described, the irrigation districts of Spain are very much

scattered, and subjected to physical conditions varying amongst

themselves; and in a degree much more than in Italy or France,

irrigation has grown up in Spain under social and political condi-

tions much altered from time to time and differing in some quar-

ters of the country from those in other quarters. Because of these

reasons we find less unity in the several irrigation interests, and a

less degree of uniformity in the customs and laws which have

been developed in quarters; and, hence, the treatment which I

have been able to give my subject in the chapters which now fol-

low is less orderly and systematic than that which was possible

for the irrigation legislation of France and Italy.
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SECTION I.

ORIGIN OF LAWS, CUSTOMS, AND CONFLICTING SYSTEMS.

Ancient Spanish Laws.1

Primitive Spain was conquered and held by the Carthagenians,
of whose laws and customs but little is known. To these suc-

ceeded the Romans, who, on the conquest 'of the peninsula prov-

inces, introduced in them their lanirim^e, customs, and legislation,

and of which we are quite fully informed. During the decadence

of the Roman Empire of the west, Spain passed under the domin-

ion of various barbarian nations from the north of Europe, of

whom, after a long period of dispute for supremacy, the Goths

succeeded in overcoming all others and remained masters of the

country (A. D. 412). These Goths, at first 'permitting the Span-
iards to retain the Roman laws and customs, which it appears wnv

popular and then in use, afterwards gradually introduced others of

1
See, Compendium of the History of the Uoyal I.a\v of Spain, from the

[institutes 0* Alvare/, translated in White, Vol. [, p. 362.et eg. See, also, White.
Introduction; Rockwell, 1'reface; and, Wallis < hap. VIII.
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their own, that harmonized with or supplanted those of the coun-

try. The first written Gothic laws bore date in the latter part of

the fifth century; the first extended code is indefinitely ascribed

to several parts of the seventh century, and is that published in

Latin during the twelfth century by the title of Liber Judicum,

and afterwards in Spanish as Fuero de los Juices or Fuero Jusgo.

This Judges Statutes is composed of the edicts of the Gothic Kings
and of the various councils of Toledo, partly founded on principles

of Roman law,
1 with other enactments of unknown origin, and "is

held as the fountain or origin of the laws of Spain."
The Gothic monarchy in Spain was overthrown (A. D. 714) by

the Saracens from northern Africa and Arabia, who, in Spanish

history, are commonly known as Moors, and who introduced their

own customs and legal polity. But all of Spain was not held by
these people, so that in the provinces thus free the Gothic laws

continued in force for many years. Then came a period when

Spain was being gradually reconquered from the Moors by two or

three independent Spanish principalities; during which new cus-

toms and laws became established in different quarters of the

peninsula; and out of these came compilations or codes put forth

from time to time by the several rulers. Amongst these the Fuero

Viejo de Castilla (Old Statutes of Castile) was promulgated at the

end of the tenth or beginning of the eleventh century, which after

and with the Fuero Jusgo constituted the fundamental laws of Cas-

tile as separate from Leon. This code was successively added to

at various times until the middle of the fourteenth century, when
it was amended and arranged in the form in which it is now
found under the names of Fuero de Castilla (Statutes of Castile),

Fuero de los Hijosdalgos (Statutes of Gentlemen), and Fuero <!<' /as

Fasanas (Statutes of Sentences).

In the Kingdom of Leon there was, after several minor codes,

promulgated (tenth century) the Fuero Real (Royal Statutes);

but the old Fuero Jusgo of the Goths continued in force in all

relating to common law. After a long period of local wars and

conquests, another code of the same name, Fuero Real, was pro-

mulgated for the Kingdom of Castile and Leon, in the middle of

the fifteenth century, but this was partly overthrown by the oppo-

sition of the nobles and people, and the old Fuero Jusgo was again

put in force. Following these came the Leyes de Estilo (Laws of

1
Rockwell, p. 9.
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the Agr) which reconciled differences :in<l explained tin- /

l!i-iil so that it remained in force. During tin- last part of the

thirteenth century the famous code called the I'lirliiln* was com-

piled, but it was not put in force until the middle of the fourteenth

century, because of the wars and disturbances, and for other im-

portant reasons which intervened.

"The I'lirfidd* was composed in a great measure of tin- laws of

Roman codes, of chapters from the canonical law. and authorities

of the holy fathers. It is evident that they likewise contain many
ancient laws of the kingdom, and that the customs and statutes

of the nation were consulted, the desire being to issue a perfect

legal code, and peculiar to our Spain. But this important object
was not attained completely." [Alvarez: trans. White.

Following the Partidas, in the middle of the fourteenth century,
came the Ordenamiento de Leyes (Ordinance of Laws), whose stat-

utes afterwards passed into the final compilation hereafter to be

spoken of. In 1567 was promulgated the Nueva Recopilacion, the

first code of laws intended for all Spain as governed by the mod-

ern Spaniards. This compilation has been remodeled and added

to from time to time, until in 1805 it was again revised, promul-

gated, and ordered to be observed under the title of Novisima

fit fnpilacion de las Leyes de Espana. This newest compilation of

the old laws, composed of twelve books, is recognized as the em-

bodiment of former laws operative at its date, and forms the basis

and body of the Spanish law to this time.

" There is perhaps no country in the world where enlightened
commentaries on the various codes were more needed than in

Spain. After the Saracen invasion from the ninth to the four-

teenth century, there were no regular systems of government and

jurisprudence. The Roman Civil Law. which was the basis of all

the modern codes of continental P^urope, was not much regarded
until the famous compilation of the Partidas was digested and

arranged, founded principally on its maxims. The Visigoths pro-

hibited, under certain penalties, the use of the Roman laws, as

will be seen by the Fnrro JHXIJO, repeated in the Fuero J\ml." *

* * * "At one time such was the confusion in the codes of

Castile, and the difficulties in their administration, that they were

entirely abandoned, and the Roman law resorted to as the rule of

decision." [White, Introduction, p. x.

As illustrating the importance of the newest general compilation
and the confusion in the Spanish laws, even after its promulga-
tion and at least up to the time of the first part of the las't reign,
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and just prior to the commencement of that revival in system and
order which will be traced in a future chapter, the following para-

graph from a very instructive and readable work, is in point:

"
Since the promulgation of the Novisima Recopilacion, there has

been no collection of the laws printed which approximates or pre-
tends to completeness. The decrees of Ferdinand the Seventh and
of the different Cortes are, it is true, readily accessible in print
but many radical changes have been wrought, by special orders,

resolutions, and interpretations, which lie buried for the most part
so deeply in the executive archives that, for all purposes of general
information, they had as well been affixed to the top of the old

tyrant's column. Indeed, the whole system of administration has

undergone so many shocks and revolutions during the present cen-

tury that it is not always easy to determine the precise location

even of the archives themselves, through which the course of any
particular legislation is to be traced. So many councils have been

modified, abolished, and recreated with new functions, and the
duties of all and each have been so often altered and transferred

that, even after ascertaining the date and origin of a decree or or-

der, it is next to impossible, often, to discover in what vortex of the

documentary chaos the authoritative original may be revolving.
"

[Wallis, p. 69.

But, in a measure taking the place of official compilations of the

laws and administrative acts generally, there were the writings of

several authors whose works came to be regarded as authoritative.

Among these was Escriche, whose Dictionary of Jurisprudence has

formed the basis for the last section of this chapter.

We will see in later chapters, under the heading
" New Spanish

Water Laws," that, in so far as water-right and irrigation legisla-

tion is concerned, at least, a very clear and complete system has

since been evolved.

Growth of Varied Irrigation Customs.

The foregoing brief and partial outline of early Spanish history

and the growth of laws in two of the petty kingdoms of the penin-

sula, prepares us in a measure for an appreciation of the many con-

flicting elements that have had to be reorganized or reconciled in

the formation of the more modern codes of the country. Even the

newest compilation of 1805, in the matter of waters and water-

courses recognized local laws and customs, and in great measure

made general rules subservient to them where well established

and in written form. These local customs, many of which received
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royal sanction at sonic time, were even more varied than tin- more

general written laws, lnit they were, locally, all powerful.

Custom is unwritten law that lias heen introduced hy use. In

order to he such, and not vicious, it is required that the usage he

that of the people, or of the greater part of them, for th'

ten years, and that it he in harmony with the general utility. Two
uniform judgments or sentences are one of the proofs of custom.
A legitimate custom lias the force of law: derogates the former

law that is contrary to it, and interprets the douhtful law: from

whence it is said that there is a custom heyond the law. contrary
to the law. and according to the law." [Manuel del Ahogado. Vol.

1. p. 3. White, Vol. I, p. ;',<;(>.

It is believed that most of the irrigation customs were of Moor-

ish origin, notwithstanding the fact that in the reconsolidation of

the country and remodeling of its laws, everything of a general

nature which pertained to government under the hated infidels

was abolished; for individuals of this race, who renounced their

faith and adopted that of Christian Spain, were permitted to retain

their property and their customs; and, taking advantage of this

privilege, many thousands of people of Moorish blood, but gener-

ally those who were descendants of Moors amalgamated with some

of the peoples of Spain, but who had grown up and lived in the

Moorish provinces as Moors, remained, forming rim-fly the popu-
lation of the parts of Spain overlooking and bordering the Medi-

terranean. Now, these provinces contained //// irrigation regions

of the country, as at that time developed. There had hern irriga-

tion practice in Spain long before the advent of the Moors, which

had probably been introduced by the Romans; but there is no evi-

dence upon which to ground a belief that the practice had been at

all general, or other than on a small scale and dependent, as was

most of the irrigation of Roman origin, on works constructed pri-

marily for the supply of the domestic and sanitary necessities of

people living in towns. At any rate, if there had heen any large

works, or extended practice, or peculiar customary laws, the result

and outgrowth of Roman irrigation enterprise in Spain, the evi-

dence of these had been pretty much effaced from the country and

the habits of the people, by the effect of wars and the incoming of

other peoples. The Moors, no doubt, also found irrigation practiced

to some extent in Spain as the result of a recent transplanting of

custom by the way of southern Kuropean countries, or. possibly, as

a direct importation by maritime people, from the countries east
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and south of the Mediterranean
;
but they brought it anew by the

way of Africa from the same nurseries of the art, and by their intel-

ligence and industry made some portions of Spain celebrated for

their fertility and the beauty of the local landscapes. On the ex-

pulsion of the Moors, as I have said, the provinces retaining part
of the Moorish or mixed blood populations, were permitted to culti-

vate their fields and to operate their canals with the waters allotted

to them by the Moorish governments, and their customs were not

set aside by the general laws of the country. Thus the foundation

was laid for the present local customary laws in the irrigation

regions. The people clung to their peculiar privileges. Old claims

were validated by special royal grants, and some new ones created

upon the same basis during the early periods of Spanish rule over

these irrigation regions of the Moors, but Spain, generally, made no

great progress as an irrigation country after the expulsion of the

Moors, for several centuries, and until the early part of the present

century.

Meanwhile, as has been said, the laws of the country had been

several times codified, from Gothic and Roman originals, and

from the acts of the rulers of that part of Spain not developed as

an irrigation country. Thus, irrigation found no prominent place

in these general laws, but was regarded rather as a local custom

of certain provinces cut off from the rest of Spain by the topo-

graphical configuration of the country, and from the rest of the

Spanish people by the difference of race and even of language; so

that its governance was largely left to local custom. But, gradu-

ally, the art grew in other parts of Spain. The attention of the

rulers was brought to it only as it very slowly developed by small

local and individual enterprise. Other local customs grew. Con-

fusion resulted. And Spain has had for a century or more as

difficult a problem to solve in the formation of a general law of

waters that would be acceptable to the people of all the provinces,

as California can possibly have to put forth an irrigation code thai

will meet the requirements and ideas of her various irrigating and

non-irrigating communities.

Studying this ancient branch of the irrigation system of Spa in.

we find, then, two distinct lines to follow. First The old general

laws of the country, principally as governing rights of property in

and the right to use water in irrigation; and, Second The local

customs affecting the subject, and which are notable because they
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present certain important details and illust rate the development of

certain uiii((U<' principles <>f adininist ration that have since found

place in the new laws.

SECTION II.

KKJIIT OF PROPERTY IN WATKUS AND WATBB-CoORES.

Roman, Gothic, and Moorish Systems.
1

The legal history of property holdings in Spain begins with the

establishment there of the Roman law, of which in its relation to

water-courses and waters we have a review in the first chapter of

the present report. Then came the Goths whose laws were founded

in the despotic; system; but these people in Spain made no such

radical changes as were made by dominion of similar barbarian

people elsewhere. Their laws pure and simple were never estab-

lished in Spain, but, modified by the injection of principles of tin-

civil law, gave precedence to such systems as that embodied in

the Fuero Jusgo. Amongst the chief innovations on their laws

made by these Goths, was that relating to land holdings: their sys-

tem of land tenure was not adhered to the waters were regarded

as common and the rivers as public property and not until their

overthrow by the Moors in the ^arly part of the eighth century.

were the streams, rivers, and water regarded as the property of the

ruling powers.

But the Moors themselves became in Spain a wise people. Their

rulers were far-seeing and liberal to their subjects. The value of

water when wedded to land was fully recognized. The agricult-

ural prosperity of the people was not undervalued: so that perpet-

ual rights to water for irrigation purposes were accorded to those

who were in position best to utilize it, and many extended rights

of this class became thus established, to be long afterwards recog-

nized by the reconquering Christian rulers, by way of courting

the good will of the people who submitted to them. Thus during

those centuries while in Italy and France the waters were owned

principally by despots, in Spain, by a singular fatality, the first

great barbarian people who, after the Romans, held the country
for a very long period, virtually adopted the liberal Roman law of

1
See, White. Introduction: Rockwell, Preface; Aymarcl, generally : Halium,

chapters "Feudal System," ami "Spain."
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waters; and the next invaders, of another class of despots from

another and widely different quarter, so far changed their barbaric

attributes as to become most wise dispensers of water privileges,

and encouragers of a liberal irrigation practice. Thus was irriga-

tion specially blessed in the matter of freedbm from oppression of

rulers in Spain, until in the ninth century by a Christian emperor
in a part of the country free from Moorish rule, the feudal system
was introduced. 1 But although this system obtained firm footing
in northern, western, and central Spain, it was stamped out before

the eastern and southern part of the country, embracing the great

irrigation regions of that time, was wrested from the hands of the

Moors. Old irrigated Spain, therefore, never was subjected to

feudal rulers; and, as a consequence, we find there no great water

holdings, like in Italy, oppressing the people and resulting in mo-

nopoly of lands, but, on the contrary, we find the waters attached

to the lands, the lands held in small parcels, and the people an

independent peasantry.

The Divisions of Property
2

Pueblo and Communal Properties?

The laws of the Partidas as given in the Institutes and also em-

bodied in the Recapilacion, show "the division of things with

respect to propertyship
"

to have been the same with the early

Spaniards as with the Romans before them: running waters were

a common property of all men; and rivers, a public property of

the nation. A marked difference, however, is shown in the im-

portance accorded to things the property of a corporation or a

community, which in the Spanish is in excess of the Roman home-

rule system. This is accounted for by the greater importance of

the local commune or pueblo in Spain.

Under the Spanish custom, towns are communities holding vari-

ous kinds of property in trust for the people and for the benefit of

the town. The use of some of these properties was fanned out for

rents which constituted a large part of the municipal incomes.

Other classes of the common property were free to the use of every

citizen of the town, without rent, but such use was subject to reg-

ulation by the town councils, and to supervision by Hie tilt-dhlr*

1
White, p. 85.

2 See. Institute* of the Civil Law of Spain; White, Vol. I, lU.k II, Title "Of
Things," pp. 70-si.

Dailoz, Yols. i X and X, word " Coin imi nr:" Merlin, Vol. II, word
"
I'OIIDH n <i-

Hrooks; White, The Institutes, etc., Vol. I, pp. 7" -*<l.
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and llx-ir subordinates. Of tlii* last class <>t' propi-rty wen- the

waters intended tor irrigation. Pm-l>lns wen- towns specially incor-

porated by governmental license, having all the powers and priv-

ileges of ordinary communities in the matter of holding properties.

and others besides. Spain received the communal system of town

organi/ation. with the attendant prerogative of holding communal

estates, from tin- Unmans, whn developed it with their system of

coloni/ing new provinces.

V

-A11 Roman towns originally possessed certain common pn.p-
ertv. but the system of holding a domain or territor'ium took its

origin in the Unman colonies, who. going into vacant countries

where the land had no owners recognixed by them, and where

they were compelled to defend themselves in common from the

people upon whose domain they intruded, voluntarily held the

land in common, except their house lots which they occupied.
"When they invaded Spain and dispossessed the natives, they

introduced the same system then-. When the (iotlis came they
made no change in the system; they divided the private lands

between themselves and the Unmans, leaving community prop-

erty as it was." [Brooks-Godtrey.

Common rr<>]>frti/ of rom////>///Y* ami /'//7>/r;.x-.

"These towns had nothing which can be considered in the light
of a charter. They were not incorporated, yet they possessed all

the rights and the powers of municipal corporations. They did

not derive these powers from any charter, grant, or concession.

but the rights and powers took their origin from the existence of

the town itself, and not from anv act of sovereign power." [Dal-
lox. Vol. <), p. 141).

"This patrimony of the communities of inhabitants, to employ
the expression of our ancient jurisconsults, was independent of

the municipal constitution which might govern them. The in-

habitants formed a moral person capable of holding property.
whether they formed a commune or not. It was something in-

herent to the very existence of the community/' [Merlin, word
cited, parts 1 and '2.

The feudal system was antagonistic to this form of organization
and property holding, and spreading throughout southern Europe

generally swept away the communal properties of the towns, but

in Spain, notwithstanding the many invasions to which she was

subjected, and notwithstanding the supremacy of the (lotlis and

the long occupation of the country by the Moors, the communal

right survived. "The people being almost continually involved

in war. it was in a measure impossible for land or water to be
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divided into individual possessions to any great extent. The
towns were the centers where protection was to be found from the

armed bands of marauders who infested Spain in one form or

another from an early date. The towns were required to guard
the country about them in common, and it was therefore natural,

that the land itself, and incidentally any other rights either of

water or otherwise appurtenant thereto, should be held by each

town in common to make it the common interest to guard and pro-

tect it." [Brooks.

The estates so held by each town were called its termino. This

tefmino was known by various names, according to the class of

property and use to which it was put. There were: (1) Monies, or

woodlands whence firewood were obtained; (2) Dehesas, inclosures

where cattle were herded; (3) Fuentes, springs of water for domes-

tic purposes and for irrigation; (4) Ejidos, gathering grounds

open spaces around the gates and walls where the populace gath-

ered, for recreation and sometimes for thrashing grain; (5) Prados,

inclosed fields for pasturing cattle; (6) Pastos, open pasture lands;

(7) Aguas, waters and water-courses for irrigation; (8) Salinas,

salt springs; (9) Abrevaduas, places for watering cattle; (10)

Vadios, waste lands, or lands not otherwise named or classified
;

and (11) Propios, town lots, stalls, houses, shops, market places,

and squares.

Nature of Communal Property Holdings.
1

It is well to be exact in our understanding of this holding of

communal property. It was not the property of the inhabitants of

a community, either severally or collectively: the proprietor was

the community the moral person formed by the collection of

inhabitants, but distinct from the individuals. These did not

exercise the rights of a proprietor upon the communal patrimony,
for it was administered in accordance with special rules.

" From the time that men have united in a common inclosure,
from the time that the city, or, to employ a more general expres-

sion, from the time that communities of inhabitants have existed.

communal property has been born.

"Whatever besides may have been the political or municipal
regime, it was necessary for those who lived near one another to

unite themselves for common buildings, temples, places destined

for exercises and public games.
"
Universitates sunt non singulorum veluti quce en civitatibus sunt

1
Dallos, Vol. X, word "Commune," p. 117.
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/'t s/milin. ft >/'
<//// aka 8unt communia r/V//////////.

( Instil.. L. '2. Tit. 1. p. C>.)

"With the progress of civil i /at ion. tin- relations of citi/.ens in-

creased. Mini Mt tfie same time tin- resources of the cities. Their

patrimony had to enlarge. Under the Roman legislation a great
number of laws had for their object to increase the property and
revenues of the towns. Trajan permitted them toreceive henl
in trust. Soon they were authorized to receive tin-in directlv.

Adrian accorded them the right to receive them in accordance
with the laws. (Ulpian fragm.. Lib. :M. Cap. L^. )

" The towns were often despoiled of their useful and productive

patrimony. .They were so despoiled by the emperors, and even
later by the barbarians. The feudal regime established almost

everywhere, left them hardly anything. But from the time that

they became free, they worked to form a new patrimony. Their
first properties were ramparts, a common hotel, and a belfry or

tower inclosing the bell of the assembly and of the prison. They
found resources in the assessment of their inhabitants, in the

donations made by some rich citizens, liberalities which ought
to be more abundant and more frequent in favor of a new institu-

tion. The fines pronounced by the tribunals were for their profit.

and had to be applied to the maintenance of their fortifications.

Sometimes the king abandoned confiscated goods in their favor,

or authorized them to receive commissions on public auctions, on
the sites for fares and markets, on the measuring and weighing of

merchandise. (Histoire admin, des communes de France, par M.
Ch. Dupin, p. 175.)
"The nature of communal domain carries with it. as we have

already said, notable differences, according to the destination of

the properties it treats of. Let us establish the differences which
exist in this respect between the various common properties. We
will distinguish at first the common properties into properties

juitriiiinnitil. and nmtni'ui properly speaking. The jmtriinnitiiil

properties of a commune are those which it enjoys immediately
for itself, or in receiving for the profit of the communal treasury
the revenue which comes from it: such an- the town hotels, occu-

pied by the mayors, the houses, buildings, and manufactories
which can belong to a community, and which would be let for its

profit, the rural domains in cultivation, and which would be let for

the same; the taxes and rents which would he due to it; the stock

of furniture, library, etc., which should belong to it. Cownnm
properties are, on the contrary, those of which the community does
not enjoy or does not receive immediately the revenue itself, but
which are devoted to the common enjoyment of the inhabitants

because it is their natural destination. Such are pasturages where
beasts are sent, forests in which the inhabitants have the right to

cut wood.
" There is a second distinction to be made between the things

24
1
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which make a part of the private communal domain, and those
which belong to the communal or public municipal domain. The
latter comprises all the things which are not susceptible of private

property, but which are used for a public sendee, as churches,
streets, public places, fountains, etc. It must not be confounded
with the public domain, properly speaking, which is composed of

the great highways, navigable or raftable streams and rivers, ports,
etc. (article 538, C. Civ.), for these portions of the territory are at

the charge of the state, which directs the great public services.

"The things which form a part of the public municipal domain
have the same character as those spoken of in article 538. But
we give them this denomination because that, for the most part,

they accrue from or are presumed to accrue from the communities,
that they are more particularly useful to the inhabitants of the

places in their neighborhood, and that on account of this utility

they are placed bv the law in charge of the community." [Dal-
loz, Vol. X, Sees. 1799 and 1800.

Pueblo and Town Water-Rights.
1

Thus, under the old Spanish law, waters were held by munici-

palities pueblos or communes as a common property for domes-

tic use, irrigation, and other purposes, but while their utilization

was free to all inhabitants of the town, it was governed by munic-

ipal rules, and regulated and controlled by the town officials.

These waters were those of springs and other sources rising on the

municipal lands, the waters of small streams, the right to whose

use dated from immemorial time or had been acquired by pre-

scription, and waters of rivers acquired by prescription or by grant
from government.

There are several royal orders dated during the sixteenth, seven-

teenth, or eighteenth century, commanding the provincial author-

ities to encourage the towns in the use of waters. Now the town

holdings or terminos, were frequently extended regions of country
in the olden time, and "there was a great deal of municipal law

regulating the use of water, and officers to take control of it." So

that the general laws respecting water-courses were often over-

looked and unknown, as compared to municipal regulations and

customs on the subject.

Under these circumstances, where the use of water in one town

holding interfered with that in another, the dealings were as be-

tween the communities and not between the individuals. In the

eyes of the general law the community was regarded as the indi-

1
See, authorities already cited for this section.
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vidual in such cases. Thus, there were in Spain, rivers or streams

whose waters were common property to all people of Spain, and

other rivers or streams whose waters were common to the inhab-

it ants of certain towns or pueblos. The general laws of waters

were applied to the one, while local municipal laws or customs

ruled in the other class. All cultivable lands of the towns be-

longed to the towns until apportioned out to their inhabitants. All

running waters available for irrigation, within their terminos, be-

longed to the towns, notwithstanding apportionment. Hence,
there was no conflict by reason of riparian claims, for under such

circumstances there was no riparian right. As between different

grantees of land from the government, or as between communities,

this right was known, as will be seen in the next subdivision.

SECTION III.

CONTROL AND REGULATION OF WATER-COURSES AND WATERS.

Of Rivers and their Waters.
1

As distinguished from a torrent, a river "runs perpetually and

from time immemorial," while torrent waters flow "after abundant

rains, or the extraordinary melting of snow, in such way that they

only run a certain time, and leave their beds dry the greater part

of the year." [Escriche, Rio.] Rivers belong to everybody in

commonalty, in such way that even those of a strange land can

make use of them the same as the natives and inhabitants of the

territory through which they flow.
2

[Escriche, Rio.]

In the use of rivers, "individual good must yield to public util-

ity." No one may put in the channel or on the bank of a river any
structure which may impede navigation, and any such structmv

put in place must be removed at the cost of its owner within thirty

days.
3

When no injury may result to the community, any member
thereof may erect a mill or a water-wheel on the bank or immedi-

ately upon the river, in such way that the course of the water is

not affected by the construction. Should the land be of the public

1

Ksrrirhe, words "Agv,a" "Acequia? and
" Rio" and laws cited from the Novi-

ma RecppUoeion.
2 Nov. Kec.: Law VI, Title XXVIII, Part III.
3 Nov. Rec.: Law VIII, Title XXVIII, Part III.
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domain, the permission of the government must he had; should it

belong to the community, the permission of the council must be

obtained. In erecting and using such mill or other structure, the

use of other similar properties must not be interfered with in a

way to diminish their efficiency and value.
1

[Escriche, RioJ\

The waters of rivers, whether navigable or not navigable, which

of themselves or by junction with others follow their course into

the sea, are not and cannot be private property, but belong to the

public. [Escriche, Agua. III.]

Unless the town or council destines the waters for its own use,

any person may take from a public river, by means of a ditch,

the water which he may require. Should the land belong to the

public domain, or should it belong to the community, the permis-
sion of the government, or of the council, as the case may be, must

first be had; and prior rights of all others to the waters must first

be assured.
2

[Escriche, Rio.

From which it follows that no one could make a diversion with-

out its being determined whether or not others were to be injured,

and whether or not the town required the waters for its uses; and

that such diversions could only be made to the extent which the

person required for his own use.

No one may construct from a navigable river any ditch or canal

that may embarrass navigation; and should there be one already

made, either new or old, it must be stopped up or destroyed at the

cost of the owner, for the reason that public utility must be pre-

ferred to the good of individuals.
3

[Escriche, Acequia, and At/no.

III.

In utilizing the waters of rivers not navigable, but which join

and contribute to the volumes of those which are so, diversions

must be made in "such a way that there may be no want of water

for navigation." [Escriche, Rio.

" But should the river not be navigable any resident of a town

through which it passes may take out a portion of its waters, and
construct a ditch for the irrigation of his lands, or to move his

mill or water wheel, or for other purpose that may interest him,

provided he does it without any injury to the common use, or the

destination that the town may have given the waters, and under
the understanding that if the ditch has to cross lands not his own,
of the royal patrimony, or of the municipality, the permission of

1 Nov. Rec.: Law XVIII, Title XXXII, Part III.
2 Nov. Rec.: Law VI 1 1, Titir X X X I I, Part III.
3 Nov. Rec.: Law VIII, Title XXVIII, Part III.
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the owner, of the king, or of the municipal council will be indis-

pensable."
l

[Escriche, Acequio.

The owners of lands bordering non-navigable rivers
"
may use

their waters for the benefit of their estates or industries," but

"without injury to the communal use, or to the use which tin-

towns, on their transit may have put them," and "subject to tin-

modifications laid down in the laws, orders, and decrees 8}X)k<-n

of." [Escriche, Agua, III.

In 1788 the local general administrative officers of Spain and

of the Spanish possessions were instructed, by royal order, "to in-

crease the productiveness of the country by the use of all the

waters" that could be applied in irrigation to the benefit of the

lands; of their respective towns; and for this purpose to "endeavor

to take out ditches from the rivers, tapping them at the most con-

venient points, and without interfering with their flow, or preju-

dice to the lower communal properties and districts;" taking care

to discover, bring to the surface and utilize, also, the waters which

flowed through the sands and gravel below the ground's surface.
2

[Escriche, Acequia.
In 1819,

" with the object of promoting agriculture," by royal de-

cree, special inducements, privileges, and immunities were offered

to "municipalities, communities, companies, ecclesiastical bodies,

or private individuals, who, conformable to previous authorizations

by the government, construct, at their own expense, ditches or

< -an a Is for new irrigations." The waters for these irrigations might
be taken "from rivers of great volume, or gathered together from

many rivulets or small sources to one point, or drawn out from the

bosom of the high mountains;" but in each case the project was to

be first sanctioned and the utilization authorized by the govern-

ment.3

[Escriche, Acequia.

Notwithstanding the special encouragement offered to utilize

public waters in irrigation, and the instructions to local adminis-

trative authorities to so use them for the benefit of their town lands,

and notwithstanding the general rules as to utilization of waters

by communities and individuals, all diversions or utilizations were

subject to prior claims of use: "No individual or corporation can

divert from their source nor in their course, flowing waters or rivers

that from ancient times have irrigated other lands lower down,

1 Nov. Rec.: Law VIII, Title XXVIII, and Law XVIII, Title XXXII, Part III.
2 Nov. Rec.: \.:\\\ XXVII, Title VII.
3
Royal Decrees, August 31, 1819.
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the which cannot be deprived of the acquired benefit, in favor of

others, who from the fact of not having utilized the waters before,

consecrated the right of those who did."
1

[Escriche, Acequia.

Of Small Streams and Riparian Rights.
2

As already remarked, the regulation of the use of waters of small

streams, such as were ordinarily used for irrigation in Spain under

the old system, was left very much to municipal ordinances and

ancient local custom, and of course these varied in different parts

of Spain, but Escriche made a code governing rights on these

streams, as applicable where no such ordinances or customs pre-

vailed, which he says is "founded on equity and the interests of

agriculture," and on the laws which he refers to. I present trans-

lated extracts, without comment except to call attention to the

fact that on several important points the new law of waters has cer-

tainly not been framed on this author's writings as an authority.

The first extracts are applicable to "running waters which may
not come under the head of those which nobody can utilize with-

out license or authority:" in other words, to the waters of such

small streams that neither the provincial nor the general govern-
ment had seen fit to declare navigable or floatable, or establish

regulations for, and which were not within the jurisdiction of a

pueblo or community where local regulations had been made or

enforced for the governance of the streams and use of their waters.

The author referred to wrote as follows:

" The waters of fountain heads and springs are the property of

the owners of the lands on which they rise or of the lower fields,

who have acquired the right to their utilization, as long as they
remain within their precinct, but as soon as they flow out of it,

they become running waters, aqua proflven*. and belong, like all

common things, to the first who may occupy them, as far as he
needs them.

" The first persons who can make use of them are the owners of

the properties which they wash or cross.
"

If* running water passes between the properties of different

owners, each one of the latter can use it for the irrigation of his

property, or for any other object; not entirely, however, but only
in the part that belongs to him, because all have equal rights, and

consequently, they can prevent each other from taking more than
their respective snares.

1
Royal Order, April 5, 1839.

2
Escriche, word

u
Agua," IV.
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\Vhen the water passes within a property, tin- owner can use
it arbitrarily, for, since the both hanks are his, he h:is n<>t to sub-

ject himself to the interests of another riparian owner: hut at tin-

outlet of his estate, he must return it to its natural or ordinary
channel, without havinir power to ahsorh it, or entirely consume it.

nor give it another direction, because it does not belong to him as

a property, but only to the extent of the use which he can make
of it in its passage.

"Since, then, every riparian proprietor can use the water which

passes by the edge of his property to irrigate it. it is clear that he
can open drains, irrigating canals and ditches, and even construct
a dam or other structure to take and carry it to his property, pro-
vided he does not make it overflow the higher lands against the
will of their owners, or inundate the lower lands in a way that

may cause injuries, nor hold it in such a way that the neighbors
are deprived of their accustomed irrigation.

1

None of the riparian proprietors can construct works on the

property of another without his consent, nor even raise on it a weir
or dam to cause the waters to enter more abundantly on his prop-
erty; since all have the same rights, the works ought not to be

made, except in such a way that the water will be divided with

equality.
" But this principle of equality in the division of the waters is

subordinate to the interest of agriculture, which will regularly
demand that the greater quantity be devoted to the estates of

greatest extent, as the Roman law required. Nevertheless, as the

largest estate does not always need the greatest amount of water,
the maxim of the Romans ought not to be applied except under
certain restrictions.

"As the higher proprietors cannot absolutely deprive the lower
ones of the use of the water, but must restore it to its natural chan-
nel after having made use of it, except the inevitable loss caused

by the irrigation; in the same manner, in an inverse sense, the

owners of mills, water-wheels, fulling mills, factories, and other

industrial establishments, have no such right to all the water nec-

essary for the movement of their machines that they can deprive
totally of it the proprietors of the higher properties.

"
Nevertheless, when it is a question of mills in a country where

there are few, and, on account of a drought they need all the

water, there ought to be suspended on their account, for the com-
mon good, the irrigation of the meadows and the other properties
as long as the state of drought lasts.

"A riparian proprietor can transfer the right of taking the water

by renunciation, cession, sale, or other means in favor of the pro-

prietor on the other side, or of him lower down, and if, having two

properties, he gets rid of one, he can reserve the exclusive right of

using the water for that which he preserves, or conceding it for that
which he transfers.

1 Nov. Rec.: Law XIII, Title XXXII, Part III.
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"A riparian proprietor can similarly acquire, with respect to

another, the exclusive right to the water by means of prescription." The riparian proprietor cannot, without the consent of the other

riparian owners interested, concede to a third party, to their injury,
the power of taking water from the same stream or on to his estate,
nor himself use the water to irrigate another property which be-

longs to him, but which is not situated on the bank; although this

right can be acquired by prescription.
"When a property on a river bank is divided amongst several

joint or common owners, in a manner that the portions which are

assigned or sold to any of them, and which now form other small

properties not bounding on the stream, they preserve, nevertheless,
one with another, their right to the water in the same proportion
that they had before the division, even when nothing should have
been stipulated on this subject.
"The proprietor who augments the extension of his riparian

property by the acquisition of lands contiguous, which increases

it, cannot take more water than formerly for his irrigation, to the

detriment of the other interested parties; since, if he had that

power he could in time render illusory the rights of the other

riparian proprietors.
"The bed, site, or land where the running waters flow, ought to

be divided amongst the riparian proprietors, according to the

frontages of their estates, in case of its remaining dry from the

effect of time, by any casualty of superior force, or by changing
the water from its course."

1

[Escriche, Agua, IV.

Of Springs and Spring Waters.'

Upon the subject of springs, spring waters, and the rights

thereto, I have thought it best simply to submit a translation

from the author already so much quoted, as follows:

"
Every proprietor can open in his house or property a fountain

or well of water, even when this causes the diminution of all the

water of the fountain or well of his neighbor, who, nevertheless,
will have the right to stop the work, or to demand that it be closed

or destroyed, when the former should have made it without neces-

sity or with intention to injure him.3

" He who has a spring on his property can make of it the use
which appears most convenient to him, because the spring is his.

as a part of the property, and as law I, of title XXVIII, part III

says: 'Man has the power with his own property to make of it,

and on it, that which he may desire in the sight of God, and under
the statute.' Thus it is that he can use his waters to irrigate his

lands, or to make ponds, and even can also shut either up if he

1 Nov. Kec.: Law XXXI, Title XXVIII, Part III.]
- Ksrrirlu 1

, word ".If//"/," $ II.
3 Nov. Rec.: Law X IX, Title XXXII, Part III.
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considers them useless or noxious. This principle has two excep-
tions: the first is, when a third party has an ac-quircd rijilii to the

water of the spring; and the second, when the spring furnishes the

water to the inhabitants of a town.

"The third party can have an acquired right to the spring by
title or prescription. The right can consist in the power of the

third party to carry the water of the spring by channel, ditch,

canal, pipe, or other conduit, for his lands, or manufacturing
establishments, which amongst the Romans was called .sr //// //*

<n-<ju;i(hn'hix (servitude of aqueduct); or in that of taking the
water from the spring or well for the use of his family, or for the

laborers in his fields, or for his beasts and cattle, servitus aquas
haustus; or in that of introducing his beasts or cattle on the prop-

erty to quench their thirst in the spring, servitus pecoris ad aquam
appulsus (servitude of watering place for cattle).
"The third party acquires by title the right to the spring, when

the owner of the latter concedes it by gratuitous or onerous ar-

rangement, or by testament or other final will, or when the judge
may adjudicate it in a final judgment. It is acquired by pre-

scription, when he has used the water in good faith with the knowl-

edge and forbearance of the owner of the fountain, and during the

legal time without any interruption.
1

"'Good faith'' consists in the persuasion of the third party that

he has the right to make use of the water in way of servitude,
without the use which he makes of it having its origin in force, or

in secret, nor even merely because the owner of the spring, at his

request, and as a neighbor, had authorized it; and this good faith

ought to last till the completion of the prescription, according as

the authors may think.

"The 'knowledge and forbearance
'

of the owner of the spring
serves as a just title of tradition, as the use of the third party
serves for occupation or taking possession of the right. Then if

the owner sees or knows that the third party makes use of the

water by way of servitude, and is silent and tolerates it without

opposition during the legal time, he manifests sufficiently that his

will is to authorize tacitly the right of servitude.

"Although the law exacts the knowledge and forbearance of the

owner, Antonio Gomez and Gregorio Lopez do not believe it to be

necessary, in the case where the third party may confirm his use

by just title, as would happen, for example, if taking you for the
owner of the fountain without your being so, he had bought fn n i \

you the servitude upon it, then he would really gain it by means
of use and 'good faith,' even though the true owner should" be igno-
rant of it.

" The legal time is that of ten years amongst those present, and
twenty amongst absentees in the continuous servitudes, and time
immemorial in the intermittent services; that is to say that if the

Nov. Rec.: Law XV, Title XXXI, Part III.
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use which the third party makes of the water of the fountain is

daily or continuous, as might happen in the 'servitude of aque-
duct* it is necessary for the prescription that the third party may
be in non-interrupted possession of the enjoyment of the water for

the term of ten years, living in the province of the owner of the

spring, and for the term of twenty years living outside the prov-
ince; and if the use is not continuous, except at intervals, as hap-
pens in the servitude of watering, in that of extracting water for

field laborers, and even in that of 'aqueduct' when the water
comes only once a week, monthly, or annually, and not each day.
then the possession for ten or twenty years is not sufficient, but it

is indispensable that it may be from time immemorial. 1

"Although Gregorio Lopez and Antonio Gomez limit the neces-

sity for immemorial possession to the case in which the third party
may not have a just title, desiring that in the case of having it

from any one believed to be the owner of the spring, without being
so, the ordinary ten or twenty years may be sufficient.

" We have said, and we repeat, in accordance with law, that in

order to acquire a right to water by prescription it is necessary to

make use of it in the way of servitude, and not by force, nor clan-

destinely, nor by mere favor that the owner of the spring may
have conceded in a precarious manner. In fact, neither force nor

private use can serve as foundation for the acquisition of a right.
What difference does it make if for ten or for twenty or more years
you come, violently by day and furtively by night, to take the
water from my field in order to carry it to yours ? As long as I do-

not give my consent, tacit or expressed, you do not advance any,
no matter how often you may do it, and it cannot be said for cer-

tain that my consent is given to you when you proceed in your
acts with violence, or in such a way that I may not know it.

" But not even the express permission, that I might give you to
use the waters, ought to be considered sufficient, in order that at

the end of a certain time you might cast a doubt on my benefit,,

if I did not give it to you in the spirit of recognizing your right,
and of placing myself under a servitude. The familiarity which
is wont to exist amongst neighbors, the friendship, the desire of

being agreeable, and the necessity of their having frequently to

ask and lend mutual services, is the cause of the owner of a con-

ceded spring permitting or tolerating another to draw the water to

drink for his people, or to water at it his cattle, especially if it

should come in abundance, without by that wishing to deprive
himself of the liberty which he has of causing the effects of hi&

tolerance to cease, when it may not be convenient to him to con-

tinue them, it may be on account of the diminution of the water
of the spring, it may be on account of the proprietor of the neigh-

boring estate being changed, it may be for any other reason.

"Thus, if I should allow the water of my spring to run because

1 Nov. Rec.: Law XV, Title XXXI, Part III.
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I do not need it for my irrigations, nor other uses, and you col-

lect il at its exit from my Held, to irriirate yours, you cannot pre-
tend that by the lapse of-time yon have acquired tin- right to hold

it. and to utilize it forever, in the same manner: ami that I have
lost that of doing in my property anything which may impede
the exit of the water, and the use which you make of it.

"I have had the power to use it, or not to use it. I have been
ahle to allow it to run out of my property, because it was useless

to me. I have been able to allow you to make use of it, because I

had abandoned it. I have been able to permit that you should
make on your field works to collect it, because I had no right to

prevent them, since each one can do on his property that which
a pi tears most convenient to him, but not on that account have you
acquired the right to the water which has not yet flowed out of

my field, but only to that which may be already outside of my
possession; and thus it is, that I can retain it, convert it to new
uses, and even dry up the spring, which, perhaps, may be preju-
dicial to me.

" When will it be said, then, you ask me, when will it be said

that I have acquired by prescription the right to the water of the

spring? When you or your ancestor should have made on my
property an aqueduct or other obvious work which may have for

its object, to facilitate the course and descent of the water towards

your field; because, then it is presumed, that these works will be
constructed in virtue of an agreement celebrated with me, or with

my ancestor; and when, from the fact of my having permitted
you the use of the water, I have experienced any considerable

injury, then it is to be supposed that my forbearance was not the
effect of complacency or good neighborship, but of a right which

you had, and whose exercise I could not prevent.
"The owner of a spring, who has conceded to his neighbor, or

has allowed him to acquire by prescription, the use of the water,
has deprived himself, by that, of the right of enjoying it the same
as ever for the needs of his property, for he has contracted the

obligation of not doing anything which can impede the exercise
of the servitude.

"
But, if the owner, changing the cultivation or the employment

of his land, should absorb in it, all or neariy all the water, the

neighbor can demand of him that he use it with moderation, and
leave him the accustomed quantity, or at least sufficient for his

property, because the right of servitude has not to remain illusory.
"The owner of a spring, who has conceded to his neighbor, or

who lias allowed him to acquire by prescription, the power of tak-

ing water for the irrigation of his lands, cannot concede afterwards
an equal power to another neighbor, without the consent of the

first, unless the water should come in such abundance that it is

sufficient for the properties of both.
1

1 Nov. Rec.: Law V, Title XXXI, Part III. 5
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" Even by general rule, the servitude cannot be alienated, unless

tbe property in whose favor it is constituted may dispose that

(Law XII, title XXXI, Part III, not preventing) if the servitude
should be for water which has its source on one property and irri-

gates another, the owner of this last can cede the water to that of

the neighboring estate after it may come to his. But this arrange-
ment ought to be understood without prejudice to the owner of the

spring, for the latter conceded to the neighbor the use of the water
for the necessities of his property, and not in order that he might
sell it; and thus the grantee cannot dispose of the water in favor

of a third party unless he on whom the servitude is imposed is

not obliged to bear, on that account, a greater burden.
" To acquire the servitude or right of taking water from one

property for the benefit of another, it is not necessary that the two

properties be so near together that they touch; and thus a propri-
etor can bring water from an outside property by way of servitude,
to irrigate his own, even when it has to pass by a road, or other

intermediate property, although he will have to obtain competent
permission from the authority, if it is a road which separates the

two properties, or of the proprietor of the intermediate property, if

it should not be himself.
" In this last case there will be two servitudes, that of taking

water in the property where the spring rises, and that of con-

ducting it by the intermediate property, servitus aquse ductus. The
owner of this intermediate property cannot make use of the water
which passes by it, without a particular concession from the owner
of the spring, acceded to by the owner of the upper estate, unless,
as we were about to say, the water may be sufficient for the two

estates, then, in such case, the concession of the owner of the

spring, or lower estate, will be sufficient without the necessity for

the approval of the upper estate.
" He who has in his favor the servitude of aqueduct, or, it may

be, the right of conducting water through the estate of another,

ought to guard and maintain the channel, ditch, canal, tube, or

other conduit in such a manner that it may not leak, raise, lower,
or do any damage to the estate where it passes. If it should be a
channel of water for a mill, or a ditch for irrigation, he has to sus-

tain and keep it up with stakes, without putting stones or large
rocks in it which might cause obstructions or impediments on the

property, and the quantity of water being of much consideration

he ought to conduct it by conduits of earthenware, or by leaden

pipes sunk in the ground, or by ditches, in such a way that he may
utilize it without loss or diminution on the properties which it inn y
cross.

1

" The second exception or limitation which we made above, to

the liberty which the owner of a spring has to make the use of it

most convenient to him, is, when the spring furnishes or can fur-

1 Nov. Rec.: Law IV, Title XXXI, Part III.
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nish water to the inhabitants of a town, which has no other m ;ms

of providing itself with this so necessary article; in which case the

owner cannot dispose arbitrarily t' tin' spring to the injury of tin-

town, nor object to facilitate its utilization on the great principle
that private intm-st must yield to publie interest.

"
Hut, as no one can be despoiled of his property, nor of his

rights, not even on account of public utility, without first having
iriven to him proper indemnity, according to what is laid down in

Law 11, Title I, Part II, and in Law LI, Title X. Part III. the

owner of the fountain can ask that he be compensated by the town
for the injury which it may cause him, if the town has not fn . .1

itself from the obligation of compensation by having acquired tin-

use of the water by means of title or prescription.
"
Moreover the owner always preserves the property of tin-

spring, not having transferred it entirely, and even if he should
have been compensated, he can make use of it, for the benefit of

his property, in such a way that he may not prejudice the use of

the town." [Escriche, Agua, II.

Of Rain and Torrent Waters.
1

In the matter of rain and torrent waters, also, I simply pre-

sent a translation from Escriche's treatise:

"The owner of the higher property can retain on it the rain-

waters and other similar waters, using them as may be most con-

venient to him, even when the owner of the lower property had

always utilized them, and had opened a ditch or any other work
to receive them and to guide them over his fields, unless the latter

had a completed title of servitude which gave him the right to

take them at their exit from the higher estate, because the servi-

tude or subjection of the lower estate to receive the waters from the

higher one is generally established in favor of the latter, whose
owner can therefore renounce it. and because prescription cannot
take place with respect to the said waters; for it ought to be sup-

posed that if its owner has not retained them formerly, it was

only because he considered them useless just then, and in virtue

of the power which he had to retain them or let them run. without,

by that, wishing to lessen his right, just as a
proprietor

who allows

many years to pass without building on his land always preserves
the power to do so when it may suit him. without his neighbor

being able to prevent it, the latter pretending that he has gained

by prescription the right of view.

"This doctrine ought also to he applied to the rain-waters which
run on the public roads, and thus the higher proprietor can inter-

cept and take them exclusively for himself, even though the lower

proprietor may have frequently taken them to his ground, although
the said waters belong to the first one who uses them, and it is

1
Escriche, word "Agua" I.
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equally understood that the lower proprietor did not make use of

them except in consequence of the power which the superior
owner had of taking or leaving them. [Escriche, Agua, I.

NOTE TO SECTION III.

Those portions of Escriche's writings which I have abstracted under the

heading, "Of Rivers and their Waters," are -well authenticated by the laws

which he cites, and are in accord with later compilations. Those parts trans-

lated under the headings,
" Of Small Streams and Riparian Rights,"

" Of Springs
and Spring Waters," and " Of Rain and Torrent Waters," seem to have been

very largely his own views of what ought to be, for the sake of "
equity and the

interests of agriculture;" and, hence, I have presented translations, and not

abridgments of them. His system of riparian rights seems rather to have

been founded on French than on Spanish law; for he accords all riparian pro-

prietors on small streams an equal right of servitude to the waters, which is

the French law, but for which I rind no sufficient authority in the old Spanish

laws; and the new Spanish laws, as maybe seen in chapter XIX and appendix
III of this volume, clearly do not recognize or establish any such doctrine.

There are other points in which this writer seems to have drawn on the French

system, and wherein he does not cite authority in the laws of Spain, which will

be noticed in subsequent chapters, in connection with the application of old

Spanish laws in Mexico. Escriche is certainly a recognized authority on the

old laws of Spain, but his work is certainly very unsatisfactory on the subjects

of this report.
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CHAPTER XVIL-SPAIF-'';

OLD LOCAL WATER LAWS AND CUSTOMS-PROVINCE OF
VALENCIA,

SECTION I. District of Valencia Irrigation Associations.

The District Its Works :l ii<l Water-Rights.
Association, Organization, and Administration.

Royal Canal Organi/ation.

SECTION II. District of Valencia Administration <>f \\'<tters.

The Board of Syndics.

Syndicate-General for the Turin.

The Tribunal or Jury of Waters.

SECTION III. Districts ofJucar ami Murn'cdro.

Jucar District and Works;
Administrative Organization ;

System in Distribution.

Murviedro District and Water-Right;
Administrative Organization;
Judicial Organization.

SECTION IV. Districts of Alicante and Elche.

Alicante District and Water-Right.

System in Distribution;

Administrative Organization.
Elche District and Water-Right.
Administrative System;
Judicial or Arbitration System.

SECTION I.

VALENCIAN IRRIGATION ASSOCIATIONS.

The Irrigated District.
1

The huerta or garden plain of the city of Valencia constitutes

one of the oldest and, justly, most celebrated irrigation districts of

Spain. Its works date from the time of the Moors; its water-rights

1
See, Aymard, Chap. I

; also, Llaurado, pp. 603-607 ; and, Moncrieff. Chap. IX.
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are founded on custom which antedates existing property records

in the country; and its irrigation practice and regulation is the

outgrowth of centuries of experience unfettered by regulative laws

or administrative action other than those local and self-imposed

by the irrigators.
1 A short statement of these may afford us an

useful lesson. I write it chiefly from the extended and interest-

ing account by M. Aymard, here making the general acknowledg-
ment that, except where special credit is given other authority,

that which follows concerning this district is but a liberal transla-

tion and abridgment of his work.

The huerta of Valencia is on a plain 7 to 9 miles in width, gently

sloping from the foot of the Sierra Molino mountains to the sea on

the eastern coast of Spain. This garden plain comprises about

26,350
2
acres of irrigated land, supplied by the waters of the Turia

river, through eight main canals and their distributaries; and in

the midst stands the city of Valencia. The property is for the

most part minutely subdivided in ownership, and is held by peas-
ant proprietors or the hereditary tenants of wealthy owners.

"The population of the whole province of Valencia is 120 per
square mile, but in the irrigated portion it is vastly more, and in

the 26,000 acres watered by the eight canals of the Turia, there

are sixty-two villages, containing a population of not less than

72,209 souls; that is, at a rate of 1,774 per square mile; and this

includes no part of the city of Valencia." [MoncriefF, p. 128.

The Turia is a torrential river, with a width of 200 to 400 feet

through the plain, over a shifting bottom, and with a much less

width, over a cobble and gravel bed, where it emerges from the

foothills of the mountains. Its floods, rising 15 to 20 feet, were at

one time a devastating agent to the city and its surroundings, but

levees now keep these waters to their proper course. Its low water

discharge is 250 to 350 cubic feet per second, which is all taken

up by the canals for irrigation.

The eight canal headworks are placed four on each side of the

river, alternating and not opposite to each other, about equidis-

tant apart, and within a length of 3.2 miles of the river channel:

the highest being 5 miles from the city and the lowest 2 miles

distant. These headworks are small but massive masonry struct-

1 It is not to be inferred from this, however, that local action and self-imposed
regulation is all that is desirable in any irrigation district, for that winch is

good about the Valencian ^ystem has been dearly paid for by several centuries
of \vrangling and discord.

2
Llaurado, p. 621. (For the eight canals here treated of.)
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invs, eaeh with two sliding gates, of sizes proportioned to their

rights from -^ to 7 feet in width. To each headwork is a dam
of masonry across the river's channel, whose cn-st and length of

overfall is so regulated, with respect to the elevation and width of

the sill of the canal gates, as, approximately, to divert the proper

proportion of the waters into the canal without the necessity of

manipulating the gates for every slight variation in tin- river's

flow. The exact and relative dimensions and elevations of all

the dams and their headworks, gates, and sills, are recorded in

the archives of the city, but this item of systemization is of com-

paratively modern origin.

"All these weirs date from the time of the Moors, and nothing
is certainly known as to their foundation, but tradition says that

the solid masonry is carried down 13 to 17 feet below tin- river

bed, and that it rests upon piles, the heads of which are imbed-
ded in the masonry." [Aymard, p. 20.

Apportionment of Waters Ancient Regulations.
1

The apportionment of water to the canals has been made in

terms of a unit of measure whose real volume is indefinite. This

unit is called a "
thread of water," and the volume of the stream

when all in use is divided into one hundred and thirty-eight

"threads," each canal taking its proportionate part of the whole,

according to a fixed schedule.
" In studying other centers of irri-

gation in Spain, in all of which like in Valencia the primitive

dividing of water remains unaltered from the time of the Moors,
we find everywhere these divisions are not made by fixed volumes

but by aliquot parts of the total discharge. It is thus in Alicante.

Elche, Murcia, Lorca, and Granada. If from Spain we pass to

Algeria we find the divisions effected on the same principle; and

we may, therefore, conclude that the apportionings of water have

always been made by this people upon the principle of propor-
tional parts. By this system of proportionality each one enjoys
abundance of water or suffers from scarcity in the ratio of his

interest to the whole." [Aymard, pp. 24-25.

In thus writing, our author referred, of course, to southern and
eastern Spain, where his examinations were conducted, and to a

period twenty or more years ago. There were even then many
irrigation works throughout other parts of the country, which were

1
See, Ayinanl, Chapter II; also, Llaurudo. pp. 607-613; and, Moncrieff.

25 1
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due to the modern Spaniards, and where water wa's divided by
measurement of volumes.

As heretofore remarked, all of these Valencian canals date from

early medieval times, for it is of record that the Christian Span-
iards found them in working order when they took possession of

the country after expelling the infidel rulers; but the regulations

whereby they are now severally administered are of recent origin,

although they have had codes or governing customary usages from

time out of mind. The seven smaller canals have each a code,

and two of the main branch canals each have theirs, so there are

nine codes, whose aggregate volume occupies over four hundred

printed pages; the shortest has 53 articles, and the longest 183,

while the average is 90 articles of agreement, each. Eliminating
that which is merely local, selecting matter of general interest,

and with the view of illustrating certain specially instructive feat-

ures, we have the system brought out as follows:

Right of Property in the Waters.
1

After the reconquest of the country from the Moors in the early

part of the thirteenth century, apparently in order to quiet the peo-

ple, by returning to them privileges of which they may have been

deprived, the Spanish king granted, to the irrigating landholders

under them, the seven smaller canals around Valencia, together
with their waters. The grant says: "We give and concede forever

to all of you united, and to each one of the inhabitants,
* * *

all and every of the canals, unincumbered and free, great and

small, with their waters, headgates, and conduits of these same

waters, as well as the spring waters, with the exception of the

Eoyal canal" [to be hereafter mentioned]
* * * "from

which canals or springs you will possess yourselves forever of the

waters,
* * * whether by night or by day, in such a way

that you can always irrigate and take the water without servitude,

without contribution, and without tribute; in fine, you will enjoy
the said waters according to what had been anciently established

and practiced from the time of the Saracens."

At a later date the other canal was similarly granted to the

land-holding irrigators below it, and thus the water-rights became

1
See, Ayniard, Chap. II, Sec. 1; also, Llaurado, p. 010; and, Moncrieff, p}>. IL'S

and 171.
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established of record, although these grants are held to be but r <
-

ognitions of former privileges.

So, on tin- irrigated plain of Valencia the water is annexed t<>

the land. No one can sell land without at the same time selling

water-rights; nor can any one sell water, separately, and cut .|V

the supply to the land, which is to enjoy it forever. "This prohi-

bition applies not only to a final sale of the water, hut even to tin-

sale of a simple irrigation turn." This principle was embodied

in the acts of concession, and the practice could not lawfully be

other than it is. ''The waters were conceded to each of the pro-

prietors, with the settled condition that each should apply his

share of water to his land. If a proprietor does not make use of

his shares, the water not utilized remains with the eonmion store

for the common use of other proprietors. This idea is so rooted

in the spirit .of the populace that the administrators of the water

assured us they had never been troubled with such a question."

[Aymard, pp. 36-37.

The regulations of some of the canals provide heavy penalties

for an attempted sale, temporary or permanent, of a water turn or

right, and irrigators are not allowed even "
to lend their water to

others without the permission of every other irrigator from the

canal, and the formal consent of those who might be injured by
such action."

Associations Amendments Assemblies.
1

The administration of each of the seven canals which were the

subject of the first grant to the irrigators, is carried out in a rather

democratic way,, but there is a central organization which decides

questions and administers affairs common to all, as will now be

explained. With this system the eighth canal is not connected,

it being administered on a different principle, as will be seen in

the last subdivision of this section.

From the earliest times the irrigators under each of these seven

canals have formed a separate community, and with customs and

rules peculiarly their own. Within the century each of these com-

munities has reorganized, with well drawn ordinances based on

the old rules; but now these codes are antiquated, as compare* 1

to many formed since the promulgation of the new general water

law, and rank as old irrigation regulations. To amend any such

1
See, Aymard, Chap. II, Sees. 2 and 3; also, Llaurad... pp. till-615; and, Mon-

crieff, Chap. XL
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code of regulations, all the users of water in the community
gather in a general assembly and elect a commission charged
with the study of amendments, or perhaps with full powers to

make amendments and put them to t]je test. Generally, the com-

mission is charged simply to report amendments, and, this being

done, these are put to a vote of the irrigators. Such amendments,
adopted by the community, are submitted to the prefect of the

province for approval, and, if important, must be transmitted to

the central government for final ratification.

The irrigators in each community meet together in general as-

sembly usually every two years, and at such other times as they

may be called by their syndicate. They discuss openly all ques-

tions relating to the affairs of their canals, ditches, headworks,

irrigation, etc., elect their syndicate members, and vote the taxes

or assessments necessary for expenses of maintenance, adminis-

tration, etc. The outgoing board of control usually presents sev-

eral lists of candidates for membership of the new board, and

these are voted on by ballot. Each land owner who is an irrigator

from the canal is entitled to membership in the general assembly,
and each casts one vote no matter how large or small his holdings,

except in the cases of several of the communities where a mini-

mum of land interest entitling a proprietor to vote, is fixed. The

confusion which resulted from introduction and discussion of

trivial matters in these assemblies, brought about a rule which

prevails in most of the communities, to the effect that all subjects

have to receive the approval of the syndicate before being pro-

posed in general assembly. These assemblies are in some com-

munities presided over by the oldest member of the syndicate,

in others by the mayor of the city, and in others by the governor

of the province, just as the regulations provide in each instance.

Powers and Duties of Officers.
1

The chief functionary of a water community in Valencia is the

syndic, who is the active superintendent of the works and waters,

and is elected by the members in general assembly, for terms

varying from two to four years in the different communities.
" We

do not find in French communities a functionary comparable to

this Valencian syndic. On the one hand by the inferiority of his

1
See, Aymard, Chap. II, Sec. 4; also, Lluuriulo, pp. 612-613; and, Moncrieff,

Chap. XI.
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social position, by tin- manual labor which he is obliged to j< r-

forin. by the lines which ;nv imposed upon him if he omits any of

his duties, one would In- inclined to think him a very subordinate

employe. But he is at the same time the chief administrator of

the canals of his community, the supreme regulator of the divis-

ion of their waters in time of scarcity, and, above all, he is con-

si in it ed. together with the syndics of the other communities of the

huerta, judge of all contests relative to irrigation practice. tV<m

whom there is no appeal." [Aymard, p. 40.

The necessary qualifications to become a syndic are: to be a

laborer of unstained honor, to possess in one's own right a certain

extent of land within the irrigated area of the community, not to

be the owner of a mill or other machinery requiring water-power,
and to be able to read and write. All these points are specified in

the several codes of regulations, but the educational qualification

has found place there only within the last half century.
" That

which above all is indispensable, is to be a laborer, to guide the

plow with his own hands. A landlord, merely, could not be

elected. This qualification is so indispensable that, in the official

language as well as in the ordinary speech, the word laborer has

become allied, as it were, to that of syndic, and in the greater num-

ber of the regulations we find the name written syndic-laborer"

[Aymard, pp. 40-41.

The members of the syndicate or board of control of each com-

munity, varying from five to twenty in different communities, are

elected for terms similar to those of the syndic-laborer, and their

functions are much the same as those of an ordinary board of

directors of a company in our country, except that the superintend-
ent is not wholly under their control, but is in effect one of them.

In some of the communities the subordinate employes are selected

by the general assembly, in some by the syndic-laborer or super-

intendent alone, but generally by the board and the superintend-
ent together.

These employes are numerous; some having permanent em-

ployment, and some only temporary. The acequiero, under tl it-

direction of the ny n tlir. has charge of the cleansing and general

maintenance of the canals and branches, and is the clerk of the

works. The veedores are inspectors, whose duty it is to inspect
contract work of construction and maintenance, and advise with

the syndic in apportioning water and shifting turns of irrigation

in times of scarcity, in order that crops and fields most needing it
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may be helped through the critical periods. The atendadores

turn on the waters to the private ditches for irrigation. These

are the actual judges of the details of apportioning water to each

irrigator, and no one may irrigate without the sanction of the

atendadore of the ditch. The number of these attendants is fixed

by the syndic for each branch canal, but their appointment is

ordinarily left to the irrigators on that branch, forming a special

assembly for that purpose. There is also a guard of the main
canal and headworks, whose duty it is to constantly watch these,

keep them clear of lodgment of drift, report threatened or actual

disaster, and see that the system is getting its share of water from

the river. There is also a collector to gather in the taxes or

assessments, and a notary or advocate to draw the papers, agree-

ments, etc., advise the officers, and attend to the legal business of

the association.

Assessments Maintenance Distribution.
1

The assessments or taxes are divided into ordinary, those for

regular maintenance, administration, and repairs, and extraor-

dinary, those for special repairs and construction. In some cases

the ordinary assessments are subdivided so as to keep that which

is necessarily variable, as for dredging and cleansing, for instance,

separate from that which is for salaries and other invariable ex-

pense. In some cases an extreme limit of taxation is fixed in the

regulations, in others it is not. With one exception the levy is at

so much for ordinary and so much for extraordinary purposes per
unit of land area irrigated, no matter what the crop, or the de-

mand for water. In the instance of the exception the levy is

partly in proportion to the volume of water used. The collection

of assessments is made very promptly, and energetic measures are

adopted against those who may be in default. Non-payment sub-

jects the delinquent to summary and absolute deprivation of

water. If he then takes water without settlement of dues he is

subjected to a fine as great as $24. If it can be proven that the

taking is done with the consent or connivance of an atendadore or

other guard, the officer himself must pay the fine.

The main works and primary branch canals are maintained

and cleaned at the expense of the general fund, under the direc-

1
See, Aymard, Chap. II, Sees. 5, 6, and 7; also, Llaurado, pp. 613 and 619;

and, Moncrieff.
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tion of the proper officers, either by day labor or by contract. The

secondary branches and field ditches arc maintained and cleaned

by the owners of adjoining property, each one in front of <>r through

his land. If any fail to do the necessary work, it is done by the

proper association employe at the expense of the delinquent, and

lie mav also be fined for neglect. The syndicate may be appealed

to in such cases, and experts appointed to view the locality and

report thereon.

There is no water-regulating machinery or measuring appara-

tus, hut the employes of the association by long practice become

skilled in judging of necessities of the various crops on the diiler-

ent soils, and of the volumes of flow required, and so these matters

are in reality carried on in a systematic manner, though by rude

methods and means. This system, of course, opens the way for

great injustice and favoritism, but it appears from the accounts,

which are extended and in detail, that the working is satisfac-

tory to Valencias. This is no place to enter into the discussion of

crop cultivations, and management of details of irrigation prac-

tice. Thus much has been said in order to show the system of

organization and internal management of irrigation associations,

and the tenor of the local customs which have grown into laws

and been generally copied, as we shall hereinafter see.

Respon / It Hit
>/

< > f Employes .

l

The principle of pecuniary responsibility of employes and ad-

ministrators is applied upon a wide scale in the affairs of all the

Valencian irrigation associations. For example, the guard of the

headworks and main canal is fined for not keeping the due amount

of water flowing into the system. This fine amounts to several

dollars for the first offense, is doubled for the second, and the

third delinquency of the kind results in his dismissal. In one

regulation the attorney is allowed certain fees for keeping the reg-

ister of ownerships posted ;
and he is paid a small fee for each

entry made, but for an omission he is fined twenty times as much.

The syndic himself is not exempt from such penalties. The older

regulations, especially, are stringent in this regard. For instance,

in one case he is to be fined an amount equivalent to five or six-

dollars for neglect to report to the syndicate board the necessity

for any certain repairs. Should he allow the construction of works

1
See, Aymard, Chapter II, Sees. 8 and 9; also, J^laurado, pp. 616 and 619;

and, Monerieff.
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or diversion of waters, for which there is no right, he is heavily

fined, and for the third offense is disgraced and dismissed. Reg-
ulations of later dates, however, show a tendency to exempt the

syndic from pecuniary responsibility, and to depend more upon
honor of the individual and the dignity of the office, to insure faith-

ful performance of duty. Even the members of the syndicates or

boards of control are subject to fines in some associations. Any
one who is a member of the association may lodge a complaint
before the tribunal of waters, hereafter to be spoken of, and half

the fine goes to the informer.

The Moncada Canal Organization.
1

The Moncada canal, with the seven whose organization and

administration have now been spoken of, completes the network

of conduits which effect the irrigations around the city of Valen-

cia, with the waters of the Turia. Being the subject of a separate
and later concession, the organization of the irrigators controlling

this work happens to be on a basis different from the others. At

the time of the Moncada canal concession to the people there were

twelve villages of irrigators served by it, and its control went into

the hands of the chief executive magistrates or regidores of these

villages, acting in the capacity of a syndicate; and these yet con-

trol and govern it, notwithstanding the fact that there are now in

all twenty-three villages whose lands are irrigated by its waters

and that, thus, eleven of them are not represented in the control-

ling board. The twelve regidores take the name of syndics while

acting as such, but much of the special fitness for duty which is

made an essential in the selection of members of the boards of

irrigation, by the ordinances of the other canals, it is considered,

is lost in the persons of these regidores of the Moncada who are

elected as political officers, and regard their duties as syndics as

secondary to their services as regidores. Neither are they elected

solely by the land-owning irrigators, but by all qualified electors

in the towns which they represent; while many irrigators and

land owners served with water under their direction have no vote

in their selection. Aymard considers that the working of this sys-

tem is far less satisfactory than that of the regular associations

which govern the other canals, because of the above reasons and

some which follow.

1
See, Aymard, Chap. Ill

; also, Llaurado, p. 618.
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The regidore syndics appoint the acequiero and other officers of

the administration. There is no tribunal of waters: the acequiero

real is the judge; his decisions may be appealed from to the

twelve syndics themselves, and from these an appeal may be

taken to the royal court of justice at Valencia. This system has

brought about repeated clashings between the syndical water court

and the regular courts of justice; and experience has shown tin-

wisdom of retaining the two systems entirely separate from each

other, as in the case of the seven associated communities and their

independent tribunal of waters.

SECTION II.

DISTRICT OF VALENCIA GENERAL ADMINISTRATION OF WATERS.

The Joint Board of Syndics.
1

When there is plenty of water in the river each canal takes all

its irrigators require, without regulation, but at times of scarcity

the syndics of all the associations meet and jointly decide as to the

division of the water under the terms of the ancient concessions, as

long accepted and sanctioned by use. This apportionment is not

equal or in proportion to capacity or to areas of cultivation, and in

some cases the stream of supply to a canal is intermittent, while

others get a steady flow; but it is all determined and registered in

the archives of the city, and is simply a carrying out of customs

which originated under the Moors. There are other diversions

from the river by canals situated in the foothills and mountains

above the coast plain, whose rights are subordinate to those of the

Valencian huerta. When it is necessary, the syndics of the lower

associations meet and go together, under authority of the alcalde,

with the concurrence of the administration of the other and larger

lower canal, to claim the waters being utilized in the mountains.

If difficulties are likely to arise the provisional government sends

troops to preserve peace. Should, as sometimes has been the

case, the drought be so extreme as to inconveniently diminish the

flow, even with all that can be acquired from above, the syndics

jointly in council decide as to a schedule for distributing from the

river, alternately to the canals on one side for several days, and

1
See, Aymard, Chap. II, Sec. 10; also, Llaurado, p. GIG; and, Moiicrieff.
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then to the canals on the other side for a due period. Having
thus acted with the other syndics to apportion the waters from the

river, each syndic returns to his own district and attends to the

distribution of waters to the irrigators of his association.
"
Thus,,

in critical times of drought, there is no other rule than the abso-

lute obligation of each one to obey the decisions of the syndic.

Intelligence and practical sense do everything." [Aymard. p. 51.

The Syndicate-General for the Turia.
1

Aside from the interests merged into the eight organizations on
the lower Turia, which have now been written of, the others using
water taken from the river by twenty-five to thirty small canals

located at intervals along its course through the mountain valleys

above, have claimed the benefits of general organization. Some of

these are but a short distance from the plain, and though their

rights are subordinate to those of the lower canals, they still have
some rights even as against these, and more particularly have

they rights conflicting among themselves. For this reason, and to

bring the entire river under one representative controlling admin-

istration, upon the principle of the existing ancient board of syn-
dics or tribunal of waters, the general government of Spain in 1853-

issued a decree ordering the formation of a syndicate-general to be

composed of seven members, as follows: (1) a member nominated

by the authorities of the city of Valencia and taken from amongst
her municipal counselors; (2) a member nominated by the tri-

bunal of waters from amongst its number; (3) a member to rep-

resent the lower communities on the left bank of the river; (4) a

member to represent the lower communities on the right bank of

the river; (5) a member to represent the communities of the Mon-
cada canal; (6) a member to represent one group of villages in

the mountain districts; (7) a member to represent another certain

group of mountain villages.

It will be seen that the lower irrigating communities control

at least four of these seven members: in other words, that tlic

electors of the old tribunal of waters had control of the new syn-

dicate-general. Indeed, the royal decree is most careful to avoid

appearing to go counter to the general Valencian sentiment in

favor of the ancient institution. It says:
"
It is the express desire

of her majesty, the Queen, to have it thoroughly understood that

1
See, Aymard, Chapter IV; also, Llaurado, p. 620; and, Moncrieff, p. 180.
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the primitive water tribunal of Valencia, of venerable antiquity,

remains intact as is mentioned in the regulation, ami tinallv that

not hi MSI he inaugurated or decided by the syndicate-general touch-

inir the <iuestion of the water famine reirinie, which will form the

subject of special instructions to be sent."

The powers and duties of the syndicate-general were those of a

ireneral hoard of control in charge of the stream and its waters,

for all purposes throughout its course, from the upper point of

diversion to the sea. But as these were thought to clash with

ancient customs and prerogatives of the seven syndics in the tri-

bunal of waters, and as the electors of these syndics, virtually

controlling the new syndicate-general, preferred the ancient mode
of administration to the new one, the syndicate-general was for

years a failure in its operation, and, to within a few years past,

has been as a dead letter; but, as will hereinafter appear, this

system has been revived under newer laws.

Tribunal of Waters.
1

The special irrigation "tribunal of waters" of Valencia, as well

as those of other ancient irrigation communities in Spain, is the

most noteworthy feature of the system of administration which

has descended from the Moors. A thoroughly popular institution.

it has had such a firm hold upon the people that the framers of

the modern laws have recognized the value of the principle and

provided for its general adoption throughout Spain. In view of

its importance, I describe it as nearly as possible in the language
of Aymard :

"This institution is a remarkable monument to the administra-

tive and practical abilities of the "Moors, and has been preserved
almost without change from their time to the present day, in its

spirit, its rules of procedure, and its outward forms. It is a note-

worthy landmark of time. The people hold it in the same vene-

ration as though it were a sacred monument in stone or marble,
and whenever a proposition has been made to change or touch it,

public opinion has immediately been made apparent and pre-
vented innovation."

Each of the codes of regulations of the several associations (Com-

pels the syndic-laborer elected under it to attend every Thursday
at eleven o'clock at the cathedral square of Valencia to join the

1
See, Avmard, Chap. II, Sec. 10; also, Llaurado. pp. 616-618; and, Moncrieff,

pp. 180-184.
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other syndics, and with them act as a court to decide on all ques-
tions relative to the irrigation practice, brought before them, to

impose fines on delinquents, and to transact, also, such adminis-

trative business as must be done in common. This meeting, called

the "tribunal of waters," is composed of eight syndics one each

for the seven canals of the association, and one for an important
branch canal. The functions of this tribunal are at once admin-

istrative and judicial. Its administrative duties are chiefly those

of apportioning the waters of the river to the several canals in

times of drought, and its judicial functions are as above indicated.

" The administrative duty of the united syndics is based on an
idea of great wisdom. The Moors well understood that at times
of drought it is impracticable to allow each water community to

act independently; that under certain circumstances it is abso-

lutely necessary for them to unite together to form a central au-

thority, and they created this governing body by the union of the

principal officers of each community. And this board of united

syndics was wisely made a tribunal competent to pronounce judg-
ment in disputes concerning. irrigation, as well as to settle contests

between the districts."

In the performance of its judicial functions the tribunal, as

above written, consists of eight members; but for administrative

duty the member for the branch canal does not act, and hence

there are but seven one for each canal and headwork joined in

the general association, the larger canal association not being a

member, and having rights subordinate to those of the associated

canals, is not represented.

"Every Thursday at eleven o'clock a crowd collects in the
cathedral square, in front of the side door of the cathedral upon
the porch of which the tribunal is to assemble. This place of

holding the court was the same in the time of the Moors; tradi-

tion saying that it was at the principal entrance to the mosque,
and it is known that at this day in Moslem countries justice is

administered at these places. Here, at Valencia, there is placed

upon the porch a large divan of semicircular form. The seven or

eight syndic-laborers, in decent garments, but not differing from
their holiday attire, come from amongst the crowd and take their

places on the bench. Around them are collected the water-guards

ready to furnish any desired information, the crier of the court to

announce cases, and the notary to take down sentences when those

interested demand a record. The crowd stands at the foot of the

porch a little distance away. The whole scene is grand, simple,

patriarchial, and vividly impressive, justifying the sort of religious
belief of the Valencian people in the infallability of the tribunal.
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"The cases tried arc of two kinds; sometimes it is on informa-
tion of an infringement or delinquency by an employ^. HHIM -linn -s

a complaint made by one irrigator against another. In <-V<TV

case the xi/mlir of the water community to which the case belongs
acts as the judge-advocate; attends to the case, interrogates the

witnesses, etc., but, in order to preserve his independence in the

matter, custom forbids his voting on the decision. When the case
is heard the other xi/mllr* collect in a group to one side, deliberate
in low tones, and immediately pronounce sentence. * * *

The sentence is without appeal; and is not even recorded, unless
the parties at interest demand and pay for the record. Neither
is there any expense, if the fines, damages, or repairs are imme-
diately paid; but if resistance is made the tribunal is armed
with the most extensive powers to make seizures up to the full

value of the amount due and enough in excess to cover expenses.
The penalties imposed are always those named in the regulations
of the association in which the offender is a member." [Aymard,
pp. 54-56.

The tribunal of waters has jurisdiction only of questions of fact,

of regulations, and of police concerning irrigation, and does not

deal with matters of title to waters and lands or other properties.

Within these limits its power is absolute and coercive for those

who have accepted its jurisdiction by appearing before it. But

each irrigator has the right to withhold his case from the water

court; in which event, after having been twice summoned by the

water-guard to appear on two successive Thursdays, the case is

reported to the civil authorities of the province, and the delinquent
is brought into the ordinary courts. But proceedings in these

courts are, comparatively, so very expensive, and the confidence

in the water tribunal is so great, that but few cases of this kind

have ever occurred.

Efficiency of the System.
1

Mr. Scott-Moncrieff, during his inspection of Spanish irrigations

in 1867, seems to have been particularly impressed with the admin-

istrative system of the Valencian canals, for he has made frequent

reference to its good working, and in one place has written as fol-

lows: "The reader will find perhaps little to be learned from the

canals of Valencia, looking at them merely as an engineer, but the

system of administration is one well worthy of study. Here, more

than either in France or Italy, government by a representative

assembly is fully carried out, and has been for more than six hun-

dred years, with the best results." [Moncrieff, p. 136.

1
See, Moncrieff, Chapters IX and XI.
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In another place, speaking of the tribunal de las aguas, he says:

" Even without taking much interest in irrigation one could not
but be impressed by this scene, which has, I believe, more than
once formed the subject for the artist's pencil. The irregular little

plaza, inclosed by the old cathedral on one side, and the tall pict-

uresque houses casting broad shadows from the others; the eight

judges, undistinguished by robes or insignia from the groups of

simple peasants with their gay-colored plaids and silk handker-
chiefs round their heads, take their seats under no covering but
the bright Spanish sky. Although everywhere in Spain, as in

France, one sees soldiers or other liveried officials obtruding them-

selves, none are on duty at this old parliament but the canal

guards; and the respectful crowd wr
ait a few paces oft'.

* * *

If an offender is to be fined he listens in silence and bows to the

court; if he remonstrate, his fine is doubled." [Moncrieff, p. 181.
"
It is without doubt," says Baron Jaubert de Passa,

"
a marvel-

ous sight to behold a man of wealth and rank, who, as a lord,

enjoys unlimited prerogatives, on foot, hat in hand, receiving in

silence the rebuke which the syndics bestow on him, and promis-
ing obedience to the sentence pronounced considering that the

judges are only simple laborers." * * *
" The tribunal of waters is a most popular institution in Valen-

cia so much so that sometimes people try to stretch its powers
beyond their limit of cases relating to irrigation,

* * * As

may be supposed, this democratic council has been attacked again
and again, and tried to be abolished. One may easily fancy the

arguments that would be brought forward, even in countries more

independent and less overridden by officialism than Spain; how
contempt would be expressed for the judicial qualifications of poor

peasants; how righteously indignant some would profess them-
selves to be, at this rough and ready method of settling disputes;
how others would assert that it was against all the principles of

law and order to allow of a court like this, independent of the reg-
ular judicial administration, and absurd to consider irrigation as

a thing requiring special rules of its own, different from the ordi-

nary civil law of the country; and how the direct proof of the

court's efficiency, its popularity, and its expedition in clearing off'

cases and leaving no arrears, would be explained away or under-

valued. Other pleas than these have been set up in Spain, and
no stone has been left unturned to get rid of a system so distress-

ingly simple to the mind of the doctrinaire. Its last and worst

enemies were among the feeble cortez of Cadiz during the French

war, and that they failed in their object is said to have been due
to the eloquent speech of a distinguished Valencian. * * *

I think, on reflection, it will be considered * * * the wisest

course is to interfere as little as possible with what is so simple, so

dear to the people, and so admirable on many important points."

[Moncrieff, pp. 182-184.
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SECTION* III.

THE DISTRICTS OF JUCAR AND MruviKnuo.

JUCAR The /rn <////"/ IKfttrict.
1

In the case of the irrigations around the city of Valencia we had
an instance of a river tapped by four small canals on each hank,

and each of these works under a separate administration. The
volumes of water distributed ranirrd from about 35 to 1*20 cubic

feet per second to the canal. In the case of the Jucar irrigations

there is but one canal, whose delivery ranges from 750 to 850 cubic

feet per second, and it is all under one management, thus afford-

ing an example with materially different governing circumstances.

The Jucar river, like the Turia, rises in the Sierra Molino moun-

tains, and flowing thence, across the sloping plain on the east coast

of Spain, waters the district immediately south of the huerta of

Valencia, making with it and the district of Murviedro, imme-

diately on the north, a continuously irrigated garden land near

forty miles in length. The Royal Jucar canal takes water through
the north bank of the river several miles above tin- plain, and

skirting the edge of the mountains northerly toward Valencia,

gives out its supply through its right bank, only, to main distrib-

utaries, which carry it to the fields. The total length of the main

canal is about twenty-six miles, and the distributaries are very

numerous, necessitating much administrative work in regulating
them. The very massive dam, headworks, regulating gates, and

main outlet structures are all of cut stone masonry, and the gates
are generally moved by screws. The area of irrigation is about

50,000 acres, the cultivation is principally that of rice, the waters

are often used over the third time, and the system is so perfect

that but little waste is suffered, but the supply of water is abund-

ant and the use extravagant.
There is some evidence and belief to the effect that this canal

and its irrigations originated with the Moors, but the case is not

nearly so well made out as in the instance of the Valencian works,
and the popular belief is that' the work was inaugurated by the

Spanish conqueror in the thirteenth century. However this may
be, the canal was so far remodeled, enlarged, and lengthened to-

1
See, Aymard, Chap. V; also, Llaurado, pp. 590-593; and, MoncrietV, t 'hup. X.
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wards the end of the eighteenth century, and the irrigations so-

much extended subsequent to that time, that it is, comparatively

speaking, a modern work.

The Modern Administration^

Before the enlargement and extension the canal was altogether

owned by an association of irrigating communities or villages, who
were represented in the general association by their municipal
councils. The wealthy duke of Hijar, owning much land lying
north of this irrigated district and between it and that of Valen-

cia, obtained from government concession of a water privilege from

the Jucar river, and then negotiated with the association owning
the canal to make some arrangement under which he could use

the existing work wherein to conduct his waters. It was agreed
between the duke and the old association, that he was to enlarge y

improve, and extend the canal at his own expense and thereafter

pay his proportionate part of expense of maintenance and opera-
tion as far as the old work had extended, and have a certain

representation in the governing board, as will hereafter be seen.

And it was further agreed between the duke and certain com-

munities who had no water, but were to be furnished it by him,
that he was to deliver waters according to certain prearranged

plans, keep the canal and main distributaries in repair, admin-

ister the affairs of the canal beyond the limits of the old work,
deal with the association of the old work, and receive in return

from the new irrigators a tithe of one twentieth of their gross

crops each year, to be collected by the town councils and paid to

him without costs.

There is in this irrigation district no popular assembly, as in the

water communities of the Valencian plain. The town councils of

all the villages served with water, together with a number of land

owners equal to that of the town councilors in each instance, name
one or two deputies each, according to the degree of importance of

the town and neighborhood. Seventeen of them name one each,,

and five of them name two each. The duke of Hijar names four.

The steward of the royal irrigated domain in the district names

one; and, finally, the villages originally controlling the works,

collectively name one extra deputy, making in all thirty-three

representatives, who, under the presidency of the governor of the

1
See, Ayinard, Chaps. V and VI; also, Llaurado, pp. 595-598; and, Moncrieff.
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province, constitute the junta or general council invented with

supreme powers to administer the works and waters.

This council settles the hi id get, votes the taxes or assessments,

apportions them amongst the several cum muni ties the duke 1.,-

inir eonsidered as representing the entire area of new irrigation,

tor this purpose, as per the terms of his agreement with the new

liTigators authorizes the execution of new works, and votes the

necessary funds. It nominates all superior employes except the

chief acequiero, who is named by the governor from a list presented

by the council. To more actively administer the business affairs

of the district, there is an executive committee of five members of

the council, each great interest having due representation thereon.

The chief acequiero is the general superintendent of the works,

distribution of waters, and irrigation. He is the judge of facts and

necessities, and acts with promptness and dispatch, there bein^: an

immediate appeal from his decisions and actions to the executive

committee and thence to the governing council. He has a large

number of subordinate assistants whom he appoints and removes at

will and for whose actions he is in great measure held personally

responsible. He is also required to prepare the estimates for the

year's expenses, and he has the power to impose fines for infringe-

ments of the rules, up to a certain limit. Thus, the acequiero major
is a superintendent clothed with much power and responsibility, so

that his qualifications are placed quite high, his salary is set at a

good figure, and he is required to furnish a bond.

Assessments Works Contracts.
1

The assessments or taxes voted by the general council and ap-

portioned to the several towns, are by the town councils levied on

the different irrigators, collected, and paid in to the general coun-

cil. The town authorities are held responsible for their several

quotas, and the duke is held .responsible for his share, so that the

general council is not troubled with the details of collection. The

water-right being annexed to the lands, each owner of land is

obliged to pay his assessment whether he uses water or not and

no matter how much or how little he gets.

Important new works are always the subject of regular plans
and specifications, drawn by an engineer employed from without

1
See, Aymard, Chapter VI, Sees. 3 and 4; also, Llaurado, pp. 598-000; and,

MoncriefT.
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the irrigating district, and which are approved, before work is

ordered, by the general council and the governor. Contracts to a

limited amount are let by the executive committee; all large con-

tracts, by the general council. Works of maintenance and repairs
on the main works are done at the cost of the general fund. These

works on the primary ditches are paid for by the neighborhoods

they serve with water; and on the secondary ditches the owners of

adjacent property are obliged to execute them at their own cost.

Distribution of Waters.
1

To guide in dividing the waters a register is made of the irri-

gated lands served by each main distributary, and of the crops in

which they are cultivated. With this the acequiero major makes
the apportionment, and establishes a schedule for distribution to

the main branches. As soon as the water enters these branch

canals it belongs to the councils of the communities to be served

by it, and is managed at municipal expense by their acequieros.

When the waters are thence delivered to the fields they are taken

charge of by a public irrigator for each sub-district, who, contrary

to the practice at Valencia, has charge of the irrigations to the

exclusion of the owners of the lands. These public irrigators are

paid by the proprietors whose lands they serve, and about two

hundred of them are constantly employed in the district.

All these guards, canal men, and public irrigators, whatsoever

the fund or community paying them, are members of the one force

under the control of the acequiero major, his orders being trans-

mitted through the intermediate officers to the subordinate em-

ployes; and they each report to a superior, so that daily accounts

come up to the chief, by which he can regulate the distribution

for the day following. The theory of this system is good, but the

practice in this instance is rude. Nevertheless, the outcome ap-

pears satisfactory, for the water supply is almost always abundant.

A system of fines for offenses and delinquencies, both on the

part of employes and irrigators, is in vogue, and the penalties are

frequently very heavy. But there is no tribunal of waters as at

Valencia, and this part of the system is not popular amongst the

irrigators.

2
See, Ayniard, Chapter VI, Sees. 5 and 6; also, Llaurado, pp. .">!>!)-< ;u L

; and,
Moncrieff.
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Mi KVIEDRO The District awl }\'<ii<-,'-R\yht?

Murviedro is a small city of 7,000 inhabitants on the banks of

the I'alaneia river, on the northern border of the province of Val-

encia, whose lands, with those of three neighboring villages, consti-

tute an irrigation district of which the very ancient organization
has been abandoned for one of quite modern forming. The present

regulations bear date of 1853 and were revised in 1861. Ayman 1

says: "The remodeling of the regulations has been made with

complete freedom from old local forms, which was not the case

in Turia and Jucar, where ancient usages and customs greatly

intluenced the new regulations. A study of the regulations of

Murviedro shows clearly the policy of the Spanish administration

respecting irrigation, and the high appreciation had of its value."

-[p. 107.

In Murviedro the water-right is attached to the land irrigated,

and cannot be alienated therefrom; and the affairs of the district

are in the hands of the owners of the land and water-right, each

of whom, no matter how great or small his interest as an irrigat-

ing landholder, is entitled to cast a vote for his member of the

governing board.

The Administrative Organization.
2

The affairs of the district are in charge of a general council of

eight members, of which there is an administrative committee of

five. The district is divided into five sections, of which the city

of Murviedro and its lands constitute one, having a representation
of three special delegates in the council. Each of the other four

sections has one representative, and the alcalde of Murviedro is,

ex-ofh'cio, the presiding officer and eighth member. These coun-

cilors, excepting the alcul<lr. are elected in each section by general

vote of all the irrigators in that section. To be eligible as a mem-
ber of the council, one must be of age and the owner of at least

four hanegadas (6.35 acres) of irrigable land within the district.

The members of council serve without pay for terms of two years.

and are eligible for reelection.

Regular meetings of the council are held on the first days of

January. May, and September, respectively, and extraordinary

1

SIT, Aynmnl, pp. K7-110.
2
Bee, Aymard, pp. 109-112.
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meetings whenever the governor of the province considers it nec-

essary. The council discusses the proposed annual expense esti-

mates, determines the amount of revenue to be raised, divides the

gross sum between the several sections of the district in proportion
to the number of days of irrigation water assigned to each, and

notifies the. alcaldes in the sub-districts of the amount of revenue

required from the lands within the jurisdiction of their town, in

each instance. The municipal council of each town apportions
this water tax to the several property owners, in the ratio of the

area of irrigable land owned by each, makes the levy, collects

the taxes, and pays them over to the provincial authorities with

the other revenues. Extraordinary taxes are voted and levied

in the same manner, after having been recommended by the ad-

ministrative committee and voted by a three fourths vote in the

general council. The general council audits the accounts, and,

having been approved, they are transmitted to the governor of the

province, who publishes notice of the approval, and the demands
then become payable.
The administration committee of five is chosen by the council

from amongst its members in such manner that the several sub-

districts shall each have representation on it. This committee

convenes monthly, and in extra meeting whenever necessary and

called by the chairman. It deals directly with the acequiero ma-

jor, receives his reports, gives him instructions, receives, checks,

and recommends his estimates to the general council; and has the

power to order work up to a limit of about $300 of expense per job,

over which amount the question has to be considered in general

council.

The acequiero major is appointed by the general council. He
must be of age, but not over forty-five years old; know how to

read, write, and cipher; be a thoroughly practical irrigator; not a

citizen of the province; have no interest in the irrigation, and own

no land in the district. This officer is the active superintendent
of the affairs of the district, and is charged with the duty of main-

taining the works, and distributing the water to each irrigator

there being no public irrigators in this district. He is required

to live near the center of the district, is supposed to be always
on duty, or ready for duty during irrigation periods, and himself

patrols the canals instructing his deputies and water guards, per-

forming part of the actual work of distribution, and is held respon-

sible for damage resulting from negligence in this duty. He can
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execute all works which may he immediately necessary, but must

notify the committee without delay: and lie has authority t<> ar-

rest offenders against the canal and irrigation regulations, and to

fine them up to a certain moderate limit. His responsibility

great; his powers extensive
;
and his action intended to he prompt

and autocratic; but there is an appeal from him to the administra-

tive committee constituting the water tribunal. Of course, then-

are regulations drawn out in very great detail to guide the super-

intendent in the administration of affairs, so that he cannot go far

wrong in his actions, if he becomes properly informed as to the

facts in each case. Aymard says the lodging of such autocratic

powers in the hands of one man, in irrigation matters, is justified,

in Spanish experience, by the great utility of and necessity for

immediately suppressing an abuse and punishing the offender.

The Judicial Organization.
1

The general council designates five or six experts in irrigation

and land matters, "who must be trustworthy men, capable, and

wealthy enough to assure their independence," and whose duty it

is, when called upon, to examine as to questions of fact and prac-

tical deduction, and report to the administrative committee sitting

as a water court. The experts are sworn in before the administra-

tive committee and are always under oath while testifying. Their

term of office is two years, and their rate of compensation is fifteen

reals each per day of six hours, which is paid by the party de-

manding their services.

The administration committee constitutes a tribunal having

jurisdiction of all questions which arise under the water regula-

tions, and between persons interested in the irrigation of the

district. Within these limits the rulings of the tribunal are with-

out appeal, but they can never be on other issues than those of

fact as to transgression of the water regulations, degree of offense,

amount of damage, and application of stated punishment as laid

down in regulations. Punishments consist of imprisonment, fines,

and obligations of restitution, and sentences of the tribunal are

executory and constitute a lien on the convicted offender's prop-

erty. This tribunal meets every eight days, and in extraordinary

session at the call of the chairman. In cases wherein expert tes-

timony is required to estimate damages, the one expert is chosen

1
See, Aymard, pp. 113-118.
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for the occasion, by the tribunal, from the number nominated for

the district by the general council; and, furthermore, the provin-
cial civil engineer may be called upon to examine and give testi-

mony, when advisable. All fines are divided into three parts, of

which the district treasury takes two and the informer one.

The offenses specified in the code of regulations are very numer-

ous, and the punishment varied. The following being amongst
the number: (1) "On no pretext wluatever may a water-gate be

put in the canal; the offender shall be punished at least $10"

(about). (2) "He who takes or attempts to take water outside

of his turn, or a greater quantity than is due to him; he who stops

the water which is not due to him; he who breaks or attempts to

break any water-gate, lock, etc., has to pay damages, if any, restore

things to their former state, and pay a fine of at least $2." (3)
" He who threatens or insults a water-guard for not doing what he

should not do, shall be fined from $1 to $4." (4)
"
If two or more

persons are proven to participate in an offense they shall all be

punished to the full extent of their deserts under the regulations."

(5) For a second offense a fine maybe double.d. (6) Any person
interested in the irrigation of the district may report an offense,

but he must lodge the information within six days after the time

of the alleged occurrence, and be present at the trial, on pain of

himself being punished if not on hand to explain.

SECTION IV.

THE DISTRICTS OF ALICANTE AND ELCHE.

ALICANTE District and Water Right?

In the province of Valencia, near its southern extremity, about

eighty miles south of the city of Valencia and its irrigated liu< rtu

described in this chapter, is the small city and irrigation district

of Alicante, situated adjacent to the seacoast and upon a plain

sloping to the shore.

The water-right holdings in Alicante are of somewhat complex

nature, because they are of two different characters which have

become mingled. There are the natural waters of the river, whose

possession dates back ages ago, and those made available for irri-

.

l
See, Ayrnard, pp. 1GO-1G4; also, Llaurado, pp. 584-586.
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gation by storage in \\\\ :irtiii<-i;il reservoir of eomparati'vely recent

dale. In l'_M7 the infanta of Castile conquered Alicante ('nun tin-

Moors, and in rewarding his adherents and placating the p.-nplr

he "made over to the noblemen, inhabitants, and cultivator- uf

tlie town of Alicante and the neighboring villages all the territory

comprised within certain limits, with his charges and his right-,

his mountains and his pasture lands, his springs and his i :

so they could enjoy them as well or better than they ever had

done during the times of the Moors."

Following this royal gift, the town council divided the water

running in the Monegre river between all the owners of the culti-

vated lands. The normal discharge of the stream in season of

low flow, when irrigation was most needed, was not sullicient to

irrigate all this property. The water rights were held as a sepa-

rate property from the land, there having been no plain terms to

the contrary attached to the transfer, and in the course of time

these rights became concentrated in fewer hands. Thus, some

land was left without water, the owners of some had an abundance,
and others had a short supply.

Things remained in this condition until about the close of tin-

sixteenth century, when it was finally determined to build a large

reservoir and store the waters of floods which ran to waste when
not needed in irrigation. This was done upon the basis of an

agreement of which the following is an abstract. All the owners

of water-rights came into the association, together with the owners

of irrigated lands who held no rights to water, and those of the dry
lands which with the irrigated tracts formed a compact district.

Proprietors of old water-rights renounced all claim to the waters

of freshets, and to all waters over and above the amount thereto-

fore established as the normal low water flow of the stream. All

other proprietors disclaimed any right to the normal flow. All

proprietors joined in proportion to the area of their irrigable lands

within the district, in the enterprise of storing the surplus waters.

This agreement was approved by the Spanish government, but

on the condition, which was afterwards inserted, that tin- stored

water should be made an appurtenance to the lands of its owners.

in proportion to their area. Furthermore, there was a restriction

placed upon the sale of the old water-rights, namely, that such

sale could only be made to owners of lands in the irrigated dis-

trict. Thus, there is a water-right inherent to the land, and an-

other which the land owners specially and only are privileged to
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purchase from each other. Under this arrangement the owners of

the old water-rights hold near three fourths of the water, but do

not own one half of the land, so that they have much more water

than they require, while others have not near enough. This in-

equality of water-right distribution, instead of having the effect of

causing transfers of the salable water-rights themselves, and thus

equalizing the holdings, has brought about a peculiar system of

selling "irrigation turns," which is not found elsewhere.

System in Distribution.
1

There are no lists of division of waters prepared, giving each

proprietor his hours of irrigation, but simply, at the office of the

syndicate, a register having the name of each proprietor with the

number of hours of water to which he is entitled, according to

his holding of water-rights and the length of the period fixed for

irrigation. This period contains 1,038 hours, and water tickets,

or albalaes, for hour, half hour, and quarter hour turns of irriga-

tion, are prepared, in the aggregate representing the full time.

These tickets are issued to the holder of water-rights, in amount

corresponding to his registered shares, so that, in effect he receives

a certificate of ownership of his certain proportion of 1,038 hours

flow of the canals, before the commencement of each period. This

certificate, in the form of a number of fractional tickets, he can

hold, or dispose of in whole or in parts, and he sells the tickets

for such proportion of his water as he will not want for the period,

and which is not attached to his lands, and whoever wants it most,

of course, will pay the highest price for it. Thus, in times of

scarcity water tickets are high, in times of plenty they are low.

These transfers are made generally by private negotiation and on

market days when the people are collected in the principal towns
r

but sometimes during droughts they are put up at auction, and

there is sharp competition in the bidding.

In irrigation under this system the distribution commences at

the head of each main distributary. The guard in charge gives

the water to each irrigator in turn for the number of hours for

which he holds tickets, and so on to the end. If two or more irri-

gators desire to divide the flow amongst them for the aggregate

period of their tickets, the arrangement is made with the acequiero

and the irrigation goes on.

1
See, Aymard, pp. 165-173

; also, Llaurado, pp. 586-588.
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The Administrative Organization.
1

In ancient times the irrigations of Alicante were managed di-

rectly by the users of water themselves. The principal of general

suffrage of all interested in irrigated lands was applied on the

broadest scale, as I have written of it for Valencia. But this

system was set aside by act of Philip V, who, in 1739, arbitrarily

took possession of the waters of the district and caused them to

be administered by a royal agent acting at once as manager of

the works and judge of the contentions that grew out of the use

of the waters. This order of things lasted until 1840, when, during
the revolution of that time, the cultivators of Alicante demanded
the restoration of their ancient right to manage their own irriga-

tion affairs, and their request was looked upon with favor by the

central administration.

In obedience to a royal decree of 1849, an extended regulation

was drawn up by a commission of interested proprietors, at the

head of whom was one who had paid great attention to irrigation

organizations elsewhere. This draft of regulations was a model

that has since been largely followed, but it temporarily met a sad

fate. The governor of the province bitterly opposed granting the

irrigators the right to elect their representatives in the managing
council, and on his recommendation this feature of the proposed

regulation was changed in approving the organization, so that

the councilmen were appointed by the general government on the

recommendation of the governor. Aymard says:
" This part of the

regulation of Alicante, otherwise so perfect, was a great blemish

on the irrigation institutions of Spain. For this is the only local-

ity" (in southern and eastern Spain) "where self-government of

irrigators does not exist, and this self-government, when well or-

ganized, has produced everywhere such excellent results that we

regret that it is otherwise in Alicante."

Since the date of Aymard's writing, as we shall see in subse-

quent chapters of this report, general laws of Spain have given to

all irrigating communities the right of selecting their own officers,

so that the order of things has probably been changed to this basis

in Alicante, where, at the time of Aymard's visit, great dissatis-

faction prevailed.

1
See, Aymard, pp. 174-184; also, Llaurudo, i>. 589.
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ELCHE The District and Water-Right^

Also in the province of Valencia, about twenty miles southwest

of Alicante, last described, and about twelve miles from the sea-

coast, is the town of Elche and its irrigated huerta, in a valley

slightly cut off from the sea by rugged hills, but with free drain-

age outfall thence by the way of the river Vinalapo.
The irrigation water-rights in Elche are upon a decidedly dif-

ferent basis from that of Alicante.
"
It was a measure of great

foresight that in the sixteenth century attached the water to the

lands in the latter place, thus preventing them from getting into

the hands of capitalists who could only have an indirect inter-

est in the development of agriculture." [Aymard, p. 185.] The
waters of Elche, after the conquest from the Moors, were turned

over to the owners of the irrigable lands, and, as in the case of

Alicante, without any stipulation making them appurtenant to the

lands, and the consequence has been that they have gradually

passed into the hands of capitalists, who hold them as a commod-

ity.
" The ownership of the water-rights is to-day in entirely dif-

erent hands from the ownership of the land. The landholder has

no right to irrigate at all. When he needs water he buys it, the

same as he does manure for his land when he wants to use it."

[Aymard, p. 185.

The water-rights are held by local capitalists, in 814 parts or

shares, as it were, and owners are entitled to one vote for each

half share held. There is an annual assembly of shareholders,

at which are elected a general superintendent or fiel de aguas, a

secretary, a number of guards, and the judges or commissioners

hereafter to be spoken of. These officers all hold for one year

only, except the judges, who hold for two years each. The four

judges, with three members of the council of the town, under the

presidency of the alcalde, form the council of administration. The

members of the municipal board being elected by general suffrage

of all the qualified electors, the irrigators obtain in this way a

voice in the management of the works.

The Administrative System.
2

The administrative council determines upon the expenses for

the year, fixes the rate of assessment necessary to raise funds to

1
See, Aymard, pp. ls:>-l.ss; also, Lluunulu, pp. 579-580.

"
2
See, Aymard, pp. 186-190.
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meet these demands, and makes the levy. This levy is upon the

owners of tin- water, only, in proportion to their respective inter-

ests, If the assessment is not paid within a certain specified time.

the delinquent owner is summoned before a civil court; or else the

council decides that the proceeds of sales of water turns made by
the delinquent on succeeding sales days, shall be held by the

officers in sufficient amount to meet his dues.

Kvery morning at seven o'clock, in front of the office of the fiel

de aguas, there is held a sale of water turns for the twenty-four

hours commencing at six o'clock in the afternoon of the day of

sale. These sales are of the rights of the individual stockholders

for the time specified. If any such holder desires to use his water,

or for any reason withhold it from sale, he does so at his pleasure.

There are, in consequence, times when there is much water in the

market and times when there is but little, and as demand goes

up while supply decreases, there are great fluctuations in prices.

These transfers are generally at private sale, and made by the

owners themselves or by commission agents. When sales are

made on account of delinquent taxes for the benefit of the main-

tenance fund they are generally made at auction.

This exchange or bourse is presided over each day by a coin-

mission composed of one of the judges elected by the water-right

owners, the secretary also so elected, and the general superintend-

ent. The minimum part of the whole twenty-four hours run of

water, which the regulations will recognize in a sale, is one eighty-

eighth, so there can be only eighty-eight sales per day. All own-

ers of water can sell to any owner of land, so there is no limit to

the irrigation district except that forced by the possibilities of con-

ducting the water and the volume of water to be delivered.

The judges are selected from the best citizens those "independ-
ent and having sufficient leisure" to attend to the duties. They
must be without interest in water-right ownership, and men of in-

telligence and integrity. Their term of office is two years, and their

service gratuitous. There being four of them, and only one acting

each day, their service in the capacity of judge takes only a couple
of hours in the early morning once every four days. Their func-

tions are rather those of arbitrators than of judges, and are exer-

cised as follows: There are twenty-one ditches branching from

the principal canal; but never more than ten or eleven of these

are used at one time, for the water supply brought by the canal

is not sufficient to fill more of them. At the exchange two
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classes of conflicts arise which require immediate settlement:

(1) two proprietors located on different ditches want to buy
water to be delivered within the succeeding twenty-four hours,
it is not possible to make the delivery at points so far apart;
which is to be favored and which must wait until another day?
(2) two proprietors want to buy water to be delivered from the

same ditch, but in amount greater than it will carry to them;
which must wait over? The arbitrator of the exchange decides

these points immediately as they come up, the selling goes on, and
the results are recorded by the secretary as fast as reported, for the

guidance of the superintendent in making out his schedule for the

next day's work.

The Judicial or Arbitration System.
1

There is no water tribunal, as at Valencia. All offenses of a

grave character are reported to the administration committee, who
have the offender arrested and prosecuted before the ordinary

municipal justice of the peace. Minor offenses are punished, in-

directly, in the action of the judge of sales, who can favor those

who habitually obey the rules, and decide against those who offend

against them.

The system at Elche is a peculiar one in Spanish experience,

being based upon unregulated water-right ownership independent
of the land proprietors. It has certainly brought about a curious

result in the organization of its governing council and the admin-

istration of distribution. The council is composed of the four

"judges" elected by the owners of the water-rights, three mem-
bers of the municipal council elected by the qualified electors of

the town, and the alcalde, who is appointed by the government,
2

Thus, although the irrigators have no ownership of the water-

rights, they secure, by election of the municipal councilmen, indi-

rectly, almost as great a representation on the board of control as

do the owners of the water-rights by the election of their "judges."
The objection urged is, that the water-right owners take no per-

manent interest in the works; water shares are made the subject

of speculation, and there is no enterprise in the management.

Speaking of the system, Aymard wrote:

" The great mischief of the system is to create an antagonism
between the proprietors of the water and those of the land, and to

1 Same reference as for last subheading.
2 This was before the remodeling of the Spanish municipal system.
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place those who, in an agricultural pnint >t' view, aiv tin- <!>. -r\--

ing ones, dependent on those who arc capitalists and strangers t

tlic lands tilled. These latter certainly would not sec the dam put
in jeopardy, because their property lies there, hut they take QQ

genuine interest in the management of the waters r in the devel-

opment of the irrigation resources of the country: for they may
be moved by the thought that the more water then- is. the cheap, i-

it will be. There is a certain limit, beyond which the supply of

water increasing, diminishes their revenue. With a system like

this, we can never see what is at present being done in Alicante

a syndicate of landholders not afraid of an estimated expense of

600,000 to 700,000 francs to further develop the water supply of

the neighborhood. All spirit of progress in Klche is fatally kept
down." [p. 189.

NoTK TO ClI AI'TKK XVII.

It must be remembered that thN chapter refer- t<> the state <>f ;i flairs in ->m-
old districts of Spain, as they were twenty years ago. and that it has been pur-

posely written thus, to convey the lesson which the results ot' a natural devel-

opment of irrigation organization afford. Since that period Spain has adopted

general laws, in part based upon Valeneian experience in local administration

of waters, and under these, changes have taken place in the governing organi/a-

tion of some of the districts. Under her constitution of l^TH the municipal >y>-

tem of the country has been remodeled, also, so that the almhlex of towns are

elective, and other important changes are made, as will appear in Mibsequent

chapters.

AUTHORITIES FOR CHAPTER XVII.

. "Irrigations of the South of Spain." By Maurice Aymard. Engineer,
etc. [French.f 1 vol., 8 v..., I'aris, 1804. Bee Chapters 1. II, III, IV,
V, VII. XII, XIII, and XIV.

Llaurado. "Treatise on Waters and Irrigation in Spain." I'.v R Andres Llau-

radd, Chief Engineer, etc. [Spanish.] 1 vol., 8 vo., Madrid, 1878. See
Book Second, pp. Aixi-iii'i', and :>7!)-589.

Moncneff. [Work cited as authority for Chap. VII.] See Chapter- IX.. X.
and XL
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CHAPTER XVIIL-SPAIN (3)

;

OLD LOCAL WATER LAWS AND CUSTOMS (2)-MURCIA AND
GRANADA,

SECTION I. Murcia District of Murcia.

The District and the Ancient Regime.
The Reformed Organization.
Self Government fully developed.
The Administrative and Judicial Systems.

SECTION II. Murcia District of Lorca.

The District and Water-Rights.
Reformation of the System.
Administration Director Syndicate Suffrage.

Selling Water Method and Result.

SECTION III. Murcia District of Almansa.

District and Water-Rights.
Assessments and Maintenance.

Organization and Administration.

SECTION IV. Granada District of Granada.
'

District and Water-Rights.
Characteristic Features of the System.
Ancient and Modern Systems Contrasted.

SECTION I.

MURCIA DISTRICT OP MURCIA.

The District and the Ancient Regime?

In the province of Murcia, about fifty miles southwest of Ali-

cante, last written of, and thirty miles from the border of the

Mediterranean sea, is the city and irrigated district of Murcia, on

the banks of the Segura river, which is one of the largest in south-

eastern Spain.
The most ancient known document relative to water-rights in

Murcia is a royal cedula of 1277, which reads as follows: "Know
all men by these presents, that I, Don Alonzo, by the grace of

1
See, Aymard, pp. 211-214.
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(iod Kinir .f Castile. Toledo, Murcia, etc., wanting to give to the

municipality of Mun-ia a mark of our favor, an<l to have all quar-

reling stopped between users, order that tin- water shall be di-

vided equally between yourselves, in such manner that ea<-h one

has it in proportion to his land and on the day assigned to him."

This document constitutes the foundation of the Murcia uatcr-

riirht. The waters of the river have thenceforward been attached

as an appurtenance to the irrigated lands within the jurisdiction

of the town, their administration has been in charge of the mu-

nicipal council, and this arrangement has been confirmed by sev-

eral royal decrees or cedulas promulgated at various times during
the centuries that have intervened.

The water is in the fullest sense a common property, and the

right to it is inseparable from the land ownership. If an irrigator

does not use his water on his land, it will not be distributed to

him. He cannot take it and waste it; he must usefully employ
it, or it must remain with the common stock, under the title and
the regulations.

Previous to 1849 the management of the whole system of distri-

bution was also in the hands of the town council, and there was
much confusion and dissatisfaction, notwithstanding the fact that

the water supply was abundant and the tax rates low, for there

was no full and carefully prepared code of regulations, and no sys-

tematic management of the works. The members of the council

were elected in the community at large which embraced much

country not in the irrigation district, and the irrigators objected

strongly to having the details of water distribution managed by
officers whose selection they could not control. The regulations in

force were old and composed of unconnected resolutions adopted
at various times scattered through centuries, and had never been

codified and published. In response to an unanimous demand on

the part of the irrigating landholders, the municipality, in 1
s

I'
1

.

consented to the organization which now exists, and the munici-

pal council framed and promulgated the ordinance which governs
it. This ordinance is a veritable rural code, so full and complete
is it in its provisions, and is spoken of by the authorities at hand

as remarkable for its clearness and completeness.
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The Reformed Regime.
1

The h-uerta of Murcia is about fifteen miles long, with a maxi-

mum width of four miles, comprising something over 26,000 acres,

and through its length runs the river Segura, the source of irriga-

tion water supply. It is dammed at the upper end of the garden

lands, five miles above the town, and there sends off a large canal

on each side.

The river and water supply within the municipal jurisdiction,

the dam, headworks, and these two canals are in charge of the

municipal council or ayuntamiento, selected by the electors quali-

fied for the vote under the Spanish national system, in the town

and its termino, and in this case the irrigation district is not a con-

siderable part of the termino of the town. The alcalde of the town

is the executive officer, and he, upon the recommendation of the

council, appoints an acequiero in chief, or superintendent, for each

of the two main canals, and these have such assistants as may
be necessary. The expense of maintenance and operation of the

main works is borne by a special fund raised by taxation, and

levied by the town authorities with other municipal taxes.

There are twenty branches from each of these canals, each

branch independently and completely serving a little sub-district,

the owners of property in which compose an association managing
its internal affairs, so far as these do not affect those of other sub-

districts, and maintaining its own branch canal. The organiza-

tion of these sub-districts constitutes the basis of the whole system
for the huerta.

Self-Government fully Developed.
2

The principle of manhood suffrage of all parties directly inter-

ested in the irrigation is applied on the broadest scale: Each
owner or representative of an irrigated tract, large or small, may
cast one vote in the assemblies of his sub-district, of his semi-dis-

trict, and of the district as a whole.

Questions affecting each sub-district are considered in the assem-

bly of the irrigating owners within it. Questions affecting the

interest of owners on one side only of the river, are considered in

assembly of the owners, or their representatives, within the twenty
sub-districts on that side. Questions involving interests on both

1
See, Ayifiard, pp. 213-218

; also, Llaurado, pp. 556-558.
2
See, Ayrnard and Llaurado.
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sides of the ri\vr are considered in grand assembly uf owners. or

their representatives, in the forty sub-districts embraced in the

whole Inn-rlii. 'Hie alrnlilr of Mureia preside^ over all assemblies.

or names a deputy to preside in his phi

There is an ordinary assembly held annually in each sub-dis-

trict, in each semi-district, and in the district as a whole, and as

many extraordinary meetings as may be necessary. The owner <f

each parcel of land, therefore, may participate in at least three

assemblies a year. In practice, however, the land owners gene-

rally are present, individually, only in the assemblies of their sub-

district, while the higher assemblies of the half districts, and tin-

general assembly for the whole, are attended only by the agents,

who, each for his constituency, cast the votes of absent owner.-.

Kach of the forty sub-districts at its assembly elects its own

officers, namely, an agent or "attorney" (so called), two or more

veedores, or water superintendents, and in some cases a secretary

and treasurer or collector. The agent is the active head of the

administration in his sub-district, and the reedores are his assist-

ants. His administrative powers are quite similar to those of the

syndics spoken of in the description of irrigation organization in

Valencia. His term of office is two years, as are also those of his

assistants, and they are all eligible to reelection. But as the ser-

vice is altogether gratuitous, it is considered a personal sacrifice

to accept office, so no individual remains long in position at one

term.

The semi-district assemblies on each side of the river, confer

and resolve on matters of importance affecting interests on that

side, and elect a general agent, who sees that his territory gets its

due portion of the water, and otherwise acts, in the interest of his

constituents, as a check on the acequiero of the main canal.

Administration Assessments.
1

The district assembly elects each year three members of a p-n-

eral council, or "committee of proprietors" (comision dr h<-< n-

<l<l<ix), whose terms of office are two years. Thus, this higher
council is composed of six members, and it constitutes the gov-

erning hoard of the district in all matters connected with tin-

waters, canals, and irrigation, outside of purely local or sub-district

1

Sir. Avmard, j>p. LM."> :'lv also, Llaurado, pp. 550-563.

27
l
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affairs, and excepting, also, matters controlled by the ayuntami-
ento of the town. The district assembly also elects a treasurer.

But the general council elects its own president and secretary.
The comision de hacendadas administers the funds, watches over

the interests and rights of the water users as a whole, represents
them before the ayuntamiento, appears for them and the district in

court, and generally supervises all connected with the rural polic-

ing and irrigation economy of the huerta.

Taxes or assessments for sub-district purposes are debated and
voted in each sub-district assembly, and collected by its agent, or

treasurer if there is one. The same is the rule with respect to as-

sessments for common purposes in the semi-districts; and, finally,

the general assembly votes the estimates for the purposes of the

huerta as a whole, and the comision de hacendadas levies or distrib-

utes the tax necessary under this vote.

The assessment is made after a peculiar principle. All the

lands in the huerta are graded as first, second, and third class,

according to their productiveness. Third class land is assessed

as the basis; second class land is assessed at twice as much, and

first class land at three times as much per unit of area as third

class. This is certainly a very crude method of grading valua-

tions, but it was old and time honored when the present regula-

tions were drawn up, and had to be adhered to.

The collection of taxes is made by a collector under the direc-

tion of the treasurer and secretary of the district, assisted by the

local agent in each sub-district. There is always a personal notice

given several weeks in advance to each landholder by the agent
in his sub-district, stating the day when he will be called upon,
and he must then pay. If he does not, he is reported to the treas-

urer or receiver, who immediately lys the case before the coun-

cil of experts, which brings suit against all delinquents.

The Judicial System Council of Experts.
1

The council of experts, or concejo de hombres buenos, is a feature

of the Murcian irrigation administration copied after the -water tri-

bunal of Valencia. This council is composed of five of the forty

"agents" and two of the eighty veedores elected separately by the

sub-districts; these seven members of the council are chosen by
lot each month from the one hundred and

^twenty;
and hence the

1
See, Aymard, pp. 218-220; also, Llaurado, pp. 5G3-5W.
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personnel of the board is continually changing. Hut tin- >//<'//,/, ,,i'

Murcia is its permanent presiding officer, having, however, a v<>i-r

ami vote in its proceedings only when then- is an absentee and a

tic vote amongst the other members; and he is also the executive

officer of the council and carries out its orders.

The consejo dr hotnhres buenoa holds two meetings per week and

hears all cases brought to its attention. All persons have tin-

right to lodge information before this council concerning any in-

fringement or violation of a regulation, that might bring injury to

the community at large, and acts affecting but one individual can

be reported only by himself. Complaints relating to taking water

out of order or turning it away from another, have to be made in

writing and be signed by the person reporting and an interested

party; and they must be handed to the secretary of the council at

least three days before the meeting at which they are to be con-

sidered. The council, hearing all testimony, decides immediately
or at the following meeting at the latest.

The jurisdiction of this council extends to all questions arising

under the regulations and which do not involve property rights

or offense against the general laws of the kingdom. The latter

class of questions are brought immediately before the ordinary

courts. To the extent of their jurisdiction the decisions of the

council of experts are without appeal, except where such flagrant

injustice has apparently been done that the ayvnt<nni<
i nto of the

municipality may, on petition made within three days, order tin-

case to be reheard before a double council composed of the mem-

bers at the time serving and the seven who immediately preceded
them.

Regulations Maintenance Review?

As has been said, the two main canals are maintained at gen-

eral municipal expense, under the supervision of the ace<j<

appointed by the mayor. The branch canals are each cleaned,

cleared, and repaired, so far as this can be done by ordinary man-

ual labor, annually by the irrigators in the sub-districts which

they severally supply. This clearance work is performed in allot-

ments to each small group of owners, proportioned to the area of

their lands, and made by the agents in each sub-district, and the

work is in addition to the sub-district tax to be paid in money, the

1
See, Aymard, pp. 211-221.
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proceeds from which last are applied to sub-district expense other

than that which can be worked out by the irrigators in person.

Reviewing the administrative organization, we find: (1) the

river through the municipal terminOj its waters, the dam, the two

main canals, their headworks and main distributing gates, in

charge of the ayuntamiento elected by the municipality of Murcia,
at large; (2) the affairs of the irrigation district as a whole, in

charge of a general council or comision de hacendadas selected by
the general assembly; (3) the affairs of each of the forty sub-

districts, in the charge of an agent or attorney and two inspect-

ors; which agents, representing their constituents, if these do not

want to attend, compose the general assembly, and are themselves

chosen by the proprietors in their several sub-districts, in assem-

blies; (4) the adjudication of questions arising under the regula-

tions and sentencing offenders against these rules, in charge of the

council of experts, or concejo de hombres buenos, composed of five of

the sub-district agents and two of the inspectors, drawn by lot

monthly from the one hundred and twenty severally elected in

the sub-districts.

In closing his account of irrigation organization in Murcia,
Aymard wrote: "Administrators and judges, all emanate from
universal manhood suffrage of the irrigating land owners; and
self government by the consumers is exercised in its fullness. It

is proper to specially call attention to the court of experts, for it

affords a precept worthy of study. The authors of the regulation
of Murcia were not fettered by custom and traditions in this

respect. Before 1849 this court did not exist among them; they
need not have created it; but they did it because it was necessary
and indispensable for a proper carrying out and enforcement of

the regulation itself, and the people have recognized that this

court is all that was promised for it. This question, then, appears
to us to have been judged by the traditions of the past and the

experience of the present. The special water tribunal, with its

judges versed in the practice of irrigation, its summary proceed-

ings, its verdicts without appeal, its well defined penalties, must
be considered an indispensable appendage of all good irrigation

organizations." [p. 220.
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SECTION II.

MURCIA DISTRICT OF LORCA.

The Dixtrirl and

The (Juadalantin river is a tributary of the Segura, having its

point of junction just above the city of Murcia; about forty miles

from which is the small city of Lorca. having a population of

about >,(MK) inhalntants and an irritable huerta of about 27,000
acres of land. The Guadalantin is a comparatively small river.

and the water supply for irrigation sometimes so nearly stops as to

result in crop failures. Although commanded for irrigation and

supplied with distributing works, not all of the hm-rfn is watered

in any one season; less than half of the lands are irrigated regu-

larly every year, and those to which the water is an appurtenance
have the preference.

In the year 1242, when the region round about Lorca was taken

from the Moors by the Spanish King of Castile, irrigation was

already established. As in other cases spoken of, the monarch

made a division of the lands amongst the loyal inhabitants, and

a few years afterwards ordered the waters to be distributed in pro-

portion to ownership of land whereon they could be used. Later

on there came complaints that the larger land owners or counts

monopolized all of the water, and that the municipal authorities

could not control them. There was then issued a royal order to

the governor of the province, as follows:

"Seeing that the ayinifnniifnto of Lorca has complained to me
that the owners of the fiefs hold back all the waters, and will not

let them escape from their Jnn-rtti* for grain or anything else, and
that because of this the crops have failed this year: 1 beg and
order you to go and see how this is. and to make an equal division

of the waters between all, by days and by time, in such manner
that henceforth there shall be no more complaints on the subject."

The terms of this decree do not differ very materially from tin-

one promulgated for Murcia twelve years later, and elsewhere

spoken of, but the results which have come out of it. with respect

to the right of property in and control of the water, are quite differ-

ent. As in Elche, the water-rights and lands in Lorca have, to

a great extent, gradually become held separately, so that, for

1
See, Ayinard. ]p. L'l'l L'L'I; also. Llaunulo, \*\>.

.V>n .Vc> ami ~)i>4.
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nearly all the irrigations, when the cultivator wants water he buys
it as so much merchandise at an auction. In several of the sub-

districts or small irrigation centers which compose the district as

a whole, water is still held as an appurtenance to the land, and
the owners receive their share on this basis.

This result of separating the water from the land has not come
about without great struggles and opposition, for the working
farmers as a class have all along opposed such an interpretation

or straining of the terms of the royal gift, while rich landholders

and capitalists have advocated this reading of it, and the charge
is made that undue influence has had its effect with the town

council, in securing the acceptance of such result. At the time

of Aymard's writing (1864) the contention was still going on, but

the outcome had then so long been sanctioned by custom that a

change back to the original system could hardly be hoped for.

Reformation of the System.
1

From the thirteenth century to near the close of the eighteenth,

the care of the works and distribution of the waters was under

the immediate control of the ayuntamiento of the town, but there

had been always a great deal of trouble, dissension, and many
failures of crops from short supply and bad management. The

right to most of the water had passed out of the hands of the irri-

gating land owners; it had become an article of speculation, and

was sold daily by auction, at which a special municipal officer

called the alcalde del agua presided. There were several excellent

localities for the storage of water in the neighborhood, and a large

surplus for storage was wasted in floods each year. But owing to

the absence of a united interest in the district, although projects

for storage had repeatedly been investigated and discussed, noth-

ing had ever been done towards construction.

" These projects encountered an incessant opposition from the

owners of the water, among whose number were found some of the

richest and most influential men of the country. An increase in

the supply of the water would immediately result in the lowering
of the price of the unit of volume. All projects having this for an

object, had those people for adversaries whose capital was invested

in the ownership of the waters of the natural flow of the river."

[Aymard, p. 243.

1
See, Aymard, pp. 243-247 ; also, Llaurado, pp. 570-571.
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This question had grown to be of so much importance that in

the general i>vrmment <>f Spain came to th> anl

ordered the construction, at national expense, nf two imn.

masonry dams to store water for the plains of Lorca, as a matter

of national importance. It was the intention to sell the water to

irriirators at prices which would reimhurse the government by a

fair rate of interest on the moneys invested, hut. at the same time,

be very much less than the rates which ruled in sales of the waters

in private ownership. The dams were built and waters stored.

In order to harmonize matters as much as possible, as was nec-

essary, the government in 1790 took the management of the old

works and distribution of waters out of the hands of the ///////<
M-

miento of Lorca, and placed this, with the management of the new
works and stored waters, in the care of a syndicate of nine mem-

bers, of whom four must be owners of old water rights, and five

must be land owners and irrigators, and over these, as president of

the syndicate, was established a director appointed by the general

government.

Although one of the dams built by government was injured

soon after construction so as to render it useless, and had never

been repaired (1865), and although the reservoir space behind the

other dam had become completely silted up and rendered unavail-

able, thus practically doing away with the property constructed

by government, the same administrative organization was pre-

served to within a few years past.

Administration Suffrage Director.
1

The members of the syndicate are elected by the suffrages of cer-

tain adult persons interested in the irrigations, namely: (1) owners

of the private water rights, who during five consecutive years ha ve

received an annual rental of at least 1,000 mil* ($"><)) from auc-

tion sales of their waters; (2) all owners of irrigated lands who
receive from these lands an annual rental of at least 500 ?>///*:

(3) all irrigators, who on account of their cultivations, pay a tax

annually of at least 100 reals.

The director must be a person of high standing, of known and

acknowledged familiarity with agriculture, and especially with

irrigation. He must not be a native of Lorca, nor have married

1
See, Aymard, pp. 247-250; also, Llaurado, p. ">7 1.
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a woman of Lorca, and must not possess either water or irrigable

lands in that region.

The syndicate was formed under a decree of 1790, and has had
its powers extended by other decrees, the last of which before the

time of our principal authority, was issued in 1859. Thus amend-

ed, it has control of all irrigation works and waters in the district,

and of the dams, water supply works to the city, embankments
or levees, and other works. To meet the expense of the mainte-

nance and administration, a certain proportion of the waters of

each owner were deeded to the ayuntamiento, the proceeds of sales

of which were put in a fund for the purpose. This system also

was kept up under the new regime.
The syndicate meets regularly once a week, not counting extra

meetings called by the director or by a majority of the syndics.

It is the deliberative and legislative body of the administration:

considers all questions relative to the works, waters, and distri-

butions; authorizes all important works and limits their cost;

audits all accounts; inspects, and in a measure controls the acts

of the director; and may report him to the governor of the prov-

ince or the central government.
The director represents the government in the syndicate and

presides at its meetings; executes the resolutions of the syndicate;

presides each day at the water auction sales; represents the com-

munity of irrigators in the courts; convenes the qualified electors

of the district to deliberate on matters of extra expense ; proposes
to the government a secretary and other office employes, and di-

rectly appoints the water-guards and their assistants.

Such are the director's administrative duties. He has also most

important functions as a judge: performing the duties which in

Murcia, Valencia, and elsewhere, we have seen imposed upon a

tribunal composed of a number of members. The regulation of

1859 fixes the jurisdiction of this judge-director, substantially as

follows: "The director shall be judge of waters. In his position

he must hear all the differences that arise between parties, in rela-

tion to matters of which the regulations treat, and also all offenses

in the matter of irrigations punishable under article in said ordi-

nance. His judgments bearing on any of these articles, are with-

out appeal, except a party believes that a wrong application of the

ordinance has been made, when he may appeal to the governor of

the province."

The various ordinances, and particularly that of 1831, lay down
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in great <li't;iil and with re 1 1 in rkable coin] letni< i

j, a code of regu-

lations under which the district is governed. These an- printed

and generally circulated, so that the director acting as judj_'e can-

not go for wrong without being checked.

There is a most curious and complex suhdi vision of water-righte

in Lorca, which is the outgrowth of separation of tin- water and

land ownership. From the earliest times the district has been

divided into three sub-districts. To one was originally allotted -fg

of the water, to another y\, and to another
-{--.

These allotments

were not exactly in proportion to the areas to be irrigated, as it

turned out, so a subdivision of rights made the amount of water

due to the standard area of land different in each sub-district.

One of the sub-districts divided its allotment into four parts and

distributed water by fourths of the stream for certain periods of

time variable with the area of the original owner's land. Thus
was established a system of distribution with a fixed head of water

and a variable period of time as factors of the unit of ownership.
The other two sub-districts divided their waters into as many
parts as there were shares or owners, on some certain unit of area

-as a basis, and thus established systems of division by fixed times

and variable heads of water; and, for reasons already given, the

units in each of these two sub-districts predicated on the same

system even, are not the same. Thus, within the district, to start

with, there are three different units of measure for water. Now, if

the water were attached to the lands, this would not be so serious

<\ matter, but it has not been held so. Water from one sub-dis-

trict is sold in any other, and, hence, dire confusion results in

distribution.

There are a number of other causes which vary the volumes of

the unit of water as bid for at the auctions, but it is unnecessary
to explain these here. After seven pages of illustration on these

points, Aymard summarizes the matter thus:

"We have now nearly a complete idea of the extreme complex-
ity of these divisions. The unity varies not only from one canal

to another, but also from day to day on the same canal.

"It varies first, by reason of the volume of water in the river

not being constant; second, by reason of the number of fractional

parts info which the flow is divided in the several canals: third.

by reason of deductions made on certain days of the week for the

free irrigation of certain districts where the water is attached to

the land; fourth, by reason of the season; and, fifth, by reason of
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the variation in the length of the days and nights and the water
shares being owned by the day or night." Each individual attending the auctions must perfectly know
the conditions of the sale, or he runs a risk of making a mistake
in his calculations. But it must be said that there is not a peas-
ant who is ignorant on the subject.

* * * Each one always
knows perfectly well what he buys, without it being necessary to

give him any other explanation than the name of the hilo on which
he has bid." [pp. 229-230.

Selling Water Method and Results?

The auction sales take place in a large room or hall arranged for

the purpose, in the city of Lorca, wherein is a floor sloping towards

one end, at which is a raised stage where sit the director and two-

secretaries. The director governs the proceedings; and the secre-

taries record the sales, which are not made individually by seller

to buyer, but by the director representing the interests of all water

proprietors. These owners of the water-rights do not appear at the

sale, but the purchasers of water bid for the use of the turn or frac-

tion of the turn of each of the several owners, as it is put up at

auction. The division of the waters is such that there are made
each day for that following, eighty-eight sales, the value of privi-

leges under which, as already explained, vary much amongst
themselves.

Aymard describes the scene at these auctions as being most ex-

citing and demoralizing: bidding is very spirited and sharp, and

although when a purchaser has bought one turn he is allowed by
courtesy to take as much more as he wants at the same price, when
he is satisfied the others again wrangle and become belligerent in

bidding for the next turn.

Directly the sale is over the secretary makes out a statement to

guide in the distribution of the waters on the following day, and
in posting to the accounts. The list is forthwith read aloud and

posted. Bills are made out for each purchaser, signed by the di-

rector, delivered to the purchaser, who pays to the treasurer and

gets his receipt, which he uses next day as a certificate that he is

entitled to the water, when the guard comes to distribute it.

The dividend to each proprietor is made each month according
to the average of sales for the month, and in proportion to his

ownership of the rights of the same class. The price paid for

1
See, Aymard, pp. 225-242; also, Llaurado, pp. 567-571.
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water was very high at the time of Aymard's writing, so that irri-

gation cost more per year per acre than anywhere else in Spain.

Aymard thus records his estimate of this principle and prac-

tice of disposing of waters: "If we tire in tin- presentation of

these matters it is not for the vain pleasure of giving a description
of the scene, but that these details carry with them a profound

insight into the whole system. They lay bare the viciousness of

this system of auctions applied to merchandise like this, and

they show how an institution which is bad in principle can he in

part corrected in practice, for the good of the people." [p. 233.]
The irrigator, spurred by the necessity for water for his crop which

constitutes his support, goes to auction, where he finds many oth-

ers brought by the same want. Necessity, rivalry, excitement

combine to force him on he pays more than the water is worth,

more than his returns will justify. This is the rule. And it is

the curse of which Aymard speaks. But practice has developed
the courtesy that when he has bid in one lot of water he takes as

much more as he wants at the same figure. This is the pallia-

tion in practice which our authority notices. But the outcome is

large dividends for the water owners, a languishing agriculture.

a poor peasantry, and no enterprise to develop the country.

Aymard finds in the outcome of irrigation in Lorca, as com-

pared to that of Valencia and other places in Spain where the

water is attached to the land in ownership, a lesson to which he

draws special attention. He produces the argument used in favor

of the Lorca system and then answers it:

" *

Why,' say these owners,
' should the ownership of water be

hampered with greater impediments than that of land? If it

suits me to draw my revenue from sales of water rather than from

crops on lands, why should I not be permitted to do so; by what

right can they prevent me? Is it in the name of general interest ?

Well, provided the water is used, it is of little importance on whose
land it is put. Furthermore, the selling of water is the best means
to prevent its being wasted. When the farmer receives his water
on a certain day, without anything to pay, he always gives useless

irrigations, which would have been better employed on other lands,
and this abuse need not be feared when water is sold. Thi-

tern is the most satisfactory to all legitimate requirements of a

general interest, which is to irrigate by a given volume of water
the greatest area of land possible.'
"These reasons considered by themselves are seductive: hut

those who bring them forward do great injustice by not mention-

ing the antagonistic attitude which the system of sales has engen-
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dered between the owners of water and those of the lands. A
good regulation could prevent abuse and waste of water; nothing
can prevent the deplorable consequences of an organization that
trusts the destiny of the land to capitalists whose interest is in

direct opposition to the water resources of the country. This sys-
tem is the reverse of progress ;

it condemns the land to inactivity,
that has the misfortune to be submitted to it, and this estimation
is abundantly proven by the example at Lorca." [pp. 243-244.

This authority shows that water rates are enormously high in

Lorca, and that agriculture cannot stand them; that there is no

enterprise in the land; that in spite of government assistance the

district has not advanced; that even the works built by govern-
ment have been allowed to go out of use, while but a small part
of their original cost would rehabilitate them and put them again
in commission; and he attributes these results to the facts that

the irrigators do not own the water-rights; that the speculators in

water control the situation, and keep down the spirit of enterprise

to keep up their rates for water; and he, also, very unfavorably
contrasts the spirit pervading the people of Lorca, as evidenced by
their works, with that of the people of Valencia, as evidenced by
their works based upon ownership of land and water together.

SECTION II L

MURCIA DISTRICT OF ALMANSA.

District Water Rights Assessments.
1

At the foot of a mountain range, on the northern boundary of a

large interior valley, in the northern part of the province of Mur-

cia, about sixty-five miles southwest of the city of Valencia, and

the same distance northwest of Alicante, lies the town and irri-

gated district of Almansa.

The irrigations at Almansa are effected with water drawn from

a reservoir, the origin of whose dam is unknown, but which, after

a long period of use in a partly built condition, was taken in 1m ml

for completion as long ago as the year 1586. The work was built

at that time by the associated owners whose lands were to be irri-

gated, and under the leadership of the governor of the province;

and these, at the same time, together with the municipal council

1
See, Aymard, pp. 122-128; also, Llaurado, pp. 583-584.
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of the town, <liv\v up ;m<l adopted a set of regulations i'nr the gov-
ernment of irrigation in tin- district.

The water right has from time immemorial heen an appurte-
nanee to the land, which hears in direct proportion to

irrigated each year, the ordinary expense of maintenance and

administration of works. Thus, as is not infrequently the case,

when by reason of light rainfall the reservoir does not fill and tin-

water supply is short for the season, each owner receives water in

proportion to his land, if he calls for it, and may use it on all or a

part of his land. If he takes all of his proportionate part of the

water, he pays his full proportionate part of the year's exjKinse.

He may, however, call for and take less than his share, and then

he pays less in proportion; so that if he does not take water at all,

he pays nothing.

The amount of this ordinary tax is determined annually in

advance, from estimates of probable expense and water supply.

If, on account of an abundance of water, the product of this tax

exceeds the necessities of the year, no rebate is allowed. The sur-

plus is held over to the next year, and a less rate levied then by
reason of the available cash in hands. Should the supply disap-

point the expectations in any one year, and, from this cause or

any other, the revenue falls short of the demand for expenses, an

extraordinary tax is levied uniformly at some certain rate per

fanegada on all the land in the district, whether supplied with

water for the season or not.

Organization and Administration.
1

The affairs of the district are managed by three syndic* who are

elected by manhood suffrage of the irrigating landholders, for

terms of one year each; each owner of an irrigated parcel of land,

no matter how large or how small his holding, having one vote

and only one. The syndics fix the income tax at certain rates per

fanegada (about 1.3 acre) supplied with water, and, also, have the

power, upon their own judgment alone, of levying extraordinary

taxes on all the lands in the district. These syndics ap}x>int the

acequiero, or superintendent, and, in a general way, supervise his

duties.

The rates, ordinary and extraordinary, are payable to a re-

ceiver or treasurer of the district in advance for the season, and

1 Same references as that for preceding subheading.
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he who has not paid or cannot exhibit his receipt cannot have

water to irrigate with. There is no special water court, but the

syndics, in a measure, jointly act in that capacity.

SECTION IV.

GRANADA DISTRICT OF GRANADA.

The District and Water-Right?

In a large elevated valley, through which courses the river

Genii, surrounded by mountains, in the southeastern portion of

Spain, lies the famed old Moorish city of Granada, and its very

productive irrigated district or vega. This region is forty to fifty

miles inland from the Mediterranean coast, about an hundred

miles southwest of the irrigated district of Lorca already de-

scribed, and was one of the last strongholds from which the

Moors were driven in the fifteenth century. The district of

Granada, with the exception of that of Valencia, is, perhaps, the

best known of the old irrigation huertas of Spain. It enjoys a

reputation, indeed, which seems to be undeserved in any connec-

tion with irrigation. The plain is very fertile, the water supply
is abundant, and the irrigators are prosperous; but it is the natural

advantages of the place to which a satisfactory outcome is due,

and not the system of works or their management.
As a matter of fact, the works are all small, poorly maintained,

and miserably managed, and there was not at the times Aymard
and Moncrieff wrote, any organization of irrigation worthy of the

name, and it does not appear from Llaurado that this old order of

things has since been changed. In fact, Granada is one of the

few places in southern Spain where there have been no modern

reforms in irrigation organization and administration, a place
where the chaotic state which succeeded the expulsion of the

Moors has been borne with until custom has sanctioned and the

people have adapted themselves to a most irregular and imme-

thodical administration of water-right and irrigation matters.

We find 'here both systems of holding water, which have been

repeatedly noticed in former pages: ownership of water-rights in

severalty, and ownership of water privileges as appurtenances to

1
See, Aymard, pp. L'-il-i'-is; also, Llaurado, pp. 487-490.
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lands. Scarcely a canal of the number can he nam< !

waters arc not held in part l>y one system ami in part hv tin-

other. The greatest apparent confusion exists, not only in t Ill-

water holdings themselves, but in the order of the holdings ami

in the outcome in the customs of irrigation. Nevertheless, these

apparent complications have become clear enough to the irrigators

of ( iranada, and as the water supply is plentiful, they are able to

.get along without much jarring.

Characteristic Features of the System.

Moncrieff visited this region in 1868, and commences his account

of what he saw in the following manner:

" On the top of the highest tower of the Alhambra, commanding
a glorious view over the fertile plain below, stretching away to the

west, and of the Sierra Nevada, soaring up in majestic forms to

the southeast, is suspended a large bell, which is struck every
five minutes from sunset to sunrise. There is a conventional sys-
tem by which the peasant, counting the number of beats, knows

exactly the hour, and when it is time to open or close his water-

course. The bell is said to be distinctly heard throughout t In-

still night over the whole vega, or irrigated plain. The present
bell was placed there by the good queen Isabella after the expul-
sion of the Moors in 1492, but I believe it was only restoring a
Moorish institution of far older date. It is struck by no ordinary
clock machinery, as one would expect, but simply by one member
of the family, who lives in the tower, being always on guard, and

having a watch to guide him when to pull the rope. This contri-

vance may be taken as characteristic of the irrigation of Granada.
It is constant and assiduous enough, but its machinery is as sim-

ple as that of the bell, and dates from a period as remote." [p.
118.

The district irrigated is from 45,000 to 50,000 acres in area, and

this is served with waters by twelve to fifteen canals and a great

number of smaller ditches. Water-rights to these date from the

earliest times of recorded knowledge of the subject; but the first

regulation or code of titles and rules bears date in the early part of

the sixteenth century, soon after the expulsion of the Moors. At

a somewhat later date, a book of titles to the water was compiled

by royal order, and that remains as the authority on such matters

to this day.
"
This work consists of a voluminous manuscript, tak-

ing up each canal separately, and stating the size of its headgate,

and the quantity of water to which each is entitled." But it does

not lay down any system of administration and government, pre-
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scribing how these rights are to be exQrcised and observed. Such

a system was attempted, however, at a still later date in a royal

order, but this code has almost entirely fallen into disuse.

Of the system of irrigation in 1868, Moncrieff wrote:

"As far as I could learn, the system of the canals is for every
little community of irrigators to elect yearly a manager and four

deputies, who form a tribunal and settle all minor matters. The
manager also goes periodically to Granada, and forms one of the
council of sixty, headed by the two lesser alcaldes of the city, and

presided over by the chief municipal authority, the alcalde corre-

gidor, or lord mayor. Each of these local managers has a treasure

chest, from which he pays out all the current expenses for the year
for repairs, salaries, etc.; and at the year's end he presents his

accounts to the tribunal, who pass them and replenish the treasury
to the extent of the amount taken out, by a water-rate on the irri-

gators, which generally varies from thirty to eighty cents an acre.

And so by the help of the code of laws some of them obsolete,

many of them not enforced by a strong traditional custom, and
above all an abundance of water, irrigation goes on regularly and
without confusion." [p. 122.

Something more will be said of this system and its results, in

chapter XXI, under the heading,
"
Early Irrigation Associations,

in Spain."
NOTE TO CHAPTER XVIII.

The note following chapter XVII applies also to this chapter.

AUTHORITIES FOR CHAPTER XVIII.

Aymard. [Work cited as an authority for Chapter XVII.] See. Chapters VIII,.

XVI, XVII, XVIII, and XXI, as specifically cited.

Llaurado. [Work cited as an authority for Chapter XVII.] See, pp. 548-575,.

581-584, and 487-497.

Moncrieff. [Work cited as an authority for Chapter VII.] See, Chapter VIIL
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SECTION I.

MODERN SPANISH WATER LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

Development of the Present L //*.

In chapter XVI something lias been shown of the development
of the old general laws of Spain, of their jirraiijrrinrnt as the No-

rixhna Recopilacion the latest ollicial .irnieral codification and

of a subsequent compilation with annotations, in the form of a

dictionary of jurisprudence, by Escriche a writer of authority

before the middle of this century. At the period to which that

chapter referred, the general laws of waters wen- notably frai:-

nicntary and without system the outcome of decrees, customs,

edicts, and decisions scattered through centuries and under differ-

ent governments, forms of government, and conditions, political.

28l
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social, and physical. But they had been compiled and commented

upon by law writers, had thus assumed something the appearance
of order, and in this better form, having been recognized and re-

ferred to by courts and executives, came to be regarded as author-

ity. Furthermore, the general laws were not only imperfect, but

were frequently set aside by local customs and special enactments,
themselves conflicting.

In chapters XVII and XVIII the administrative condition of

the principal old irrigation regions where were in force special

regulations, founded on ancient rights and local customs, has been

sketched; and the confusion which formerly existed, with the re-

sults of some remodelings of later dates, under the different fun-

damental principles locally prevailing, has been shown. Much
that was good of the outcome of long practice had, at the period
to which these accounts apply, been formally recognized by the

Spanish government and embodied in new and systematized or-

dinances for certain great irrigation regions or districts; but the

general laws of Spain with respect to waters, water-courses, and

irrigation were still without system and far from complete.

The present chapter and the two following, will be devoted to

the now existing general laws relating to waters and water-courses,

and to an account of some circumstances attendant upon their

development. We will find that much of the inadequacy, uncer-

tainty, arid confusion of the old laws and customs have been done

away with by excellent general laws and regulations. Spain to-

day possesses the most complete and concise water law system of

any country in the world, where irrigation is largely practiced.

She was slow in making a decisive step to this end, but when the

move came it was apparently well considered, and was certainly

well made. She studied her own errors and the successful issues

of custom and past legislation, doubtless examined the irriga-

tion legislative doings of, and results of administrative practice in

other countries, and then framed and promulgated a general law

of waters, covering the whole ground, in its declarations of rights

and principles and leading rules of governance, and directing that

regulations should be framed and promulgated for guidance in

the details of its application and observance.

This action placed Spain in advance of either France or Italy

in the simplicity and fullness of general water laws, for neither of

these countries, as we have seen, has a concise system of legis-
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lation in ]>l;iin terms, devoted to this one subject, but the

ernance of their waters and water-courses is subjected to lAWS,

regulations, and the interpretations thereof, scatten-(l through civil

codes, penal codes, special laws and reirulations. and decisions of

courts and administrative authorities, without nuinher. Italy.

since the consolidation of its government and the promulgation of

its civil code, is much in advance of France in the matter of sys-

temixation of water laws; but, even so, their principal provisions

are scattered through a code whose arrangement must necessarily
render them incomplete and lacking in unity as a water law

iem, and consequently we find that she has since passed a num-
ber of laws supplementing the code provisions with respect to

waters and irrigation. Now, Spain had the results of this expe-
rience before her, doubtless, when she framed her last general law

of waters, and the condition of the country and the laws in gen-

eral were such that she could not bring a complete civil code out

of the chaos, so she attacked the water law problem by itself, and

produced a good result.

This was the work of a very few years ago, but the developments
which immediately led up to it commenced back in the early

part of the century; for the evolution of the present water law- of

Spain has been an accompaniment of the rise and establishment

of her constitutional form of government; and now, in order that

we may readily view the governing political conditions surround-

ing the steps towards the present law, I briefly sketch in outline

some important points in the history, from the promulgation of

the first Spanish constitution.

Development of the Present Con*titntinn.
1

The government of Spain is a constitutional monarchy, hut its

apparent stability as such is of but very recent dating. Constitu-

tional principles were advanced and crystal li/ed into a constitution

in 1812, and Ferdinand swore to support it, but one of his first aet<

was to overthrow the instrument and imprison and banish its sup-

porters. It was revived in 1S20, but only to be again stricken

down and replaced by autocracy more complete.
At the death of Ferdinand in 1833, his widow. Maria Christina.

grasped the reins of government in the interest of her infant daugh-

ter, Isabella. To make friends as against the king's brother. I -'on

1
See, Wallis, Chap. V; also, Johnson's Knryrlop. : Arti<-U-.

"
Spain."
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Carlos, the representative of the party opposed to all reform, the

regent Christina courted the support of the constitutionalists, and

promulgated a sort of constitution in 1834. But this did not sat-

isfy the liberals: so in 1836 the constitution of 1812 was readopted.
The constituent cortes immediately framed another fundamental

law, which was promulgated in 1837. The civil war ended in

1839, and with it, for the time, the pretensions of Don Carlos.

Christina, after a popular outbreak, fled the country in 1840, and
renounced the regency. Espartero, a just and enlightened man,
succeeded her as regent, and the progressive constitutionalists were

in full ascendancy. In the summer of 1843, the moderate consti-

tutionalists came into power, Espartero was forced to fly, the cortes

declared the young child, Isabella, to be of age, and acknowledged
her as queen. Then commenced the predominant influence of

Narvaez, Duke of Valencia, who from that time to the abdication

of Isabella in 1868 was a ruling spirit in Spain, and, as we shall

see, has done much for irrigation interests.

Under the ministry of Narvaez and the ascendency of the Mod-

erado party another constitution was adopted in 1845. But this

was sometimes ignored. A revolution followed. In 1868 Isabella

left Spain for France. A new and liberal impulse swept over the

country after her departure. The cortes adopted a new constitu-

tion in 1869, a monarchy with responsible ministers was in the

same year proclaimed, Serrano was made regent, and universal

suffrage was for Spain an accomplished fact. The following year,

after much negotiation, Prince Amadeus of Savoy was elected

king by the cortes. In 1873 great confusion prevailed, a Carlist

insurrection was raging, and Amadeus abdicated and left the

country. The cortes immediately proclaimed a republic, and, for

a year, this form of government prevailed in the middle and south

of Spain, while the monarchists under Don Carlos held possession

in the north. Early in 1874 the republic was set aside to reestab-

lish the government under the constitution of 1869, and Serrano

was again made regent.

At about the end of the year, Alfonso, son of Isabella, was pro-

claimed king. A constitutional government with a responsible

ministry was revived upon his taking the reins of rule in 187"). a

revised and advanced constitution was adopted in 1876, and con-

tinued to the time of his death in 1885.
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As we shall sec in a futmv chapter, certain extended irrigation

works had hecn constructed. ;md several important inovs had

been made in tin- last century, in the way of governmental enCOUT-

agement of irrigation enterprise. and the construction of great

national canals of irrigation and other acts of advancement in the

field of this subject was continued in tin- early part of this century.

during the despotic rule of Ferdinand, but it was not until after

the partial accession of the constitutional party to power under

Isabella, and the promulgation of the constitution of 1^-J.\ that

the laws and series of royal orders were promulgated that led to

the general water law of 1866 the" foundation of the present sys-

tem to which attention is now asked.

Legislation Prior to 1866.
1

The following named laws and royal orders are the chiefest of

those which were promulgated concerning waters, water-courses,

and irrigations during the reign of Isabella and the ascendancy of

the moderate constitutional party:

Royal order of March 14, 1846, to which the useful employment
of the waters of rivers must be subjected.

Royal order of August 21, 1849, reaffirming and publishing anew

the substance of the foregoing order concerning water utili/a
1

Royal order of December 4, 1S."V,), concerning the useful employ-
ment of public waters, prescribing conditions of authorizations

therefor.

Royal order of April 6, 1848, ordering that the political govern-

ors of the provinces shall return the originals of papers concern ing

water utilizations.

Royal decree of October 27, 1848," declaring the continued ex-

istence, notwithstanding the provisions of the penal rude, of tin-

special irrigation courts of Valencia, Murcia. and elsewhere, and

defining the extent and character of their powers and duties.

Royal order of Ma re h 15, 1849, defining more at length and in

detail the status and duties of special irrigation courts.

Law of June 24, 1849, exempting the capital newly invested

in irrigation works, from taxation for ten years after completion

of construction, and also declaring, establishing, and providing

for the enforcement of the servitude of aqueduct, or right-of-way

for waters for private or individual irrigations.

1
See, Pardo, Legislation dc .l<nms; also, Mrinnfia .*<>bre las Obras Publicas.
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Royal order of twenty-ninth of November, 1850, concerning the

execution of that part of the former law relating to exemption of

new irrigation works from taxes.

Royal order of second of September, 1852, establishing rules

for conducting examinations preliminary to the granting of con-

cessions of water privileges.

Ministerial instruction of the twentieth December, 1852, con-

cerning the application of that part of the law of 1849 which spe-

cially related to the servitude of aqueduct.

Royal order of February 13, 1854, ordering that applications for

water privileges shall be accompanied by all the documents con-

cerning the project, in duplicate, in each case.

Circular of the direction-general of February 21, 1859, prohib-

iting any departure from plans of projects already approved, with-

out due authorization.

Royal order of March 11, 1859, concerning duties of engineers
connected with projects for utilizing waters.

Royal order of April 5, 1859, concerning examinations prelimi-

nary to the granting of water privileges, and the duties of engineers

in the same connection.

Royal decree of April 20, 1860, dictating rules for carrying to

completion enterprises which have for their object the useful em-

ployment of waters. A lengthy and important order.

Royal order of February 28, 1861, declaring provincial authori-

zation to be sufficient for the execution of works of repairs or recon-

struction of old dams in the rivers.

Ministerial circular of December 18, 1865, dictating rules to be

observed in issuing authorizations for the employment of public

waters.

Law of the eleventh of July, 1865, relative to the disposition of

100,000,000 reals for the encouragement of irrigation.

Royal order of July 29, 1865, naming ten hydrological divisions,

to systemize the study of the water supply of Spain.

Royal order of January 14, 1866, providing the form in which

investigations should be held in the matters of water utilizations.

Ministerial circular of January 14, 1866, concerning administra-

tion and judicial powers and duties in the questions of water utili-

zation.

Royal decree of June 4, 1866, authorizing the formation of the

Iberian Irrigation Company, limited.
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General Law of 1866, and nth,-r* to 1879.
1

On the tliird of August. lsi;r,, \v; is promulgated a gem-nil law

of waters for Spain, embracing all that had tumid place in tin-

laws and orders just named, and in the old laws heretofore ab-

stracted. and very much which was new to the general la,

the country having been taken from local laws and custoii

some of the irrigation districts, or, possibly, from the laws of It-

aly or France. The new general law comprised three hundred

ail ides, and would occupy about sixty-three pages of this vol-

ume. It has been in its essential features and arrangement

reproduced in the present general law of 1879, a translation of

which is presented in appendix III hereto. Its framing was tin-

work of a royal commission which for eight years labored to recon-

cile the incongruities of the general and the clashing of the local

laws and customs on the subject. It is a very complete and vig-

orous work, but in part overloaded with details which in the newer

law have been left to administrative regulations.

Following the general water law of 1866 came a law of Febru-

ary 20, 1870, concerning canals and reservoirs of irrigation, regu-

lating the issue of concessions for such works, their construction

and management, and authorizing governmental encouragement
and aid to enterprises of public importance. It will be noticed in

the succeeding chapter on governmental policy.

Interpreting these two laws, establishing regulations for their

application in detail, defining the duties, powers, and jurisdictions

of administrative officers, courts, etc., there were promulgated from

1866 to 1879, about one hundred and fifty decrees, royal orders,

ministerial orders, etc. But these, with the laws to which they

chiefly related, have been set aside or embodied in the gem-mi
law of waters, of 1879, the law of encouragement to irrigation, of

1883, and the decrees, orders, etc., following and relative to them.

of which I write under the next subheading.

The General Law of 1879, and others to 188^

The general law of waters of 1879, of which a complete trans-

lation is presented in appendix III, is the present law of Spain
on this subject. It is arranged in five titles and fifteen chapters,

according to the following outline:

1
See, Pardo: Letiixlurion de Aquas; also, Mentorin Wm- In* Obras Publicas.

2
See, Bentabul and Ureta, Xorinimn Leiiislm-inn <!> Atiuas.
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Title /Of the Dominion of Terrestrial Waters.

Title II Of Beds, Channels, Banks, Margins, Accretions, and
Works.

Title III Of Servitudes on the Subject of Waters.

Title IV Of the Useful Employment of Public Waters.

Title V Of the Administration of Public Waters.

Title I, in four chapters, treats of the ownership and control of

(1) rain-waters; (2) living waters, springs, and streams; (3) stand-

ing waters, ponds, and lakes; and (4) subterranean waters ob-

tained by ordinary wells, or by artesian wells, shafts, or galleries.

Title II, in three chapters, treats of (1) the beds, or chan-

nels, banks, margins, and accretions of water-courses and lakes,

or ponds, and of floating and submerged articles of property; (2)

works of defense against public waters; and (3) the drying of

swamps and marshy lands.

Title III, in two chapters, treats of (1) the natural servitudes

of drainage, etc.; and (2) the legal servitudes of right-of-way for

water, right-of-abutment for a dam, of drawing water, and of wa-

tering places, of towpaths, and others inherent to riparian prop-

erty.

Title IV, in two chapters, treats of (1) the common utilizations

of public waters, such as free use for domestic, agricultural, and

manufacturing purposes, for fishing, and for navigation and trans-

portation; and (2) the special utilizations of public waters, such

as conceded rights to supply towns, railroads, irrigations, naviga-
tion canals, industrial establishments, and fish ponds.

Title V, in four chapters, treats of (1) the police or guarding of

public waters; (2) irrigation associations, syndicates, and special

courts; (3) the powers and duties of the administration; and (4)

the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts, in the matter of waters.

This law contains two hundred and fifty-eight articles as against

two hundred and seventy in the corresponding portion of the law

of 1866, and relates only to terrestrial waters, while the law of

1866 contained provisions relating, as well, to waters and shores

of the sea within the jurisdiction of Spain. The last law is an

improvement on the first named, in that it is more concise and

pointed, and leaves much matter relating to details of procedure,

etc., to be put in the administrative regulations under it.

Since the passage of the act of 1879 down to and inclusive of

September, 1884, there has been no change in the law on the sub-
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ject of waters or water-courses, and hut our law passed n-latin-j to

irrigation, but there 'nave lieen issue<| aliout 1 _'."> deOf668, roval

orders, ministerial orders, and circulars upon these subjects. Tin-

law passed is that of July _!7. 1>V.. authori/ing subsidies to he

awarded to those who properly carry out irrigation, canal, and

reservoir enterprises, and is referred to at length in a ,-uc, , , din-j

chapter hereof. Of the decrees and orders mentioned, they .-m-

classified under thirty-eight headings, and severally relate: nine

to the discovery of waters, four to drainage waters, eight to private

waters, three to works in river channels, five to projects, five to

irri Cations, nine to canals and reservoirs of irrigation, thirty-seven

to irrigation communities, three to forfeiture of concessions, four

to alterations of utilizations, eleven to servitudes, and most of the

Remainder to matters of administrative and judicial power, duty.

and jurisdiction under the general law. These orders and de-

crees embody regulations for the application of the general law in

detail, and many interpretations of the law itself, and other mat-

ters relative thereto. They compose a volume of matter which,

taken with the law itself and others heretofore spoken of, forms

the basis of the present and the following two chapters.

SECTION II.

OwNKKsmr AND RIGHTS TO WATERS AND WATKH-COI USES.

Of Water* <ni(l Water-Courses.

\Vaters are treated in the law, according to their source and

condition, as, (1) fallen waters those from rains: ('2) risen wa-

ters those of springs and other naturally rising sources: (">) run-

ning waters those of streams and rivers; (4) standing waters

those of ponds, lakes, and marshes; (5) subterranean waters

those under the surface of the ground, or caused to rise thence by
artificial means or works of development; ('>) drainage waters

the output of sewers and drains. \Vaters Mowing directly from

the effect of rains are not regarded as Mowing waters, even though

swelling the volumes of streams. Flowing waters are those which

impart a measurably constant volume to a current the normal

flow of streams according to the season. A small stream, as dis-

tinguished from rain-waters Mowing in a small channel, is one
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which is fed by springs or general gathering grounds, and has a

flow in dry as well as wet weather, even though it be not continu-

ous the year round.

Right of Property in Waters?

Rain-Waters. For the purposes of the law, the waters which

flow away or collect immediately from rains are regarded as rain-

waters. These belong to the owner of the property, whether a

private individual, the state, a municipality, or a province, upon
which they fall and while they run through it; but so soon as they
flow beyond such property, into a channel wherein other waters

flow, they become public a part of 'the public domain.

The owner of a property, whether a private individual, a mu-

nicipal or other body, may freely construct within his lands, any
work for the storage, conservation, or utilization of the rain-waters

which fall on such property. Rain-waters which fall on the pub-
lic domain or on municipal lands, are controlled by the munici-

pality within whose jurisdiction the lands are, but an appeal may
be taken to the governor of the province in matters pertaining to

them. [Articles 1-3.

Springs and Sources. As waters which fall on the surface of a

private or other property belong to the owner thereof, so those

which rise to the surface, from substrata, within such estate are

the property of its owner just as much as the estate itself. It

matters not whether the spring or rising water is continuous or

intermittent in its flow, so long as the owner usefully employs the

water and does not, by his neglect, suffer others to acquire a right

to its use by their employment of it, he owns it in complete prop-

ertyship while it flows through his lands. [Articles 4 and 5.

Rivers and Streams. All running waters, except those on the

private lands of their rising or falling, are public. Article 4 o-f the

law of 1879 is as follows:

"There are public, or of the public domain:********
"Second The waters of continuous or intermittent springs and

small streams which flow in their natural channels.

"Third The rivers."

1
See, Bentabol and Ureta, Novisima Legislation de Aguas.

The articles herein cited by number are those of the general water law of 1879,

as found in the above named work and translated for appendix III, hereto.

All other orders, circulars, etc., referred to, are found in the work named.
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Thus, waters of springs and small si reams, whether in heds on
and of private property <>r n.1. an- public waters if llnwini: in nat-

ural channels not on tin- private lands where they have fallen or

risen, and the waters of rivers are always public.

The law is silent on the point of the ownership of such waters

when diverted into artificial channels, but subsequent administra-

tive rulings declare that public waters become private property

only when used, and are not private property when simply tinned

into a private channel.

/)><i<l and Stagnant Waters. Having treated of fallen waters,

risen waters, and running waters, the law thus speaks of stand-

ing waters:

"Lakes and marshes formed by nature and covering public
lands are of the public domain/ Lakes, marshes, and pnds
formed on the lands of their respective estates, belong to private
individuals, to the municipalities, to the provinces, and to tin-

State. Those situated on lands of common profit belon.ir t> the

respective towns." [Art. 17.

Subterranean Waters. Waters in strata or streams beneath tin-

surface of the ground, belong to the owner of the ground when he

shall have secured them for use, but before development, they are

of that class of things which belong to no one in particular, and,

consequently, to the public.

Town Drainage Waters. Sewage, or town drainage waters, be-

long to the town or municipality where formed or collected, and

are under its full control; but this may be lost, as will be seen

under the next subheading. [Art. 13.

Ownership of Water Channels.
1

Rain-water Channels. The natural bed or channel of an inter-

mittent stream formed by rain-waters, is the land which these

cover during their ordinary floods in the deep or shallow washes

t h n >ugh which they pass. These channels belong to the owner of

the property in which they are situated. Each town and pueblo
controls them, within the region of its municipal jurisdiction, when

on public, provincial, or municipal lands, and may issue permits
for constructions therein. Private ownership of such channels

does not justify the making of works or plantations in them, such

1 See note to the preceding subheading.
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as might change the course of the waters to the injury of other par-

ties, or whose destruction might result in injury to other works or

structures below. [Articles 3, 28-31.

Small Stream Channels. The natural hed or channel of a small

stream, is the land which its waters cover in their greatest ordi-

nary floods. The beds of small streams belong to the owners of

the cultivated grounds or lands through which they course, and
hence are public or private as the lands happen to be in public or

private ownership. The municipalities, provinces, or even the state

may exercise control over the public channels of small streams,
and in a measure, as will be seen hereafter, those in private own-

ership as well, are subject to administrative supervision. The

private ownership of small stream beds is subjected to the restric-

tions already spoken of as imposed upon the ownership of rain-

water channels. [Articles 32, 33.

River Channels. The natural channel of a river is the land

which its waters cover in the greatest ordinary floods. This in-

cludes the bed and the banks; the latter being the borders of the

channels included between the plane or edge of the lowest waters-

and that of the floods. The lands contiguous to the banks of a

river are termed its margins. The beds of all rivers belong to the

public domain. The banks of all rivers, except in local cases

where ancient law, custom, or special title has arranged to the

contrary, also form part of the public domain. In all cases the

banks of rivers and the margins to a certain extent are subject to-

public use for convenience of navigation and fishing. [Articles-

32-36.

The use of a bed of a river will not be conceded for any purpose
that may interfere with the flow of its waters in the smallest dam-

aging degree; nor will any part of a river bed on public territory

be sold; nor yet will public lands be sold bordering a river, until

the channel shall have been surveyed and determined upon.
1

Lakes, Marshes, and Ponds. The bed or bottom of lakes, marshes,,

or ponds, is the land which the waters occupy at their greatest

ordinary height. These may be the property of the state, of a

province, or of a municipality, or, by special title, of a private

individual or grantee, without respect to the ownership of the ad-

1

Royal Orders, August 4, 1879, April 3, 1880, and August 16, 1880.
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jaeent or bordering properties. When nut thus separately held.

they belong to the owners of tin- rout iiruous l;m<ls. Th- !MM!H of

all navigable lakes belong to the public, and evm when in pri-

vate ownership their shores are subject to public use. within cer-

tain limits, for purposes of navigation, etc. [Articles :;7-.7..

RiyJttx of ]l'ntt'r-Stnim' Owners. 1

The ownership of a water-source gives the proprietor most abso-

lute control over its waters. He may use them at will upon his

property, as abundantly and for whatever purpose he ehwses. pro-

vided that he does not thereby injure others, and that he does not

interfere with acquired uses of the waters below. As such rights

can be obtained, against his desired or sufficient utilixation. oniy

through his negligence, permission, or formal grant, he is prima-

rily in absolute dominion of his waters. By the passage of tin-

law of 1866, the owners of water-sources were given twenty years
in which to utilize their waters, after which, it was declared these

should be subject to use by riparian owners below, and that they
<?ould acquire a right to them by one year's utilization. Article

11 of the law of 187U is as follows:

"If, after twenty years, counting from the day of the promul-
gation of the law of 1866, the owner of a property where waters
rise naturally should not have used them, wasting them wholly
or partially in any manner whatever, he shall lose all right to

interrupt those using or applying the same waters lower down,
who for the period of a year and a day consecutively may have
used them."

At all times the surplus over and above the amount of his em-

ployment, and the drainage or residue from his utilizations, is

subject to use below, as against any claim of right by a source

owner, but when he has used any fixed or known quantity of water,

it being only part of the normal How of the same, in seasons of

scarcity or drought, he may use all, up to his full amount required.

and the loss will be that of the utilizers below. [Art. 10.] Waters

not used and waters draining off from irrigations on the property

of a water-source must be turned into their natural channel at its

point of departure from the estate, unless these can be conducted

to it or utilized on riparian lands below, by the route of the canals

or ditches in which they run. [Art. 9.

1 See note to the preceding subheading.
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The following is the syllabus of a very recent administrative

decision on the foregoing points:

" The law does not establish any limit to the utilization of pri-
vate waters by the proprietor, for on him it imposes no other obli-

gation than that of permitting the waters which he does not use
to flow directly through their natural and accustomed channel,
according to the tenor of article 9 of the law in force."

1

Before the expiration of the twenty years from the passage of

the law of 1866, the owner of a water-source can claim his right to

the waters, unless these have been utilized by riparian proprietors

below for a period of twenty years. [Art. 8.] But although the

owner of a water-source may lose his right to consume the waters

in irrigation or otherwise, he always retains a right to employ

them, without appreciable waste, in the movement of machinery.

[Art. 14.

The Riparian Water Privilege?

As we have now seen, with the exception of waters which fall as

rain on a private property, rise as from a spring on such property,

rest as in a lake or pond on such property, or are artificially brought
to the surface as by an artesian well, or stored in a reservoir, are

public waters. Even rain-waters, when they have run off from the

private tract where they have fallen, and the waters of springs

escaping from the land of their rising, immediately become pub-

lic; so that the waters of all rivers and small streams in their

natural channels, whether on private property or not, and of all

springs and rains flowing in such natural channels, provided
these are not on the tract of their rising or falling, are public wa-

ters: in other words, under the Spanish law, there can be no such

thing as a private stream flowing from one property to another,

and so on through others, nor even flowing on the bounding line

between two properties.

The bed of such a stream may belong to the owners of the bank

lands, but its waters and the stream as a whole, are public, and

the riparian proprietors have no right of control over them. There

is no such thing as a riparian right to a stream to have its waters

undiminished in quantity, or even to have them flow at all, be-

cause of a right to the stream and a lower riparian proprietor has

absolutely no rights as against the necessities of those higher on

1

Royal Order, January 5, 1883.
2 See note to the preceding subheading.
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tin- stream, unless he has acquired. ly an useful employment uf

the waters, a priority of privilege, and subject also to -rtain clas-

sifications of estates and of water utilizations which fix an order of

preference in each line.

But, under Spanish laws, although there is no riparian right of

control over streams, riparian proprietors have, BUbjed to the right-

of owners of water sources, certain preferred privileges to utili/e

the waters of water-courses. Let us see exactly what these privi-

leges are.

Tin- Wnters of Springs and Small Streams. After having passed
out of the property where they rise, the waters of springs and

small streams which enter naturally to run through or contigu-

ous to other properties in private ownership, either before coming
to public channels or after having run through such, become sub-

ject to a riparian right of use. The riparian proprietors may, each

in his turn, acquire a definite right to usefully employ them.

[Article 5.] An order of preference for thus profiting by riparian

ownership is established by the law: First, the properties through
which the waters flow that is, those properties in one tract and

ownership on both banks have, successively, in the order of their

situation from the head of the stream, the option to take and use

the waters necessary for their irrigation; and, Serowl, the proper-

ties fronting on or contiguous to the channel, in their order and

turn, commencing again at the one highest on the stream, have

the option to make good a right by using the waters in irrigation.

[Article 7.

The right is not, however, with any of these properties, a con-

tinuous one; it is simply a first, second, or third, etc., as the case

may be, choice, or option, to take and utilize the waters, and must

be availed of within a year, else it may be forestalled by greater

promptness in use by some lower proprietor; for the law says:

"It is understood that those lower and bordering properties
which shall have anticipated the utilization by a year and a day,
cannot be deprived of it by another, although it may be found
situated higher up on the course of the water: and that no casual

employment can interrupt or attack rights previously acquired
over the same waters in a lower district." [Articles 7 and 10.

The law makes quite a distinction in its wording between the

privilege which it extends and the right which may be acquired

by a proper availing of that privilege. For, whereas, the priv-
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ilege is one of fortuitous or casual use, which must be kept

constantly alive by compliance with terms of law, and may be
"
strengthened by uninterrupted use,"

"
the right to usefully em-

ploy indefinitely the waters of springs and streams is acquired by
the owners of lower landfe, and, in their order, of those contiguous
to the channel, when they utilize them without interruption for the

term of twenty years." [Articles 5, 8, and 10.

Thus, we observe that this riparian water privilege is not a con-

tinuous servitude inherent to all bank lands alike, but it is a pre-

ferred privilege of riparian land owners, to make good a claim to

waters, graded through in the order of situation of the properties.

It is an option to acquire a right to waters, conferred by law on

owners of riparian lands, and not a natural water-right inherent

to riparian property. The right to water to be had under it is an

acquired right and not a natural right: it is not a riparian right as

known to either the French civil law or the English common law.

There is no limit of amount placed on those who have the priority

of choice, except the limit of economical employment of the waters,

and that referred to in article 6 and hereafter to be spoken of; but

there is the limitation in time, on the privilege of choice, to one year.

Taking, for instance, a stream upon which no waters have been util-

ized, upper proprietors, in the order already explained, would have

priority of privilege to construct works and divert waters in irriga-

tion. As against those below in the scale of privilege, any one of

these might, if his land demanded the water, and if not restrained

by the administration, use it all in irrigation; but if he should

neglect to make good his privilege by economical use, and should

permit some other below him to usefully employ the water for a

year and a day, then this employer cannot be disturbed in his

use of it, so long as he continues to make the useful application.

But as a condition to this apparent freedom of taking comes a

restriction on the construction of works and on the diversion of

waters when the amount to be derived exceeds a certain very
small limit. Article 6 says: "Every casual employment of the

waters of springs and small streams in natural channels may be

fully effected by means of works by the owners of property situated

lower down, always provided that they do not make use of bar-

riers other than of earth and loose stone, and that the quantity of

water consumed by each one of them does not exceed ten litres

(0.353 cub. ft.) per second of time." Xow, this amount of water is
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very small; it would be carried in a stream 1 foot wide and U
inches deep, flowing at an average rate of one foot per second :t

mere little trough of water, such as is used in the irrigation

garden patch.
Let us see what is the alternative. \\V i'md it in arti-l<- 1 17,

which says:

"An authorization is necessary for the useful employment of

public waters nominally intended for undertakings of public or

private interest, excepting the cases clearly expressed in articles

0, 174, 176, 177, and 184 of the present law."

Now, we will see that the last named articles do not apply at all

to the case of waters of small streams and springs, which we are

at present considering, and to which article (5 relates; and thus

we have, as a result, this conclusion: Notwithstanding the privi-

lege or option to utilize the waters of springs and small streams.

which articles 5, 6, 7, and 10 refer to and confer on the bank -land

owners, wherever one of these has to construct in a stream a work

other than a barrier or dam of earth or loose stone, or desires to

divert more water than 0.353 cubic foot per second, he must obtain

a special authorization from the competent governmental author-

ity.

Article 33 is explicit on the first part of this point. Taken in

connection with article 31, which it refers to as part of itself, it

says:

"The beds of small streams belong to the owners of the culti-

vated grounds and of the lands which they cross," but "the pri-

vate ownership of the beds does not authorize cultivations to be
made in them nor works to be constructed, which would change
the natural course of the waters, to the injury of other parties, or

whose destruction by the force of floods niiirht cause damage to

landed properties, factories or establishments, bridges, roads, or

towns situated lower down/
1

The extent of the unrestricted privilege of the most favored

riparian proprietor upon a small stream, below the tract of the

water-source, therefore, is to divert and use a little more than one

third of a cubic foot per second, and to construct, for the purpose,

in the channel, a dam or barrier of earth or loose stone, which

would be carried out by the first freshet, and in no way would

affect the flood regime of the stream. Going beyond this, he

must obtain permission from the administration. Here comes in

the principle of governmental control and authorization, more
29 l
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fully treated of under a subsequent heading; but with respect to

the practice as applied to proprietors on small streams, it is well

to close the subject here.

Should a riparian proprietor on a small stream, having, by rea-

son of the situation of his property, under article 7, a priority of

privilege to casually employ the waters, desire to use, for instance,
the whole stream in irrigating his land, and apply to the admin-
istrative authorities for permission to construct works and divert

waters beyond those allowed by article 6, the authorities, after

publication and other notification, would hold an investigation or

inquiry, at which all proprietors situated below would be expected
to hear the application and make their objections. If there ap-

peared no proof of prior utilizations, and no sufficient evidence of

intention on the part of lower proprietors to utilize waters, to the

extent of the right conferred by article 6, within a year, the ad-

ministration would allow the applicant to divert all the waters of

the stream for his irrigations, saving the limitations explained in

the two following paragraphs.

Speaking of concessions of privileges to use waters of streams,

article 160, after establishing a scale of preference as between

town supplies, railroads, irrigations, navigation canals, mills and

factories, etc., says: "In every case, the common employments of

water clearly expressed in sections one, two, and three of the for-

mer chapter will be preeminently respected." Now these common
utilizations come under the following section headings, namely:

(1) The employment of public waters for domestic, agricultural,

and manufacturing purposes; (2) the occupation of public waters

for fishing; (3) the utilization of public waters for navigation and

flotation. More definitely, these employments are the following.

Article 126 says: "While waters run through their natural and

public channels, all may use them for drinking, washing clothes,

vessels, and any other objects, for bathing, and watering or wash-

ing horses or cattle, subject to municipal police rules and regula-

tions."
1

Article 129 reads: "All may fish in the public channels,

subject to the law and police regulations," etc. Article 138 is:

"The navigation of rivers is entirely free," etc.

Hence, when waters are used for drinking, washing clothes,

1 The "
agricultural

"
use, other than those above named, classed under this

heading, is the watering of isolated plants, with water taken from canals or
other aqueducts, in a bucket or other vessel, and is not irrigation, which latter

is ranked as a special utilization and not a common employment of water. [See,
Article 127

; also, the following section and the articles therein referred to.
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vessels, etc., for bathinir. and watering or washing horses or cattle.

when they are essential to fishing, navigation, or iLitatinn at lower

j)oints, new concessions of them for irrigation will not he i~

by i IK' authorities, even not to a preferred riparian propri.-tor. lint

should there be a surplus in a stream over and above tin- amount

required for the common utilizations above enumerated, the ad-

ministration will grant the right for its employment in irrigation,

up toany amount that may be necessary, on the riparian property
which first in its order applies for it; subject to the privilege which

each has to take within a year, without authorization, an amount

equivalent to about the third of a cubic foot per second.

The Riparian Water Privilege (Continued).

J!a in-Waters in Natural Channels. Rain-waters are defined in

article 1 as those "which proceed directly from rains." They
are those which run off as floods or freshets by and through chan-

nels of all descriptions, their flow terminating, except in larger

rivers, within a very few days after the rainfall ceases. The own-

ers of properties, bordering on channels of intermittent flow through
which rain-waters course, have the privilege to utilize them in irri-

gation, under the following provisions of the law:

"Article 176. The owners of properties contiguous to the public
roads can collect the rain-waters which run through them, and

employ these for the irrigation of their fields, in subjection to that

which the ordinances direct for the preservation and police of the

said roads.

"Article 177. The owners of property bordering on channels of

intermittent flow, as shallow washes, small streams, ravines, or

others similar of the public domain, can employ in their irrigation
the rain-waters which run through them, and construct for tin-

purpose, without the necessity of authorization, dikes of ran h and
loose stone or dams either automatic or movable.

"Article 178. When these dikes or dams may produce inun-

dations, or cause any other injury to the public, the ///////-. olli-

cially, or at the request of others, the danger being proved, will

order that those who constructed them shall modify them as much
as may be necessary to remove all tear, or, should it be necessary,
that they destroy them. If they threaten to cause injury to pri-

vate persons, the latter may appeal at once to the local authority;
and if the injury is realized, they shall have their rights examine* 1

into promptly before courts of justice.
"Article 180. The provisions of the preceding articles, relating

to rain-waters, is applicable to intermittent springs, which flow

only in times of abundant rains."
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We here find a very much restricted privilege. In the first place,

only the rain-waters, and those of intermittent springs, which run

along public roads or in small channels of intermittent flow, are

subject to utilization by the owners of adjoining property. Rain-

waters in any stream which flows a considerable part of the year
without stopping, are not subject to such use without special au-

thorization. The restriction on the liberty of maintaining works,
even in such channels as rain-waters may be freely diverted from,
is a decided one, and such as to prompt any one contemplating the

construction of a permanent work for the purpose, to secure an au-

thorization for it. Thus, even for the diversion of rain-waters from

streams of intermittent flow, by a permanent work, an authoriza-

tion is necessary to secure the builder a well grounded right to

maintain his work. Indeed, article 181 is explicit on this point,

in the following words: "When it is designed to construct dams,
or weirs, of a permanent character, in order to employ for irriga-

tion the rain-waters, or the intermittent springs which run through

public channels, the authorization of the governor of the province
will be necessary, after due formality."

As to the term during which it is necessary to use rain-waters

in order to prevent others above from taking them, we find article

179 in point, as follows: "Those who during twenty years should

have employed for the irrigation of their lands the rain-waters

which flow through a shallow wash, ravine, or other similar chan-

nel of the public domain, can object to the owners of properties

higher up depriving them of this advantage. But if they should

have employed only a part of the water, they cannot prevent oth-

ers from using the remainder, provided that the flow for the quan-

tity which they have for a long time employed remains free."

In contrast with most other provisions of this law, the above

article is very ambiguous. It would appear that use for a year
and a day, and continued use thereafter, is not, as it is in cases

of use of waters of perennial streams, sufficient to prevent others

above from taking the rain-water supply used by a lower riparian

proprietor, but that the use must be for twenty years. And it

would also appear that use
"
for a long time "

is sufficient to pre-

vent interference by superior proprietors, when a part only of the

waters have been employed.
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The Riparian Water Privilege (1'nntimn ! ).

The Waters of Navigable Rivers. The extent of the riparian priv-

ilege to divert or take waters from a navigable str-am is set forth

in article 184, to the effect that the proprietors of Lank Ian. Is may
freely establish pumps, or any other machine intended to draw
waters necessary for the irrigation of their bordering proper! ii s.

provided that they do not cause injuries to navigation and that

they do not use steam as a motive power. These conditions being

violated, or their violation contemplated, an official authorization

is necessary.

SECTION III.

ACQUIRED RIGHTS TO THE USE AND CONTROL OF WATERS.

Private Appropriation of Public Waters.
1

Having considered the subject of the riparian water privilege,

we are now to examine the Spanish law, to see what right of ap-

propriation of public waters it extends to all landholders and the

public generally, and what privileges of utilization these can ac-

quire by governmental concession. Title IV treats of the useful

employment of public waters, and under this general heading are

two chapters, namely: X, "Of common utilizations of public wa-

ters," and XI, "Of special utilizations of public waters." As we
have already seen, article 160 accords precedence in every c;i

the common utilizations of waters: these being for drink inn. wash-

ing clothes, vessels, and any other objects, bathing and watering

horses and cattle, fishing, navigation, and flotation. Articles 1 '_';.

129, and 138 say that while waters run in their natural and public

channels all persons may use them for these purposes, subject to

municipal police rules. This is an authorization of appropriation

for these purposes, and where such appropriation or necessity exists

the administration prevents any diversion above, which will inter-

fere therewith.

As we have seen, article 6 accords, and articles 5, 7, and 10

refer to the privilege of taking accorded to riparian proprietors on

small streams, article 174 authorizes railways to take water which

1 See note to first subhead of preceding section.
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is attached to lands condemned or purchased by them, articles

176 and 177 relate to the taking of rain-waters by riparian pro-

prietors, and article 184 accords a limited privilege of water

utilization to the owners of bank lands on navigable rivers. Re-

ferring to these cases, as the only exceptions, article 147 says that
" an authorization is necessary for the useful employment of pub-
lic waters, nominally intended for undertakings of public or pri-

vate interest." With the exception, therefore, of the privileges

referring to common utilizations, there is no right of appropriation
of public waters, whatever, accorded to the public by the present

Spanish law.

The wording of the law itself appears to have been most care-

fully made to convey an exact meaning on this point. There are

four verbs employed, in speaking of the taking of waters under the

provisions of the law, and of the rights acquired thereby, as fol-

lows: aprovechar, to apply to a useful purpose, to profit by, to use-

fully employ; utilizar. to utilize; usar, to use; and apropiar, to

appropriate. Usar or its derivations appears frequently, utilizar

quite frequently, and aprovechar is employed the greater number
of times; while apropiar finds place but twice in the entire law,

namely, once in article 23 where the owner of land is given

authority to search for and "
appropriate," by means of artesian

wells, etc., the waters which may be in the ground under his

property; and once in article 86, in speaking of waters which

might be absorbed from lands by constructing a new canal

through the property.

Under this Spanish law, then, a land owner may
"
appropriate

"

"
artificial" or "discovered" waters, or those which he has discov-

ered and brought to the surface of the ground by artificial works,
and he is prohibited from constructing a canal through another's

property so as to drain the waters out of it which are already
"
ap-

propriated" that is, actually made part of the property by the

owner of the land, but he is nowhere given authority to
"
appropri-

ate
"

public waters, either with or without an authorization. He

may "usefully employ," "use," or "utilize" these, under the law;

and when he takes them without a special permit, the purpose
of the taking must come under the heading of a "common util-

ization," and be made in a bucket or other vessel, or else he must

be a riparian proprietor and take to the very limited amount, or

by the circumscribed means elsewhere mentioned; and however

he takes without special permit, the object must be in good faith
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for use on his own land, or by himself or family. <>r in his own
individual occupation, and not for sale, distrihution. or rental.

Tin- noun used is uniformly *//;//> //'/////* ni, an "useful em-

ployment." derived from aprovechar, and not from >//,/-./y,mr, to

appropriate.
"An appropriation'' of waters is not mentioned in the

present general law, or in any other which has heen examined.

The diilerence is in this, namely: that a mere fakimj of w<

does not constitute an act conferring or bettering a right, under

the Spanish law; and the privilege of taking waters is accorded

only in the restricted number of cases, for the purposes, and in the

limited amounts, referred to and explained above, and under tin-

preceding subheading. As will be seen under the following head-

lines, even where authorizations are issued, the privilege is not for

a taking of water, but a denned useful employment of it. with re-

strictions of a stringent character, and under pain of forfeiture if

these be not complied with.

Development of Subterranean Waters.
1

Ordinary Well Waters. There is no declaration in the Spanish

general water law to the effect that waters beneath the surface of

lands primarily belong to the property owner. On the contrary,

the subject of subterranean waters is treated apparently upon tin-

principle that waters thus situated belong to no one until devel-

oped or a right to them is acquired. Thus, article 18 says:
" Sub-

terranean waters belong to the owner of a property in full proprie-

torship, who shall have obtained them on it, by means of ordinary

wells." And article 19 continues: "All proprietors may freely

open ordinary wells to raise water within their own properties,

though a diminution of the waters of their neighbors result from

them." True, this last article concludes by saying that "a dis-

tance of two metres between well and well within the towns must

be preserved, and fifteen metres in the country." l>ut this restric-

tion is a mere police measure, designed to regulate the private

drawing upon a property which, belonging to no one, is the ward

of the nation. The water becomes the property of the land owner

only when it stands in the well he has excavated. In other

words, he does not own it primarily because of its bring under,

and thus part of his property, but he acquires a right to so much
as he obtains by his work of development. The ordinary wells

1 See note to first subhead of preceding section.
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which the property owner may thus freely sink, are denned in

the law as "those which are opened with the exclusive object of

accommodating domestic use or the ordinary necessities of life,

and those which in the extraction of the water do not employ on

the apparatus any other motor than manual labor." It would

appear from this that all others came under the head of draw
wells or of artesian wells, which are next written of.

Further than this, article 21 treats of the development of sub-

surface waters on public lands, as follows: "The authorization

to open ordinary wells or draw-wells, on public lands, shall be

granted by the administrative authority, in whose charge is found

the management and police of the land. He who shall obtain

it, shall acquire full ownership of the waters he may find." We
notice here that the authorization is for the opening of the well,

and the right is acquired by the finding of the water, independent
of any right to lands over it. The ordinary wells spoken of in this

paragraph are the same as those referred to in that preceding, and

the draw-wells are ordinary wells whence water is drawn by power

machinery.

Artesian Waters. There is more restraint placed upon liberty

of development of artesian waters than on that of subsoil waters

by ordinary wells, as the following article shows:

" The owner of any land may search for and fully appropriate

by means of artesian wells, or by shafts or galleries, the waters
which exist under the surface of his property, provided he does
not divert or remove public or private waters from their natural

course. When, in consequence of an artesian well, shaft, or gal-

lery, a result is threatened which will divert or diminish the pub-
lic or private waters due to a public service, or to a preexisting

private employment by rights legitimately acquired, the mayor,
officially, on the motion of the municipal council in the first case,
or by means of information from those interested, in the second

case, can suspend the works. The decision of the mayor shall be

final, if not opposed within the legal term before the governor of

the province, who shall then dictate the decision that goes out,,

previously hearing those interested, and statements and opinions
of experts." [Article 23.

We observe here that, whereas, in the case of ordinary wells the

police clause of the law requires only certain distances to be ob-

served between well and well, and disregards consequences to the

water supply of others, similarly obtained, in this case of artesian

wells, shafts, and galleries, a right can be acquired only to waters
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which h;ivc nt hccn previously developed or utili/.cd. If. h\- the

construction of an artesian well, shaft, or gallery, tl M <.r

other water supply which has been properly utili/ed. by a private

individual, association, or puhlic work, is threatened with diminu-

tion, the administrative authority will suspend tin* work. The

opening of artesian wells on one's own property, therefore, is not

free: by this means the owner of a property may draw on tin-

stock of waters beneath the surface, only in so far as he do,

interfere with those who have preceded him. He does not own
the waters till he gets them; and he must not take those which

other people have acquired a right to.

The owner of lands, however, although he does not own the wa-

ters under them, has complete control over them, and no works

of exploration can be conducted or authorized upon them, even

by the government, without his consent, or unless his property be

condemned for purposes of public utility, and paid for according
to law.

1

When a land owner or other person duly authorized does obtain

an artesian flow without interference with other rights, natural or

acquired, he owns the water of his well. Article 22 is as follows:

"When the development of artesian waters is sought by means
of artesian wells, or by shafts or galleries, he who finds them, and
causes them to rise to the surface of the earth, shall be the owner
of them forever, without losing his right though they run away
from the property where they are discovered, whatever may be the

direction which the discoverer wishes to give them while he main-
tains their control."

Thus, unlike the case of waters which rise naturally on a prop-

erty, the owner of waters caused to rise artificially may lead them

off on to another property of his own or may sell them to others for

their use.

Notwithstanding this complete ownership of artesian waters,

their possessor must utilize them, or cause others so to do, else by
his negligence he lose his control of them, for the last quoted arti-

cle thus continues:

"Should the owner of the discovered waters not construct a

channel to conduct them through the lower properties which they

might cross, then the owners of these properties shall commence
to enjoy the casual rights which are conferred by articles 5 and 10

in relation to natural upper springs, and the final right which

1
Royal Orders, July 11, 1877, and October 8, 1879.
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article 10 establishes, with the limitations fixed in articles 7 and
14."

In other words, the waters become subject to the accorded priv-

ilege of riparian proprietors, the same as waters which have not

been developed by artificial works, and rights to them may be

perfected by utilizing them as already explained in the second

section of this chapter. The owner of an artesian well cannot un-

derdrain or draw away the water from another's well, and he can-

not retain the control of his water unless he usefully employs it.

But beyond the provision which protects absolutely a developed
artesian flow or other utilized supply from being underdrained by
newer artesian wells or excavations, we find, also, a clause which

limits the distance from others, within which new wells, excava-

tions, or works may be executed. Article 24 is worded as follows:

" The works of development treated of in the preceding article-

shall not be executed within a less distance than 40 metres of an-
other's house, nor of a railroad or high road, nor at a less distance
than 100 metres from any other exploration or fountain, river,

canal, ditch, or public watering place, without the proper permis-
sion of the owners, or, in their case, of the municipal council, be-

fore the formation of the final project."

Thus, even though the administrative authorities may grant per-

mission, the law expressly prohibits one land owner from sinking
an artesian well within 100 metres of the well or other water de-

velopment of another land owner, without the permission of he

who has already developed a flow.

We have noticed that in the case of ordinary wells on public

lands, the right simply to sink them is conferred by the authori-

ties; but we will now see that for the sinking of wells or other

works for the development of artesian waters on the public do-

main, a grant of land is made. Article 25 is to the following

effect:

" Concessions of lands of the public domain, for the purpose of

exploring for subterranean waters by means of shafts, galleries,
or artesian wells, may be granted by the administration, always
taking care of everything relating to the control, the limitation of

propertyship, and the useful employment of the waters discovered,

subject to that which the present law prescribes in respect to these

particulars. Lands of the public domain can only be granted for

these subterranean explorations, whose surface or soil has not been

granted for a different purpose, unless that both may be compati-
ble."
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The law then din-ris that there shall he an administrative

illation promulirated which will specify the details of its applica-
tion: and, hence, we tind the royal order to this point. which is

made an affix to appendix III of this volume.

in substrata of River Ch<imnl*. The waters (low-

ing in the substrata of river beds are public, and concessions may
be granted for their discovery and utilization (Art. !'>_). hut even

threatened or possible damage to existing utilizations may be a

cause why such applications should be refused, or the concessions

annulled after being granted.
1 Some illustration of this point is

given in the next section, and under the head of Trote. tion t<>

Prior Rights.

Water-Right Concessions."
1

In all cases other than those of source ownership and of ripa-

rian privilege, and of the common utilizations already commented

upon, a special authorization from government is necessary in or-

der to acquire the privilege of diverting waters from a natural

stream. Utilizations under such concessions or permits are called

special utilizations of public waters, as distinguished from the com-

mon utilizations, and are authorized for the supply of populations

and railways, for irrigation and canals of navigation, for industrial

uses and the establishment of fish ponds and breeding places, but

they will be written of here only as applicable to irrigation. [Ar-

ticle 147.

Practically, for all irrigation enterprises with public wa:

other than the watering of gardens or small fields by riparian

proprietors, an administrative concession of a water privilege is

necessary. There is, as already explained, no such thing a-

appropriation of waters, nor is there any possibility of construct ini:

a permanent dam or headwork in a stream, except by sjx
< ial

administrative sanction.

It appears that this prohibition has not always been strictly

observed, for it became necessary but three years ago to issue the

following royal order:

"In view of the fact that works are frequently made in public
rivers and small streams without seeking and obtaining the prop- r

authorization, his majesty, the king, desiring to avoid the ditlieul-

1 Administrative decision ; Royal Decree, July 2, 1882.
- See note to first subhead of preceding section.
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ties which will be brought about in the future, directs the govern-
ors of all the provinces that they issue strict orders to the mayors,
not to permit in any public drain or stream, water utilizations of

any kind, which are not legally authorized, nor any alterations in
those existing, for which permission has not been solicited; direct-

ing that the chief provincial engineers, by means of their assist-

ants, exercise the proper vigilance and report to the governors all

transgressions which they observe.
1

All running waters in their natural channels are of the public

domain, and subject to the supervising care of governmental, pro-

vincial, or municipal authorities. A stream may be wholly within,
or dedicated by ancient governmental grant or custom to utiliza-

tion on some certain municipal lands of common profit or occupa-

tion, and its waters be, by custom or local regulation, thus opened
to appropriation and use by the people of the town, on lands

within the municipal jurisdiction; but the general law makes no

provision for private appropriation or utilization, except by special

grant or concession, or for otherwise acquiring a wr

ater-right, ex-

cept by use without opposition from the authorities or other parties

for the space of twenty years. [Article 149.

By a provision of the law of August 3, 1866, all persons who
then had definite and recognized claims to the waters of a river or

stream, were given twenty years from that date in which to fully

apply them, and it was declared that, if at the expiration of that

term such employment was not complete, the right to the unused

surplus should lapse. In the meantime, in all cases when, as here-

after explained, a public inquiry, preliminary to the granting of a

concession which might conflict with such right, is to be held, the

claimant of the old right is obliged to prove a proper foundation

for his pretensions. Not fully utilizing his waters claimed, he is

presumed to have no right to them until he proves it as resting

upon some ancient title or unconditional grant, and, even this

proven, if not utilized within the twenty years, his claim becomes

forfeited. [Article 148.

Concessions for the useful employment of public waters are

granted by the municipalities, by the governors of provinces, or

by the minister of public works, in the cases and according to the

formalities hereinafter explained. Every concession is made sub-

ject to such natural and acquired rights as already exist to the

waters, and for a term expressed in the articles of the granting

1
Royal Order, November 15, 1882.
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[Art. 150]; where are also specifically stated tin- natiuv and pur-

pose of the concession, the <|uantity of water conceded in milli-

metres per second, and,' if intended for irrigation. th- i-\t-nt in

hectares, and location of the lands to be watered
|
Art. 1-VJ]; and,

furthermore, waters conceded for one purpose can not he di\

to another without obtaining a new privilege then-tor.
(
Art.

Even when the new use may require less water than the old, tin-

change must not be made without a renewed application, inv-ti-

gation, and permit, for "the conditions and circumstances of the

ne\\ use might raise objections which it is best to avoid." '

Waters conceded for a use such as does not consume them

as for the movement of a power machinery do not lose their

public character, but are subject to the control of the administra-

tion after they have performed the duty for which they have been

granted. New concessions will always state that such waters must

be returned to the stream whence taken, and that the works shall

be such as to limit the amount of loss to a reasonably small quan-

tity; and in the case of old concessions, where such clause may
have been omitted, the administration will not permit the holder

of the water-right to divert the waters to another use after th ex-

have performed the duty for which the right was conceded, and

he can not do so unless he shall have acquired the right by pre-

scription under the law.
a All surplus waters over and ahove the

amounts legitimately used up under a concession, are subject to

administrative control as public waters. A grantee has no control

over the waters of his concession which he can not legitimately

use under it.
3

A concession of water privilege will be annulled by the hiirher

administrative authorities when granted by the provincial author-

ities in excess of their power, or under a clause of the law not

properly applicable to the case. Thus, under article 218 of the

law, the governor of a province granted a concession of right to

divert water from a navigable river for the use of an industrial

establishment situated at a considerable distance from its banks.

The matter was brought to the attention of the council of state.

and it was decided that the article in question contemplated tin-

use of water in a way such, and only by establishments so near to

the stream that no appreciable waste would result, and that in the

1 Administrative decision; Royal Order, October -J7. 1882.
- A dministrative decision; Royal Order, March r.\ 1 <_'.

Administrative decision; Royal Order, April 10, 1881.
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case submitted there was an appreciable waste in conducting the

water to the establishment and returning it to the river, as well as

in the use, and hence the concession should be annulled; and this

was done. 1

In concessions of special privileges for the employment of public
waters the uses to which such waters may be put are classified,

and preference is given to applications of a higher over those of a

lower class, and within each class the undertakings of the greatest

importance and utility, or, other things being equal, the first ap-

plicant, is given preference. The following is the order of classi-

fication: (1) the supply of towns ; (2) the supply of railways; (3)

irrigations; (4) canals for navigation; (5) mills and factories; (6)

fish ponds and fish breeding places. But all of these uses are

subjected to and made subordinate to the common utilizations of

waters, spoken of under the first subheading of this section, and
defined in article 126. [Article 160.

Any concession for the useful employment of waters will be-

come extinct if the terms and conditions according to which it

is granted be not compiled with; and all water rights whether ob-

tained by concession or otherwise, are subject to expropriation,

or condemnation, on account of public utility, in favor of another

application of the waters, of a higher order in the scale of prefer-

ence already spoken of. [Articles 158 and 161.'

Concessions for the employment of public waters are considered

as including that of the public lands, if any, necessary for the con-

struction of works, etc. [Article 151.

Concessions of water to land owners individually or collectively,

for the irrigation of their properties, are made in perpetuity; while

those made to associations, companies, or capitalists, to irrigate

the lands of others in consideration of payment therefor, are made
for terms not to exceed ninety-nine years, and upon condition

that at the expiration of the time the ownership and control of

the works shall pass to the owners of the lands irrigated, organ-

ized into an association as by the law provided. [Article 188.]

But in all cases of water utilization for irrigation, navigation

canals, and sanitary improvements, the water falls and power,

factories, and industrial establishments, which shall have been

constructed or erected upon the canals by the grantees, shall for-

ever remain their property. [Article 159.

1 Administrative decision
; Royal Order, November 25, 1882.
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The extravagant or wasteful us.- of public water. ,,r 1ml. ling

water-rights without fully utilizing the water is nut |M-rmitted.

In cases of water utilization where the amount of th<- claim has

not been fixed in a concession, the minister of public works is

clothed with authority to ascertain the amount of water actually

required and applied for the purpose, and only this quantity is

understood to be conceded. Furthermore, the administration will

cause the water user to construct such headworks and measuring

apparatus as will render easy the gauging of the waters, and make
it possible to detect at once the fact of more water being taken

than the right calls for. Thus, upon the passage of the general

law, all water claims in Spain, whose amounts were not already
fixed in concessions and regulated by rated headworks, were sub-

ject to investigation a proving up of actual necessities and utili-

zations, a reconstruction and rating of headworks, if necessary
and to a limitation in claim to correspond with the facts of

nomical use at that time. [Article l.VJ.

The general water law, after providing in former articles for the

gauging and limitation of water claims as above written, closes its

long section on the employment of public waters for irrigation

with the following:

"Article 204. For the general interest in the better employment
of waters, the minister of public works shall direct what shall be
done for the examination of the existing rivers, with the view of

providing that no irrigator shall waste the water of his allotment,

which might be of use to others in need of it, and with that of pre-

venting the waters of freshets from flowing unproduetively, and
even injuriously, away to the sea, when other districts are longing
and begging for irrigation and regular applications of the water,

and without injuring acquired rights."

This is certainly a significant paragraph to be found in a newly
made and formal general law of a great country, where irrigation

has been in progress for centuries, and where we might have sup-

posed the problem of economical use and conservancy of waters

had been mastered long ago. In this connection the words of a

recent administrative decision on this point are worthy of transla-

tion. They are:

"The spirit of all the legislation for waters, before and since tin-

law of August 3, 1866, is that the greatest possible protection and

utility of the public waters shall be enforced for the general and

private interest, for which reason a volume of said waters granted
cannot be monopolized, unless they are used for the purpose for
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which they were solicited
;
on which point the appellant has fallen

into a gross error, in supposing that by the concession he had
acquired a perpetual right to the waters without using them for

the purpose for which they were intended." 1

On the other hand, if in the issue of a concession an error be
made in the expression of quantity of water conceded, or if from

any other cause the amount does not meet the requirements of the

grantee, the administration is not to be held responsible, for the

law expressly exempts the government from any such responsi-

bility. The grantee must take care of his own interests in this,

regard.

When a concession has been issued embodying conditions rela-

tive to construction of works and delivery of waters, the grantee

accepts it upon such terms; it is regarded as a contract between

him and the government standing for the public at large and espe-

cially for interested parties other than the grantee ?
and only when

he has fulfilled the stipulations does he receive a certificate of right

to take and utilize the waters.
2

The special terms and conditions of water privilege concessions

made to companies, associations, and others who contemplate sell-

ing the use of waters their duties, obligations, privileges, and
benefits will be written of in a subsequent chapter under the

headings of Irrigation Organization, and Governmental Policy.

Authorizations Applications.
3

Powers and Duties. In seeking water privileges, the following

formalities are to be observed:

Except in the certain municipalities or localities where other-

wise ordered by municipal ordinances or local custom, for permis-
sion to construct works in or divert waters from a small stream

devoted to town use, the authorization of the mayor is necessary.

[Article 178.

Where, in order to divert rain-waters or intermittent spring wa-

ters from a torrent bed on public lands, it may be necessary to

construct a permanent dam or other structure, the authorization

of the governor of the province is necessary. [Article 181.

When, to conserve or store waters on the public lands, it may
be necessary to construct reservoir dams, the authorization of the

1 Administrative decision; Royal Order, September 21, 1879.
2 Ministerial circular, Bentabdl y Ureta, Vol. II, p. 309.
3 See note to first subhead of preceding section.
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governor of t lie province is, and that of tin- minister of public \\

may be, necessary. [Article 182.

Where, (ii any river except ;i large and navigable one, a i

rian proprietor desires to pump water by machinery for tin- irriga-

tion of his bordering lands, or even on navigable rivers if injury
to navigation is in the least threatened, or on any river if M -am

is to be used as a motive power, an authorization from the gov-
ernor of the province is necessary. [

A rt ide 1^1.

When, by means of a dam, weir, or other permanent work, it is

desired to divert for purposes of irrigation from any river, ravine,

small stream, or other continuously flowing natural current, a

quantity of water exceeding 3.53 cubic feet (KM) litre- ond,

an authorization from the minister of public works is necessary.

[Article 185.

If, in the last case, the quantity of water should not exceed the

100 litres per second, the governor of the province may make the

concession; there being, however, an appeal from his action to the

minister of public works. [Article 186.

Governors of provinces may also authorize the reconstruction of

old dams; and simple works of repairs on existing structures may
be done without authorization, but notification of them must im-

mediately be given to the governor. [Article 186.

The governors are limited in their power such that they can not

grant more than one water privilege to any one work of diversion.

[Article 187.

Applications. Applications for concessions of water privileges,

either to individuals or associations for the irrigation of their i\vn

lands, or to associations or companies for the irrigation of the

lands of others, must be accompanied by: (1) the plans, descrip-

tions, specifications, and estimates of cost of the proposed works:

(2) if the application should be by an individual to irrigate his

own lands he must, in addition to the above, submit proof of his

ownership; (3) if by several individuals for a collective work, the

agreement of a majority, computed by superficial area of lands,

must be likewise produced; and, (4) if by a society or company
to irrigate lands of others, there shall be exhibited the taritt' of

rates which it is proposed to charge. [Article 189.] The forms

of application, administrative inquiries preceding the grantings,

and the terms of concessions, will be found fully explained in tin-

translated regulations affixed to appendix III.

30 *
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Protection of Prior Rights.
1

Priority of right is most carefully protected by the Spanish

law; every concession of water-rights is understood to be made
without injury to third parties, and maintaining the rights of ripa-

rian proprietors and others; and in every case the common util-

izations of water are preeminently respected. [Articles 150 and

160.] When employments of water exist by virtue of recognized
and valid rights, a new concession can be made only in case that,

upon gauging the waters, in ordinary years, the quantity desired

is shown to be a surplus after supplying existing claims. The

gauging having been made, the proper time for irrigation shall be

taken into account, in order to determine the quantity of water

necessary for the lands cultivated and irrigated, and in time of

scarcity the later grantees must suffer the shortage until the older

users shall have been fully supplied. [Article 190.] But the

gauging of the summer flow of streams is not necessary when it is

intended to issue new rights to winter, spring, and torrent waters

only, which could not be used on the lower lands. [Article 191.

When opposed by owners of existing water utilizations, a new
concession can not be granted on a stream until it shall have been

shown by an examination and gauging of the water-supply, and

of the necessities of the utilizers, that there is a surplus of supply
over the rights of existing utilizations, available for the proposed
concession. A concession granted by a governor of a province,

even of a class such as under the law he has power to grant, if

made before the surplus of waters is shown to be available, will,

on appeal, be annulled by the administrative authorities of the

central government.
2

Waters in the Gravels of River Beds. Waters flowing in the

gravels beneath the surface of channel beds, are considered as the

property of no one, and subject to discovery and consequent owner-

ship, as in the case of subsoil or artesian waters. Thus, when by
the authorized construction of a submerged dam or other struct-

ure across a channel bed, waters are caused to flow at the surface,

and are made available for diversion and use, which formerly

passed on down stream through the gravels and sand, such wa-

ters are regarded as discovered, and the right to them is vested

1 See note to first subhead of preceding section.
2 Administrative decision

; Royal Order, March 5, 1880.
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in the discoverer; imt irrigatora and other men lo\\-r down ha\e

tin- right to object and prevent the diversion >li,,uld they be able

to prove that it deprives them of waters held by prior concessions.

[Article 192.

Whenever, by the diversion of waters from a river, mills or in-

dustrial establishments are deprived of or embarrassed in their

supply, they must be indemnified to the full amount of their in-

jury, and if this can not be done by and under private arrange-

ment, the law of expropriation shall be invoked in the case, and
the property condemned and fully paid for by the parties doing
the injury. [Article 193.

Moreover, if, by the construction of works to discover waters

flowing in the substrata of a river bed, an injury be threatened to

rights already acquired to the use of waters lower down, the gov-
ernment will not permit such works to be built, and will annul a

concession for them if it appears that the injury could not be rem-

edied. A very late administrative decision on a case in point,

closed with the following words: "And considering that although
it is certain that the concession made by the regittrador, of the

mine of waters San Isidro, has been made without prejudice to

third parties, so that if the works which Don Pablo I'rat miirht

have undertaken in the sub-bed of the river Tordera should a fVert

the amount of this stream, the said mining concession would be

annulled, yet this guarantee is void from the moment from which

it causes fear that damage would result to the course of the waters

by said works, because the damage would be irremediable, and it

would be humanly impossible to return things to the condition in

which they were before."
l

It would appear from a still later decision that concessions of

privileges to search for and bring waters to the surface in the sub-

strata of river beds are no longer issued when it is at all probable
that such waters are identical with those which rise and flow in

the stream lower down, and to which rights have been granted or

acquired. The wording is as follows:

"It is not possible, on good principles of administration, to tol-

erate that they should be diverted from their natural course, not

even by authority of a special concession legally granted, neither

those above the surface and apparent, because the law guarantees
them to the towns and lower proprietors who of old acquired rights

1 Administrative decision; Royal Decree, July 2, 1882.
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to the use and employment of them; nor those subterranean or

concealed, because, under the proper interpretation of the general
law of mining, of December, 1868, and under the resolution of

opinion of the council of state expressed in the royal decree of July
2, 1882. * * * these concessions would contribute to the insu-

perable injury of the public and must not be granted."
1

AUTHORITIES FOR CHAPTER XIX.
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laws, royal orders, etc., relative to waters and irrigation, promulgated
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CHAPTER XX-SPAIN ';

THE NEW GENEEAL WATER LAWS (-'>-THE EIGHT OF WAY
TO CONDUCT WATEES,

SECTION I The Servitudes of Aqueduct and of Abutnn-t.

The enforced IJiirht-i.f-Way.

The enforced Riht-t<-aliut-a-I>ani.

SECTION II Expropriation on account of Public Utility.

General law of Expropriation.

Special provisions in the Water Law.

SECTION I.

THE SERVITUDES OF AQUEDUCT AND OF ABUTMENT/

The Right-of-way for a W,it,-r Conduit.

The old laws of Spain speak of the servitude of aqueduct
did those of the Romans denning it as a right to conduct waters

over the property of another, acquired by agreement, division of

estates, or by prescription. There is no mention of a legal right,

inherent to all lands requiring irrigation, to have a right-of-way

for waters enforced in their favor through other lands. The first

mention of the enforced servitude of aqueduct is found in a law of

18492 one of the series of progressive acts in this line whi<-h im-

mediately led up to the general water law of 1866.

This law of 1849 was passed about four years a fin- the first

French one on the same subject, of which section '2 of .the forego-

ing chapter VI speaks, and the part relating to the servitude of

aqueduct is worded much like it in leading particulars, so we may
1

See, Pardo; also, Bentabol and 1'rcta, Law- and Regulations cited, and
others under heading "Servitude*."

Law of June 24, 1840, concerning exemption from taxes of new irrigation-
and factories, and concerning the servitude of aqueduct.
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fairly conclude that the Spanish legislation was modeled after the

French on this point. Then followed a royal order in 1852, giv-

ing instructions at length for the observance and application of the

law, and these were made the basis of that part of the law of 186(>

which relates to this subject. After the passage of the general

law, and up to 1879, five royal orders concerning the enforced

servitude of aqueduct were issued, and then we have the general
water law of 1879, on which the following remarks are based,

except where otherwise credited.

The Enforced Servitude of Aqueduct}

The right of way to construct a canal or other water conduit

for purposes of irrigation or of drainage, can be obtained over pri-

vate lands, for public or private works, as an enforced servitude.

[Art. 77.] The proceeding is altogether an administrative one,,

conducted by the chief provincial authorities; there being an ap-

peal to the administrative courts, but not before the civil courts.

When a declaration of enforced servitude is desired, the applica-

tion must be made in due form to the governor of the province,

by the petitioner himself or his authorized attorney, setting forth

the purposes for which he demands the right of way, the route by
which he desires to locate it, as illustrated by maps and measure-

ments, showing also the topography on each side of the route, and

accompanied by documentary proof of his ownership of the lands

he desires to irrigate, and of his undisputed right to the waters to-

be conducted for the purpose, and also by the report of an engi-

neer explaining the situation and giving the reasons for selecting

the route desired. The governor will investigate the matter, bring-

ing about a meeting or meetings before himself of the interested

parties, publishing notices of meetings, notifying the alcaldes of the

towns interested, and hearing all arguments for and against the

proposition.

These proceedings may be spread out through a month, in an

ordinary case, allowing for the times fixed for publications and

notices to elapse. The documents are next all turned over to the

chief civil engineer of the province, who examines them and the

ground to be traversed, and reports his opinion and recommenda-

tions to the governor, who then lays the matter before the provin-

1
See, General Law of Waters, 1879, articles cited, and, generally, chapter IX y

"Servitudes;" also, see note to this section heading.
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rial council, and with its advice IK- nets, irrantinir or denvinL' the

prayer of tin- petitioner. Then- i< an appeal from tin- d<

the L'ovcrnor to the minister of puhlic works, to be taken within

thirty days, after a notification of fifteen days, and the jiuvernor

himself may bring the matter hefore the minister without deciding
it. if he so elects.

1

[Articles 7S, 79, 251, and L'

An enforced servitude of aqueduct may In- established tempo-

rarily, or as a permanency; but, for the purposes of the law. it is

Considered permanent when its duration exceeds six years. As

compensation for temporary occupation of the ground, etc., by a

canal or other conduit, under an enforced servitude, the holder uf

it must pay in advance to the owner of the land, a sum equivalent

to double the just rental on the space occupied, for the time of

occupation, together with duly assessed amounts for damages and

injuries to the rest of the property, including compensation for

inconvenience due to a dividing of the land by the work, and the

presence of the work itself; and, moreover, it is his duty, and he

is legally bound, to restore the surface of the ground to its former

condition, at the expiration of the term of his servitude. For a

permanent servitude the grantee must pay in advance, as al

the full value of the land occupied, together with compensation for

the damages, injuries, and inconveniences spoken of. A temporary
servitude cannot be prolonged, but it may be converted into a per-

manent one, without any further examination, by the grantee

paying for the land in full, less the amount paid for the tempo-

rary servitude. But when a conduit is to be enlarged across lands

not the property of its owner, applications and proceedings must

be had and a decree made as though it were a servitude for an

entirely new work. [Articles 87, 88, 89, and 94.

When not dangerous to travel or grazing animals, on account of

its depth or situation, or not otherwise specially inconvenient to

the land owner, an enforced servitude may be established for the

construction of an open ditch. When, in the opinion of t lie com-

petent authorities, the dimensions or situation of the work, or other

circumstances, require it, the ditch must be covered. When wa-

ters in other lands or works may be drawn out, or when there is

danger of pollution of the waters, or of supersat unit ion of the soil,

or from other cause it is considered necessary, the conduit must

be made as a closed culvert or pipe. All works necessary tor the

1 Ministerial instruction, December 20, 1852, still in force.
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construction, preservation, and cleaning of the conduit must be

paid for by him who has obtained the servitude
;
and for this pur-

pose he is accorded the privilege of occupying temporarily such

land as may be necessary, previously paying damages, if any,
and compensation for inconveniences caused by his work. The
land owner, or the administrative authorities, may at any time

take steps to force the canal owner to execute necessary works of

repairs or cleaning. [Articles 86 and 90.

In the decree establishing an enforced servitude of aqueduct,
the width of the land to be occupied by the work, and of that to

be known as the margins, is fixed after due consideration of the

amount of water to be carried, the character and grade slope of

the conduit, the nature of the ground traversed, and the necessity
for continuous communication along the route; and the right of

passage along and over this width of territory is inherent to the

servitude. If the conduit should cross public or private roads the

owner of the servitude must construct and maintain the necessary

bridges and culverts; and if it should cross other conduits it must
be in a manner not to obstruct or accelerate the flow of their

waters nor to deteriorate their quality. [Articles 91-93.

A right of way for a water conduit cannot be enforced for objects

of private interest only, through existing buildings, gardens, and

orchards, but for public works this may be done. Neither can

such right of way be located through an existing canal unless the

owner of it consents. If after such consent the owner of the land

objects, the proceedings may be carried forward as already ex-

plained. [Articles 83 and 84.

The imposition of an enforced servitude can be successfully

resisted on either one of two grounds. The first is, that the appli-

cant for the servitude does not own the land on which he proposes

to use the water, or that he has not a right to the water for the

purpose. If this point is raised the questions of ownership and

right are carried before the courts, to be decided before the admin-

istration will move in the matter of the servitude. The second

ground is, that the route can be established over other properties

with equal advantage to the person who desires it, and with less

damage to those who have to suffer the burden. When this point

is raised, the administration investigates and decides the matter.

[Articles 82, 83, and 84.

It follows from the first of these points, that a servitude for a

water conduit cannot be imposed except it be by some one who
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already lias a water-riLfht . as a riparian proprietor, as tin- owner of

artesian waters, or as a irrantee of a privilege from tin- p>v-niiin-iit.

And it is a natural consequence of tin- second p.. int. that a route

for a right of way is carefully studied hy competent jwrsons before

application is made for the enforcement of the servitude.

When right of way is desired as a servitude for a public canal

built by the general government, in cases wherein expropriation

is not required under the law, the minister of puhlie works d

the servitude, after due examination and payment: and if tin-

works are built by the province or a municipality, the governor of

the province is authorized to act. [Article 7">.

The Right to Abut a Dam?

The enforced servitude of abutment for a dam made its appear-
ance in the Spanish laws, for the iirst time, in 1866, as a section

of the general law of waters. This was nine years after the pas-

sage of the French law specially on this subject (see p. 140,

and in the year following the adoption of the new civil code of Italy,

wherein the declaration of this right first found place for that

country as a whole.

As in the case of the right to acquire a location for the con-

struction of a canal or other water conduit through the property
of another, the exercise of this abutment right is altogether an

administrative proceeding. When a private person, having a

privilege as a riparian proprietor, or a special right as a grantee
of a privilege from the government, to divert water from a stream,

not being the owner of either bank, or of only one, desires to con-

struct a dam or weir for the purpose of diverting waters, under

the right or privilege, and the bank owner objects to the work

being placed on his land, the exercise of this right-to-abut-a-dam

is invoked. The person desiring to avail himself of it makes ap-

plication to the governor of the province, as in the case of applica-

tion for right of way over another's land, and proceedings an- had

similar to those explained under the foregoing subhead.

He in whose favor a servitude for abutment of a weir or dam is

determined on, is required to pay in advance to the owner of the

property the full value of the land occupied, as estimated and

ordered by the governor, and. after the construction of the works,

to pay an indemnity for damages or injuries done the property at

1
See, note to preceding subhead.
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large. In like manner a right to construct a weir or partitioner
in a canal may be acquired of the adjacent land owners when he
who seeks it has the consent of the canal owners. The servitude

of abutment may be enforced not only for the benefit of private

individuals, but for that of companies, associations, and public

works, as well. [Articles 102-106, and 253.

The proceedings to enforce these servitudes of aqueduct and
abutment are so very simple, expeditious, and inexpensive that

irrigation is certainly on a good footing in this respect in Spain: a

private person, company, or association, having a water privilege
and land to irrigate, desiring the unquestioned right to place his

dam and build his canal, has not a long series of law suits before

him, but a simple proceeding to determine the best place for them,
and the fair value of the land to be occupied, and extent of the

damages inflicted. These points fixed, on making payment, he

acquires his desired privileges. If the system does not work well

in the interest of irrigation, it must be because of faulty adminis-

tration.

SECTION II.

EXPROPRIATION FOR PURPOSES OF PUBLIC UTILITY.1

The General Law of Expropriation?

One of the series of steps in advance made in the legislation of

Spain, under the influence of the constitutional spirit and at the

instigation of the liberal party, after the downfall of unlimited

monarchy by the death of Ferdinand in 1833, was the passage, in

1836, of a law prescribing the constitutional method of taking pri-

vate property for public purposes. This act continued in force

until superseded by the present law, passed in 1879, and which,,

with its administrative regulation of the same year, forms, with

the general water law of 1879, the basis of the present article.

Article 10 of the Spanish national constitution authorizes the

taking of private property for purposes of public utility, in cases

and according to forms to be prescribed by law, and the expropri-

ation statute makes the necessary provision of these forms, etc.

1
See, Pardo; also, Bentab61 and Ureta, laws and regulations cited, and

others under heading
"
Expropriation."

2
See, expropriation law 1879, and ministerial regulations thereunder. Arti-

cles cited by number from the law.
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Works of public titility are defined us those whose social <>i

is to furnish to the state, to one or more provinces, or to 01

more towns, any uses or improvements what.-v.-r. .1. -liv.-r.-d ..v. r

for the general good, whether they be carried mit hy the state,

the provinces, or the towns, as the case may be, or hy duly author-

ized companies or private individuals. Four steps are pivserih. d

in the taking of private property for public purpose's: (1) The
declaration that the purpose for which it is to be taken is one of

public utility; (2) showing that the execution of the purpose i i

pensably requires the taking of the whole or a part of the pr M

to be condemned; (3) appraisement of the value of that which

has to be taken; and, (4) payment of the price of the enforced

purchase. [Articles 2 and 3.

In the case of works carried out wholly as public works of tin-

state, a province, or a municipality, and under the general law of

public works, a declaration of public utility is not necessarv. in

order that property may be expropriated for their location or use.

[Article 11.

When works carried out by private enterprise or companies are

to receive a special subsidy or other financial aid from the govern-

ment, or when works are deemed of special importance by the

government, the declaration of public utility is made by special
law. When they are simply to receive a part of the regular ap-

propriations at the disposal of the ministry, and when they affect

the interests of more than one province, the declaration of public

utility is made by the national administration, without special

legislative enactment. In the case of works of interest to only
one province or to the municipalities therein, the governor makes
the declaration. [Article 10.

To have a work declared of public importance, application

must be made to the competent authority, accompanied by com-

plete plans, estimates, and explanations in detail, and the argu-

ments in favor of the proposition, all in duplicate. The fact.

nature, and bearing of the application is then officially published
in the provinces and towns likely to be interested; a hearing of

objections, if any, is had before the authority acting in the mat-

ter; and, finally, the declaration is made or refused, as may ap:

pear proper. [Article 13.

A work having been declared of public utility, it is the duty of

the administration to determine what property it is necessary to

take in its favor, whenever a proposition is made. The person or
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corporation, as the case may be, whose works have been declared

of public importance, applies to the governor of the province to

condemn lands, buildings, or other property, for the location of

works a canal, headworks, or other necessary feature of the en-

terprise, for instance. The application must be accompanied with

descriptions in detail, and plats illustrating the property and its

ownership, and showing the necessity for taking it. The governor
notifies the alcaldes, or mayors, of the towns; an examination is

made to see that, the exhibits correspond with the facts as shown

by the land registers; an official publication is made; a hearing
of objections is had; and a decision as to the necessity of occupa-
tion is made by the governor within fifteen days from publication;

and, finally, an appeal may be taken from the action of the gov-

ernor to the minister of public works. [Articles 14-19.

Following the determination as to the necessity to take certain

property, or parts of it, comes the proceedings to designate exactly
the parts to be taken and the valuation to be 'paid therefor. A
notification of intention is published by authority of the governor,

and, when possible, the parties at interest are personally sum-

moned to appear before the respective town mayors to nominate

appraisers. The owner or owners of each piece of property to be

taken names an appraiser to act in conjunction with one selected

by the government, or by the parties in whose interest the condem-

nation is to be made. The appraisers must be acknowledged ex-

perts, and are almost always civil engineers. They measure the

property to be taken, and report, jointly or separately, its value,

to the mayor, who transmits these reports, with his opinion, to the

governor; and all the expenses of appraisement are paid by the

party at whose instance the proceedings are being had. [Articles

20-25.

Following the receipt of the reports as to valuations, the gov-

ernor makes an offer to the owner for each piece of property. If

he accepts, the matter is settled. If he refuses, he must show by
the figures of his appraiser that the offer is not just. If the ap-

praisers do not agree, a third one is nominated by the judge of

the district civil court, at the instance of the governor, and, in the

end, the matter may be appealed to the minister of public works.

The amount to be paid in all cases is that determined upon as

the fair market valuation of the property, plus three per cent as a

bonus. [Articles 26-36.

It will have been seen that the foregoing is purely an adminis-
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trative proceeding, and that it is summars ami may be exjM-di-
tious. Tliis method of acquiring title to projM-rtv for a work of

public utility, is generally tliat ivsortc.l to for a.^uiritiir rijjbt of

way for all main works of irrigation, while for tin- minor works of

large enterprises, and for small or individual canals or <lii

the servitude of aqueduct is enforced, as explained in the forego-

ing section.

Expropriation Pr<n-i*ntn /// ih> \\',ih / Law*

Besides the general cases in which the declaration of public

utility may be made in favor of public enterprise, as specified in

the law of expropriation, the general law of waters contains sunn-

special clauses relative to declarations of public utility and con-

demnations of private property in favor of irrigation enterprise.

Thus, the expropriation law requires that a work shall be of spe-
cial importance, or have for its special object to furnish to the state,

a province, or town, the use of something or of the work itself for

the general good, before it can be declared of public utility, but

article 200 of the water law says: "works necessary for the em-

ployment of public waters in irrigation, may be declared of public

utility, for the operation of the law of enforced expropriation, pro-

vided that the volume of water exceeds two hundred litres per sec-

ond." Thus, an individual enterprise for the irrigation of private

property, even, when the volume of water exceeds seven cubic feet

per second, which would be equivalent to a little stream seven feet

wide, one foot deep, and flowing at the very slow rate of one foot

per second, may be declared of public utility, and have private

lands condemned and enforced purchase of them made for its

right-of-way or headworks site.

The waters of a spring or brook wholly on private property, even

when utilized, are subject to expropriation for the supply of towns,

when it is made to appear to the satisfaction of the minister of

public works that there are no public waters available for the pur-

pose. Railways, in all cases, have the right to invoke the power
of eminent domain, to expropriate waters for their necessary uses.

When an authorization or concession is issued for a water storage

enterprise, the grantees of the concession have the right accorded

of enforced purchase of water-rights already accrued on the stream

below, provided it is necessary to extinguish either right in favor

1
See, general law of waters, 1879. artk-k's rited.
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of the other. In case of unavoidable interference of one water

utilization with another as when higher irrigations take water to

the detriment of mills using it for power lower down on a stream,

the irrigators may ask to have the lower water-rights condemned
in their favor. [Articles 167, 175, 183, and 193.

And, in general, every special employment of public waters is

subject to enforced purchase, without the passage of a special

law, on account of public utility, in favor of another utilization of

higher order in the scale of uses already spoken of, and as shown
in article 160 (see appendix III). That is: water used to supply
canals of navigation, mills, or factories, or fish ponds, is subject to

expropriation for purposes of irrigation, but water used for irriga-

tion, as well as for the other purposes mentioned, can be, in its

turn, condemned for the supply of railways or town populations,
which rank higher in the scale. And, finally an important point

one irrigation water-right may be condemned in favor of an-

other irrigation enterprise of greater public importance. But, as

the "common" utilizations rank higher under the law than the
"
special

"
utilizations, rights to use waters

"
for drinking, washing

clothes, vessels, and other objects, for bathing, and watering or

washing of cattle or horses," cannot be expropriated in favor of

its use for irrigation or any other purpose, except in cases of great

works and by virtue of a special law. [Articles 126, 160, and 161.

The possession of waters or rights to them is an essential pre-

liminary to the obtaining of a declaration of public utility in favor

of a work, and the holding of a concession or permit to search for

and discover subterranean waters and cause them to flow on the

surface of the ground for a public use, is not a sufficient evidence

of having control of the water itself. Before the declaration of

public utility will be made, the waters, in such a case, must be

discovered and caused to flow in sufficient volume to make their

application of public importance for the purpose intended.
1

AUTHORITIES FOR CHAPTER XX.

Pardo [Work cited as an authority for chapter XIX.] See, law for expropria-
tion, pp. 105-121), and ministerial regulation under said law, pp. .~>7IM>30;

law of public works, pp. 12- is, and ministerial regulation thereunder,
pp. 48-104; law concerning enforced servitude, pp. 148-151, and minis-
terial regulation thereunder, pp. 15(3-159.

Bentab6l y Ureta. [Work cited as an authority f9r chapter XIX.] See, llyal
Orders, under the headings

"
Expropriation

" and "Servitudes."

1 Administrative decision
; Royal Order, June 11, 1879.
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SECTION I.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION OF WATERS AND WATER-COURSES.

Governmental Organization.
1

The towns or municipal districts, of which then- are 9,301 in

Spain, are the political units of the Spanish governmental sys-

tem, and correspond in this respect to the French and Italian

communal organizations. These towns, or pueblos, grouped, form

1
See, Cyclop. Pol. Sci., Amer. Enc., Johnson's Enc.,and Martin. l^J. .mi' U-

"Spain."
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the provinces, of which forty-six compose Spain, exclusive of her

island dependencies.
1 The constitution of 1869 guaranteed munic-

ipal and provincial liberty, in the following words: "The organi-
zation and duties of the provincial legislatures and the municipal
assemblies shall be ruled by their respective laws;" and the con-

stitution of 1876 further guaranteed political freedom by saying,
"the government and direction of interests peculiar to the prov-
inces and the municipal districts shall be ordered by their respect-

ive organizations."

Each town has its municipal council or ayuntamiento, of four to

twenty-eight members elected every two years by general man-
hood suffrage, and presided over by a mayor or alcalde, chosen by
them annually from amongst their own number. The entire mu-

nicipal government, with power of taxation and nomination of

local judiciary, is vested in this ayuntamiento, which is at once a

municipal legislature and executive council for its pueblo, inde-

pendent of superior governmental restraint or interference, so long
as it keeps to its duties of town government, as prescribed in the

constitution.

From the town governments flow those of the provinces. The

ayuntamientos elect representatives to the provincial diputaciones,

which are the law-making assemblies of the provinces. In these

legislatures are vested all power of taxation within the provinces,

other than that held by the ayuntamientos, and the determination

of questions relating to public institutions and works upon which

provincial funds are to be expended. The provincial diputacion-

meets annually and elects from amongst its number a permanent

committee, called the provincial commission, of three to six mem-

bers, which is in constant convention between the legislative

sessions, performing certain executive duties, acting as a board

advisory to the civil governor, and as an administrative court of

appeal from the decisions of the mayors and of the governor.

The general government, holding a constitutional check on pro-

vincial legislative action, appoints the chief executive officer of

the province, in the person of the civil governor, who, besides being
the active head of the provincial administration, has a certain

power of holding in suspense the effect of legislation until it can

1 The area of Spain exclusive of the island provinces is 194,360 sq. m. The
average size of a town jurisdiction would, hence, be 20.7 sq. in. a tract little

more than 4x5 miles in extent; and of the provinces, 4,225 sq. m. a region 65
miles square.
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In- considered by the general council of state in tt->tin^ it- < <.n.-ti-

tutionality. if necessary.
The cortcs. coinj)>sc<l of a senate, with memhership partly rl.-rt-

ivc and partly hereditary and honorary, and a nniL'r-

incinhcrs an- elected in each electoral district ae<-.nliiii: t" it-

own laws, is tjje law-making body of the kingdom; and the kin^
has also a voice in legislation and the power of initiating l<"_ri>Ia-

tive measures to be considered by the cort< >.

The Adminiftt r linn}

The national administration under the kinir is vested in hi-

nine ministers, who are responsible for their actions to the cortes,

and who together compose the council of state, and groups of five

of these members sit as sub-councils, or sections of the council,

on matters pertaining to certain bureaus. There is a minister of

public works, and also a section of the council which deals with

public works affairs, such as do not necessitate attention from tin-

full council. The minister of public works is at the head of the

bureau of commerce, agriculture, and public works, and within

the latter branch is the administration of waters, water-courses,

and irrigation in the kingdom. Presiding over this department is

a director of public works; and a corps of civil engineers are his

personal agents in the performance of the technical part of his

duty, both upon works and water-courses.

The governors of the provinces and under them the provincial

civil engineers, and the alcaldes of the pueblos and under them

the municipal police, are the civil administrative otlicers. to carry

out the regulations and instructions concerninir waters and irriga-

tion, issued by the minister, and to perform such other duties in

administering the law as the law itself directs.

The provincial councils act as administrative courts, and in ad-

vising the governors and determining questions under the regula-

tions, and the council of state is the highest court of appeal on all

questions of administrative action. In the general administration

of waters, therefore, there are the executive ollicers the mayors
of towns, governors of provinces, and minister of public works:

and the advisory councils and administrative courts, the provin-

cial commissions and the council of state; and the provincial and

1

Si-i>, Pu'iitabol and I'rt'ta, heading
" AttrilmU- \ the Administration," and

'Jurisdictions of the Courts;" also, authorities rited fur preceding sul>divi>ion.

31
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.

governmental engineers are the technical advisers and active su-

pervising agents.

The general powers and duties of the members of this adminis-

trative regime will be quite well understood from reading what is

said incidentally to other special topics in these chapters, but

especially from a reading of sections 248 to 252 of the law found

in appendix III; and the relation of the administrative and civil

courts to our subject, may be well studied in articles 253 to 256

of the same law, to all of which attention is here asked.

The active local agents of this administration of waters and

water-courses, the alcaldes, and the provincial civil engineers and
their assistants, report to the governors of the provinces; and

these, in turn, to the minister of public works. The ministerial

action is taken in the form of regulations, giving instructions in

detail for carrying out or availing of certain portions of the law;

circulars, giving general instructions concerning executive duty;
and orders or decrees, deciding special points or questions. When
a question is appealed beyond the minister, the council of state

renders an advisory opinion, and the result is promulgated in the

form of a royal order or decree.

Application of the System.

For the purposes of this report, and after the fuller treatment

of the French administrative system, it is unnecessary to go into

details of the Spanish governmental supervision of water-courses.

The organization is much less extended and complete than that

of France; the practice is confined more to generalities and less

to local specialities; and the service has been made efficient only

within the last few years.

It is a remarkable fact that during all the overhauling which

the affairs of Spain have recently had under the liberalizing spirit

of the constitutional parties, and notwithstanding the establish-

ment of the independence of municipal and provincial government

making the ayuntamientos free and elective and with power to

choose their alcaldes the constant tendency has been to take all

control of waters and water-courses out of the hands of the munici-

palities and provinces, except in so far as the mayors act as agents

of the general government in executing the general laws and the

administrative regulations under them. The municipalities seem

to have been entirely shorn of their former large measure of in-
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dependent legisla 1 i \v MS well ;is xeeiit i v, control OVW natural

stivaiiis through the lands <f their jurisdiction : tin- general
eminent in asserting its supremacy in thin respect, && we shall

see in the next section, has chosen to plan- tin- local control of

waters, where necessary, into tin- hands of irrigators rgani/-d into

communities specially for the administration of irrigation mail

rather than leave it in the hands of the political town organi/a-

tions.

SECTION II.

ADMINISTRATION OF WATERS IRRIGATION Associ \TI.>\.

Self Government in

Self government in irrigation has its root in the individual con-

trol of waters in private ownership. It steps thence to that of

waters public but in the private j>osses8ion of the cultivator in

his fields of irrigation. And so, by degrees, following up the

water's flow, it has been applied, in the persons of irrigators. Mud

in the interest of irrigation, to the management of systems of arti-

ficial works of small and great degree, and, even, of large natural

streams in whose waters there is an unconsolidated community of

interest, and of which an equitable division has constantly to In-

made to a number of works or districts. Thus has this principle

been carried to its extreme in application.

It is in doctrine the reverse of an autocratic governmental

administration of water-courses and waters, and in application

commences at the other extreme of the water's course, (ieneral

government, be its nature what it may. of a right representing the

public interest at large, becomes the guardian of public waters

and their channels. As such guardian, its functions have been

applied, in some countries, to the construction and management
of works for the conducting out and distribution of these waters

in irrigation in no less a free country than was France under

the last empire, irrigation itself was conducted in some disi

on the private lands, by public irrigators appointed by the prefect

of the department, himself the appointee of a minister of the cen-

tral government. Thus was this principle carried to its extreme

in application.

Where should these opposing systems meet/ Win -re should
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governmental control of public waters cease, as they flow on to

enrich the lands of private individuals? Where should the irri-

gation interest take special control of waters to be devoted to its

needs, which have but the moment before been the property of the

public, uncontrollable by any special interest? Should, on the

one hand, works and waters of irrigation come under govern-
mental control

; or, on the other, should the streams of the public

pass, ungoverned, into the hands of those who seek to divert and
consume their waters? This is a great question. One which has

occupied the minds of men in many lands, under conditions much

varied, and the student of such matters will find that there is no

one answer which might properly have been given in any large

part of the practice. The structure of governmental administra-

tion; the political, social, and industrial condition of people
their antecedents in this regard, as well as present status and

the physical conditions attendant upon the water supply and

lands, all influence the solution of this question. It has, conse-

quently, been answered many ways. Southern and eastern Spain
have been the field of developments in this line that, even under a

monarchial and often tyrannical rule, has resulted in an extreme

application of the principle of self government in irrigation mat-

ters; for, large natural and public streams in those regions have

been wholly controlled and governed by irrigators, and, in in-

stances, by some irrigators to the exclusion of others: the stream

itself virtually became community property. Witness the case of

the Jucar, as controlled by the Valencian associations, of which

I have written in chapter XVII; and this is only one example of

many which might be cited. And, as an outcome of these local

instances, we find in the very new general water law of Spain,

a recognition of the principle and provision for its application, in

a conservative and guarded way, to be sure, where desired by irri-

gators or deemed necessary by government. Let us see how this

has come about.

Development of Local Irrigation Administration.

From very early times the people of southeastern and eastern

Spain have been cultivators and irrigators. The prosperity of the

country has depended almost wholly on the use of water in irri-

gation, and there have been no centralized interests or industries

opposed to the taking of water from the streams. This was not
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the cattle raising and sheep growing quarter of Spain: tin- climate

and natural productions were not favora)>lc to tln-s.- pm>nits. The
streams were not navigable, neither were tliev tributary to navi-

gable rivers, and, hence, not on account of commerce cither, was
then- puhlic interest in them as such. The utility in th>

was in the taking of their waters out.

In the meantime, the government of Spain has changed hands

over and over again. Hut the greater struggles, and the

political supremacy have heen in' other parts of the peninsula.

The irrigation quarters of the east and southeast were cut ofV from

central Spain by rugged mountain ranges, and were looked upon
as outside provinces. They were the regions last reconquered
from the Moors, and their people were of quite ditVerent type,

manners, and customs. For long years there was no stable and

fixed government in these regions, which could administer the

public domain. Custom had, during still more unsettled times.

led the irrigators to do as they chose with the streams from which

they took waters. When, finally, a more settled condition of

things followed the final expulsion of the Moors, the new con-

querors were glad enough to purchase quietude on the part of

these half Moorish people, in their region distant from the centers

of Spanish power, at any price which did not harm Spaniards or

the government. The irrigators demanded control of the waters

that their "ancient customs and rights he recogni/.ed" and this

was given them.

As we have seen by a few instances cite<l in chapters XVII and

XVIII, the early Spanish kings seemed glad enough to deed the

waters, with control of streams implied, to the irrigators of Valen-

cia and Murcia. and this has heen the foundation of the system
of self government in irrigation which has grown up there. The

streams themselves were actually or virtually granted to the irriga-

tors. Very many water-rights of this kind now exist throughout

this quarter of Spain, which date from the twelfth, thirteenth, or

fourteenth century, and practice under them has strengthened the

custom of local government of natural streams. And at no time

since has the political system heen suiliciently fixed and an ad-

ministration long enough established to admit of systematic man-

agement of water-courses by governmental authority, until this

has been gradually attempted during the last century, and partic-

ularly the past thirty years, as we have seen in the prccedim:

tion of this chapter.
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In the meantime the people in some quarters had become

thoroughly wedded to established usage ;
their administration of

streams by syndicates of irrigation and tribunals of waters gave
them great satisfaction, and it interfered with no one else. Under
the circumstances there was much that was good to be found in

these institutions. So much so that Italy, long years before, and

France more recently, had copied them. But in Spain there was
for a long time a great opposition to them from certain quarters.

The conflict was one of higher principle, as well as opposition

to the mere practice of local government of streams. It was the

conflict between monarchial institutions and republican princi-

ples: in the last century, the struggle between the government
and the people; in the first part of this century, the struggle be-

tween the monarchial party and the constitutionalists; later,

between the old tyrant Ferdinand and an outraged nation; then,

between the Carlists and the liberals; still later, the struggle be-

tween the Moderados and the Progresistas in the politics of the

country; and, finally, in this last contention, local self govern-

ment in irrigation has, to a certain extent, been conceded. In

this the party of "progress" has been joined by the party of "mod-

eration."

The south and southeast of Spain, where irrigation has been

practiced, and where local self government in irrigation has grown
as a custom, has always been the hotbed of democracy in the pol-

itics of the country; while the north and west, where cattle and

sheep raising, grain growing, and manufacturing have been the

prevailing industries, and irrigation has not, until late years, been

much practiced, have equally been the stronghold of the monarch-

ial party. The sturdy Biscayan, the selfish Basque shepherd, the

fierce warrior of Navarre and of the Asturias all mountain

dwellers of the north, and not irrigators with the austere Castil-

ian of the central plateaus, the energetic Leonian and the war-

like Aragonian of the great northern valleys, were the deliverers of

Spain from the infidels driving them south and east, off from

the peninsula; and since then, amongst the descendants of these

patriots, have been found the major part of the supporters of the

throne; while the "witty, flippant, gallant, bull destroying Anda-

lusian" of the southern valleys, the swarthy, industrious, treach-

erous Valencian, and his cousin of Murcia, on the east coast all

irrigating people occupy the country whence the Moors were last

driven, and have ever furnished the greater proportion of ultra
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progressionists in tin- politics of tin- nation, ami been the

intractable and unsubmissive to central ir >\ -niiin-iit .

May it not be that Spanish politics and the destiny of Spain
have hern inilucnccd far inoiv than tin- Spaniards th-

crally suspect by the concessions of streams and privile-

government in irrigation matters, which these jwople uf the soutli

and east received from the early Spanish kings, to make them
contented and keep them quiet in their retired quarter' Has not

this local exercise of self government. a;:d freedom from ollicial

restraint in the pursuit of their peculiar industry begot anew. hred.

and forwarded that sentiment which has spread through Spain as

the constitutional spirit, which now dominates the country, and

has circumscribed the power of the throne? Has not the control

of the country by the people been hastened by the early control

of water-courses by them in some quarters?

During the last century, several governmental attacks on the

irrigation administrative system prevalent in the eastern prov-

inces, were made. The people of other quarters wished to adopt

the system of local self government, and establish "tribunals of

waters," or "juries of irrigation;" but the government held that

the town authorities were the proper local administrative 1 .di s

for community irrigations, and that special courts of waters were

incompatible with the national judiciary system. Attempts wen-

even made to abolish the water court of Valencia the parent

of all the institutions of this kind but these tailed, as we have

seen.
1 Then came the time when the opposition gradually c

This was through the period heretofore written of as that of early

constitutional development. Following on has been a term when

the principles of constitutional monarchy have heen apparently

victorious in Spain, and with their triumph has risen and been

adopted, as a part of the national law, the principle of local self

government in irrigation.

Not only the antecedent political influences and tendencies

spoken of, but also the material necessities of the country, have

directly contributed to this end. All parties have reeogni/ed the

great necessity of advancing agricultural interests, and each has

striven to encourage irrigation. But s//*/r//? of control there had to

be of some kind, and no party was long enough in power to build up
a central administrative department, as the French had. Henee,

1
See, pp. 395-398, ante.
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actual necessity of doing something to bring order out of chaos in

many old irrigation districts, and to admit of the carrying out of

new enterprises, may have forced the acceptance of the Valencian

plan of local administration of waters, to be applied where desired

or necessary. That this plan was popular, was all the more rea-

son for the general acquiescence in it by political leaders. But
we may well understand that it was heartily adopted by the chief

figures in the political field during the time of which I have just

written; for the Progresista leader was Espartero, a man who really

devoted himself to the material advancement of his country, and
who spent years of his life in agricultural pursuits; while Narvaez,
the leader of the Moderados, was duke of Valencia, and from the

irrigated quarter of Spain.

Ancient Custom and Modern System.
1

The primary outcome of irrigation development in Spain, in the

matter of administration, could hardly have been encouraging for

the cause of self government. Speaking of the times in Valencia

before the remodeling of the regulations of which I have written

in chapter XVII, Aymard wrote: "There is but one word which

will describe the ancient state of affairs in irrigation administra-

tion, and that is, anarchy." [p. 34.] In another place he speaks
of the condition of affairs in Granada in the following terms:

" Con-

trary to that which has happened in other irrigation centers of the

peninsula, things have here remained exactly as they were in the

year 1492, at the time of the conquest,
* * * It were vain to

seek for positive administrative principles in the midst of the con-

fused regulations that characterize these irrigations." [p. 264.

Continuing, and after speaking of the absence of regulations and

administrative organization at Granada, this author remarks the

fact that there is no apparent confusion in the apportioning of the

waters, and explains this by showing that the water supply is

abundant for all, and, hence, that conflicts do not occur, and in

further explanation, he says:

"To understand how even now the irrigations are made with

regularity, but without general supervision, we must remember
that for several hundreds of years the division of water, crude

though it be, has remained the same, that the rights of each water

property have become as the bounds of the lands themselves. But

1
See, Aymard, Chaps. II and XXI.
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if we n-cur to the times when these irrigations w.-n- h.-in.j .|.-v-l-

opnl. we are ama/ed at the haiv thought of di>>rd ,i,-h-

nieiits. and violence of all kinds that must ha\v h.-<-n in thi> place,
without any definite principles of administ ration.

"It is apparently believed by everybody that the Spanish con-

querors of the Moors only applied the institutions of their pn-.j.

sors in matters of irrigation : that the honor ..f their creation helc.n^s
to the Moors: that Spain actually did nothing hut inherit a splen-
did heritage, hy which she benefits.

* * * Hut we must reflect

on the continual improvements thai have heen in pr<L
r iv>s al!

the country: on the crude ways yet to he seen at (Iranada. In

every century, regulations have heen repeatedly revised; and -v. ry-

wlicrc, in spite of the diversity of fundamental prineip!
thodical administration has heen obtained, regular, strong, and
concentrated. Does this honor belong to the Moore or to the

Spaniards? The example of ( Jranada leaves no doubt in our mind
on this subject. \\Y tind there Undisturbed the institutions prac-
ticed by the Moors themselves. The work of Loaisa. written but

a little while after the conquest, largely by dictation from the old

tillers of the soil, may be considered as a photograph of the irri-

gations practiced by the Moors.
"It becomes possible, therefore, to make a sort of conipari.-nn

between the irrigation institutions of tin- Moors and of the Span-
iards. On the side of the Moors, then- is nearly a complete
absence of first principles of regulation: not any unity, not any
centralization, hardly any policing, divisions of waters made with-

out fixed plan, surely there was a time when there was anarchy
prevailing. If this anarchy has ceased, it is because the disorder

itself, ungoverned by a powerful hand, has become orderly by a

long lapse of time.

"But this is not the sign by which we recoirni/e ^ood institu-

tions. Such institutions should be nood from the first, without

the aid of time, without support of power: they should be BUC

tible of assuring regular working from the start. The system- of

Valencia, Alicante, and Murcia, reformed and jjradually made
anew by the Spaniards, would do this. The system of the Moors,

preserved at Granada, would not.

"But we must be just to all. Without doubt the Moors irrigated

before the Spaniards, but to these latter incuntestably belongs the

greater part of the honor of those institutions of administration

that are admired to-day." [Aymard, pp. iV.)-*J71.

Having traced its development, we may now to advanta^-

amine the system of local government in irriiration. itself.
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SECTION IIL

IRRIGATION COMMUNITIES.*

Governmental Policy Water-Rights.

The Spanish governmental policy contemplates the joining of

all public waters available for irrigation with the lands which

they may irrigate, and their management by the owners of the

lands individually, or as organized into communities. Accord-

ingly, as we may have seen, the conditions under which water

privileges are issued are in all cases such as ultimately result in

the union of the water with the land, and, as we will presently

see, the formation of communities of irrigators is made compul-

sory in a very large range of cases. Thus, the law provides for the

granting of water privileges: (1) to individual proprietors, for the

irrigation of their own lands; (2) to several proprietors collect-

ively, for the irrigation of their estates; (3) to organized commu-
nities or associations of proprietors, for the lands of their members;

and, (4) to individuals and companies or other organizations, for

distribution to the lands of others. In the first three cases the

water-right is directly attached to the certain lands of the persons

receiving the privilege or interested in the organization; while in

the fourth case, although the water privilege is temporarily the

property of the grantee, such concessions are only for limited

terms, at the expiration of which all works and rights pass to the

land owners, organized as a community of irrigators. [Article

188.] Thus, in every case of new irrigations with public waters,

the ownership of the water-right is, ultimately at least, to rest

with the land owners; and this has been the general policy of the

various governments of Spain for over a century, and, perhaps,

much longer. But during a greater part of this period the princi-

ple of local self administration of these rights was not encouraged

by the government. Now, however, this also is part of the gen-

eral law, and applicable where desired by the people or thought

necessary by government.

Governmental Policy Association.

Such being the policy of the government in placing the public

waters available for irrigation, under the control of those who may

1

See, Bentab61 and Ureta ; also, Pardo, laws and regulations cited. #
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SO use tin-in on their <>wn lands, it -tipplenients this step hv mak-

ing obligatory the organization of these utili/ers into K>

ations. the outline of whose formation and management it

prescribes in its laws and regulations. Following generally the

terms of the law of isr.ii, and of regulations whirl, .1 it,

the law of 1S7 (

.) provides that when twenty or more irrigatot-

served under one water privilege, and the area of their lands thus

irrigated exceeds two hundred hi-rimr* (-I'M aero), or when, in

the opinion of the governor of a province, "tin- local In1

agriculture demand it," "a coinmunity of irrigators shall n-

sarily be formed." [Article 228.] But, notwithstanding these

provisions, proprietors whose lands are irrigated with water

verted before or after those of the coinmunity. cannot he comjM-lled

to join or stay in the association, but may form a society for them-

selves alone and make their own regulations, [Article 'J'J'.i.

Thus, in irrigations already existing, except in the ca06fl h.-n-

after to be mentioned, when the number of irrigators

twenty, and their irrigated lands are jointly more than I'M

in area, the law makes it obligatory on them to organi/r an asso-

ciation according to its terms and those of the ministerial th-

under it. If they should not do so voluntarily, the governor of the

province will order it done, and a failure to comply with such

order will work an impairment of the water privilege. The gov-

ernment makes this a condition of the use of public waters by a

number of persons jointly, whether the rights to water had accrued

before the passage of the law or not. The rule is based on tin-

police power of the government : and accordingly we find the chap-

ter on the organization of associations, with the provision making

compulsory the formation of associations, placed in the law. under

the title of "The Police of Waters." And with it is coupled the

declaration that the police of the public waters shall he in charge

of the administration, and that the minister of public works shall

dictate the necessary general regulations for their use and em-

ployment. [Article 226.

\Vhen the number of acres does not exceed I'M. and when the

number of irrigators does not equal twenty, in any district served

with public waters under one privilege, the law generally 1-

the question of the formation of an association to the derision .if

the majority of the irrigators representing a major part of thr land

irrigated, and if such majority so determine, it must be formed:

but even if the majority determine in the negative, as the excep-
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tion to the general rule, should the governor of the province con-

sider that the interests of the local agriculture demand it, he may
order the organization to he made.

But, in the compulsory formation of communities for joint util-

izations of public waters which existed before the passage of the

law, as the exception mentioned in the second paragraph preced-

ing, article 231 says that districts "which have hitherto had a

special system embodied in their ordinances, shall continue under

the same as long as a majority of those interested do not wish to

modify it, subject to that which is prescribed in the present law,

and without prejudice to the accomplishment of that which is ar-

ranged in article 190."

That is to say, where there is a systematic organization and man-

agement already in a community, and where this system has been

embodied in the form of a written ordinance, until the majority of

those interested desire to make a change, it shall be adhered to;

but (consulting the article, 190) such perpetuation of existing or-

ganizations is not to be construed as authorizing and confirming
uses of waters, which by examination and gauging may prove to

be extravagant,

Thus, the systems of management, which we have traced in for-

mer chapters, as developed in the Valencian and Murcian districts

under customs of very very long ago, and as remodeled in later

years under special governmental decrees, and also other forms of

organization and management resting on custom or early grants of

right some analogous to the present prescribed form and some

totally different in principle and structure exist at this day all

over Spain. But many changes from the more primitive forms of

organization to those upon which the provisions of the new laws

were based, had been made during the half century prior to the

passage of these laws, and reorganizations since have been more

numerous, so that the tendency thus is strongly to a uniform sys-

tem of irrigation management throughout Spain. Moreover, the

greater irrigation enterprises of the country have nearly all been

inaugurated since this renaissance in irrigation organization, so,

it may be said, that at this day the administration of irrigation

affairs in all the larger districts of the country is based upon prin-

ciples similar to those embodied in the general law of waters.

Such being the result of past policy, and the effect of the law

on irrigations already existing, as we may suppose, water privi-

leges now directly issued for the joint benefit of a number of irri-
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irators are granted to them only B.S associated under tin- law. in all

ca<es wherein the irovernment thinks such an or<jani/.ation should

In- formed. It is only, then, in cases wherein tin- number of pro

posed irrijrators is less than twenty, and the area to be in

less than 494 acres, that a water-right for a joint utili/ation can

he had on any other terms, and even then tin- government must

be satisfied that due provision is made for the economical u

the waters and harmonious working of the management. !- it

arhitrarily orders the formation of an association.

Even when a water privilege is issued to a company or indi-

vidual for sale, rental, or distribution of waters to the lands of oth-

ers, an association of the consumers is immediately formed under

the law, the details of distribution of the waters is committed to

its charge, and, as before written, it falls heir to the works and

privileges at the expiration of the stated term of the concession.

The Principle* of Axxnriatinn.

The general principle of organization is that of a representative

government, the forms being prescribed in the law and the details

in the regulation under it. The model in outline and leading prin-

ciples being thus made compulsory, the details of organisation and

of the ordinances and community regulations are left to the dis-

cretion of each association. The principles advanced by law are

those of the local developments already written of. and the forms

prescribed by the law and regulations are based upon the best

examples from practice, in the light of half a century of

Hence in revising those of ancient times.

The law expressly accords to irrigating communities the

of fixing the qualifications of their electors and of those eligible

to ufh'ce; the proportioning of votes to land ownership: the times

and forms of elections; the terms of otlice: manner of counting

votes and conducting proceedings of the assemblies. It provides

that every community shall have an elective governing body, to

be called a syndicate: that the number of members of this body

maybe fixed by the community, considering the extent of the irri-

gations, the number of main distributaries employed, and tin-

number of irrigation centers or towns supplied; that the servi

the members shall be rendered gratuitously, and. that on election

the individual must serve for at least one term. [Articles 280,

231, 232, and 239.
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We here find the principle of compulsion applied not only to

the formation of associations, but to the acceptance of office under

such organization . It reaches not only the irrigators collectively

and forces their action, but also each individual and makes ob-

ligatory his gratuitous service in the administration of the local

waters and irrigation under the law, if he be selected by vote of

his associates.

Although the communities are expressly given power to frame

their own ordinances or regulations under the law and adminis-

trative models, they are, yet, directed to submit these for approba-
tion to the government authorities. The minister of public works

may accept them, and, if not appealed from, such action will be

final. The council of state may refuse to advise the sanction of

an organization which in its judgment is not made in accordance

with the terms of the law, or which materially differs from the

administrative models; and on such advice the minister may
reject it, and the community will have to be reorganized. [Ar-
ticle 231.] In this feature of the law we find the provision which

compels uniformity of organization, in all essential points, through-
out Spain.

The general assembly of the members is the source of power
and the supreme authority in the community, and all irrigators

and users of water within the district are eligible to membership.
The regulation directs that at the first meetings for the formation

of an association, and before it has adopted its ordinances, the

voting shall be done according to area of lands which each partici-

pant represents, but all have an equal voice in the proceedings.

This provision really puts the stamp of landed qualification on the

whole organization, for, although the assembly may fix the status

of the individual vote as it chooses, it is not likely that the larger

proprietors in organizing will altogether sacrifice their advantage.
The practice', apparently, results in a compromise on this point,

so that, in the ordinances examined, the vote is accorded to cer-

tain units of ownership, in such way as to limit the proportionate

voting power of the larger owners. [Articles 239 and 240.

While the law allows much freedom in the organization of asso-

ciations, on the important points of electoral qualification, repre-

sentation, and voting, the number of members in the governing

syndicate, etc., there is yet a limitation on this independence, pro-

vided to make certain of equitable distribution of membership. It

is found in article 236, and insures to the lands last receiving water
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in ;i district. ;ml In each of tin- several centers of irrigation or

separate interests merged int> tin- community, their due i

sentation in the hoard of control. It is an essential part of the

organi/ation. made necessary ly tin- spirit of the law as well as

the letter of ministerial instructions, to keep the crnsu< of individ-

ual irrigators and the records of water use constantly up to

and to reapportion representation in tin- syndicate in accordance

with these data, applied under the rule, whenever it mav he. . .un-

necessary. Failure in this would result in appeal to tin- govern-

ment, and the administration would perform the dutv if the com-

munity authorities refused to act.

Revenue Protection ( 'nut ml.

The law seems carefully to have avoided details in its provis-

ions concerning community revenue and expense, the sole check

on free action being that all expenses shall lie home '

by the irri-

gators in equitable proportion." Thus, there are plans of assess-

ment and tax levying which might be considered equitable in one

quarter which would not be so considered in another. We have

already seen that very great variation in this respect existed in

the older irrigation districts of eastern and southeastern Spain:
and the fact is that newer ordinances show examples of revenue

systems of every variety, from that based on simple measurement

of water used, without reference to land ownership, to that based

simply on area of land ownership without reference to area irri-

gated or amount of water used. [Article !*"".

While the law is most careful to guard existing interests within

communities as well as without, it has not overlooked the tact that

obstinate inaction and illiberal spirit, as well as absolute inability

on the part of some individuals to join in an improvement, may
often be present, and prevent the carrying out of the best and most

promising improvements, if there is no way of avoiding such nega-

tion. Hence, we find a clause which enables some irriirai'

the community to carry out works or to enlarge those existing, at

their own exclusive expense, and to fully profit by their enterprise,

provided they obtain the consent of the community as a whole.

[Articles 233 and 234.

Although, in the main, irrigation communitiesjuv the complete

owners of their property even of the water power which the How

in their canals may afford the law is ever vigilant to insure the
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full measure of benefit being derived from the public waters; and
if a community does not utilize the power which the waters in its

channels may be caused to produce, the administration, after due
notification and formality, may grant the right of such use to other

parties. [Article 235.] There can be no more conclusive proof
than this of the complete control which the government really

reserves over its waters, even though it does leave the details of

their management to local communities of irrigators.

Forming Irrigation Communities. 1

Although the law, as we have seen, compels the organizing of

irrigators into associations, and prescribes the general form and

principles of such organizations, it does not make the initiation

and conducting of the proceedings an administrative power or

duty, except in those cases wherein the governor may order such

formation, or in the cases where the alcalde may be called upon
to inaugurate a movement, as we shall next see. It appears to be

the policy to leave the proprietors as free to act as possible under

the law and regulations. They are supposed to know the law and

the terms of using public waters, and to be disposed to comply
therewith.

The law is silent upon this subject, but the ministerial circular

of instructions under it enters into details substantially as follows:

In cases where it is desired or necessary under the law to form an

irrigation association the movement shall be commenced by the

proprietors collectively, or, in default of this, the alcalde of the

town in whose jurisdiction the lands lie must call a meeting, giv-

ing at least thirty days' notice in the most public manner, to all

those interested in the utilization of the waters in any manner,
within the proposed district, setting forth the object and design,

time, and place of the proposed meeting.

This general convention or assembly of interested persons, must

determine the basis of the proposed organization, upon which its

constitution or ordinance and regulations are to be framed, and

appoint a committee of its members, to put its wishes into form

according to the model prescribed in the ministerial circular, and

also to draught regulations for the governance of its proposed syn-

dicate and jury or tribunal of irrigation. This committee reports

at a subsequent meeting, where, at one or more sessions, the prop-

1

See, Ministerial Instruction, June 25, 1884.
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ositions of the committee ;nv diaeiUMed, I'" ion- tin- tinal adoption
of tin- onlin;i!icc and formation of tin- community, r

however, to give another public and general oottoe, according Jo

the prescribed ollicial form, hy publication and utln-r\\

moiling all land owners to appear at tin- meetim: wln-n- tin- final

steps are to be taken. The actual presence of the ownen

representatives of more than half of the pr.p-rly to he Indl

in the community, is necessary to make the meeting valid : and if

such majority is not present, another meeting must he ealled. At
these preliminary meetings the voting must he conducted uj

the hasis of the unit of area of land ownership that is. hy //..

or fractions represented. If it is a question of the formation of the

association, and in a case wherein the law does not make such

formation obligatory, there must be a majority of land in th-

trict voted in the aflirmative, in order to so decide it. If a ques-

tion of simple adoption of an ordinance or regulation, the vote of

a majority of the property present is sufficient for adoption. Tims,

there being a bare majority of lands in the proposed district rep-

resented, and a bare majority of that present being in the affirm-

ative on the adoption of the ordinances, such law for the whole

district may be adopted by a vote but little in excess of one fourth

of the interest involved. But the proper notice having been given,

it is considered to be the fault of those who have not attended,

that they have no voice in the matter, and so the result \\\\\>-

until changed in the manner prescribed for such remodeling in

the ordinance adopted.

Having thus organized, a copy of the proceedings in full and

the ordinances adopted must he deposited in the oHice of tin-

municipal council for a term of thirty days, and the fact must

be officially advertised, so that all may examine and hecom

quainted with the project and results of the meeting. After this

time the ordinances and copies of all proceedings in duplicate.

duly certified and attested by the otlicers of the assembly, are sent

by the chairman to the governor of the province. Accompanying
these documents must go copies of all objections <>r protests which

may have been filed, and plats illustrating the whole subject.

The governor of the province must succ. -ssiv. -ly consult and ob-

tain the opinions of the provincial hoard of agriculture, industry.

and commerce, the chief civil engineer of the province, and the

provincial committee, upon the proper outlining and other points

32 1
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relative to the formation of the district and association, and these,
with his own report, together with all the papers received by him,
he must send to the minister of public works for his approval.
The minister may approve, and thus end the whole proceedings by
sanctioning the formation of the association, but in case he does

not approve, the matter must be brought by him before the council

of state, by whose advice only can the approval of the ordinances

of an irrigation association be refused.
1

SECTION IV.

COMMUNITY ADMINISTRATION. 2

Ordinances of an Irrigation Community.

Under authority and by direction of the law, the minister of

public works has, from time to time, issued instructions concern-

ing the general form to be followed in the organization and gov-

ernment of communities of irrigators. The last circular of this

kind, dated but little over a year ago, is specially complete and ex-

haustive of the subject. Having, without doubt, been based upon
the best results of all accumulated experience, it probably em-

braces the features and forms found to be generally desirable and

advantageous. This circular is in five parts: (1) an instruction

concerning the steps to be taken in the forming of irrigation asso-

ciations; (2) a model form upon which to draw ordinances for

irrigation associations; (3) a model form upon which to draw reg-

ulations for syndicates of associations; (4) a model form upon
which to draw rules for the government of special courts of irriga-

tion; and, (5) a model for the formation of central syndicates on

streams where there are several organized communities of irriga-

tors, each with its special syndicate. The first of these instruc-

tions has served as the basis of the paragraphs which hereinbefore

appear under the heading, "Forming Irrigation Communities."

On the others, together with certain articles of the general law,

is based that which follows in this section.

The model forms of ordinances and regulations themselves first

demand notice. They are annexed, for the most part in mere out-

1
Royal Order; Administrative decision.

2
See", Bentabol and Ureta

; also, Pardo, laws and regulations cited.
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line, to appendix III. It is ditlicult t tliink .if anything of thin

kind more complete than are tlic originals of these doeumcn 1

every point appears to have been foivscm and pn.vi-i.n mad- t.

meet it: but when we rememher that they emhraee t hi- mil-

results of long experience and of very many e.\ampl-.
not feel surprise at tbeir apparent prrferiinn. h i- a siirnilieant

fact that so much care should have hern exep-isrd by tin- Lr v-m-

ment in framing these models, and it is the strongest evid.-ncr

that, while virtually leaving the details of irrigation adminiMra-

tion to the irrigators, the government reeogni/.es the n.-c, -s>ity for

and proposes to exact uniformity in organ i /.at ion. and to n-tain tin-

general control itself.

Composition of the Community. Taking the grnrral model ordi-

nance as a basis of what follows: under this heading we find in

twenty articles, provision made for the declaration of formation

and nomination of those participating in the community: a <!-

scription of the lands, improvements, and works; a description -f

the water-rights, sources, and courses; a declaration of the object

of organization, and of the fact of individual agreement to it: stip-

ulations with respect to withdrawal of members and of entry of

new members; specifications with respect to community obliga-

tions and powers, and the same with respect to the rights and obli-

gations of the individual irrigators and of other users of water who

are members; a declaration concerning promptness in payment of

assessments, and nomination of penalty for delinquency, and pro-

visions with respect to the officers, their qualifications, terms, gra-

tuitous and compulsory service, etc.

The object of forming an association and the engagement of

members to observe its ordinances, as expressed in Article 5 of

this model, constitutes the key to the entire Spanish system of irri-

gation administration. Substantially and almost in plain terms

it says: As the result of centuries of experience in Spain it is found

that the diversion of waters from streams and their use in irriga-

tion is a most fruitful cause of quarreling and litigation, and so

continues to be wherever proper organization and government has

not been effected. This evil is one of surh magnitude and so

harmful to the general interests, although but a small part of cul-

tivated Spain even is irrigated, that the government feels called

upon to stop it. To this end four things are necessary: ( 1 ) Ix>cal

organization for constant administration of waters: (-2) uniformity

of general plan amongst such organizations, and accountability to
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a central authority; (3) engagement on the part of irrigators to

accept such rule and to keep their differences out of the courts to

submit them to summary arbitration by tribunals specially elected

for the purpose by themselves, rather than involve them in pro-

tracted litigation before courts not so chosen or fitted; and (4)

establishment and recordation at once of the actual and relative

rights of water users, as a guide and basis for their administration
r

so that individual rights may be known and respected ;
and be-

cause of the necessity for this, the law has been passed and this

model is promulgated.
Article 6, following in this line, adds force to the implied argu-

ment of necessity for organization and submission of individual

interests to general welfare, and the inviolability of the compact:

irrigators who have become members of a community can not be

permitted to withdraw at will. Their act of association must be

a compact binding them, on pain of forfeiture of their rights to

water, to remain as members and be governed by the will of the

majority, as expressed under their ordinances. And, conversely,

irrigators or land owners who have not come with others into an

association, can not afterwards be permitted lightly to demand

entrance, and thus disturb the settled regime of affairs. If there

was sufficient reason for them to stay out at first, it is to be pre-

sumed that there remains sufficient reason for them to keep out,

and, in this view, their entrance may only be attained upon the

expressed will of a majority vote in the association as formed.

Taken in connection with the compulsory formation of associa-

tions, already commented upon, this reasoning is very significant.

It completes the story of the whole system : system and admin-

istration there must be; and it must not only be uniform, but it

must be settled and stable, and not easily disturbed.

But from article 8 it would appear that while rigid, and invio-

lable though the system must be, in the details of application it

must equally be flexible, else it can not be adopted without hard-

ship in many cases, because of great variation in established con-

ditions. It would appear from this article that in neighborhoods
covered or likely to be covered, even by only one community, there

are found established utilizations of water whose bases of individ-

ual right differ some being by volume of water, others by time of

flow, others by area irrigated, etc. and that it is necessary to ad-

mit each irrigator upon the basis to which he is accustomed tin 1

recognized basis of his rights; or, at any rate, that uniformity of
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terms of association in this particular is not BO <-ntial to tin-

success of the system as a whole, as to reijiiire tin- adoption ..f (.n.-

rulc or basis of individual interest t in- insisted u|H.- rhere,

Still another })rincijle specially worthy of notice we find recog-
ni/ed under this heading that of compulsion upon the individual

memher promptly to meet his engagements to the community.
Article '> of the model ordinance is most direct and swe.-pi;.

this point. The irrigator who enters an association under it
-

a contract, and pledges his land as security, that he will promptly

pay his assessments, or suffer an additional charge of ten per < ,-nt

per month for time of delinquency, and at the end of three months

will forfeit his water if not paid, and that all expense ae.-niinir

from the proceedings shall be equally a charge against him

ject to summary collection, and without jxwer of appeal to any
tribunal other than the special jury of his district.

Herein we find the same appreciation of the jM>int essential to

success in irrigation enterprise, which has been before repeatedly
^remarked the necessity for promptness of decision, the cutting

short of all disputes, the suppression of grumhling. the rehuking

of-individual inaction, and the summary dealing with individual

participants in the common benefit.

Ho/-//* of the Community. Under this heading in tin- model

ordinance, we find a declaration to tlie etVect that there shall be

made, and constantly kept posted, a complete descriptive schedule

of the works of the community, and another schedule of all works

forming part of the irrigation system, which may he the property

of private individuals and which should he maintained at their

cost and responsibility. This provision, contained in articl

and 23, shows very clearly, as is the fact, that in Span

where, grave troubles and complications frequently result from the

want of complete plans and descriptions of works made dearly of

record and kept readily accessible. Managers, constructors, and

owners of works are changed or pass away: knowledge of much

which is familiar to them concerning the works, and trivial though

each item may be, is lost with them. Then trouhle g

The width of a canal is not of record: the original grantor of the

right of way did not care how wide it was made. I'.ut now it>

margins have been built on: land and improvements are valuable.

It cuts out its channel from some cause, threatening these im-

provements: or its owner desires to widen it. and claims the privi-

lege so to do under the old right of way. There is no sutlicient
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record of what was the width of the work, or what it was intended

to be. Litigation follows; and more is spent in one such lawsuit

than proper plans and descriptions of the works would have cost

several times over. This is but one of hundreds of cases which

rise out of insufficient plans of works in old regions, and the Span-
ish government has carefully guarded its irrigation communities

from trouble on this score, as may be seen by reading the articles

cited in its model ordinance.

Exercise of excessive authority on the part of boards of control

or other executive officers in charge of great common properties

like the irrigation system of a community, is another point which

this Spanish model ordinance seems to have guarded. A syndi-

cate may order studies and plans of new works, but only the com-

munity in general assembly has the power to adopt such plans
and order the construction of the work, and a tax levy for a

work not thus ordered can be resisted by any member of the com-

munity. Even as to the matter of cleaning the works,, there is a

distinct understanding placed in the ordinance, so that certain

cleanings annually are had, and the syndicate has beyond this

certain discretion for additional cleanings, but up to a defined

limit only. [Articles 22, 24, and 25.

As the power of the syndicate is limited with respect to the

works, so are the privileges of the individual members clearly

defined. No one may do work on any canal or structure without

authorization; nor, even, may the owner of the margins of a canal

use them except under guide of specifications in the ordinance

limiting the character and scope of his utilization. [Articles 26

and 27.

Of the Use of Waters. Under this heading is found in the model

ordinance a declaration of individual rights to water, on the basis

of the measure of individual interest in the community, deter-

mined under a former article, the order of use or schedule of turns

by which water must be distributed to different individuals, quar-

ters of the community, or main distributing works, as the case may
be, instructions concerning the distribution of water by the author-

ized agents of the community only, and a declaration that no irri-

gator need expect preference over his associates because he has

chosen to cultivate a crop which may need water more than do

theirs. [Articles 28-32.

Of the Lands and Manufactories. Attention is specially directed

to articles 34 to 36 of the model ordinance, and under the above
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heading.
' In providing tor plats and schedules of lands irri

<r irrigable, and establishments served with water, as is d-.n,- in

tlirsr articles, and requiring that they he constantly jn.st.

the Spanish government has attested the ,- ,,f an <

rience in Spain which all familiar with irrigation community de-

velopment under any system are prepared t<> appn-ciate. Tin-

absence of proper plans of lands and neighlmrliMuds served is

almost always a source of trouble, extravagant service, and waste

<>f water; the manager of works is at sea without a chart when he

has no plan of his district, as many are now beginning to appre-
ciate to their sorrow in this country. It is t< he noted that the

Spanish model ordinance is very full and explicit in its provisions

under this head.

Of Offenses, Indemnities, and Penalties. Articles 37 to -VI. under

the above heading, are of interest because they illustrate the work-

ing of the special water court, a most important feature, hereafter

referred to under a special heading

Of the General Convention or Assembly. The articles -I.'! to :>7.

under this heading, are most important, but their matter is rele-

vant to that under a former subdivision of this report concerning

the "Principles of Association," and should be read in connection

therewith.

Of the Syndicate.

The administration of irrigation community affairs under the

Spanish system is distinctly separated into two branches tli-

ecutive and the arbitrative or judicial which are represented by
the syndicates or boards of direction, and the juries or boards of

arbitration.

Article 237 of the general law of waters [see appendix III],

very clearly defines the general powers and duties of the executive

arm of the administration, and in this connection attention is first

directed to it.

Articles 58 to 66 of the prescribed model ordinance tor commu-

nities [annexed to appendix III], quite fully explain the organi-

zation of and representation on such boards, and the qualifications,

distribution, and sendee of members thereof; and on these joints

these articles should be here consulted.

Finally, the prescribed model for regulations to irovcrn a syndi-

cate [also annexed to appendix III], enters fully into details on
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all the points upon which the law and general ordinance touched,

and contains other matter worthy of attention.

In view of much that has been said elsewhere in this report on

the subject of syndicate boards, and with the above cited matter

at hand for reference, it is not necessary at this point to enter into

the subject further than to remark that in Spanish practice it is

considered a great honor to be elected a member of the syndicate
of one's irrigation community, and that the contaminating influ-

ence of party politics rarely finds entrance there.

Of the Jury of Irrigation,

The general law of waters devotes the second section of its chap-
ter XIII (articles 242 to 247) to juries of irrigation the arbitra-

tive branch of its administrative system for communities. We
therein find this feature as a necessary part of the system, and its

adoption made compulsory. This is surely a great revolution from

the few years ago when, as we have seen, the government declared

against such special courts as organized locally in Valencia and

Murcia, and put every obstacle in the way of these examples being
elsewhere followed; alleging that the system was opposed to the

integrity of the judicial system of the country, and not possible to

be linked therewith, or at all tolerated. We are not to suppose
that this change in sentiment and policy towards special water

courts, however, is altogether due to the change in form of the

Spanish government and the spread of liberal principles, or that it

is even, to any great extent, directly a result thereof, for the true

explanation of the change is in the fact that the water courts were

formerly opposed because of misapprehension on the part of the

ruling powers of the necessities of irrigation in this respect, and of

the real nature of the courts themselves. This is but an illustra-

tion of a fact which any student of irrigation history and develop-

ment will find constantly recurring in the records of the past and

experiences of the present: those who do not live in irrigation re-

gions rarely appreciate the peculiar demands which this industry

necessarily makes for special recognition in the laws of a coun-

try, and are seldom capable of conceding freely to it the simplest

of its requirements, from the fear .that some established right is

to be invaded, or custom set aside.

The object and purpose of the jury of irrigation in the Spanish

system, as gathered from the articles above cited, is: to have de-
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rided promptly and inexpensively tin- thousand an<l on,- ou.--

which arise in tin- distribution and use of water to reli.-v,- irri-

gatore of expense of litigation, and irrigation from its curse.

We lind in the model community ordinance

th<- administration. articles 68 to 7l>. devoted to tin- organi/ation.

etc.. of such juries, the (nullifications of their members and pro-

vision for a special regulation to more dearly di-tine their JH

and duties. And, finally, the model forth.- regulation it- If I-

nothing to be supplied in explaining its working.

Of (n'm'rdl Si/iiilli'ii'-

In this feature of the Spanish irrigation administrative svst<-m.

we have the guiding principle carried to its extreme in applica-

tion. Local government is herein applied to the management of

the distribution of waters from natural streams to those who have

rights therein. Article 241 of the general law (see appendix III)

plainly states that "when on the course of a river several com-

munities and syndicates exist, they may form for their mutual

convenience one or more central or common syndicates, for tin-

defense of the rights and the maintenance and protection of tin-

interests of all; and it shall be composed of representatives of the

communities interested."

Now, it is a most noteworthy point that this article virtually

puts, if the government so elects, the control of distribution from

natural streams into the hands of the representatives of such

of waters only as are organized into communities. It should be

carefully noted that neither private or individual utili/ers from a

stream, nor companies or others engaged in the distribution of

waters for sale or rental, are given any such privileges. In fact.

were claimants of the several named classes located on the same

stream, under the Spanish law the community representatives

would control the division of the waters from it. to the exdn-ion

of the individual or company claimants, whose protection would

be had through the gem-mi administrative authorities.

Going further, the last paragraph of article I'll provides that

"the number of representatives which may be nominated
"

to tin-

central syndicate "shall be proportioned to the extent of irrigable

land embraced within the respective boundaries" of the >, v.-ral

irrigation communities on the stream. Thus, the proportion of

control accorded is in direct ratio to the extent of irrigation sys-
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tematized according to the prescribed governmental regulations.

This is setting a high premium on irrigation enterprise by the own-

ers of land, and systematic organization and self government by
the irrigators, as against enterprise by companies or others who
distribute water for sale or rental to the lands of others. But let

it not be supposed that rights of this class are not fully protected.

The government has chosen to allow representatives of irrigation

communities, formed into central syndicates, to apportion their

waters from streams to their communities, but the streams have

not been turned over to them unreservedly. As a matter of fact,,

it is only by implication, and in cases where the government re-

frains from taking charge of the division of waters from the streams,
that these central syndicates have any right of control over the

waters in their natural channels. The law directly accords no-

such power. It simply says that central boards may be formed

where more than one organized community derives its water from

one source of supply, and that the purpose of the forming is "the

defense of the rights and the maintenance and protection of the

interests of all." Neither is there any direct mention in the pre-

scribed model ordinance for communities, nor yet in the model

regulation for central syndicates, of any power or duty connected

with distribution of waters from the natural streams.

The second paragraph of the article 241 of the general law gives

authority to the minister of public works, and to the governors of

provinces, to order the formation of central syndicates
" when the

interests of agriculture demand it." From this we may infer, as-

is the fact, that the government has found it well to enforce local

organization on a broader plan than that of the single irrigation

community, in order to preserve harmony amongst users of water

otherwise independent of each other, by providing means of inter-

course, and of preventing and adjusting conflicts between them, of

whatever nature, arising out of their irrigation practice.

And the ultimate fact is, that where such central syndicate is-

formed, whether voluntarily or under orders from the administra-

tion, the authorities leave to it the detail of management of the

division of waters from the natural stream to the several commu-
nities according to their rights. But the government has sacri-

ficed in no way its complete control over the streams, nor does it

in practice leave them wholly to any local organization.

In conclusion of this subject, attention is directed to article 67

of the model ordinance for community organization, which is in
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substance \\ mere repetition of tin- article ;t!n-:idy cite. I tV..m th-

general law; and also to the model for a regulation to govern cen-

tral sydicates, annexed to appendix III.
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CHAPTEE XXII,-SPADP;

GOVEBNMEJTTAL POLICY AND IRKIGATION ENTEBPBISE,

SECTION I. Past Promotion of Irrigation.

Ancient Policy and Works, to 1759.

Commencement of Modern Policy 1759-1833.

Policy of the Moderate Constitutionalists 1833-1868.

Liberal Policy of the Regency 1868-1875.

SECTION II. Present Policy of Spain.
The Laws Now in Force.

Subsidies and Exemptions Offered.

Examinations Applications Auctions.

Terms of Concessions.

SECTION III. Recent Irrigation Enterprises.

Notable Concessions Canals.

Notable Concessions Reservoirs.

SECTION I.

PROMOTION OF IRRIGATION IN SPAIN.

Ancient Policy and Works. 1

The construction of several existing works of irrigation in cen-

tral and northeastern Spain has been attributed to the Romans.

Others in these quarters are dated from various times during the

eleventh to thirteenth centuries, and accredited to the Spaniards.
But the greater number of works and most successful irrigations

at that time, existed in the south and east quarters, and were the

developments of the Moors.

During the early part of the thirteenth century James I of Ara-

gon, taking great interest in irrigation matters, paid special atten-

tion to the management of the works throughout the province of

Valencia, conquered from the Moors, and constructed there the

1
See, Llaurado; also, Aymard.
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Royal -lucar canal, whose administration has hern described in a

former chapter. It may he supposed that In- had much trouble

with these properties. Tin- irrigators from the old q
under the restrictions placed on them, and demanded control

of t lie works, like, it was alleged, their ancestors had under the

Moors. As we have seen (chapter XVI. anb ). the canals and

waters were finally deeded over to them hy this monarch, they
were left free to form their own administration, and it resulted

that the Royal canal was, at a later date, given to the owners of

its dependent lands, on somewhat similar terms.

This example was followed by the succeeding kings of Aragon,
and also by those of Castile, so that the works found in almost

every valley opening to the east and south of the peninsula were

turned over to the irrigators under them, or to the municipalities
within whose political jurisdiction they were situated, either to

manage without interference by the general government, or upon
some plan which divided the responsibility and authority.

These acts were generally confirmed by the first rulers of re-

united Spain in the last part of the fifteenth and first part of the

sixteenth centuries. During this same period were commenced

at government expense, by Don Juan of Navarre, the royal canal

of Aragon, and also that of Tauste, in the valley of the Ehro: and

other important acts of encouragement to irrigation were author-

ized. Solicitude for the development of home resources continued

through this and the following reign, but was cut short by the

ambition of Charles I (1517-1557) for conquest and acquisition of

territory in America. His successor (Philip II; 1 .V>7- 1 -V. rs
) laid

aside war and had the satisfaction of seeing completed in his day
a number of large irrigation works, chief among which are the

great stone reservoir dams of Alicante, Elche, Almansa. and Ar-

anjuez. During the three succeeding reigns (l.V.is_i7<Hi) Spain

passed through a period of depression and financial embarrass-

ment, and only a few minor works of irrigation were inaugurated.

Following this (1700-1746) the desires of the first king of tin-

house of Bourbon to obtain the good will of the people, led to a

series of abortive attempts to carry Forward work on the royal canal

of Aragon.
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Commencement of Modern Activity.*

It was not until the fertile reign of Charles III (1759-1788) that

the government again gave a vigorous impulse to irrigation. Dur-

ing this reign the great royal canal of Aragon was completed, the

two immense stone dams of Lorca were built (one of them being
the highest in the world), the royal canal of Castile was in large

part constructed, all at national expense, and other great and im-

portant projects were conceded, upon what were considered most

liberal terms, to companies, associations, and municipalities. The

last part of the eighteenth and first part of the present century

again brought great embarrassments and embroilments in Spain,

so that there was no other notable encouragement to irrigation,

except that in 1788 the corrigidores, or executive magistrates of

the towns, were instructed by royal order to do all within their

power to encourage the use of public waters in irrigation, both by

private enterprise and by community or municipal action.
2

Before his accession to the throne, Ferdinand VII (1814-1833)
made protestation of great interest in agriculture, and promised
much for irrigation, but as he disappointed the constitutionalists

by his overthrowing their work, so did he fall short of fulfilling

the hopes of the votaries of general irrigation and liberal man-

agement of irrigation practice. Nevertheless, under his rule the

Royal canal of Castile was considerably prolonged at government

expense, the great canal of Castanos (Infanta) received govern-

mental aid and was completed, and the canal of Urgel was pushed
forward by the municipalities whose lands it was to fertilize. But,

above all, "with the object of promoting agriculture," all munici-

palities, communities, companies, corporations, or private individ-

uals who, in virtue of a concession from government, should bring

dry lands under cultivation by irrigation, were promised exemp-
tion from any increase of tax thereon, over and above that pre-

viously levied on them in their dry condition, to the time of and

for twelve years after their first full harvest following irrigation.
3

1
See, tlaurado, Aymard, and Wallis.

2 Nov. Rec.
3
Royal Decree, August 31, 1819.
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Policy of the Moderate CWx//'/////,,,,,///*/*.
1

Next came the reign of Isabella, tin- period <.f e,,n-tituti>nal

development and supremacy, as sketch. MJ in chapter XIX
Within tliis time the policy of government, in tin- way of i-iir.mr-

ugement to irrigation, took a final turn, from that ..t' eoi.Mmetioi,

of works at national expense, to the direct subsidizing of irnLMtion

ruin-prises. I first abstract the general laws of tin- reign. UJHMI

this subject.

By a law of 1849, all capital which might thereafter be invested

i;i irrigation canals, ditches, or dams of derivation, in aeeordaner

with governmental permits, as well as the rents or incomes re-

turned thereon, was declared exempted from every tax or impost
for ten years .after the completion of the works in each case.

The lands which should be irrigated by means of such works

were in like manner exempted from any increase in tax assess-

ment for the same period.

And these benefits were extended, also, to such capital as might
be invested in works for the discovery of waters as artesian wells

or ordinary welta under governmental authorizations, and to the

lands irrigated by waters thus brought to the surface.
2

In 1861 an appropriation of one hundred million re<il* ( % 1 i^oOO,-

000) was made by law, to be devoted to the encouragement <>f

agriculture; but the movement was not made com plete until 1866,

when was passed a law prescribing the manner in which this

money was to be applied. Under these directions two thirds of

the whole amount was to be issued in loans, in sums to suit, to

land proprietors who should use it in the construction of works to

irrigate their properties; and one third was to be granted in sub-

sidies to capitalized enterprises for the construction of irrigation

oanals and reservoirs, and drainage or reclamation works.

The loans could be made by ministerial recommendation and

royal decree, without the necessity of further eiKietment of law.

to land owners individually or as organized into associations or

communities, upon terms prescribed in the law and under condi-

tions set forth more fully in a general governmental regulation on

the subject, and as fast as the money should be recovered int> tin-

treasury it was to be again available for like disposition.

1
See, Pardo, Llaurado, and Wallis.

1 Law of .him- L'l, 1S49, Encouragement to Irrigation and Servitude of Aque-
duct; Pardo, p. 148.
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The subsidies were to be granted in each case only by virtue of

a special law of the cortes, sanctioning the proposed scheme and
terms of the contract. In such cases the government voluntarily
or by request examined the project, revised the plans and esti-

mates, determined the proportion of the cost it would advance, or

sum total of its subsidy, and then advertised the proposition for

bids. The company or person, etc., who would undertake the

scheme on the proposed conditions and allow the greatest rebate

on the governmental subsidy was awarded the concession, and

then the proposition was submitted to the cortes for ratification.

Such subsidies were to be paid, in the case of irrigation enter-

prises: one third when the canal excavation should be finished;

one third when all the main works were completed; and the other

third after the distribution of waters should be effected.

Land proprietors might organize as companies to irrigate their

own lands, avail themselves of the benefits of the law in the mat-

ter of subsidy, and then issue bonds to raise money for the works,

up to two thirds the taxed value of their lands.

When the works were to be carried out by a company not own-

ing the lands it might issue obligations under the general law of

public works.
1

By virtue of the general law of waters of 1866, all capital in-

vested under it in works of irrigation was exempted from taxation

forever. Grantees of concessions were authorized to enter upon
the public domain and take thence, freely, whatsoever material

might be obtainable there; and to enter upon private lands, by
virtue of the power of eminent domain, and condemn to their use,.

in the manner prescribed by law, such property or material as

might be necessary for the works. And there were other benefits

and privileges less important than those above, but still material

to canal constructors.

Lands brought newly under irrigation by virtue of such works

were declared exempt for ten years after irrigation should be ef-

fected, from increase of tax assessment over their valuation prior

to the commencement of the works. This was a benefit to land

owners, which enabled them to offer some direct inducement to

a company contemplating the irrigations, or which, in other in-

stances, was calculated to encourage them to combine, themselves-

to effect the irrigation of their lands.

J Law of June 11, 1865; Memoria, etc., 1864-1866, p. 12.
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In all cases, whether the concession was made to a eumpanv <-r

to a community, all lands within tin- district \\viv obliged i.

for water when brought to them, at tin- stipulated rates, or, tailing

in this, to sell their lands to the company or association at fifty

PIT cent advance on their assessed valuations previous to irriga-

tion. Should the company not choose to take lands at this rate,

however, the owners might thereafter use and pay for water, or not,

as they chose.

All concessions embodying the above benefits or any subsidy to

companies were to be put up at auction, and sold to the hidder

who allowed the greatest rebate on the benefits, to the government,
and every grantee was required to deposit a sum e<jual to on.- p.-r

cent of the gross estimated cost of completed works, as a guaranty
of his good faith.

1

This law was continued in force until 187'>. when was p.i

another upon the same model and containing provisions somewhat

similar to the above, as we shall see hereafter.

In the matter of works, during this reign of Isabella, the most

important were the completion of the Royal canal of Castile, which

was intended for transportation much more than for irrigation, at

government expense; the construction of the great Lozoya ma-

sonry dam and the canal thence for the water supply of the na-

tional capital and irrigation in its vicinity, chiefly by subscription

or subsidy from the city of Madrid; the construction of the
(

canal of Urgel, in the northeastern quarter, by an association of

land owners assisted by government subsidies; and, of the Hen-

ares and Esla canals, by the Iberian Irrigation Company a

corporation of English capitalists organized to operate in the con-

struction of irrigation works throughout Spain, under the laws

subsidizing irrigation enterprise. These are but a portion of tin-

large enterprises undertaken in this time, while of small works

there were very many carried out by private individuals and asso-

ciations of land owners, who availed themselves of the benefits

and immunities which the foregoing laws offered.

Liberal Policy of the Regency?

Under the constitutional government and the regency of S r-

rano, and just prior to the accession of Amadeus to the thnn -. the

1

See, Memoria, etc., iHH-l-lsiH
j>. 14, et seq.

2
See, Pardo, Lluurmln, and \\ allis.

33 '
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cortes passed and the regent promulgated an important law con-

cerning concessions to companies and persons for the construction

of irrigation canals and works of water storage.
1 This law was

continued in force during the succeeding reign and until 1883,

and a large number of important concessions were made under it.

Its object was "
the encouragement of the use of public waters

in irrigation." All companies or individuals who should organize
and carry out works under a concession embodying its conditions,

to water the lands of others, were granted, by way of subsidy, the

full amount of the increased tax revenue to be derived from lands

irrigated, to a gross amount of 150 pesetas per hectare (1.21 dollars

per acre). This payment to begin two years after irrigation com-

menced, and to continue until the amount was made up, and
thereafter to continue three full years more by way of indemnity
for interest on capital during the period of construction.

Those who availed themselves of this law were required to de-

posit in the Bank of Spain, as a guaranty of good faith, a sum

equivalent to two per cent of the gross estimated cost of the entire

system of works. During the course of construction this amount

was to be paid back in installments proportioned to work done.

In case of failure to carry out works, this deposit was to be for-

feited, and the works were to be sold at auction for the benefit of

the creditors and grantees. All works projected under this law

for the irrigation of more than 200 hectares (494 acres) were to be

declared of public utility and entitled to the exercise of the power
of eminent domain.

Capital invested under the law was declared forever exempted
from all taxation except a net income tax. All lands irrigated

under the law were to be exempted from the stamp tax on the

first sale or transfer of ownership made after their irrigation should

be effected. Owners who carried out works for the irrigation of

their own lands were allowed, as under the law of 1866, the ex-

emption from increase of tax assessment for ten years; but, under

the foregoing provision of this law of 1870, those lands irrigated

by works of capitalized companies were subject to assessment

without the above exemption.

1 Law of February 20, 1870; Pardo, p. 260.
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X\ml\l nf \\'titfr
>'"///>///.'

In order to acquire information concerning the water supply of

the country, and obtain data upon which to study tin- art. rial

drainage problems of the great river valleys when- disastrous

Hoods sometimes occurred, the government, in IM;:;. instituted :n,

extensive hydrological study of tlie entire kingdom. It \\-a-

dered: that on the midstream pier tf every road bridge const ru< ted

across the principal rivers and their allluents throughout the coun-

try, a gauge rod should be affixed: that records of the rise and
tall of the waters should be made by readings on these rods, under

the direction of the engineers of the provinces: and that tor each

province these should be brought together and recorded in an offi-

cial hook.

At periods of flood and of low water the flow was to be noted

with special care. The approach of flood waves was to he uh.-erved

and their progress studied, in order that danger might be foretold

and warnings published.
The provincial engineers were ordered to collate the results of

these observations annually, in tables showing the movement of

the waters and the periods and volumes of high and low water

flow, illustrating these phenomena by diagrams of curves repre-

senting the rise and fall of the waters, and to transmit the same

with a report to the central board of engineers of public works;

and it was ordered that the outcome of these studies should be

digested and published every five years, together with discussions

as to the causes and results of the various extreme phenomena of

flood and drought. The expense of these observations was to he

met with moneys from the general appropriation for waters, i

and canals, placed at the disposal of the minister of public works.

Pursuing the subject still further, and this time more immedi-

ately in the line of the water supply for irrigation, in lMl-1 the

consulting council of the government civil engineering department
was directed to formulate a programme which should serve as

"the basis of a hydrological study of the great river basins of tin-

Spanish peninsula, in order that, understanding them, the data

relating to the quantity and elevation of their waters, ami the

minute details, as to the course of the streams, the height and

character of their banks, their slopes, cross sections, and profiles

1
See, Memoria sobre las Obras Publicas, 1864-1866.
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may be at hand, and that the importance of having the mentioned

data, in order to regulate the appropriation of waters and foster

the interests of agriculture and the increasing industries of the

country, may be realized."

Still again, in 1865,
"
to give a new and vigorous impulse to the

hydrological studies of the territory of the peninsula," the country
was marked out into ten hydrographical divisions, according to

its topography and great water-shed areas; and the results of the

study of its water supply and flood phenomena were ordered to be

formulated according to these governing natural features.

In January, 1866, all local governments, and local and govern-
mental functionaries whose duty imposed upon them, under the

laws and customs of the country, the expression of opinion or reg-

ulation of actions relating to the appropriation of waters, were

called upon to report to the central government, clearly and mi-

nutely, setting forth their views on the subject of the water supply
and the opposition on the part of private individuals to the sys-

tematizing of water-right affairs, assigning the reasons for such

opposition, for the guidance of the general board of public works.

The policy of government has steadily progressed in the line of

the hydrological study, and there have been a number of decrees,

orders, and circulars issued during the time from 1866 to the

present, following up the commencement made as above, and a

great amount of field work has been accomplished under them .

So that now the water supply study has come to be a permanent
institution of the country.

SECTION II.

PRESENT IRRIGATION POLICY OF SPATX.

Laws now in Force.
1

All the water and irrigation laws and measures of the former

reign, of which the last subdivisions of the preceding section treat,

continued in force during that which followed and now just closed,

until some of them were set aside by those yet in force. These

latter are the general public works law of 1877, the general water

law of 1879, and the law of irrigation concessions of 1883.

The law of 1877 systematized the matter of public works in ac-

1
See, Pardo; also, Bentabol and Ureta.
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cordance witli the provisions of the national constitution wliirli

had hern adopted the previous year. |S,,- p. |:;r,. ,//,.] |; v it

public works are classed in two groups: the first, those of gcn ml

utility, embraces roads, railroads, porte, lighthn., .nal-

for irrigation and navigation, and works relating to the manage-
ment, utilization, and police of waters, improvement of r:

reclamation, and drainage; the second emhraees buildings for the

use of the state, a province, or a municipality. Within ;

groups are sub-classes of works, the exclusive charge of sonic ..f

which is reserved to the national government, that of others to tin-

provinces, and the care of others is accorded to the municipalities.

The immediate control of works of a fourth and very large (lass of

the first group, may, according to circumstances, he retained by
the state, a province, or a municipality, or may be given <\

private individuals, communities, or companies. Of this class are

irrigation, drainage, and river works.

To the state is reserved the control of canals of irrigation and

navigation wholly paid for with national funds, and all national

river works; and also the prescribing or approval of measures of

police and administration of the use of public waters and streams

in all cases. The provinces each have administrative control of

works of navigation and irrigation pertaining solely to their sev-

eral territories and those paid for by their funds. And the towns

control works for the supply of their people with water.

The state may accord to a private individual, association, com-

munity, company, municipality, or province the privilege ..f con-

ducting any enterprise which would come under its control. A

province may accord to individuals of either class of grant* >

named a privilege to carry out a work otherwise provincial. And.

in like manner, a municipality may delegate its right of construc-

tion and immediate control of municipal waterworks. I'.ut neither

the state, a province, nor a municipality can forfeit its right of

ultimate administrative supervision and regulation of works and

waters.

In conceding to others its right of construction and immediate

management of works of its class, the state, a province, or a mu-

nicipality may agree to assist in the work.

All general government works must be let by contract, as will

hereinafter be explained.
1 The conducting of provincial and mu-

nicipal works is controlled by laws of the provinces.

1
See, Law of Public Works, Articles 74, et scq.
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No money subsidy can be agreed to in a concession unless an

appropriation for such class of expenditure shall have been em-
bodied in the administrative estimates, and passed by the cortes;

and each concession with a money subsidy or premiums attached

has to be sanctioned by a special law after the auction of the con-

cession and the preliminary agreement, hereafter to be explained,
shall have been consummated.

The water law of 1879 repealed that of 1866, but left in force

the public works act of 1877, under whose general provisions with

respect to works, companies, concessions, subsidies, and exemp-
tions, it prescribes certain details of governmental policy specially

relating to irrigation, navigation, etc.

The law of 1883 relates exclusively to terms of concessions for

and subsidies or other gratuities to irrigation enterprises. It re-

pealed the law of 1870, and modified the public works law and

the general law of waters in some particulars relating to subsidies,

but otherwise left these two latter statutes in force.

Subsidies and Exemptions Offered}

The public works law defines a subsidy as
"
any direct or indi-

rect assistance from public funds." Which includes exemptions
from customs duties on articles or machinery imported for con-

struction, maintenance, or operation of works; exemptions or par-

tial exemptions from taxes or increase of taxable valuations of

works, capital, income, lands, or improvements; power to collect

rates for which a direct return is not made; contributions of

money; and gifts of lands; all of which forms of assistance gov-

ernmental action has at times extended to irrigation enterprise.

Special exemptions in the nature of subsidies, to authorized con-

structors of canals of irrigation, are found in articles 194 and 198

of the general law of waters; and subsidies of the same class are

offered to owners of lands who themselves construct works for their

irrigation, in articles 195 and 199. It will be noticed that these

subsidies are similar to those offered by the law of 1866, already

abstracted. [See appendix III.

The law of 1883 says, that the state may help in the construc-

tion of canals and reservoirs of public interest, which require spe-

cial authorizations, when the volume of water to be furnished by
them is at least equivalent to a continuous flow of 200 litres per

1 Same reference as for preceding subdivision.
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second. Tin- assistance will consist of a money sul.si.ly not to

exceed thirty per cent of the estimated cost of tin- main work-

and principal distrihtitaries. including dam- or other -tru.
|

tor Storage, control, conducting, and lettiiiL' out the water, and,

furthermore, in a premium not to exceed 250 p&fau for each litre

(
1. 11-") dollars for each cubic foot) per sec 1 of continuous How

that the canal or reservoir can furnish in irrigation. Hut in no

case may the total amount of subsidy exceed forty per cent f tin-

actual cost of the cstahlislmient of the irrigation, plus one hun-

dred pesetas per hectare (8 dollars per acre) of the land irrigated.

And the government reserves the right to expend under its own

immediate management, the moneys of the first named sul.-idy

on such of the works as may be considered specially difficult of

construction.

The subsidies proper are ordinarily to he paid by installment-

upon the completion of certain sections or divisions of the works,

in proportionate parts of the whole, as shall have hee agreed

upon and stipulated in the articles of concession. The premiums
are to be paid as the irrigation is actually effected or water deliv-

ered for the purpose, within maximum limits per year which may
have been previously fixed in the concession, and in no case may
the amount in any one year exceed the fifth part of the total of

premiums due to all irrigations under the work.

Neither increase nor reduction in the cost of a work, resulting

from modifications in its plan, notwithstanding official approval.

can change the amount of its subsidy, unless its delivery of water

shall have been augmented or diminished. In this case the suh-

sidy may be made proportionately more or less.

By special understanding and arrangement an enterprise may
be subsidized, not only by the state, hut also by a province or a

municipality or both.

When communities of irrigators, constituted according to tin-

law of waters, wish to construct canals or reservoirs to irrigate

their lands or to improve their existing irrigations, whatever may
be the quantity of water delivered, agreeing in due form to defray

one half the expense, according to a scheme officially sanctioned.

the government will grant the concession to them, and will subsi-

dize the enterprise to the extent of ">() per cent of the estimated

cost of all main works. The subsidy will he paid by the govern-

mental execution of a proportionate part of the works, chasing

always those the most difficult and important.
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Moreover, the government will advance to such community, as

a loan, 50 per cent of the cost of secondary canals and of commu-

nity distributing ditches, and of the preparation of community
lands for irrigation. The amounts thus advanced, to be regained,
with 3 per cent per annum interest, by a tax on the lands irri-

gated, fixed and agreed upon at the time of the concession.

Simple associations of proprietors, not necessarily formed into

a community under the law, -may, on the presentation of a proper

mortgage bond, also claim the benefits above accorded to regular

communities. But no such community or association can claim

the premium on irrigation effected, which is offered to canal or

reservoir companies as heretofore explained.

Examinations Applications Auctions.
1

Under the general water law, when provincial diputacions, syn-

dicates of land owners, or communities, municipalities, national

or foreign companies, or private persons apply to the minister of

public works for the examination of a project for a canal or reser-

voir of irrigation, he will order the necessary surveys, examina-

tions, estimates, and plans to be made by the governmental civil

engineers, when the public service will admit of a detail for the

purpose, provided the petitioners agree to pay the expense of such

work upon terms prescribed by him. [Art. 201 appendix III.

The forms of and data to be furnished with all applications for

concessions, are specified in the general water law [article 189],

and certain conditions are stipulated with respect to available

water supply, etc. [articles 190-191]. The law of 1883 treats of

this subject more particularly. It says:
" Each concession that is

to be subsidized under this law shall be solicited, formulated, and

determined upon conformably to the following prescriptions:

"There will be presented with the application a complete study
of the project, showing the whole irrigable district, the gaugings of

the volume of water available, the estimates of cost and specifica-

tions, the maximum rates to be charged annually for irrigation,

per litre per second of flow, with tables of equivalents per hectare

in different classes of cultivation, and an exhibit of the probable

utility of the enterprise. And these shall be accompanied by the

written agreement of the proprietors of more than half the lands

in the district, under which they are obliged to take water at

prices that do not exceed those expressed in the application."

1 Same reference as for preceding subdivision.
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The administration then orders its inquiry or inv.-ti:_r :iti<>n.

which is extended and formal, railing in the services of an exam-

ining and a consulting engineer, the provincial authorities, tin-

consulting board of roads, canals, and ports, ami the council <>f

ministers, to advise the minister of public works, under wln.se

immediate charge the proceeding is had.

If it is determined to grant the concession and suhsidi/e the

enterprise, the plans and estimates arc definitely fixed HJH.H. tin-

proportion of the cost to be borne by the state and rate of its pay-
ment are stipulated, and a provisional agreement is drawn up.
The concession is then offered at public auction. Each bidder is

required first to deposit, as a guaranty of good faith, in the .trove rn-

ment treasury, an amount of money equivalent to five per cent of

the gross estimated cost of the works; and each of those who has

not been the author of the scheme and paid for its examination,
is required to deposit an additional amount sufficient to cover the

cost of the same and to reimburse the author for his labors, as

shall have been previously determined upon. The auction then

goes on, and the concession is awarded to the bidder who agrees

to carry out the enterprise with the least amount of money sub-

sidy. If the offers should be equal on this point, the award is

made to the bidder who agrees to reduce the premium the most.

And if equal in this, also, to him who places the tariff for irriga-

tion at the lowest rates. Finally, the successful bidder is required

to furnish within fifteen days from the award, a bond for ten per

cent of the gross estimate, which is to be held until the work is

completed, while his cash deposit is returned to him in install-

ments as the work progresses.

Terms of Concessions?

Such concessions are made for terms of ninety-nine years. The

time is specified within which each section of the work is to be

-completed. Forfeits are predetermined and agreed to for partial

failures. Extensions of time are granted only when unforeseen

natural circumstances are the cause of delay. Concessions are

forfeited upon non-compliance with conditions. Such forfeiture is

declared by the minister, and the enterprise and works are sold

at auction for the benefit of creditors, and the grantee.

Same reference as for preceding subdivision.
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Companies or individuals, etc., having concessions of this char-

acter are required to pay taxes on the lands owned by them, but

under the general law of waters their capital and works are ex-

empt from taxation.

The law of 1883 closes with a number of provisions relative to

the adjusting of benefits under it, to concessions obtained under

former laws, and also recognizes the existence of subsidies under

the law of 1870. So that as a matter of fact there may be enter-

prises subsidized under both laws, though not to the full extent

allowed by either.

The duties and privileges of grantees and obligations of irriga-

tors are set forth in articles 196 and 197 of the general law of wa-

ters, to which attention is here asked. [See appendix III.

SECTION III.

NOTABLE IRRIGATION ENTERPRISES/

In closing this account of the policy of Spain towards the irriga-

tion interest, I present, as an exhibit of the extent to which the

subsidy system has been applied, a tabulated statement of all the

principal concessions which have been granted, with direct subsi-

dies from the general government, under the laws of 1849, 1865,

1866, and 1870, up to the passage of the present general water law

in 1879, and which were at that time in good standing. In addi-

tion to these, about half as many more important concessions had
been made but were forfeited

;
a larger number of small conces-

sions were registered and in good standing; and a very large num-
ber of small, individual, or association works had been carried out

under the provisions of law which exempted the dependent lands

from increased tax rating for ten years after irrigation.

Some of the following named projects were old or partly built

works, for the enlargement, extension, or completion of which these

concessions were made. But most of them were entirely new enter-

prises which the subsidy system brought into being. There are

no statistics at hand of the application of the subsidy features of

the laws of 1879 and 1883.

1

See, Bentabol, and I'reta.
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AUTHORITIES FOR CHAPTER XXII.

Bentabdl y Ureta [Work cited as an authority for chapter XIX.]
Pyrdo. [Work cited as an authority for chapter XIX.]
Memoria, etc. [Work cited as an authority for chapter XIX.]
Wallis [Work cited as an authority for chapter XIX.]
Aymard. [Work cited as an authority for chapter XVII.]
Llaurado. [Work cited as an authority for chapter XVII.]
Llaurado. "State Aid to Irrigation Enterprises." By D. Andre's Llaurado,

Chief Engineer, etc.
; Pamphlet, Madrid, 1882.

NOTE TO " SPANISH IRRIGATION LEGISLATION."

The subject of the old water and irrigation laws of Spain will be taken up in

a chapter on their introduction into Mexico, in part III of this report, when
some omissions that may appear to have been made in Chapter XVI of this

volume, will be supplied.

CONCLUSION TO PART I.

Comparisons of practices and circumstances, results of policies,

and applications of the lessons of European experience to any of

our Californian questions, have been generally omitted from the

foregoing chapters: the object being simply to narrate the facts

and illustrate their immediate bearing in the several fields of

inquiry, thus making this book a preliminary study of the sub-

ject, to be referred to from those which follow and wherein it will

be sought to apply its lessons.
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APPENDIX I.

ARTICLES OF THE CIVIL CODE OF FRANCE

Specially Relating to or Affecting

THE SUBJECTS OF

WATER-COUKSES, WATEES, AND IRRIGATION,

CODE NAPOLEON BOOK II.

OF I'l.MM'ERTY, AND THE DllTKKKNT Mn|>| FICATK >\ -

PROPERTY.

TITLE I.

OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF PROPKKTY.

ARTICLE 516. All property is movable or immovable.

CHAPTER I. O ImmnmHf

ART. 526. Immovable in respect of tin- object to which they
are applied are, (1) The usufruct of immovable things: (-)
vitudes or agricultural services; etc.

CHAPTER III Of Property, with AV/V/vmv in flaw ////< art- in {fir

i if if.

ART. 538. Highways, roads, and streets at the national charire.

rivers and streams which will carry lloats: shores, lands covered
and uncovered by the sea; ports, harbors, anehorap-s for ships,
and generally all portions of the national territory which are not

susceptible of private proprietorship, are considered as dependen-
cies on the public domain.

Decreed January 25th, promulgated February Ith, 1804.
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ART. 542. Common property is that to the ownership or pro-
duce of which the inhabitants of one or more communes have an
acquired right.

ART. 543. One may have over property either a right of own-

ership or a simple right of enjoyment, or only claims for ground
services.

TITLE II.

OF PROPERTY. 1

ART. 544. Property is the right of enjoying and disposing of

things in the most absolute manner, provided they are not used
in a way prohibited by the laws or statutes.

ART. 545. No one can be compelled to give up his property,
except for the public good, and for a just and previous indemnity.

CHAPTER II Of the Right of Accession over what is Connected and
Incorporated with Anything.

ART. 551. Everything which is connected and incorporated
with anything belongs to the proprietor, according to rules which
shall be hereafter established.

Section First Of the Right of Accession Relating to Things Immov-
able.

ART. 552. Property in the soil imports property above and
beneath. The proprietor may make above (the surface) all kinds-

of plantations and buildings which he shall judge convenient, sav-

ing the exceptions established under the title
"
Of Servitudes ami

Services Relating to Land." He may make beneath (the surface)
all buildings and excavations which he shall judge convenient,
and draw from such excavations all the products which they are

capable of furnishing, saving the restrictions resulting from the

laws and statutes relating to mines, and from the laws and regu-
lations of police.

ART. 553. All buildings, plantations, and works upon the soil

or beneath the surface, are presumed to have been made by the

proprietor at his own expense, and to belong to him until the con-

trary be shown, without prejudice to the property which a third

person may have acquired or may acquire by prescription, whether
it be a vault beneath the building of another, or any other part [of
the building.

1 Decreed the 27th of January ; promulgated the 6th of February, 1804.
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AI;T. .V>r>. The accumulations and increase of mud formed

successively and imperceptibly on tlic soil bordering on a ri\

other stream is denominated "alluvion."
Alluvion is for tlic benefit of the proprietor ,f i whrther

in respect of a river, a navigable sin-am, or on,- admitting llo.v

not, on condition, in the first case, of leaving a landing place or

towing path conformably to regulations.

AI;T. .V)7. It is the same with regard to changes occasioned by
a running stream retiring insensibly from one of its hanks, ami

encroaching on the other; the proprietor of tin- hank added to

profits by the alluvion, without giving the proprietor on the oppo-
site side a right to reclaim the land which he has lost. This right
does not apply to encroachments or alluvions of the sea.

ART. .V)S. Alluvion does not apply to lakes and ponds, the pro-

prietor of which preserves always the land which the water

ers when it is at the pond's full height, even though the volume
of water should be diminished. In like manner the proprietor of

a pond acquires no right over land bordering on his pond which

may happen to be covered by an extraordinary Hood.

ART. 559. If a river or a stream, navigable or not. carries

away by a sudden violence a considerable and distinguishable

part of a field on its banks, and bears it to a field lower or on its

opposite bank, the owner of the part carried awav may reclaim

his property; but he is required to make his demand within a year:
after this interval it is inadmissible, unless the proprietor of the

field to which the part carried away has been united, has not

taken possession thereof.

ART. 560. Islands, islets, and accumulations of mud formed
in the bed of rivers or streams navigable, or floatable, belong to

the nation, if there be no title or prescription to the contrary.

ART. 561. Islands and accumulations of mud formed in rivers

and streams not navigable, and not floatable, belong to the pro-

prietors of the nearest shore, where the island is formed near one
side only; when formed in midstream.it belongs to the proprietors
of the shores on the two sides, divided by an imaginary line drawn

through the middle of the river.

ART. 562. If a river or other stream in forming itself a new
arm, divide and surround a field belonging to the proprietor of the
shore, and thereby form an island, such proprietor shall retain the

ownership of his land, although the island he formed in a river, or

in a navigable stream or one floatable.

ART. of,;;. If a river or a navigable stream, capable of admit-

ting floats Or not, form a new course, abandoning its ancient lied.

-the proprietors of the land newly occupied, take, by title of indem-

nity, the ancient bed abandoned, each in proportion to the land
of which he has been deprived.

34 l

'
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TITLE IV.

OF SERVITUDES, OR MANORIAL SERVICES.*

ART. 637. A servitude is a charge imposed upon an estate for

the use and benefit of an estate belonging to another proprietor.

ART. 638. Servitude does not establish any preeminence of one
estate over another.

ART. 639. It is derived either from the natural situation of

places, or from obligations imposed by law, or from agreements
between proprietors.

CHAPTER I Of Servitudes Derived from the Situation of Places.

ART. 640. Lower lands are subjected, as regards those which
lie higher, to receive the waters which flow naturally therefrom to

which the hand of man has not contributed. The proprietor of the

lower ground cannot raise a bank which shall prevent such flow-

ing. The superior proprietor of the higher lands cannot do any-
thing to increase the servitude of the lower.

ART. 641. He who possesses a spring within his field may
make use of it at his pleasure, saving the right which the propri-
etor of a lower field may have acquired by title or by prescription.

ART. 642. Prescription in such case can only be acquired by
an uninterrupted enjoyment during the space of thirty years, to be

computed from the moment at which the proprietor of the lower
field has made and completed the works apparently designed to

facilitate the fall and course of the water within his property.

ART. 643. The proprietor of a spring cannot change the course

thereof when it supplies the inhabitants of a commune, village, or

hamlet, with water for their necessary use
;
but if the inhabitants

have not acquired the use of it, by prescription or otherwise, the

proprietor may claim an indemnity, to be settled by competent
persons.

ART. 644. He whose property borders on a running water,
other than that which is declared a dependency on the public do-

main by article 538, under the title, "Of the Distinction of Properti/,"

may employ it in its passage for the watering of his property. I !'

whose estate is intersected by such water, is at liberty to make use
of it within the space through which it runs, but on condition of

restoring it, at the boundaries of his field, to its ordinary course.

ART. 645. If a dispute arise between proprietors to whom such
waters may be useful, the courts, in pronouncing their judgment,
must reconcile the interest of agriculture with the respect due to

1 Decreed the 31st of January, promulgated the 10th of February, 1804.
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property; and in all cases particular and local regulations mi tin-

course and use of waters must he observed.

CHAI-TI:K II Of ft- rritn ,!<* /;>/,//,/;>//,,/ /,// /.</

AKT. C>49. Servitudes established by law have for their ohjeet
the public benefit, or that of the commune. ,,r of private i

ART. 650. Those established for the puhlic benefit, or that of

the commune, have for their ohjeet footway* by the side of navi-

gable rivers or floatable streams, the construction or reparation of

roads and other public works, or those relating to the commune.

Everything relating to this species of servitude is determined by
the laws or by particular regulations.

ART. 651. The law subjects proprietors to different obligation?,
as respects each other, independently of all agreements.

ART. 652. Part of these obligations is regulated by the laws

touching rural police. Others relate to party-walls and dit

and the cases in which supporting walls an- accessary,
to views

over the property of a neighbor, to the dropping of water from

house eaves, to rights of way.

ClIAI'TKR III Of tfrrritudrx Exlaltlixhi'd l>i/ the Art nf

Section First Of tin- different species of Serrit tides which mutj
] ><

Established over Properly.

ART. 686. It is allowed to proprietors to establish over their

property, or in favor of their property, such servitudes as seem

good to them, provided, nevertheless, that the services established

be not imposed either on a person, or in favor of a person, but only
on an estate and for the benefit of an estate, and. provided, more-

over, such services contain nothing contrary to public order.

The mode of using and extent of servitudes thus established, are

governed by the document which constitutes them: in default of

such document, by the rules hereafter given.

ART. 6S7. Servitudes are established either for the use of build-

ings, or for that of landed estates. Those of the first Bpeclefi are

called jirhun, whether the buildings to which they are due are sit-

uated in a town or in a field. Those of the second species are

called rural.

ART. 688. Servitudes arc either continual or interrupted. Con-

tinual servitudes are those whose use is or may he continual

without having a necessity for the positive act of man. Such are

water pipes, house eaves, windows, and other things of that de-

scription. Interrupted servitudes are those which require the pos-
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itive act of man for their exercise. Such are rights of way, of

drawing water, of pasture, and other similar ones.

ART. 689. Servitudes are apparent or non-apparent. Apparent
servitudes are those which are manifested by external works, such
as a gate, a window, or aqueduct. Non-apparent servitudes are
those which have no external sign of their existence, as, for exam-
ple, a prohibition to build upon a field, or against building beyond
a determinate height.

Section Second Of the Mode of Establishing Servitudes.

ART. 690. Continual and apparent servitudes are acquired by
deed, or by possession for thirty years.

ART. 691. Continual non-apparent servitudes, and interrupted
servitudes whether apparent or not, can only be established by
deeds. Even immemorial possession does not suffice to establish

them; without power, nevertheless, to impeach at the present time
servitudes of this nature already acquired by possession in dis-

tricts where they may have been acquirable in this manner.

ART. 692. The appointment of a father of a family is equiva-
lent to a deed as regards continual and apparent servitudes.

ART. 693. There is no appointment by the father of a family
but when it is proved that the two farms actually divided have

belonged to the same proprietor, and that it is by him that things
have been put into the state whence results the servitude.

ART. 694. If the proprietor of two estates between which there

exists an apparent sign of servitude, disposes of one of these estates

without inserting in the contract any stipulation relative to the

servitude, it continues to exist actively or passively in favor of the

land alienated, or over the land alienated.

ART. 695. The deed constituting servitude, as far as respects
those which cannot be acquired by prescription, can only be sup-

plied by a document acknowledging the servitude, and emanating
from the proprietor of the estate subject to servitude.

ART. 696. When a servitude is established, it is considered

that everything is granted which is necessary in order to make
use of it. Thus the servitude of drawing water at another's foun-

tain necessarily imports a right of way.

Section Third Of the Rights of the Proprietor of the Estate to which

the Servitude is

ART. 697. He to whom a servitude is due, has a right to form
all the works necessary to make use of and preserve it.

ART. 698. These works are at his own expense, and not at that

of the proprietor of the estate subjected to servitude, unless the

deed establishing the servitude declare the contrary.
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ART. (399. In the cage even where tin- proprietor of ,

subjected to servitude is charged by tin- derd with the construc-

tion, at his own expense, of works nec.->sarv tor the u-aL"

ervation of the servitude, lie may always get rid of >uch chargi. by
abandoning the estate subjected to servitude to the proprietor of

that estate to which the servitude is due.

ART. 700. If the estate for the henetit of which the servitude

has heen established happens to he divided, the servitude remains
due for each portion, provided always, nevertheless. that the hur-

den of the estate subjected to servitude shall not he aggravate,!

Thus, for example, if the case be respecting a right of way. all tin-

joint proprietors shall be obliged to exercise it by the same path

ART. 701. The proprietor of an estate from which a servitude

is due can do nothing which tends to diminish the usage then -of.

or to render it less satisfying. Thus he cannot change the condi-

tion of places nor transport the exercise of the servitude into a

place different from that in which it has heen originally assigned.

Nevertheless, if this original assignment has hecome more bur-

densome to the proprietor of the estate subjected to the servitude.

or if he is prevented from making there advantageous repairs, he

may offer to the proprietor of the other estate a place equally com-
modious for the exercise of his rights, and the latter shall not he

at liberty to refuse.

ART. 702. On the other hand, he who claims the servitude.

can only use it according to his title, without power to etVe'-i either

in the estate which owes the servitude, or in the estate to which it

is due, any change which aggravates the condition of the former.

Section Fourth Of the Manner in which Sfrritmlrx <nr AV/ imjti i*ln'<l.

ART. 703. Servitudes cease when things are in such a state

that it is impossible any longer to make use of them.

ART. 704. They revive if things are reestablished in such a

manner that they can be made use of: unless a sullicient space of

time have already elapsed to raise a presumption that the servi-

tudes have been extinguished, as is described in article 7<>7.

ART. 705. Every servitude is extinguished when the rstate to

which it is due, and that which owes it. are united in the same
hands.

ART. 706. A servitude is extinguished by non-usage during

thirty years.

ART. 707. The thirty years begin to run according to the dif-

ferent species of servitudes, either from the day on which they
have ceased to be enjoyed, when the case regards interrupt! ;

vitudes, or from the day on which an act has been made contrary
to the servitude, in the case of continual servitudes.
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ART. 708. The mode of servitude is subject to prescription like

the servitude itself and in the same manner.

ART. 709. If the estate in favor of which the servitude is es-

tablished belong to several coparceners, the enjoyment by one

precludes prescription with regard to all.

ART. 710. If among the joint proprietors there be one against
whom the prescription has not been able to run, as a minor, he
shall have preserved the right for all the others.

BOOK III.

OF THE DIFFERENT MODES OF ACQUIRING PROPERTY. 1

General Dispositions.

ART. 711. Ownership in goods is acquired and transmitted by
succession, by donation between living parties, or by will and by
the effect of obligations.

ART. 712. Ownership is acquired also by accession, by incor-

poration, and by prescription.

ART. 713. Property which has no owner belongs to the nation.

ART. 714. There are things which belong to no one, and the

use whereof is common to all. The laws of police regulate the

manner of enjoying such.

AUTHORITY FOR APPENDIX I.

The foregoing translation of articles from the code Napoleon, is that of Rich-

ards, with a very few corrections of wording where relating to physical sub-

jects, made after examination in the French edition of the code, by Pigoreau.
See authorities for chapter II, p. 73, ante.

Decreed the 19th of April, 1803. Promulgated the 29th of the same month.
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APPENDIX E.

ARTICLES OF THE CIVIL CODE OF ITALY

Specially Eelative to or Affecting

THE SUBJECTS OF

WATEE-COURSES, WATERS, AND IRRIGATION,

ITALIAN CODE BOOK II.

OF PROPERTY, AND OF THE MODIFICATION OF PROPERTY.

TITLE I.

OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF PROPERTY.

ARTICLE 406. All things which can be the subject of public
or private ownership are ranked as immovable or as movable

property.

CHAPTER I Of

ART. 407. Properties are immovable by nature, by their desti-

nation, or with reference to the object to which they relate.

ART. 412. Springs, reservoirs, and water-courses are immov-
able in their nature. Canals which take water t a building or

estate are also immovable ami form part of the building or estate

to whose service the water is devoted.

ART. 415. The law considers immovable with respect to the

object to which they relate: * * * L'radial servitudes; * * *.
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CHAPTER III Of Property Relatively to the Person to Whom it-

Belongs.

ART. 425. Properties belong to the state, to a province, to com-

munes, to public institutions, or other moral bodies, or to private
individuals.

ART. 426. Properties of the state are classed in the public do-

main and in patrimonial properties.

ART. 427. The national roads, the shore of the sea, the har-

bors, bays, coasts, rivers, and torrents, the gates, walls, ditches,
and bastions of forts and fortifications, form part of the public
domain.

ART. 428. Whatever other species of property appertains to

the state forms part of its patrimony.

ART. 429. Lands of fortifications and bastions of forts which
cannot be applied to their intended use, and all the other prop-
erties which cease to be applied to public use or to the national

defense, pass from the public domain to the patrimony of the

sta.te.

ART. 430. The properties of the public domain are by their

nature inalienable
;
while those of the patrimony of the state can-

not be alienated except in conformity with special laws which

govern it.

ART. 432. Properties of the provinces and of the communes
are classified into properties of public use and patrimonial prop-
erties. The purpose, the mode, and the conditions of the public

use, and the mode of administration and of alienation of patri-
monial properties, are determined by special laws.

TITLE II.

OF PROPERTY.

CHAPTER I General Provisions.

ART. 436. Property is the right of enjoying and disposing of

things in the most absolute manner, provided they are not applied
to a use prohibited by the laws or ordinances.

ART. 438. No one can be compelled to cede his property, or to

permit that others make use of it, if not for a cause of public

utility legally recognized and declared, and following the pay-
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incut of a just indemnity. The forms relative t< expropriation for

purposes of public utility are determined hv special 1

ART. 440. He who has the property f tin- >oil has f<r his the

space over it and all that is found upon or heneatli the

AKT. 143. Property in a thing, whether movable <.r innnovahle.
includ(\s the ri^ht to all which it produces, whether this i- ACOOOh
plished naturally or by artificial means; this right is called the

right of accession.

CHAPTER III Of the Right of Accession to flint u-hirl, is Incorpo-
rated with or United to a Thing.

ART. 446. All that which is incorporated with or is united to a

thing, appertains to the proprietor of it, under the rules established

in the following.

Section First Of the Right of Accession Relatively t<> IniHim-uhlf

Things.

ART. 447. A proprietor may make upon his own soil any con-

struction or plantation whatever, saving the restrictions established
under the head "Of Pradial Servitudes." Similarly, he may make
beneath the soil any construction or excavation whatever, and take

all the possible products, saving the restrictions of the law and reg-

ulations concerning mines and police.

ART. 448. Every construction, plantation, or work UJMUI or

under the soil is presumed made by the proprietor at his own ex-

pense, and belongs to him. while not proven to the contrary, and
without prejudice, however, to the rights of third parties, legiti-

mately acquired.

ART. 453. The uniting of lands and their increments, which
are formed gradually and imperceptibly in estates horderh
the hanks of rivers and torrents, are called alluvions. Alluvions

form to the benefit of the owner a Ion ir the hank of the river r tor-

rent, whether navigable and floatable or not. with the obligation
in the first case of permitting a tow-path, according to reirulations.

ART. 454. Land abandoned by running water which insensi-

bly is retired from one of the hanks to another, belongs to the

proprietor of the bank uncovered, without power ,n the part of

the losing proprietor to reclaim the land lost. This righ:

apply to lands abandoned by the sea.

ART. 455. The right of alluvion as relating to lakes and stand-

ing waters does not exist. The owners of these hold always that
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which the water covers when it is at the greatest height of flood

in the lake or pond, when it comes to be reduced. Likewise the

proprietor of a lake or pond does not acquire any right over the
land along the shore which the water covers in case of extraor-

dinary overflowing.

ART. 456. If a river or torrent by sudden force takes a consid-

erable and recognizable part of a property contiguous to its course^
and transports it against a lower property, or against the opposite
bank, the proprietor of the part taken may reclaim his property-
ship within a year. After the passing of this term, the demand
shall not be admitted, unless that the proprietor of the land to
which the part moved has been added has not yet taken posses-
sion of it.

ART. 457. The islands, islets, and unitings of land which are
formed in the beds of navigable or floatable rivers or torrents,

belong to the State, if there exists no title by prescription to the

contrary.

ART. 458. The islands and unions of land which are formed
in rivers and torrents not navigable nor floatable, belong to the

fronting proprietors to the extent of the middle line of the river or

torrent. If the island or union of land is situated nearer to one
bank than the medium line, then it belongs to the proprietor of
the nearest bank. The portions of the island or union of earth

due to proprietors of opposite banks, is determined by measure-
ments perpendicular to the middle line of the stream, made at the
extreme point of frontage of each property.

ART. 459. The dispositions of the two preceding articles are

not applicable to the case where an island is formed with land
taken by sudden force from a bank and transported into the river

or torrent. The proprietor of the property from which the land is

taken preserves his ownership; but in the case of navigable and
floatable rivers, the State has the right to make purchase from the

proprietor, making payment of a proper indemnity.

ART. 460. If a river or torrent forming a new course, surrounds
and encircles property of a bordering proprietor, forming an island,
he shall preserve the ownership of the property, saving the pre-

scription established in the preceding article.

ART. 461. If a river or torrent forms a new bed, abandoning
its ancient one, this belongs to the proprietors bordering on the two-

banks. This is to be divided to the middle of the channel, in pro-

portion to the frontage of each one.
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TITLE III

OF THE MODIFICATIONS OF PROPBI

CHAPTER II Of /W/m/ Scrvitod

ART. 531. A pradial servitude consists in a burden imposed
upon one estate for the use and utility of an estate belong!;
another proprietor.

AKT. W. Pradial servitudes are established by law and by
the acts of man.

Section 1 Of Rrrritinle* K*ttiMi*ln'tl
////

/,//// .

ART. 533. Servitudes established by law have for their object
either public or private utility.

ART. 534. Servitudes established for public utility relate to a

water-course, to foot-paths along rivers and navigable canals, or

acts of passage, to the construction and repairing of roads and
other public works. All things which concern this speeies of

vi tilde will be determined by laws and special regulations.

ART. 535. Servitudes which the law imposes for private use.

are determined by the law and regulations of rural police, and by
the dispositions of the present section.

Section First Of Servitudes Resulting from the Situation <>f /Y</v>.

ART. 536. Lower estates are obliged to receive the water which
Hows naturally off those higher up, so long as such flow is not

occasioned by the act of man. The owner of the lower estate must
not in any way interfere with this flow. The owner of the upjHT
estate must not do anything to increase the servitude of the lower

estate.

ART. 537. If the banks and harriers existing <>n an estate, and

serving to retain water, should have been destroyed or carried

away, or repairs should be proposed, which changes in the nurse

of the waters render necessary, and should the owner of the estate

not wish himself to repair, rebuild, or construct them, the owners

injured or whose property may be in peril, may execute at their

own expense the necessary repairs or constructions. The work,

however, must be executed so that the owner of the estate shall

not suffer injury, and after procuring judicial sanction, those inter-

ested having been heard and the special rules about water having
been complied with.

ART. 538. The same holds good when it is proposed to remove
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an obstruction formed on an estate, or in a ditch, brook, drain, or

other channel, by substances stopped in it so that the water injures
or may injure the neighboring estates.

ART. 539. All the proprietors to whom the preservation of the
banks and barriers, or the removal of the obstructions mentioned
in the two preceding articles are beneficial, may be summoned
and obliged to contribute to the expense in proportion to the ad-

vantages which each receives therefrom, always provided that the

injuries or expenses which may have been occasioned by the
destruction of the barriers, or by the formation of the aforesaid

obstructions, shall be made good.

ART. 540. He who has a spring on his estate, may use it at

his pleasure, saving the right which the proprietor of a lower
estate may have acquired by force of title or prescription.

ART. 541. The prescription in this case does not hold good
except after a possession of thirty years, computed from the day
on which the owner of the lower estate has made and finished on
the upper estate visible and permanent works destined to facilitate

the fall and course of the water to his own estate, and which works
have served for that purpose.

ART. 542. The owner of a spring may not divert its course

when the same supplies the inhabitants of a community, or a por-
tion of one, with water which is necessary for them: but if the

inhabitants have not acquired the use of it, or have not got it by
right of prescription, the owner has a right to compensation.

ART. 543. Whoever has an estate bordering on a stream which
flows naturally and without artificial works, excepting such as are

declared public domain by article 427, or over which others have
a right, may, whilst it runs along, make use of it for the irrigation
of his lands, or for the prosecution of his industries, on condition,

however, of restoring the drainage and residue of it to the ordi-

nary channel. Whoever has an estate crossed by such water may
also use it in the interval in which it is running through, but with
the obligation of restoring it to its natural course when it leaves

his lands.

ART. 544. Should a dispute arise between owners to whom the

waters may be of use, the judicial authority must reconcile the

interests of agriculture and' industry, with the consideration due
to property, and in all cases the special and local rules of the

water-course and use of waters must be observed.

ART. 545. Any owner or possessor of water may make use of

it at his pleasure, or even dispose of it in favor of others, where no
title or prescription prevents; but after having used it he may not

divert it so that it may be consumed to the injury of other estates,

where it could be used without damming it up, or otherwise pre-

judicing those using it above, and which, by means of an equiva-
lent compensation, give payment for that by which they profit,
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where a spring or other water belonging to the owner of tin- upjx-r
estate is treated for.

s, ,-/!(,, i Thinl <)f I,it<riiili<it, Distances and II

AKT. 575. No one may dig ditches or canals wit limit

a distance from the boundary of the estate ,,f another peraoi
least equal to their depth, except when a greater <listan< may
have been established by local regulations.

AUT. 57C>. The distance shall he measured from tip

the bank of the ditch or canal nearest to the said houndarv. This
hank must, moreover, be inclined at a slope: and, if without a

slope, be provided with works of support. When the boundary of

an estate of another is found in a common ditch, or else in a pri-
vate road but common to both estates, or subject to a right of

sage, the distance shall be measured from the a fun -said rdge to

the edge of the bank of the common ditch, or else to the margin
or exterior border of the road nearest to the new ditch or canal,

subject to the dispositions in relation to the slope.

ART. 577. If the ditch or canal be dug in the neighborhood of

a party wall, the aforesaid distance is not required, hut all tin-

works must be executed so as to prevent any damages.

ART. 578. Whoever wishes to open spri 1 1 .iblish heads
or branches of fountains, canals, or water-courses, or to dig, deepen.
or enlarge their bed, to increase or diminish their fall, or alter

their form, must, besides the distance above decreed, observe

whatever greater distance and execute whatever works may In-

necessary so as not to injure estates, springs, heads or branches
of fountains, canals, or aqueducts belonging to others, existing

already and destined for the irrigation of lands or the supply of

buildings.
\Vhere a dispute "arises between two proprietors, the judicial

authority must conciliate them in the fairest manner and witli

respect to the consideration due to the rights of property and to

the greater advantages which may he obtained to agriculture or to

industry, from the use to which the water is put. or intended to In-

put, awarding, where it may be necessary, to one or the other of

the proprietors that compensation which they ought to have.

Firth Of the R)<lhf n f rn.wiyt' mul <>i A>/>i,,liirt.

ART. 598. Every proprietor has to give passage through his

estates for waters of any kind which have to be conducted by
anyone who has permanently, or even only trmixmirily. the right
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to make use of them for the necessities of life, or for agricultural
or industrial purposes. There are excepted from this servitude

houses, and the courts, gardens, and yards belonging to them.

ART. 599. Whoever demands a passage must open the neces-

sary canal, without causing its waters to flow in the canals already
existing and intended as the course of other waters. But the pro-

prietor of the estate, who is also proprietor of a canal existing
thereon and of the waters flowing therein, can prevent a new canal

being opened on his land, offering to give passage for the waters
in the same canal, when it can be done without notable damage
to him who demands the passage. In such case there will be due
to the proprietor of the canal an indemnity to be determined, hav-

ing regard to the water introduced, the value of the canal, the

work that will be rendered necessary for the new passage, and the

increased expense of maintenance.

ART. 600. Passage for water across canals or aqueducts must
also be allowed, in the manner known to be most convenient and

adapted to the locality and to their state, provided that the course

or the volume of the waters flowing in them may not be impeded,
retarded, or accelerated, nor in any way altered.

ART. 601. Having to conduct waters across public highways,
rivers, or torrents, the special rules and regulations concerning
highways and waters must be observed.

ART. 602. Whoever desires to make water pass through the

estate of another, must show that he can dispose of the water dur-

ing the time for which he demands the right of passage ;
that the

same will be sufficient for the use to which it is desired
;
that the

passage demanded will be the most convenient and the least preju-
dicial to the serving property, having regard to the circumstances
of the neighboring estate, to the slope, and to the other conditions

for the conducting, the course, and the discharge of the waters.

ART. 603. Before undertaking the construction of the aqueduct,
whoever may wish to conduct water through the property of

another, must pay the estimated value of the ground occupied,
without subtraction of the taxes or the other imposts inherent to

the property, and with the addition of one fifth over and above
the reimbursement, for immediate damages, including those arising
from the division of the land into two or more parts, or from other

deterioration of the ground by cutting up.
The ground which would be occupied solely for the deposit of

the material excavated, or for the throwing out of silt, will only be

paid for at the rate of half the value of the land with the addition

of one fifth, and always without subtraction of the taxes or other

inherent imposts; but in the same ground the proprietor of the

serving property may plant and raise trees or other vegetation,
and remove and transport the accumulated material, provided it

is done without damage to the canal, its cleansing, or maintenance.
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AKT. (JO-1. When a demand tor tin- passage of waters is i

time not greater than nine years, tin- payment of the vain,

the indemnity to \vhieh reference is made in the pivrrdin-j arti-

cle, will he restricted to only one halt', hut with tin- ohh
the end of the term to replace things in their original state. Who-
ever has ohtained this temporary passage can. U f..n- ih.- cninple-
tion of the term, render it perpetual by paying the other half, with

legal interest thereon, from the day on which tip

etVected. Tin- term once concluded no account will he taken .,f

that which has heen paid for the temporary concession.

ART. 605. Whoever possesses a canal <n the estate of another
cannot introduce in it a greater quantity of water than that which
the canal is known to be capable of carrying, and must not <

any damage to the serving property.
If the introduction of a greater quantity of water neceflritatefl

new works, these cannot be undertaken until their nature and
kind arc first determined and the sum due for the ground to he

occupied and the damage established in the manner laid down in

article 603, are paid. The same holds good when for the passage
across an aqueduct there has to be substituted a canal bridge, a

pipe, or ritr versa.

ART. 606. The dispositions contained in the preceding articles

with regard to the passage of the waters are extended to tin

in which passage is demanded for the purpose of wasting supertlu-
ous waters that the neighboring owner would not consent to r- -ive

on his property.

ART. 607. It will always be in the power of the proprietor <>f

the serving ground to cause the bottom of the canal to lie fixed in

a stable manner by the laying of pavement or sills to he placed at

fixed points. But where he did not make use of said power in

the first concession of the aqueduct, he will have to support half

the necessary expense.

ART. 608. Where a water-course pi-events the owner of con-

tiguous lands from gaining access to the same, or prevents tin-

continuation of the irrigation and drainage of waters. tho>.- who
are served by that water-course are obliged, in proportion to tin-

benefits which they receive, to construct and maintain the In:

and their approaches in a way sutlicient for commodious and
secure transit, as well as the syplmns. the canal bridges or other

similar works for the continuation of the irrigation or the draii

saving rights arising from agreement or prescription.

ART. 609. The proprietor who intends to dry out his land or

render it salubrious by subdrainage, by warping, or by any other

means, has the right, by previous payment of indemnity and with

the least damage possible, to conduct by drain or ditch the \\a-

ters of drainage across the lands which separate his from a water-

course or any other drain.
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ART. 610. The owners of estates crossed by a drain or ditch of

another, or who could otherwise profit by the work done in virtue
of the preceding articles, have the power to make use of them for

the improvement of their property, on the condition that this may
not bring any damage on the property already improved, and that

they bear:

First The new expense needed to modify the work already
done, in order that it can serve also for the property crossed.

Second A proportional part of the expenses already incurred,
and of those needed to maintain the work which has become com-
mon.

ART. 611. In the execution of the work indicated in the pre-
vious articles, the disposition of the first clause of article 598 and
articles 600 and 601 are applicable.

ART. 612. If in the drainage of a marshy property any one

having a right to the water which is drawn off should object, and
if with proper works, bearing an expense proportional to their

scope, the two interests cannot be conciliated, the drainage shall

nevertheless be made, after payment of a sufficient indemnity to

the opponent.

ART. 613. Whoever has a right to derive waters from rivers,

torrents, streams, canals, lakes, or reservoirs, can, where it may be

necessary, place or fix an inclosure on the banks, though with the

obligation to pay the indemnity and to make and maintain the
works which are suitable to guarantee the estates from any dam-
age.

ART. 614. He having the right to the derivation and use of

waters, as described in the preceding article, must avoid, between
the users higher up and those lower down, every injury which may
arise from the stopping up or excessive flow, or from the diversion

of the said water. Those persons who may have caused such in-

jury are held to compensation for damage, and are subject to the

penalties established by the regulations of rural police.

ART. 615. Concessions by the state for the use of water are

always understood to be made without injury to former rights to the

use of said water, which might have been legitimately acquired.

CHAPTER III Of Servitudes Established by the Acts of Man.

Section First Of the Different Kinds of Servitudes which can ln i

Laid upon Estates. .

ART. 616. Proprietors can establish on their estates, or for their

benefit, any servitude, provided that it may only be imposed on
one property and for the advantage of another, and that it may
not be in any way opposed to the public order.

The exercise and extension of servitudes are regulated by the

title, and in default of this by the following dispositions.
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AKT. (>17. Servitudes arc continuous or discontinuous. 'I

are continuous when their existence is or may In- continuous with-
out an actual act of man being nee.

ducts, dropping of water, views, and such like.

They are discontinuous when they reijuire an actual act of man
to he exercised: such are those of pottage, <>t' drawing \vat-

conducting cattle to pasture, and the like.

ART. 618. Servitudes are a ppa rent or nn-;ipparent. They an-

apparent when they are manifested by visible SJLMI-

window, a canal. They are non-apparent when they ha\

ble sign of their existence: as the prohihition to build on:
or to build except at a fixed height.

AKT. (>19. The servitude of taking water by means of canals
or other visible and permanent works, for whatever purpose they
maybe intended, is included among the number of continuous
and apparent servitudes, even should the taking of the water not

be exercised except at intervals of time or by a routine of days or

hours.

ART. 620. When for the derivation a constant and fixed <pian-

tity of running water, the form of the gate opening and of tin-

structure has been agreed on, that form must be maintained, and

parties are not permitted to interfere with it under the pretense of
an excess or deficiency of water, unless that excess or deficiency
arises from a subsequent variation in tbe supplying canal, or in

the course of the water flowing in it.

If the form has not been determined on, hut the opening and
works of derivation have been constructed and i

bly during five years, then it is not permitted, after such time, to

make reclamation of a part under the pretense of excess or defi-

ciency of water, except in the case of variation taken place in the

canal or in the course of the water as above. In the absence ,,f

agreement or of the possession above m< -ntioned. the form shall

be determined by the judicial authorii:

ART. 621. In concessions of water made for a definite service,
without tbe volume being expressed, it is understood that tin-

amount necessary for the object is granted: and whoever is con-

cerned in it may at any time cause the form of derivation to In-

established in a manner that at all times there shall he enough
delivered for use, and an excess prevented.

But if the form of the intake and headworks has been agreed

on, or if, in the absence of an agreement, it has been peaceably
used for five years, no alteration of the parts is then permitted,

except in the case mentioned in the preceding article.

ART. 622. In new concessions in which is laid down and

pressed a constant volume of water, the volume conceded must

always be expressed in terms of modules. The module is the

35 l
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unit of measure of running water. It is a body of water which
flows with the constant volume of 100 litres per second, and is

divided into tenths, hundreds, and thousandths.

ART. 623. The right to the taking of a flow of water can be
exercised at every instant.

ART. 624. Such a right is exercised for the summer waters
from the spring to the autumn equinox; for the winter waters,
from the autumn to the spring equinox; and for water distributed
at intervals of hours, days, weeks, months, or otherwise, in the
times laid down by the agreement or possession. The distribution

of water by days or by nights refers to the natural day or night
only. The use of water on feast days is regulated by the festivals

ordained to be observed at the time when the use was agreed on
or when the possession began.

ART. 625. In the distribution of water by turns, the time which
the water takes to arrive at the opening of derivation of the user,
is consumed at his charge, and the tail of the water supply belongs
to him whose turn is ceasing.

ART. 626. In canals subject to distribution by turns, the waters

rising or escaping, but contained within the channel of the canal,
cannot be stopped or taken off by a user, except at the time of his

own turn.

ART. 627. In the same canals the users may vary or exchange
their turns among themselves, provided such changes cause no

injury to the others.

ART. 628. Whoever has a right to make use of the water as a

motive power cannot, without an express stipulation of the title,

hinder or slacken its flow, causing it to overflow or be backed up.

Section Second Of the Manner in which by the Act of Man >SV ///-

tudes are Established.

ART. 629. Continuous and apparent servitudes are established

by the effect of a title, or with the prescription of thirty years, or

by the appointment of the father of a family.

ART. 631. In affirmative servitudes the possession necessary
for the prescription is computed from the day on which the pro-

prietor of the dominant estate commenced to exercise it upon the

servient estate. In negative servitudes the possession commences
from the day of the prohibition made with formal act, by the pro-

prietor of the dominant estate to him of the servient estate by
contesting the free use of the same.

ART. 632. The appointment of the father of a family has place
when it is evident, by any sort of proof, that two estates, actually

divided, were once possessed by the same proprietor, and that the
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or state from which resulted the servitude \\ .ill or

permission.

AI;T. (i,T7. Drainage waters derived from .-moth. may
constitute an active servitude, claimable by th< -.\hich re-

ceives it, to the extent of preventing its di\-.-rsion. When su-h M

servitude is claimable by prescription, it is only e.,nHd.T. d to

commence from the day on which the owner of the domina:
tatc may have made on the servient estate visihle and perman nt

works, with the view of collecting and conducting tlie said drain-

age waters for his own profit; or from the day on which thci.
of the dominant estate may have commenced and eontim:

enjoy them, notwithstanding a formal act of opposition on the part
of the owner of the servient estate.

ART. 638. The regular cleansing and the maintenance of the

hanks of an open channel upon the estate of another, destined and

serving to collect and draw off the drainage, infers the presump-
tion that it is the work of the owner of the dominant estate, when
there may be no title, sign, or proof to the contrary. The exist-

ence on the channel, of structures built and maintained by tin-

owner himself of the estate in which the channel is opened, is

considered a contrary sign.

Section Third In wJuif Mamn-r >V/-r//>///V.s n,-< Excrci

ART. 639. Aright of servitude includes all that is i

for its use. Thus the servitude of taking water from the fountain

of another includes the right of passage through the estate to the

fountain from which it is taken. Likewise, the right to lead walk-

through the estate of another comprehends that of passage along
the banks of the canal for guarding the conducted water, and to

make the cleanings and repairings necessary.

ART. 642. In the servitude of taking and of conducting water

when the title does not otherwise express, the proprietor of tin

vient estate can always demand that the excavation he maintained

conveniently clean, and that the hanks he kept in a state of good
repair, at the expense of the proprietor of the dominant

ART. 648. A right to the conducting of water does not confer

on the conducter the ownership of the lands of the hanks or Led

of the spring or supplying channel. The property tax and other

burdens belonging to estates are to be borne by its owners.

ART. 649. In the absence of special agreement, the owner or

other granter of the water of a fountain or of a canal, is hound
towards the users of it, to execute the ordinary and extraordinary
works for the derivation and conducting of the water up to the
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point at which it is delivered, to maintain the structures in good
condition, to preserve the bed and banks of the source or of the

canal, to perform the ordinary cleansings, and to use diligence,

care, and watchfulness, to the end that the derivation and regular
supply of the water may be effected in proper time.

ART. 650. The granter of the water, however, should there

prove to be a deficiency of the same, naturally brought about, or

even by the act of another, which in no way, directly or indirectly,
can be imputed to him, is not bound to pay for damages, but

only to allow a proportional diminution of the rent or price agreed
on, as it falls due, or even after it has been paid, saving always
the right of the granter or grantee to damages from the author of

the deficiei^py. When users are agreed as to the author of the

damage, they may oblige the granter to take legal action, and to

assist by every means in his power to procure compensation for the

damage caused by the deficiency.

ART. 651. The deficiency of water must be borne by whoever
has a right to take and use it in the time during which such defi-

ciency happens, saving always the right of compensation for inju-

ries, and to a diminution of the rent or price as in the preceding
article.

ART. 652. Among different users, the deficiency of the water
should be borne first by those whose title or possession is the most

recent; or, among users similarly situated, by the last user. The

right to compensation for the injuries caused by the deficiency is

always excepted.

ART. 653. When the water has been granted, reserved, or pos-
sessed for a determined use, with the obligation of restoring to the

granter or to others whatever is over, such an arrangement must
not be changed to the injury of the estate to which the restitution

is due.

ART. 654. The owner of an estate bound to restore the drain-

age or the residue of the water, must not divert any portion of it

under plea of having introduced a greater quantity of flowing
water or a different body, but must permit it to flow off entirely in

favor of the estate below.

ART. 655. The servitude to drainage does not deprive the owner
of the servient property of the right of freely using the water to

benefit his own estate, of changing the cultivation on it, or even

of abandoning entirely or partly the irrigation of it.

ART. 656. The owner of an estate subjected to the servitude of

drainage, or of supplying surplus water, can always free himself

from such servitude by ceding and insuring to the dominant estate

a volume of running water, the quantity of which shall be deter-

mined by the judicial authority, due account being taken of all

the circumstances of the case.
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AUT. (>57. Those who have a common interest in th<

tion and in the use of water, or in the improvement r drain.:

lauds, may unite in an association, with a view of pn\ i<lii.

the exercise, the preservation, and tin- drfmsr of tli-ir n
The union of those concerned and the rules of the wx-iety mu
fixed in writing.

ART. 658. The association having hem constituted, the

Intions of the majority, within the limits and according to the nil.-

laid down in the respective regulations, shall I,

ing to article 678.

ART. 659. The formation of such an association may also be
decreed by the judicial authority on the demand of the ma
of those interested, the others having been fully heard, when it i-

a case of the exercise, the preservation, or the defense of common
right, of which it is impossible to make a division without serious

damage. In such a case the regulations proposed and resolved on

by the majority are subject to the approval of t he
j
ud icia 1 ant h< ri t y .

ART. 660. A dissolution of the association can only take place
when resolved on by a majority exceeding three fourths, and when
a partition maybe effected without serious damage, and when it

shall have been demanded by some of those interested.

ART. 661. In all else the rules established by the commune.
the society, or the division, are observed by all associations.

Section Fourth Of the Manner in whii-h > /;./////<// j

ART. 662. A servitude ceases when things arrive at such a state

that it cannot be used.

ART. 663. A servitude is revived when things are reestablished

in a condition such that it can again he exercised, saving when
time sufficient shall have elapsed to extinguish the servitude.

ART. 666. A servitude is extinct when not exercised for a apace
of thirty years.

ART. 667. The thirty years, in the case of a discontinuous servi-

tude, commences to run from the day on which it erased to be

exercised, in the case of a continuous servitude, from the day in

which is made an act contrary to the servitude.

ART. 668. The method of the servitude is pn-scrihed in tin-

self same manner that the servitude itself is prescribed.

ART. 669. The existence of vestiges of works, by which had

been practiced a taking of water, is not an impediment to pre-

scription; for to impede this the existence and conservation in a

serviceable state of the works made for the taking must be

tablished, as well as the canal of derivation.
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TITLE IV.

OF COMMUNITY OF PROPERTY.

ART. 673. The community of property, in default of conven-
tional forms or accepted terms, is regulated by the following rules.

ART. 674. The proportion of participation in a community
shall be presumed to be equal unless the contrary is proven. The

assembly of participants, as well in the advantages as in the value
of common rights, shall be in proportion to their respective inter-

ests.

ART. 675. Each part owner may make use of common prop-

erty, provided its employment aid the purpose for which it is

intended, and be not at variance with the interests of the com-

munity, or in a manner which would impede other participants
in the exercise of their rights.

ART.- 676. Each part owner has the right to compel the others

to contribute with himself to the expense necessary for the con-

servation of common property, except the directory release them
or they release themselves by an abandonment of their rights as

joint proprietors.

ART. 677. No part owner may make any change relative to

common property, although it appears to him to be of advantage
to all, if the others do not consent.

ART. 678. For the administration and better enjoyment of

common property, the decisions of a majority of the part owners
shall also be binding on the dissenting minority. There is no

majority, except when the votes forming it in the deliberations

represent the major part of the interests which are the object of

the common property. If a majority cannot be obtained, or if

their deliberations may result seriously to the prejudice of com-
mon property, the judicial authority may look into the matter,
and if necessary, also appoint an administrator of its use.

ART. 679. Each part owner has full title to his part quota of

lands in the association, and a proportionate use and benefit of

the whole common property. Each may freely alienate, cede, or

hypothecate his part, and also grant its use to others if no personal

rights are infringed upon. But the effect of this alienation or

hypothecation is limited to the portion which would be under

separate control of the participant.

ART. 680. The creditors or grantees of a part owner, may oppose
a division which is being made without their consent, and may in-

terfere at their own expense, but cannot impugn a consummated

division, except in case of fraud, or a division executed notwith-

standing a formal protest, and saving always to these the applica-
tion of the rules of debtor or creditor.



IRRIGATION COMMUNITIES.

AKT. r>Sl. No ,nc <-an he tom-d to remain in e,mmunr
property. ;inl neither ran any OIK- .f tin- part \vu-i> d maiid a

disorirani/ation. NYvrrth- ntract which makes anything
pnrt of a community property tor a li.\rl prriw|, not nmn- than
ten years, is valid. Judicial authority, however, provided \v-i^litv

and urgent circumstances iv<|iiiiv it. mav oi'der a withdrawal from
common projterty even hefoiv the agreed time.

ART. (iS-J. [Specially relates to common pasture-.]

Airr. <',.s:;. The withdrawal of community pn.p.-rty oaOBOi
demanded hy the owners of any part wl; on would
render the whole unfit for tlie purposes for whieh it was intendc.l.

AKT. (>S4. The roles concerning thedistributicmof inheritanoe
are Mpplicahle to the division of common property amoni: the

owners.
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APPENDIX

GENERAL LAW OR CODE OF SPAIN*

SPECIALLY RELATING TO

WATER-COURSES, WATERS, AND IRRIGATION,

TITLE I.

OF THE DOMINION OF TERRESTRIAL WATERS.

CHAPTER I Of the Dominion of Rain Waters.

ARTICLE 1. To the owner of a property belong the rain-waters
which fall in the same, and during the time they run through it.

He may, in consequence, construct, within his own possessions,

tanks, reservoirs, cisterns, or ponds to conserve them, or use any
other adequate means, always provided that it does not cause in-

jury to the public or to third parties.
Those are regarded as rain-waters, for the purposes of this law,

which proceed directly from rains.

ART. 2. There are of the public domain the rain-waters which
run through ravines or shallow washes, whose channels may be
on the public domain.

ART. 3. A municipal council, giving notice to the governor of

the province/ can grant authority, to him who applies for it, to

construct on the public lands within its municipal estate and juris-

diction, cisterns or tanks to collect rain-waters.

When the permission of a municipal council is refused, the

applicant can appeal to the governor of the province, who shall

finally determine the matter.

CHAPTER II Of the Dominion of Living Waters, Springs, and
Streams.

ART. 4. There are public or of the public domain:
First The waters which rise perennially or intermittently upon

lands of the said public domain.

* Promulgated June 13, 1879, and taking the place of the General Law of
Waters of August :;.
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<//</ Those, continuous or intermittent, of -prim:- and -mall
streams which How through their natural channels.

Third The rivers.

ART. 5. As well on the lands of privat- as on t

the property of the state, the provinces, or of the town-, tl..- u
which rise on them continually or intennittentlv. belong to the

respective owners, each for his own use and empl- \hile

they run through his property.
With regard to the waters 'not usefully employed, passing from

the property where they rise, they immediately become public hv
virtue of the present law. If, after having passed out of the prop-
erty where they rise, they enter naturally to run through another
of private ownership, either before coming to the puhlie channels
or after having nm through them, the owner of said property mav
usefully employ them casually, and the one immediately below.
if there should be one, and in this manner, the owner-

ively.
in obedience, however, to that which is prescribed in the secuild

paragraph of Article 10.

ART. 6. Every casual employment of the waters of springs and
small streams in natural channels, maybe fully effected \>\- means
of work by the owners of the properties situated lower down, always
provided that they do not make use of barriers other than of earth

and loose stone, and that the quantity of water consumed by each
one of them does not exceed ten litres (<>.:',:>:; -ubic feet

ond of time.

ART. 7. The order of preference for the casual employment
shall be the following:

First The properties through which the waters run before their

incorporation with the river, maintaining the order of their i

imity to the head of the streams, and preserving their right to tin-

casual employment in the entire length of each property.
Second The properties fronting or continuous to the channel, in

the order of proximity to the same and preferring always those

highest up.
But it is understood that those lower and bordering properties.

which shall have anticipated the utilization by a year and a day,
cannot be deprived of it by another, although this may he found

situated higher up on the course of the water; and thai no casual

employment can interrupt nor attack rights previously acquired
over the same waters in a lower district.

ART. 8. The right to usefully employ indefinitely the waters
of springs and small streams, is acquired by the owners of lower

lands, and, in their order, of those contiguous to the channel, when

they shall have utilized them without interruption, for a term of

twenty years.

ART. 9. The waters not usefully employed by the owner of th

property where they rise, as well as those which are more than is

required for their employments, shall go out from the property at
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the point of their natural and accustomed channel, unless they
can be in some manner led off in the course by which they have

originally been taken out. The same is understood for the prop-
erty immediately below, in relation to the following, observing
always this order.

ART. 10. If the owner of a property, whence a natural spring
flows, does not employ more than the half, the third part, or other
fractional portion of its waters, the residue or surplus comes within
the conditions of Article 5, in regard to utilizations lower down.
When the owner of a property, whence a natural spring flows,

does not usefully employ more than a fractional and fixed part of
its waters, he shall continue, in seasons of drought and lowering
of the spring, to use and enjoy the same absolute quantity of water,
and the loss shall be the misfortune and damage of the irrigators
and users lower down, whatever may be their title to enjoy it.

In consequence of what is ordered here, the properties situated

lower down, and those bordering in their turn, shall acquire in the
order of their location the option to usefully employ these waters
and to strengthen their right by the uninterrupted use of them.
But it is understood that, in these lower or bordering properties,

he who shall anticipate, or should have anticipated by a year and
a day the use of the water, cannot be deprived of it by another,
even when he should be situated higher up on the course of the
water.

ART. 11. If, after twenty years, counting from the day of the

promulgation of the law of the third of August, 1866, the owner of
the property where waters rise naturally, should not have used

them, wasting them wholly or partially in any manner whatever,
he shall lose all right to interrupt those using or applying the same
waters lower down, who for the period of a year and a day con-

secutively may have used them.

ART. 12. There belong to the State the waters found in the
site of the construction of public works, though the works were
executed by a grantee, nothing to the contrary having been stipu-
lated in the concession. Nevertheless, they shall enjoy the gratui-
tous use of these waters, as much for the service of the construction

as for that of the operation of the same works.

ART. 13. There belong to the towns, the surplus waters of their

fountains, sewers, and public establishments. But if they should

have been employed by the owners of the lower lands during the

period of twenty years, by virtue of concessions from the municipal
councils, or by their tacit consent, the course of these waters can

not be changed, nor can the continuation of the employment of

them be hindered, except on account of public utility duly proved,
and after indemnification for damages and injuries.
When temporarily, by reason of greater consumption, droughts,

or works, it may be necessary to have surplus waters, those who
use them have not the right to be indemnified, even when they
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have them by virtue of a concession, unless that for tins tli.-v may
lose their right to these surplus waters when tip

AitT. 14. As \v-II in tin- case of Artie!.- :. as in that ..f Arti-
cle 10. always provided that twenty yean have trai :V..ni

the
publication

of the law of isrll. should the owner of the
i

erty in which waters spring, after having commenced t 086 then,
all or in part, discontinue his employment for the jM-riod ,,-

consecutive year and a day, he shall lose the control to all.

the part of the waters not employed. the right I mired by
those who shall have utili/ed them for the e|ual |N-riod
and a day, according to Articles 10 and IS.

Nevertheless, the owner of the property where the waters rise,
shall always preserve the right to us.- the waters within the -

property, as a motive power or for other uses w h i < h do not produce
an appreciable waste in the quantity, or alteration in the quality
of the waters, prejudicial to the established uses lower down.

AUT. 15. The control of mineral waters which run through
public channels, pertains, in the same manner as that of common
waters, to the owners of the lands in which they rise, and they are
for the casual and final employment of the owners of the 1

properties and those fronting on the channels, according to that

which is ordered in the former articles of this chapter.
For the purposes of this law. mineral waters are underst 1 to

be those which hold in solution useful substances for industry

generally, whatever may be their nature.

ART. 16. The control of mineral-medicinal waters are acquired

by the same means as those to surface or subterranean \\;

belonging to the owner of the property on which they rise if he

utilizes them, or to the discoverer if he shall apply them, subject
to the sanitary regulations. The distances to be observed in the

exploration of these special waters, by means of ordinary wells,

shafts, and galleries, and artesian wells for rising waters, shall he

the same as established for common waters.

Out of consideration for the public health, the government the

provincial council, the sanitary council, and the council of -

approving can declare the compulsory condemnation of mineral-

medicinal waters, when not already employed for healing pur-

poses, and of the adjacent lands which are necessary for forming

bathing establishments, granting, however, two years prei'm-i.
the owners to examine the project for themselves.

CHAPTER III Of the Dominion of />"/'/ or Stagnant IIV

ART. 17. Lakes and marshes formed by nature and covering

public lands are of the public domain.

Lakes, marshes, and ponds formed on the lands of their rest

ive estates, belong to private individuals, to the municipal
to the provinces, and to the state. Those situated on lands of

common profit belong to the respective towns.
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CHAPTER IV Of the Dominion of Subterranean Waters.

ART. 18. Subterranean waters belong to the owner of a prop-
erty, in full proprietorship, who shall have obtained them on it, by
means of ordinary wells.

ART. 19. All proprietors may freely open ordinary wells to

raise water within their own properties, though a diminution of the
waters of their neighbors result from them. Nevertheless, the
distance of two metres between well and well, within the towns,
must be preserved, and fifteen metres in the country, between the
new excavation and the wells, tanks, fountains, and permanent
canals of neighbors.

ART. 20. For the purposes of this law, ordinary wells are under-
stood to be those which are opened with the exclusive object of

accommodating domestic use or the ordinary necessities of life,

and those which in the extraction of the water do not employ on
the apparatus any other motor than a man [manual power?].

ART. 21. The authorization to open ordinary wells, or draw-
wells on the public lands, shall be granted by the administrative

authority, in whose charge is found the management and police
of the land. He who shall obtain it, shall acquire full ownership
of the waters which he may find. In opposition to a resolution

which has issued, recourse can be had, on appeal, before the supe-
rior hierarchical authority.

ART. 22. When the development of subterranean waters is

sought by means of artesian wells, or by shafts or galleries, he
who finds them, and causes them to rise to the surface of the earth,
shall be the owner of them forever, without losing his right though
they run away from the property where they were discovered,
whatever may be the direction which the discoverer wishes to give
them while he maintains their control.

If the owner of the discovered waters should not construct a

channel to conduct them through the lower properties which they
might cross, and permits them to take a natural course, then the

owners of these properties shall commence to enjoy the casual

rights which are conferred by articles 5 and 10 in relation to nat-

ural upper springs, and the final right which article 10 establishes,
with the limitations fixed in articles 7 and 14.

ART. 23. The owner of any land may search for and fully

appropriate by means of artesian wells, or by shafts or galleries,

the waters which exist under the surface of his property, provided
he does not divert or remove public or private waters from their

natural course.

When, in consequence of the works of an artesian well, shaft, or

gallery, a result is threatened which will divert or diminish the

public or private waters due to a public service, or to a preexisting

private employment by rights legitimately acquired, the alcalde,
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officially, on the motion of the municipal council in tin- first case,
or by means of information from tho^- Interested in tl,

case, i nay suspend the works. The decision of the .ilr.,1,1, .-hall

be final, if not
Opposed

within the lejial term In-top- the L'"V.-rn..r

of the province, wlio shall then dictate the decision that _'-

previously hearing those interested, and stat-ni.-n; \pert
opinions.

AI,'.T. '24. The works for developments treated of in tin-

ceding article, shall not be executed within a less di-tan.-,- than
in metres of another's house, nor of any railroad or hiirh road, nor
at a less distance than 100 metres from any other explorati<

fountain, river, canal, ditch, or public watering place, without t Im-

proper permission of the owners, or in their case of the muni
council, before the formation of the final project; nor within the

site of fortified posts, without permission of the military auth
Neither can the said works be executed within the bound

of a mineral location, without previous agreement for compensation
of losses. In the case in which there should be no agreement, tin-

administrative authority shall fix the conditions of indemnifica-

tion, having first obtained the opinion of experts appointed for the

purpose.

ART. 25. Concessions of lands of the public domain, for the

purpose of exploring for subterranean waters by means of <zall'

shafts, or artesian wells, may be granted by the administration.

always taking care of everything relating to the control, the lim-

itations of propertyship and useful employment of the water-

covered, subject to that which the present law prescrihes in respect
to these particulars. Lands of the public domain can only In-

granted for these subterranean explorations, whose surface or soil

has not been granted for a different purpose, unless that both may
be compatible. In the regulation for the execution of this law

rules shall be established which must be followed in the lej;r

ceedings of this class of concessions, in order to leave without in-

jury, the preexisting instances of useful employment of the water

which have rights legitimately acquired, whether they may h of

public or private interest.

ART. 26. The grantees of mining locations, shafts, and nai-

leries for the drainage of mines, shall have the ownership of the

waters found in their works, during the time their respective mines

are held by them, with the restrictions treated of in the sc<

paragraph "of Article 16.

ART. 27. In the extension and preservation of old minim:
works in search of water, the distances shall Continue to be pre-

served which governed for their const ruction and operation in cadi

locality, always respecting acquired rights.
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TITLE II.

OF BEDS OR CHANNELS OF WATERS, OF BANKS AND MAR-
GINS, OF ACCRETIONS, AND OF WORKS FOR PROTECTION
AND FOR THE DRAINAGE OF LANDS.

CHAPTER V Of Beds or Channels* Banks. Margins, and Accretions.

ART. 28. The natural bed or channel of the intermittent
streams formed by rain-waters, is the land which they cover

during their ordinary floods in the ravines or shallow washes,
which serve to receive them.

ART. 29. The channels referred to in the former article, which
run through lands in private ownership, are private property.

ART. 30. The channels which do not belong to private prop-
erty, are of the public domain.

ART. 31. The private ownership of the beds of rain-waters,
does not authorize cultivations to be made in them, nor works to

be constructed, which would change the natural course of the

waters, to the injury. of other parties, or whose destruction by the

force of the floods might cause damage to landed properties, fac-

tories or establishments, bridges, roads, or towns situated lower
down.

Beds, Banks, and Margins of Rivers and.Small Streams.

ART. 32. The natural bed or channel of a river or of a small

stream, is the land which its waters cover in the greatest ordinary
floods.

ART. 33. The beds of all small streams belong to the owners
of the cultivated grounds and of the lands which they cross, with
the restrictions which Article 31 establishes in relation to the beds
of rain-waters.

ART. 34. There are of the public domain:
First The beds or channels of the small streams, which are

not included in the former article.

Second The beds or natural channels of rivers, to the extent

which their waters cover at their greatest ordinary flood swells.

ART. 35. The banks are understood to be the lateral borders

of the beds of rivers, included between the level of their lowest

waters and that which these reach to in their greatest ordinary

floodings; and the margins are the lateral zones which are contig-
uous to the banks.

ART. 36. The banks, even when they may be private property

by virtue of ancient law or custom, are subject in their whole ex-

tent, and the margins in a zone of three metres, to the servitude
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of public use, in the general interest of navigation. ll.it:iti..n. ti-li-

ing, and salvage. Nevertheless, when tin- accident- of tin- l:m<l r

other legitimate causes re(juire it. tin- /.one of ihi> servitude -hall

be expanded or contracted, conciliating M far u p.-.-ible all in-

terests.
r

rhe regulation shall determine when, in what CMM
in what manner, the distances designated in this arti'

changed.
and Borders of L<iLr*. .I/./ ,/,,>. ,//,// /'

AKT. o7. The bed or bottom of lakes, mar-lies, or p.nd-. j* tin-

land which the waters occupy, in these, at their

height.

ART. 38. The beds of the lakes, marshes, and ponds, which
do not belong to the state, to the provinces, or to the municipali-
ties, or which by special title of possession may he private prop-

erty, belong to the owners of the contiguous lands.

ART. 39. The shores of navigable lakes, which arc cultiv.

are subject to the servitude of salvage in case ,,f shipwreck-, in

the terms established in the law ot harhors. in respect to the

properties bordering on the sea, and to the embarking, disembark-

ing, depositing boats, and other operations for the service ,f navi-

gation at points which the authorities designate.

Accretion* n<l Abrasions /*//
II'"'

ART. 40. The lands which may have been occasionally inun-

dated by the waters of lakes, or by brooks, rivers, or other stream-.

will continue to be the property of their respective owners.

ART. 41. The channels of rivers which have been aband

by a natural variation of the course of the waters, shall belong to

the owners of the bank lands in all their respective lengths. If

the abandoned channel separates the properties <>f different own-

ers, the new line of division shall run ei|ui-distant between them.

ART. 42. When by a navigable or floatable river naturally

changing its course, a new channel is opened on private prop
this channel shall enter into the public domain. The own
the property shall recover his submerged land should the waters

return to their former channel, and leave it dry cither naturally or

by works legitimately authori/ed for that purp-

ART. 43. The public channels which remain dry i:

quence of works authorized by special con belong to the

grantees, should there be nothing established in the eondr

according to which this has been eH'ected.

ART. 44. When the current of a brook, torrent, or river segre-

gates from its bank a known j>ortion of land, and carries it to the

properties opposite or to those lower down, the owner of the land
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which the segregated bank bordered retains the ownership of the

parcel carried away.
ART. 45. If a known portion of land segregated from a bank

becomes insulated in a channel, it continues to belong uncondi-

tionally to the owner of the land from whose bank it was carried
off. The same shall happen when a river dividing into smaller

channels, surrounds and insulates any lands.

ART. 46. The islands, which are formed in the rivers by suc-

cessive accumulations from upper abrasions, belong to the owners
of the margins or borders nearest to each, or to those of both mar-

gins if the island shall be situated in the middle of the river, they
having divided it longitudinally into halves. If an island thus
formed be further from one margin than from the other, it shall

belong solely and entirely to the owner of the nearest margin.
ART. 47. The increase which lands gradually receive by depos-

its and sediments of waters, belong to the owners of such lands

bordering on brooks, torrents, rivers, and lakes. The mineral

deposits of waters, which could be made useful as such, shall be

petitioned for, according to the legislation for mines.

Floating and Submerged Articles of Property.

ART. 48. Any one who may recover and save animals, timber,
fruit, furniture, and other industrial products, carried away by the
current of public waters, or submerged in them, shall immedi-

ately deliver them to the local authority, who shall order their

storage, or sale at public auction when they cannot preserve
them. The discovery shall be announced in the same town, and
those adjoining it above, and if within six months reclamation
shall be made on the part of the owner, the article or its price
shall be given to him, he first paying the costs of keeping, and the
tax for salvage, which tax shall be ten per cent. The above period

having elapsed, without the owner having reclaimed it, he shall

lose his right to it, and all of it shall be restored to the one who
found it, he first paying the costs of keeping.
The provisions of the previous paragraph shall cease to hold

good from the moment that the owner of the objects shall provide
for their salvage.

ART. 49. The brushwood, branches, and timber which may
be floating in the waters, or may be deposited by them in the

channel, or on the lands of the public domain, belong to the first

person who takes them; those stranded on the lands of private

ownership, belong to the owner of the respective properties.

ART. 50. The trees uprooted and carried away by the current

of the waters belong to the owner of the land where they happen
to stop, if they are not reclaimed within one month by their former

owners, who must pay the costs occasioned in collecting the trees

and putting them in a safe place.
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ART. 51. Tin- articles submerged in tin- public channels
tinue to belong to their owners, but if at tin- expiration of

year, they do not remove them, they shall belong to tip

who recover them, first obtaining the permi^i.n ,,f th<- local

authority.
If the objects submerged offer an obstruction to the currents, or

to the navigation, a reasonable period shall he irranted by the au-

thorities to the owners, which having passed without usiirj their

right, proceedings shall be taken for their extraction a- though
they were ahandoned.
The owner of the objects submerged in the waters of private

ownership, shall ask of the ownrr of the waters permission to take

them out, and in case of refusal, the local authority shall grant it,

previously fixing the guarantee for damages and injuries.

CHAPTER VI Of Works of Defense agaimt 7V///V Wnters.

AUT. 52. The owners of properties conterminous with public
channels have liberty to make defenses against the waters on their

respective margins by means of plantations, palisadrs. or revet-

ments, whenever they may think it useful, giving timely notice

thereof to the local authority. Nevertheless, previous notice hav-

ing been given, the administration ran order such works to he

suspended, and even return the things to their former condition,

when by these circumstances they threaten to cause injuries to

navigation, or floatage of the rivers, divert the currents from their

natural course, or produce inundations.

ART. 53. When plantations, or any work of defense that is

planned, may invade the channel, they cannot he executed on

navigable or raftable rivers without previous authorization from

the minister of public works, and on the other rivers from the

governor of the province, always according to that which is pro-
vided in the regulation of this law.

ART. 54. In channels where it is suitable to construct defen-

sive works costing little, the governor shall grant a general au-

thorization, in order that the owners of the bordering properties.
each one in that part of the channel contiguous to his own hank.

can construct them, but subjecting them to the conditions which
are fixed in the concession, in order to prevent any proprietor
from causing injury to others, and according to that which is

determined in the regulation.

ART. 55. When the works projected may be of some impor-

tance, the minister of public works, on the application of those

who have proposed them, can compel all the proprietors who may
be benefited by them to pay the costs, always provided that tin-

majority of them give their consent, computing hy the amount of

property which each one represents, and that the common utility

which these works may subserve shall be completely and scien-

36 l
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tifically shown. In such case each one shall contribute to the

payment according to the benefits which he receives.

ART. 56. Whenever, in order to prevent or control imminent
inundations, it may be necessary in case of urgency, to erect tem-

porary works, or to destroy those existing, on all classes of prop-
erties, the alcalde can sanction the act at once upon his own
responsibility; but with the understanding that the losses and

injuries occasioned shall be indemnified, fixing the interest at

live per cent per annum, from the day on which the damage was
caused, until the indemnity has been satisfied. The payment of

this indemnity shall be made respectively by the state, the mu-
nicipalities, or the private individuals, to whom the property
threatened by the inundation belongs, and whose defense had
occasioned the losses for which indemnity is due, and subject to

the prescriptions of the regulation.

ART. 57. The works of general interest, provincial or local,

necessary to defend towns, territories, roads, or public establish-

ments, and to promote the scouring and keeping clear of naviga-
ble and floatable rivers, shall be marked out and paid for by the

administration, according to that which is prescribed in the gen-
eral law of public works. The examination and approbation of

the plans relative to this class of works belongs to the minister of

public works, who shall authorize the execution of the same, after

the procedures which shall be determined in the regulation for the

execution of the present law.

ART. 58. The minister of public works shall direct what shall

be the study of the rivers, in order to ascertain the best regime
of the currents, as also the navigable and floatable divisions, the

gauging of their currents, and the means to avoid inundations,
to fix the points where it is suitable to make works for scouring,
to reclaim overflowed lands, arid to maintain rapid navigation
and flotation.

ART. 59. The minister of public works shall also direct that

those parts, basins, and watersheds of the rivers shall be studied

which are suitable to maintain foresting communities in the inter-

est of the good regimen of the waters.

CHAPTER VII Of the Drying of Swamps and Marsh Lamlx.

ART. 60. The owners of swamps, or marshy or flooded lands,
who may wish to dry or reclaim them, having obtained the proper

authorization, may take from the public lands, the stone and

earth, which are considered indispensable for the embankments,
and other works.

ART. 61. When swamps or marshy lands belong to various

owners, and a piecemeal reclamation being impossible, some of

them propose to effect it in common, the minister of public works
can compel all of the proprietors to pay collectively for the works

designed for this object, provided that the majority approve, under-
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standing as such, those who represent the
majo> tin- area

of the reclaimabie land. It' ;my of tin- propnoton should ..hjeet
to the payment, and prefer to grant to the other owner- tli.-ir

of the reclainiable land, it can he done bv me;, liable in-

demnification.

AI;T. \\~1. Whenever, on any account, a swamp. r \\.

inundated tract is declared to be unhealthful. its drying or

lamation shall be carried out compulsorily. If it should be

private property, the decision shall he made known to th-

in order .that the drainage* or reclamation can he arranired within
the time which is determined for it.

ART. 63. If the majority of the owners refuse to carry out tin-

works for drying, the minister of public works --an irrant the

privilege to any private person or company who may otl r to

carry it to the end, first having obtained the approval of a suitable

plan. The land reclaimed shall become tin- property of wh-
has carried out the drainage or reclamation, only paying to tin-

former owners the sum corresponding to the tax valuation.

Airr. 64. In case that the owners of the marshy lands declared

to be unhealthful do not wish to execute the reclamation, ami
there may be no private person or company who offer to carry it to

the end, _the state, the province, or the municipality can execute

the works, paying for them with the funds which for this pur-

pose are included in their respective estimates, and in each case,

according to the general law of public works. When this is done,

the state, the province, or the municipality shall enjoy the same
benefits which the former article determines, in the mode and
form that in it is established, remaining consequently subject to

the rules which are dictated for this class of property.

ART. 65. If the marshes, lakes, or Hooded lands declared to

be unhealthful belong to the state, and a proposition is presented

offering to dry or reclaim them, the author of the proposition
shall become the owner of the reclaimed lands, after havinir exe-

cuted the works according to the approved plan. If two or more

propositions are presented, the question of competition shall be

decided according to articles 62 and (tt of the general law of pub-
lic works.

ART. 66. The applicant for the drying or reclamation of I-

marshes, or inundated lands belonging to the state, to a commu-

nity, or to private individuals, may demand, if it is proper, tin-

declaration for public utility.

ART. 67. The rules contained in tin- general law of public

works, relative to the authorizations for investigation^ and tin-

rights of those who obtain them, the declaration for public utility,

the obligations of the grantees, the lapsing of the concessions, and
the examinations of works executed for the useful employment of

public waters, are applicable to the authorizations granted to pri-

vate projectors of the drying of marshes and inundated lands,
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without prejudice to the special concessions which are established
for each case.

ART. 68. The lands reduced to cultivation by means of drying
or reclamation, shall enjoy the privileges of those newly irrigated.

TITLE III.

OF THE SERVITUDES ON THE SUBJECT OF WATERS.

CHAPTER VIII Of the Natural Servitudes.

ART. 69. Lower lands are subject to receive the waters which

naturally and without the work of man flow from those higher up,
as well as the stones or earth which they drag along in their course.

But if the waters are produced by artificial diggings, or the sur-

plus of irrigating canals, or proceed from industrial establishments
which had not acquired this servitude, the owner of the lower

property shall have the right to exact compensation for damages
and injuries. The owners of lower properties or establishments
can refuse to receive the surplus of the industrial establishments
which drag down or carry in solution noxious substances intro-

duced by the owners of them.

ART. 70. If in any one of the cases of the preceding article,
which confers the right of compensation on the lower property, it

should be convenient to the owner of it, to give a direct outlet to the

waters, in order to free himself of the servitude without prejudice
to the owner above, or to third parties, he can do so at his own
cost, as well as employ casually the waters if it suits him, renounc-

ing in the meantime the compensation.

ART. 71. The owner of the lower or serving property, also has
the right to make, within it, ditches, embankments, or walls,

which, without impeding the course of the waters, will serve to

regulate them, or to usefully employ them as the case may be.

ART. 72. In the same manner the owner of the upper or domi-
nant property, may construct, within it, ditches, embankments,
or walls, which, without increasing the servitude of the lower prop-

erty, will check the current of the waters, keeping back the vege-
table soil which they drag along with them, causing injuries to

the land.

ART. 73. When the owner of a property changes the outlet of

the waters proceeding from an artificial source, according to arti-

cles 21 and 68, and with them causes damage to a third party,
the latter can exact indemnification or compensation. It shall

not be considered a damage to cut off or prevent the employment
of surplus waters by those who only enjoyed them casually.
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ART. 74. When the \vjit T deposits on an estate stones, earth,

brushwood, or other objects, which, ohstructiii'j it.- natm.

may produce inundations by overfktwings, diversion of the \\.

or other damages, those interested can require the owner ,,f th,-

|>n)j)ertyto remove the ohstniction. or permit them to n-mo
If there should be occasion for compensation fur dan -hall

be at the charge of whoever caused them.

ClIAI'TKK IX (\\
tin

I.,<j<t1
>

Section First Of the Servitude of Right -nf-\\',,,j i',.,- I!'//-.

ART. 75. The enforced servitude for a conduit can he imjweed
for the conveyance of waters intended for any public service.

which does not require expropriation of lauds. It is the duty of

the minister of public works, to decree the servitude tor \\-oi i

the charge of the state, and to the governor of the province, tor

the provincial and municipal works, according to tin procedures
which the regulation prescribes.

ART. 76. If the conduit should have to cross the communal
roads, the permission of the alcalde shall be given: and when it

is necessary to cross public roads or channels, the governor of the

province shall grant it, in the form which the regulation pre-
scribes. When it should be necessary to cross navigable canals,

or navigable and floatable rivers, the permission of the governor
shall be given.

ART. 77. Enforced servitude for a water conduit can aN

imposed for objects of pri vat < interest in the following eases

First The establishment or increase of irrigation.

Second The establishment of baths and factories.

Third The drying of swamps and marshy lands.

Fourth The escape or outlet of waters proceeding from artifi-

cial openings.

Fifth Outlets for running and drainage waters.

In the first three cases the servitude can he imposed not only
for the conveyance of the necessary waters, but also tor the escape
of the surplus.

ART. 78. In the cases of the formerarticlc.it is the duty of i he

governor of the province to authori/.c and decree the servitude for

a water conduit. Those who putter injuries from the decisions of

the governor can interpose the recourse of a hearing In-top- the

minister of public works, within the term of thirty days, and to

appeal in turn to the administrative courts, conforming to that

which is established in article _">1.

ART. 79. The proceedings to prove the utility of that which is

intended to be imposed, shall in every case precede the d

the establishment of the servitudes, by hearing the owners of tin-

properties, and those of the municipalities or provinces through
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which they radiate, who have to suffer the burden, in whatever
the decision affects them or the state.

ART. 80. The owner of the land over which it is intended to

impose the enforced servitude for a water conduit, can oppose it for

either of the following causes:

First That he who applies for it is not the owner or grantee of

the water or of the land on which he intends to use it for objects
of private interest.

Second That it can be established over other properties with

equal advantage for him who attempts to impose it, and with less

inconvenience to him who has to suffer it.

ART. 81. If the opposition is raised on the first of these causes
which are expressed in the former article, and it is accompanied
by documentary evidence of its existence, the course of the ad-

ministrative proceeedings shall be suspended until the ordinary
tribunals shall decide the question of ownership.

If the opposition should be on the second category or made in

the other manner, it shall be conducted and determined by hear-

ing those interested. In every concession for a servitude the invo-

cation of administrative court proceedings shall be understood to

be reserved for those persons whose rights are affected by the in-

convenience.

ART. 82. .When, for objects of public interest, the imposition
of enforced servitude for a conduit is solicited by private persons,
the procedure of the petitioners shall be conducted in the manner
which the regulation for the execution of the present law provides.

ART. 83. The enforced servitude for a conduit cannot be im-

posed for objects of private interest, upon buildings, nor upon gar-
dens or orchards existing at the time of making the petition.

ART. 84. Neither can the enforced servitude for a conduit be

located through another preexisting conduit; but if the owner of it

consents, and the owner of the serving property refuses, the proper

proceedings shall be instituted to compel the owner of the property
to submit to the new inconvenience, previous indemnification being
made if it occupies a larger part of the land.

ART. 85. When an irrigated tract of land which receives the

water from only one point, is divided by means of inheritance,

sale, or any other title, between two or more owners, those of the

upper parts are obliged to give passage to the water as a servitude

of aqueduct for irrigation of the lower parts, without being able to

exact indemnification for it, having stipulated nothing to the con-

trary.

ART. 86. The enforced servitude for a water conduit may be

established:

First With an open ditch, when it shall not be dangerous on

account of its depth or situation, nor shall offer any other incon-

venience.
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n,t<l \Vith a covered ditch, when its depth .-hall r.-.jui:
its

proximity
to buildings or roads. ..r lor any other sin,ij ;!

in the opinion of tin- competent authorities."

Third With tubes or pipes, when othrr waters all i-pn.-

priated can lie absorbed, when the waters conveyed <-:in !

by others, or al)sorh noxious substances, or cause dai
or buildings; and always provided that from the

necessary results follow for the purpose for whieh it was inter.

ART. 87. The enforced servitude for a conduit can he .->tah-

lished temporarily or perpetually. It shall be considered by the
etl'eets of this law perpetual, when its duration exceedt -

ART. 88. If the servitude should be temporary, the double ,.f

the rent corresponding to the duration of the Inconvenience, shall
he previously paid to the owner of the land, for the part which \\:(<

been occupied, with the. addition of the amount of dama-j' > and

injuries to the rest of the property, including those which p:
from its division by the interposition of the conduit. Moreover, it

shall be the duty of the owner of the dominant estate to n
j

tilings in their former condition, the servitude having termin
If it should he perj>etual, the value of the land oeeupied shall be

paid, and that of the damages and injuries which have
caused to the rest of the property.

ART. 89. A temporary servitude cannot he prolonged, hut it

may be converted into a perpetual one. without the

new concession, the grantee paying what is established in the fir-

mer article, previously deducting that which was paid for the tem-

porary servitude.

AUT. 90. All the works necessary for the construction, preserva-

tion, and cleaning of the conduit, shall he paid for by him who has

applied for and obtained the servitude. For this purjmse. he is

authorized to occupy temporarily the land indispensable for the

deposit of materials, previously paying tor damages and injuries,
or giving sufficient security in case of their not being ea-ilv .

tained, or that those interested do not agree to them. The-
the administration can compel him to execute the necessary works
and cleaning in order to prevent stoppages or nitrations which

produce deteriorations.

ART. 91. On establishing an enforced servitude fora conduit,

the width which the canal and its margins ought to have shall In-

fixed in consideration of the nature and configuration of the land.

according to the quantity of water which it will have to carry.

ART. (
.) To the enforced servitude for a conduit, the right of

passage on its margins for its exclusive use is inherent.

ART. 93. If the conduit should cross public or private roads,

of whatever nature they may he. he who has obtained tl,<

sion shall be obliged to construct and maintain the necessary cul-

verts and bridges: and if it should have to cross other eomluite it
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shall do so in a manner which will not retard or accelerate the
flow of the waters, nor diminish their discharge, nor deteriorate

their quality.

ART. 94. When the owner of a conduit which crosses the lands
of others, petitions to enlarge its capacity so that it will receive a

greater quantity of water, there shall be observed the same pro-
cedures by which it was established.

ART. 95. The owner of a canal may protect its margins with

sods, stakes, walls, or slopes of loose stone, but not with plantations
of any kind. Neither can the owner of the servient estate make
plantations, nor any operation of cultivation, within the same mar-

gins, and the roots which penetrate into them may be cut off by
the owner of the conduit.

ART. 96. The servitude for a conduit does not prevent the

owner of the servient estate from fencing and inclosing it, as also

from building over the conduit itself, in such manner that it does
not cause injury to it, nor prevent necessary repairs and cleanings.

These, the owner of the conduit shall duly execute, giving pre-
vious notice to the owner, tenant, or agent of the servient estate.

If, in order to clear and clean it, it should be necessary to des-

stroy some part of the structure, the cost of its repair shall be at

the expense of whoever built it over the canal, in case that he has
not left suitable openings or gaps for this service.

ART. 97. The owner of the servient estate may construct

bridges over the aqueduct, in order to pass from one to another

part of his estate; but he shall make them of the necessary solid-

ity, and in such manner that they do not diminish the dimen-
sions of the conduit, nor obstruct the flow of the water.

ART. 98. In every canal or conduit, the water, the channel,
the basins, and the margins shall be considered as an integral

part of the property or structure to which the waters are dedicated.

ART. 99. No one can, except in the cases of articles 96 and 97,
construct a building or bridge over the canal or conduit of another,
nor take water, nor usefully employ the products of it, nor that of

its margins, nor utilize the power of the current, without the ex-

press consent of the owner.
Neither may the owners of the lands which a canal or conduit

passes over, or by whose boundaries it runs, claim the right of

possession to the useful employment of its channel or margins,
unless founded on titles of property expressive of such right.

If the canal shall have been of immemorial construction, or,

from any cause, the width of its channel should not have been

fully determined, it shall be fixed according to article 91, when
there should be no remains and old vestiges which will prove it.

In the canals belonging to communities of irrigators, that which
is prescribed in the municipal ordinances shall be observed, in re-

lation to the useful employment of the streams, and of the chan-
nels and margins.
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ART. 100. A concession for a legal servitude :

the lands of others, shall lapse if within the time which >houid
have heen fixed, the

grantee should nut have n,

after having fully satisfied the owner of ea<-h tervillg -iai. for the

value, according to article ^.
A servitude already estahlished shall he extinguish. !

First By consolidation, or hy uniting in One pex00D the .\\

ship of the waters, and that of the lands atlected hvth<- servitude.
,Srom/ l>y the expiration of a minimum jwriod of ten \<

fixed in the concession for a temporary servitude.

Third By not using it during the period of twenty years, either
from impracticability or negligence on the part of the owner of the

servitude, or by acts of the owner of the servient < -Mate < -ontrary
to it, without opposition from the owner of the dominant estate.

Fourth By compulsory alienation on account of
public utility.

The use of a servitude for a conduit, by any one of joint owners,

preserves the rights of all, preventing prescription by want of

A temporary servitude for a conduit having been extinguished, by
the passing of the time and the maturity of the term, the o\\ i

it shall only have the right to employ the materials in their orig-
inal condition. The same shall be understood in regard to that

of a perpetual right of conduit, whose servitude may have been

extinguished by impracticability or disuse.

ART. 101. The urban servitudes for a conduit, canal, fountain.

drain, sewer, and other establishments for the public and private
use of towns, buildings, gardens, and factories, shall be governed
by the general and local ordinances of urban police.

Those proceeding from private agreements which are not af-

fected by the attributes of municipal corporations, are governed
by the common laws.

Section Second Of the Serritmlf <>f Almtwrnt for W'n'r*. /</ Dams,
or for Partitioned.

ART. 102. The enforced servitude for abutments can be imposed
when he who intends to construct the weir is not the owner of tin-

banks or the lands where it is necessary to place them, and tin-

water which is intended to be taken by it is intended for a public

service, or that of the private interests embraced in article 77.

ART. 103. The concessions for this class of servitudes shall be

granted by the administration, in the form and according to the

terms prescribed in the first section of this chapter.

ART. 104. The enforced servitude for the abutment of a weir

having been determined, the value which is equitable for the.

pation of the land shall be paid to the owner of the serving estate

or estates, and afterwards they shall be indemnified for the dam-

ages and injuries which the lands shall have experienced.

ART. 105. He who, in order to irrigate his land or to improve
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it, shall require to construct a dam or partitioner in the canal or

irrigating channel from which he has to obtain water, can, if with-
out harm or loss to the other irrigators, require the owners of the

margins to permit its construction, first paying for damages and
injuries, including those which originate from the new servitude.

ART. 106. If the owners of the margins should oppose it, the

alcalde, after having heard them and the syndicate intrusted with
the distribution of the water, if there should be one, or in default
of this, the municipal council, can grant the permission. From the
decision of the alcalde an appeal can be taken before the governor
of the province.

Section Third Of the Servitude of Watering Places, and of Drawing
Water.

ART. 107. The enforced servitudes for watering places and for

drawing water can only be imposed for the purpose of public util-

ity, in favor of some town or village, after paying the proper com-

pensation.

ART. 108. Hereafter, these servitudes cannot be imposed on

ordinary wells, cisterns, or tanks, nor on buildings or lands inclosed

by walls.

ART. 109. The servitudes for watering places, and for drawing
water, carry with them the obligation of the serving estates to give

passage to persons and cattle as far as the place where they have
to use them; requiring ample indemnification, however, for this

service.

ART. 110. The rules which have been established for the grant-

ing of concessions for the right of way for a conduit, are applica-
ble to the concessions for this class of servitudes. Having made
the decree according to its object and the circumstances of the

locality, the width of the road or path which is to lead to the water-

ing place or to the point intended for drawing water, shall be
fixed.

ART. 111. The owners of the serving estates can change th<>

direction of the road or path intended for the use of their servi-

tudes, but not their width or entrance, and in every case so that

the variation will not injure the use of the servitude.

Section Fourth Of the Servitude for Tow-path* and other ihinii*

inherent to Riparian Properties.

ART. 112. The properties contiguous to the banks of navigable
or floatable rivers are subject to the servitude of a tow-path. The
width of this shall be one metre if intended for footmen, and two-

metres if for horsemen. When the slope of the land or other ob-

stacles require it, the tow-path shall be opened through the route

most convenient; but in this case, and always when the road
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passes through the adjacent properties. 0*0*6 than the
iuai-kMl out for tin- 1i)\v-|i:itli. tin- owners of them shall I..- paid
tin- value of the laud which it occupies.

AUT. llo. The govcrnnu nt. in classifying tin- navigable ;md
floatable rivers, shall detenuiiie the margin of tin- Same, in -

situation, on which the tow-path niav he taken.

ART. 114. On the rivers which hereafter shall acquire navi-

gable or lloatahle conditions, hy virtue of works which shall have
been executed on them, the corresponding in<lenmitication shall

precede the establishment of the tow-path, aceording to the law
of enforced expropriation.

Airr. 115. When a river ceases permanently to he navigable
or floatable, the servitude for a tow-path shall cease also.

ART. 116., The servitude for a tow-path is exclusively for tin-

service of river navigation and Mutation.

ART. 117. For navigable canals, the servitude for a tow-path
shall not be imposed, except in the case of its aeceonty

'

proved.

Airr. lis. Neither plantations, cornfields, hedges, ditches, nor

other works or cultivations which obstruct its use. can he made
on the tow-path. Nevertheless, the owner of the land can utili/e

exclusively the underwood and grass which naturally grows on it.

ART. 119. The branches of the trees which present l>t:iclt-s

to navigation or flotation, and to the tow-path, shall he cut of;

convenient height.

ART. 120. The riparian properties an- subject t the servitude

under which the ropes or cables necessary for the establishment

of ferry-boats, are held or made fast, first receiving indemnifica-

tion for damages and injuries; also, in extreme cases, to cunsent to

the casual fastening of ships or Moating objects, also being indem-

nified for the same.

Airr. 121. If, in order to prevent the Moods from carrying away
timbers or other objects, conveyed by Moating in the rivers, it

should be necessary to draw them out. and deposit them on the

riparian properties, the owners of these cannot prevent it. and

only have the right to payment for damages and injuries. For

this the timbers or objects shall be specially held as security, and
these shall not be removed until their conductors have made pay-
ment or given security.

ART. 122. Likewise the riparian properties are obliged to con-

sent, that merchandise discharged and saved in ease <>f dan

either by shipwreck or other urgent neees>ity. shall he dej

on them, the same being held as security for the payment of dam-

ages and injuries in the terms of the former article.

ART. 123. The owners of the margins of the rivers are obliged
to allow fishermen to stretch and drv their nets on them, and
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deposit temporarily the product of the fishery, without entering
into the estates, nor to go more than three metres from the banks
of the rivers, according to article 36, unless the accidents of the
land require in some cases the fixation of a greater width. Where
the servitude for passage through the margins does not exist for

the common employment of the waters, the governor can establish

it, determining its width, the corresponding indemnification hav-

ing been previously made.

ART. 124. When the channels of rivers or ravines have to be
cleared and cleaned of sand, stones, or other objects deposited
by the waters, which, by their hindrance, threaten to obstruct or

deflect their course, the riparian properties are subject to the tem-

porary servitude and deposit of the materials taken out; the dam-
ages and injuries having been paid, or sufficient security given.

ART. 125. The establishment of all these servitudes, including
that of passage through the margins of rivers for common utiliza-

tions of the waters, in the degrees and extent which have been

previously determined for them in the first section of this chapter,
is the duty of the administration.

TITLE IV.

OF THE USEFUL EMPLOYMENT OF PUBLIC WATERS.

CHAPTER X Of Common Utilizations of Public Waters.

Section First Of the Employment of Public Waters for Domestic,

Agricultural, and Manufacturing Purposes.

ART. 126. While the waters run through their natural and

public channels, all may use them for drinking, washing clothes,

vessels and any other objects, for bathing, and watering or wash-

ing horses or cattle, subject to municipal police rules and regu-
lations.

ART. 127. In the waters which, artificially removed from their

natural and public channels, run through canals, ditches, or open
aqueducts, although they pertain to private grantees, all may
draw and take in vessels what they require for domestic or indus-

trial purposes, and for the irrigation of isolated plants; but the

drawing must necessarily be made by hand, without any kind of

machine or apparatus, and without stopping the course of the

water or injuring the margins of the canal or ditch. Nevertheless,
the authority will limit the use of this right when it causes inju-
ries to a grantee of the waters. It is understood that no one can

pass through private property to search for or to use water, without

obtaining permission from the owner.
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AKT. Us. In the same manner, in tin- canals. di
1

any uncovered a< HUM I nets of public waters, although temporarily
the property of grantees, all can wash rl.th.

jeets, provided that by it they do not injure the niar.'in>. and lhat

the use for which the waters are intended doet not n-.|iiin- that

they sliould l>e preserved in a state of purity. Hut they eannot
wash nor water cattle or horses, except piv-i-.-ly at the p
intended for that purpose.

Section Second Of flu- Orrujmtinn of 1'nhHr \i '

nig.

ART. 129. All may fish in the puhlic channels, subjeet to tin-

laws and police regulations which have heen especially die-

concerning fishery, provided that they do not hinder navigation
and flotation.

ART. 130. In the canals, ditches, or aqueducts for the convey-
ance of puhlic waters, although constructed hy the grant*
the latter, and unless the privilege of fishing has hem reserved for

them by the conditions of the concession, all may fish with h

nets, or baskets, subject to the special regulations for fishing.

vided that they do not obstruct the course of the water nor injure
the canals or their margins.

ART. 131. In everything which relates to the construction <>f

inclosures made with reeds, or any other kind of apparatus what-

ever, intended for fishing, as well in the navigable and floatable

rivers as in those which may not be, the rulings in force or the

laws and regulations which may have been dictated on this sub-

ject shall be observed.

ART. 132. The owners of staked inclosures or fisheries, estab-

lished in the navigable or floatable rivers, shall have no right to

compensation for damages which boats or timbers in their navi-

gation or flotation cause them, unless there is on the part of those

in charge of them an infringement of the general ordinances, mal-

ice, or evident neglect.

ART. 133. In the waters of private property,
and in those

granted for the establishment of fish-ponds, or for breeding fish.

the owners or grantees solely may fish, or those who have obtained

permission from them, without other restrictions than those relat-

ing to the public health.

K-rtion Third Of tin- rtili~.<ition <>f
/'////// If '// /</> f \

a mi I-'lutntion.

ART. 134. The government, after examination, will designate,

by means of royal decrees, the rivers which altogether or in part
are to be considered navigable or floatable.

ART. 135. The designation of the places for the embarkation
of passengers and merchandise on the navigable rivers, and for
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the formation and stopping of floats or rafts on the floatable rivers,
is a power of the governor of the province, after making examina-
tion. The lands necessary for these uses shall be acquired by en-
forced expropriation, when they are private property.

ART. 136. The works for canalizing or making navigable or
floatable the rivers which are not so naturally, will be executed

according to that which is prescribed in the general law for public
works.

ART. 137. When, in order to convert a river into a navigable
or floatable one by artificial means, it may be necessary to de-

stroy factories, dams, or other works lawfully constructed in their

channels or on their banks, or to deprive of irrigation or other

applications those who by right have enjoyed them, compulsory
expropriation and compensation for damages and injuries shall

first be made.

ART. 138. The navigation of rivers is entirely free for every
class of national or foreign ships, subject to the general and special
laws and regulations for navigation.

ART. 139. On the rivers not declared navigable nor floatable,

every one who may be an owner of their banks, or obtain permis-
sion of those who are, can establish ferry-boats for the service of

their estates, or for the use of the industry to which they devote
them.

ART. 140. On the rivers merely floatable the conveying of tim-
bers cannot be carried on, except in the seasons which the minister
of public works designates for each one of them.

ART. 141. When on the rivers not declared floatable, flotation

can be carried on in seasons of great floods, or with the aid of

movable weirs, the governor of the province, having previously
examined it, can authorize it, provided that it does not injure the

irrigations and industrial establishments, and that the petitioners

give security for the payment of damages and injuries.

ART. 142. In the navigable or floatable rivers no dam can be
constructed without the necessary locks and openings or channels
for the navigation and flotation, and salmon fish-ladders in the

rivers where they may be necessary for the protection of this class

of fish; the maintenance of all these works being at the cost of

the owners of them.

ART. 143. On the navigable and floatable rivers the masters
of vessels and conductors of movables conveyed by floating, shall

be responsible for the damages which they severally occasion.

For passing the bridges, either public or private works, the mas-
ters and conductors shall be governed by the rules and ordinances
of the authorities. If they cause any injury they shall pay all

the expenses which their repair occasions, the accounts being pre-

viously proven.
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AIM'. 1-1-1. These liabilities shall !> a- liens on tin- vi

Moating effects, other suM'n-ient security not bavin- vn.
without prejudice to the claim which the ..win-i> h... - tin-

masters or conductors.

AUT. 11"). All the timher and other floating effect! which -j,, in

charge of the same conductor, even when they belong to dill

owners, shall he responsible for the payment of the dan

injuries which these same effects cau-e.

The owner or owners of the timber or other eHi-cts. which
arrested and sold in this ease, can reclaim from the others tin-

repayment of the ]>art Which each One OUghl to pay. without injury
to the claim which all have against the conductor.

ART. 146. The rules in the former articl.- shall he a

also, when by floods or other causes, two or more convoys of tim-

ber or floating effects, become so mixed up that it is im)M)88ible to

determine to which of them the effects causing the damage belong.
In such case, they shall be considered as only one convoy, and tin-

proceedings shall be taken against any one of the conductors, for

whom, without injury, the right shall be held to reclaim from the

others the payment of that which properly corresponds to them.

CHAPTER XI Of Special Useful Employment* of

Section First Of the ('oncexxion <>f rtili:nfinn Privileges.

ART. 147. An authorization is necessary for the employment
of public waters, dedicating them specially to undertakings of

public or private interest, excepting the cases spoken of in articles

6, 174, 176, 177, and 184 of the present law.

ART. 148. He who shall have a recognized right to the public
waters of a river or stream, without having made i^, ,,f them. r

having used only a part of them, shall have it pres'-rved intact for

the space of twenty years, counting from the promulgation of the

law of the third of August, 1866. This time having patted,
such

rights shall lapse for t lie part of the waters not usefully employed.
without prejudice to that which is laid down by the general rule

in the following article. In such case that which is laid down in

articles 5, 6, 7, 11, and 14 of the present law is applicable to the

farther useful employment of the waters.

For all cases, when the public inquiry for any concession of

waters is to be held, the holder of these rights shall be obliged to

prove them, in the manner and time which tin- regulations )>oint

out. If compulsory expropriation should be ordered, it shall he

carried to an end, the due indemnification being previously mad.-.

ART. 149. He who during twenty years should have enjoyed
an useful application of public water's, without opjiosition from tin-

authorities or third parties, shall continue to enjoy it. even when
he cannot prove that he obtained the proper authori/ation.
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ART. 150. Every concession for the useful employment of pub-
lic waters is understood to be made without injury to third par-
ties, and preserving the rights of private individuals. With
respect to the duration of these concessions, it shall be determined
in each case according to the regulations of the present law.

ART. 151. Concessions for the useful employment of public
waters are understood to include those of lands of the public do-
main necessary for the works of the dam and for the canals and
ditches. With respect to the lands belonging to the state, to the

provinces, to the towns or private persons, proceedings shall be con-
ducted according to the rules for imposing enforced servitudes,
without prejudice to that which is arranged in article 78; or if

expropriation on account of public utility shall be invoked, the

proper examinations and other formalities which belong to it

shall previously be taken.

ART. 152. In every concession for an useful employment of

public Waters, its nature, the quantity of water conceded in cubic
metres per second, and, if it should be for irrigation, the extent of
the land in hectares which may have to be irrigated, shall be
fixed. If in employments previous to the present law, the quantity
of water should not have been fixed, only that necessary for the

object of the utilizations, is understood to be granted, which the
minister of public works shall determine by hearing those inter-

ested, having the power to require them to establish suitable

modules.

ART. 153. The waters conceded for one useful employment
cannot be applied to a different one, without the observance of
formalities such as are treated of for a new concession.

ART. 154. The administration shall not be responsible for the
failure or diminution, which may result in the quantity expressed
in the concession, although it may be, that it was occasioned by
error or some other cause.

ART. 155. Whenever in the concessions, or in the employ-
ments of determined quantities of water for a fixed space of time,
no other thing is expressed, the continuous use for every moment
of time is understood. If it should be for days, the natural day
of twenty-four hours from midnight shall be understood; if it

should be during the day or night, it shall be understood as

between the rising and setting of the sun, and if it should be for

weeks, they shall be reckoned from twelve o'clock on Saturday
night; if it should be for feast days, or the exclusion of them, those

shall be understood, in which, according to the rule, work cannot
be done, considering only as feast days those which were so at the

time of the concession or of the contract.

The application of these orders and minute details concerning
the manner and time of the enjoyment of the water, are recom-
mended for the administrative regulations, or for the ordinances- .

of the irrigating communities of which chapter 13 treats.
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ART. l.")C>. Authori/.ations tor making examinations <>t' nil

posed useful employments of water shall In- Hihj.-et t., thnt \vlii<-li

is prescribed in article l.">7 of tin- gem-nil law of
|>ii}.l

ART. J.~7. Concessions for special useful employment- of puh-
lic waters, as well as those for drainage and reclamation, -hall

he ordered, preferring the schemes of th 1 importanc,- ;md

utility, and in
equality

of circumstance.. tho06 which had
first presented. All relative to the projects, privileges, ti

tion. inspection, and reception of the works which the utili/.v

require to be the object of the concession, shall In- I by
the regulations of the general law of public wo;

ART. 158. Concessions for useful emplovmente of -hall

become extinct, by not having complied with the conditions and
terms according to which they hav been granted.

ART. 159. In all useful employment of public waters f,,r navi-

gable canals or
irrigation,

ditches, and sanitary improvi;
the waterfalls, factories, and industrial establishments which shall

have been constructed and erected upon them, shall he the JMT-

petual property of the grantees.

ART. 160. In concessions for special useful employments of pub-
lic waters, the following order of preference will be uhscrvd

First The supply of towns.

Second The supply of railroads.

Th ird: Irrigations.
l'\mrfh Canals for navigation.

Fifth Mills and other factories, ferryboats, and Moating hri-;

Sixth Basins for fish-ponds or fish breeding pi

Within each class, the undertakings of the greatest importance
and utility shall have the preference, and, other things being

equal, those who shall have first solicited the privil-

In every case, the common employments of water dearly

pressed in sections one, two, and three of the former chapter will

be preeminently respected.

ART. 161. Every special useful employment of publ
is subject to enforced expropriation on account of public utility,

first paying the proper indemnification, in favor of another useful

employment which precedes it. according to the order fixed in the

former article, but not in favor of those which follow it. except by
virtue of a special law.

ART. 162. In urgent cases of tire, inundation, or other public

calamity, the authorities or their subordinates can act >ummarily.
and without process OF previous indemnification, but in Mihjection
to ordinances and regulations, for the waters necessarv to restrain

or to avoid the damage. If the waters should be public, there will

be no cause for indemnification, but if they should have been ap-

plicable for industrial or agricultural purposes, or should have

37 l
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been private property, and their diversion should have occasioned

appreciable injury, there shall be immediate compensation.

ART. 163. In every concession for canals of navigation and
irrigation, or for ditches, as well as for undertakings for drainage
and sanitary improvement, the foreign capital which is employed
in the construction of the works and the acquisition of the land,
remains under the protection of the state, and is exempt from

reprisals, confiscations, and seizures on account of war.

Section Second Of the Useful Employment of Public Waters for the

Supply of Populations.

ART. 164. Only when the normal flow of water which a popu-
lation enjoys should not amount to 50 litres (11 gallons) per day
per inhabitant, and of these 20 for drinking purposes, can there be
allowed to it, of that intended for other useful employments, the

quantity necessary to make up that flow, a proper indemnification

having previously been made.

ART. 165. If the population requiring drinkable waters, already
uses a quantity of them not drinkable, but applicable to other pub-
lic and domestic uses, they shall be allowed to make up of the

first, twenty litres (4.4 gallons) daily for each inhabitant, in case

that the proper indemnification is made, although this quantity,
added to that not drinkable, exceeds the fifty litres fixed in the

former article.

ART. 166. If the water for the supply of a population is taken

directly from a river whose flow may have an owner or owners,
those who are deprived of the useful employment of water legiti-

mately acquired, shall be previously indemnified.

ART. 167. The enforced alienation of waters of private owner-

ship, for the supply of a population, cannot be decreed, except
where the minister of public works may have decided, in conse-

quence of examinations made for the purpose, that there are no

public waters which can be readily applied to the said purpose.

ART. 168. Notwithstanding the provisions of these former arti-

cles, the governor of the province, in seasons of extraordinary

drought, the provincial commission approving, can sanction the

temporary expropriation of the water necessary for the supply of

a population, by means of the proper indemnification in favor of

private individuals.

ART. 169. When the concession is allowed in favor of a private

undertaking, and in case the population which it has to supply
should not have the twenty litres of drinking water for each inhab-

itant (which article 164 speaks of), the tariff of prices which can
be received for furnishing the water and pipes shall be fixed in the

said concession.
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AKT. 170. The OODCesrione of \vliirli tin- former article S|M
sh;tll he temporary, and their duration shall n,,-

which time having transpired. ; ,11 tin- work-, a- w. 11 a- then
will remain for tin- benefit of tin- local communitv. hut with tin-

obligation on the part of the municipal council i

tracts hctwccn the company and privat-
- tor the supplv of

water to their houses.

AKT. 171. It is the duty of municipal councils to frame r.

lat ions for the management and distrihution of the * . ithin

the towns, subject to the general administrative provi>iuns. Tin-

formation of these regulations must always he prior to the granting
of the concessions of which the former articles treat. i

cession once being made, the regulations can only In- altered hv

joint concurrence hetween the municipal council and th-

in ease there shall be no concurrence, the minister of public works
shall determine it.

Section Third Of the Employment of Puhlii- ]\'<it<T* ir tin-

of Railroad*.

AKT. 17 On obtaining competent authority, railroad

panies may avail themselves of the public waters which may be

necessary for their use. The governor of the province shall grant
the authorization, when the amount of water does not exceed ."><

cubic metres (l,765^fV cubic feet) per day: should the quantity
exceed this, the minister of public works shall decide. If tin-

waters should have been previously devoted to other uses, expro-
priation must precede, according to that which is laid down in

article 161.

ART. 173. With the authorization which article _'.") of this law

prescribes, the companies for the said purpose can ojM-n ordi-

nary wells, draw wells, or tunnels, also bore artesian wells on
either the public or community lands: and when they should be

on private property by first obtaining permission of its owner, and
in the other case that of the governor of the province.

AKT. 174. When railroads slia 11 cross irrigated lands, on which
the right to employ the water may be inherent to the ownership
f the land, the companies will have the right to take, at the points
most convenient for the service of the railroad, the quantity of

water corresponding to the land which they have occupied and

paid for, being obliged to pay in the same proportion the fee for

irrigation, or to contribute towards the ordinary and extraordinary

expenses of the canal, according to the circumstaix

ART. 17r>. In default of. or by insufficiency of the means au-

thorized in the previous articles, the railroad companies shall have
the right, for their exclusive service, to the necessary waters not

intended for domestic uses, which are private property, and in

such cases the law of enforced expropriation shall be applied.
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Section Fourth- Of the Employment of Public Waters for Irrigation.

ART. 176. The owners of properties contiguous to the public
roads can collect the rain-waters which run through them, and

employ these for the irrigation of their fields, in subjection to that

which the ordinances direct for the preservation and police of the

same roads.

ART. 177. The owners of properties bordering on the public
channels of intermittent flow, as shallow sandy washes, small

streams, deeply-cut channels, or others similar of the public do-

main, can employ in their irrigation the rain-waters which run

through them, and construct, for the purpose, without the neces-

sity of authorization, dikes of earth and loose stone, or dams either

movable or automatic.

ART. 178. When these dikes or dams can produce inundations,
or cause any other injury to the public, the alcalde, officially, or

at the request of others, the danger being proved, will order that

those who constructed them shall modify them as much as may
be necessary to remove all fear, or, should it be necessary, that

they destroy them. If they threaten to cause injury to private

persons, the latter may appeal at once to the local authority; and
if the injury is realized, they shall have their rights examined
into promptly before the courts of justice.

ART. 179. Those who during twenty years should have em-

ployed for the irrigation of their lands, the rain waters which flow

through a shallow wash, ravine, or other similar channel of the

public domain, can object to the owners of properties higher up
depriving them of this advantage. But if they should have em-

ployed only a part of the water, they cannot prevent others from

using the remainder, provided that the flow for the quantity
which they have for a long time employed, remains free.

ART. 180. The provision in the preceding articles, relating to

rain waters, is applicable to intermittent springs, which only flow

in times of abundant rains.

ART. 181. When it is designed to construct dams, or weirs of

permanent character, in order to employ for irrigation the rain

waters, or the intermittent springs which run through public chan-

nels, the authorization of the governor of the province will be

necessary, after due formality.

ART. 182. In order to construct reservoirs intended to collect

and conserve rain or public waters, the authorization of the min-

ister of public works, or that of the governor of the province, is

necessary, according to the law of public works and the regula-
tions for its execution.

ART. 183. If these works should be declared to be of public

utility, they shall have the power to condemn, previously indemni-
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lying those who might have acquired right- to n--fully employ in

their lower course the water which may have to he d-lain d and
stored in the reservoir, when the <|uantity of it. or other Circtim-
stances, docs not permit it to Hipply those' ut ili/at i .n- in the \

decree in wliicli they Were forinerlv.

Wlien it can he proven, .-aid nt ili/ations will he further n

by indemnifying
those who, under them, may have rights to -lam-

ages which its interruption on account of the execution of tin-

works of the reservoir occasions them.

ART. 184. On the navigable rivers, the riparian propri<

can, on their respective margins, freely estahlish pump-
other machine intended to draw the water< aecewaiy tor the irri-

gation of their bordering properties, provided that they do nut

cause injuries to the navigation. In the other puhlic rivers tin-

authorization of the governor of t lie province will he oeoeeeary,
If in any of the cases of the former paragraph, steam should

have to be used as a motive power in effecting the extraction of

the water, the authorization devolves on the governor, in virtue of

established rules, he making publication in the otlicial bulletin.

and hearing those interested.

ART. 185. The authorization of the minister of public work-

is necessary for the employment of public waters with the intention

of irrigation, whose derivation or taking has to he made by n

of dams, weirs, or other permanent works, constructed in the riv-

ers, ravines, small streams, or 'any other class of continuous nat-

ural currents, provided that more than loo litres of water (3,681 ,

cubic feet) per second may have to be taken.

ART. 186. If the quantity of water which has to be derived or

diverted from its natural channel does not exceed loo litres per

second, the governor of the province will make the concession.

after the proper formalities, the petitioner having recourse by

appeal to the minister of public works. Also, the governors of tin-

provinces may authorize the reconstruction of old dams intended

for irrigations or other uses. When the works which may have to

be executed on the dams are for preservation, or simple n i

and do not change the conditions of the employment of tl

they can be carried to completion without previous authori/ation.

but giving information of them to the governor of the provii

ART. 187. The governors of provinces cannot make more than

one concession in the same works of taking, of which a dam torin-

part.

ART. INS. The concessions of water made to the propriet.

lands, individually or collectively, for the irrigation of these lands.

shall be in perpetuity. Those which should he made to societies

or companies, to irrigate Ir.nds of others, in consideration of tin-

payment of a fee, shall he for a term which shall not exceed
''

years, which having elapsed, the lands shall be exempt from tin-

payment of the fee. and the common ownership of the dams.
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ditches, and other works exclusively necessary for the irrigation,
shall pass to the community of irrigators.

ART. 189. The applications for concessions of which the former
articles treat, shall be accompanied with :

First The design for the works, composed of plans, full descrip-
tion, specifications, and estimate of cost.

Second If the application should be by an individual, the peti-
tioner as well as the owner proof of possession of the lands which
he intends to irrigate.

Third If it should be by several individuals the agreement of

the majority of the proprietors of the irrigable lands, computed by
the superficial area which each one represents.

Fourth If it should be for a society or company the schedule
of rates, either in products or in money, which the lands will have
to pay that may have to be irrigated.

ART. 190. When employments of water exist by virtue of rec-

ognized and valid rights, a new concession can be made only in

case, after gauging the waters in ordinary years, the quantity
which is solicited is shown to be a surplus, after completely sup-

plying the existing utilizations. The gauging having been made,
the proper time for the irrigations shall be taken into account, in

order to determine the quantity of water necessary, according to

the lands, cultivations, and irrigable area. In years of drought,
the new grantees cannot take the water as long as all the necessi-

ties of the ancient users are not supplied.

ART. 191. The gauging of summer waters will not be necessary
before making concessions of winter, spring, and torrent waters,
which could not constantly or casually be used on the lower lands,

provided that the point of diversion is established at the proper
height or level, and necessary precautions are adopted in order to

prevent injuries or abuses.

ART. 192. When, the public waters of a river running wholly
or in part underneath the surface of its bottom, imperceptible to

the sight, submerged dams are constructed, or other means are

employed to elevate their level, so as to make them applicable to

irrigation or other uses, this result shall be considered, under the

present law, as a discovery of the water rendered capable of being
used. The irrigators and industrial users situated lower down,
who by prescription or by concession from the minister of public
works should have acquired legitimate title to the use and em-

ployment of waters which have thus been made artificially to reap-

pear on the surface, shall have the right to object to and oppose a

new discovery higher up, so far as it might cause them injury.

ART. 193. The mills and other industrial establishments,
which arc injured by the diversion of the waters of a river or

rivulet, sanctioned according to that which is arranged in the

present law, shall receive in every case, from the grantee of the

new work, the corresponding indemnification. This shall consist
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of the amount of tin- injurv incut helween tin- pa-
hut if there should he DO agreement, it -hull be determined
ording to e x

j U'o| >fia t ion mi account of public utilitv. aft.-r due
formaliti

ART. 194. The authori/ed construct nail !' U

shall enjoy:
/'//*/ The power to open <|uarries. to <-olh-d 1. >,<

struct kilns for lime, gypsum, and brick, and t. deposit art

or to establish workshops for tin- preparation of ma? : tin-

lands contiguous to the works. If these land- -hall !

|.ul.:

for coinnion occupation, the comjianies shall mak< this

power according to their necessities: hut if they should he private

property, they shall arrange previously with tin- uwm-r <>r his

representative, through the medium of the nl,-n!il> , ;md thev shall

fix equitably the indemnification for the damages and in]

which might happen.
Xrrond Exemption from fees which an- re<|uired hy tin- t;

ference of property, occurring hy virtue of the lasv pria-
tion.

Third Exemption from all taxes on the capital which is in-

vested in their works.
Fourth In the towns within whose limits the c.,nstructi<n

should have hern made, the dependents and operative- ,.f tin-

company, shall have a right to the wood, pastures for the cattle

employed on the work, and other advantages which the t>wi -

pie enjoy.
The concessions, with suhsidies from the state, from a pn.vin, .-.

or from a municipality, shall always he oHi-red at j.uhlic auction,

according to that which the general law of puhlic works air,",:

ART. 195. During the first ten years, the same ta \ahle valua-

tion shall be estimated for the lands hrought under irrigation,

which had been "fixed in the 1. --mrnt in which they
considered as unirrigated, ami according to this the taxes and
duties shall he paid.

ART. 19G. It shall br the duty of the companies to maintain

their works in good condition during the term of the concesi

If thrsr should hrcome useless tor irrigation, the lands shall cease

to pay the established water-rate as long as the stipulated amount
of water is not supplied, and the minister of public works shall fix

a time for the reconstruction or repair. This time having elap- d.

without the grantee having complied, and no superior Wee p re-

venting (in which case it may he extended). th< -ion shall

he declared forfeited. The Condition^ of the forfeiture shall he

those designated in the general law of puhlic works f>r .-imilar

cases, according to the provisions of the regulation of the pp
law.

ART. 197. As well in concessions granted to proprietors col-

lectively, as in those made to companies or societies, all the lands
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included in the general approved plan as those which can receive

irrigation, are held subject, even when their owners refuse it, to the

payment of the fee or rate which may be established, as soon as

the concession may be accepted by the majority of the proprie-
tors interested, computed in the manner which is determined in

number 3 of article 189. The companies in this case, shall have
the right to acquire the lands whose owners refuse the payment
of the fee, for their value when dry, subject to the prescriptions of

the law and the regulations for enforced expropriation. If the

company does not take the lands, then the proprietor who does not

irrigate them shall be exempt from the payment of the fee.

ART. 198. Besides the rate which the irrigators have to pay
to the societies or companies who undertake the construction of

canals and reservoirs for irrigation, for the payment of the inter-

est and principal of the capital invested in the works, there can
be granted, by way of subsidy, during a period of five or ten years,
the value of the increase of the tax, which has to be imposed on
the owners of the lands, after the first ten years in which they
may be irrigated. The same subsidy can be granted to the asso-

ciations of proprietors, who shall collectively carry to completion
the construction of canals and reservoirs for the irrigation of their

own lands. The concessions which may have this subsidy, can

only be issued by means of a law, the others being conceded by
virtue of a royal decree, subject to what is arranged in article 147
of this law, and in accordance with that which the general law of

public works provides.

ART. 199. The lands which may have to be irrigated in con-

formity with the prescriptions of the present law, are declared in-

cluded in the exemption from the tax, upon the first change of

ownership.

ART. 200. Works necessary for the employment of public
waters in irrigation, may be declared of public utility, for the ope-
ration of the law of enforced expropriation, provided that the vol-

ume of the water exceeds 200 litres per second.

ART. 201. If provincial diputacions, syndicates, municipalities,
national or foreign companies, or private persons, go to the minis-

ter of public works, petitioning that a scheme for a canal or reser-

voir for irrigation shall be examined by the state, he shall order

it at their instance, when it will not hinder the public service, and

provided that the petitioners shall agree to pay all the expenses
of said examinations in conformity with that which is determined
in the regulation of this law.

ART. 202. The owners, societies, corporations, or syndicates of

canals or ditches already existing by virtue of authorization, con-

cession, decree, or other special title, who should not have finished

their works at the publication of the present law, have the right to

receive the benefits of the same. For executing them a law will

be necessary, whose scheme the minister of public works shall
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present to the cortes, ami :it't.-r having examined tin- mew
tin- benefits designed are ID result in public utility it .-hall In-

passed.

ART. 203. For the useful employment ,,f the pub!
over from irrigations, and proceeding from nitrations or leak

as well as those tVom drama-re, where no .-p-'ial rule should
been established, that which is arranged in articl.-s 5 to 11 and
those following, on the useful employment of surplus p

private property, shall be observed.

ART. 204. For the general interest in the better employment Of
waters, the minister of public works shall direct what shall In-

done for the examination of the existing rivers, with the
of providing that no irrigator shall waste the water of hi- allot

ment, which might be of use to others in need of it. and with that

of preventing the waters of freshets from flowing unproductively
and even injuriously away to the sea. when other district -

longing and begging for irrigation and regular applications .f the

water, without injuring acquired rights.

Fifth Of the Kwptni/nx ,,t of PiiIJi,' \\'

Navigation.

ART. 205. The authorization to a society or private company
to canalize a river with the object <>f making it naviirable. or to

construct a canal of navigation, will he granted always by a law. in

which it shall be determined whether the work is to he suh-idi/ed

with funds of the state, and which will establish the other condi-

tions of the concession.

ART. 206. The duration of these concessions shall n<

*.W years, after which the state shall enter into a free and com-

plete enjoyment of the works, and of the materials for operation.

according to the conditions established in the concession-

cepting, as a general rule, the waterfalls utili/ed and the build-

ings constructed for industrial establishments, which shall remain

the property of and at the free disposal of the grant'

ART. 207. The first ten years of the working of a canal having

passed, and successively every ten years, a revision of the tarills

shall be made.

ART. 208. The companies can at any time reduce the rat

the tariffs, giving information of it to the government. In this

case, as in those of the former article, the alterations which will

have to be made shall be announced to the public at least three

months beforehand.

ART. 209. The grantees shall be obliged to preserve the \v,,rks

in good condition, as also the service of operation, if it should be

in their charge. When, by reason of non-fulfillment of this duty.

navigation may be rendered impossible, the government shall lix

a time for the repair of the works or renewal of the materials; and
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this time having passed without the object having been attained,
the government will declare the concession forfeited and announce
a new sale of it, which shall take place under the terms prescribed
for the canals of irrigations in article 196.

Section Sixth Of the Occupation of the Public Water* for Ferries,

Bridges, and Industrial Establishments.

ART. 210. On rivers neither navigable nor floatable, owners of
both margins can establish ferryboats, having first obtained the
authorization of the alcalde or bridges of wood, having obtained
the authorization of the governor of the province, who shall fix

their location, the tariffs, and other necessary conditions, in order
that their construction and service may offer the required security
to passengers.

ART. 211. Whoever wishes to establish on rivers floatable only,

ferryboats or bridges to place in public communication country
roads, or ferryboats on neighborhood roads which are without

bridges, shall solicit the authorization from the governor of the

province, designating the points at which he intends to locate

them, their dimensions and system, and accompanied by the rates

of passage and service. The governor shall grant the authoriza-

tion in the terms prescribed in the former article, taking care,

however, that it does not hinder the service of flotation. The
concession for bridges which connect the ends of neighborhood
roads, on rivers floatable only, shall be made, in subjection to the
law for high-roads, of the fourth of May, 1877.

ART. 212. In respect to the navigable rivers, the minister of

public works alone is empowered to grant authorization for ferry-
boats or floating bridges for the public use. On granting the con-

cession, the tariffs for passage, and other conditions required for

the service of navigation and flotation, as well as for the security
of passengers, shall be fixed.

ART. 213. The concessions to which the former articles refer,

give the right to indemnification for the value of the works, only
when the government is obliged to take them for the benefit of

the general interest.

ART. 214. Said concessions do not prevent the minister of pub-
lic works from ordering the establishment of ferryboats and float-

ing or permanent bridges, provided that he considers them advan-

tageous for the public service.

When this new means of crossing stops or materially interferes

with the use of a boat or bridge of private ownership, the owner
shall be indemnified for the value of the work, if his property is

not founded on titles of civil law, in which case the law of enforced

expropriation on account of public utility shall apply to it.

ART. 215. On the rivers neither navigable nor floatable, the

owner of both margins may freely establish any sort of machine,
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engine, or industrial establishment, which will not cause ti

version of the watere from their natural course !: -\\m-r

of only OIK- margin, lie must not build
|.;i.-l

the middle of the
channel, [n either case he must erect his establishment \\-i-

stopping the free How of the waten. nor cause any inji.

bordering properties, irrigations, or industrial establishments, in-

cluding that of fishing.

AKI\ 2ir>. The authori/ation to establish on the navi-jable or
tloatahle rivers, any apparatus or Moating machinery, wh.-tl..

not they have to transmit the movement to Otl d on the

land, may he granted hy the governor of the province. ; invr hav-

ing investigated the case, and hearing the owners of hoth ma'
and those of the industrial establishments immediately l..-|.,w.

and. moreover, the following facts being ]>roven:
/Y/-.xf The applicant to be the owner of the margin when- the

hoats are to he moored, or to have ohtained permission from who-
ever may he the owner.

N/rom/ Tluit no ohstaele he otl'ere<l to navigation or ll<tation.

ART. 217. In the concessions of which the former article

speaks, it shall always he understood:
/'//>/ That if alteration of the currents .ra.-innril hy the tloat-

inj? estal)lishinents cause damage to the rijtarian owners, the re-

pairs shall he at the cost of the grantee.
Sfi-inul If from any cause relative to the river, or to the navi-

gation or flotation, the removal of the tloatinir estahlishment

becomes necessary, the concession can he annulled, without the

grantee having a right to any indemnification. Hut in th

ceding which, in this case, is carried on. the consulting council for

roads, canals, and ports must he consulted, for the account to

which this paragraph refers.

Third If for any other cause of public utility it should he

necessary to destroy any construction of this class, its owners shall

he indemnified, according to the law of expropriation, provided
that it may have been legitimately established, and should have
been iu constant use. It shall be understood that such works
are not in constant use when two consecutive years should have

passed without employing them.

ART. 21 S. As well in navigable or tloatahle rivers, as in those

which mav not be. the power belongs to the governor <.f the prov-
ince to concede aut hori/at ions for the establishment of mills or

other industrial manufactories in buildings situated near tin-

banks, to which the necessary water is conducted by channel-.

and which afterwards is reunited to the current of the river. In

no case shall this authori/ation be granted to the injury of the

navigation or flotation of the rivers and existing industrial estab-

lishments. In order to obtain the authori/ation to which this

article refers, it is indispensably requisite for whosoever >oli<-its it

to be the owner of the land where he intends to construct the build-
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ing for the manufactory, or to be authorized by whoever may be

r

the owner of it.

ART. 219. When an industrial establishment communicates to

the waters substances and properties injurious to health or to veg-
etation, the governor of the province shall direct that a professional
examination be made, and if the injury be clearly proved, he shall

order that the industrial works be suspended until their owners

adopt a fitting remedy. The fees and charges for the examina-
tion shall be paid by him who made the complaint, if it proves
groundless; and, otherwise, by the owner of the establishment.
When the owner or owners, at the expiration of six months, should
not have adopted the proper remedy, it shall be understood that

they refuse to continue in the carrying on of their industry.

ART. 220. The concessions for employments of public waters
for industrial establishments, shall be agreed to in perpetuity and
on condition that if at any time the waters acquire properties

injurious to health or vegetation, on account of the industry for

which they were granted, the forfeiture of the concession shall be

declared, without the right to any indemnification.

ART. 221. Those who employ the water as a motive power for

machinery or industrial establishments, situated within the rivers

or on their banks or margins, shall be exempt from the payment
of taxes during the first ten years.

Section Seventh Of the Occupation of Public Waters for Fish-Ponds
and Hatcheries.

ART. 222. The governors of the provinces can grant rights to

occupy public waters, in order to form lakes, ponds, or tanks

intended for fish-ponds or for breeding fish, provided that they do
not cause injury to health or to other employments, with rights

previously acquired lower down.

ART. 223. For the industries spoken of in the former article,

the petitioner shall present the complete project of the works, and
the title which proves him to be the owner of the land where they
are to be constructed, or that he has obtained the consent of him
who is the owner. The governor of the province shall conduct

the proper formalities for the purpose.

ART. 224. The grantees of public waters for irrigation, naviga-

tion, or industrial establishments, after due formalities, can make
in their canals, or on contiguous lands which they might have

acquired, ponds or tanks for breeding fish.

ART. 225. The authorizations for breeding places for fish are

granted in perpetuity.
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TITLE V.

CHAFTEH XII oft},, /,,/ :

AKT. '2'2(\. The police of tin- public waters and their 11:1'

Channels, hanks, and /on.-s of servitude, shall he in charge of the
administration, and the minister of public works -hall

dictating the necessary regulations tor good n, ;i i,t in tin-

use and employment of the waters.

ART. 227. In relation to the waters of private owner-hip, tin-

administration shall exercise over them the neoeoaiy vi-jilap

order that they shall not injuriously ail'ect the public health nor
the security of persons or properties.

CHAPTER XIII Of Associations <>f Irr!<i<it<>r*. uml <>f >',/,/;

< i ad Juries of Irrigations.

First Of the Associating tniicthrr nf //v/f/////x <m<l <>{

Syndicates.

ART. 228. In the joint employments of puhlic waters fr irri-

gation, a community of i motors shall necessarily he formed.

subject to the ruling of their ordinal

First When the number of them amounts to '_'". and the num-
ber of irrigable hectares is not less than 'Joo ( \\i\ aci

Second When in the opinion of the Lr >vernor of the province
the local interests of agriculture remiin- it.

Outside of these cases, the formation of the community requires
the choice of the majority of those irrigating.

ART. 229. Notwithstanding that which is arranged in the for-

mer article, the irrigators whose properties take the water I-

or after those of the community, cannot be compelled to form part
of the community, and can separate from it. and in their turn can

establish a new one, and form for themsrlves alone a district or

guild without necessity of continuance.

ART. 230. Every community shall have a syndicate elected by
it, and charged with the execution of the ordinance* and resolu-

tions of the said community.
ART. 231. Irrigating communities shall frame their ordinances

for irrigation according to the basis established in the law. submit-

ting them for the approbation of the government, which cannot

refuse them, nor introduce variations, without hearing the council

of state concerning it.

The public waters devoted to joint utilizations, which have

hitherto had a special system embodied in their ordinances, shall

continue subject to the same as long as a majority of those inter-

ested do not wish to modify it, subject to that which is prescribed
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in the present law, without prejudice to the accomplishment of
that which is arranged in article 190.

ART. 232. The number of individuals of the syndicate, and
their election by the community of irrigators, shall be determined
in their ordinances, the extent of the irrigations being considered,
and according to the ditches which require special care, and the
towns interested in each community.

In said ordinances the qualifications of the electors and those

eligible for election shall be fixed
;
and the time and form of the

election shall be established, as well as the duration of the service,
which shall always be gratuitous, and which they cannot refuse

except in case of reelection.

ART. 233. All the expenses incurred by a community, for the
construction of dams and ditches, or for their repair, maintenance,
or cleaning, shall be defrayed by the irrigators in equitable pro-

portion. The new irrigators who should not have contributed to

the cost of the dams or ditches constructed by a community, shall

pay, for the benefit of this, an additional tax arranged on equita-
ble terms.

When one or more irrigators of a community shall have obtained
the competent permission to make, on their own account, works
on the dam or ditches, in order to increase the amount of the

waters, the other irrigators having refused to contribute, the latter

shall have no right to a greater quantity of water than that which

they formerly enjoyed. The increase obtained shall be at the free

disposal of those who have paid for the works, and in consequence
they shall regulate the turns for irrigation, by which their respect-
ive rights may be protected. If any person should attempt to

conduct waters to any other locality, employing the dams or

ditches of a community of irrigators, he shall arrange and adjust
with it, in the same manner as he would with a private person.

ART. 234. In the irrigated districts existing at present, and

governed by rules already written and generally practiced by a

community of irrigators, no one shall be injured nor reduced in

the enjoyment of his portion and use of the water, by the intro-

duction of any novelty in the quantity, application, or distribu-

tion of the waters in the district irrigable. But, neither shall any
one have a right to the increase, if the supply is increased by the

efforts of the said irrigators or any of them, unless that he should
have contributed proportionally to pay the expenses.

ART. 235. In order to usefully employ in the movement of fixed

machinery, the motive power of the waters which run through a

canal or ditch owned by a community of irrigators, their permis-
sion will be necessary. For this purpose they shall assemble in

general council, and the majority of those present shall decide it,

computing the votes by the property which each OIK- represents.
On its refusal, appeal can be made to the governor of the province

who, having heard the irrigators, chief engineer of roads, canals,
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and ports of the province, tin- provincial hoard of aLrriculture. indii>

try. and commerce, and the permanent committee ,.f t he provin-
<-ial <liiiutnrinii, can concede the privilege, provided that it

not cause injury to the irrigation nor to other industries, imlos
that the community of irri gators wish to employ for lln-niM-lv-.- the

same motive power, in which case they shall have the preference,

being re(|uired to make a beginning of the works within the t-nn
of one year.

AI;T. -!:'.<;. In the syndicates there shall he necessarily one rep-
resentative of the lands, which on account of their situation, or by
the order established, may he the last to receive irrigation: and
when the communities are composed of several centers of popula-
tion, either agricultural or manufacturing, directly concerned in

the good management of their waters, each shall have in the syndi-
cate its correspond ing representation, proportionate to the right
which the use and employment of the same waters confers on them.
In the same manner, when the water-right may have heen conceded
to a private company, the grantee shall he naturally a memher of

the syndicate.

ART. 237. The community shall frame the regulation tor tin-

syndicate. The functions of the syndicate shall be:

Firxt To watch the interests of the community, to promote its

development, and to defend its rights.
Second To dictate suitahle provisions for the better distribution

of the waters, respecting the acquired rights and the local cus-

toms.
Third To appoint and discharge their employes in the manner

which the regulations estahlisli.

Fourth To make the estimates and assessments and to exam-
ine the accounts, submitting each of them for the approbation of

the general assembly of the community.
Fifth To propose to the assemblies the ordinances and regu-

lations, or any alterations which they should consider useful to

introduce in those already existing.

Sixth To establish strict turns of water, conciliating the inter-

-ests of the different cultivations among the irrigators. and taking
care that in the years of scarcity it shall he distributed in the

manner most advantageous to the lands interested.

Scn-nlli All of those which the ordinances of the community
or the special regulations of the said syndicate allow to them.

The resolutions which the syndicates adopt for irrigation by
virtue of their ordinances, when they act as commissioners of tin-

administration, shall be discussed before the municipal councils

or the governors of the provinces, according to tl.

ART. 23S. Each syndicate shall elect from among its voters a

president and vice-president, with powers which the ordinances

.and regulations establish.
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ART. 239. The communities of irrigators shall hold regular
general assemblies, at the times designated by the ordinances of

irrigation, and extraordinary assemblies in the cases which the
same ordinances determine. These ordinances shall fix the con-
ditions required for taking part in the deliberations, and the man-
ner of counting the votes, in proportion to the property which
those interested represent.

ART. 240. The general assemblies at which all the irrigators
of the community, and the manufacturers interested, have the

right of participating, shall decide on the disputed subjects of
common interest, which the syndicates and any of those present
may submit for their decision.

ART. 241. When, on the course of a river, several communi-
ties and syndicates exist, they can form, for their mutual conve-

nience, one or more central or common syndicates, for the defense
of the rights, and the maintenance and protection of the interests

of all. It shall be composed of representatives of the communi-
ties interested. It can also be formed by order of the minister of

public works and by the authority of the governor of the province,

provided that the interests of agriculture require it. The number
of the representatives which may be nominated shall be propor-
tioned to the extent of the irrigable land embraced within the

respective boundaries.

Section Second Of Juries of Irrigation.

ART. 242. Beside the syndicate, there shall be in every com-

munity of irrigators one or more juries, according as the extent of

the irrigations require it.

ART. 243. Each jury shall be composed of a president, who,
being appointed by it, shall be a member of the syndicate; and
of a number of jurors, either proprietors or their representatives,
which the regulation of the. syndicate may fix, all named by the

community.
ART. 244. It is the duty of the jury:
First To become acquainted with the questions of fact, which

are raised during irrigation, and decide between those interested

in it.

Second To impose, for the violations of the ordinances of irri-

gation, the penalties for which there may be occasion, according to-

the said ordinances.

ART. 245. The proceedings of the tribunal shall be public and

oral, in the manner which the regulation determines. Its deci-

sions, which shall be executory, shall be recorded in a book, with

the declaration of the facts and the authority of the ordinances
on which they are founded.

ART. 246. The penalties which the ordinances of irrigation
establish for infringements or abuses in the employment of their
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waters, obstruction <>t' tin- canals or of their -lui-<--. and

irregularities, shall he pecuniary. anl shall I- led t" tip-

persons injured and to the funds <>f the c.,mm unity, in the man-
ner and proportion which the same ordinal i-lisli. If tip-

case is criminal, it can he denounced by the irrigatoror indn-'

user injured, or hy the syndicate.

AIM. iM7. Where ancient tribunals nf irri'jat ion ezift they
shall continue with their present organi/ation a< Inni: as tl

speetive communities do not determine to prop,.-,- il,, -\\- reforma-

tion to the minister of public works.

Cll.\ITKK XIV Ofthr Atlfilmti-s nf tin A'lmini

ART. -MS. It is the duty of the minister of puhlic works, as

being charged with the execution and application nf the pr-

law:

7-V/W To dictate the regulations and instruction-

the purpose.
Second To Arrant by himself, or hy means of the authorities

who are subordinated to him. the water employment priv;
which are the subject of the present law. provided that on account

of the power expressed in it. its concession does not belong toother

authorities, or to the legislative power.
Third To determine finally all the ({iiestioi I by the

application of the present law. when the decisions of his deputies
do not cause settlement, and excepting the appeals which have
been occasioned under the same.

fourth To determine and execute the limits, surveying, and

marking out how much belongs to the public domain, in virtue

of the regulations of this law. without prejudice to the ompe-
tency of the tribunals, relating to the questions of property and

possession.

AKT. 24'.). Projects, the approbation of which are authori/ed

by the governors, and concessions which they have the p,iw-r to

grant, shall be decided in the term of six months. If it cannot

he done in this manner the petitioners can have recourse to the

niinisterof public works, who shall dictate the d. termination which

may have to be issued before the expiration of four months from

presenting the remonstrance.

ART. -250. For the granting of the water employment privil.

which are the subject of this law. besides that which the regulation

prescribes in each ease, it is indispensably necessary to h. ;

hearing of the person, if he shall be known, whose rights the con-

cession may att'eet. or to give publicity to the scheme and the

resolutions which the administration dictates eiip-i-rnii;g it. when
he shall be unknown, or when the concession atlects the collective-

interests which do not constitute legal personality or need legal

representation.
38 '
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ART. 251. The decisions dictated by the municipal adminis-
tration on the subject of waters, if there is no objection to them
before the governor within the period of fifteen days, will be final.

Those which the governors dictate will produce the same effect,
if there is no recourse against them by administrative procedure,
before the ministry of public works, or by way of administrative
court procedure when it is carried before the provincial commis-
sioners as administration courts. In either case the appeal must
be interposed within the term of one month, counting from the
date of the administrative notification, which shall be in proper
form.

The resolutions of the central administration shall be opposed by
way of the administrative courts, in the cases which the present
law determines, provided that the appeal is interposed in the term
of three months, counting from the administrative notification, or

the publication in the Gazette if the residence of those interested

should be unknown, to whom, otherwise, the result shall be made
known by the proper central director, or by the governor of the

province.

ART. 252. Against the measures dictated by the administra-

tion within the scope of its power in the matter of waters, interdicts

by the tribunals of justice shall not be admitted. These can only
be recognized at the request of the party, when in the cases of

enforced expropriation, prescribed by this law, the corresponding
indemnification should not have preceded the removal of the

owner.

CHAPTER XV Of the Jurisdiction of the Courts in the Matter of
Waters.

ART. 253. It comes within the administrative-court jurisdic-

tion, to take cognizance of the appeals against the decisions dic-

tated by the administration in the matter of waters in the following
cases:

First When the forfeiture is declared of a concession made to

private persons or companies in the terms prescribed in the gen-
eral law of public works.

Second When, on account of it, acquired rights are injured by
orders emanating from the said administration.

Third When an enforced servitude, or some restriction or bur-

den, is imposed on private property, in the cases prescribed by this

law.

Fourth In the questions on compensations which are raised for

damages and injuries, in consequence of the restrictions and bur-

dens of which the former paragraph treats.

ART. 254. It is the duty of the courts which exercise civil

jurisdiction, to investigate questions, relative:

First To the dominion of the public waters arid to the owner-

ship of the private waters, and of their possession.
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' TION OJ-' COUR /

'iinl To tin- dominion of tin- shores, bed-

tlit' rivers, ;m<l to tin- ownership ;md possession of tin- river hanks.
without prejudice to tin- competency of t he administ rat inn. t<> mark
oil', survey, and lay down boundaries of that which appert;ti
the public domain.

Third To the servitudes of water- and of p;i-sa<ze through tin-

margins, founded on titles of civil riuht.

!'< i urth To the right of fishing.

AKT. '2.')."). It also is the duty of the tribunals of ju>ti-e. t.. in-

vestigate ([iiestions raised between private parties ui aemunt <f

priority of right to the useful employment of water acenrdi:

the present law:

/V/'.s/ Of the rain waters.

Strninl ( )f the other waters out of their natural channels, when
the priority is founded on titles of civil rights.

AKT. iT)i>. It equally is the duty of the tribunals of justi'

investigate the questions relative to damages and injuries
.

sioned to third parties, in their rights of private property whose
alienation may not be compulsory:

First By the opening of ordinary wells.

Second *Hy the opening of artesian wells, and by tin- exeeution

of subterranean works.

Third By every class of useful employment of waters on ac-

count of private persons.

(IKNKHAI. PROVISIONS.

ART. 257. All of that which i/ arranged in this law is without

prejudice to rights legitimately acquired previous to its publica-

tion, as well as to those of private ownership, which the propri-

etors of waters, of canals, and of fountains or springs have, by
virtue of which they employ, sell, or exchange them as private

property.

ART. 258. All the laws, decrees, orders, and other regulations,

in relation to the matter comprehended in the present law. which

have been dictated prior to its promulgation, and which mijrht he

in contradiction to it. are repealed.
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APPENDIX III A.

Model Ordinance for a Community or Association of Irrigates,

ISSUED AS AN ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATION.*

GENERAL GOVERNMENT OF .SPAIN.

June 25, issl.

CHAPTER I. Composition of the Community.

ARTICLE 1. The proprietors, irrigators, and other users who have the right
to the employment of the waters of [here name the canal, ditch, spring, or other

direct source of supply], are hereby constituted a community of irrigators, and
named [here insert name adopted], in virtue of the provisions of article 22s of

the law of waters of June 13, 1879.

ART. 2. [Describes fully the lands and buildings, and in general terms the

canals and other works which are the property of the community or become so

by virtue of the organization.]
ART. 3. [Describes fully and in detail the water rights which are the prop-

erty of the community or which become so under the organization; stating

points of diversion, volumes and sources of water, history and source of title,

etc.]

ART. 4. [Describes fully and in detail the lands which are embraced in the

community, and which are entitled to waters for irrigation under the regula-
tions of the community, and also describes the mills or other.industrial estab-

lishments which are embraced in the organization, and names the now of

water to which they are each entitled, and the agreed rotation in delivery, it

any.]

ART. 5. The principal object in forming the association being to avoid quar-

reling* and litigations between the different users of water from the same nat-

ural sources and artificial works, all those embraced in the organization have

voluntarily submitted themselves to all that is fixed in these ordinances and

regulations, and are obligated to its faithful fulfillment, expressly renouncing

any other jurisdiction or law ; always j>ri>ri<lf<l. that their rights and the estab-

lished uses and customs of the locality are respected according to the second

paragraph of article 237 of the law of water-.

ART. (i. No irrigator who is a member of the community can withdraw from

it without absolutely renouncing bis right to utilize the waters, provided his

case be not of that class spoken of as an exception to this rule in article 22! of

the law. Should it be of that class, at bis instance there shall be an cxamina-

* This is a liberal translation and abridgment of the' Ordinance and explanations as given l>y

Bentabol y Ureta, p. 155, et sf.rj.
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tion made under the direction of the L'ovrnmr \ th' on

suiting his techiiiral ami admini-t rat i ve advi-er-. -h;dl dteidt the qm--:
\vith<lr;i\v:il, there being, Im \\ever, ;ui appeal to the mini-ler oi public \vork-,

reserved in aeeonlance with the law.

No irrigator or farmer ran become a nieinlier ot tin- eommm.
inatioii, exeept by eon-ent of a majority vote of it- member- n **etll-

bly : in-oi-tilnl, however, that an appeal to the governor may IM- taki-n. ami
as the law ilireets.

AI:T. 7. The eommunity is hereby obligated to i

stnietimi, repair, ami preservation of all it- work-. -trm-iure-. ami prop,
ami for the ailmini-t rat ion. ami -ervice to irrigator- ami inaiiufa<

for business management ami ilefeiise of the romimni right*, -uhject to the

provisions of these ordinances ami regulation-.

ART. 8. The rights ami obligation* of the individual irrigator- ami other-

users who eonsume water, shall be computed in proportion to it- employ tm-nt

or the quantity to which they have claim, or the quantitx .\hich the-.

ronsuiiie, or to the extent of the land which they irrigate or have right to irri

.irate, as well as to the amounts which they contribute to the outlay ! the com-

munity.
ART. 0. The rights ami obligations of the individual mill* ami mam.

ries which utili/e the motive power of the water shall be dctermii

for all time, a- it is agreed to tietween the irrigator- and the owm
establishments, without prejudice to the modification* \\hich may afterward-

be determined by mutual coii-ent.

ART. 10. The member of the community who does not make payment of the

sums charged to him, according to the term- of the-e ordinance* and th-

lations thereunder, shall pay ai: additional charge of ten per cent per month
on his delinquent payments. When payments and additional

delinquent for three con*eeutive month*, the u-e of water shall be prohibited.

and the rights which are due the community shall be enforced airain-t tin-

delinquent, taking into account, at the same time, the expen-e- and injurie*

which may have been caused by him.

ART. 11. The community, as represented and united in general a**embly.
a*Mimes all the power which is inherent in the >aine. For the detail* <:

eminent and management a syndicate and court of irrigation are e-talli-hed

as by the law directed.

ART. 12. The community shall have a president and -ectet.irx, elected in

general assembly in like manner to the member* of the -\ mlicate and court or

jury of irrigation.

AKT. 13. [Defines the qualifications- standing. intere*t in community, per-

sonal attributes, etc. necc--ary for eligibility a* pre*ideiit

ART. 14.
|

Fixes the term of the pre-idciit .

AKT. l.\ (Declare* that the duty of the pre-ident -hall IK- gratuitou- and

that he cannot refuse the otlice exeept in ,-.i-e of immediate reelection, etc.]

AKT. Hi.
1

Defines the duty of the pre-ident making him, in general term*,

in addition to duties as pre*iding otlicer. the official reprc-enlat ive of tin

munity in out*ide matters and particularly with the governmental authorities

and also charging him with a general supervision of the syndicate and of the

irrigation court or jury.]

AKT. 17. ; Deli in- the qualification*, etc.. nece--ary to be eligible a -

ART. 18. The length of the term of oilier of the -ecretary -hall m>i he fixed,

but shall be at the will of the general a--embly and upon the -ug-e-tion of the

president.
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ART. 19. [Concerns the salary of the secretary.]
ART. 20. [Defines the duties of the secretary; making him generally the

recorder and bookkeeper of the association.]

CHAPTER II. Of the Works.

ART. 21. There shall immediately be prepared, and thereafter kept posted, a
schedule or inventory, in which shall be named and described, as particularly
as possible, all of the works, structures, and accessory arrangements which are

the property of the community, at the time of its forming, and thenceforward;
commencing with the dam or dams for taking the waters, their principal dimen-

sions, class of construction, nature, dimensions, and descriptions of openings,

position and relative elevation of bench marks for reference as to legal height;
then the principal canal, or canals if more than one, ditches derived from these,
and their main branches, with their respective alignments and position, struct-

ures, characters, sectional and other dimensions at various places, grade slopes,

capacities, etc.; and, finally, the buildings and other works of administration.

ART. 22. Whenever it is proposed to construct new works, or to extend or

enlarge those already built, the proposition shall be considered in general con-

vention of the community, and there determined upon, after having secured a

governmental authorization if necessary.
ART. 23. [In this article should be named the works which within the com-

munity district, remain the property of private individuals, but which form

part of the system of the community wr

orks, such as distributing ditches, cer-

tain structures, gates, etc., and stating clearly which of such works are to be
maintained at the expense of the community and which at the expense of their

owners. In general, the works which belong to individuals, and are subject to

their management or handling, should be maintained at their cost and respon-

sibility.]

ART. 24. The syndicate may order studies to be made of projects of works
for the better utilization of the waters possessed, or the increase of the supply ;

but it cannot carry forward such works without the previous sanction of the

community in general assembly; nor in this case can any assessment or tax be

collected for such works executed without authority. Only in cases of urgency,
when circumstances and time will not permit of the convening and action of

a general assembly, may the syndicate inaugurate works, and they shall then

call a general assembly as soon as possible to give an account of their extra

proceedings. The syndicate shall have the final approval of plans of works of

repairs and conservation, so long as the total annual cost is kept within the

estimated total sums approved by the community in general convention.

ART. 25. [In this article shall be determined the number and times of clean-

ing or clearing of works to be effected through the year, taking into account

the necessities of the cultivations, times of water supply, etc. And the meas-

ure of authority of the syndicate, to order extraordinary work of this kind,

should be stated.]

ART. 2(>. No one shall do work on, or add to, or change the dams, canals,

main and branch ditches, or other works of the community, without the previ-

ous express authorization from the syndicate.

ART. 27. The owners of lands bordering the canals or ditches of the commu-

nity must not make works of any class on their edges or margins, not even on

pretext of defending their property, which the syndicate in any way oppose-;.

Should such works be necessary, the syndicate will on application order them

done, or will under conditions permit the owners to do them under its direc-
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lion. Neither can the o\\ ner- m:ikr any |. Ian la I i. >n 01 uln\.<' mar-

gins at ;i le-- di-tame from (In- edge ..|' tin- \s..rk than that pr-< nU-d in tin*

ordinance- and regulation- .if rural police. Tin- ommunit v

]rt'ft the margins of it- channel- U may he ,d\:,' : ,.| .1.. all K

require upon the margin^ except tin- plantim-
scribed limit.

CHAPTM Ml. Qfth

AKT. LS. Kach member of the community ha- a rk-ht to tin

irrigation, power, or industrial purpo-e-. ;| > the caM may I.e. t.. tin .

portional to hi> interest in the eoinniuiiity a- determined under a form-

cle.

AIM. L'Ji.
j

In this article -hall he named the order e-tahlMi-

thr water- in irrigation, for power, and for industrial purpose-. : ,!i,l th-

established for use from the different main work- or 1. rain-he-, if an\ . an<l the

order, if cstahlished, foi- its u-e hy the diH'erent mcmhcr- of the OOm]

may lie agreed to in general convention, and re-pectin^' alwa\ - the

rights of individuals, and tin- power of the -yndieate. under arti.-l.

law, to establish regulations for the Letter utili/ation of \\ B

ART. 30. Unless the community in general a--emlily -hall determine other

wi-e, the turns or rotation- of water di-t ril.ution which are found e-tal-li-hed

for irrigation-, at the time of ort'ani/ation, -hall never U-chan. ;.rrju-

dice of any one.

ART. 31. The distrilmtion of the water- shall he etleeted under the dip

of the syndicate, hy the <i<;;(ui,->-n charged with Mich -ervi-e. and in whose pos-
session are lodged the proper key-. No irrigator can him-elf take \\

at the time of his estahlished and reeo-rni/eil turn.

AKT. :V_'. No irriirator ran, depending on the ela-- of cultivation which he

adopts, claim a greater quantity of water, or hi- u-e of it for a longer tiim

that which, in the one or the other proportion, corre-pond- to hi- mea-

right.

AKT. 33. If there should he a scarcity of water, or a le-- quantity available

than that which is due the community or to the irrigators. that di-po-alle
shall be distributed b\- the syndicate equitably and in proportion to the H

rights of the ii-rigators.

CHAPTER I\.ofthr La ml* <nt<l Muniit'ii'f

ART. :U. l-'or the Lr rcater order and accuracy in the utili/ation of the

and tlie assessment of community taxe-. a- \\ell a- to in-ure p: .-t for

all individual right-, there shall alway- le jio-ted. according to p..-ition in tin-

district, :i general register showing: (1) In the matter of land-: the name of

owner and contents in Ar.7,,/v\ of each property, it- boundarie- and limitation-,

right to water, in units of volume, turn-, or time-, and the proportionate part

which it has to bear of the total e\pen-e- of tlie community according t

which ha- been already pre-cribed in article- 7

and (L') in t lie matter of milN ami indu-t rial e-talili-hment-: the name by \\lij.h

each is known, it- -ituation with re-pi ct to tin- ditch or canal from which it

takes water, the quantity of water t.. \vhidi it ha- a ritrht. by volume

and time, if determined, or its proportionate part of the whole Mow. if the vol-

ume is not known, with the time for its u-e and the name- of it- owner-, and

also the actual amount or proportionate part of the total e\pen-c- which tin-

work has to contribute to the community, and the ?Ot< which are

assigned for the repre-eiitation of the property in the general convention.
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(In case, us happens in many old communities, the water-rights are in whole
or in part held -separately from the land, and hence, can be utilized on different

properties within the irrigable district, there shall be, also, ordered, in this arti-

cle, the formation of another register for the community members owning
water-rights, in which shall appear a record of the part or proportion which

belongs to each, expressed as in the former case described, together with the

amount or proportion of the whole which each will have to contribute to the

expenses of the community and the number of votes to which each is entitled

in the general assembly.)
ART. 35. [Provides for another register arranged alphabetically by names of

members, "to facilitate voting and the levy of assessments," etc.]

ART. 36. For the purposes expressed in article 21 there shall also be prepared
one or more complete plats or plans of the district, showing all of the irrigable

lands, their waters and works, 011 a scale or scales sufficiently large to represent
with clearness and precision the limits of the irrigable district embraced by the

community, and the limits of each piece of property, the point or points for its

taking water, the channels for its delivery, and the locality and class of their

structures, and all other buildings owned by the community; as also the local-

ity of all mills and industrial establishments, with their channels, openings,
and drainage ways.

CHAPTER \.Of Offenses, Indemnities, and Penalties.

ART. 37. Any member of the community who even without any intention

of doing harm, and only from ignorance of the consequences, or by neglecting
the fulfillment of duty imposed by the ordinances commits any of the follow-

ing named acts, is guilty of an offense against the ordinances, which shall be

punished on the decision of the jury of irrigation of the community, namely:
By damages to works (1) to permit any animal in one's possession to graze in

the channels, or on the banks or margins; (2) to make a watering place by a

channel, although no obstruction is caused, nor damage occasioned; (3) to

obstruct or pollute a channel or its margins, or impair any channel or structure:

By use of waters (1) to avoid or neglect taking due care of one's own gates,

modules, or partltioners as adjudged by the syndicate; (2) to neglect placing
the accustomed signal or sign for the acequiero when one does not wish to irri-

gate at night; (3) to allow water to pass to the drains and waste without utili-

zation without giving due notice to the syndicate and seeking proper remedy:
(4) to take water even at one's own turn without observing the formalities and

rules herein laid down; (o) to take more water than is due, or that which does

not belong to the person taking, or cause it to be wasted, either by backing up
in the channel and overflowing, by keeping a gate open too long, or by disar-

ranging a gate, module, or partitioner; (<i) to take water from a community
ditch or its main branches, by other means than the established gates of dis-

tribution; (7) to take directly, by force, or other means, from the said canal or

its branches or distributaries, any water for irrigation, without due authori/a-

tion from the community; (8) to obstruct the current in any way in order to

increase a stream of distribution; (9) to neglect closing the openings at the

finish of one's irrigation turn, thus causing waste or loss of water; (10) to water

rattle or horses at points other than those designated for the purpose on the

ditches; (11) to wash clothes in, establish a fish pond, or otherwise employ
waters of the community without authority; (12) to abusively drive the water

into channels, in order to augment the power of a fall for motor purpose> ; ( 1.".)

to occasion injury to community or individual rights or property by any infrac-
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tion of these ordmances or ty committing any abum -iti-n

tional or not.

AIM. 88. only in CUM of tin- i-:m \\ater- ,,f tin- . .immunity I,,- uk*M,
out eommittim: .'in otVen-e, cither by member- or -r

AI:T. .".!'. Errigators or other community memberi
the>e ordinance-, shall, on information, he judt'ed. :l n.l. if |.r.;

on the judgment of the jury of irrigation ,,| tin- < .nniiui.il y. and -hall i

imposed liy the jury, indemnity for damage- and injuri.

munity, or any member thereof, and al-o a tine !.
: <ini-hm-nl, but

which in no case 'n;iy .veed the limit < ontained in the i -nil.ir

otlense-. (The limit* of line* -honld be attached t

tained in the foregoim: article .'57, for the L'uidan. ..f the jury }

ART. J(>. When oH'cn-e- in water utili/ation cau-e injury, although insensi-

ble. to thi property of the community or a member, but which re-ult> in lomof
water or increased expense of maintenance, the jury -hall e-t

of injury and impo-e the line, and the community -hall receive the amount

paid,
ART. 41. The jury shall, in its di-cretion, judge of and intlict puni-hment f,, r

acts of offense not named in tiiii Ofdmance* by comparison \\ith tho- (
- which

lire herein mentioned.

ART. 42. If offenses charged are not tho-e herein named, and are < riminal

before the laws, or are committed by person* not members of the community.
the syndicate shall lodge information with the proper author .. law

provides.
CHAPTER VI. Of the General <'-im;;tt;<m <>r Am

ART. 43. The a^.irrc^ation of all members of the community shall con-titute

its general assembly, holding supreme power in the district.

ART. 44. Twice a year, aiul following a call from the pre-idelit publi-hcd
for fifteen days, the general assembly shall meet. Here follow- more

t\

instructions as to times, etc., of hold ing ihe convention-, ace, .rdim: to the

sities of agriculture and convenience of irrii.'at"r-.

ART. 45. [Contains instructions a- to character of pul)lication- t,i be mad-.

:in<l names classes of business of which notice mu-t be given in the publication.

in order to be taken up at the meeting. Aim ndment- \ the-e ..rdiv

being of the chief class.]

ART. 4<>. [Contains provisions concerning the place and time- of -c--ion*.

presiding officers and secretary

ART. 47. All members of the community have rit'ht to take part in tip

feedings of the assembly, and have right to vote on ,jue-tion- put, who po-M---

<here shall be stated the lea-t extent or area of irriirahle land, or volume of

\v:iter, in litres per second, or tlow in unit* of time, which confer- mi the

^i right to vote), and also all holder- of water-power privil.

ART. 4S. The vote- to which member- who arc irrigating

water-right owner* are entitled, -hall be determined a- directed in arti

of the law of water-, in proportion to the property which

fulfill the legal rule, one vote -hall be . ounted for Here explain -y-tem adopt-

ed. There should be a lea*t and a greate-t limit of Jnt, pOttdmgtO
the first vote of a member, and then he -hould have an additional \>

<-very duplication of the-c amount-. Tln-e who own intere-t- in

small to entitle them to a vote, may unite their intere-t* and lix on one ,.f their

number to cast the corre*ponding ballots, but evidence of ihi- mu-t be pre-

sented in writing.
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ART. 49. Members of the community may be represented in the assembly
by other members, upon a written authorization. [Other provisions at great

length about representation.]
ART. 50. The general convention shall have power (1) To elect the president,

members of the syndicate, and those of the jury of irrigation, with their sub-

stitutes, and member or members of the central syndicate, if any; (2) to exam-

ine, debate, and sanction or reject all plans and estimates, (3) all accounts and

reports; (4) to authorize the levy of ordinary and extraordinary taxes or assess-

ments.

ART. 51. The general assembly shall specially consider (1) Propositions and
estimates for new works, (2) extraordinary taxes, (3) acquisition of additional

waters, (4) complaints lodged against the syndicate, (5) matters brought to its-

attention by the syndicate, and (6) matters relating to changes in utilization of

the waters.

ART. 52. [Specifies subjects proper to be considered at autumn or winter

meeting of assembly.]
ART. 53. [The same, for spring or summer meeting.]
ART. 54. A majority vote by members present or properly represented shall

determine questions put. The voting may be public or secret.

ART. 55. [Contains matters of detail with respect to voting at first assembly
and subsequent meetings.]
ART. 50. [Subjects which can not be voted on without special notice.]

ART. 57. Every member may present subjects for discussion, whether notice

has been given or not, in order that they may be on the list for the next meet-

ing of the assembly.
CHAPTER VII. O/ the Syndicate.

ART. 58. The syndicate charged specially with executing these ordinances

and the decisions of the community, shall be composed of members, elected

directly by the community in general assembly. One member shall represent

exactly the small group of properties, which, by reason of situation or order

established, must last receive the waters. When the community is composed
of several companies or associations, of either irrigators or manufacturers, or

both, each shall have its representation in the syndicate corresponding to the

extent of its interest. [The above is an abridgment of a long article intended

to insure to each sub-district or well defined local or class interest in a commu-

nity its due and proportional representation in the syndicate. The article

closes with a note to the effect that the number of members of the syndicate
must be adjusted from time to time, as may be necessary, to the varying inter-

ests to be represented.]
ART. 59. [Provides that when the community uses waters delivered by a

company or individual under a government concession, the grantee shall be a

member of the syndicate.]

ART. 60. [Contains detailed instructions for balloting in the general conven-

tion for members of the syndicate, for canvassing and proclaiming the result,

and issuing certificates of election.]

ART. 01. [Concerns the taking of office by member of the syndicate newly

elected.]

ART. 02. The syndicate shall elect a president and vice-president from

amongst its members, etc.

ART. 03. [Specifies qualifications to be eligible as member of the syndicate
one being a qualified voter of the community, have an interest entitling the

holder to number of votes.]
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AKT. HI. Tin- memherof tin- -yndicate whu. .lurin

Foregoing qualifications, -hall immediatelv forfeit hi- ..Hi

be taken by the substitute from hi* quarter .!' tin- di-tii. t.

AKT. <;:.. The term of holding U :i member of tie

years; half of its members being elected each hi

details a* to keepint: certain intere-t- an. I lo.alitie- properly repre-e
AKT. (it!. Members of the -\ ndicate -hall MTVl iHtilOtll

r:inii..t refn-e oHiee unle-- im me. lia tely reele.-ted. i.r by rea- nge of

residence, or beini: upward- of ;o \ ear- i.f aj_'e.

AI:T. (17. When there i- in.. re tlian one coniiiiunity of irri^utor-

waters from any one source of supply, an. I it i .le-ire<l f..r mutual i
|

or.lere.l hy the minister of puhlie work-, for the puhlie ^oo.l. th

dieate he estahlishe. I, it >hall he eompo-e<l of meinher- naiiie.l h\

uiunity proportional to the extent of their r.-pcctiv.- irr:/ . ,rti.h-

eoneludes with specification- a< to
(1 ualitication-., term-, etc.. of men

central syndicate.]

CHAITI.K VIII.- nf th>- .In,-,/ f 1

ART. 68. The jury or trihunal wliieh is e<tahli.-hed hy article r_' of tin

dinances, in fullillment of article L'lL' of the law. shall have for it- d

consider and determine questions of fact wliieh an ncemin^ irriga-

tion, etc.; and, ('_') to impost- on violator- of the-e ordinance- tie

penalties due to their offense.

AI:T. (ii). The jury shall he conipo-ed of a pn--ident. who -h;dl h.

of the syndicate, designated hy it, and of -
jurors; and there -hall 1* ail

equal number of substitute-.

ART. 70. Members of the jury -hall he elected at the -aim- time and in tin-

same manner as members of the syndicate.

ART. 71. The qualifications for a juror shall he the -ame a- tho-,- for a mem-
ber of the syndicate.

AKT. T'J. No person -hall be at the same time a member of the jury ami of

the syndicate, except the president of the jury named by the >yndi'

ART. 73. A special regulation shall embody the detail- of po\\,-r- and dutie-

of the jury of irrigation.

CHAPTER IX. ttrnrral Orders.

ART. 74. The measures, weiirht-, and money which are u-ed in all that

to the community -hall be tlm-e leirali/ed a- the decimal metric -y-tein. which

has for its unit- the meter, kilogramme, and dollar (Spani-h I.

For the measurement of water-, the litre per -econd shall be u-ed a- the

unit; and for motive power created by the employment of water-, the kil.-

Lrrammeter a horse power hems: !> kilo^ramm-
In every ca-e these shall lie interpreted and accompanied by aii

of their equivalent^ in the local provincial term-.

ART. 1^. The-e ordinance- do not confer individual richt- n.t already held.

nor do they take from tho-e pOBMBMd by any member.

ART. 7(5. [Repeals former ordinance-, if any.

Cu \I-TI : >-//n/ nnlrrs.

ART. 77. [Is devoted to detail of temporary, preliminary, and other tran-i-

tory matters of oru'ani/ation and busine--.
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APPENDIX III B.

[Under this and other headings it was intended to include in this publication
translations of the laws and regulations below named. They have been revised

and their principal features abstracted in chapters XXI and XXII, and now
are named \vith references to guide those who wish to pursue the subject fur-

ther. General law of Public Works, Spain, 1877; Administrative regulation

(model) for government of syndicate boards of control, Spain, 1884; Adminis-
trative regulation (model) for government of water-courts, Spain, 1884; Ad-
ministrative regulation (model) for organization and government of general

syndicate associations, Spain, 1884; Administrative regulation establishing
rules to be followed in applying for water privileges, grants, or concessions,

Spain, 1882; all to be found in the works of Pardo and of Bentabtil y Ureta here-

inbefore referred to.]



IRKIC.ATION REPORT.

MEMORANDUM.

A< K\(>\\ "I. KIM, Ml. \ r8

In the compilation and writing of thi- volume n<. lir- i

liad, except in making translations. Tin- study w.t- undertaken at the -Ugge*-
t ion and with tin- counsel of the late <

'

I:M i: \ i !',.>. A 1.1 \

I". S. Army, consulting engineer to thi- -late department in 1*7-

meniory tlie writer recurs with a MUM of obligation for many j

courtesies and much valued advice.

The advantage of consultation with HON. JOHN U. 1 1 \ i i .
< ..un-e|..r at law,

Stockton, has been had during the course of the >tudy. To the guiding int!

of his learned and ahle criticism is due much of the merit of -\ -temi/ation an. I

of thoroughness which these chapters may have, a- al-o their fn

certain errors which otherwise would prohahly have l.een ma
sihility for the work, however, re-t- with the writer. It ha- nut bo

by any one else.

Ill the years IS.SH t,, ) xs-j, inclu-i ve. the advice of the late 1|..\ '

M \i:<n. Knited States .Minister to Italy for a long period, was had |, v m
an extended private correspondence, l-'or hi> kindly revie\\ of thrtir-t

on irrigation made by this department, and of a manu-cript of the lir-t writini:

of a portion of this volume; for his advii e in the matter of aiith"

read, and the value to he put upon thim; for hi- favor- in collet-tint: and for-

warding a quantity of original data, and a number of pamphlet and paper pub-
lications pertinent to the subjects in hand-: and for hi- politene-- in p,

the writer in correspondence with Kuropean authoritie- \\ ho have e\u*nde<l

other courtesies, a great obligation was incurred \\hich it i- the object of thi-

paragraph to suitably acknowledge.
When commercial and available private way> hail been tried withoi;-

cess in endeavors to obtain publications and data de-ired. reqin made

through official .-hannel-, in re-j.on-e to which a numbei i- and -ub

stantial favors have been received :

From K. Ki. CONIU-: nr: TOI;I:NO, Mini-ter of l-'oiuento. Spain : volume- of tin-

M,'iun,-i,i whrc lax Ohms I'liMim.*, referred to on p. |t,> of thi- vluine. ( 1-77 i

From SI-:NOI: A. I'mAi. v M"N. Mini-ter of agriculture and pub! -pain :

additional volume- of the same publication, with other favor-. (1-

From D. AM>KK\S |j \i K\I.O. Chief engineer, etc., Madrid: a e,,py Ol hi-

and other publications. ( 1

-

From Ki. COMKI:. AJJDB8AMDBO I'KOI i:. I'.i.r...-. in. lii-j.e. tor of the p,

of civil eiiirineers and memlier of the Superior council of pub Itah ;

reports on Italian river-. (1883.)

From EL COMKI:. AjfTORIO B^OOAKXI, Mini-ter of public work-, Italy: data

respecting the Italian hydraulic servi'

From SIGNOR D. BKKTI, Minister of agriculture. Italy: publication- of hi-

department, relating to irrigation. (1882.)
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From His EXCELLENCY BARON FAVA, Italian Minister to the United States,

and through him from the Ministers of agriculture and of public works of Italy;

a collection of recent Italian irrigation and water laws and regulations, and
the favor of a review of the advance sheets of the part of this volume relating
to Italian laws, etc. (1885.)

From SIGNOR A. W. LAMBERTENGHI, Italian consul at San Francisco; copies
of old Sardinian and other Italian laws, and other courtesies of a substantial

kind. (1884.)

From
,
Minister of agriculture, France; copies of the reports of

the French government irrigation commission. (1882.)

From M. T. J. MELINO, Minister of agriculture, France; copies of the depart-
mental bulletin containing valuable matter. (1884-1885.)

From M. HENRY GROSJEAN, Inspector, agricultural department, France;

copies of reports, etc., and other data.

For the courtesy of correspondence and transmission of correspondence and
other matter, special acknowledgment is due to SIGNOR A. DE

1

FORESTA, Italian

'charge d'affaires at Washington (1885); to the HON. F. T. FRELINGHUYSEN, Sec-

retary of State, Washington (1882); HON. L. B. MORTON, U. S. Minister at Paris

(1882); HON. A. A. SARGENT, U. S. Minister at Berlin (1883); and HON. A. AUGUS-
TIN ADEE, U. S. charges d'affairs, Madrid (1877).

From favors thus received very much data has been culled, but it has not

been possible, with the means at command, to completely avail of the oppor-
tunities thus offered. Furthermore, the great mass of matter, although perti-

nent to irrigation and arterial drainage subjects, has not been applicable in the

chapters of this volume. Other similar courtesies have been received from
other sources, which will find fitting acknowledgment in the third part of this

report, where the data will be used.

The greater part of the Spanish translations have been made by Mr. Duncan

Beaumont, Secretary, and of the French, by Edward Boehme, clerk in the

department. Very much assistance has also been had in this way from Mr.

John H. Quinton, assistant engineer, Gen. George B. Cosby, former secretary,

and Mr. A. D. Splivalo, of San Francisco.

COL. GEO. H. MENDELL, U. S. Engineer Corps, and MR. JAMES B. BADS, Civil

Engineer, were associated with the writer as consulting engineers on other

branches of the work, but not upon the special topics treated in this volume.

Due acknowledgment of their valued counsel will be made in a publication

relating to the subjects of their advice.

AUTHORITIES.

For purposes explained in the introduction to this volume, it has been an

endeavor in preparing these chapters, to preserve the references to original

authorities, and always to accord special credit where due. Any material omis-

sion which may have been made in this matter lias resulted from accident or

the unavoidable confusion in a work which has had very many interruptions
and disturbed intervals. The writer is sensible of no act of plagiarism. An
insensible copying of forms of expression and styles of composition is scarcely
to be avoided in writing from authorities such as have been followed in this

work.

It is believed that the translations made constitute the first general attempt
to render into English the water-laws and regulations of the irrigation coun-

tries of southern Europe. There have been a number of limited efforts in this

field; but the results of these, even, are now much behind the times.
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Tin- work .f U. BAISD SMITH, published ii, 1-

Fnirlish renderings of many .i,i Sardinian ;i n.:

lions. This i- tin- <.nly Kn.Lrli-h w..rk wherein ;i real -t

irrigation laws of either hal\

behind tin- times n thi- Btlbject, CTOT lor the on,- country it >

The volume of G. Soon M-N< KIKI i, published in :

contained, as appendices, translations of a part, only, d tin- i

rles relating to waters and irrigation, ami al-o tin- Span
I'.nt in each of thc-c elVorts the author took only one -tep into the :

subject ; and in it hi- re-ult- al-o a iv now in la

The entirecivil code of France i- published in Fn-li-h, alter tlie render

It. S. RICH MILS (gee I-.
7:; hereof), r.ut only a -mall part of th. i irri-

gation law sy-tem of France i- found in its ,!. althon-h the foimdati

a lar.Lre part of it i- there. The interpretation- <>i th,-,- i .n,| regula-
tions under them are e^-ential for any -ati-factory nnder-tandim: of them.
and these it is helieved first find place in Mn^li-h print within kl -f thi-

volunie.

Due credit has heeii Driven these translator-. 1'iit in e\er\ CaM tii

have heei i examined, and material correction- -omen me- made of their i,

in.irs. The Spanish L'eneral water-law of 1^7:11 appendix 111. i

believed, never before been published in Kn^li-h. a- al-o all of tin- M
and regulations, and all those of Italy bearing date- -ince that ot

hook ( ISiiS), ami about all of the Frem h h-Lri-lat ion. t -t< .. ,.n our Mil'

(he part contained in the code.

The now quite old special work- of IM-MOM-. hiiiii prov, \ VM \I:P. and SMITH,

and the somewhat newer one of MOM KII:KK, have been the ha-i- of thi- wrk.

Culling from them their data pertinent to the inquiry, I have then -upple-

niented their labors on the subject a- it formerly -tood. by appeal- to -tandard

Authorities, such as l)\i.i,o/., MKIM.IN, I'u-n iii"\. PlOOUtAU, i
;

the NOVISIMA KKCOI-II.ACION, and the tran-lation- from BOOM i oth-

ers, by KH-II \ui.s, \Viim-:. and KO.RV.

The work has then been brought forward, ailded t,, and the field broadened.

upon the authority of the volume- by Pi l'\ v, M U K&4L, l.i \

I'AKKO, r,i:.\r\r,oi. v l'i;i r\, the M,-ni<>ri<t .>t,rf /a.v I///H/.V //////i/vi.--, and articles and

laws in the Annah'x </<> fiunts >-t C}IHH.W,'.<. And the -ubject ha- been further

illustrated upon the authority of the writing M \ K. M
and M AKSII.

On points of history, politic-, institutions and -ciieral -tali-tic-, not -upplied

by the special works examined, the I k- of 11 \i i \M. BlHtOVDI, \\

M\i:ri\, and the encyclopedia articles found duly credited lined.

And, finally, the last p.verninental publication-..! la\\- and regulation

.specially obtained fn,m Italy and Spain, which, with the aid of other data, and

the snir^estions and advice el-ewhere acknowledged, have enabled the writer

thus to close the work to late date-.

OTHKIi REPORTS, AND Till-: MAPS OF THI DEPARTMENT

In addition to this ireneral report on irrigation, tin S

inent has j.repared the matter lor other publication-.

A volume of data and stati-ti. - of rainfall, temperature, evaporation, drain-

age basins, flow of streams, tlow of arte-ian well-. tops:rapliy ,,f river . haiui.-l-,

land classifications, etc.. i- now in c,.ur-e of printin*:. Aimther extended work

on the state and county boundaries and their de-cription-. prepared under
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special instructions from the legislature, is likewise in course of publication.
The data for a volume of statistics of water-right claim:-;, and irrigation and
canal incorporations, is in large part in hands; as also that for a report on the

flood phenomena, arterial drainage problems, and history of reclamation enter-

prises in the central valley of the state; but at this time it is not known that

these two last works will be completed.
There will be presented to the next legislature a report on the work and meth-

ods of the department, and a synopsis of the present and all other reports
issued by this department to that time.

There are in this office the following named maps, the completion and publi-
cation of most of which is contemplated:

I A general map of the State of California, on the scale of six miles in the

inch, covering a space of about ten feet square. It has been the intention to

make this a topographical and general land map, showing land divisions down
to sections of the public land surveys, and to publish it in a form suitable for

a wall map in three parts Northern, Middle, and Southern California.

II Twenty-five atlas sheet maps, on the scale of four miles in the inch, each

thirty-six inches long by twenty-three inches wide, together embracing the

whole state, and accompanied by a map of the state, in outline, on one sheet of

the same size, and serving as a key to the separate sheets. These maps are

prepared as land maps in detail, and show the topography of the country in so

far as lines of drainage and principal well established features are concerned,
but no attempt to make them topographical maps in detail, as to mountain
and hill representation, will be made. In the preparation of this set of maps it

has been the intention to publish them as outline maps and in the form of an

atlas, and have them serve as the basis of the future physical survey of the

state, which, now commenced, will doubtless be completed at some time in the

future. The scale of these maps is sufficiently large, and the detail shown is-

sufficiently minute, to render them desirable and valuable locally as land maps.

Ill A general drainage area map of the state of California, on the scale of

twelve miles in the inch and occupying a sheet fifty-four by sixty inches. This

map shows the lines of drainage for the entire state and the outline of the chief

physical features of the country, and is intended as a general illustration to

accompany the report on irrigation. It is the first attempt at a skeleton phys-
ical map of the state, and will serve the purpose of such map until the state

becomes well settled, and the details of its physical geography are much better

known than they are now. This map would serve as the general illustration

of a much more detailed and extended report than the state engineer is able

to make now with the data at hands.

IV A general topographical map of the Sacramento, San Joaquin, and

Tulare valleys, and adjacent foothill regions, showing twenty-foot contour

curves or lines of equal height on the ground's surface, for each twenty feet

above the level of low tide in the bay of Suisun for all the valley hinds, and

hachured topography for the foothill region. This map has been prepared as

the general illustration of the report on irrigation for the valley, as well as for

the basis of a detail exhibit of the general subject of the physical survey of the

state. It represents the result of a great amount of information acquired l>y

original field work of this department, and by private and other surveys, now
for the first time connected up and utilized to show, approximately, the eleva-

tion, fall, and slope of the plains at every point, and the outlining and form of
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tin- foothill topography. It i> on the ale of tb mile- in tin- in< I,

be published ,,n ;i shee1 BOTenty-two im-h.

V Four detail topographical and Ian. I map
.loaquin and Tnlare valley-, indudiiiL' tin- Mokelnn
at tin- extremes, and showing contour !;

elevation, above low water in the Kay. f,, r tin- vail- .- the
foothills and valley- outlined in detail. The-e in., i

Concerned, are in large part the re-ult- ni' original

by the state engineering department, and othei <i th-
I'nited States engineer COIpS, various railroad and I pri
vate individual-, which have l.een connected by the -tate work, and thu-

available. The maps are mi the BCalfl of two mile- in the in.-h, and

pics a sheet about Bixty-tdj by thirty ineln-. The\ h ; \,- : , n pn
exhibit in detail of the ireneral subject of irri.L'atioii in and for t i. A hidi

they i-over. and are intended to accompany the report.

VI A detail topographical map of each of the river

umne, Stanislaus, Tuolumne, and Merced, from their tv-i . ,n mouth-
to their points ,,f How throu.L'h the open plui-

respective rivers and adjacent rcLMons, fr the upper to the lower point, at

which it is at all likely water will ever he diverted from them for purposes of

irrigation on the plains, and have been prepared as detail exhibit- of the -

of diversion of waters for irrigation. Th'\ t-.i-'h ormpy
four by forty-eiirht indies in area, are on the -cale of :5,<NHi f.-et in th-

are intendeil to aeeoiujiany the report on irrigation.
'

.'|uiii.

Kin.us, Kern, and other rivers on this -cale have not been alien

VII A general topographical and land map of the ba-ins ami vai

Santa Ana, San (iabriel, and Los Angele< river-, embracing all the territ'

I.o- Angeles and San P.ernanliiio eoimtie- draining into the o.-r.m from the

lieadland above Santa Monica to that n-xt below the month Q

river. This map includes the thickly settled and ii .them

California, and is intended as a general illu-tration for tie

for that region. It is on the scale of two mile- in the inch, and OCCU]
about live feet by three feet.

VIII Detail maps of each township or part of town-hip, on a -cale of half

a mile in the inch, of the irrigated valley land

nardino COUntieS. The-,- are the detail exhibits a- to irrigation in the :

name 1, and -lioiild be published on about half their pre-eiit com-

pany the report.

IX Detail maps of the San .loaquin. Kiiur- river- and Kern

river irrigation district.-: -howing river-, canal-, ditdie-, land divi-ion-

extent and das-itieation of irrigations. Thc-r map* RN On a -..! of ,>ne mile

in the inch, and are to be published as illu-tration- of the report on irrigation.

MOM of the local maps \v ill be published in very cheap but u . and

all published will lie sold at a -mall advance on COM of publication.

law directed.
\\M. HAM. HA I
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PUBLICATION.

This volume is published under and by virtue of the following Joint Resolu-

tion, adopted by the Legislature of California, on March 9, 1885:

ASSEMBLY JOINT RESOLUTION No. 1 AUTHORIZING AND DIRECTING THE PUB-

LICATION AND DISPOSAL OF THE REPORTS AND MAPS PREPARED BY THE STATE

ENGINEER.

Resolved by the Assembly, the Senate concurring, That an edition, not to exceed

three thousand copies, of the final report of the State Engineer, on the Prob-

lems of Irrigation, as outlined in the report of progress made to this Legisla-

ture, for the years eighteen hundred and eighty-three-eighty-four, together with

the maps and diagrams accompanying the same, be printed and published
under the joint direction of the Governor, the Superintendent of State Print-

ing, and the State Engineer, and in good, substantial, useful, and salable style,

as by them to be determined.

Resolved, That these works shall be disposed of as follows :

Five hundred copies to be distributed gratuitously, under the direction of

the Governor, to free libraries, state institutions, and in exchanges with foreign

societies and institutions, and notable persons; two thousand five hundred

copies to be delivered to the Secretary of State, to be by him kept on sale at

prices to be fixed by the Governor, at amounts about twenty-five per cent

advance on cost of publication.

Resolved, That all moneys received from said sales shall be duly and sepa-

rately accounted for, and immediately be paid into the State Treasury, to the

credit of the General Fund.

Resolved, That a short abstract of the full report may be prepared, printed,

and distributed gratuitously throughout the country, for the purpose of plac-

ing the main points of the work before the public, and as an advertisement of

the work itself on sale.

In compliance with this authorization, this volume may be had, on applica-

tion, by book dealers and by individuals, as will be announced in an advertise-

ment following the index.
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(A. 645), 540 (A. 544), 5>

Appropriation ,,f uat.T-

\ 86.)

Aqueduct
Arterial drainair--

9-10; (F.) 77, 90, !V5. il. 112; .1 .

liM :. -'U, 350;

ian \\cll>

;

Arl.i;

mblieeoli]
i:.i :

387,417. , i. 490, 549,5!'.-

:,:,. U -- l"L " l.

M- .501,550,500,002

Aasot'intioii in irrigation

CompulxT
33"

146

for. 148,813 W 'ollcy

towards, :M. I
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589; Principle of, 91, 150, 316, 330-

331, 334, 483, 493, 550, 589, 598; Right
of, 149, 315, 328, 383-432, 549, 589

Associations Notable irrigation :

"
Bourne,"

" Rhone" (France) 172-174
" West of the Sesia" (Italy).. 319-328
"
Valencia,"

" Murcia "
(Spain) . .

383-392,414-420

(See
"
Communities.")

Atendadores 390

Auction sales of concessions

..165,513,521,583
Auction sales of water 411, 427

Authorities :

On Roman Water-laws 48

French. ...73, 99, 126, 134, 142, 154, 179

Italian.. 206, 239, 267, 283, 311, 333, 351

Spanish. .382, 413, 432, 468, 478, 507, 524

General 608

Authorizations, to divert waters

(See
"
Water-rights," "Ac-

quired rights to water,"
"
Concessions,"

" Diversion of

waters.")

To construct works in water-

courses, etc 44, 47,

04-67, 76-78, 80, 92-93, 110-114, 192,

195, 208, 211, 213, 216, 225-226, 229,

273, 372, 448, 464, 561, 563, 577, 580-585

Aymard, M. Maurice. 384, 607

"Irrigation in South Spain".413, 607

On Valencian tribunal of wa-

ters ....395-397

On system of selling water 413

On self-government in irrigation. 420

On measurement of water 425

On selling water at Lorca 427

On Moorish and Spanish sys-

tems -_. 488

( )n Moorish system in Granada. 488

B

Baccarini E. El Comre 605

Banks-Stream... 40-41, 5(5-57. 190-195,

205, 224-225, 443-445, 5-Js. 588, 568, 561

I'.arral, M. J. A 607

"Irrigations Vauduse" 154
"
Irrigations Rhone " 154

On irrigation study, France 162

Beds Lake and pond
...529, 537-53X, :,

(See "Channels.")
Bentabol y Ureta "

Repertory,

etc., Waters
"

468, 607

Berti, Signer D C05

Betocchi^-E. El Comre 605

Boron Sardinian Code (Ed.). .239, 607

Bridging public streams 586

Brooks, Hon. B. S. (argument) 382

Brooks. (See "Streams.")
Brown "

Compendium of Civil

Law" 48

On Common Property 38,41

On Right of Diversion 44

Bouches du Rhone District of... 51

California Comparative size of 10

Climate and rainfall 144

Irrigation in 9

Irrigation development in 5

Irrigation investigation in

9-14, 607-609

Irrigation policy wanted 6-12

Irrigators of. .'. 5

Land values in 5, 146

State action proposed 6-8

Canal owners 258,263-267, 545, 585

Canals Notable :

France 165-178

Italy 336-339

Spain 508-51:;, 5i>;;

Canalization of rivers 90, 585

Capital Exemptions of

511, 512, 514, 518, 520, 5f U ( A. (iS), 583

Guarantees of interest on 157

Protection of 57s

Cavour On waste of water 261

Channels 56, 190, 443-145

Changes Of - 52!), 538, 55! I

Clearance of .77, 95-5); 1, 274,562, 565, 571

Civil Engineers. (See "Engineers.")
Claims. (Sec "Water.")

Coda dell 'acqtia 256

Codes, Roman Justinian. I*

Roman Hunter 48

Codes, France" Napoleon". 55, 7:;, 1 1 >2

France Articles from 527 5:5 1

Codes, Italy "Victor Emmanuel"

188, 190,200

Italy Articles from 535-551



Italy, ol,l Sardinian.
" Chat

Albert" _____ ,
i-

Italy.old ricdmotit.-c--Ch.nle-

FmaUUer - ...........

Italy, ol.l -Milanese

Italy, <>1| Lombardian I" \\

ter"decrees) '1,218

Italy, Ul.l Venetian ("Wat
reirulatiouM ................

Italy, ol.l l...m!>anl..-Y. netian

( An.-tria) ................ ....

Codes, Spain "Water" < L8

Spain Translation of ...

in Novi-iimi llecopilacion

_____ .............

Spain, Old (iothic, Ca.Miliaii,

etc.... .................

Spain "Water" (1868)

Spain, Local " Water"

Spain, Local "Community
11

Colatura _____ ....... ..228,

Colmata-e ..... _ ______ !'l. 908, 348 -I'-'

Colquhoun "Summary of Roman
Law" .... .................. .

On common property ...... -

On diversion ................ . H
< >n property in river bed-. .... 11

On river control ............ .*. . . I-

( >n riirht of way ____ ...... ____ IT

On river works ____ ........... I:'

Coini-ion ile I lacemladas _ _ ... 11-

Common channel l'-e of ........

_____ .............. :iiH> :;ot. 542

Common property . ............... 38,

41, H. 56 58, l"L .;

Common utilizations of waters ~>~- 575

Communal property
Commune ....

..

tor dam.i-r- h\ f|,,ai

Competition in

I !'

................ .. 11- 1

388 132, 183 507*548

"Administration." M
I

ciation."
" A>s< n-iat \> >i:-." I

Community of intcreM .

...... "... '.M. IOL' 108, 1 I-'* 1 !

153, 230, 314, 330, 8

Community of property

Community ordinance Model

Compensation for ritrht--of-way

....... _______ 187,1*1,

285 292,297,308, 17". !:;. A

in -anitary drainage .......... 588

Colnp.

tkm
i and \Va'

ply Coiup

mj.Mtiy H-m-r:il of Italian

Irr;

11

IlM'i-ian Irrigation i'omi

Com I

\, .table irr:

Dl Am tion lalei :

.............

< 'la--ilic;ition oj

Term- of -
; s9,97,

< >f artesian ri.L'ht
-

I-'or drainaL'c of land-
"

'.

Duration ,
.

,\m, 585, 588

( )f \\

< ondemnation. \pr>pria-

tion,"
"

I'ul.li.- utili;

Contl:

in;. r.M. 2

"I'rior

Of intere-t Notal-le

ll.lol 10

c.in-tnietiitn. <> " Wm-i.

Contention-

Continuation of supply. (See

ri.L'tr

Contra 1'uMic \\ork-."

\v

Colit: an- 1 wa'

COtlX nmental:

EConuua

Franc,- v 11;

Italx

:in-ial and ntal:

Koman . IJ
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France 108-109

Italy 222

Spain 482

Municipal and Communal:
'

Italy 222

Spain 366-371, 372, 373, 416, 482

Community or Association :

Italy....'... .- 223

Spain 366, 393-395, 409, 430

Private :

California 7

Roman 45

France 56, 106-107, 127, 130

Italy.... ...-197, 222

Spain .374-381, 407, 442-447, 552-555

Control of irrigation enterprise

Governmental:

France.. 79, 116, 156-160

Italy ....215-219,335, 347

Spain 459, 490, 508, 516, 593

Provincial :

France 79

Spain 517

(See "Administration," "Regu-

lation.")

Cooperation. (See "Community of

interest," "Compulsion.")

Consejo de hombres buenos 418

Courts Jurisdiction, etc.

101, 103, 107, 530, 540, 594

Cost of. irrigation

...89, 146, 169, 171, 174, 175, 176, 523
|

of water ...89, 171, 174, 175, 523

of works 146,

168, 173, 176, 177, 178, 339, 523, 562

Culture of rice Regulated 277-282

Cummin" Manual of Civil Law". 48

Custom defined 363

Customs Ancient Moorish

360,384,432,488
California water-right 5

Growth of Spain 362-365

Irrigation Spain 383-432

Irrigation Italy 184

Dalloz "
Treatise, Jurisprudence

"

73, 007

On communal property 368-370 i

On ownership of springs 129
|

On riparian right of irrigation.. 105

. On use of spring waters 130-132
|

Dams 90,92, 109,112,

114, 140, 208, 215, 224, 225, 229, 385,

464, 466, 473, 513, 544, 569, 574, 580

(See "Reservoirs," "Authoriza-

tions,"
"
Works.")

Day and night water 255

DeBuffon " Course of Agricult-
ural Hydraulics" 73, 607

"Agricultural Hydraulics "..206, 607

On right of way 288, 291, 310

On guarding streams 71

On distribution and measure-

ment 247

On necessity for regulations.116-118

On regulation of springs 202

Debauve "Waters, etc., Agricult-
ure" 73, 607

"Waters, etc., Transportation"

73, 607

DeForesta Signor A 239, GOG

DePassy
"
Treatise, Hydraulic

Service" ". 73, 607

On ownership of springs 129

On riparian right of irrigation.. 108

On necessitjr for guarding waters. 94

DePassa, Jaubert On Tribunal of

waters 398

DeToreno E. El Conde 605

Debris complication in California. 9-10

Diritto d'acquedotto.. 285

Diritto d'insistenza. 259

Distribution, division, and meas-

urement of waters

120-124, 240-257, 265, 385, 391,

402, 408, 415, 425, 463, 545-548, 576

Diversion of waters

43-44, 4( ;, r>ii, 80, 102,117,

120-124, 191-197, 208-220, 221 228,

372, 461, 404, 407, ">4o, KM, r>75, 581

Division of estates. (See "Servi-

tude.")

Dominion. (See "Control," "Prop-

erty.")

Drainage Agricultural

268-283,305,317, 562

Legal principles of 27i' _71

Necessity for... ....272,278-283

Troubles in Italy 271

Waters 198,305, 317,547, 562, -""il

(See "Arterial drainage," "Servi-

tude," "Right-of-way,""Marsh-

es.")



IXDEX,

Ihimont "
\V:ili-r COW

On ownership of spring! i-'7

On ri-ht- I" MiUerraiiean

ton
( >n servitude of riirlit -of \\ay I ".''

< >n use of sprint: water- . I

Ihitv i.r water IT-J. 178, i

Kads,.James T...

Fdict "f Moulin. '> .

"
l-:tlVrt>of Irri?ralim" Mar-h -

-

FlTccts ..f irrigation

F.lche District of... II" U

Embankments ami ! "':i

FncouraL'ement of irriiration

Franc.- l-">7 17"

Italy 333,317 348

Spain.... 373, 583, 5M, ;,n.:,n

Knirim-i'r ailvocatc-

KujriniHTs- -Civil -

France - <JH-<>S, SO. !Mi. Ill'

Italy..... ---- 221,2*3

Spain - 1^1

Hydraulic .. 1.M lVJ:>L'

l-JiLMiH'erin.u' Pcpartincnt, Cal 9-10

Kn.LMncers Con

France -

Italy

Spain lx '

Engineering Hydraulic Science

of -- -Jin 242

Fntcrpri<e. (Sec
"

1 miration.")

Frosion.

Kx-riche "Dictionary of Jtt

prudence"
On rivers, streams, spring. -"-71 ^-

KspartiM-n. Ccnoral ..

Excavations Kiirht to make

K.\(Miipti..li>. (Sri-"Capital.""l.:in !>.")

Fxpcricnce -Teachin.

-' Water, et

139, in. 204, Ml

2~i 1 I':*!'. 278, I
'

6, IM, i "'
"

1 5-516

(Sec "Water Coun

Kxpnipriation of private lands

135-137, 153, 3<>7

474-478, 555, 574, f>78, 51

of water rights

(See "Public Utility.")

Evulsion 529,538,559

in;/ out in

pill-In -t :

Feudal -v-tcm

Fi-h pond- and I,

Fi-lihiL' in pul-li<

:

Flotation in puM
Floatii

Fl 1 Mud..

ical.

Fontanili. (fi

Foreign .-a].ital pi-

Hal."

mmuniti. - - 562

Forfeinire >

(See "Conce--ion-

Formaline-

I-' raie 88

'ulture

C,.inmunc-. departt:

Climate and rainfall .

( iovernment

Irrigation, ch

Irrigation development .

Irrigation district-

Irriiration enterpri-.

|

ition inve-ti.iration

lion poli, j

Irritralion proniotio-

.ition woi

Politic- and people .d. 144-14

Propertv hoMin-- in Ill

Public domain of

Property riirlit-

- n and mtt '"">, 190

Frelimrhu) ... 608

Law
On common pn
On private j.roperty lu.

On pui.lic pr.. :

(ialdi- Italian Civil Code 239,007
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General Association of Irrig. West
of the Sesia. 319,328

General syndicate. (See "Syndi-
cate General.

1

')

General water company of France

108,174
Giovanetti On ownership of wa-

ters, Italy 187
On distribution and measure-
ment 247

On regulation of springs. 204

Godfrey, Hon. J. T 382
Goudsmit "Treatise on the Pan-

dects" 48
On common property 38,4]

Government. (See "France," "It-

aly," "Spain.")
Governmental. (See "Administra-

tion," "Regulation," "Control.")
Governmental aid and encourage-

ment to irrigation construc-

tionFrance c . 156-178

Italy 330-333, 347-351

Spain ... 508, 523, 583-584
Governmental encouragement of

irrigation practice France. 157-lfM

Italy 348-351

Spain... 511-519
Governmental construction of irri-

gation works
France. 155-157, 177-170

Italy 347

Spain 508-523

(See "Advances," "Capital,"
"Lands," "Subsidies," "Prize

Competitions,"
"
Irrigation in-

vestigations," "Public works.")
Granada District, etc 430-432

j

Moorish irrigation in 488 i

Grantees. (See "Concessions.")
Guarantees. (See "Capital.")
Guards. (See

"
River-guards.")

Hall, Hon. J. Buchanan 19, 605
Hallam "

History of Europe,"
etc.... 206,607

Head of water.-. .__ 45
Headworks 45, 93, HI, 113, 119-121,

215-216, 229-231, 385, 4 13- 165, 569, 581
Huerta. 383, 410, 421, 416

Hunter" Roman Law as a Code "
48

Hydraulic science and practice. .. 240

Hydraulic service

France ..90,109
Italy 242

Spain _ 482

Hydrological studies-
France

75tl64
Italy.. 219,350
Spain 515, 51 i2. 586

Improvement River. (See
" Riv-

er.")

Indemnity (See
" Public Utility.")

Industrial establishments. (See

"Regulation.")
Inundations. (See "Arterial Drain-

age,"
"
Compensation.")

Irrigation development
5, 1,5-19, 51, 184, 508-515

Enterprise 5, 52, 78, 143-147, 157,

165-178, 333-351, 347, 373, 508-524, 583
Effects and province of

- - 51, 52, 146, 254, 283, 313

Investigations
. .9-14, 163-164, 350, 463. 515-516

Literature ig

Policy. (See "Cal.," "France,"
"Italy," "Spain.")

Problems and conflicts. (See
"Conflicts.")

Projects Examined 584

(See "Administration," "As><>-

. ciations," "Communities"
"Companies," "Concessions,"
"Cost," "Customs," "Regu-
lation," "Water Court-,"

"Works.")
Irrigators Rights and obligations

of- - .87, 258, 263-267, 5 Ji
>,
5 IS

Italy Agriculture

183, 260, 313, 348-351, 540
Communes and departments 222

riimatoand rainfall.. 184, :!57

Government. 220

Irrigation Character 277

Development 184, 241, 336-338
Districts

183, 338

Enterprise 338-340

Policy 312,334,347



TND

Promotion ;;.-

Investigation ..... ......

Work-, notable 184,1

People ..f

Property holding- in

Public domain i.f iim

Property rights in 1-

Riversof ;i.::i-j

Islands Owner-hip of 520, '.:

Joint hoard of -yndic-
.Incar District, etc,

Jurisdiction of courts in irrigation. .~>:i|

Juries ,,f irrigation. (See
- Water

Courts.-)

Justinian " I%e-t or Pandect-" (-

( >n coiiunon property . .",- 1 1

On private waters
( Mi diversion of water- ...... II

On control of rivers .._ I:'

<>n work- in riven vi

On use of -prim: water-

T-akes. in. Ill, :.

Land holdings. (See !' ranee,"
: '

Italy," "Spain.")
and water-riirhts. ( See \\'ater

holdings.")
valuations .". ll'i

plats 502

Lands newly irri.irate.l. (fi

ation.")

Leases of water-. ( S ( e M Water

Rgreementa."
Les Annales ,le> Tout- et Cliau--

7

Liberal ^overninent !-.'>

Litigation Mitlii-t-. et

Llaurado, D. Andrea-

"Wati'r-an.l 1 rri^ation in Spain"
II

"On Stateaid to 1 rri.-at ion
"

B

Loan-.

Lock- Navigation

Lombardy l
x

l

Loiva- l>i-trict.etc. li'l i

Lo/ova Paiu

Mai ! , Minli,- in

Mainten:c

l! -)2, 539, .M3, W7, 58S

Manu

M--'|- . 007

DM .. M8
Mar-h. II,,-

"
I rriL'ation :

pell-.ltl.Mi

iVi-ei- i.f irrii.Mti..M

Lett,- .

\ :!

Mar-In-

Martin M
g

Measurement. I >i-trilu-

tion,"
" Modu!

Melin.

Menioria ol

ben
Mill right

Mineral wat. r- .. 555

Minister of 1'ul.lic Workl
...

Mini-i

Minister of Finan. ,

Model ordinance 506-603

Moderado party 186

Modal
Moneriell' "

I rri-ati, >n in South-

ern I-' u rope
"

\ >n adniini-tration b

* >n Valencia!! \V

Marcite ti.-ld

Monopoly
168 <"

164, ::>, 580
: -h euttomi

irrigation- and work- ;J57, 385, 508

property riL'hl-

Moti\. .. 500

Municipal coin

...

Ufl

Murvi,

Murcia 1>. Ill

40
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N

Navigability 55, 78,

190, 224, 372, 559, 562, 571, 573, 585

Navigation 372, 501, 585, 587

Narvaez, Gen. 488

Night water 255

Nonuser 533,554,549
Novisiraa Recopilacion.. 382, 607

Old systems not disturbed. 492

Openings old not disturbed 545

Ordinance Community
Model 493, 498, 592, 589, 596

Organization Local 147-153,

312-333, 383-432, 483-507, 589-592, 593

Necessity for

148, 312-314, 320, 335, 485

Ortolan " Institutes of Justinian" 48

On diversion of waters.. 44

On control of rivers 42

Ownership. (See
"
Property right.")

Pardo," Legislation of Waters ".468, 607

Peiroleri, Hon. A 239

Penalties' 97, 193-197,

221-22!), 233, 23!), 204, 278, 282, 387,

390-392, 102, 40
!, 503, 574, 592, 600

Phylloxera, flooding for 52, 155

Pidal y Mon, Sefior A 605

Piedmont.- 184

Plantations, defensive 501

Po, valley of the 183

Police 67-73,

!>;, 110, 124-120, 191-197, 223-233, 589

Policy. (See, ''California,"
"
France,

1 '

"Italy," "Spain.")

Politics. (See "France," "Italy,"

"Spain.")
Pollution of waters 588

Ponds 44:5-114,555. 55!)

Populations Use of waters by 578

Premiums Irrigation 518-521

Prescription. 45, 130-132, 376-381,

530, f).",:;, 540, f>K;, 51!), 55
1, 575. 580

Principle. (See
"
Cooperation,"

"( 'ompulsion," "Association.")

Prior rights ._

..214, 215, 372, 373, 400, 400, 544, 553,

554, 556, 580, 582, 575, 576, 590, 505

Priority of privilege 205, 448

Private property. (See
"
Property,"

"Enterprise," "Works.")
Private waters. (See "Springs.")
Prize competition Irrigation .160, 348

Progresista party 486

Projects Examination of

81, 518-521, 584

Property 37, 366, 527-528, 535-538

(See "Common," "Communal,"
"
Community,"

"
Municipal,"

"
Pueblo,"

"
Servitudes,"

" Pub-
lic Domain.")

Property rights. (See "France,"

"Italy," "Spain.")

Property right in waters and
water-courses

Rain waters 381, 442, 552

Spring waters ..45-46, 127-129, 197-

204, 308, 376, 442, 530, 540, 532-535

Subterranean waters

443, 455-457, 537, 556

Standing waters 443, 555

Running waters 38, 41, 40, 57,

101, 190, 308, 372, 374, 407, 442, 552

Sewer waters 44; J, 55 \

Mineral waters 555

Rivers 39, 41, 55,

188-191, 371, 442-444, 527, 5M, 553

Streams 39, 41, 50, 101, 188-

191, 308, 371, 374, 407, 442-444, 553

Beds and Banks.--

40,41, 103, 443,441,419,55$

Lakes and Marshes

443,441, 555, 559

Alluvion- 40, 52!), 5:17, 55!)

Water found on sites of public

W( >rks ">:> 1

Drainage 1 waters 272

Property holdings. (See" France,"

"Italy," "Spain.")
Protection of banks 5(11

of capital 578

of navigation 501

of prior rights. (See
" Prior

rights.")

Public domain. .64, 65, 150, i!JO,5:v;,r>5:>

(See "
Kiver,"

"
Property.")
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I'lll'lic lamh

necessity

streamer. (See
M
River,'

" \avi-

^aliility,"
" Floataliilit y." )

IIM. ::.

utilii- .. :;n7 :;il. 17 1 171

574, 577, N
water- i::. 56, 75, 78, 188 i''i, _'!!.

281,

e
"
Rivers,"

"
N:iviir:il>ilitv."

Floatability.")
works i;

177 179,807,847, 17 1 4,574
works bureau 1't. M

Pueblo property ri-ht- .

water riirlit-

Pumping water

R

Kainfall. (S-c "CaL,*
1 -

Franc.-,"
"
Italy," "Spain.")

Uain water

Kat.-. (See
- Water rate

Keelns "
Kjirth ami I nhal.itant-

"

7

Reelaination

< 'onipnlsion.")

Hciridon- syndics.-

Regulation of waters ami water-

course-. (See l.Yiriilation of

works,"etc.,"Adiiiinistration,"

"Authorisations,"
" ControLw)

Regulation of works River-\v<"-

dams, and lieadworks

\'l, 7.\ !L', !:!. loi, no, 11:;, 11.-,. i-_M.

li'.\ 2U, 216, L'L'l. L'LM !, 871,

Irri.iration and draina.LM- \\ ork

in;. 216, 29

JTl. -2~\, 282, 299, 501, 54

Kxcavation-:, Korini;-, and spring

o{>enin.L
rs

-JIM 204,888 271,
<

Industrial works

92,98,871, 165,580, H
Jation of irriiration and drain-

a.-e li'l li'l, -J7J. 'J77. 28

lu.\ los, j,,:i. no, Hi'. ll.\ I-.
1

;

198

Of navigation and flotation

Ol private i>roperties

'"piui nt i ,- i;t3-44l

I'rii:

Kent-

Kepoi ,

p.-u tun-Hi

inj,' out

I

Ridiard-

B in.

Poblk I'td-

ity."
"
Kxpn.p-

Ri.L'ht of draii

tin!'

< >f taki;

tlld.

To draina

'I'o rorp

liver-ion.

Riirlu- of l,;mk n\\

parian rii:!

Oflrrigaton L.V 9

Riparian riirht

( >n lank- \\> a ..
-

>(J-58, 100-103, 558-659

107, 205, B

Coil

..51-58, 1"

Nat :< 15-107

\v

ill

India.. MM
(Sce'M'ontli. t

Riparian land-

(8ee
u8erritad<

O\v: .-.ition- of

Channel-
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River 39-40, 45, 78, 190, 204, 371

Improvement
77-78, 90-92, 229-233, 561, 574

Guards... 69-71,125

Maintenance. (See "Channels,"

"Clearance.")

Regime Study of

77, 350, 371, 463, 562, 585

Regulations

92, 124, 191, 194, 210-213, 224-229, 561

Pollution 588

(See "Darns," "Arterial drain-

age,"
"
Banks,"

"
Channels,"

"
Control,"

"
Property,"

"
Reg-

ulation," "Stream," "Tor-

rent,"
"
Works,"

"
Navigabil-

ity," "Floatability.")

Rivers N otable France, 76, 90 ;

Italy, 190, 204; Spain, 365-367, 523

Rockwell,
"
Spanish and Mexican

Law" .-382, 607

Roman law, etc

35-48, 53-54, 185-186, 359, 363-369, 508

Sanitary drainage of lands. (See
"
Drainage Agricultural.")

Sargent Hon. A. A <iu:i

Schedule, water-rights 219

Schedule, public waters 219
I

Sclopis On distribution, etc 248

Selling water 421, 426-428

Servitude 530, 539, 5f 54

of abutment 140, 473, 554, 5(i9

of aqueduct (right of way)
....47, 138, 289-307, 470-473, 541, 565

of distance (intermediate be-

tween works) 270, 541

of diversion (utilization of wa-

ters) 46,58, 102-10:;, 129-130, j

204^206, 373, 374-381; 530, 540, 545, 547 ;

of drawing waters and of water-

ing place 48, 130, 532, 545, 570

of drainage (or water-course). ..

133, 273-274, 530, 53!), 547, 565, 655

of tow-path, and others on ripa-

rian lands. ...531,539,570, 586

Servitudes resulting from the sit-

uations of places f>: 50. ,">:>!), r>;i

established by law 531, 5V.i, 565

established by acts of men
.531, 539, 544

by agreement or title 130,532, 546

by dividing estates 132, 532, 546

by prescription

131, 530, 532, 540, 546, 55.')

Evidence of 377-381,547

Exercise of 547

Extinguishment of 533, 549

Sismondi "
History, Italian Re-

publics" . 20fi, 609

Smith" Italian Irrigation ". . .206, 609

On exchange of water turns 257

On governmental policy 209

On influence of warping. 306

On necessity for drainage 272

On necessities of irrigation 259

On revival of hydraulic science. 241

On riparian rights 203

On use of spare waters 2(52

Spain Area, provinces, pueblos. .

356, 479,480

Agriculture . 355, 357, 572

Climate and rainfall, etc. .--.35.1, :556

Government 435, 479

Irrigation character, etc 355, 363

Irrigation development. .364, 5os,.">i 1

Irrigation districts. .357-358, 383-432

Irrigation enterprise 490, 522

Irrigation investigation 515, 585

Irrigation policy

133-440, 169,483-486,490,516-620

Irrigation promotion 51.'! -521

Irrigation works (notable)

357, 508-514. 52-';

Politics and people in 48(5

Property holdings in

Property rights in .365-370

Public domain-- Waters 552-55M

Rivers and topography 356

Springs Property right in 46, 127-

12!), li 7-2oi, 376, 442, 5:{o, 537, 553

Rights of owners of

46, 1 2!, :;:< ;, 1
1:.,

.v;i
>,
5 u . 553

(
)|
.en ing new .... 133-134, 20< -LI 1

1,
5 11

Notable 1!)7 l!s

Spring waters Acquired rights

to 46, 129 -i:J2, 1!)7- !'.. :'>77, 555

Loss of rights to 46, 12!, :!77. 555

Public use of... i-45, 12!)
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State aid tii irrigation. (Si

ernmentaL")
State action in ( 'alifornia .

,

Stateengineeringoffice, 4 'aiir>niia ; i.

State ]...li.-y

"France,"*
4

Italy,"-spai
Storage of water

Reservoirs.")
Stream- Not floatable

80 11,56, loo. UN, in

Improvement. ( >ee M
1,'iver im-

provement.")
<iuardinL'of 68,98, rji i

Maintenan.v ..f 96, 126,28] J

K.'.uime Stu.ly of. (See
" Hiver

regime.")

Ke.LMiIai Kiver "regu-

lations.")

(See
"
Riparian rights"

"
IIi\.

"Navigability," "FloatabOity.")
Sul.Mdii-s i;,7. i

ITS 331-333, :ii: 851, 50

Sul)terraiiean i

"
\Vork>,"

"
Ue^ulation."

Surve\-. (Ser- llydrolo-ieal >tu-

dies."
"
l''orinalities.")

Syndicate... A:*\ i:.:;.

. ILM. !! I. !. io-J

Syndieate--eneral

Sy-tem Necessity for 800

Taxation < 'oiiiniunity l-'or irri-

gation

l"|, KM, III, IIS ILM. 12

i "ivenmieiital :

< >n capital and works .

ii;; 178, 512,8
( >n lamls ncciipieil liy work-

On land- newly irrigated,

etc 167 1

107,510,512, :.i i

Termino Tiiel.!,)

Tompkins "( iain-' ( 'oiniiie;

ries, etc." I-

Torrent-

..ISM, i;*>. L'ni. LMI. 218, 871, 881

Town drainage waters

Tribunals of water

l<>.\ ll'J. IK T-M.

Turns Kxchangc of

Valle-,

Valencia l>i-t! ..

Valldli-e |

i
-.

w
\Valli-,

"
In-tituti.

n

\Var|iin^.

Wat-

.. -

Claim*
i "iiMTv.ition <.f 1-3, 561

Hy.Ir.'l.

"Control; -
I',,;, , I:

of-\\

Coal

I'olll- :e;nn."
'

'

Conn
il-J. 118,4

Dll!

"\\

Holding-, appurtenant to l.ind

H
-430

1 loldin.-

Koiiiai),

M. Iowa

Kent-, -..vernnient.;

Selli.;/

Supp
v2, 585, 500
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Use of 45, 59, 74, 164, 219, 263-

207, 332, 350, 453, 520, 548, 572-588

Waste oL -.1(54, 403, 540, 554, 575, 585

Water-rights :

Roman; Source owner 45

Servitude Riparian 4(5

Servitude Prescription 45-46
\

Grant 44

France; Source owner 127 i

Servitude Riparian

58, 100-108,530

Servitude Prescript ion, agree-

ment, etc. - 129-130, 531-533 i

(Jrant 74,79-82
!

Italy; Source owner 199

Servitude Riparian. ..204-206, 540 i

Servitude Prescription, agree-

ment, etc 200, 544-547

Grant. 207-220

Spain ;
Source owner

...374,376,381,445, 553
|

Servitude Riparian 373-374

Servitude Prescription, etc. .

370, 377, 381, 553 (8), 575(149)

According to law Riparian. .

446-451, 553

According to law Discovery.

455-459, 556

Grant 459-465, 575-588

Waters classified . 441

(See "Drainage," "River,"

"Stream," "Spring," "Torrent,"

"Property," "Public waters.")

Weirs. (See "Dam.")
Wells Ordinary ..133, 201-204, 453, 556

Artesian 133, 454, 537, 555-557

White "New Collection, Spanish
laws" ...382,607

On old Spanish laws 301

Winter irrigation 254

Winter waters... 5(34

Works River works, dams, head-

works. ,42, 05, 70, 7!), 90, 05, 109, 113,

149, 217, 221, 225, 231, 400, 405, 5(51

Irrigation, and drainage, and
reclamation

. _ 05, 79, ,X2, 91, 95, 109, 114, 1 19, 15S,

105-17S, 221, 234, 272, 27(5, 272, 315,

334-337, 373, 384, 400, 407, 423, 431,

400, 405, 508-513, 517, 523, 57:;, 5*0

Industrial works

91, 95, 109, 125, 149, 465

Private. .. 45, 79, 91, 104, 13S, 157, 290,

335-334, 373, 400, 405, 469, 517, 520

Company
82, 138, 157, 1(5(5, 168, 170, 172,

174, 177, 335-346, 373, 465, 517, 521

Public 135, 221, 307,

323, 331, 347, 474, 481, 50.x, 515, 517

Public, governmental .(54, 76, 177-17<x,

221, 229, 234, 423, 508-513, 517, 562

Public, provincial or depart-
mental 229, 517, 502

Public, municipal 157, 373,

392, 400, 410, 416, 508-513, 517, 502

Public, community
...79, 91, 149, 157, 166, 167, 173,

176, 229, 315, 323, 332, 373, 384, 407,

416, 465, 501, 508-513, 517, 520, 59s

Works Plans for 13-14,216, 501

(See "Applications.")
Construction of -43, 77, 82,92, 111-114,

124, 149, 165-178, 217, 221, 225, 229,

270-271, 315, 373, 347, 33(5, 401, 407,

405, 502, 508-513, 517, 539, 581, 543

Maintenance of 43, 94, 149,

217, 221, 229, 234, 2M3, 270, 274, 317,

390, 419, 471, 502, 547, 539, 5s:;, 543

(See "Regulation," "Canals,"
"
Reservoirs," "Dams," "Head-

works.")
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